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No. 458-T. (2). 

GOVERNM;ENT OF INDIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. 

Simla, the 20th October, 1931. 

RESOLUTION. 

TARIFFS. 

The Government of India have received representations from 
certain glass manufacturers requesting that protection may be 
extended to the glass industry in India. In pursuance of para.
graph 3 of the Resolution of the Government of India, Department 
of Commerce, No. 3748, dated the 10th July, 1923, they have .de
cided to refer to the Tariff Board for examination these represen-' 
tatio.lls along with any others of a similar nature which may be 
brought to its notice. 

2. In making its enquiry, the Tariff Board will be guided by 
the principles laid down in the Resoluticm adopted by the Legis
lative Assembly on February 16th, 1923, and will eoIIilider-

(1) Whether the conditions laid down in the Report of the 
Indian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in the case of 
the industry, and to what extent, if any, and in respect 
of what articles, or class or description of articles, pro
tection should be afforded; 

(2) in what form and for what period protection, if any, should 
be given; and 

(3) how its recommendations, if any, will affect other 
industries. 

3. Firms and persons interested who desire that their views 
should be considered by the Tariff Board should address their 
representations to the Secretary to the Board. 

ORDER.-Ordered that a copy of the above Resolution.be com
municated to all local Governments and Administrations;.all 
Departments of the Government of India; the Central Board of 
Revenue; the Director General of Commercial Intelligence and 
Statistics; the Indian Trade Commissioner, London; the Secretary, 
Tariff Board; His Majesty's Trade Commissioner in India; all 
Chambers of Commerce and Associationsj the Canadian Govern
ment Trade Commissioner in "'india; the French Trade Commis
sioner in India, Burma and Ceylon; the Deputy High Commissioner 
for India. London, and the Secretary, Imperial Council of Agri
cultural Research Department. 

Ordered also that it be published .in the- Gazette 01. India . 
GLASS 

. ~ c 
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Press Communique 'issued by the Tariff Board on the 20th October, 

1931. 

An enquiry into the Glass Industry has been referred to the 
Tariff Board by the Government of India. All firms and persons 
interested, who desire that their views should be considered by the 
Board, are requested to send written representations (together with 
five spare copies) embodying their opinions so as to reach the Board 
not later than 20th November, 1931. They should be addressed to 
the Secretary, Indian Tariff Board, .Town Hall, Bombay. 



Questionnaire for Glass'Manufacturers issued '6"y the Tariff Board. 

1. Are your works olVned by a public or private registered company or an 
unregistered firm for a private proprietor? . 

2. To what extent is the capital held by Indians P How many Indians 
al'e Directors and how many form part of the superior management? 

3. At what date did your works commence to manufacture? 
4. What is the full capacity of your works as at preserrt equipped for the 

manufacture of glass? 
5. (a) Please enumerate the various kinds of glassware which you manu

facture, and 
(b) state the quantity of eaen kind which you have manufactured 

annually for the last five years ... 
6. Where is your factory situated? .Do you consider it is advantageously 

situated in respect of-
(a) vicinity to the areas from 'which your principal raw materials are 

drawn; .-
(b) vicinity to the coalfields or other sources of power or fuel; 
(c) vicinity to an important market; 
(d) other considerations, such as an abundant labour supply. 

7. What do you consider the most important factors in selecting thEl Bite 
for a glass factory in India? 

8. Do you consider that your products are equal in quality and appear
ance to imported glassware P Do they command the same price? If not, 
to what causes do you ascribe the lower price of Indian products? 

9. Is the production of glass at your work limited to certain months 
of the year? If so, please explain the reason and state whether .. the fact 
contributes to an increase in the cost of production as compared with the 
cost in other countries. 

Raw Matcriall. 

10. What are the raw materials used in your works for the manufacture 
of glass including fire-resisting materials? 

11. What are your annual requirements of raw materials according to 
the rate of output equivalent to the full capacity of the phtnt? 

12. What quantity of each of the raw materials is required for the pro- J 
duction of one ton of each principal class of glassware P 

13. From what areas does thl1 factory draw its main supplies of raw 
materials and at what distance from the factory are these areas situated? 

14. How are the raw materials collected and by what means are they trans
ported from the source of supply to the works? 

15. What royalty, if any, is payable on raw materials to Government or 
to private persons? 

16. Please state the cost delivered at the works of 1lach raw material 
divided under the following heads:

(a) Royalty, if any; 
(b) Labour employed on collection, etc.; 
(c) Freight; 
(d) Miscellaneous charges. 

17. Do you hold any concessions as regards the supply of raw materials? 
• If 80, what are the terms and do you consider them reasonable? 

18. Do you find it necessary to import any raw materials? If so, please 
state from which countries you import them and at what prices and. the 
Customs duties payable on them. 

02 
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19. Are any of these materia1s now imported likely to be manufactured 
in India at an econolllical cost l' Please give details. , 

20. Do you consider'the materials used by you at present suitable for the 
manufacture of the kinds of glassware in which you are interested l' Please 
.tate, if possible, the chemical and mechanical analysis of the materials. If 
you do not consider the materials suitable, please state precisely in what 
respects they are unsuitable. . 

21. From what raw materials is glass made which is imported into India 
and which compet,!ls with your productP 

22. Do you make your own crucibles and pots? If so, please state the 
type and the composition of the clay used, the source from which it is 
obtained and the method of building. If the crucibles or pots are imported, 
please state from which countries you import and at what prices and' what 
you consider to be the effect of transit on the life of the crucibles or pots l' 

23. Are your furnace refractory materials satisfactory? Wliere do you 
obtain them and have you any knowledge. 0.£ their composition and life when 
in useP . 

Labour. 
24. Do the processes employed in the manufacture of glass require much 

expert supervision involving the use of skilled labour imported from abroad P 
25. What number of imported labourers are employed at present? What 

progress has so far been made in the substitution of Indian for imported 
labour? 

26. Please state in detail the facilities which now exist for workmen to 
acquire training in the process requiring skilled work. Has it been found 
that the Indian labourer improves with training? 

27. Are there any processes in which skiIIed labour is or may be replaced 
by automatic or semi-automatic machines? 

28. What are the chief considerations which prevent a. more extensive 
employment in your works of machinery in place of manual labour P 

29. Do you consider that the high temperature at which many processes 
in glass manufacture are carried on and the high percentage of humidity 
in the air affects the efficiency of Indian workmen as compared with those 
in other countries? 

SO. Please give for the latest year for which figures are available
(a) the total wages paid at your works; 
(b) the average rate of wages in different classes of labour; 
(c) the total number of workmen employed. 

31. What arrangements have you made for housing your labour and pro-
moting ita welfare in other directions? . , 

Power and Fuel. 
32. What is the principal fuel used in the works? Is it available in 

sufficient quantities? 
33. From what distance is the fuel hrought? What is the freight paid 

on it and the total cost delivered at the works P 
34. Is the fuel used in the furnace applied directly or in the form of 

gasP Please state the rl'aSODS for the practice "dopted. . 
35. Is any power used in the works P If so, is it derived from electri

city or steam P What are the processes in which power is used P 
36. What is the total quantity of fuel required per ton of (a) melted glass, 

(b) finished glassware P 
. Equipment. 

37. Do you consider that your works are sufficiently large as a unit of 
production to ensure economy P What in your opinion is the srnaIIest unit 
pf productio~ which can be operated ecpl)()p!ically under t>resellt.,conditions? 
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88. Please give a brief description of your plant and machinery and the 
process of manufacture !lmployed in your works. 

89. Do you consider y~ur machinery and other, equipment and the pro
cesses of manufacture adopted by you sufficiently up-to-:date and efficient 
to enable you to compete successfully against foreign manufacturers? If not, 
please state in what respects further improvements are required and the 
extent to which such improvements may be expected to reduce costs or 
improve quality? _ ' 

40. Have you in recent years adopted any new processes of manufacture 
or installed new plant and machinery? If so, please give a brief description 
of them and state whether the results have fulfilled the expectations enter
tained. 

41. Do the conditions of manufacture in India differ materially from those 
in competing countries? If so, what are the important differences? Have 
the conditions in India led you to adopt processes different from those in 
competing countries? 

42. What parts of the machjnery and plant are made in India and what 
parts imported? In the latter case, from which countries are they imported 
and what are the present prices? • 

Market and Foreion Oompetition. 

48. What is the present total Indian production of the principal kinds 
of glassware'including bangles so far as it can be ascertained or estimated? 

44. In what parts of India are your principal markets· situated and what 
are the distances which separate them from the works? 

45. (a) What are the present rates of railway freight applicable to glass
ware? Have you any advantage in this respect over imported glassware P 

(b) Is railway freight charged on nett weight or gross weight, i.e., 
including ,material used for packing? What is .the normal ratio of nett 
weight to gross weight? 

46. Please compare the railway freight paid by importers from the ports 
to selected up-country markets and the railway freight paid on your pro-

• ducts from works to the same markets. 
47. Do you consider that the export of glass from India to any foreign 

countries is probable? Ii so, to what countries and to what extent? 
48r Which are the foreign countries from which competition in the Indian 

markets is keenest? In which of the Indian markets and in respect of what 
classes of glassware is competition keenest? 

(9. Please state for each of the past five years-
(1) the prices at which the principal kinds of imported glassware have 

entered, the country; . 
(2) (a) the prices realised by you (nett ez-works) for' each class of 

glassware; and 
(b) the average price realised by you for all classes. 

N.R-In stating tbe import prices, please show c.i.f. prices, landing 
charges and Oustoms duties separately. If possible, give also the freight 
rates from foreign ports to India. -

50, Rlease state the current prices at which imported glassware is land~d' 
in India, showing as in question 49, c.Lf. prices, landing charges and 
Customs duty separately. 

51. Are any of your products purchased by Government or other public 
bodies P If so, please state the extent of their purchases during the past 
five years. 

52. Do you consider that as compared with the foreign manufacturer the 
Indian manufacturer is at a disadvantage in respect, of plant and machinery, 
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labour, materials, climatic conditions, freights, Customs duties or other 
factors? -

53. Have you any reason to su'ppose that the prices at which foreign pro
ducers Bell for export- to India are uneconomical prices? 

Oapital. 

54. What is the block value of your property as it stood in your books 
at the end of the last complete year for which figures are available, under 
the following heads:-

(a) Leases and conoessions; 
(b) Lands; 
(c) Buildings; 
(d) Plant and machinery; 
(e) Miscellaneous assets. 

55. If the figures given in answer to question 54 represent the value 
of the assets after depreciation has been written off, please state the total 
amount written off for depreciation sinoe manufacture commenced. 

56. What do you estimate would be 'the present day cost under the head 
(a) buildings, and (b) plant and machinery, of el:ecting a factory having the 
same capacity as your present works? Would the operating cost of a new 
worb estabIlshed now be greater or smaller than yours? Please state 
separately, if possible, the cost of the plant and machinery used for the 
manufacture of each principal class of glassware. 

57. Please prepare a statement showing for each of the past five years
(a) the amount of paid up share capital, 
(b) the actual amount distributed as dividends, and 
(c) the percentage of paid up capital represented by the dividend. 

58. What is the amount of the debenture loans, if any, raised by you? 
At what dates were they issued and what is the rate of interest payable? 

59. What is the amount of the reserve fund, if any. created by you, 
either from surplus profits or from other souroes? 

60. What additional capital would it be necessary to raise in order to 
carry out any scheme of replacement or extension of plant contemplated • 
by you P Please give details. 

Works costs a'lWl overhead charges. 

61. Please fill up the two forms annexed to the questionnaire regarding 
works costs. 

62. What is the percentage of wastagejn your factory including breakages 
at each stage of manufacture P 'Vhat progress have you made in this respect 
in· the last five years? 

63. Please explain why fully (a) under which items in Form II and (b) 
to what extent, variations in expenditure occur as between the following 
kinds of glassware:-

(a) Lantern Globes, 
(b) BottleS, 
(c) Bangles, 
(d) Sheet Glass, 
(e) Other kinds. 

64. What are the rates of depreciation allowed by the Income Tax authori
ties? Do you consider that these rates are suitable? 

65. What is (a) the average value of the stocks of raw materials, fuel 
and finished goods held by you, and (b) the average outstandings in respect 
of goods sold by you P 



66. Have you a Head Office other than the office of the local management? 
Is it under the control of a firm of Managing Agents P If so, please state-

(a) the annual amount of the H~~d Office expenses? 
(b) the Agents' Com~ission. . 

Olaim lor Protection. 
67. In paragraph 97 of their .,Report, the Fiscal Commission laid down 

three conditions which in ordJnary cases ought to be satisfied by industries 
claiming protsction. Do you consider that those conditions are satisfied in 
the case of the Glass industry? And in particulars---

A. Do you claim that the industry possesses naturai advantages, such 
as an abundant supply of raw materials, cheap power, a suffi
cient supply of labour or a large home market? 

B. Do you claim that without the help of protection, the industry 
is not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so 
rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the country? 

C. Do you claim that the industry will eventually be able to face world 
competition without protection? 

These conditions have been approved by the Government of India and by 
the Legislative Assembly and it is therefore ~f greallimportance to ascertain 
whether they are satisfied. If you consider that the Glass industry fulfils 
these conditions, the reasons for your opinion ShOllld be fully explained. 

6B. (a) What· is the amount of protection which you consider necessary? 
(b) In what form do you propose it should be given? 
(e) For what classes of glassware do you ;require protection? 

69. What are the principal industries which are likely to be affected 
by a protective duty on glass? To what extent would they be affected? 

FORM I. 

Statement 3howi1l{1 the total expenditure incwrr4ld at work3 on the producti01\ 
01 glassware during the past jive years. 

-- -- 1926·27. 1927-28. 1928-29'11929'30. 1930-31. ----- --------
J. Raw Mate.w-

(a) Satld . · · I lb) SodaA~. · I 
c) IAme • I 

Cd) Crucibles. 
(e) Refractory 

furnaces. 
materials for 

(/) Other materials · II. Works Labour • · III. Power and Fuel i; • • 
IV. Supervision and office establish-

ment. 
V. Current rep~irs and maintenance 

VI. Packing 
VII. Selling expenses 

VIII. Miscllaneous, e.g., stationery, 
rent, taxes and other genersJ. 

=1-charges. ------ ---
Total · 

TcitsJ. produotion in tons of glaS8 for the 
year-

Ca) Melted • . . · (b) Finished . . . · 
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FORM n. 

Statement showing the works expenditure per to,", 0/ each clAus of g;asswar. 
during the past five 'Year8~ 

-- 1926·27. 1927·28. ~I~ 1930-31. 
--.--

t. Raw MaterialB- > 

(a) Sand · · · (b) Soda ABa · · · (c) Lime · · · (d) Crucibles. · . (e) Refractory materials 
furnaces. 

for . 
(f) Other materials · · II. Works Labour. • 

III. Power and Fuel · . . 
IV. Supervision and office establish· 

ment. , 
V. Current repairs and maintenance. 

VI. Packing. • • • • 
VII. Selling expenses • • • 

VIII. Miscellaneous. e.g., stationery. 
rent, taxes and othor general 
charges. ------------ -

Total ---._-- --'------Less credit for /Daterials recovered . ------._----- -Nett Total. . . ------- ---------
Total output in 

glaasware. 
tons of each class of 

N.D.-It is important that this form. should, if possible, be filled in 
separately for each class o~ glassware, e.g., sheet glass, globes, bottles, 
bangles, ete. 



Questionnaire for Class Importers and Traders issued by the 
T ari1I Board. 

1. Which are the foreign countries from which competition is keenest 
in India? In which of the Indian markets and in respect of what classes 
of glassware is competition keenest? 

2. Please state for each of the past five years the prices at which the 
principal classes of imported glassware competing with Indian glass have 
entered the country. Please show c.i.f. prices, landing charges and Customs 
duties separately. If possible, give also the freight rates from foreign 
ports to India. 

3. Please state the current prices at which imported glassware is landed 
in India, showing c.i.f. prices, landing charges and Customs duties 
BCparately. 

4. (a) What are the present rates of railway freight applicable to glass
ware? Have Indian factories any advantage in this respect over imported 
glassware? 

(b) Is railway freight charged on nett weight or gross weight, i.e., 
includmg materials used for packing? What is the normal ratio of nett 
weight to gross weight? 

5. Please compare the railway freight paid on glass from ports to selected 
up-country centres and the freight on Indian made glass from works to the 
same markets. 

6. Do you consider that Indian glassware is equal in quality and appear
ance to imported glassware? Does· it command the same price? If not, to 
what causes do you ascribe the lower prices of Indian products? 

7. From what raw materials is glass made which is imported into India 
and which competes with Indian products? 

8. Do the conditions of manufacture in India differ materially from those 
in competing countries? If so, what are the important differences? 

9. What is the present total Indian production of the principal classes 
of glassware including bangles so far as it can be ascertained or estimated? 

10. Do you consider that as compared with the foreign manufacturers the' 
Indian manufacturer is at a disadvantage in respect of plant and machinery, 
labour, materials, climatic conditions, freights, Customs .duties or other 
factors? 

11. Have you any reason to suppose that the prices at which foreign 
producers sell for export to India are uneconomical prices? 

12. What are the principal industries which are likely to .be affected by 
a protective duty on glass? To what extent would they be affected? 

N.B.-The principal classes of glassware for which protection is sought 
are sheet glass, globes and funnels, bottles and bangles. 



No. 1.-Letter from the Secretaries, All-India Glass Manufacturers Asso
ciation, Ogalewadi, District Satara, No. 2982, dated the 4th July, 1926. 

On behalf of the Glass Manufacturers of India we have the honour to 
send you herewith four copies of the Representation for Protection to the 
Glass Industry made to you and have to request you to move the Indian 
Tariff Board to examine the question at a very early date. 

Kindly acknowledge receipt and oblige. 

To the Secretary to the Government of India, Commerce Department, 
Delhi. 

SUBJECT.-Re. Protection for Indian Glass Industry. 
Sir, 

We the undersigned Glass Manufacturers of India, have the honour to 
approach you and put before you the case for protection for the Indian 
Glass Industry. The Glass Industry in India is new and it has been 
struggling for the last twenty-five years and more. The Glass Works, which 
lie scattered throughout the country, have been mainly manufacturing 
chimneys, globes and lampware, though some factories are manufacturing 
articles in other lines too, such as bottles, phials and other containers, 
stationery l·equisites, electric cells and glass tiles. These goods have been 
continuously supplied to most of the Indian Railways and they have met 
their approval. The products of the Indian Glass Industry have also been 
recently patronized by Government and semi-Government bodies and by the 
glass consuming public in general. _ 

2. The industry is only more than two dozen years old, and to-day it 
is experiencing a great handicap on account of the keen post-war foreign 
competition in the very line in which the Indian glass factories have been 
so far working. We mean the Imes of chimneys, globes pressed ware, 
'bottles, phials and bangles. Many glass factories were started in the 
war-time and their total number went up to 50 or 55 j but most of these 
ceased to work as soon as the war ended and keen foreign competition 
came in. This shows how greatly it stands in need of protection in its 
.infancy. Foreign Glass industry is of long standing and it has the advan
tages of efficient and trained labour and up-to-date methods, and as such 
it is able to put up keen competition. It is but natural, under these 
circumstances, that the industry should turn for protection to Government 
who have now definitely accepted in the best interests of India a policy of 
protection to be applied with discrimination, along the lines indicated in 
the report of the Fiscal Commission, in order to foster the growth of 
industries in India. The industrial growth in this country has not been 
so far, it need hardly be said, commensurate either with its size or with 
its needs, though during war time the Indian. glass industry had almost 
reached a point at which it met nearly 60 per. cent. of its class requirements 
in chimney, globe, bangle and other lines. 

3. The conditions which have to be fulfilled according to the same report 
by an industry before its claim to protection could be considered valid are, 
we respectfully submit, eminently satisfied by the Indian glass industry. 
(A) There is, we may be allowed to point out, in the first place every natural 
advantage for the healthy lind vigorous growth of glass industry in India. 
There is an abundance of the principal raw material&-Silica, lime and coal 
-in the country and their supplies can he said to be almost inexhaustible. 
Good and intelligent labour is available but not a sufficient and steady supply 
of trained and expert labour j and even the Indian climate is not uncongenial 
for this industry as is said by people who can speak with authority on tJ1is 
subject. In addition to all these advantages there is a large and growmg 
home market to absorb the products of this industry. It may be noted in 
this connection that the annual glass imports of India in blownware (chimneys, 

. globes and lampware) alone, not to speak of other glass articles, l'xreed 
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thirty-four lakhs of rupees if we take the average of impQrts in these lines 
for the years 1919 to 1923. It may be stated that India is actually supplying 
to-day nearly 30 per cent. of the Iadian demand in these lines. It is neces
sary further to remember that the market for glass in India is-slowly but 
Burely expanding as the interior of this vast country is being brought more 
and more under the influence of modern civilisation. by means of spread of 
education and growth of) the means of communication and by means of 
increase of contact between the advanced and backward sections of the 
people. Glassware is used to-day on a much more extensive scale than twenty
live years back due either to choice or to fashion or to necessity, and every-' 
thing tends to show that its use is steadily growing. With such advantages 
of raw materials, intelligent labour and growing market the industry is 
sure to thrive and prosper if it but receives at the hands of the State sufficient 
protection in its early stages, to enable it to successfully overcome the initial 
difficulties of an infant industry. (B) The industry is passing to-day through 
great difficulties and many glass factories which were working in 1920 have 
aoctually closed down during the last four or five years. If this infant 
industry is to live and grow with vigour at all within a reasonable time and 
establish itself on a solid foundation as a national industry, i,t surely never 
stood in greater need of protection and help than to-day when competition 
from well established foreign glass industry, especially that of Germany, 
Austria, Czecho-slovakia, Belgium and Japan, with all its advantages of 
expert labour and up-to-date methods, has become so acute and keen. Tilt' 
position is bound to grow from bad to WOlSe in the absence of any proper 
and early action on the part of the Government and, it is feared, it' mny 
even become impossible at no distant date. The industry will be able to 
overcome all these difficulties in its initial stages only under a healthy regime 
of protection and it will not then be long before it is able' to face competition 
in the open market. (C) The possibilities for its vigorous growth in' India 
are so great that the industry will eventually be able, as far as we can 
judge, to stand alone in the open market without the shield of protection, 
when our labour becomes expert and improved methods are used. The pro
tection, therefore, which is sought by us is only of a temporary character. 
Protection granted, it is quite possible to improve and at the same time 
to increase the output of the ,industry and thus gain the advantages, which 
our foreign rivals have done, under better conditions, by training our 
labour and by adopting improved methods of manufacture. The industry 
will, in course of time, be able to successfully venture in other lines of glass 
auch as beads, false pearls, bangles of quality and style, etc., which have not 
been so far touched. It will thus gradually be able to substantiatly meet 
the glass requirements of the country. Stability and reasonable profits being 
aSiured under a healthy protective regime, more capital will seek investment 
in this industry, many more works will be established and the old ones that 
have closed down will be revived. The industry as it stands even to-day 
meets no insignificant proportion of the chimneys, 'globes and other lampware 
needs of the country. The Indian glass factories produce and supply between 
them chimneys, globes and other lampware to the extent of about 12 lakhs 
of rupees even to-day, i.e., more than 30 per cent. of the total requirements 
of the country in this line, and this percentage was even higher during war 
when it stood at about 70 per cent. This alone strengthens our view-point. 

4. It. is certainly not claimed here on behalf of the industry that it will 
be able to produce all kinds of glassware and thus meet the \Vhole of Indian 
demand which goes at present on an average, to the extent of about 250 
lakhs of rupees, in the immediate future. But it can be said with justice 
that it will be able to meet the whole of the demand for chimneys, globes and 
other lampware, and also to a considerable extent that for bottles, phials 
and containers of other sorts, sheet and plate glass, beads and false pearls, 
bangles, and tableware such as decanters, tumblers, etc., at competitive 
prices. 

5. (A) At present there is an ad valorem import duty of 15 per cent. on, 
Soda Ash, which is used in large quantities in the manufacture of glass, 
Imd which has to be imported. Thia· duty is a positive handicap 011 this 
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tn~ustry since this raw.material is an essential one. The cx:ucihles or pots; 
whlCh have also to be Import~ .tc? a ~reat extent,. have 'to pay an import 
duty of 15 per cent. (B) Faclhtles for transporting by rail the finished 
produ.cts ~re n?t what th~y ~hould be. I~dian railways have so far l'ursued 
a polIcy In th~s ~espect whlCh has c~rtalnly not been very ellcQuraging to 
the growth of indIgenous Industry, raIlway rates schedules having been based 
on ~igh al!-d indiscri~inate bases .. It is but natural for us to expect the 
~ndlan . RaIlways to gIve prefer~ntIal treatment to the products of Indian 
mdustnes, and to remove certam unreasonable restrictions and obligations 

'imposed on the bOoking of glassware. . 
6. The traffic conditions relating to raw materials required for and the 

finished products turned out by the Indian glass industry should be made 
more favourable and since e,verything is coming down to the pre-war level 
the railway rates which were substantially increased from 1919 to 1922 should 
also be reduced to that level. But they still continue to be high though 
slight reduction is made in the case of coal alone. 

Concentrated glass industry will not be a boon to a vast country like 
India since hollow and fragile wares require a far higher cost to 1;.ransport 
them than that required for the transport of their raw materials. The works 
must, therefore, remain scattered over the country as at present, serving 
the needs of local areas. This proves the necessity of making raw materials 
mobile as far as possible by giving facilities for their easy and cheap transport. 

7. To illustrate clearly the keenness of the competition which the Indian 
glass 'industry has to face to-day, we shall take the example of a standardized 
article like the ordinary Dietz type globe which sells so extensively. German, 
Austrian and Japanese globes of that type are offered to-day at the amazingly 
low price of about Rs. 1-8 per doz. 'l'he Indian glass manufacturer does not 
f.lnd it paying at all to offer this article to-day at this price. He merely 
.truggles and has nothing left for the improvement of the j.llciustry. Foreign 
industry is of long standing and it has the advantages of up-to-date machinery, 
methods and trained and expert labour. But the Indian glass industry 
does not possess these advantages and it has to struggle hard to keep going. 
If the manufacturer is not fortunate enough to live to-day, he has actually 
to work at a loss or close down. And this loss becomes all the greater when 
it is remembered that he is mainly manufacturing chimneys, globes and other 
things in which the margin of profit was never high even in prosperous 
times and in which the market is so depressed to-day. This state of things 
must not be allowed' to go on and the industry ought to be protected for 
some time. . 

8. It may be pointed out en. passan.t that towards the close of the Great 
European War, the Intelligence Branch of the Indian Munitions Board (a 
war time creation of the Government of India. and then working under the 
Commerce Department) had addressed a letter No. 1-203/1, dated Simla, 
the 29th July, 1918, to the various glass factories in India, asking them to 
I1UpPly certain information. In it the Indian Munitions' Board !:tad clearly 
Ihown its anxiety (and in this we can apparently see the anXIety of the 
Government of India also) to place the Indian glass industry on a firm footing 
110 as to enable it to withstand competition from abroad,. after the war. It 
will be seen from this that Government have already held out clear hopes 
of help and protection to this industry, apart from t~e quest!on .of. the more 
recent 8,lld definite adoption by Government of a polIcy of dIscrmunate p.ro
teotion. We would like to refer Government to the letter of the IndIan 
Munitions Board reference of which has been furnished above, and to point 
out further that' when Government needed glass articles, Indian glass fl!oO' 
tories have supplied them at that critical time of war when their import had 
practically ceased. 

9. It is, therefore, necessary for the Indian glass industry to have pro
tection, if it is to live and thrive, and it may not be out of pldce heye to 
point out the ways in which this can easily be d~llle, though the ultlIDate 
decision we recognize as to the ways must rest WIth the Government when 
they se~ the justice ~f this demand. The objects that are sought to be 
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attained by protection are, firstly, the preservation and healthy and vigorous 
growth of this industry, and secondly, the attracting of capital to it and 
the promotion of the development of India's natural resources.' • 

10. The protection must, therefore, be, adequate if it is to serve this 
purpose; hence the immediate needs as well as the future of the industry 
have both to be considered. Certain raw materials such as Soda A6h, 
Crucibles, etc., should be exempted from import duty for this industry or 
a rebate allowed in their case. There should ,be made a uniform' increase 
of 10 per cent. in the import duty on all kinds of glassware and furthel' 
the Indian glass industry should receive a bounty of 15 per cent. for a 
period of 10 years. The interest of the industry will thus be served and 
that of the consumer will not be much affected since the output of the Indian 
Glass Industry will receive a stimulus and the prices of glassware will only 
be slightly changed. The industry will, thus, be able to place itself on a 
firm footing and will attain sufficient strength and vitality to be able to face 
open competition. 

We have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servants, 

For Ogale Glass Works, Ltd., Ogalewadi 
(Aundh State), District Satara, 

(Sd.) S. P. Ogale & Co., 
Managing Agents. 

For Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon 
(Dabhada), District Poona, 

(Sd.) R. D. Chandorkar, 
Superintendent: 

For United Provinces Glass Works, Ltd., 
Bahjoi, District Moradabad, 

. (Sd.) 1. D. Vadhnei, 
Managing Agent. 

]j'or The Ganga Glass Works, Ltd., 
Balavali, District Bijnor, 

(Sd.) Vishnu Datta, 
Managing Director. 

For Bengal Glass Works, Ltd., Calcutta, 
(Sd.) Ebram Peer Mahomed 8i Co., 

Managing Agents. 

For Onama Glass Works, Gonqia (C. P.), 
(Sd.) A. V. Pandit, 
Managing l'roprietor. 

No. 2.-Cop1J of letter No. 458-T., dated the 7th July, 1927, fro'm the Secre
ta,ry to the Government 01 India, Department of Commerce, to Messrs. 
Or/ale Glass Works, Ltd., Secretaries, A.ll-India Glass Manufacturers' 
A.ssociation, Ogalewadi, District Satara. 

REPRESENTATION FOR PROTECTION TO THE GLASS INDUSTRY. 

I am directed to refer to your letter No. 2982, dated the. 4th July, 1926, 
with which you forwarded an application from certain Glass Manufacturer,s 
in India. for the grant of protection to the Indian Glass Industry. . 
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2. In r~ply I am' to ~ay th!l-t the Government of India have given the 
matter th~lJ" careful conSideratIOn, but are not satisfied that a prima facie 
case has b~en made out for a reference to the Tariff Board. In respect of 
raw matenals, tl~e g;lass industry cannot be said to enjoy any natural advant
age so long 'as It IS dependent on the use of imported soda ash for the 
cost of this .material i~ a large percentage of the total cost of p;oduction. 
E~en ,m«;>re Importa,nt IS the lack of trained and expert labour and of the 
sCientific and techmcal knowledge required for the successful manufacture of 
glass .. Thi.s is a poin~ to which th~ Indian Industrial Commission drew special 
attention 1Il Appendix E to their Report and the Government of India 
have no .reason to believe that the positio~ has changed materially in this 
respect slllce the Report was written. The Commission expressed the view 
that protective tariffs might bolster up the existing factories but would 
prove ineffective, unless they gave rise to scientific enquiry and ~xpert treat
ment of the many problems involve'd, and that to establish a tariff and then 
to trust to private effort was not likely to ,be productive of satisfactory 
results. The Government of India consider that the view expressed by the 
Commission is well founded. Before the question whether the glass industry 
should be protected is referred to the Tariff Board, it is an indispensable 
preliminary that the possibilities of the industry should be explored scienti
fically. It would be necessary to ascertain in what parts of the country 
(if any) cheap local supplies of soda ash could be made available and by 
what means the industry could obtain adequate technical guidance and the 
necessary expert labour. Until these poin~ have been cleared up, it is 
impossible 'to forecast the future of the industry, or to obtain any assurance 
of its ultimate ability to meet world competition unaided. 

3. The Industrial Commission were of opinion that the State should take 
the lead in research, employ the experts, and place them in . charge of practi
cal work. In pursuance of this object, the Government of India, as far 
back as 1918, endeavoured to recruit a suitable glass expert to investigate 
the conditions of the glass industry in India and to advise as 0 the p~sibi
lityof developing it. The efforts made, however, proved entirely frUItless 
and the project was ultimately abandoned. As matters now stand l t~e 
development of the glass industry falls within the sphere of the Provlllcml 
Departments of Industrie!" and the firms whom you represent would do well 
to approach them on the subject. 

4. I am to add that, while the Government of India ('annot hold out any 
immediate hope of a reduction in the import duty on soda ash, the.y reco~
nize that it must add appreciably to the cost of glass .manufacture 1Il. India 
and that its reduction might be beneficial. The ques~lOn WIll bl! conSidered 
in connection with other proposals for the reductIon of dutIes on raw 
materials. -

5. With regard to your complaint regarding railway' ra~es, I am to say 
that requests for reductions should be made direct to the railways concerned. , 

Copy, with a copy of the letter replied to', forwarded to the Government 
of-

Bombay, Revenue Department, 
Bengal, Commerce Department, 
United Provinces, Industries Department, 
Central Provinces, Commerce and Industry Department, 

for information. 
Copy, with a copy of the letter replied to, also forwal:ded for information 

to the Department of Industries and Labour. ' 

By order, etc., 
1:.. Sen; 

Assistant Secretary to the 
Government of India. 



No. a.-Lette,. from the Un.ited Promn.ceB Glass Works, Ltd., No. IS, dated 
the 27th July, 1927. 

Your reply No. 458-T., dated the 7th July, to the representation for 
protection to the Glass Industry shows that it did not receive sympathetic 
attention of the Government. However, the points raised therein are further 
explained below with the hope that the Government will give their' early 
attention to the Industry rather than give evasive replies based on' '\lncon-
vincing reasonings. '. . . 

1. Soda Ash.-Its percentage in the total cost of production has been 
said to be large while it does not come to more than 7 per cent. on the price 
of goods manufactured. This is from our practical experience and accurate 
calculations. No doubt Soda Ash is imported but this is not prohibitive for 
Indian Glass Industry. Japan has been importing Soda Ash from abroad 
for the last 40 years and yet stands as one of the foremost glass manufacturing 
countries. Then there are other most advanced countries counted as leading 
manufacturers of certain goods the raw materials of which are imported 
from other countries. 

2. Lack of trained and expert labour is admitted on all hands and, the 
ease for protection has been made on this as one of the important grounds. 
Protection is demanded till this lack is made up during a period of 10 years. 
This lack should not be retorted as a ground for refusing protection. How
ever, it may be added here for the. information of Government that in this 
respect enterprise has not been lacking. There are seven glass experts with 
Foreign University training, three of whom were sent out on Local Govern
ment Scholarship. Majority of these are rotting for want of manufactories. 
Out of 58 glass factories in 1920, 50 closed down for want of protection. The 
remaining few factories have proved beyond doubt the possibilities of glass 
industry in India by their continued existence in face of world competition. 
But in order that the Industry should flourish in. general, protection is 
necessary till our experts are able to train local labour and gain efficiency 
in manufacturing processes. The views expressed by the Commission were 
surely well founded, it was for the Government to make scientific enquiry 
and give expert treatment to the problems concerning glass industry. It 
is stated Government made effort in this respect in 1918. We would be 
thankful to be advised as to what effort was made by the Government in 
1918 and with what results, and whether any further effort was made by tl;Ie 
Government since 1918 to 1927 or the Government thought that abortive 
effort sufficient for the purpose. 

a. For the development of Glass Industry, Industrial Departments of local 
Governments have been approached, but protection falls within the sphere-. 
of central Government of J ndia. 

4. We are thankful that Government of India has recognised that reduc
tion in import duty on Soda Ash will be beneficial to Glass Industry and 
we hope early steps will be taken to enact the reduction. -

5. For reduction in railway rates different Railways have been approached, 
but should the Government of India refuse to help our individual effort to' 
secure reduction in Railway rates~ 

No. (.-Letter from certain. Glass Manufacturers in India, dated the 6th 
September, 1927. 

We beg to acknowledge your letter No. 458-T., dated Simla, the 7th July, 
1927, in reply to our application for protection for Glass Industry forwarded 
to the Government of India in July, 1926. We propose here to deal with 
the various points raised in the letter under reply with a view to emphasise 
the urgency. of the question being referred to the Tariff Board. 

We like to state at the very outset that w~ are 'unable',to subscribe to 
the Government's view that there exists no prima facie case for such 3-

reference to the Board. In this connllction we have simply to say over again 
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what we have already s~id in our application that the three general conditions 
which an industry claiming protection' must satisfy are satisfied by the 
Indian Glass Industry~ viz., (1) having natural advantages of raw materials 
a.nd large· and growing market, (2) difficulty to grow rapidly without protec
tion and (3) ability to ultimately face open competition. 

As regards Government's contention that India cannot be said to possess 
" any .natural advantage so long as it is dependent C!n the use of imported 
Soda Ash" which is alleged to be a very important raw material, we have 
to point out that the non-manufacture of Soda Ash in India at present does 

• not mean that the Glass Industry should not receive protec$ion at the hands 
of Government against the keen foreign competition in its infancy. We 
may quote in this connection the instance of Japan as one of the foremost 
glass-producing countries of the world in ~pite of the fact that it relies evoen 
to-day almost entirely on the imported Soda Ash. We can cite instances 
of Japan and Great Britain -having suc'ceeded in building strong Cotton 
Textile Industry in spite of their inability to produce any cotton even tG-day. 
After all, we may further add that the question of the manufacture of Soda 
Ash· is a question of time and there is every probability that Indian SOda 
Ash will be put on the market in the near future. Again the value of the 
Soda Ash hardly comes to B per cent. of the value of the manufactured 
glassware. The other important raw materials such as sand, lime, fireclay, 
coal, etc., are available in India in abundance and they form the bulk of 
the cost of the finished articles. 

As for Scientific and Technical kn~wledge about Glass manufacture it 
can be pointed out en, passant that both of these are available in India tG-day 
to a fair extent and the same will be available to a greater and greater 
extent as the industry grows. Not only this but some of the gentlemen 
who are in the glass industry to-day were connected with important missions, 
one of them was on the American Delegation sent out to Europe to study 
·the condition of European glass industry as far back as 1905, and two others 
were on the English Delegations sent· out to America to study the condition 
of American glass industry in 1920. There are other experts in glass line, 
some with English and American experience. It may be further stated that 
there is one gentleman in this line conducting a big glass factory in United 
Provinces who hRs extensive glass experience in England, Germany, Austria, 
America and Japan and he was for sOlUe time actually in charge of an 
important glass factory in Boston, in United States of America, during his 
stay there. The Paisa Fund GlRSS Works at Talegaon (Dabhada), District 
Poona, has been giving training in Glass technology for Rbout 20 years PRst 
and it has turned out a number of glass experts available for this industry. 

As to Scientific enquiry and expert treRtmen~ of the many problems 
connected with glass manufacture in this country, under present conditions, 
it cannot.be denied that something has already .been .done in this direction. 
The very· fact that so many factories are working to-day even in such adverse 
condition is enou/l:h to show that something really valuable is being done. 
Government was at all time welcome to help these humble efforts-but so far 
nothing has been done by them except the occasional appointment of. an 
expert to scientifically explore the possibilities of glass industry in this 
country, who reported that the country was too hot for the development of 
glass industry. The State has not so fur taken any lead in the matter, 
though it is over ten years since the Industrial Commission's report was out 
a.nd though people in glARs line would have w('lcomed it. The possibilities of 
the glass industry are, we submit, sufficiently explored almost whollY' by 
private ente!'prise so far. -The very continued existence of these factories 
is Ii proof of this and to be brief the industry has come to stay. 

As to trained and expert la.bour, we admit we are suffering from their 
'lack to-day but this is due in the main to the instability of this industry. 
This is one of the principal grounds on which we have advanced our claims 
for protection. No steady a.nd sufficient supply of trained and expert labour 
is .possible until the industry becomes stable and gives scope for work for 
such men. The~e are to say the least interdependent things, 
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FOr the reasons stated above in our original application we request the 
Government again to refer this whole question to the Tariff Board .without 
further delay. The industry stands in need of protection for at least 10 
years, and if it is not to come on the lines indicated in the original repre
sentation we want it in the form of an additional 25 per cent. duty on all 
impol-ted glassware except plate glass, beads and false pearls, which lines 
have not been tackled so far. 

No. 5.-Lette,. from tke Honorary Secretary,. MakaTashtra Chamber 01 
Commerce, dated the 18th October, 19~7. 

I have the honour to forward herewjth a copy of resolution No.6 regaraiug 
protection to the Glass Industry passed at the 2nd session of the Maharashtra. 
Vyapari Parishad for fal'"our of necessasj actiohthereoil. 

Enclosure to No.5. 
.nesolutwn, N i;. 8. 

This Conference presses the Government of Iridia to refer the qum;tion 
of the Glass Industry of the Maharashtra: to the Tariff Board for inquiry to 
locate the causes what are responsible for the want of success. Tbis .Con
ference also requests the GovernmllDt of Bombay to baclk their deJl1aha flit 
a reference to the Tariff Board. . 

No. 6.-Letter /rom the Got'ermnent 01 B(jinbay, N(j. 516g ..... U66f-D., dated 
the 14th November, 1997. 

I am directed by the Government of Bombay (Transferred. :J5epartments) 
to forward for the information and the necessary action of the. Government 
of India, copy of Resolution No.6, on the question of glass· industry of. the 
Maharashtra passed by the 2nd Session of the Maharashtra Vyapari Parishad. 

No. 7.-Letter from the Indian Glaas Manufacturer,' AS8ociation, Ogaievadi 
(Aundh State), Di&triot SataTa, No. 1,092, dated the 1st December, 1997. 

With reference to my interview with you about the 13th September, 1927, 
at Simla, I forward you herewith three statements (Appendilr; I to Corres~ 
pondence) received from three members of ,the, Association. The figures of 
the cost of production given in details and the information about labour', 
market, future possibilities, ete., touched iIi the slio"· notes speak sufficiently 
well for the necessity of protection to the Indian Glass Industry. .AIl, that 
will convince you, I ,believe, that the Glass Industry of India has a strong 
prima facie case for its being referred with(mt· delay to the Tariff Board fQr 
consideratiol1. ' 

For more eluoidation of the case, if such is desired, a Deput4tion of the 
Association will be very glad to wait on the Hon'ole Membei' in charge of 
the Commerce and Industry Department any time either before or after 
Christmas. 

Meanwhile we shall forward to you such information as will be received 
from other Members of the Association. 

No. 8 ...... Letter to th; Secretaf"l/, Indian Glas& Manufacturers' Association, 
No. 45BcT., (9), ·diLted the 18th December, 1927. 

With reference to youI' letter No. 4032, dated the 1st December, 1927, I 
am directed to say that the additional information- supplied by the ,three 
members of the. Association will be. eXBmined and that before fina.l ordeN 
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are passed, the Hon'_ble Comtnerce Member will be prepared to rl'ceive !I. 

deputation a·t Delhi. The date cannot, however, yet be fixed. 

No. 9.-Letter from the Secretary, Indian Glass Manufacturers' As.lociatio:'l, 
Ogalelll1di, Satara, No .. 4120, dated the 8th December, 1927. 

In continuation of my lettl'r No. 4tl32 of 1st December, 1927, I bel!: to 
I18nd enclosed herewith one more Statement (Appl'ndix I to Corrt'spondence) 
of the Cost of Production of Messrs. The Ganga Glasa Works, Ltd., Balavali, 
District Bijnor, for consideration. 

No. 10.-Letter from the Secretary, Indwn Glass Manufactu1'ers' As.~ocwtbn, 
Ogalelladi, Sa.tara, No. 1.$808, dated the 16th Decem/m', 19:?7. 

In acknowledging receipt of your -'letter No. 458-T. (2), dated the 13th 
December, 1927, I have to request·you to let me know the apl'\"Ilx;mat~ timo 
when the dl!ote is likely to be fixed. . . 

No.U~~Letter from .th~IlIdian Glass Manufacturers" Ass;cifiiion, Sutu"fJ, 
. . . No. 0./666, dated the 28th Jan.'uG.1'Y, 1928. . . 

I had requested you by my letter No. 14808 of 16th December, 1927, just 
to let me know the approximate time when the Deputation of th'3 Association 
wo'uTd be· required to wait on the Commerce. Member and regret to have 
received no reply. As a matter of fact; the ·II\E'mbers going in deputation 
are spread all .over India and I would request you to intimate to me the 
date at least a fortnight ahead so that I may have time to 'address to the 
individual members and get them together. I would furthl'r request you to 
at least let me know the probable month so that I may ask the members to 
expect the call a.ccordingly and arrange their programmes, keeping the 'call 
in view. 

I am writing this letter only with a view to arrange my programme as 
well as that of the members ~u.itnbility.,,, .. .. . . , 

No. 12.-LeUer from the United Provinces Glass Works, Ltd., No. 79; datr.d 
. t1!e 14th JantlaTy, 1929. 

In' continuation to our letter No:26, dated the 1st instant (not received) 
this is to revive the urgency of our' appliCJltion for protection specially with 
regard to the manufacture of window glass.· This is. a new venture in India 
taken up in 1923 'which sustained .. ·a heavy. loss then. Now that we have re
started the manufacture in last Oetober and are working it at a loss,.we request 
you for an early protection so that we may be able to bring it to a profitl'lble 
stage. l'h~. 'new industry will not be able . to stand in competition with 
experienced ·manufacturel's. of . Foreign. Countries "unless it is supporte_d and· 
protected by the Govel'Dment for at least 10 Yl'al'S to ·come. We hsve done· 
our best lind now it is the State to help it. 

If you very kindly fix'up some time for an intervIew r ~'iIl c01l\l; pl'rsonally 
anJ. explain the whole matter.. . . .. '. ... ,. 

No. lll.-Letter fro1n 'the tndian Glas& Ma"nll/artwrers'. Association, Ogale-vadi • 
. Sata.ra, No.2,' dated the Mh July, "1929. .. 

Th ~ollti~uatio~ to my .1litter·of 17th July, 1929;' we enclose.herewith the 
~tatement (Appendii ·II.to Correspondenee) of. cost. 'Of production for .2 
~~ ". .... .' 
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We further state that in paragraph 3 of the printed Representation for 
Protection of Glass Industl'Y, Inade to the Government of India by UII, 

we have dealt in detail, with all the poiuts establishing the olaim of our 
Industry for protection iu accordance with the general conditions to be 
satisfied by industry before p·rotection could be granted, as laid down by the 
Fiscal Commission in paragraph 97 of their Report and we trust that the 
details furnished are exhaustive, clear and convincing. 

The various issues raised in letter No. 458-T. of. 7th July, 1927, by the 
Hon'ble Sir Geoffrey Corbett were dealt with in our Association's letter 
dated the 5th September, 1927, and nothing practically remained to be said 
now. 

The very fact that most of the Glass Factories have been in existence for 
the last 10 years or more and. in some cases for 20 years, inspite of the 
adverse circumstances, would convince anybody that they would thrive well 
when protection is given and in course of time defy foreign competition. 

The present conditions of the Industry is identical with that of an 
ailing person who stands in immediate ueed of treatment and would expire 
if time is wasted in deciding whether he stands in such need or not. More 
than 2 Years have passed since the case was put in the hands of the Commerce 
Department and any further delay "'ould be certainly dangerous. 

We have, therefore, to request you to kindly expedite the matter of 
recommending our case to the Tariff Board for inquiry . 

.No. 14.-Lefter from the UlIit/!d P·rot,ince., Glass Works, Ltd., No. 30, dated 
the 12th A".!}1,st, 1929. 

We beg leave to approach you for the protection of the Inuia Sheet Glass 
TndnstJ'Y. This branch of glass industry was started in India only last 
NovemhE'r. amidst all the disad\'antages incidental to a new industry. It 
is hut natural tbat it cannot ('ompE'te with imported goods. m!lnufactured· 
by experienced mannfa ... turers. ..quipped with .large capital and· most 
up-to-date plants. It will take some time for Indian manufacturers to train 
their labour and .. to gather sufficient strength to be able to stand in 
competition. 

The conditions laid down as essential for any industry to satisfy in order 
to claim protection are fulfilled by this branch of glass industry:-

1. Raw materials such as sand. lime and coal are found in plenty in 
India. It is only Soda Ash whi~h is imported at present and it is likely that 
in the near future floda A~h' will .also 'be manufactured in India. There 
ia no dearth of intelligent lahour. Of course labour has to be trained in 
this new industry which will surely take time. The Indian market offers a 
good field for Foreign manufneturers which is well supported, by 'import 
figures of sheet glass for the year 1928. being Rs. 29,86,137. Only if we can 
take care of lrd of the mRrkE't, it will be more than sufficient to con~ume 
our produce. 

2. It is but natural for a new industl'Y to lose in the beginning specially 
when it has to compete with expe.rienced and well established manufacturers. 
In the 2 months working in the.~·ear 1928 we incurred a loss of Rs. 70,000. 
But slowly we have reduced our working losses as· we have trained our 
labour, that during the first 6 months .in. 1929 we find our .working loss to 
be Rs. 30,000. At the present stage it is not possible for this new Industry 
to. face comp~tition with imported goods unprotected. . 

8. From the experil'uceof 8 inonths it can be very well expected thllt 
in course of time the industry will be able to stand on its own· legs un
liupported by eltternal aid. We eltpllct that 10 years time will be enough for 

~!.!:'::'.~_ .. _. __ .. D 2 
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WI to train 'our la.bour 80&8 to bring it to the I!fticiency stage and to establish 
our goodwill in the ma.rket. 

Hence our request to you is to grant 40 per cent. pr~tective tariff to this 
industry for 10 years. It will not be out of place to mention here that if 
import duty is removed from Soda Ash it will also decrease the cost of 
production of our sheet glass. It is significant to note that even U. S. A. 
have got 50 per cent. protecti"e import duty on Foreign sheet glass and are 
still trying for a higher protective tariff. 

We trust this will receive YO~lr sympathetic attention at your earliest. 

No. 15.-Letter to the Managing Agents, Un,ited. PTf)'lJince8 Glass Works, 
Ltd., No .. S58·T. (!), dmed. the 18th NO'IJember, 19S9. 

I am directed to refer to your letter No. 30, dated the 12/17th August, 
1929, asking for protection to the Sheet Glass Industry in India, and to 
request that, in order to enable the Government of India to arrive at a 
decision as to whether a prima facie case exists for referring this matter to 
the Tariff Board, they IlUly be furnished with fun information, snpported by 
facts and figures, on the followin~ points:-

(1) the output capacity 'of your works, 
(2) the present cost of production, 
(3) the quantities of production and sales, 
(4) the respective sale prices of the local product and of the importEO'd 

product with which it competes, and 
(3) to what extent your costs are raised at present by the production 

being lower than the capacity of the works. 

No. 16.-:tetter from the United Provinces Glass Works, Ltd., No. 81. 
dated the Brd December, 19S9. 

In reply to your letter No. 458·T. (2), dated the 18th November, 1929. 
we beg to state as below:-

1. The capacity of Ol1r present plant is to produce up fo 25,000 square 
feet (250 boxes) of lW thickness a day. 

2. The coRt of production from 1st January to 30th Jnne,' 1929. has 
been Rs. 16-11 per box of 100 square feet as tha predut'tion was only 102 
boxes of 100 square feet at an average pel" day. Wa are by and by improv. 
ing the produt'tion. 

8. The quantity we produced from 1st January to lIOth June has baen 
1.852,000 square fppt (18,520 boxes) and we have been able to sell nearly tho 
whole quantity within that t,ime. 

4. The present sala price of onr lZoods at an average is Rs. 8-8 per box 
of 100 square feet and the pri!'e of the similar imported articles at Bombay 
is about Rs. 1-8 per box of 100 square feet. 

5. At present the cost of production is RJ!. 10-11 per box of 100 square 
feet, however. if we produce 204 boxes a day our cost of production will conle 
down to about Rs. 7.9 per box and when wa are ab18 to produca 250 boxes 
a day our l'rice will come down to Rs. 7-1 per box. This is according to the 
present rates of raw materials and wages. 

NOTE.-The difference betwAen our cost price of Rs. 10-11 per box of 100 
square feet Ilnd the sale price Rs. 8·8 per box of 100 square feet will explain 
the cause of' our loss referred to in ol1r appIi(,Rtio~ of rrotection l dated, t,hf! 
Hth Aup:ust, 1929, ' 



. Though we are gradually increasing ourefliciency. of work yet, the 'loss 
IS unsustainable to the infant industry. Therefore we request you to very 
kindly take most immediate action for the protection of this industry. 

No. 17.-Letter Iron~ the United l'ro'llinces Glass Works, Ltd., No. 34, dated 
the 14th Jan=ry, 1930. 

With reference to our letter dated the 3rd ultimo it occurs to me that 
probably you might need the following information in order to complete the 
case of protection to the sheet glass industry in India. 

]0.0. I.-The average production of November and December 28 was 72 cases 
a day and the average of September to December 29, 125 cases a day. The 
places up to which we compete with Foreign goods by keeping our price~ at 
an average of Rs. 8-8 per box of 100 square feet are as under:_ 

Ajmer, Jhansi, Lyallpur, Benares, beyond these places we. cannot com
pete as the cost at Rs. 8-8 per hox plus Railway freight from Bahjoi goes 
more than the Bombay price. 

We here below give a statement showing the total (1) cost of production, 
(2) cost of raw materials spent, (3) cost of soda (the imported raw material) 
during the Bame period:-

Total of cost. 

1 

2 

3 

January-JUde. 

Re. 

1,98,200 

1,40,825 

41,135 

September-December. 

Rs. 

1,49,900 

i,10,900 

35,200 

Our window sheet plant was closed for repair during the months of .r uly 
and August. 

No. lS.-Letter to the Collector 0/ Customs, Bombay, No. 468-T. (2), dated 
the 1st February, 1930. 

I am directed to' say that the Government of India have received re
presentations from certain glass manufacturers in India asking for protec
tion to lamp globes and sheet glass manufactured by them. In one of these 
I'epresentations the selling price of iruported "Dietz Junior" Lantern globes 
at Bombay, in November, 1927, inclusive of Agent's commission, etc., is 
stated as Rs. 20 per gross or Rs. 740 per ton (37 gross are stated to weigh 
approximately one ton). In another. the lowest price of imported common 
Hand Lantern globes at Bombay, in the same month is given as Rs. 21 per 
gross or Rs. 871-8 per ton,. the basis of calculation adopted being that a 
globe, on an average, weighs 6 ozs. and 5,973 globes, or approximately 498 
dozen weigh one ton. The price of imported sheet glass of nth inch thick
ness at Bombay is stated by the applicants to have been Rs. 7-8 per box of 
100 square feet in November to December, 1929. 

2. According to the Sea-borne Trade Accounts for the month of November, 
1929, the average declared value of imported sheet and plate glass works 
out at about Rs. 14 per 100 square feet, which is considerably in excess of 
the price of sheet glass as given by the applicants. This difference may how
ever be due to. the higher price of plate glass which is grouped with sheet 
glass in the Sea-borne accounts. 

3. I am to request that the Government of India may be informed (1) 
whether the selling prices of globes and sheet glass given by the applicants 
are correct and (2) what were the actual selling prices at Bombay in 
November and December, 1928 and 1929 of imported sheet glass of -hth inch 
thickness; and also of the cheapest and lantern globes calculated, as far as 
pOll8ible, on the basis adopted by. the applicants. 



AFPENDI!X I TO CORRESPONDENcE. 

Enclosure No.1 to No.7. 

Statement sltowin.g the cost of p1'Oduction for the yea1'S 1923-26. 

(Paisa Fund Glass Works, 'l'alegaon, Dabhoda, District Poona.) 

1. Raw material including sand, 
lime, crucibles and other 
chemicals used usually in 
small quantities 

2. Soda ash 

3. Coal fuel 

4. Power, including furnace up-
keep 

5. Manufacturing wages 

6. Manufacturing supervision 

7. Repairs and maintenance 

8. Packing 

9. Travelling Agent's commission 
and expense 

10. Expense incidental to. office 
such as postage, telegrams, 
printing, stationery, Legal, 
Director's and Auditor's 
fees, travelling and enter
tainment and general 
chargt!s 

11. Interest 

12. Depreciation 

Total, Glass manufact~red ready 
for sale 

Approximate cost per ton 

1923-24. 1924-25. 11:125-20. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

7,000 7,120 7,052 

2,458 2,843 4,571 

22,235 17,384 15,842 

3,671 3,.412 4,11U 

15,827 16,279 16,297 

4,119 4,886 5,259 

122 83 51 

5,152 4,918 6,034 

4,007 1,751 2,091 

2,091 2,640 1,526 

609 990 1,137 

1,714 1,737 1,764 

69,005 64,043 65,734 

Ton. Owt. lb. Ton. Cwt. lb. 

66 17 22 77 2 27 
970 853 

Labour.-Trained and expert labour is amply available here, especially 
as· that is one of the main aims of this works. 

Market.-Good markets are avnilable round about this factory. within 
a l'adius of 400 miles, such as Bombay, Banda, Ahmedabad, Sut'at, Poona, 
Nagar, Nasik, 'Vest and East Khandesh, Sholapur, Bijapur, etC'. 

Claim /01' Pl'ofedion.-We have shown in our statement the cost price 
ready for sale pl'!' ton is approximately Rs. 850. If these articles were 
carried to Bom.bIlY an extra cost of Rs. 25 per ton will be incurred 011 

ac('ount of freight; etC". Adding to this the con1ll1ission, and the profits to 
the factory at 10 per cent. each, the total cost of our goods as laid down 
in Bombay for sale will be approximately Rs. 1,050. Now if we compare this 



with t~e cost of the imported goods, say Dietz Junior which constitutes 
the mlUn bulk of the sales, we find that our price is higher by about Rs. 310 
per ton, for 37 gross of Dietz weigh approximately one ton and the selling 
price ,of these in Bombay :nclusive of agents' commission, etc., is Rs. 20 
per gross. i.e., Rs. 740 per ton. So our articles are handicapped by about 41 
per cent. Moreover the present 'pl'ice at which the foreign article is being 
imported must be giving some profit, at least say'10 per cent., to the foreign 
manufadurers, which, in order to nullify the purpose of protective duty, 
the foreign manufacturers Illay forego. So we demand a protedive duty of 
50 per cent. instead of 15 per cent., which will enable us to sell 0UI' goods in 
"IJmpetition with the imported goods. Again this duty would enable us to 
introduce improved methods which require a great initial outlay; for with 
the sound market and an assured dividend of even 6 per cent. ,capital would 
be forthcoming easily. In this way we can bring down our cost pl'ice by at 
least 40 per cent. within 10 years. 

Enclosure No.2 to No.7. 

Statement showing the cost 0/ production lor the years 1925 and 19136. 

(United Provinces Glass Works, Ltd., 'Bahjoi, District Moradabad.) 

1925. 1926. 

Rs. A. Rs. A. 
Itaw material except soda . 15,146 4 20,492 0 
Soda 18,882 0 25,462 0 
Coal 49,64810 60,121 0 
Furnace and crucibles and stores; etc. 26,135 10 32,787' ° !)acking, cartage, etc. i5,810 4 19,772 0 
Direct labour 31,033 10 41,590 11 
Indirect labour 26,858 5 33,910 0 
Selling expenses 20,30513 28,191 0 
Depreciation 24,348 6 26,379 8 
Interest on capital at 9 per cent. 67,303 0 66,258 0 

Total cost 2,95,47114 3,54,963 3 
Sale proceeds 2,76,265 10 3,46,881 4 

Nett loss if capital is allowed 9 per cent. 
interest 19,206 4 8,081 15 

Weight of glass goods manufactured 400 Tons. 550 Tons. 



Enclosure No.3 to No.7. 

Statement showing the cost of production of the years 1924-26. 

(Ogale (lIas" Works, Ltd., .Aundh Sta.te, Bombay Presidency.) 

1924 1925 1926 Cost per ton of .produc.tion. -- (17 months). (I2 months). (12 months). 

, 
.. Rs. A. p. Rs. A. p. Rs. A. P. Ba • .... P. R •. A. P. R& A. 

:Rnw material includinfJ sa.nd. lime. crucibles..,ad other 26.549 3 6 20.713 1 0 16,307 9 8 119 8 0 128 3 0 103 4 

chemicals used usua ly in small quantities. 

Soda. Ash 10,727 6 0 8,S5' 3 3 7,533 1 8 .J.8 4 0 53 8 0 lIO 13 

Coal Fuel-
COlt. 12,8011 0 0 7,420 0 0 5,302 0 0 

Freight 28,812 15 4 22,031 0 0 20,055 14 11 
-----

Total 41,617 15 4 29.431 9 9 25,357 _ U. 11 187 5 0 182 4 0 171 0 
\ ------

Power including Furna.ce Upkeep . .- 7.665 1 3 8,9240 6 7 5.078 15 0 34- 8 0 ~H 0 34 4 

Manufacturing Wages . 26,845 14 6 21,047 711 17.200 811 118 9 0 130 4 0 116 8 

(Manufa.cturing) Snpervi~ion . . 7.650 0 0 5.'00 0 0 5,401) 0 0 3i 7 0 33 7 0 86' 7 

Miscella.neons Expenses in mlLnufacturing 11,553 710 8,102 12 0 2,113 0 6 52 0 0 M II 0 14 4 

Cartage and Railway Freight 4,439 13 11 2,141 9 1 J.077 4 10 20 0 0 13 4 0 7 0 

Repair. and Maintenance Nil 864 2 0 1,922 6 6 Nil 5 5 0 IS 0 

Pa.cking 
E"'f!6me. on Di6tTibutum. 

17,440 8 . 20,283 14. 4 2 17,601 15 11 

Ca.rtage (for carting goods to the station) 1.275 0 0 900 0 0 900 0 0 167 12 0 174. 14 0 200 13 

Travellin A entl' commission and e eusel 15715 0 9 9872 3 3 11 4 2 5 xp 
} 

g g ,27 1 

P. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1t 



Advertising . 3,745 40 0 

Office establishment and Managing Agents' remunera- 12,716 3 7 
tion. 

Expe"ses incidental to office, such as postage, telegralDt', 1 t, 979 0 I) 
printing, stationery, legal, Directors' and Auditors' 
fees, travelling and entertainment and general charges. 

Interest Nil 

Depreoiation 9,021 I) 9 

Work. 00.1. 
Raw material 

Cost above raw material 

Pure expenses on sending the goods to the market 

Expenses on office: Ma.nar;ng Agents' remunera.tion 
and everything inoidental to office consi.ting of 
printing, stationery, postage, telegrams, bank's com
mission, Direotors' a.nd Auditors' fees, travelling and 
entertainment and genera.l expenses. 

Depreoia.tion 

Interest 

.Add Railwa.y Freight to Bombay 

Tota.l 

167 12 0 

44618 0 
--------

614 \I 0 

17410 0 

III 3 0 

400 9 0 

Nil 

9~0 15 0 

2315 0 

964 4 0 

3,007 18 9 

8,407 14 9 

8,676 II 8 

1,716 9 3 

7,989 12 9 

181 11 0 

457 8 0 

639 3 0 

183 II 0 

10511 0 

41>' 7 0 

10 9 0 

988 4. 0 

23 15 0 

1,012 3 0 

1,382 8 0 

7,912 8 11 

8,695 13 ~ 

a,298 1 0 

9,1181 5 I) 

1M 1 0 

392 7 0 

546 8 0 

210 8 0 

113 6 0 

62 0 0 

22 40 0 

954 80 

2315 0 

978 4. 0 

Tons. cwt. lbs. Tons. cwt. lbs. Tons. ewt. lb •. 
Weight of manufa.ctured goods 222 3 108 161 12 37 148 6 82 

1614 0 

57 4 0 

5315 0 

Nil 

40 9 0 

18 8 0 

52 0 0 

5S 11 0 

10 II 0 

49 7 0 

\I 6 0 

53 6 0 

60 0 0 

29 4 0 

62 0 0 

Taking 6 oz. to be average weight of ono 
lantern globe, one ton by weight will oou
si.t of 5.973 globes or approximately 498 
dozen. The lowest prIce for common 
Fenr-Ha.nd lantern globes is RB. 21 per 
gross. Calcnlating a.t tha.t price the value 
of 498 dozen comes to be Ra. 871-8-0 while 
our cost of a.n equal weight of production 
in the past three years is shown at the 
bottom of the ta.ble. 

It is evident, therefore, the Gla.ss Iudnstry 
a.s it stands at pre,ent has a p'limIJjaci. case 
for protection which in the place of 15 per 
cent. as at pre,ent is reqnired to be 60 per 
oent. so as to ena.ble the Ola.s. Mannfac
turers to oell competitively with the 
importing IiI ms and to leave a. small 
ma.rgin Df profit. 
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-1. Market.-Ours being ,the only factory in the southern part of '1ndia 
down Poona we have a large markot at our disposal. But the Bombay 
Market which is one of the World Markets is many times dumped with all 
~orts of glassware imported from contiuental eountries and the rates go 
down. The Bombay Mal'ket has another very important aspect that goes 
to rule the rates and this is the failure of indentors. Such failure leads 
to auction of the goods arri\-ed in the harbour at· a very ('heap price lower 
than the ruling rate and this keeps the market down. Due to the Govern
ment'lj exchange policy importers of foreign glassware are already at an 
advantage of 12! per cent. over us and this <:annot he lost sight of. From 
the I~ttached figures it will be evident that we have to sell at a loss if 
we were to sell in the Bombay Market. We lire, therefore, compelled to 
look to moffusil places for Helling our goods as there we get a little better 
rate and that is why we ai'e making both ends meet anyhow with a very 
small surplus profit. "'hen, however, we det·ide in manufacturing on a 
large scale we shall have to sell in the Bombay Market alone and that is 
why protection is required. 1'0 oppose foreign import we must be able to 
dmllp competitively and that shows a greater necessity of protection. 

2. Labour.-Locally trained and expert advice available. 
3. Pro(J1·c.<, •. -We started the Works in 1914 with a capital of only two 

thousand rupees and the extensions now reached and the variety and quality 
of the goods turned out are a sufficient index to the progressive line of work 
that is being followed all along. Owing to exchange policy of Government 
and the two aspects of the Bombay Market mentioned above it was found 
that not much margin WIIS left in tbe production of glass. We thought 
it better therefore to take up manufacture of lanterns and lamps as an 
allied business. 'Vhen we decided to take up lantern manufacture the rate 
of the tin lanterns ruled at Rs. 27 per dozen. At the present time it has 
gone down to Rs. 12, an 'unprecedental fall (and in this line too protection is 
~~~. . 

4. Futl/I'(' ])'·relopm,ent.-If, therefore, protection is granted to liS we 
<:all at ollce take advantage of the expected improved position and can 
recast our processes >;0 us to cut manufa.cturinj?: ('osts and be self-dependent 
in the next ten years. 

A sUlllmury of our reports for the last· three year& shows that this 
industry leaves at least 40 per (·ent. grQljs profit i 11 the present position and 
as such deserves protection .for further progress and can be sufficiently 
improved to stand independently. 



Enclosure to No.9. 
Statement ,howing tlle cost 01 production lor the venrs 1923-24 to 1925-26. 

(Ganga Glass Works, Ltd., Balawali.) .. 

. - 1923·24 • 1924·25. 192&26. Remarks. 

Ra. A. P. Rs A. P. Rs. A. P. 
Est .. blishmeut and wageS 38,748 4. 6 43,59' 16 II 55,810 II 9 Taking 6 oz. to be avemge weight 
Raw materials . . M.ll.8 0 3 64,313 8 S 66,114 12 9 of one lantern globe. one ton by 
Commission to tradors and Ag~ts : 6,030 8 0 8,9'0 6 9 17,214 7 9 weiglit will oontain 6,978 globes' 
Commission to Managing Director • 1.019 0 3 32:; 11 '0 ~(JO 0 0 or "Vproxim .. teIy 498 dozen. The 
·Rep .. ira . 1,186 13 0 1,86810 0 6,640 2 3 lowest price for common Hand 
Rant and taxes . 1,540 13 0 637 8 S 2,535 6 0 Lantern globes is Rs. 21 per gross. 
Misce Uaneous expenses 7.199 8 3 3,74716 ·11 3,009 3 6 Calcul .. ting at that price the value 
Clothing to Stelf • . • . • 707 8 6 J3810 S 47' 9 6 of 498 dozen oomea to be Rs. 871-8-0 
Packing Bnd manufa.oturing materials, eto. 10,428 4 6 14,946 0 0 21,111 11 S while our costs of an equal weight 
Ba.d debts written olf . • . • 873.1 0 662 6 6 2,:177 11 II of the production in the put three 
Charity . 26 8. 0 J6 0 0 11 0 0 ye .. rs i. shown at tbe bottom of the 
Interest on loans 

3:559 
621 9 6 658 14 8 table. 

Depreciation 3 0 869 14' S 7.638 13 0 
Total 1,16,002 8 3 1.31,651 7 II 1,83,896 16 9 

Ton. cwt. lb. Ton.owt. lb. Ton. cwt. lb. 
Weight of Manuf .. otured Goods. 120 0 0 140 0 0 185 0 " 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Ra. A· P. " 

Coat ~er ton (nett a .. -faotory). . • 
per 

maund. 968 0 0 941 0 0 944 0 0 Approxima.tely. 
Freig t per maund to various busine88 

centres-a.verage per md.-
To Bombay • . 2 110 

1 To Calcutta 1 12 2 
To Kara.ohi 21611 ,. 

To Delhi. 0 8 1 Average per ton 43 0 0 43 0 0 To Patna. . 1 1 6 
To Lahore 014 8 

J 
4S 0 0 

To Ahmedabs.d. : 1 9 0 
ToPesha.war 113 3 

Average per ton • . "43"'06' 1.001 0 6 984 0 6 1,037 
--_.-.-

0 6 



APPENDIX II TO CORRESPONDENCE. 

Euclosure No. 1 to ·No. 13. 

Statement showing the cost 0/ produ.ction dUling the '!lean 1927 aM 1928. 

(U. P. Glass Works, Ltd., Bahjoi.) 

Particulars. 1927. 1928. 

&s. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Raw materials 1,73,763 14 3 1,78,52814 2 
Soda ash 25,011 0 9 29,526 3 3 
Packing materials 16,054 3 3 21,103 9 9 
Establishment 1,18,51514 3 1,25,06210 8 
Repairs 20,477 10 6 14,633 4 2 
Rad debts 

J Postage, stationery and miscellane- 16,11511 11 9,470 9 2 
ous 

Depreciation 40,08113 0 34,908 2 0 

Tot&! 4,10,020 311 4,13,233 5 2 

Weight of manufactured goods . Tons 530 Tons 625 
Cost per ton &S. 773 &S. 661 

Enclosure No.2 to No. 13. 

Statement showing the cost 0/ produ.ction during the 'IIeWTI 1926-27 and 
1927-28. 

(Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon, Dabhada.) 

1926-27. 1927-28. 
Rs. Rs. 

1. Raw material, including salld, lime, crucibles 
and other chemicals used llSually in small .. 
quantities . 

2. Soda ash . 
3. Coal fuel . 
4. Power, including furnace upkeep 
O. Manufacturing wages 
6. Manufacturing supervisiOl~". . . 
7. Miscellaneous expeosl'l, in Inanufacturing 

.Ea:penses on Distribution. 
8. Packing 
9. Travelling Agents' commission and expenses . 

10. Office Establishllll'nt and Managing Agl'nts' 
remuneration 

11. Interest 
12. Depreciation. 

Weight of lIlanufacturing goods 
Cost pel' ton • 

Total 

8,361 
3,947 

18,851 
3,345 

17,258 
5,332 

2,018 
3,066 

1,169 
2,152 
1,700 

67,199 

Tons 106 
Ra. 634 

9,956 
4,053 

19,817 
1,881 

17,087 
5,187 

6,084 
1,493 

1,894 
2,378 
1,638 

71,468 

Tons 126 
Rs. 567 
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Enclosure No.3 to No 13. 

Statement .howin.g the cost 0/ production during tlte yeaT. 1926-87 and 
1927-28. 

(Ganga Glass Works, Ltd.) 

TABLE No.1. 

Cost per ton delivered at Works. 

Sand 
Soda 
Burat lime 

Recipe. 

Nitre . . 
Other chemicals 
Quutity of coal 

Weight of the finished products 

h<>portion. 

'7087 
'2835 
'1134 
'0567 
'0142 

7'0 

1'0 

Rate per ton. 

Rs. A. P. 

14 7 9 
144 0 0 
27 4 0 

313 6 0 
450 0 0 
16 0 0 

TABLE No.2. 

1. Raw material including sand, lime, 
crucibles and other chemicals, 
used usually in small quantities 

2. Soda ash . 
3. Coal and fuel. . . . 
4. Power including furnace upkt'ep 
5. Manufacturing wages '. 
6. Manufacturing supervision . . 
7. Miscellaneous expense~ in manufac-

turing . . . . . 
8. Cartage and railway freight . 
9. Repair,! and maintenance 

Expenses 0111 DistTibution. 
10. Packing expensllII . . . . 
11. Cartage for carting goods to the rail-

way station. . . . . 
12. Travelling Agents' commission and 

expenses including trada discount 
to traders 

13. Advertising . . . . . 
14. Office establishment and remunera

tion of the Managing Director or 
Managing Agent. . . . 

15. Expenses incidental to office, such 
as postage, telegrams, printing 
and stationery, legal, Directors' 
and Auditors' fees, travelling and 
entertainmen. and general charges 

16. Interest, taxes and rent ' 
17. Depreciation 

Total 

Weight of manufactured goods 
(lost lIer ton 

1926-27. 
Re. A. P. 

26,073 1 () 
14,259 5 6 
22,214 14 9 
2,902 7 6 

33,791 13 9 
6,179 6 6 

4,060 12 3 

10,021 3 0 

11,556 7 0 

542 1 3 

15,334 3 6, 
454 7 0 

9,975 10 9 

1,925 9 3 
92410 3 

19,956 13 9 

1,80,172 15 0 

Tons 200 
Rs. 900 

Value. 

Rs. A. P. 

10 4 0 
4013 0 
3 1 It 

17 12 6 
660 

112 0 0 

190 5 0 

1927-28. 
Re. A. P. 

35,586 14 6 
19,285 14 0 
26,822 4 0 
2,492 2 0 

35,895 15 6 
7,574, 5 3 

8,973 1 0 
1,415 12 9 

10,426 8 9 

14,233 1 3 

420 0 0 

21,527 14 9 
24814 6 

10,58214 0 

3,813 10 0 
5.404 2 9 

19,844 3 9 

2,24,547 10 9 

Tons 246 
,~s. 912 
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Enclosure No.4 to No. 13. 

Statemen·t showing tlle cost of production during the years 19Zi (l1li4 1928. 

(Ogale Glass Works, Ltd.) 

TABLE No. 1. 
Cost per ton delivered 

at our Works. 
Proportion of 

material going into Rate per ton. 
one ton of melt. 

Recipe. 

100 Sand 
42 Soda 
13 Burnt lime 
4 Nitre 
3 Other chemicals, borax, 

arsenic, manganese 
Quantity of coal 

Total 

·7178 
'3015 
·0933 
·0287 

·0215 
7'0 

Rs. A. P. 

34 8 0 
142 7 0 
50 0 0 

308 12 0 

450 0 0 
21 0 0 

TABLE No.2. 

1. Raw ma.terial including sand, lime, 
crucibles and other chemicals, 
used usually in small quantities 

2. Soda ash . 
3. Coal and fuel. . . . 
4. Power including furnace upkeep 
5. Manufacturing wages . 
6. Manufacturing supervision . . 
7. Miscellaneous expenses in manufac-

turing . . . . . 
8. Cartage and railway freight . 
9. Repairs and maintenance 

Expenses 011. Distribution. 
10. Packing expenses . . . 
11. Cartage for carting goods to the 

railway station .. . 
12. Travelling Agents' commission and 

expenses including trade discount 
to traders . 

13. Advertising .•. 
14. Office establishment and Managing 

Agents' remuneration. • 
IS. Expe!)Ses incidental to office, such as 

postage, telegrams, printing and 
stationery,. legal, Directors' and 
Auditors' fees, travelling and 
entertainment and general 
charges . 

16. luterest, taxes and rent 
17. Depreciation 

Total 

18. Weight of manufactured goods 
Cost per ton 

1927. 
Rs. A. P. 

11,900 0 0 
6,617 3 0 

21,243 12 0 
10,934 9 0 
16,177 13 1 
3,556 11 9 

1,532 7 0 
56210 0 

2,027 3 8 

14,169 4 5' 

719 11 3 

6,841 611 
1,496 4 0 

5,466 0 0 

10,82812 4 
8,254 2 6 

Nil 

1,22,328 0 11 

Tons 137·5 
Rs. 890 

Value. 

Rs. 
24-76 
42·94 

4'66 
8·80 

9'68 
147 

237'84 

1928. 
Rs. A. P. 

10,538 6 0 
8,314 1 6 

24,138 11 6 
9,484 9 9 

15,605 2 0 
3,585 610 

972 12 0 
321 15 0 

1,921 14 0 

13,058 0 0 

588 4 9 

·5,269 511 
998 15 3 

5,400 0 0 

8,787 4 8 
9,833 8 8 

Nil 

1,18,818 5 10 

'l'ons 144 
Re. 825 
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No. 19.-Lette·r Irom the Unitei PTovin~es Glass lVo1'ks, Ltd., Bahjoi, dnted 
the 10th J[aTeh. 1931. 

PROTECTION TO THE SHEET GLASS INDUSTRY IN INDIA • 

. With reference to the correspondence on the above noted subject ending 
with your letter No. 458-T. (2), dated the 11th October, 1930, and the inter
view I had with you yesterday morning I beg to enquir" whether the Govern
ment of India have decided to refer the question of protection to sheet glass 
industry, to the Tariff Board and if so, when the reference is likely to he 
luade. 

lIy reason for making this enquiry about definite time is that we have 
already suffered a loss of about two lacs during the present working of this 
plant within 2& years and the Board of Directors of my company have 
painfully directed to close the sheet glass furnace to save the company 
from further losses. If this direction is carried out, it will mean that the 
training and experience of 400 hands gained at a very heavy cost of time, 
money and energy will go in vain ~nd once the labour is disbanded it 
will be almost impossible to restart the work; in other words this industry 
will be lost to India for long time to come. On the other hand if I could 
be assured that Government of India considers that there is a prima facie 
case for referring the case to the Tariff Board and that the reference will 
be made shortly, then I would further endeavour to retain the trained 
labour at a cost of RIi. 2,000 a month, so that if Tariff Board's recommenda
tions are favourable the industry may be restarted, thus saving it from 
total extinction.' . 

At the end I would once more respectfully urge on you to extend your 
helping hand to this industry very early 80 that it is not too late. for it 
to take advantage of the Government protection when and if it comes to it 
at a time it has lost itself. 

No. 20.--Copy of a lettr" No. -'58-T., (2), dated New Delhi, the. 14th 
MaTch, 1931, from the .Join;t SecTeta'~!I to the GoveTnm.ent 0/ [ndla,. t!l 
the Managing Agent, Un.ted PTovmces Glass Works, Ltd., BahlOt, 
District 1I10radabad. 

'PROTECTIOS TO THE SHEET GLASS ISDUSTRY. 

With reference to your letter No. 25, dated the 10th March, 1931, on 
the above subject, I a11\ directed to say that the Government of India. have 
now decided that the question of protection to the glass industry will be 
referred to the Tariff Board for enquiry. This reference cannot be made 
immediately, but the Government of India hope that the Tariff Board will 
he in a position to begin the enquiry in the autumn of the current year. 

Copy forwarded t<r
No; 458-T. (2). 

The Secretary, Indian Glass l\Ianufaetul'ers Association, Ogalevadi, 
District Satara, and 

The Secretary, lTnited Provinces Chamber of Commerce, CaW'f1pore, 

for information in continuation of this Department letter No. 1158-T. (2), 
dated the 11th October, 1930. 

No. 21.-LetteT ITom flle United ,Province .• Gla.~8 Works, Ltd., Bahioi, No. 27, 
dated the 19th March, 193.1 .. 

I thank you for your letter No. 458-T. (~, dated the 14th instant.' The 
decision of the Government of India to refer the question of protection 
t~ glaea inqustry to the Tariff Board has inspired hope of life ipto thlil 



sheet glass industry struggling for existence. But may I once more draw 
your kind attention to the fact that the company which has closed the sheet 
glass furnace on accOlmt of its inability to continue the work any longer 
at a loss, will not be able to retain the trained labour at an expense of 
Rs. 2,000 per month for very long? Hence I would request you to expedite 
the matter of reference and thus let the help come when the industry can 
take advantage of it, because no medicine can be of any avail when life 
has departed. 

No. 22.-Letter from the Indian Glass Manufacturers' Association, Ogalevadi 
(Aundh State), District Satara, No. 2841, dated the 21st March, 1991. 
I have to thank you f~r your sending' me copy of letter No. 458-T. (2) of 

14th March, 1931, announcing Government's decision to refer the question 
of Protection to the Glass Industry to the Tariff Board for enquiry and 
that this €/Dquiry may begin in the autumn of the current year.-

No. 23.-Letter from the Glass and Banglll$ Industrial Association, Firozabad, 
United provinces, No. 10701 E.I V! 1, dated the 16th April, 1991. 

hOTBOTtON 1'0 INDIAN GLASS iNDUSTRY. 

Recently certain circular' letters have been addressed by the Director 
of Industries, United Provinces, Cawnpore, to the members of this Associa
tion a copy of which is enclosed herewith for favour of your information. 
It is stated in the said letter that the question of the grant of protection 
to the Indian Glass Industry in the matter of glass lamp globes and chinmeys 
has been referred by the Government of India to the Tariff Board. Recently 
on behalf of this Association Seth Shridharlal and Parshotamdas had the 
honor of an interview with you and you were pleased to state that the 
Tariff Board will take the question of protection for the Indian Glass Industry 
i1l general which will include all the different branches consisting of (1) Glass 
Chimneys and globes, (2) Glass Sheet, (3) Glass'Block, (4) Glass Bangles and 
(5) Glass bottles. 

I therefore hope that you will be pleased to issue necessary details in this 
connection when referring the ease to the Tariff Board as decided. 

United Provinces ~ass Works, Ltd., Bahjoi, Moradabad. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) A short 110te on the Manufactnre of window glass at United PrOt,il1CtS 
Glass Works, Ltd., Ba.hjoi. 

Raw material. 

Sand 

Soda 

Sa.1tcake 

Limestone 

Bargru:h 
Lohga\'h 
Panhai 

Origin. 

Sawaim adhopur 
Jejon • 

• Engll\nd 
Dharangadra 
England 
Germany ~ 
Jnkehi 
")ratni , 

Rate facto ry site. 

As. 7-3 per monnd. 

J As. 7·' per owt. 

} As.6·' .... 

. J As. 9·6 per mauna •. 



All ~he above raw materials are pulverized, weighed, mixed in different 
proportlons and sent to tank furnace by means of tipping wagons each hold
mg about 1 ton of batch. ,Very careful attentian is given here to avoid 
entering of any foreign material into the batch. Tank furnace:-

The tank furnace has continuous melting, refining and working ends. 
The rfilar portion of the tank is feeding end called dog house through which 
batch with cullet is fed every half hour by means of hand cart. The batch 
is shoved on that side corner of the tank towards which the burnt products 
are passing off, so that the batch may get into the intense heat. The men 
have to be very careful not to allow any unmelted batch beyond the second 
burner, else this unmelted batch will pass out the melting end and create 
stones, etc. As our meri are yet inexperienced, often times we lose on 
this 'account. The, amount. of raw material fed depends upon the amount of 
melted glasS. drawn by the fourcault machines working at the drawing end. 
Therefore tbe feeding of raw material is determined by the level of glass 
required and accordingly batch is fed in. 

The refining end of the tank is separated from the melting, end by a 
low arch which keeps back the heat. The ,batch in the melting chamber 
melt/! by" means of heat, produced b:v burning, the preheated gas and air 
introduced through' 4. ports. Gas and air is preheated. in the regeneJ"~t9l:S 
situated at the grOllnd level of the tank furnace ,before they are introduced 
into '4. ports. Gas and air. is changed every half hour by means ,of gas and 
air,'reyersingvalve8"~ fuller'description"o( which is given on page 351 in the 
text book o£ glass technology }>y. Mr. F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc., A.I.e. and Mr. 
A. COusin, M.Sc., .A.R.O.Ss., ·A.I.O. Gas and air en~er' the tank through 
se.parate canals upto' the' ends. of the ports; as soon as gas, and air 'come in 
contact with each' other, they' begin to' burn. ' The burning flame, sweep, 
alang the width of the tank and the burnt products return to the chimney 
by' thlioppositepol'ts'thrilugh the regenerators; Every half hour r~versal 
of gas and:ait takes pillea, the entry ports become exit poi'tsand vice versa; 

. 'GaS is 8upplied through sheet iron mains li~lld, inside, with pre clay bricks. 
Gas is m.ade by a. battery' of 3 water sealed forced draft duff' 'producers 
usiriif'Ranigaiij"'high . volatile 'coal.A· detailed' descri'Ption is' given on 
page 150 in ~he 'text boOk 'cjf 'glass, technology ref~rred above. , , . ' 

Entry .ofgas iliro~gh' the four ports ~s .reg.ula~d,1iy dampers p,ut in 
through 'each :port'; ·tllgliest temperature is mamtamed· between first and 
lecond ',ports"8O; ,1lhat-'the batch ll1ay melt easily and quickly: '- ' ' 
:Th!l··~lted· flIet'a1 from' ihe: melting chamber passel! through two sets 

of floaters which make the glass clear and free from unmelted impurities. 
From this ."laee the, glass 'passes through '3 'bridge, 'which is 12 feet; away 
from ·the' sec~nd'set of floaters which f:urther refines the' glass leaving back 
an;9'· uDmelted stuff· and makes the glass free from bubbles. ' , 

(From' i1!is . pl~ce '~he meited. gla~~ 'di~~rts its, ttow in two sides in the 
drawii!.g 'end ,c1iITed the center of etl;age'. From the 'cen~et: of. etrage glass 
Bowli mto the.' drawing pits that are sO arranged th'at the glass has to 
pass through the bridges situated, on either side of pit so that' all ,the 
impurIties yet coririn:g 'with glass may be left behInd', which are removed off 
b1' skimming- and'ladling out the bad glass. As 'the 'molten glass 'has' to' be 
kept· at Ii' 'fixed' temperature hi'the drawing pits, the etrage is' kept l1eated 
by second'ary producer ga8 made separately by'two gas producers and intro~ 
duced' into ·the etrage by' port hOle, one on each side Ot a drawing machine, 
The amount of gas is controlled by cast iran varves' plliced before' each port~ 
Here also gas and air are reversed every half hour, i,e., the entry ports 
become exit ports, and vice"'l/ersa by turns. In each of these drawing pits 
a refractory clay block with It very fin:ely polished slit cut length-wise leaving 
about 6 inches, is placed. This 'clay block called Debitois is made to siQ.k 
in the glass .. by a pressing m,echanism. Two "U" shaped cooling pipes 
through "which a constant stream of cold water passes, are pl~ced over 
tbe·Debitois to cool the sheet coming out of'it. 

Over each 'drawing 'pit' is placed a' window glass drawing machine' caIled 
foiJ'rCault m'lIchine' which is' milde' of rectangular sheet iron: frame with asbestos 

GLASS ~ 
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lining in betwell'n, the iron sheets on either side. The machines are 13: feet 
in height inside which a series of asbestos rollers set in paull. are plaCtld 
oue over the other about 15 inches apart. The rotation of these rollers 
serve to draw up glass sheet as it is formed, the first pair being situated 
at about three feet from the surface of molten glass, each roller on the 
right is given the same rate of movement by means of a vertical shaft 
and two bevelled gear wheels. The rollers on the other side are, corried 
on bell crank levers with counter poises fo1' pressing the rollers upon the 
glass. The asbestos rollers are supported' in the frame in such a way that 
the rollers. get apart as soon as either any stone comes in the sheet 01' 

when a sheet is made thicker. The gearing is driven electrically with a 
variable speed motor, speed being regulated by a rheostat. 

Glass is forced through the slit at desired rate by pressmg the debitoia. 
If the pressed debitois is sd left, the glass would ull the inside of the debitois 
to the level of the liquid glass outside it, but the mol tell, glass ia caught as 
it emerges from the o])ening. by means of a dl'awin!!; fork. and drawn. by 
means of electric 'motor drive into sreet form. The debitois with. its 
own weigbt ,and the pressure app-lied to it, eonstantlY' foreas tflJ a ribbon of 
glass through" the slit, which is drawn into" a sheet of unifdrm size. 

The rollers of the machine by an, upward motion cany up tha sheet 
of glass thus formed. Tha speed of tha l'ollsu is made very' slow till the 
sheet has passed, the first pail: of asbestos rollers. The speed ia tben 
graduaIlY'increased, until the normal rate is estabtiahed after about. an hour's 
run. The p:lass sheet gets- hard before it comes to the first pair of asbesto~ 
rolrers. The thickness of the sheet is controlled bv the speed of drawing, and 
is not in any' way determinable by,the pressure fTom the rollers.- The sl-el't 
of glnss runs along upwards between the rollers and gets annealed whl1E' 
travelling through the machine. 

On the top the sheets are cut· by makine: 8. scratCh O1'er the width with 
a speuially liar~ened steel cuttel:" and, by' giV'iltlr an outward n'llsh the sheet 
sepftrates out frmn the ma~hine at the scr.atched.. point., Thill scn.tcmng 
needs. an expert hand, which Ui acliieved in course of time. 

Th. cut iheet. ate sent down flldn1 thi& Boor to tJut. cutting d81'artment 
by means of a lift, where tba. clItters cut- them, to the required sizes reject
ing .defective pllrtions. which go Dacle. tq the dog' house for' remelting~ 

La DOUr requirER! U1r operating 4 ttr.aclrineIJ are IS lnE!1l per shift. 
Thicknes8.~W. malm h~ t, M.M'.'tt> 8 M.M. thick- b:v' '\faryill'~ the Bpeed 

of drawinlt; 'PreB9'llrea of debitois, alid coutrol ot tem-rren.ture of molten glass 
in the drawin$!: pit. 

(1"tJ"Ut.-4'he utlIllilltc:mtp-tlt fo1' !I M.M. thick' glass is ab-out ~ ~es 
of 100 lilt. ft. yler- dllY' 1'1e1"'.t milclti1\ea. lITovidet'f the;\" aTe 11'11 eon:stantly rtt1!
nin!!; which is iml'"oRsibTe to" ac'hifOVe. tfete is th'e Tloint where a. sheet !!'laSl! 
fa('tory loses seriouslv with unskilled lahOltr' 11& it often hapnens that with a 
little mistake machine falls and in order to restart it about 8 hours. are 
required, to heat the cooled surface glass, to clean the machine and start 
it IIl!'ain. 

The8e mRchineli ate 1'eM" sensitive. if even a small broken piece· of glass 
fA n~ down from top it adnetes to· thE! uYI!'toing shel!t and, Cl"Acks it in tho 
wi~thwi8e direction sel'IIl'lItin", it off front its f'tmtirmitv. Therefore even 
I'D", is b .... en not to allow the b-rokell !'tIAs!! -pieMO!! tt'I stick to the sheet-. 
As 11111' lR~'ll' i. vet rAW lind inexperieneed: it will take some years befort> 
the full eifiriency is obtained. 

Ouf' 8utpuf ~ 

Y,&r. 
1!'l29 
'!I!l!'l 
1931 

Jfnw-m""" 
days wm-kin~~ 

3ns 
m 
lsg 

Outy>nt in 'boxes. 
84.980 
85200' 
29.811 

r".#f;1tf/ npnartment.-The sheets aM! 'h!'mt~ht dCIWn fTom the' tOT! fI.(YOT 
to eut,tin¢ floor far cuttinR' to reulIired si_, Each sheet is lllal'!'d evel' 
the e~ttilag table, the cutter sees the defert& flnt and rejects' the' 4efeeti-n 
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portion taking out the lwrgeet sizes from the remaimng portioJl .of. the 
shaet. The. cutting is done by placing a wQ()den rule and by sliding a diamond 
pen along It, a fine scratch is made over the glass so dexte:cnusly that the 
scratch should neither be too deep nor too light. Then by giving a down
~ard press~re the glass cracks at the scratch, but if it is not well penetrated 
mto glass It does not crack on the scratch but breaks irregulal'ly; As' 0111' 

cutters are quite new, lot of good sh6ets are wasted in breakage and, also 
the diamond peris wear out quicker. Therefore we do not get same efficiency 
in production as in Belgium or Czechoslovakia and oUr expenses are 
pretty high in the cost of diamond pen. In those countries thectltteI'S 
have very many years practice in glass cutting while here we have' had 
to take work from men who had never even seen a sheet of glass in 'their 
life before taking job in our works. Therefore it will take some years before 
we can achieve the same efficiency as is in foreign countries. 

Packing.-Packing of sheets is carried ont in wOllden boxes made- of samel 
wood, which we get from Lalkua and Najibabad costing at factory siteilt 
the rate of Re. 5 to Rs. 5-4 per hundred. superiicial sq. it; 'Box. of 50 aUd 
100 sq. ft. are packed as 'reqtiired in' different Indian markets.-" 8i1&88 liild 
number of sheet packed in each 'box Is written on' the' outside of each case. 
After packing the box, top is, nailed and wire or hoop iron is, strapped 
round it. Packing' is . a highly specialized' art which is acquired after a 
long practice. For waDi of good seoure packillg" our goods naches destina
tion with higher breakage than imported one and consequently' our pur-
chasers have to keep a greater matgin. ' . 

Despatch..-Full wagon load orders a.re loaded. ilL the factory. siding, while 
small consignments are sent to railway' station for despatch. Here we feel 
the pinch of careless handling oil our packages by the railway staff, who 
unmindful of our instructions such as "This side ur ". "Glass w.ith care" 
throw the packages like bundles of grass, while' from impOTting stations 
similar sma.ll consip:nmonts in T.R. Vans. are- c1espatched' OD- jixed days 
making WaU9'll8 of similar: goods fOT distant ,stll.tions avoidinll transportation, 
rough handling in transit at intermediate junctions and. securing'safe delivery 
at destination. The b:ceakage fWJNd. in transit. ill to our disa.d:P'antage in. 
comnetition with our rivals. .. . . . 

QuaTit'y.-oUr quaJi~ is well a~ated by-tlis Qovernment, Public Works' 
Department, railways, and public at large. We herewith givlI .a eppy of the 
results of test of our window glass' carried out at the instanc~ of the Indian 
Stores Department at Government. test house, Calcutta; whieh will"show 
that tbe thickness of our glass ,is uniform and thl! resista.nce to temperature 
is satisfactory: Within' a short" time of' about' threa- . years working the 
factory. has been awarded .with a Dumber of gold and silver medals aild is in 
possession of Jetters a~pre<!iatin!t the quality of cmr 'Pllnss. 'What we 1Jadly 
need is the higher efficiel1<!y in the, amount of producti:o'!1. which carl' only be 
'aphieved in due conrse of time. ' '. ' 

('om1>etitif/1t -T"e . urica nf imptrrted glass hag I!'one dO'l\ftl tremendously 
within last 10 y,ara which will be shown by the table gi.ve11 'belollf:-

'rear. 

1921.-22 
1922-23 
]923-24 
1924-25 
1025-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
\93Q.31 

.. .A Vetil ire pricl' pl'r 'bo~ 
of 100 8q. ft. 

at Bombay Port 
Us. A. 

13. 0 
13, 0 
10 0 
10 0 
9 0 
7. 8 
112 
T 8 
7 !l 
r .0 

112 



For lasil 7 months'the price has been reduced to RB. 6-4 per' -case of 100 
sq. ft., The above will show· clearly that ,in only 10 years prices have been 
reduced to less than I. . . 
. NOTE.-Though the import duty was increased by 5 per cent., i.e., total 
20 per 'cent. from 1st April, 1931, yet it made no change for the better for 
us as the prices were managed so as to remain as low as Rs. 6-4 per box 
by Exporting countries. 

The figures available of imports contain window panes, sheet glass, plate 
glass and mirrors. Separate figures of window glass or sheet glass are not 
.available, ,hence the, figures given below include all the varieties named 
above. However the proportion does not vary very much and one can 
safely llnderstand from, these figures how the imports have been increasing 
in quantity as the rates have been falling. It is to be noted that the 

. propoMiiQn of~nglish import of this article has considerably fallen from 
Rs. 14,66,597 toRs. 5,02,665 and the glass imported from England is plate 
'glas~ lLnd mirrors mostly, 'while majority.of window imdsheet glass ,is imported 
from Belgium. It is, only 'recently that Germany, Czechoslovakia and Japan 
have ,also begun to export this commodity to India. 

" Year. .Total import. England. Belginm. Germany •. 

,,1~~1-22 37,94,707 14,66,597 22,36,479 

1922-23 36,91,800 13,34,422 . 22,93,428 

1923-24 32,90,056 11,48,122 20,56,390 

'1924-25 33;85,389 10,40,096 22,85,712 -' 
1925.26 ,_ , 28,17,623 8,76,572 18,49,678 

i926-2i , . 31,65,539 8,71,500 21,90,843 

,·.1927-28 . ':29,86,137 8,50,237 18.49.21~ ,. 1,58;459 
, i928-29 ' .. 29.68.255 5;70.782 19 7i760:, 

". '.' .... .1,51,719 ... ,,: 1929-30 ,:, 30,97.395 
I ...., 

t,55,OO7 '. 5,02,665 '18,73;860· 
'. i~a0-S1 

:";. 

23,87,549. 
' . 

. N~~i.-:-l.Thefigure;below one lac '1ire,'left out.',' 
2. In:-I929,,30' ,the impo~t ,from Japan is 1,66,881 and' the import from 

. Czechoslovakia, is 1;91,731.,,·, . , 
, 'Ql£Illit'll imported in India,-It is 'tabs noted that the quality imported 
In bdia. is ,generallyfonrth class, i,e., 1st·, 2nd. and 3rd quality are disposed 
of and the whole cost of. production is realized there in those countries. 
'The fourth· quality, is exported to India as surplus to fetch any price. Thus 
they .can'affOl'd to' ~eU i.he rejected· s~rplus Ilt -n. nomin~l.pri,~ ~Cl.,c~v:er~he 
raw material, packmg and transport expenses and have them some m,argms 

.. of profit, while we have to sell every quality from ht to 4th in India. 
Thus the competition becomes unfairly hard for us. . 

Production,-Now with all improvements we have been able to reach a 
stap:e of production of 210 cases a dav that is if we work continuously for 
whole year we can nroduce 76,650 cases, calculating its priCe itt Rs, 7' per 
case comes'to Rs. 5,36,550 while the import for 1930-31 has b!'tenRs. 23,37,549 
out of which half is the cost of plate glass and mirrors, . Thus the total 
import of window and sheet glass is probably worth Rs. 12 lac~ 
about and production therefore is about 45 per cent. of what 
Indian consumes and we can not expect as is generally the case that 
every body of market controlled by us will purchase only our made goods, 
Therefore in order that all our production be sold out, we must have at 
least half of India as our market. i.e., we must be able to oontrol Calcutta 
and Bombay markets. Presently our cost of production is Rs. 8 per case. 
Although, E. I. R. has been pleased to p:ive very special reduced rates of 
12 annas per maund from Bahjoi to Calcutta, yet the railway'freight comes 
~~ . 



to Re& 1-6.6 per case . of 100 aq.ft. weighing about 1. maund 32 seers.· 'J.'hus 
each case of our costs at Calcutta Rs. 9~6 while the present price of imported 
sheet glass in Calcutta market is Rso 6-4 per case. Keeping annas four for 
cartage and the profit for Calcutta met'chants and annas four for our goods 
being Indian made we can not get more tl::an Rs. 5-12 per case. Thus we 
need a protection of Rs. 3-10-6 per case which comes to 73 per cent. c.i.f. 
price. It will be a wise policy to keep the duty 20 per cent. more for the 
enterprising nature of the importers in dumping goods in India, as IS cleared 
from the table given above. 

Now as regards Bombay market, the railway freight from Bahjoi to 
Bombay is As. 15. per maund, which costs on each case of 1 .maund 32 seers 
in Bombay As. 5-7 dearer than what it costs at Calcutta which comes on 
o.i.f. price 7 per cent. thus in order to enable us to send our goods to 
Bombay we need a further protection of 13+1 +20=100 per Cll'Ilt. 

It if therefore prayed that the Tariff Board may be pleased tci grant 
a further protection of 100 per cent. making it in all 120 per cent. duty 
on window panes and sheet glass. 

(2) Test Cllrtificate, I'Ubmitted by the United Pr01lmces GZaaB Work", Ltd. 

Torue copy. 

GOVERNMENT 011' INDIA. 

INDIAN STORES DEPARTMENT. 

Governmll'Ilt Test House. 

TeBt Oertificate. 

No. 1611-0., dated AIipore, the 9th September, 1931. 

Issued to Messrs. United Provinces Glass Works, Ltd., Bahjoi P.O., 
District Moradabad. 

With reference to letter No. 15, dated the 1st July, 1931, Reg. No. 59-
P. C., dated the 30th April, 1931. 

Sample received on 7th July, 1931. 
Two samples of sheet glass stated to be in and nn thick respectively. 
The two samples of sheet glass were tested with a view to ascertaining their 

resistance to variations of tem,perature. The following' tests were. carried 
out:-

• After being kept at the room temperature (310 C.), the samples' were 
BUddenly dipped into water at 00 C. and were kept there for five minutes. 

They were then taken out ·of the water and allowed to attain the tem
perature of the room before being immersed in water at 600 C. in which they 
were left for five minutes. 

On being removed, the glass sheets were allowed to cool down to the 
room temperature and were then immersed in water at 1000 ·C. for five 
minutes. 

The final test consisted in transferring the samples from the water at 
100" C .. to water at 00 C., and in keeping them. in the latter for five minutes. 

Neither of the samples cracked during the above mentioned operations. 
Remarks.-The samples are reasonably uniform in thickness. The pre

sence of flattening marks an the surfaces and the slight ununiformity in thick
ness cause local distortion of objects seen through the samples, but this is 
not appreciable. \ 

The r~sistance of both samples to variations of tetpperature is considered 
to be satisfactory. 



.': For :.tesul1Js of ·their tests, see this office Test· Certificate No. 16l6-M., 
dated.-the '9th September,193l enclosed, 

True copy. 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

INDIAN STORES DEPARTMENT. 

Government Test Honse. 

Test Ce1-tijicate. 

No. 16l6-M., dated the 9th September, 1931. 

Issued to Messrs. United Provinces Glass Works, Ltd., BahjoiP. 0., 
District Moradabad. . 

With reference to letter No. 15, dated the 1st of July, 1931. 
Reg. No. 59-P. C., dated the 30th April, 1931. 
Sample received on the 7th July, 1931. 
Two samples of sheet glass stated to .. be i" and Tr/' thick respectively, 

each sample being approximately 4" x4" in si)!e. 

Thickness: -

Actual mean thickness 
Maximum thickness of sheet glass 
Minimum thickness of sheet glass 

" 

Sbeet Irlus stated to have 
a thi~kne$s of 

i" 
0'1255" (1") 
0'1270" 
0'1233" 

fi" 
0'1028/1 <i.") 
0'1033/1 
0'1021/1 

Distortion 01 object when seen through the samples.-A graduated steel 
scale was mounted vertically on a platform' and the length of a marked 
portion of the scale was measured by means of a cathetometer. 

Each sheet glass was then held vertically in front of lind lying against 
the scale and also 4/1 away from it, and the marked portiO'D. of the scale, 
as seen through the ·sheet glass, was measured, in each case; by means of 
the :cathetometer. • , 

The result of these measurements are given 'below :-

'Length of the marked portion of the steel scale, as measured 
. . by the cathetometer. when 

Actual length cf th" i " thiok sheet glass was the .'i' thick sheet glass WAS the mArked por-
.tinn.of the steel lying vertically in any position lying vertically in any positioT. 

8oale, as mea,urad _. 
by a cathetnmeter. 

against the in {Tont of and ag~inst the in front of and 
BCRle and in 4" away from scale lind in 4" away from 
front of it. the scale. front of it. the scale. 

2'00' .2'00" 2'00" :1'00' 2'00" 

" Visual Examination;-The 1" thick sheet glass contains a few small ail' 
hubbIes, and many flattening marks an one surface. 



The l." thick sheet glass containe a few ,s.~ J.ir ,'l1~b).l,l!I!; ~1.1d severai 
!iatt.eni.nS ~lI,rke o,n p.~ s!ll:f.a~,e. 

Eo~ JWulj§ 9.f tesj;s to JieW@ue ~ ,re.sis:i;auC13 0# ~he J;'a);I}.P.1~ tQ nr,i.@.t.\OIl 
of temperatures and remarks, lee this otfiQe :r~ Ce.rtjp,cll1(e;No. '16l7 • ..c., 
dated the 9th September. 19;il, ell,lllq&;ed. - . 

(Sd.)l;!u~ri.ute1.1deJlt, 

Gov~D,~ut TJl,8t JJouse. 

(3) J.,ett~r dated. ,the l,sth J)~cember. 1991, Irom the Unite.d. prpvi1l"CBfl f)lass 
Work,. Ltd.., Bahjoi, DiBtnct Moradabad.· to the Secretary, Tariff .lJoar,d. 

As desired I am sending herewith the balance shee~* for las); €i years. 
The balance sheet of 1928, 1929 and 1930 !lhow the resultan); prpfitllud 
1088 of ilhimney plant and sheet glass. In fact what we have been earning 
in chimney plant, we have br.le'D. lo.~i.ng that amount and more in sheet glass. 

I am also enclosing herewith copies of the answers to Board's question
.Jlaire. 

AnlW6r, to questionnain 0t Tariff Board.. 

N OTH.-According to the decision of, All-India, Glass Manufacturers' Asso
ciation ,p.ot to press the point of protection for blown wares at present, 
my answers relate only to the window panes and sheet glass !I1.a,!l~facture. 

1. OU.r works are owned by a public registered (limited) Cqmpany. 
2. The whole of' the capital is held by Indians; all 7 p_ix:e~tors are 

Indians. One of them is a Managing Agent. ' 
3. (a) We started the manufacture of chiemneys 'and globes in October, 

1916. 
(b) We started the manufacture of window panes in Novem.ber, 1923, 

but owing to sudden lowering of the imported prices and· some defective 
working of our plant. we had to close it. We again started in October. 1928. 

4. The achievable full capacity of our works is to make 321 boxes of 
100 sq. ft. per day of window glass n" thick; taking 330 working days. 
the outturn comes to 1,05,930 boxes in a year, valued at Rs. 7 per box 
(the present average market rate) comes to Rs. 7,41,510 per year as our 
utmost output when working thll present plant in full capacity. 

5. (a) "We manufacture the following kinds of glassware besides window 
panes and sheet glass:-

(1) ,Chimneys and globes of all kinds. 
(2) Jars. 
(S) :l'\lPlblers. 
(4) Pressed dishes. 
(5) Ink stands. 
(6) Chandelier". 
(7) Some scientific apparatus like troughs, Petry dishes, cylinders, etc. 
(8) Bottles and phials. 

(b) The outturn of window panes has been:-

iln the year-
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 

• • Not printed. 

Cases. 
-3,000 

34,980 
35,200 
29,830 



, .. 6; The factory is situated at Bahjoi. ' 
(a) It is not advaBtageously situated in respect' of vicinity to areas from 

which our principal raw: materials are drawn as we -receive sand from 
Bargarh, 363 miles from Bahjoi. .... -

Sand frolIl. Sawaimadhopur-241 miles, "from Bahjoi. -
Lime from Maihar-459 miles from Bahjoi. 
Soda from England. 
Soda from Dharangadra-362 miles from Bahjoi. 
Soda from Russia. 
Soda from Africa. 
But we are advantageously situated for packing material available right 

on the spot. - . 
(b) We are neither' advantageously situated in respect of coal supply 

which we get from Raniganj fields-a distance of 695 miles from us. 
(c) We are advantageously situated in respect of market. 

The important markets are:
Delhi 

Miles from Bahjoi. 

Lucknow 
Cawnpore 
Agra 
Bareilly 
Moradabad 
Rampur 
Aligarh 
Meerut 
Muttra 

130 
200 
243 
113 
54 
38 
55 
51 

121 
107 

(d) We are also advantageously situated in respect of labour which is 
abundantly available in this vicinity at a very low rate of As. 4 per head, 
most of the glass factories in North India have got trained labour as well 
as some of the ordinary labour from Bahjoi. 

(e) Situation is on broad gauge line. 

7. In my opinion the most important factors in selecting a liite for a 
glass factory in India are:-

(1) Nearness of market as the railway freight on manufactured goods 
is much higher than the railway freight on raw material and 
coal, etc., distance for distance. 

(2) Labour.-Should be abunda:nt and perma:n~nt at coIIqlaratively 
low rates. 

(3) Should be as near as possible to railway station as we have to 
deal with bulky goods. 

(4) Should be in the vicinity of raw materials and coal. 
(5) Should be a place having good healthy climate and if possible 

free from heavy winds. 

8. Our products are nearly equal in quality and appearance to imported 
window glass. They are taken better than Japanese imported goods and 
in SOllie cases better than German goods also, but they do not oommand 
the same price for the following causes: - . 

(1) We have disadvantage of higher breakage in transit as our goods 
going in small lot is roughly handled at transhipment stations 
while from importing places the goods is sent in such a way 
in brake wagon that the transhipment at junction stations is 
mostly avoided. 
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(2) The w9rd "Indian .m$de." often carries an idea ot ·comparatively 

low price and market always expects that they should.be .given 
Indian goods at lower rates. 

9. We keep On our work all year round exoept for· hot or· oold· l'epairs. 
The only other cause of stopping is heavy stock whenever it so ·happens. 
Whenever the production is stopped surely the cost of production is increased, 
as some of the trained labour and highly paid staff has to he retained 
and this expense is distributed on the production. Then at every start 200 
tons coal is spent in initial heating besides labour. This also swells the 
oost of production. 

10. The raw material used in our works are sand, soda, lime, saitcake, 
fireclay and coal. 

11.- The annual requirement of· our raw materials shall be if we work 
in full capacity of the window glass plant for the production of 1,05,930 
cases of 100 sll. ft. n" thick~ 

Sand 
Soda 
Lime· 
Saltcake 

1,02,850 maunds. 

.' 82,152 " 
29,641 " 
16,162 " 

Fireclay J 
Firebricks- 15,000 " 
Coal 10,000 tons. 
Packing materials Rs. 95,331 at Re. 90 per 100 cases. 

12. For the production of 1 ton of window panes of n" thickness the 
raw materials required are:-

Sand 
Soda 
Lime 
Saltcake 
Coal 

Name of raw materials. 

Sand 

.. .. 
" Soda .. 
.. 

Saltcake .. 
Limestone • .. 

" 

1,623 lbs. 
519 lbs. 
411 lbs. 
122Ibs. 
3'1 ton thill year. (1931). 

Places from which it comes. 

Bargarh 
Lohgarh 
Panhai 
Sawaimadhopur 
Jaijon 
England 

.Russia 
Africa 
Dharangadra • 
England 
Russia 
Germony 
llaibar 
Jukehi 

The dis-
tsnceup to 

Bahjoi 

miles. 
363 
347 
380 
241 
361 

692 

459 
486 

14. Sand is found in the form of big boulders, naturally decayed' and 
Boft enough to crumble within fingers, it is generally transported by carts 
and brought to railway stabion, from which place it oomes to our works 
by goods train. 



Sod&,.8al~ake, lime, ~al,fire-c1ay, fire-bricks and plank!; come to our work 
,hy goods tr&Ul.' " 

Crates, grass, ropes, mattings, are brought 'by suppliers in cart or by 
b~ labllur, as thes~ mater,ial 00lXl,es ;from !ahort ,dis.tlI.nQt!!. , 

16. No royalty is paid on any of our raw materials to Government or 
private persons. 

Nameof,raw Ra.te at Railway, MisoeJla,tl. freight 
m&tl!rials. Places of origin. ,station upt!> eous R!l.g;tatks. 

of origin. Bahjoi. oharges. 

- - - - -, 

Permaund • Permaund. 

1,ts. a. p. ;Rs. a" p. Re. a. p. 

Sand . . Lohgarh 0 3 6 '.0 2,9 0 0 3 Don't use. 

.. Bargarh,. . . 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 0 .3 

.. Panhai 0 4'0 0 3 3 0 0 ,3 Don't use. 

.. Sawaimadhopur 0 3 6 0 3 6 0 Q 3 

.. Jaijon Does not suit due to higb price . 

Lime. Maihar 0 1 8 0 6 1 0 1 9 This inoludes 
grinding 
~harges also. 

" 
Jukehi 0 ] 8 0 6 5 0 1 9 Ditto. 

Per cwt. Perowt. 

Soda DllIIrangadra 6 2 0 1 1 10 -. Bags cover. 

.. England , - 6 0 0 014 0 .. Misct'llaneous 
charges. 

.. , Russia - 6 6 0 014 0 .. 

.. Germany 6 6 0 014 0 .. 
Salt~8ke . England 5 2 0 1 1 10 .. 

OJ Russia . .. . 5 2 0 1 1 10 .. 
17. We hold no concession as regards the supply of raw materials. 
18. We are using soda ash imported from England, Africa and Russia 

and salkake from England and Russia. The present rate of soda ash is 
Its. 6-6 per cwt. f.o.r.' Howrah. The custom duty payable on soda ash 
and saltcake is 20 per cent. plus 5 per cent surcharge. 

19. Soda ash and saltcake are the only raw materials imported which 
are also being manufnC'tured at Dharangadra. I do not know their cost of 
production. 

20. The quality of sand is fairly good, Chemical analysis of several 
Indian sands used in glaRs industry are given below:-

8i02 Fl,O. A1,O, Cao -Mgo. 

Batgarh 98'97 -51 -51 '51 

8awaimadhopul' 98'98'62 '40-01 



, ~eetone.-Good quality of limeatone is got from Maihar and 3ukehi 
haYlng the following analysis:-

eM 03'6 
Mgo .' 
Fc,O. & AI.O. 
Insoluble matter 

1'0 
'4 

1-50 

Dolomatic limestone is essential In window glass lUaking,. ,especially with 
our process ",here prevention of devitrification of glass is ve;:y im,Portant. 
But the lime stone used by us at present is low in xnagnesia contents. 
There ~re other varieties, but, they have to be experimented upon, ",hich 
needs tIme and money. 

CoaZ.-The coal of Raniganj field high in volatiles, serves our purpose. 
Analysis of coal used by us is as below:-

Fixed orbn. Vol.orbn. Ash. l'rIojstUrtl. Calorific 
VIIolIlO. 

Dhemomain 68'28 81-92 g·S 7281 
Sreepur 59'15 83'85 7'5 2'89 7460 
Parbellia 56'00 32'75 1l'25 1'85 7300 
Bars. Dhemo 55'70 82'80 11'50 2'25 7194 

Fireclay.-We use German Grossalmeroder clay blocks in tank furnace 
for places where the temperature is highest and the blocks undergo severe 
attack of molten glass, but with proper investigations, a suitable clay 
mixture can be xnade 'out of Indianfireclays. This again needs elaborate 
experiments. In England the University (Glass Technology Depot) of 
Sheffield took up similar work when during war time they felt a pressing 
necessity of having their own fireclay material and now the British manu
facturers are able to make fireelay material of equally good quality. For 
other parts of tank, Indian fireclay serves our purpose quite all right. 

The chemical analysis of some of the fireelays in India are given below:-

Sio, no. AI.O. FeAO. CaD Mgo AlkaI Loss in 
ignition. - -- - ~ r----- -- ---

Burn a.nd Co., Jub. 6'18 1"47 ~6'26 1'19 '41 '55 1'18 7'29 
bulpore, 

K.ama.rdbubi Fireolay 63'18 0,. 24'89 '115 '33 '10 .. g'OO 
a.nd Silica Works, 
Kuma.rdhubi, 

Behar Fi1\3 bricks and 
Potteries Ltd, 59'05 1'77 33'64 2'56 trar.e '8 0'5 11'6 

22. In the beginning for a. year, we used )mported debetois blocks, later 
on we have been using our own made, with satisfactory results. 

The composition of raw'fireclay is given above in reply to No. 20. 
Burnt clay.-We chip of!' the outer skin of old used debetois, grind .and 

sieve it in 40 mesh sieve and use it as grog. 
Raw and burnt-clay after sieving are mixed in proper portion, water is 

'added to make it plastic. This wet clay mixture is allowed to age for at 
least 60 days during whicb time the clay is turned over and pugged by 
human feet several times. When the clay has properly matured, ·the potter 



~uilds ,th~ ~ttom of t.\:Le debetoisby taking the. clay ill rolls, throws them 
t~rclbly upon a board· and spread the clay out by pressing motion with the 
rlgh.t hand palJIi and then by a reverse drawing motIOn With finger tips. 
ThlS process IS contmued till a thickness of about 4" and proper length 
and breadth is reached when th~ bottom reaches the required. length and 
breadth and proper thickness, the clay is' cut to proper sIZe and the board 
is liftea, turned over a:nd thereby the debetois bottom is 'reversed on an
other wooden board. The top of the second' boal'd" over which the debetois 
is. completed is covered with coarse grog about one inch thick whIch enables 
the deoetois to ·creap or shrink easI1y during the drying period. The first 
·C)verturned· board is separated out h'om the clay by drawing a thin wire 
across' ·the ·board. Over this wet clay siab, a wooden mould is placed and 
the inside of the mould tilled with clay by taking clay rolls and spreading 
it by means of right hand palm pressure and then by a reverse drawing 
motion by ll\eans of finger tiPS, all the' time care being taken that no air 
remains in between two layers. When the mould is Med with clay, it is 
covered with a wet gunny bag so as not to allow it to dry too rapidly. After 
3 days or 80 when the clay is able to stand its own weight a slit is made 
by pressing a solid iron template into the body of the debetois. When the 
template has sunk well enough the surplus clay is removed off the top, 
polished by means of a', trovel and then the template is lifted up when 
it leaves the slit about i'G" smaller t.han the required width. The mould 
is removed off, all the sides of the debetois are well polished and then covered 
with wet gunny all round so that outside surface may not dry too quick 
and thereby crack. ·After about 3 weeks or so it is lifted edgeways in 
lengthwise direction so that the bottom may. have a chance to dry. After 

. about a month when it is dried, it is placed upside down and the bottom 
is shaped, the slit is cut off right through its thickness, and all the surface 
well grinded. It is again turned down so that the top comes up. Now 
the slit is grounded to its required dimensions, then polished very smooth 
by wetting the edges and rubbing a special red stone over the surface and 
then by a backward and forward motion of a specially shaped iron the 
surface gets smooth like the surface of glass. The making of slit is a very 
special art as it has to be correct to *n, well polished and absolutely straight 
in edges.' When the debetois slit is cut to size and polished it is further 
allowed to dry for a month about, when it is baked in a kiln before it can 
be placed in the .glass for drawing sheet glass. 

23. Please refer to reply under Question' No. 20. 
24. We imported six Belgians as the several processes require highly 

specialized supervision. The service of one of them was dispensed with 
after 4 months, of 2. after one year and of 3 after 18 months' working. 
During this time we 'trained our labour and replaced the Belgians as they 
were too dear. 

25. At present no imported labour is employed. During the period of 
first 18 months' working we substituted our local labour for imported labour; 
they still lack efficiency of experience and practice. 

26. One or two extra workmen in each shift are kept with the skilled 
workmen for training. The experts and supervisors take special care in 
watching that the new workmen are given chance of working every now and 
then as opportunities arise. We have found that the Indian workmen 
improve with training quite well. 

27. Our foureault machines are most up-to-date and automatic machines 
and no further skilled labour can be replaced by automatic or semi-automatic 
machines. 

28. As stated under reply to Question No. 27 no further skilled labour 
can be replaced by machinery. 

29. High percentage of humidity in the air or the high temperature 
at which the different processes in window glass manufactures are carried 
on, does not affect the efficiency of Indian labour. 



SO. Wages paid during 1930, &.52,728. 
(b) The average rate of wagee paid are as below:-

Gas producermen 
Tank teaser 
Machine attendants 
Machine cleaners 
Lift attendant 
Top men 
Cnttel's are paid on ,piece wage system 

and commission, at an average 
Packers 
Ca;rpentors 

As. 5-6 per day. 
As. 6-0 
As. 6-0 
As. 6-6 
As. 6-0 
As. 7-0 

" .. 
" .. .. 

Rs. 30 per month. 
As. 6-0 per day. 
RIi. 25 per month. 

(c) Total number of workmen employed in 1930' was 250 'men per day 
on an average. 

31. WorkmeiJ:'ivho come to' work,from Bahjoi town and surrounding vil
lages, reside at their own houses, while others who comes from distant 
places are a:ccommodated in 't~ factory quarters' which are' 6(} in' number, 
free of rent; , " . 
, For the ;"elfare of our employees' we have the following: -:-'- , 

(1) Social club wberemeetings IJ,re,bel!lonce every week. 
(2) Bathing facili,ty. ' 
(3) Co-operative Society which gives loan at a very low, rate ,of 

interest of 2 pies per rupee, money is deducted in small'monthly 
'instabnents. Corn and' necessary seasonal articllliB al'l9 pur
chased and sold to members at a very nominal profit. 

(4) Playing ground. 
(5) Free medical attendance which, includes whole time, Ho~eopathy 

dispensary attached to t.he factory, Ayurvedlc' Valdya and 
. .. District Board Doctor. 

(6) Night School. 
(7) Library. 

32. Coal is brought from Raniganj fields. 

Distance and freight of different stations is as below:-

Station. Distance. Ry.freight. 

Sitarampur 678 miles As. 8-5. per, to~. 
Mugma 668 miles As. 8-3, pet: ton. 
Asansole 684 miles As. 8-3 per ton. 
Ondal 700 miles As. 9-5 per, ton. 

The ~~erage cost of coal delivered at the "'orks is Rs. lIfp~~ t~n. , 
34. Coal is gasified before' it is us\')d; in the talik furnace. Coal cannot, 

be nsed directly as it will not 'produce the required, ,high temperatllre. More
over a better ,combUstion is ,obtained :by -gl:s;: and waste hat is ,utilized in 
reheating ihe incoming air and :gas., 

35. Electric power is used in the works for running :the fonrcault windo\\' 
glass machines,' working; lifts to bring down sheets from, top floor to the 
cutting floor, pulverising; limestone, plank sawin!!; and cutting machines. 
sand blasting machine; fan blowers and mechanical workshop. .' 

Steam is used for gas prodlicers and rl\nning engines to ,create' electdc 
. power. , 

, "36: At present we, use 2, :tons, of coal for 1 ,ton of melbed,gla~s. and .3 ·tons 
of coal for 1 ton offini~h' "'indow panes. . .....,.. -','" ,......' 
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37. We consider that our works are sufficiently large to· ensure economical 
working but as our labour is yet raw it will take some time before we can 
achieve the same efficiency as is in foreign countries. The smallest unit for 
producing window glass economically is about 300 boxes per day. 
. 38. Uescription of. the plant. is Il h·eady in our report sent on the 
13th November, 1931, please see page Nos. 1 to 4. 

39. We do consider that the Machinery and other equipment that we 
have are most up-to-date. Our method of manufacture is identically the 
same liS used by our competitors in Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Gerll'lany and 
Japan. The procEiSS of manufacture is very efficient and we shall be able 
to compete with foreign manufactures in course of time when our labour 
gets ~ient and when we are able to sell all our output of working to 
full el\Pacity all the year 'round. 

40. We have Iillt installed any new machinery or plant since we started 
our window glass plant in 1928 except that we added the fourth fourcault 
machine in 1930 Deeembet. 

41. No, the conditions of manufacture do not vary materially as coln
pa.red to 'our oompeting countries. Our method is absolutely the same a.~ 
theirs.. 

42; 'We hlive impOl'ted the fOllrcault !\lachine trom Belgium but all the 
weRrillg. parts of the machine are made right at our works, even the 8sbeetos 
:-ollen are made bY" UB, asbestos sheets ;u;·e· purchased .. from Calcutta. and 
Bombay merchants. 

43. There is only one window glass manufacturing factory in India which 
is situated at Bahjoi and its production has been as gi~n in reply to 
Question No.5 (b), trage 1. 

44: The principal market __ 

Delhi 
Ambal .. 
Jullundur 
Amritsar 
Lahore 
Rawalpindi 
Lyall pur 
Ferozepur 

:'"Peshawar 
:" Agra 

Cawtipore 
Allahabad' 
Jaipur 
Lucknow 
Gorakhpur 

40: East Indian Railway chargea 1st class rates. 

Distance 

Great lud.ianPeninsula Railway, 4th class rates:. 

from Bahjoi. 
Miles. 
130 
M9 
315 
363 
396 
.575 
486 
454 
683 
113 
243 
324 
295 
200 
3iO 

Bombay. Baroda.. and Central· India Railway, 2nd class rates. 
North Western Railway, 4th class rates. 
Bengal Rnd North-Western Railway, 2nd class rates. 
Bengal Nagpur Railway, 2nd class rates. 

We have no advllntage in respect of railway freight rate over imported 
goods except that East Indian Railway is allowing us !At class rntes all"ninst 
4th class on imnortec1 goods and ~nmbay, Baroda and Central India Railway, 
Bengnl and North Western. Rnilway. and Bengal NaI1"PUJ' Railway allows. 
2nd..alasa oli our goods against 4th class on imported pods. 
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48. (b) Railway ft't'light in India is charged on gross weight ratio of 

gress weight tl1 nett weight oomes to' about 7·2 to 6. 

46. Names of plac04. Railway freight 
from Calcutta. 

Railway freight 
from' Bahjoi. 

Gorakhpur 
Chapra 
Muzaffarpur 
Chaibasa 
Purulia . 
Ranchi 
Sambalpur 
Rai,"h 
Raipur 
Nagpur 
Cuttaek 
Berhampur 
VlZianagram 
Allahabad 
BeD&l'es 
Gaya 
Patna 
Calcutta 

Names of places. 

Ajmer 
Ahmedabad 
N8.gl1U • 
Bombay 

Rs. A. P. 

1 '110 
1 311 
1 211 
011 3 
010 3 
013 9 
134-
1 ! 1 
11111 
114 4 
014 5 
147 
111 6 
1 11 1 
1 6-10 
015 9 
1 2 2 

Railway frewht 
from. Br.mbay. 
Rs. A. P. 

'113 Ii 
1 1. 5 
1 U 10 

RS.A. ~. 

o 13 1 
011. 
o 1 Ii 
1 12 2. 
185 
1 9- 9 
115 3 
114 6 
1 13 11 
1 15 2 
205 
248 
2 g 5 
(} 10 I} 

n 12 10 
111 
115 
1 10 6 

(Special 0 12 0) 
'Railway fN'ight 

from Ilahjai. 
Rs. A' •• 

0·12 2 
1 6 1Cl 
115 2 
1 15 6 

Railwpy freight Rail'lO'aY freight 
Names of placea. from Karachi. from !lahioi. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A P. 

lCuftall 1 14 3 I 11 a 
Daryakhan 2 4 9 2 0 0 
Bannu 3 1 8 2 ! 5 
Karachi . 2 13 6 

47. It wiII be possible to. export window glass f1'On1 India to foreign 
countries such as Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Kashmir. Nepal when we can 
8upply them at I1! per cent. cheaper than the, importers do as our Govern
ment giwa a refmid of 121 per oo;t. j;o these couutries- 011 imported goodp 
and nothmg on our goods. . 

48. india haa keenest oompetition with Beldum., Germa1'lY' Czechoslovakia 
and .Japan.' The IlUmpetition is keenest mall importing towns for window 
pones and sheet glasB. 

As. P. As. P. 

49. 1927 'I 12 
1928 7 8 8 12 
1929 'I 0 It 6 
1930 'I 0 1 15 
1991 e 4 1 9 
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50. I have no accurate infi)rm.ation a~out, c~i:f. price'. .The. custom duty 
up to Ma~ch, 1931, was 15 per cent." .From 1st of Apr~l it was increased to 20 
per cent., from October, 1931, a surcharge of 25 per cent. of tariff is levied 
further. . . 

51. So far . most of the Indian Railways issue tender givi~g preference to 
the supply or imported goods although our goods was approved by India Store 
Purchase Department in July, 1929. During 1931 India Government and other 
public bodies have purchased Rs. 2,000 goods from us. United Provinces Gov
t'rnment has issued a Notification No. 79, dated the 2nd October. 1931, asking 
all Government and semi-Government bodies to purchase window panes and 
sheet glass from United ,Provinces Glass Works, Ltd., Bahjoi, but so far 
we have received very few small .orders. I '. 

52. The I!1dian manufactllre:is at a disadvantage in respect, 9f~ 

(1) Labour as it is very inefficient yet. 
(2) Raw materials as soda and salt cake are imported :and : are levied 

. 25 per cent. du1!Y at present which falls on the .manJlfactured 
goods. . 

(3) The general practiCe tllat merchants expect Indian: goods-'cheaper 
. than the imported goods. . ....... . 

(4) .Custom duty, in other countries the import duty' is~'liigher than 
in Jndia. . 

(5) Quality, in India generally 4th quality is imported for which the 
, 'foreign manufacturers are satisfied to receive the oost· Qf mate

rial and a little mor.1I in fact they realize their cosj; of produc
tion and some profit on 1st, 2nd and 3rd quality in their 
own country. It is only the surplus which is dumped in India. 

53. Yes, because the 4th quality is exported to India and therefore the 
price is uneconomic_al. . . , . 
(/~ 54. (b) &, (c) 'l'he block value of land and buildings of window glass plant is 
IRs. 1,12,4&0.. __ . . . 

(d) Block: value of plant and machinery is Rs. 5,82,485. 

\ (e) The capital generally remains invested in .raw material, me~~ glass 
,and manufactured goods as well as tools and mIscellaneous stores IS about 
i"a lac. . .. i.. , 

""55. The value given in' (b), (c) and (d) above includes the amount depre
ciated. 

56. If ·another factory be built independently afresh the cost of the 
buildings. machinery and plant would be much more than we have invested 
because: -:- ' 

(1) The iron'material purchased from the Government' surplus sllores 
eost us not ev.en ird of the value of new materiaL' ::. ,: 

(2) \Ve' got 11 great heir; of tools from our. chimney' plant )orthe 
, ereption "'hjch WIlS not addEiiL£O its. cost. .' . . . .' ... 

(3) The' staff working in' the ch.i~n~y.'pla~t waS engaged for th~slip~r. 
'. ,v,isiono! conl!~ructiO'n.:whiJe t~el 'Y!l~ PlJid by' ~hj) ,Chimney plant. 

(4) As OU!' t'wo t'xperts had very good chance 'Of 'work'ing 'iri' 3' differ~nt 
works 'i'nCliarleioi,:,,'Belgium; 'lind' a!faU thll',;hlu~ .prints were 
made iQ. their in:esenc!',' they" effected appre~iable eeonomy: in 
eonstrllction of work, . 

(I;) The ,two experts, being sons of the Managing Agent, are not paid 
as lI'\uch as they will be paid if they work elsewhere. . 

(6) Our two experts could get hold of 6 Belgium workmen (one of 
them was an engine!'r) at a very low wages. In fact none of 
the workmen :whohave so far gone out to foreign cbuntries for 
starting Wil1dpw ~lass factories have accepted such "IQ~ wages. 
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This was entirely due to the fact that all these. Belgians came 
to this factory on account of friendly relations that. they. had. 
while the experts were work;ing with .them. 

(7) Dua: to low rate of. exchange. in 1928 the . Macbines cost qnly. 73 
per cent. price of what it will cost to-day owing to -increase in 
duty and exchange. 

57. No dividend is paid since this plant was restarted in 1928. 
58. The factory has no debenture loans. 
59. Reserve fund up to 1927 has been Rs. 25,000. 
60. No replacement is necessary as our plant is up-to-date. No exten

sion is contemplated as our plant is big enough and we :find it hard to dispose 
of ite production. 

61. The two forms duly filled in are annexed at the end. 
62. The present per cent. of breakage at the different stages is as below:-

5 per cent. Fourcault Machine sheet separating department. 
12 pel' cent. in cutting department. 
9 per cent. packing department: 

When we started the breakage in 1929 was-
15 to 20 per cent. sheet separating department. 
15 per cent. in cutting department. 
4 per cent. ,packing. 

Yet our percentage of breakage is -higher by about 10 per cent. as in 
foreign countries the total breakage does not go up more than 10 per cent. 
against 19 per cent. of ours at present. This will take yet several years 
to attain the same efficiency as in foreign countries. 

64. The following are the rates of depreciation allowed. by the Income-tax 
authorities: -

Buildings 
Machinery 
Tank furnace and lehrs 

Yes, we think these are suitable. 

Percent. 

21 
10 
10 

65. (a) The· following are average :fi~ures of stocks We generally hold 
during working period:-

Sand 
Soda 
Saltcake 
Limestone 
Planks 
Coal 

Finished goods worth Rs. 10,000 to 90,000. 

3,000 mds. 
1,000 mds. 

500 mds. 
1,000 mds. 

10,000 sq. ft. to 6,000 sq. ft. 
450 tons. 

(b) Rs. 20,000 is about the average outstanding in the sales of window 
glass. 

66. We have only one head office at Bahjoi under the control of Manllging 
Agent. J 

67. All the three conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission are 
very well satisfied to claim protection for window glass industry. 

(a) Quite an ahundant sllnnlv of all the raw materials (sand, limestone, 
coal and fire-clav) is available in India. except soda which is also 
being manufactured at J)harangadra, labour supplv is also plentiful 
Rnd ellea,., power is aVllilable. In facilafter some timE! we hope to get 
Hydroelectric supply ·which will be about 25 per cent. cheaper than ou, 

GLASS ~ 
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present cost. Our Indian market imported window panes and plate glasa 
from abroad worth Rs; 23,87,649 in the year 1930 and 1931. If we can take 
care of even half, it is enough for UB. 

(b~ In foreign countries the labour is highly specialized and is of long 
standmg. In order that we may be able to come to the desired standard of 
efficiency. to stand in competitIOn, our labour has to be trained which will 
take some time, hence it is very imperative that protection to this industry 
be given without which it cannot survive the losses it has already in
curred. We made the first attempt in 1923 with the help of one American. 
expert. The TJnited Provinces Government also helped the industry with 
a loa'n of one lac. But we did not succeed and this branch had to be closed 
after a loss of Rs. 90,000 about. 

The company continued its investigation and efforts to make this industry 
a success, sent out for training two highly technically trained young men. 
to Europe, imported six Belgian experts to safeguard against all possible 
difficulties, purchased an up-to-date Fourcault plant and restarted the manu
facture of sheet glass in October, 1928, with a further investment of Ii lacs_ 
In the working of 1928 we had to incur another loss of 70,000 in three months. 
We gradually reduced our expenses, trained our labour, yet we had to 
suffer a further loss of about RH. 60,000 in the working of window glass 
plant during 1929, 12 months. 

We have been trying our best to increase the efficiency of our plant and 
reduce our expenses all round, however we are not yet able unprotected to 
make both end!! meet even with the experience of 2 years again suffered a. 
loss of Rs. 30,000 in the year 1930. 

As regards 1931 we cannot say how much loss there will be but we 
know that we have worked only 5 months and 9 days in the year owing to 
heavy stocks collected and that we ca:nnot reasonably expected to make
the two ends meet. From this you will see that we have ·done all that 
could be possible for us, now it is for the Government to infuse new life 
into this industry by protecting it. 

(c) Yes, after our labour gets trained up we shall be able to compete· 
with the foreigners without protection. As we get experienced and increase 
our production efficiency, our cost of production will go down and wastage 
and bl'eakagewill be minimised and we shall be able to stand the competi
tion unprotected. 

68. In order that we may be able to compete 100 per cent. duty should 
be levied on imported goods as explained on page 36 of our report already 
submitted, a copy of the relative page is reproduced below:-

Protection.-Now with all improvements we have been able to reach a 
stage of production of 210 cases a day that is if we work continuously for 
whole year we can produce 76,650 cases, calculating its price at Rs. 7 per 
case comes to Rs. 5,36,550 while the import fol' 1930-.'31 has been Rs. 23,37,649 
out of which half is the cost of plate gless and mirrors. Thus the total 
import of window and sheet glass is probably worth Rs. 12 lacs about and 
our production therefore is about 45 per cent. of what India consumps lind 
we cannot expect as is generally the case that every body of market controlled 
by us will purchase only our made goods. ThE'rpfore in order that nil our 
production be sold ont. we must have at least half of India as our marlret, 
i.e., we must he able to control Cnlcutta and Bombny mar1<ets. Presently 
our cost of production is brought down to Rs. 8 per case. Although E. I. R. 
bas bpen pleased to give verv sperlal reducM rates of As. 12 !ler mannd 
from Bahjoi to Cal('utta yet the railwav freight comps to Rs. 1-6-6 pel' ('ase 
of 100 so. ft. weiO'hin~ about 1 mound 32 seers. Tbns earh ca~e of 011rs 
cost.s At Calcutt,1t Rs. 9-6-6 while the p]'Pspnt price of imnortett shpE't I!la~s 
in Calcutta market is Rs. 6-4 pel' ca~e. Keepinl!: annas foul' for rnrb(Tp ".,d 
the profit for Cnlcutta merchllnts lind Annas foul' for 0111' goods hpi,,!! Jnilia 
made we rnnnot vet more thAn R.e. 5-12 per rase. Thn~ we 'fIppd a "1'1)

tectio~ of Re. 3-10 pel' caRe which comes to 73 per cent. on ('.i.f. price 
Rs. 5. It will be a wise policy to keep the duty 20 per cent. more for the 
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enterprising nature of the exporter in dumping goods.in India as is clear 
from the table given above and the prices maintained by them during 
last 5 years as shown in answers to Question No. 49 although import duty 
is increased in April, 1930. 

Now as regards Bombay market, the railway freight from Bahjoi to 
Bombay is As. 15 per maund which costs on each case of 1 maund 32 seers 
at Bombay As. 6·7 dearer than what it costs at Calcutta which comes on 
c.i.f. price 7 per cent. thus in order to enable us to send our gocds to 
Bombay we l/eed a protection of 73+7+20=100 per cent. 

(h) The protection may be given by imposing a protective tariff or by' 
refunding import duty on Boda ash lind salt cake, or help in any other 
form such as allowing a bounty to our industry, to enable us to reach 
Bombay and Calcutta markets where we can dispose of our increased output. 

(e) The protection is required fol' window panes,. sheet glass, mirrors and 
plate glass. I 

. Although window panes, sheet glass and mirrors only are manufactured 
in India, all the same plate glass should also be protected, as otherwise 
plate glass will take the place of sheet glass and will decrease its consumption. 
l\-Ioreover if plate glass is protected this industry will also be encouraged 
and there is every likelihood of this branch being taken up shortly in India. 

69. If protective duty is levied on window panes and sheet glass the 
following India'n raw materials will be utilized in increased quantity which are 
plentiful i'n India :-8and, Limestone, Coal, Fireclay. 

Besides the above we shall be able to consume saltcake, soda ash and 
planks in a larger quantity. There is no industry which will be at a dis
advantage if protection is given to this industry. 

FORM I.-Statement showin17 the total e:JJpenditure incurred at workB on the 
production 0/ glass du.ring the past three years. • 

I. Raw materials
(a) Sand 
(b\ Soda ash 
(e) Lime 
(d, Crucibles 
(e) Refractory 

rials 
II. VVorks labour 

III. Power and fuel 
IV. Supervision and 

establishment 

. .. 
mate. 

office 

v. Current repairs and 
maintenance 

VI. Packing • 
VII. Selling expenses 

VIII. Miscellaneous, e.g., 
stationery, rent, taxes 
and other general 
charges 

Total 

rota1 produ('tion is. cases ~f 
glRRR for the yeal"-(a) 

1929. 1930. ]931. 
Rs. Re. Re. 

16,400 16,400 13,900 
77,000 75,800 63,400 
6,100 6,100 5,000 

(Crucibles are not used.) 

7,700 6,775 3,975 
41,793 38,728 31,000 

1,26,259 1,05,000 75,000 

15,500 14,500 9,400 

(Accounted in refractories.) 
41,000 39,000 26,800 
8,100 10,900 9,100 

30,800 

3.70,652 

27,100 

3,40,303 

16,000 

2,53,575 

melted, (b) finished 34,980 35,200 29,830 

F2 
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FORM H.-Statement showing theU'orks expenditur6 per 100 cases 01 window 
'pand during the past three years. 

1929. 1930. 1931. 

I. Raw materials
(a) Sand 
(b) Soda ash 
(c) Lime 

Rs. 

46'9 
220'1 
17'4 

(d) Crucibles 
(e) Refractory 

. (Crucibles 
materials 

for' furnace 
(/) Other materi:/.ls 

II. VVorks labour 
i III. Power and fuel 
. IV. Supervision and office estab-

22'0 

119'4 
360'9 

lishment 44'2 
main-V. Current lepairs and 

tenance . . (Accounted 
.vI. Packing 

VII. Selling expenses 
VIII. Miscellaneous, e.g" stationery, 

rent, taxes and other general 
charges (Depreciation) 

Total 

lla 
23·2 

88'0 

1,059'3 

Less credit for materials recovered-Nil .. 

Rs. Rs. 

46'6 . 46'6 
215'3 212'7 

17'3 16'7 
are not used.) 

18,9 13'3 

110,0 104'0 
298'3 251"4 

41'1 31-5 

in refractories,) 
11M 90'0 
30'9 30'5 

77-0 54'0 

966'1 J50'7 

c, 

(4) Letter dated the 28th January, 1932, from the United Provinces Glass 
Works; 'Ltd. 

I have gone through the evidence and I hav~ veri~ed a~ the figures 
including- those of Belgian cost. There are some .InCOnsIstenCles at several 
places. I have corrected them :\s far as I could remember. On page 62 
I was asked to send III note showing the quantities in the proportion used 
by Belgians, ~hich is given helow:-

Sand 
Soda 
Lime 
Saltcake 

1,000 
320 
280 
110 

On page 65 I undertook to inform the selling expenses of Belgium' fae
oories, which I have not been able to find out. I have also ascertained and 
found that the cost of production as given on page 64 is a cost of pr<>-
duction of work. " \ 

There seems to be some confusion about economical and uneconomical 
prices on pages 79-80. What I meant is expressed again as below:-

The Belgiall manufacturers export 4th quality to India at a price equal 
to their eust of raw material, packing, labour ,and transport charges without 
charging. for supervision and depreciation, etc., which they recover from 
the sale of better qualities itt their own country, This is not a loss to them, 
because they get the priC'e of raw material, packing, labour .and transport 
of the quality which thpy would have thrown as rejected. But surely this 
is an uneconomiC'al priC'e from the ma.nufacturers' point of view as it does 
not cover the whole cost of production' nnd. surely it is disadvantageous 
price foJ' 11~ W ~o!llpete with. . 
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Your telegram of the 23rd instant. The amount of depre~iation included 

onder miscellaneous expenses for 1931 is Rs. 15,900. In 'fact we count 
Re. 167-4 per day as, depreciation'ort window glasBplant. Out of this we 
charge RB. 100 per day on sheet glass manufacture and we charge Rs. 67-4 
on the blown ware which we take out from tank. Therefore the depre
ciation put in the account of window glass manufacture during 1931 has 
heen Rs. 15,900. 
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UNITED PROVINCES GLASS WORKS, LTD. 

B.-DBAL,. 

Evidence of Mr. J. D. VARSH~EI, recorded at Bombay, on Monday. 
the 11th January, lS32. 

President.-Mr. Varshnei you represent the United Provinces Glass 
Works, LimitedP , 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-You are the Managing Director P 
Mr. Varshnei.-I am called the Managing Agent. 
President.-What I propose to do this morning is to draw your attention 

to three or four points which are important in connection with your case 
and then try to elicit a little more information than is contained in your 
replies to the questionnaire, ao that the Board may be in a position to make 
up its mind on these points. Now, the first question that arises in connec
tion with your case is this. At present your works happens to be the only 
sheet glass works in the country and if we are going, as the result of this 
enquiry, to grant protection for sheet glass, the question will arise whether, 
in basing our proposals on your costs, we may not be basing them on the 
costs of a factory which perhaps may be uneconomically located. Now the 
way in which I propose to consider that question is this. I propose to take 
Bahjoi as a typical upcountry centre. Having examined the costs that we 
have had from other upcountry centres I personalIy do not see any reason 
why other upcountry centres should be preferred to Bahjoi. 

Mr~ Varshnei.-I am glad to hear of that. 
President.-But the real question is whether it would probably be more 

profitable or economical for a factory if it were located in a big port market 
. like Calcutta than at Bahjoi. Therefore the problem reduces itself to this. 

Supposing your sheet glass works were located in Calcutta or a suburb of 
Calcutta instead of at Bahjoi, would the position of your factory be distinctly 
betterP That is the question that I am going to consider. I will telI you 
precisely how I am going to do it. I am taking the more important items 
in the cost statement and we shall see what the position would be, taking 
the rates which you actually adopt at Bahjoi and the rates which might be 
adopted in Calcutta on such information as we have from Calcutta glaflS 
factories. 

Mr. Varshll.ei.-Yes. 
President.-If you look at yoUr cost statement, the first item is sand. 

The qUAntity of sand that you use per ton of glass you give as 1,623 lbs. 
From the figures. that we have of representative Calcutta factories I prOp?S9 
to take the co~t of sand at Calcutta as 10 annas 6 pies per maund which 
gives us for 1,623 Ibs. approximatply R.s. 13. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-You give three or four figures for sand. I take in your 

case '1 ann as 3 pies as the typical price for sand. Tha.t gives us Rs. 9 
approximatelyP 

Mr. Varsh.nei.-The Calcutta figure is Rs. 18 and mine Rs 9. 
President.-That gives you an advantage of Rs. 4 on BRnd II 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, which I would call as phu price. 
Pre.~idp.n.t.-The next item is soda. There I don't propose to go into 

the question of price because youI' disadvantage is frei!!'ht from Howrah 
to Bahioi. I think in one of your replies you give the freight on soda as 14 
annas per cwt. P 

Mr. Va.rshnei.-That is right. 
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·Presiden.t.-Fourteen annas per em. on 519 Ibs. which is the quantity 
that you use is the disadvantage against you. That comes to Rs. 4 per ton 
4)1 glass? 

Mr. T'arlh·nei.-Just a little less. 
Pruiden.t.-Let us take it as Rs. 4. That is a min1U figure? 
Mr. Varahnei.-Yes. 
President.-With regard to lime what you do is you take 471 lbs. of 

limestone? 
Mr. l'arsllnei.-Yes. 
President.-You get it on an average at 9 annas 6 pies per maund? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-That gives your cost roughly as Rs. 31 per ton of glass. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
PreRident.-Now the difficulty with regard t{) Calcutta in the case of one 

or two factories that I am thinking of is they use burnt lime. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore they are able to use a smaller quantity P 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-May I take it as 250 lbs. approximately? 
Mr. l'aTBhnei.-It will be a little more. It will be about 300 lbs. 
President.-These people say that they receive it in the form of burnt 

limeP 
Mr. Varshnei.-If you analyse it, it will not come to CaO. There will 

be a little CaCO, and many other tbings. If I am not much mistaken, you 
will find on calculation that the fignre will be at least 280 lbs. if not 300 lbs 

President.-Subject to further consi~eration, shall we take it as 280 lbs. P 
Mr. Hodkin.-The majority of the limes obtained by the Indian glass 

'Works are a mixture of burnt lime and slaked lime? . 
Mr. Varshnei.-You are perfectly right. 
Mr. Hodkin.-In proportions which none of them determine? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Quite. ' 
President.-Therefore would it be mucll safer to take it at 300 lbs.? 
Mr. Hodkin.~Yes. 
President.-Let us proceed on the basis of 300 lbs. 
Mr. Boag.-There is one point which I want to clear up before 'I'<~ 

proceed further. In one place, you give the cost oJ lime as 9 annas a maund 
and in the other case as 9 annas 6 pies per cwt. I' 

Mr. Varshnei.-There are two or three kinds of lime which we are using. 
Mr. Boag.-In both cases it is per maund, is it notP 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. If in one place it is given as 80 much per ·cwt., 

then it is wrong. Both the fignres are per maund. 
President.-Let us take it at 9 annas 6 pies per maund? 
Mr. Var8hnei.-Yes. 
Prerident.-For 300 lbs. they pay Rs. 2. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-The cost of 300 lbs. of burnt lime at Rs. 2 per maund would 

be approximately Rs. 7-8-0; you pay Rs. 3-8-0 and therefore your advantage 
there is Rs. 4. Let us take it as plUII 4. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. , 
Prfllident.-Now we come to the really important item which is coal 

You say the cost of coal delivered at the works is generally Rs. 15 a ton.\ 
Mr. Var.hnei.-I may explain that I generally take my coal as 25 

maunds or even less than 25 .maunds to a ton because ,there is a lot of 
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wastage and Bome coal is pilfered. In fact it is Rs; 13 but I have always 
calculated it at Rs. 15 a ton. . 

President.-That is to say, taking the cost of coal actually delivered at 
the works your cost would be less than RsL 15 a. ton? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. It is actuallv Rs. 13. 
President.-But the effective cost ~omes to Rs. 15 a tonP 
Mr. Varshnei ........ That is so. 
President.-I think in that case we had better take Rs. 13 .. There is 

another thing. This figure of 3 tons of coal per ton of glass that you give, 
is that based on coal as it is landed at .theworks P 

Mr. Varshnei.-No. It is the effective cost. 
President.-Then I propose to take Rs. 15 for the time being as the cost' 

of coal per ton. Taking three tons it comes to Rs. 45.' . 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.~In Oalcutta. it is Rs. B per ton without making allowance 

for this paxticular factor. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Probably in Calcutta the reduction will not be so heavy 

as it is with us. 
President.-From . their evidence it would look as if their difficulty was 

equally great if not greater I I 'propose to take the Calcutta cost as 
Rs. 9-4-0; that on 3 tons is Rs. 27-12-0. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-And your cost is Rs. 45. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. That is minus 17-4-0. 
Pr6sident.-With regard to other materia.Is--I mean materials other than 

Band, soda, lime and coal-are there 'any imported materials which you use 
on which the freight from port to works would be a disadvantage to you? 

Mr. V~rshnei.-There are'alo other imported raw materials that we are 
using. 

President.-What about your refractor;r materials? 
Mr. Var8hnei.-Th~ price is nearly the same because the railway freight 

from Kumardhubi. or. Jubbulpore is the same for both places; p~obabl:y. the 
Jubbulpore stuff will cost them more than it 'Would cost us while Kumar-
dhubi will be much the same. . 

President.-Where .. you make blocks or· silica bricks from Indian clay, 
Calcutta has. no, advantage over youP 

Mr.VarMfi.ei.-I should think so. 
President.-But taking bricks that you make out of imported clay yoti 

would have to bear a certain disadvantage P 
Mr. Varshnei.-That is correct, but I should think that our consumption 

of imported fireclay-I have net calculated it accurately-will not be more 
than a fifth or sixth of four total consumption of fireclay material. 

President.-So that we can dismiss that as a negligible factor; it may be 
a difference of a few annaB P 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-The next item is works labour. That is rather a difficult 

point on which to 'arrive at a definite conclusion. . 

Mr. Varshnei.-Probably you might have noticed that ordinary labotll' 
over at Calcutta is about 10 annas per head whereas at Bahjoi it is 4 annas,' 
so it is nearly 2l times greater over there. 

President.-If you look at your reply to question 30, all these men that 
you. mention there are skilled men, aren't they P 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yell, lifter Bome training. 
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Pr68ident.-The a.V8l'age ..,rate for unakilled labour at Bahjo~is 5 annas a 

dayi'.· . 
M", VMsknei.-No. 4iannas at the most. 
President.~In· that case it would be at least half the Calcutta rate? 
1I1r. Varshnei.-You cannot get labour at Calcutta for 9.annas. 
President.-I don't know if labour ,at \I to 10 annas a day. would . not be 

possible to get in some ,of the suburbs; for. example take a factory at Dum 
Dum .. 

Mr. Varshnei.-It is not far· off from Calcutta; it is about 15 miles from 
Calcutta. 

President.-I thin,k for the purpose of this calculation a safe ratio to 
take is that Calcutta unskilled wages are about double. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Let us take that, but probably it will be a little more 
than that. 

President.-For the present I tbink a ratio of 2 : 1 would be a safe ratio. 
We· can consider the point later and make adjustments. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-If you look at your cost statement, your works labour per 

100 cases amount to Rs. 104. I take it from the figures that you have given 
here that approximately 18 cuses go to a ton of glass-it is of course a 
very general kind of average. 

Mr. Var8knei.-At present it is 18 cases 'but later on I think it would 
be 19. 

Pre,ident.-I will take your, wage per ton of glaSs as about Rs. 18 :"nd 
take Rs. 36 for Calcutta on the proportion that we have taken. That gIV~S 
you an advantage of Rs. 18, in other words your disadvantage on coal IS 
exactly counterbalanced by your advantage on labour. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Probably a .little more. 
Presiaent.-What about packing? Your packing is all done with 

materials obtained locally, is it not? 
Mr. Varsnnei.-Yes. 
President . ..,...What about your boxes? 
Mr. Varsll1tei.-The boxes are available within 105 miles of the 

factory; in fact the majority' of thein are obtained from within' four or five 
miles but those which we cannot get locally are obtained from Lalkua which 
is about 105 'IIliles from our factory. ' 

President.-There I suppose you would have considerable advantage? 

Mr. Varsnnei.-Not very much. Probably in Bombay or Calcutta you 
can get planks at the rate of B.s. 8 and ours is B.s. 5 per 100 sq. ft. It 
may be a hit more ora bit less. 

President.-You have more or less accurate information about· these 
rates in Calcutta and.Bombay,have.you? 

Mr. Varsnnei.-Yes, but you are probably having the very latest infot-
mation. . 

President.-If ; you take it ,on the hasis, of 5 : 8, then taking a CD,se at 
what would you estimate the advantage? 

Mr. Varsnnei . ..,.-()ur price per. case is ,12. annas' and probably. in Bombay 
it would come to something like' B.s. 1-3-0. or a little .above that. 

President.-That is a difference of 7 ann as a case? 

Mr. Varsnnei.-That means that on 18 cases the diffe;ence will be 
Rs.7-14. 

President.-Let us take it for the time being as B.s. 7-14. That 'is an 
advantage for you P 

Mr. Var8nnei.-Yes. 
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Pr6,ident.-There is another point on which it is rather difficult to 
arrive at. ~ correct conclusi~~ and that is. the !reight advantage that you 
~ave on fil!-lshed gla;>sware. Ihe only way In w.hlch 1. can make any attempt 
In calculatIng, that IS, to make first an assumption with regard to the beneral 
distributi?n of your sales between port ~arkets and upcountry market') and 
tben haVIng done that, take some partICular upcountry centre sa typicaJ 
of the whole upcountry markets and base the calculation on that. You 
give us a list of upcountry markets wbere your. goods are sent. I was 
inclined to suggest, looking at these figures and also looking at the mileage 
distance, that Allahabad is probably typical of your upcountry markets? 

Mr. Varslmei.-I think it may come up to that almost. 

Pre.~ident.-The distance from Bahjoi to Howrah is somewhere about 
800 miles and this is about 350 so that for practical purposes Allahabad 
may be taken as typical. . , 

M,'. Va·r.sltnci.-The further we go 011 f!'Om Allahahad westwards the 
advantage will increase till we reach Bahjoi. The moment we go from 
Bahjoi westwards the advantage will remain constant. Similarly from 
Bombay when we go up to Bahjoi the advantage goes on increasing and 
after my goods go beyond Bahjoi to the north then the advantage rl'mains 
just the same as at Bahjoi. 

President.-The way I look at it is this: if you go 300 to 400 miles east 
of Bahjoi towards the south then your advantage against Calcutta ceases: 
on the other hand, if you go to the west, say about 300 to 400 miles, as 
eompared with Bombay your advantage ceases and to the north your advan
tage as compared with Kara('hi, but yon will havE' increasing competition 
beyond 300-mile limit. 

Mr. Varshnei.-The moment we go up to Amritsar or Lahore the advan
tage is the maximum and then beyond that it is just the same. For 
p18.ctical purposes if you take Allahabad you will not be far out. 

President.-There will be some difficulty in calculating the advantage on 
freight. The freight that you give here from Calcutta IS Rs. 1-11-1 while 
the freight from Bahjoi is A.'3. 10-9 per mannd .. What we want to get 
at is the freight in each case on a maund of glass duly packed. Therefore, 
in trying to get the freight on one maund of glass you have got to make 
.an addition to the freight corresponding to the packing material. The 
figure you give of the ratio of net weight to gross weight is ap"roximately 
7 : 6. ThereforE' R.s. 1-11-1 has got to be increased by V .• That comes 
to Rs. 3-2-0. 

Mr. Varshnei.-No,. 6 is the weight of glass. Spe 45 (b)-the ratio 
of gro~s weight to net weight is 7·2 : 6. 

lIlr. Boag.-7·2 is the gross weight: 6 is glass and 1·2 is packing? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Exactly. 
M,·. Bong.-Then Rs. 1-11-1 x k 'gives you the gross freight; the weight 

of tbe packing material is then } th of the grOBS weight P 
lIlr. Varshn6i.-Yes. 
President.-You are able to do with so little packing materialP 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-Let us take it at Rs. 1-15-0. That will be t.he freight on a. 

-maund of glass packed from Bowrah to Allahabad? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-Making the corresponding calculation for Bahjoi, it comes 

t(l a.bout As. 12-3. 
lIlr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Pre8id6nt.-You have an advantage of Rs. 1-3-01' 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes on every maund of glaBS. 
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Pr6sident.-~'rom Hahjoi to Howrah. would it be right to aSllume that 
half your sales are in the port markets and about half your sales in the 
upcountry. 

lJlT. Var8hnei.-That would be right provided I get protection. 
President.-Provided you are able to find sufficient outlet fOl' YOU1' pro

ducts. The special rate that you get from Bahjoi to Howrah iR As. 12. 
Actually you are paying Rs. 1-6-6 . 

. Mr. VarBhnei.-Yes per case. 
President.-The total freight which you would have to pay from Bahjoi 

to Howrah on a maund of glass packed will come to As. 14. 
Mr. Var81mei.-Yes. 
President.-Therefol'e your advantage in upcountry is R&. 1-3 and your 

disadvantage at port is As. 14P 
Mr. Var8hnei.-Yes provided all our goods are consumed in Allahabad. 
Pre8ident.-For the moment we have got to assume Allahabad as a 

typical market. 
Mr. Va1"8hnei.-Yes. 
P1"esident.-Rs. 1-3-0 is the advantage that you get on half your output. 

Supposing that advantage was distributed over· the whole output, your 
advantage per unit of the whole output would be half of Rs. 1-3-0. 

M1". Va1"shnei.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-That would be As. 9-6 P 
M1". Va1"shnei.-Yes. 
President.-Your disadvantage in the port market would be As. 14 per 

maundP 
Mr VarBhnei.-Yes. 
President.-Bupposing your sales represent half your output, As. 14 re

presents your disadvantage on half your outputP 
Mr. Va1"shnei.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Bupposing that disadvantage is distributed over the whole 

of your output, your disadvantage is As. 7 per unit. If you deduct As. 7 
from As. 9-6, you get a net advantage of As. 2-6 por maund on your whole 
~utput. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Quite right. 
P1"eBident.-That comes to Rs. 4-3-0 per ton of glass? 
M1". Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-That of course includes a lot of hypothetical things. 
M1". Var8hnei.-You are far from facts. You assume that half of our 

goods will be consumed in importing centres and another half will be con
sumed in Allahabad or somewhere, where I will have only that advantage. 

Pr/lsident.-In fact you are questioning the assumption that Allahabad is 
the typical centre of your market. 

Mr. Va1"8hnei.-Allahabad is in between. 
P1"esident.-When you go beyond Allahabad, your advantage is less. 
M1". Va1"shnei.-Certainly. 
President.-When you go towards Bahjoi, your advantage is greater 

You would lose on the one side and gain on the other. Therefore yoU; 
position at Allahabad is typical. 

M1". Va1"shnei.-Bupposing a factory is started at Karachi the advantage 
- will be reduced, but as soon as it comes to.Lahore, I am at' an advantage. 

On all the goods which come from Allahabad to Bahjoi or from Karachi to 
Pe~hawar. the advantage is much more than what I get between Allahabad 
and Bahjoi. 

P1"llsidllnt.-AR far as the Karachi port market is concerned Lahore is 
apparently the dividing line. • 
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Mr. Varshnei.-Multan is the dividing line lust as we have Allahabad. 
President.-As far as Bombay is concerned, which is the dividing line? 
Mr. Varshnel.-Ajmere. 
President.-As far as Calcutta is conc>3rned? 
:Mr. Varshnei.~Allahabad. 
~j·esident.-Assuming for the time being we consider Calcutta as your 

typI('al port market, then Allahabad ,becomes your typical upcountry centre. 
JJlr. Varshnei.-I further want to draw your attention to this fact. This 

peculiar position .is .created on account of the geographical position. If it 
was only K.arachl, .Multan, Lahore, the assumption that you have made 
would be qUIte all right. I have got another special advantage from Lahore 
to .Pesha,!ar. }'or our present purposes we might ignore that, though 
deCidedly I have another advantage there. 

P'/"esi~ent.-:-Supposing the assumption that I have made is qualified by 
the consideratIons that you have stated, would your freight advantage as 
against the port markets be greater or less than these calculations show? 

Mr. Varshnei.-It would be a little greater. It would be somewhere 
about 7 to 8 per cent. 

Pres'ident.-If we take a figure of Rs. 4, it would be a very conservative 
estimate of the freight advantage. 

Mr. Varshnei.-I should think so. 
President.-Let us take it. on that basis. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-That practically completes the items on which there is likely 

to be differences as between Bahjoi and Calcutta. If you add up the pZ'Us 
factors, it comes to Rs. 18. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-Rs. 18 is' the 'total "adv~ntage that you have as compared 

with Calcutta? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-Now the positloh is the .whole thing seems to me to hang on 

coal. What I mean is if your coal consumption goes up, your disadvantage 
straightway increases. If your coal consumption is reduced, then your 
advantage becomes considerably greater. 

Mr. VaTshnei.-Surely. 
PTesident.-As far as you' are concerned it looks to me therefore coal 

represents ·the· key position. 
Mr. VaTshnei.-Yes, it does. 1 will tell you later on that there are 

prospeot~ of deoreasing the 00801 consumption. ' 
PTesident.-1 will come to that later. Here one thing can be stated 

safely. That is as things stand at present the location of a glass factory 
at an upcountry centre in the United Provinces like Bahjoi is not at any 
rate unfavourable. 

MT.VaTshnei.-You can say that positively. 
President.-That 1 think would be a safe deduction to draw. 
Mr. VaTshnei.-Quite safe. 
PTesident.-The next point that ,I want to raise is this: you have made 

the suggestion in one of your replies that the sheet glass exported ,by 
Belgium is sold at dumping prices. 

MT. Varshnei . ..-lt is. 
PTesident.-The Buggestion that you make definitely is j;hat that price 

probably represents only the costs of. materials, labour and other direct 
charges. That is to say the costs which if a manufacturer were not able 
to meet out of his realisa.tions, he would be definitely out of pocket, but 
anything in the nature of overheads he can affotd at any,rate to put off. 
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Mr. Varshnei.--Quite true. 
Prerident.-That atatement from the paint of view of' an enquiry of this 

kind is an important statement and I should like a little' more· evidence 
than you have givl).Q. in your replies to the questionnaire on that point. 
Meantime I want to Bay this that I have had access to certain .figure.s· of. 
costs in Belgian Eoheet glass factories working with fourcault machine and 
those costs which relate to the year 1926, I may say, straightway seem 
to bear out the conclusions that you have' suggested in your replies. If 
there has been a substantial reduction in the costs since 1926, the position 
necessarily. will be altered. What I want to· ask you is can you give· us 
any information with regard to recent costs? 

Mr. Varshnei.~I cim get you the price that was ruling a month. ago. 
Preaident.-As recent as that? 
Mr. Var811nfli.-YeB. 
President.-You have got a detailed statement of costs? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes in the form in which you have asked lis to submit. 
President.-Is it a Belgian factory? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. There are 7 glass factories working under one' head. 

All the others have been closed down. These prices are for that group. 
These people are our direct competitors. I may Bay that ~O per ceJlt. of 
our competition oomeB from these people fnd the other 20 per cent. from 
others. 

President.-In what form have you got these figures? 
Mr. Varshnei.-If you want figures for raw materials, I have brought 

them. 
President.-Have you worked it out in rupee currency? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-At what rate of exchange? 
Mr. Varshnei.-13 francs to the rupee. At present of course it is 

higher. As I am not sure of the present rate of exchange, I have calculated 
it at 13 francs to the rupee. 

President.-What is the figure that you have for sand? 

Mr. Varshnei.-For sand I haven't got separate figures. I have got 
figures for sand, soda and lime. Need I give you figures a,bout quantities? 

Pr8sident .. -What is the total figure? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Rs. 100 per 100 cases. The reBSOn for that I shall explain 
presently. In my case it will be Rs. 276. 

President.-Have you got the rates? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Boda ash they pay Rs. 53-7-6 per ton. 
President.-Is that metric ton or long ton? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Just the sort of ton that. we a;re taking. One hundred 

kilo. means approximately 220t lbs. 
President.-When you work it out to a ton basis, I assume that you are 

taking the ton as equal to 2,240 Ibs. . 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. and the calculation which I gave you was on 100 

cases. 
Pre.ident.-When you say Rs. 5.'1 .. 7 .. 6 per ton; I take it that the kilo. 

figures have been converted into ton figures. 
"Mr. Vuuhnei.-Yes. the price of our supply of soda ash has gone up now. 

1t is Rs. 160 per ton just now. 
President.-What about sand? Have you- got figures for sand? 
Mr. Varshnei.-It is Rs. 2 per ton at Belgium. 
Pr6sident.-What about lime P 
Mr. Varshnei.-Rs. 3-8-0 a ton. 
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President.-What· sort of lime? 
Mr. Varshnei.-It is unburnt lime-just the kind that we are using. 
President.-Is it limestone? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. Then there are cullets which are a very important 

item. They are using them at RI!. 19 per ton. 
1I1r. Hodkin.-Do they purchase cullet? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. Then there is paper which is another important 

point. 
l'ruident.-You mean for packing? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. It is one anna a lb. 
Prllsident.~I had better take down the proportions of these materials 

if you have them. Do you know what quantities they use per 100 casesi' 
Mr. Varshnei.-I have that information. Unfortunately I have not got 

it here: But I have a figure of 1,616 tons for all the raw materials together. 
Prllsident.'-You could send us a note later on showing the quantities in 

the proportion used per 100 ~ases or whatever the unit is. 
Mr. Varshnei.-If you want, I can give you the information per 100 

cases. 
President.-In what form have you got iti' 
Mr. Varshnei.-They only say that if they use 1,000 kilos of sand, they 

will use so much of soda, so much of lime and so on. 
President.-Give it then in that form. There is no information, is there, 

of the quantity of glass turned out in relation to the quantity of sand usedi' 
Mr. Varshnei.-I have not got that, but I think that Mr. Bodkin will 

be able to help you. 
President.-I can get expert figures from Mr. Bodkin, but I want to 

know whether there are any actual figuresi' 
Mr. Varshnei.-I shall try and find out. But I have one figure here 

showing that out of so much raw materials, so much glass is made. 
President.-That is the information I want. 
Mr. Varslmei.-I have it here. 
President.-What is that? 
Mr. Var,~hnei.-In the month of November they used 1,616 ton~ of raw 

materials and they produced 23,716 boxes. To tell you frankly, this is not 
a very accurate information. The quantity of raw materials represents the 
quantity· purchased and bills outstanding. Both those things have been 
taken into account, but there is always some balance left. 

President.-Coal may be included in that and then that will be another 
disturbing factor P 

Mr. Varslmei.-Yes. 
President.-I don't think that would help us. 
Mr. Varshnei.-No. 
President.-So, you give us simply the proportions. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-Bave you got figures for other itemsP 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-Have you any figure for labourP 
Mr. Varshnei.-They have given it under various heads. I have totalled 

that all and I find that it ('omes to Us. 127'2 per 100 cases of glass. 
President.-What about fueli' 
Mr. Varshnei.-Their fl1el is given in a very different way. ThAv use a 

certain quantity of coal. They use electric power which thAY purchase and 
they also use town gas. I have added all that np. and the cost per 100 
eases comes to Rs. 93. 
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Pre.ident.-That is to say they use their fuel partly in the form of coal, 
partly in the form of gas and partly in the form of electricity P 

Mr. Var.hnei.-Yes. 
Pruident.-8upposing we took this Rs. 93 and divided it by the price 

of coal per ton, we would get the coal equivalent of all the kinds of power 
that they had used? 

Mr. VaTShnei.-Yes. But one thing is certain. The Town gas or the 
electric power which they purchase is certainly cheaper than what we can 
produce on a small scale. 

Pruident .-Herei' 
Mr. Varshnei.-Here or anywhere in the world, we cannot produce power 

at that' price on & small scale. 
Pruident.-I quite realise that. Have you got their price of coaH 
Mr. Varshnei.-They are using three kinds of coal. The English coal is 

Rs. 11-2-6 per ton delivered at their works, Belgian coal Rs. 13-13-0 and 
German coal Rs. 14 per ton. 

President.-And all I suppose really represent different calorific values? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Pruident.-Actually.do you know what kind of coal they use? 
Mr. Varshnei.-They mix all the three and use. 
President.-That of course is & very low cousumptioni' 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. If you take the average value of coal at Rs. 13, it 

will come to 7 tons per' 100· cases. 
President.-Taking 18 cases to & ton, it will be a little more than a ton 

of coal to a ton of glass? 
Mr. Varshnei.-In their case, it will be 20 cases per ton. Their glass 

is lighter than ours. That means for 5 tons of glass they use 7 tons of 
coal on this calculation. 

President.-What are the other items you havei' 
Mr. Var.hnei.-I have their overhead charges. 
President.-What do you call overheadi' 
Mr. Var.hnei.-Mariagement and direction. I don't know what they 

mean by direction. Perhaps Mr. Hodkin will be able to enlighten us on that 
point. 

Mr. Hodkin.-Direction usually includes technical workers on the plant 
and engineers. 

Mr. VaTShnei.-Everything taken together under that item comes to 
Rs. 10'8. 

President.-:-That is what we call supervision. and. establishment. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. Then, we come to packing which is Rs. 102 per 

100 cases. Then we come to miscellaneous. 
President.-Do they show their repairs and' maintenance P 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. They have two accounts of repairs. One is hea.vy 

repair and another ordinary repair. 
President.-What is ordinary repairi' 
Mr. Va"shnei.-I have not 'calculated it in rupees. I have it here in 

francs. Ordinary repair is 5,240 fro and heavy repair 70,874 fro 
President.-What they call heavy repair is depreciation, is it noti' 
].fr. VarBhnei.-When & tank is repaired, perhaps they call it heAvy 

repair. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Heavy repair means furuace replaC'ement and complete 

overhauling of machinerv. Ordinary repair will be patching of tanks and 
replacements of bolts and nnts on a machine, etc. 

Mr. Va"8hnei.-I should think 80. 
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,Presidenf.-Heavy repa..irs seem to correspond to depreciatioll. 
Mr. Hodki"".~Y.elS. 
Mr. Varshnei.-They have not got that system probably. 
President.-Anyway you have given us 5,240 fro as ordinary repairs. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. That is the total for one month. 
President.-Can you work it out per 100 cases? 
Mr. Varshnei . .:......lt will be 22 fro per case. 
Presidcnt.-That will be Rs. 1'7 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-\Vhat do. heavy repairs come to? 
Mr. Varshnei.-70,874 francs. This is only for tanks. There are other 

items also such as heavy repairs on other things. The total of all these 
expenses is Rs. 78. 

President.-You mean all the heavy repairs? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Including everything that I have taken under miscella-

neOUi expenses and so on (Item No.8). 
President.-I want to know precisely what it includes? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Deprecia,tion, taxes and all miscellaneous expenses. 
President.-It includes repairs, depreciation. 
Mr. Varshnei.-8ome repairs of ours go into that, and some into refrac

tories. 
President.-What I want to be clear about is. this. Did you arrive at 

that Rs. 78 by including ordinary repairs, heavy repairs, taxes and all 
kinds of miscellaneous expenses P 

. Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
(., 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Do I .understa~d that this Rs. 78 compare~ with your 
Rs. 54? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have sa:id iust now something about ~efractory 

materials P 
Mr. Varshnei.-Against our Rs. 13. they have put down Re. 4. 
President.-What is the totalP 
Mr. Varshnei.-

Rs. 
Raw materials 100 
Refractories 4 
LaboUl: 127'2* 
Fuel 93 
Overhead charges 10'8 
Packing 102 
Miscellaneous 78 

Total 515* 

Pruident.-That comes to Rs. 5 per 100 sq. ft. and Re. 500 per 100 cases. 
Suppose we take their labour and materials and coal and leave out the 
heads mis('eJlaneous ('harges and overhead charges? 

)[r. Varslmei.-That will give you Rs. 4-4-0 as the cost of production. 
President.-Rs. 8'76 is the total of their direct charges; that works out 

to 5s. 8d. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, and you have to add on that steamer ('harges. 
President.-I am thinking of the f.o.b. price at Antwerp. 

• Since corrected. 
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Mr. Var.hnei.-lVe don't know what their railway freight is. 
. l're8!dent.-The c.i.f. pl'ice of Belgian sheet glass, are they calculated 
In Bterllng currencyp 

Mr. Varshnei.-No. In American dollar .• 
President.-Have you got any quotationsP 
Mr. l'ar,hnei.-I have got the market rate but I have not got any c.i.f. 

quotation. 
Mr. Boag.-One thing I should like to be cleared up. The total of the 

figures seem to me to come to 465 and not 504. 
They are as follows:

Raw material 
Refractories 
Labour 
Fuel 
Direction, etc. 
Packing 
Miscellaneous 

100 
4 

77'2 
93 

10'8 
102 
78 

TOTAL 465 

Mr. Vars/mei.-You are right; I was mistaken. 
President.-That is how you got your Rs. 4-13-0? 
Mr. Varshnei'.-Yes. I thought there must be some mistake somewhere. 
Mr. Rahimroola.-In your statement you have said that there is an item 

called selling expenses. Where is that included in this new statement for 
Belgium? 

Mr. Vars/mei.-I think the system there is thai( they always make goods 
to exporters order, and they simply give the articles to the exporter. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Probllbly, to Illy mind. that is included in their miscella
neous cost. That means 84 against 77. That would be more correct; yours 
is 30 IIond 54 as against 77. Probably there is no corresponding item. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Probably not. I will ~ake a note and find that out. 
President.-The other question I want to raise is this. Look at Forms 

I and II that you have sent in to us: take Form II. Suppose we decide 
to grant protection for the sheet glass industry and you are able to find a 
better outlet for your production, to what extent would you be able to 
reduCe costs a.nd under what heads would you be able to do it? The way 
I look at it is this: I think in 1931 your total output during the year was 
only 30,000 cases because you worked only for five months and a few days. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
P·rfBident.-Actually you attnined a daily O\ltput of over 200 cases. 
Mr. Varshnei.-It is 187'6. 
President.-Against your daily total capacity of 330? 
Mr. Varshnei.-That total capacity will not be achieved immediately. 

Even if I had a chance to work continuously my average outturn will not 
('orne to 300 cases per day yet. 

President.-Suppose adequate protection were granted to the Glas~ 
industry, do you think you would be able to work up to 250 cases a day? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Certainly. I think I will be able to come up to 300 cases 
within a sufficient period. 

Mr. Boag.-What do you think will be a sufficient period? How soon do 
you think you can achieve 300 cases i' 

Mr. Varshnei.-I should put it down at 10 years. 
President.-It depends on the degree of protection afforded? 
Mr. Varshnei.-:f}~actly. 

GLASS G 
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President.-Suppose you were able to work up to 300 cases a day. What 
do you think is likely ~o be the cost of production? 

Mr. Varshnei.-It is a somewhat hypothetical question. I can only say 
that according to the present circumstances I can do 80. 

President.-Let us take this statement. I don't expect you would be 
able to reduce your cost of soda., sand and so on unless the price of these 
materials come down. 

Mr; Varshnei.-That is so. 
President.-As far as packing is concerned I don't think you can reduce 

your cost? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Not very materially. 
President.-What about works labourP 
Mr. Varshnei.-That will be reduced by about 5 per cent. 
President.-That is to say it will be less than Rs. 100 on 100 cases? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-Is that all the reduction you could achieve? 
Mr. Varshnei.-This is the utmost reduction which I hope to effect in 

this respect. 
Mr. Hodkin.-I don't think you can reduce by more. than 5 per cent. 
President.-Now let us get to the question of fuel. At present your 

consumption of fuel is 3 tons of coal per 100 cases? 
Mr. Varshnei.-It is Rs. 251 at present. 
President.-Which is about 17 tons. There must be considerable room 

for reduction there P 
Mr. Varshnei.-I think so.· Except for burning our debitois and a little 

more expense on the drawing tank, the coal will remain almost the same, 
say presently our daily expense of ('oal is Rs. 475. when we make 300 ('ases 
a day, it will come to somewhere about Rs. 520. That means that one third 
of that will come to Rs. 173 or Rs. 180 at the most, so out of Rs. 250 we 
will be able to save about Rs. 80 per 100 cases. 

President.-You are anticipating a reduction from 17 tons to 12 tons 
per 100 cases. Even that of course is considerably above the Belgian 
standard. 

Mr. Varshnei.-But then you have got to remember that the calorific 
value of Belgian coal is much higher than ours: in the proportion of 7: 
10 so that the consumption of coal will be much higher in our case. 

President.-But aga.inst their one ton I suggest Ii ton for you to make 
allowance for the calorific value. 

Mr. Hod1cin.-F gives fie;ures for Bel!!:ian manufa('turers as 7 tons of 
('oal for 5 tons of glass. I think 2 tons will be a fair figure to take. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes; it may be a little more than that. 
President.-Sllpnosing we accepted the figure of 2 tons as your b('st 

attainable figure, that would not be far out P 
Mr. Varshnei.-I can only guess like that; it will be lmrd to attain any 

higher figure than that. 
President.--Ooming to supervision and Olli('e Establishment, I notice 

~'ou have reduced your supervision figures in 1931. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Prp.qident.-Ts that the result of retrenchment? 

1Ifr. Varshnl'i.-I have made retren('hment hy FiO pf'r ('ent. in th(' hil!hl'r 
flradl'-from 100 to 250 it is 20 per ('('nt., 2150 to 1500 110 ner ('ent .. and abov" 
IiOO it is 50 ppr ('ent. But thpre is an eXllrt's'" ('ondition tllnt M Roon "'" 
t.he- companv is ahle to makt' any profit. hnlf of it will hI' given had" t.o 
them immediatelv and as soon /is we make 6 per cent. profit there will he 
JlO more retrenchment. 
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Prnident.-Thete is bound to be reduction in current repairs and main-
tenance if the output increases P 

Mr. Varshnei.~We have not given any figure for that. 
President.-You have included that under No. 8P 
Mr. Var,hnei.-'-Yes. . 
President.-How exactly do you bring about this reduction in packing? 
lIr. Varshnei.-At that time we were not so very particular as to the 

materials we were consuming but now we don't allow any loss whatsoever. 
Pruident.-It is really economy in materialsP 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. Our planks in the beginning cost us Rs. 5-4-0 and 

we are now trying to reduce it to Rs. 5-0-0. This is almost as economical 
as we might expect unless we get the planks cheaper. 

President.-Does your item No.8 include depreciation? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Prerident.-The only substantial reduction is under coal, is it not? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Prerident.-That is to the extent of about Rs. 70P 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes per 100 cases. There may be some more reductions 

here and there. Probably I may be able to go down from Rs. 850 to Rs. 750. 
We have only put that in judging from the present circumstances. That 
is the utmost that can be achieved. 

President.-Even assuming that sufficient protection is granted and that 
protection is fully effective P 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-The next point that I want to raise is in connection with 

market prices. If you look at page 14 of your replies iii. reply to question 
49 you giv~ for 1931 Rs. 6-4-0 as the price of imported sheet glass P 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-And Rs. 7-9-0 as your realised pricei' 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-Re. 6-4-0 was the wholesale market price in Calcutta P 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. I will tell you how I have been able to get Rs. 7-9-0. 

We do not send to Bombay and Oalcutta. 
President.-I quite understand that. You sold only in the areas in which 

you have freight advantage and restricted your output to the demand of 
that areai' 

lIIr. Varshnei.-Yes, 
President.-So that this big difference between Rs. 6-4-0 and Rs. 7-9-0 

would disappear the moment you extended your output and your sales. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-How long ago was this price of Re. 6-4-0 mling in the Calcutta 

marketP 
Mr. VarBhnei.-Up to last September; 
President.-This is lower than the invoice prices that we have seen. 
Mr. VarBhnei.-I shall show you that. 
President.-one of the lowest November prices I have seen in Calcutta 

is Rs. 6-4-0. 
Mr. Varshnei.-So it is here . 

. President.-Rs. 6-4-0 c.i.f. To that you must add the duty. 

Mr. Varshnei.-I am saying that up to September the price was Re. 6-4-0. 

President.-That was before the exchange fluctuations began. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes and before th(l s~rchar~e became operative. 
G2 
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President.-This is the price according to your information that ruled 
early in September!' 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes up to the end of September. 
P1·esident.-Have you got recent quotation~P 
Mr. Varshnei.-I am just going to show you. This is the Karachi price 

which is dated ith August. He gives for half caso Rs. 3-6-0. 
President.-Have you got figures for 100 cases? 
Mr. Varsltnei.-They generally vary by 4 annas. 
President.-These are Karachi figures? 
.Yr. Varshnei.-Yes, Mahomedali Abdulhusain is a big merchant. 
President.-This is dated 7th August? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. I have got September price also. 
President.-Have you got anything later than that? 
Mr. Varshnei.-I have one for 1st October for Karachi market. 
President.-What was the price on 1st October? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Rs. 3-10-0 for half case. 
President.-That is 50 sq. ft. P 
Mr. Varsltnei.-Yes and later on J have one dated 23rd November. 
President.-What is that? 
lIf,.. Va1 .. ~ltnei.-Rs. 3-10-0 again. J have not got any figure later on. 
President.-Have you got more ret'ent quotations for Calcutta 01' 

Bombay? 
Mr. Varsltnei.-No, not for December. 
President.-Have you got November quotations for Bombay and Calcutta? 
lItr. Varsltnei.-I am more in touch with Karachi figures, because the 

Punjab market is being supplied from Karachi. I think the present ruling 
price is something like Rs. 7-8-0 in Bombay and in Calcutta slightly above. 

President.-Rs. 7-8-0 per ccase of 100 sq. ft. 
1117'. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-What was that early in September? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Rs. 6-4-0 to Rs. 6-6-0. 
President.-Tbat finisbes my questions as regards sheet glass, but there 

is just one point on which I should like to have your opiuion. You have 
had expel'ienc'e 'of making other kinds of glassware besides sheet glass such 
as blolVn glass. Can you tell me wbat approximately is likely to be thfl 
differenC'e in tbe eost of manufa(,turing globe~ and say pbial~ 01' 8mall 
bottles? 

Mr. VarshM~i.-You mean the white ones 01' tbe coloured ones? 
Pre .• ident.-The white ones. The real point on which I want your 

suggestion is tbis: suppose it happens that you have a factory whi('h is 
using, let us say, a tank furnaee. It melts its glass in the ta.nk furnace 
and tben after it is melted the whole laanipulation from blowing right· to the 
end is done by hand-no machinery is emplo~'ed-supposing on tbat method 
you make bottles of a kind which yield say abollt 35 gross per ton of glass; 
on the other hand supposing a works of that kind make lantern globes also 
85 gross to a ton of glass, would there be any substantial difference in the 
cost of manufacture of these two classes of articles? 

lIIr. Va.rshnej .. -The first important question is whether ~'ou are able to 
consume the glass which the tnnk bas the capacity to melt. Jf you are 
eOl1suming less glass than what tbe tank can melt, then tbe difference in tbe 
cost will bEl Elnormous. Supposing the tank can melt say some 10 tons of 
glass while you are consuming only half the quantity. 

President.-Assume that you are working the tank furnace to full 
capacity. 
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Mr. Var.hnei.-The more important consideration ill the breakage .. and 
the raw material and packing; In raw material we use a low per<;entage of 
alkali. 

Pre.ident.-A low percentage of alkali in bottles? 
Mr. Vars1mei.-Yes, bottles are made of harder glass and chimneys and 

globes are made of softer glass. 
President.-Roughly what would be the proportion? 
Mr. Varshnei.-It comes to something like 5 and 6 per cent. 
PreBident.-In the case of soda? 
Mr. Val'shnei.-Different manufacturers use different compositions, so 

it is very hard to sa.y. It generally varies between 5 and 6 per cent. . 
President.-The cost of soda would be 5 to 6 per cent. higher. 
llr. Var.hnei.-Yes. :We generally use borax for bottles, but for 

chimneys we use nitre which we don't use for bottles. All these thiJlgS 
taken together must mean somewhere about 5 to 6 per cent., but not more 
than 7 per cent. in any case. 

President.-In the cost of the materials? 
Mr. Var.hnei.-Yes. 
President.-What about breakages in the case of globes? 
lIr, Varshnei.-We turn out gla..s and supposing you consume 5 tons 

of glass, in making chimneys you will not get more than 4 tons or 31 tons 
in the form of chimneys, because you yourself saw.in the factory from both 
the sides something has to be left out. In the case of bottles there is no 
wastage like that. 

P1·esident.-Supposing for example I had one ton of glass which I 
gathered out of the melting pots, ordinarily if I allowed a breakage of 
about 20 per cent? 

Mr, Varshnei.-There is no breakage. There is more wastage. 
President.-What I mean by breakage is cracking off. Supposing I 

allowed 20 per cent. would that cover the wastage in the case of chimneys? 
Mr. Varshnei.-In some cases, it might, but generally it doesn't. 
President.-15 per cent. in the case of bottles and phials? 
Mr. Varshnei.-There can't be so much wastage. 
President.-Supposing there was, what would be corresponding increase? 
Mr. Varshnei.-In bottles it is never more than 3 to 4 per cent: 
President.-If it is 5 per cent? 
Mr. Varshnei.-It would be 30 per cent. in the case of chimneys. 
President.-You have such a big difference? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. When they blow, in SOInI'> cases they don't strike 

that out. In other cases they do. In Germany they don't waste anything. 
Pre.ident.-On the other hand if you are making lantern globes by hand 

and use moulds which can make two or three at a time, then you save a 
certain amount on the blowing. 

Mr. VarBhnei.-But then the breakage will be a little more. 
President.-Why should the breakage be more? 
Mr. Varshnei.-There are two ends to be cut off in the case of chimneys, 

but everything depends entirely on the expertness of the workmen. There 
are workmen who are causing very little wastage. There are others whose 
blowing is bad. It depends entirely on the blowing and on the cutter. 

President.-Under normal conditions in the Indian factories there is a 
fairly large increase of breakage in the case of "himTl .9ys as compared with 
bottles. 

Mr. Var.hnei.-Why,. not only in India, but ever;vwhere on earth that 
is the case. 
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. President.-Wherever you use hand processes in manipulation, inouth 
blowing and so on P 

Mr. Varshnei.-Quite. 
President.-The extent to which that can be reduced really depends upon 

the degree of skill acquired by the wor~enP 
Mr. Varshnei.-Surely. It is a highly specialised branch of work. 

There are scientific apparatuses in the blowing of which a great deal of skill 
is required. Even these chimneys and globes are really a form of specialised 
articles. 

P·resident.-,What about packing? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Breakage in chimneys and globes at every stage is more 

than what it is in bottles. After the thing is made it hllB got to come to 
the grinding machine. There also breakage comes up. Then there is the 
sorting where breakage comes again. There is packing and there al"o 
breakage crops up. 

Presidimt.-Taking your figure of about 5 per cent. as the wastage of 
gla.ss after the melting stage in the case of phials and taking a corresponding 
figures say 25 to 30 per cent. in the case of chimneys or 20 per cent. P 

Mr. Va·rshnei.-I would get 35 per cent. more. That means 40 per cent. 
If it is 5 per cent. in the case of bottles, it should be 40 per cent. in the 
case of chimneys. 

President.-40 per cent. is rather high. 
Mr. Varshnei.-If it is 5 per cent. for bottles, I should take 40 per cent. 

for the other. So far as breakage is concerned we generally count 20 
per ('ent. from the time it is made till it is paeked and sent out. What 
about the breakage in cracking Qff both endsP That has also got to be 
taken into consideration. 20 per cent. is quite all right if you take into 
consideration only the number of articles. 

PTesidc1d.-For argument's sake let us take your figures 5 per eent. and 
40 per cent. Do they cover the wllBtage in the process of manufacture or 
do they include also the breakages in handling in the works P 

Mr. Varshnei.-Breakage does not mean entirely wastage. 
President.-Because it goes backP 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. Labour is lost and fuel.is lost. 
Pre.~ident.-When you are making a globe, you have got to crack nff 

the ends, .and you waste a certain amount of glass P 
Mr. Varsh.nei.-Yes. 
President.-Having got your finished globe, if the workman in handling 

the globes drops it and it breaks, you have got to allow for that. All this 
is included in this 40 per cent P 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 20 per cent. is the breakage on the number ~f 
articles and another 15 to 20 per cent. has been allowed for in the cutting 
of ends. 

President.-Is there likely to be any difference in the wages paid to 
workers between globes and bottles P 

Mr. Varshnei.-In my factory there is no difference. I know of factories 
where they do make a difference. 

President.-What about packing materials? 

Mr. Varshnei.-In chimneys and globes we have got to use paper. For 
Rs. 10 worth of. bottles we use either gunny bags or baskets, so the pa('king 
of bottles is cheaper and no wra.pping is required. 

President.--Globes would be 10 per cent. more expensive? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Taking both these thing!! into account, packing and 
wrapping, that would be about right. 

Prllsident.-Is there any other item to be taken into accountP 
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, Mr. Ya!,Tmei.-These are the three items, raw material, breakage and 
difference In packing. I may mention in this connection there is another 
difficulty. Often times we reject lots of bottles. They go as second class 
bottles. So is the case with chimneys and globes. The rejections in both 
cases will come to '5 per cent. 

President.-As regards this question of second class goods, if you have 
more or less the same proportion of second class goods in the case of both 
chimneys and bottles, they cancel out. 

Mr. Var,hnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like to ask you a few questions regarding th,. 

history of your Assoclation and its working. You have in ihe very first 
note that you Bent in, told us that the All-India Glass Manufacturers 
ASHociation did not wish to press the point of protection for blown wares? 

Mr. Varshnei.-I have said that they do not want to press the point of 
protection for blown wares. That is what I have mentioned. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I should like to know what this Association is? 
Mr. Varshnei.-It was some time in 1925-1 am sorry I have nol; gQt 

the exact date-that we formed the Association called the All-India Glass 
Manufacturels Association. When we applied to Government for the pro
tection of this industry, the application was sent by the Secretary of this 
Association. Ever since, we continue to meet. We have our annual 
gatherings. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-My point is this. In the statement which you sent 
to the Government of India, you said that there were 58 companies in 
existence. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Not at that time. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In 1920? 
Mr. Varshnei.-In 1921, 58 (since corrected) companies were in existence. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have made a statement that out of 58 glass 

factories 50 closed down for want of protection. ' 
Mr. Varshnei.-In 1920 there were 58 companies and by and by the 

number dwindled down to eight because they could not make money. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In 1927, there were only 8 factories in existence? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.--;-In 1931, when you sent us a statement, it appears 
there were about 20 factories in India. 

Mr. Varshnei.-I do nQ.t know. Perhaps in those 20 factories are includ
ed bangle factories and blown ware factories. At present I don't think 
there are more than 12 or 13 blown ware factories. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have supplied us with a list. On counting the 
number given in the list I find it comes to 8 in the United Provinces? 

Mr. Va,rshnei.-Blown ware factories? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The question of protection was to the glass industry 
which I understand includes the bangle industry. 

Mr. Varshnei.-But the Association with which I am concerned is con-
cerned only with blown wares and not with any other kind. 

Mr . .Rahimtoola.-There were only 8 factories in 1927? 

Mr. Varshne'i.-We were only 8 at that time. 

Mr . .Rahimtoola.-8ubsequently the number has increased in spite of 
the fact that there was no question of protection. 

Mr. Varlhnei.-They have come in more to suffer loss than to' make 
money. • 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Tbat is a matter with which each factory will deal 
separately? 
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Mr. Varsnnei.-When you asked my OpinIOn, I thought that I should 

qua.lify the atatemGnt by saying that they had come in more to suffer loss 
than to make money. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-My point is this. I don't belil've that any busmess 
man would, with' open "'yes, invest his money and engage himself in an 
industry when he knows for "Certam that he is going to lose money. 

Mr .. Varshnei.-A business man would like to mal,e money. When he 
sees that other people are going on, he pre-supposes that they would be 
making money. As a matter of fact, some of the factories did declare soml' 
profit in the past. You will also find from our blliance sheet that WI' 

declared a di:7idend of 10 pl'r cent. in 1927. That was probably an 
encouragement for them. As a matter of fact--I do not know what thl' 
position is at present--at least last year most of the factories did not make 
any profit. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-Are you aware of any blown ware factories which hav~ 
not joined your Association? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, there were some in Calcutta. 
M1'. RahimtooZa.-I api talking of to-day. 
Mr. Varshnei . ..:...There are some in Calcutta who have not .joined our 

Association. 
Mr. Boag.-Your Association does not represent the bangle n}akers? 
Mr. Varshnei.-No. 
Mr. Boag.-The bangle industry is entirely a separate industry so far 

as your Association is concerned? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. Referring to Mr. Rahimtoola's question, I may 

say that the Calcutta factories have not joined us. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are talking of fa("tories who are members of your 

Association? 
Mr. Varshn,ei.-Exactly. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-They don't wish to have protection at this juncture 

for blown ware? 
ll(r. Va1·shnei.-At the time when I wrote those replies to your question

naire, that was their idea. Now on sl'cond thought some members have 
begun to think that it is necessary that we should have protectIOn. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-So the Association wishes to revise its decision. 
Mr. Varshnei .. -Not the Association as such but the individual members. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-How far is the decision of the Association binding on 

its members? I 

Mr. Varshnei.-I do not know. It is for you to guess now. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is for you to tell us. You are the President of the 

All-India Glass Manufacturers Association and it is for you to tell us how 
far a resolution which has been passed by the Association and which has 
been communicated to us officially by you is binding on its members? 

Mr. Varshnei.-If it was taken as binding, certainly they would not 
come forward with the idea of asking for protection. The fact that they 
are doing so shows that they are revising their decision. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That means you have very flexible rules? 
Mr. Varshnei.-We are flexible in this world. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-I hope you are. As regards the" question of window 

panes and sheet glass, you have given us to understand that yours is the 
only factory at present in existence which is making window panes and 
sheet glass. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, plain window panes and shf'et glass. 
Mr. Rahimtoo/a.-You are asking for protection for window panes and 

sheet glass because you think that that also contains the articles which are 
manufactured by the Allahabad Glass Works at Naini? 
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Mr. Varslmei.-They have plant for making figured glass. They did 
make that for some time but as they could not stand the competition from 
other countries, they have closed it. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-That means what? 
Mr. Varshnei.-For plain glass, ours is the only one and for figured glas.~, 

there is another one. 
Pruident.-Supposing we decided to grant protection for sheet glass and 

proposed a duty applicable to sheets, would that automatiC' ally apply to 
figured glass? 

Mr. Va1·shnei.-Really speaking at present as our figures ° of import 
stand, both the sheet glass and the figured glass are lumped together. 
Therefore I should think that whatever duty will be recommended for sheet 
glass would apply to the figured glass as well. 

President.-Do the import figures with regard to plain sheet glass include 
the figure for figured glass? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-But you are not able to distinguish at' present the 

value to be attached to the figured glass as such? 
° Mr. Varshnei.-To the best of my knowledge there is none . 
.lIr. RahimtooZa.-The total value of imports of plate and sheet glass in 

1930-31 is Rs. 23 lakhs, is it not? 
Mr. Varshnei.-The total value for 1929-30 that I have is Rs. 30 lakhs. 
President.-The figure for 1930-31 is lower. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-In 1929-30, it was Rs. 30 lakhs. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-Do you think that if a duty is proposed or if protec

tion is granted to the sheet glass industry, as distinct from other articleb 
of glaas, the question of figured glass will have to be taken up separately? 

Mr. Varshnei.-It includes not only figured glass but also plate glass. 
Mr. BahimtooZa.-Your factory is based on sheet glass. There is 

another factory which is based on figured glass. There are other factories 
making other articles. My point is this. In determining the question of 
protection I want to know whether the Tariff Board should make one 
uniform duty applicable to all or whether the Board should recommend 
separate duties for different wares assuming that a case for protection is 
made out. If the Tariff Board decide to recommend protection, will the 
duty that they may fix for one be adequate say for figured glass? 

Mr. Varshnei.-My friend who is interested in figured glass says that he 
also wants 100 per cent. protection. That means if the duty that you may 
recommend is inadequate, it will be inadequate for both; on the other hand, 
if it is adequate, it will be adequate for both. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-The question is that you are asking for the same duty 
in both cases? 

Mr. Varsh.1tei.-Yes. 
°Mr. BahimtooZa.-It means that the industry will be able to protect 

itself by this duty? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Y~s. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In your reply to Question 3 (b) you say that one of 

the reasons why you closed the plant ° for window panes was some defective 
working of the plant. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-How far back was that? 
Mr. Varshnei.-In 1923. 
Mr. Raliimtoola.-In 1923 you started it, then you closed it and again 

restarted it. 
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Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Diiring these 5 years you found it defective;> 
Mr. Varshnei.-At first we suffered a very heavy loss. We were trying 

to make up our loss a!1d set aside a reserve of Rs. 2 lakhs. Only when we 
were able to have that much reserve, we thought of starting again. In 
the' meantime we were making investigations as to what we should do, 
what other plant we should purehase and what persons we should get 
trained. All these things took us that much time. 

lIlr. llahimtoola.-Do I understand that the defective working of the 
plant has been remedied now? 

!lIr. T'arshnei.-At that time we had one gas plant whieh was designed 
Il('eorcling to the kind of coal available in America. The calorific value of 
that coal was mueh higher than ours. 1'herefore that gas plant did not 
work well. It was not sufficient to heat our glass. Hence we had to stop 
working. Now we have reorganised the plant. Everything that we have
producers and other things--has been planned and designed for the kind 
of materials we have to use, and according to the calorific value of our 
(·oal. j 

President.-Even then it was a fourcault plant? 
Mr. Varshnei.-No, it was a cylinder. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-In your reply to Question 6 (d) you say" we are also 

advantageously situated in respect of labour". Is it not a fact that 
labour is abundantly available at all places? The question that arises is 
the ques~ion about wages, is it not? 

lIlr. Varshnei.-Yes, you are right. 
!lIr. Rahimtoola.-You don't mean to say that labour is not available 

at other places? 
Mr. Varshnei.-In India we have plenty of lahour available. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say that you are advantageously situated. I say 
that there are others and that you are also one of them. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. I have also mentioned the rate. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-You have. That is the reason why I asked that 

question. I would like you to explain a little more fully your answer to 
question B (1), regarding the disadvantage of higher breakage in transit 
in your case. 

Mr. Varshnei.-The thing is that, from Bomb3Y, Karachi and Calcutta 
whert the goods come they generally make a complete wagon for a place 
between two junctions so that the wagon goes straight. For example, 
suppose the thing has to be delivered at Chandausi, they will make a full 
wagon for goods which are to be distributed between Aligarh and Bareilly 
so that without any transhipment at Bareilly the wagon is attached to a 
train which goes to Aligarh and whatever goods is for Chandausi is taken 
out there, whatever goods there is for any other station on the line is taken 
out so that most of the transhipment is avoided. We have not got so mueh 
goods for places between two junctions so that we have to put things fO!: 
Lucknow, Allahabad or Patna together. 'Vhat it comes to is this: when 
the wagon reaches Lucknow the goods for that station is taken out there: 
goods forCawnpore will be put in another wagon, goods for Allahabad in 
another wagon, goods for Patna in another wagon and so on, so it is 
hound to have transhipment. The resnlt is that the ·more transhipment 
there is, the greater the breakage. 

Mr. Rah'mtoola.-As it is a complaint either it should be remedied or 
there should be some reason for maintaining it. 

Mr. Varshnei.-The reason for maintaining it is that Bahjoi is not a 
big exporting place. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have you any complaints to make against the Railway 
authorities P 
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Mr. Varshnei.-I say this is the disadvantage we have; 
Mr. Rahimtoow.-So far as any disadvantage is concerned which is men.> 

tioned in a written representation to the Board, it is the duty of the Tariff 
Board to go into it to see whether it can be remedied to the interest of 
the Indian industry. 

Mr. Varslmei.-What I have mentioned is that this is a disadvantage 
as compared with imported goods, but at the time I sent in my written 
representation it did not occur to me that I· was asking the Tariff Board 
to remedy it. However now I request the Board to remedy the disadvan
tage as much as they possibly can. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-'l'he obiect of the Tariff 'Board is as far as possible to 
try to I'lace the Indian made article in the same position as the imported 
article and if there is a disadvantage to the Indian Manufacturer it is the 
duty of the Tariff Board to enquire into the question, and it appeared to 
me that you have a certain amount of grievance about this. 

Mr. Boao.-I don't quite understand how it is that the importer is not 
liable to the same disadvantage? 

Mr. Varshnei.-It happens this way, goods which are to be despatched 
to stations. between say, Aligarh and Bareilly will all be put in one wagon 
and probably at the ports like Calcutta and Bombay there will be plenty of 
goods to make up one complete wagon. We have not got ordinarily enough 
goods to make a complete wagon for anyone place. 

Mr. Rahimtoow.-Some of the members of your Association are applying 
for protection. I would like to know what is your opinion in the matter? 

Mr. Varshnei.-I may say frankly that if proteotion is given we could 
reach further distances than we are doing at present and avoid internal 
competition. So, if protection is given it will certainly be advantageous, 
specially after the 5 per cen~. surcharge is reduced or when the exchange 
comes into good order. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-My point is whether you are now in favour of protec
tion or whether you are sticking to the old opinion of the Association? 

Mr. Varshnei.-I am in favour of protection for thtee reasons. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 15 you say you are not using at 
present Lohgarh sand. May I know if the quality is bad? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Not exactly that. I have found that Lohgarh sand has 
got a somewhat higher percentage of iron and therefore it is not so very 
suitable, secondly the grains of Lohgarh sand are rather fine and therefore 
not suitable for better kinds of glass. 

Mr. Rahimtoow.-This is your experience after you have used it? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes: I used it for over a fortnight. 
President.-The main difficulty is that it is too fine? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, and also the higher percentage of iron. I think 

when you were at Firozabad Mr. Hodkin had a chance of seeing the sand 
and he said that thex:e was a higher percentage of iron in it. 

President.-What is the percentage of iron? 
Mr. Vwrshnei.":"'It has got ·51 per cent., Panhai ·4 per cent. or just a 

little more. 
Mr. Hodkin.-In answer to question 20 you say that the quality of sand 

is fairly good. 
Mr. Varshnei.-That is so. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Do you know the amount of ix:on oxide in it? 
Mr. Varshnei.-I have not the analysis with me. The percentage of 

iron and alumina in Bargarh sand is higher than in Panhai sand. 
Mr. Hodkin.-What about iron oxide? 
Mr. Varshnei.-From the appearance of the sand Panhai sand seems to 

have a lower percentage of iron than Bargarh slj.nd. 
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Mr. Hodkin.-Do you think that appearance of the sand is a satis-
factory measure of test? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Not always. 
Mr. Boag.-Who made this analysis? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Some of the analyses were made hy myself in our own 

factory and some were made at the Technological Institute at Cawnpore. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are importing soda. ash from England, Russia and 
Germany? May I know what is the quantity you are getting ~pproxi
lIH1wly? 

lIlr. Varshnei .. -Up to two years ago we were getting exclusively from 
England but after that the Havero Trading Company and another German 
firm came into the Indian market. The price before these firms came into 
the market was B.s. 5 a cwt. and the English people subsequently increased 
the price to Rs. 6-4-0 a cwt., but since the Havero Trading Company came 
into the market with Russian soda ash the price fell to Rs. 5-13-9. But 
since the Haveros have gone out of the market on account of the exchange 
the price has again gone up to Rs. 6-12-0 per cwt. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.7You are not imponing now from Russia and 
Germany? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Not since the trouble about exchange has come in. 
President.-You don't import direct? 
Mr. Varshnei.-No; we buy through the Imperial Chemical Industries 

of India Limited. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-I want to know something about your experience of 

soda ash from Dhrangadhra? 
lIfr. Varshnei.-It is all right in quality except that it is a little light 

for tank purposes. For crucible also it has not got so much advantage but 
about a month back I had a letter that they will be able to supply the 
heavier quality also .. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-At present they aI:e closed? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have you heard anything ahout their re-starting? 
Mr. Varshnei.-They say they can't say definitely but they hope to 

restart shortly. 
Mr. R(lh.imtoola.-In answer to question 20 regarding Indian fireclay 

you say this needs elaborate experiment. Do you wish to make any sugges
tions to the Tariff Board as to how to get this done? 

Mr. Varshnei.-In the case Qf fireclay it is not only the composition 
which plays an important part, but composition as well as the physical 
property. Two or three clays having different physical properties can be 
mixed up to give better result. So that if any experiment is conducted on 
fireclay anywhere in India, first of all they should carryon a ch~mic>ll 
analysis and then they should find out the physical properties of different 
kinds of clay. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it your intention that there should be research 
work done in India P 

Mr. Varshnei.--<:Jertainly. Of course this kind of research work is 
really no research work but mixing two or three things and finding out the 
result. It is not very high scientific work, but two or three clays of 
different physical property should be mixed up to see what temperature 
they can stand. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-This can't be done without a laboratory. It is your 
intension that the Government of India should appoint experts and have 
a lahoratory where this can be done P 

Mr. Varshnei.-You have already experts and laboratories in India in 
which this can be done. This sort of work does not require a big furnace: 
it will require only a small furnace which is available in these laboratories. 



For example the Technological Institute at Cawnpore or the Indian Institute 
I()f Science at Bangalore, can carry out these experiments. ' 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What kind of exper,ts are you thinking of? 
MT. VaTshnei.-Take for example Dr. Drane of the Technological 

Institute at Cawnpore; he can certainly conduct tests like this. It does 
not require very special knowledge. An ordinary analytical chemist can 
do this. 

MT. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 24 you talk of six Belgian 
experts whom you brought out here and subsequently their services were 
dispensed with. What was the exact reason? 

Mr. Varshl1ei.-Because they were ratber costly and this put me to 
serious loss. Moreover the work that I could get from them could be done 
by my two sons who had training in Belgium. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Youl' works started in 1916. When did you get these 
men? 

Mr. Varshnei.-They came out in September 1928. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-By that time one of your two sons was under train

ing? 
MI'. Varshl1ri.-These people came two months after my son came out 

here. As soon as they came we started work. 

Mr. Rahimtuola.-In answer to question 39 you say that your machi
nery and other equipments are up to date and that your method is identi
cally the same. I think that is the result of your sons' visit to Belgium. 
Have you got pel"Sonal experience to make that statement or are you 
satisfied that whatever machinery you have at present is up to date and 
efficient? 

Mr. Val's1il1ei.-Yes. 
MT. Raliimtoola.-Though you are not able to work on an economical 

basis? 
Mr. VlIl'."mei.-It is nnt the machinery; the labour is not yet so effi

cient. For example, in cutting we waste a lot; on the machine our men 
are not able to give as much outturn as they should; at times our gas 
producers give trouble. My sons do correct them cut they can't all the 
time be on the producers. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 47 you make a certain COlll

plaint? 
Mr. T'arshnci.-I think there you can certainly take some steps to help 

us. 
M,·. Rahi,nto'olll.-Will you explain your point in a little more detail? 

M~. l'I/rs/lllri.-The impo!·t duty at Calcutta or any other importing 
lown IS 15 per cent. Accordmg to the agreement Government has got with 
plsclll! like Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Kashmir, Nepal and so on when the 
goods enter into these territories they get a refund of 7l per (·ent. We 
can't get any refund; so what it comes to is that though outside these 
territories we are able to compete we are barred from competing by this 
7i per cent. as our goods cost 71 per cent. more because of the refund they 
get. 

Mr. Rnhi-mtoola.-Suppose I am an importer of glass in Karachi and I 
want to sAnel the goods to Afghanistan then I have got to pay 15 per cent. 
duty at Kat'achi port. 

Mr. l'arshnei.-Yes, and get a refund of 71 per cent. over tl)ere as soon 
as the goods cross the border. 

President .-on re-export? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. It so happenee! that I had secured some order 

from Jammu and the exporter wrote to me that he could not get any refund 
on my goods while on imported goods he received 71 per cent. refund. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-The dealer in Kashmir receives 71 per cent. fr.om the 

Government of India? • 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-The dealer who buys imported sheet glass in British India 

sends that to Kashmir. The dealer pays the importer a priee correspond
ing to the revenue duty, let us say, 15 per cent. When the dealer re-exports 
that to Kashmir, he gets a refund of 7i percent.? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-Now in your case when you send it into Kashmir, no ques

tion of refund at all arises. 
Mr. Varshnei.-No. 
President.-And therefore as far as goods sQld in Kashmii· are COI1-

cerned,. the price against which you have to compete is the c.i.f. price at 
KarachI plw 7i per cent. Ordinarily in British India you compete against 
imported goods at c.i.f. price plus 15 per cent. revenue duty. Against 
goods re-exported to Kashmir, you compete at c.i.f. price plus 7i per cent.? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In other words they have to pay 71 per cent. duty 

instead of 15 per cent. duty. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Quite so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-On page 48, in answer to question 51 you say:-

"During 1931 India Government and other public bodies have pur
chased Rs. 2,000 goods from us. United Provinces Government 
has issued a Notification No. 79, dated 2nd October, asking all 
Government and semi-Government bodies to purchase window 
panes and sheet glass from U. P. Glass Works, Ltd.". 

May I know whether it was done by any representation that you made or 
whether the Government approved the quality? 

Mr. Varshnei.-I approached the India Government first and then India 
Government approved the article and they placed an order. Then I 
approached the United Provinces Government and said " India Government 
has approved my goods and they are purchasing from me. I hope you will 
also be kind enough to patronise my goods". On that they passed this 
notification (Handed in). 

Mr. Boag.-Have you received any orders? 
Mr. Varshn,ei.-I am getting small orders from the United Provinces 

Government. I received only one order from the India Government. Here 
IS a copy of the letter of appreciation (Handed in). 

P1·esident.--Could you put in a copy of this? 
Mr. l'arshnei.-You ('an keep it . 

. Mr. llahimtoola .. -The United Provinces Government purchased it for 
their own requirements. The notification was issued for supply to the local 
Rnd llIunicipal bodies. 

Mr. Varshnei.-The United Pl"Ovinces Go,'ernment never purchased for 
their own purpose. This is the first notification and afterwards I received 
some orders from some of the local bodies. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I want to know on what basis this notification was 
issued. 

Mr. Vnrshnei.-In 1929 my goods were approved by the India Govern
mcnt and then I insisted on supplying. Ultimately I had an ordl'r. I 
supplied that order. Then I approarhpd the United Provinces Government 
Rnd said "Here is India Govorlllncnt's certificate and the lo('al Govern
ment must all;o patronise". Afterwards that notification was issued. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Oll page 48, "in answer to questions 52 and also 53, 
there is a statement made by you that the goods imported into India are 
uneconomical. 
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Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, I say that because the goods in India-I mean.the 
window panes and sheet glass are imported 4th quality, while we have got 
to sell whether it is first or second or 3rd all in India. . Against that 4th 
quality, we have to sell all the qualities. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is exactly my point. If the quality is 4th class 
then it will fetch a lower price in India. How does it prove uneconomical 
to .the manufacturer? 

llr. Varshnei.-As compared to us? In other words we have 'our com
petition in price with that of 4th quality of Belgium. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are now talking of the price which the importers 
receive as uneconomical. There is no comparison. 

}'Ir. Varshnei.-Importers are not receiving uneconomical prices. They 
ase importing at economical prices. Probably my language may not be 
clear and let me now make myself clear. Supposing the cost of manufacture 
is Rs. 100, because it is the 4th quality they dispose it off at Rs. 80 and we 
have to compete against Rs. 80 and against an article which is of 4th 
quality. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are not able to compete with the 4th class goods 
whieh are imported? 

Mr. Varshnei.-My pr.ice cannot be 80 per cent. of the cost of production. 
I have to charge cent per cent. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In your representation you tell us that you are able 
to manufactuJ;e about equal to the quality of imported goods? 

Mr. Vars1inei.-Yes. 
Mr. R.ah'imtoola.-That means your present quality of 1st class or second 

class is the 4th class of the other countries. 
Mr. Varshnei.-You may take it that way. An infant industry is not 

supposed to produce such a nice stuff as an experienced and well established 
industry. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I don't want to take it any wa". I am basing my 
argument on the note snbmitted by you. You say that your goods are 
equal to the quality of the imported goods and when the imported goods 
are 4th quality, your goods are comparable to the 4th class. 

Mr. Varshnei.-You have rightly understood what I have said. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You wish to "hange VOl1r stat .. ment by saving that it 

is not uneconomical to the peopl .. who ma11nf>lctl1re rlUtside India, hut it iH 
uneconomical for you to manufacture at that price? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Quite true. 
President.-May I make quite sUl'e of that statement? Supposing a 

Belgian manufacturer manufaC'tures 1,000 tons of sheets, out of that, let ns 
"ny. 250 tons is 4th qualitv. Now the nt:ice he charges for that 4th quality 
is. let us SILY, a price that C'orresponds to his labour, his materials, and 
his fuel and nothing more. It mny be what be loses on that 250 tons of 
4th quality. he recovers from a slightly higher price which he receives on the 
other 750 tons, but if you look at thp, price in relation to the price of 250 
tons, that is to say looldng at it in relation to the average cost of the whole 
lot. the price charged by the manufacturer from the manufacturer's point of 
view is uneconomical. 

lIfr. Varshnei.-I quite follow you. 
President.-It is not likely that on his aggregate sales he would care to 

lose. 
},fro Vllr .• hnd.-No. 
Prr. .• idp.1I.t.-Rnt if yon allowed on the 4th qualitv shipnp,i( to India the 

kind of "riC'P, whi"h worl .. out at. the averal!:e CORt of t.he whole outpnt, then 
you will find the price is less than an economical price. 

M1·. Vllr .• hnei.-I will tell you it is not uneconomical for them. If our 
outturn is not consumed fully in the market at a rate which is economical 
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for us, then it is always necessary for us that for that quantity which is 
over and above the requirements, it is economical to sell the excess at a 
cheaper rate, because otherwise we ,have to stop our work and there we 
suffer much more than what we will lose in selling at a cheaper. price. 

Pre&ident.-I am only anxious that your statement does not· damage 
your own case. 

Mr. Varshnei..-I do not know. We are workman class. 

President.-Your statement is going into the evidence. The point is 
this: if the kind of goods imported against which you have to compete are 
goods which are second class on which a price is charged which does not 
correspond to the manufacturer's cost, but simply such price as the goods 
will fetch. 

Mr. Vanhnei.-And it is called dumping price. 

Pre&ident.-If you grant that this price is economical to the manufac
turer you are knocking the bottom out of the case. of dumping. 

Mr. Varshnei.-It is economical in that sense. 

President.-You gave us Belgian costs. I have formed a sort of general 
idea subject to further consideration that the f.o.b. price at which 4th 
quality sheets are being shipped to India by Belgian manufacturers 
corresponds to little more than the cost of the labour and materials in the 
sheet factory. If that is so, the price cannot be regarded from a commercial 
practiee as a\1 ('eonomical price. 

Mr. l'ur.~hnei.-No. I will call it economical, because if he doesn't 
dispose of that goods, he llad to sell it iii. his own country. Probably it 
will not fetch thllt much priee. 80 the rejected goods if he sells at a 
cheaper priC'e, it is clllled eeonomielll lind that is why we sell 2nd class goods 
lit 25 per eent. less. 

PI·esident.-If I throw my wasted goods into a market where another 
manufacturer tries to make lin honest living, do you suggest that the prac
tice is a fair practice P 

lIIr. VUj·shnei.-It mayor may not be a fair practice. In business one 
cares for his own interest (since corrected). 

pj·esident.--Generally you find with regard to all goods, export prices 
are lower than current internal prices. 

lIfr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Pre&ident.-There is a certain margin of difference. When the margin 

of difference amounts to IIbout 100 per eent., then it is not ordinllry com
mereial practice. 

lIIr. Vaj·shnei.-I do not know if they have got this idea or not. As I 
hllve already told you in 1927 the priee was Rs. 7-12-0; in 1928 it was 
Rs. 7-8-0; it ellme to Rs. 7 in 1929 and in 1931 they have brought it down 
to Us. 6-4-0. I may be WI:ong in m:v reading. What I read from these 
figures is this: as we have started a factory. over here. they want to crush 
it. They perhaps say to themselves: "we don't eare for a year or two or 
oven thl'ee if we go on dumping our goods and if their fllctory is ultimately 
rlosed. we will have a chanee later on to make a profit". I don't know 
if that is their idea. This can be their idea. otherwise I don't understand 
how their price can be so cheap. Their processes are just the same as they 
were 4 ~'ears ago. The cost of production was nearly as much liS it is to-day, 
hut their pril'e in Indin has gone down by something like R~. 1-8-0 per 
case. 

Prcsident.-If you are satisfied that it is legitimate competition, I have 
nothing to say. 

Mr. Varshnei.-It is never a legitimate competition. It is after all com~ 
petition and in some rases it may bo called by any bad name. 
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Mr. llahimtoola.-on page 15, in answer to question 55 you say: "the 
value given in b, 0 and d which comes to Rs. 6,95,000 includes the amount 
of depreciation". May I know how much is it? ' 

Mr. Varshnei.-Depreciation fund up to 1929 was Rs. 1,67,572-15-0. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-out of that Rs. 1,67,000 has to be deducted? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes if YQU want to arrive at the present cost of machinery 

and buildings. 
Mr. Boag.-You mean Rs. 6,95,000 less Rs. 1,67,OOO? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-On page 16 you say no dividend is paid since the 

plant was started. That means restarted? 
Mr. Yarshnei.-Yes from 1928. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Not from 1923? 
Mr. Varshnei.-No. In 1925 we declared a dividend. 
Mr. RaKimtoola.-In answer to question 56 (3) you say: 

" The staff working in the chimney plant was engaged for thEi super
vision of construction while they were paid by the chimney 
plant." 

Mr. Varshnei.-The superior staff, for example, myself, my two sons, 
the engineers-all these people had to supervise that work although we 
charged them to chimney plant. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Don't you allocate? 
Mr. Yarshnei.-No. We thought as long as the cow doesn't give milk, 

we could not count on that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You know it is not the way to do? 
Mr. Yarshnei.-I agree. I know it is a wrong way. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Another point is if you are now confining your atten

tion as I understand you do only to the sheet glass? 
Mr. VQII'shnei.-1 am doing both. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You aJ;e at present. Sometime before your opinion 

was for asking for protection for sheet glass only. At that time it was 
very necessary to find out what the cost actually would be. If you had 
allocated, it would have given us an idea. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, but we didn't do it. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 62, you have said that it would 

take several years to attain the efficiency regarding breakages as in foreign 
countries. I suppose it'is due to deficiency in labour. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Exactly. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In your reply to Question 67 (a) you are talking of 

hydro electric supply. May I know from where you expect to get it? 

Mr. Var&hnei.-We have got hydro electricity up to Chandausi. We are 
only about 11 miles from Chandausi. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have ha,d no conversation with themP 

Mr., Varshnei.-I did have. So far they are not prepared' to' come 
farther than Chandausi. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Therefore there is no immediate prospect. 

Mr. Varshnei.-No. It may be after a year or two, but not this month 
or next month. There is another trouble. They do not guarantee /I, con
tinuous supply. If there is any breakdown even for a minute, then all the 
machines will come to a stand still. We will lose much in that case. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That m~ans you are still in corJ;espondence wit. 
them? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
GLASS 
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Mr. Rahimtoola;-Inyour reply to Question 68, you talk about the 
duty. I suppose you actually mean 75 per cent. over and above the 
s"Tcharge, that is to say 100 per cent. inclusive of the surcharge? . 

Mr. Varshnei.~ln my answeI: you will find that I have based my calcu
lation on Rs. 5 as the c.i.f. As long as Rs. 5 remains as the c.i.f. price, 
that is necessary. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Does that Rs. 5 include the Customs duty!' 
Mr. Varshnei.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are asking for a duty of 75 per cent. over and 

above the present d.uty which includes the surchargeI' 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola . ...:....ln 67 (c) you ax:e asking for the protection of plate 

glass though at present no factory in India is manufacturing plate glass I' 
Mr. Varshnei.-I a~ asking for that because if you protect Sheet glass 

and leave out plate glass, then plate glass will become cheaper and will 
take the place of sheet glass. 

Mr. Boa!J.-What is the difference in price now? 
Mr. Varshnei.-I haven't got very much idea about plate glass. But my 

friend behind says that it all depends on the size. 
Mr. Boag.-Is the difference more than 100 per cent.? 
Mr. Varshnei.-I can tell yQ.U from my personal experience about the 

sheet glass which is of small siz~ay 7/5 or 8/6. At Delhi we can get 
plate glass of that size at the rate of 41 annas peI: square foot and my 
sheet glass of the same thickness is being sold at 3 annas 9 pies. That 
mcan~ a difference of 9 pies which will work out to something like 20 per 
cent. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I asked you this question because I wanted to make 
the position rather clear that you were asking for the protection of plate 
glass simply because plate glass might take the plate of sheet glass I' 

Mr. Va1'Shnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Iwa·nt to know whether that is the only reason or 

whether you still contemplate making plate glass in India? 
Mr. Varslmei.-<Jertainly, I myself might go in for that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have not got the necessary equipment for that, 

have you.? . 
Mr. Varslu1.ei.,..-The grinding and polishing plant I have already got. 

It is only the table that is required. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What would that cost? 
Mr. Varshnei.-It would not cost more than Rs. 50,000. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-At present there is no factory in India which manu

factures plate glass? 
Mr. Vars7inei.-No. 
Mr. Boag.-Is that Rs. 50,000 based on any definite enquiries that you 

made? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. In the beginning I was for making plate glass. 

Then I changed my opinion and went in for sheet glass. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In the representation made to the Government of 
India by the All-India Glass Manufacturers Association, certain other items 
are mentioned for protection. This is what is said in paragraph 5 of that 
representation. "At present there is an ad 'VQ.lorem import duty of 15 per 
cent on soda ash which is used in large quantities in the manufacture of 
glass and which has to be imported. This c;luty is a positive handicap on 
this industry since this raw material is an essential one. The crucibles or 
pots which have also to be imported to a great extent have to pay an 
import duty of 15 per cent." May I know whether you have any sugges
tions regarding these P 
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Mr. Varshnei.-Soda, crucibles and Qther chemicals we import now. If 
the duty is reduced on these, it would mean so much protection ~ us. 

Mr. Bahimtoo!a.-If in arriving at a scheme of protection the Tariff 
Board takes into consideration the present duty and the duty on soda ash 
and crucibles, YQU will be satisfied? 

Mr. Varshnei.-It will be all the same to us whether you take it off 
here or give it there. 

Mr. Bahimtoo!a.-Your present prQposals dQ not emphasise these? 
Mr. Varshnei.-I am emphasising the cent per cent.· duty. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-That means you are not emphasising these points? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Not over and above that. Cent. per cent. duty will. 

serve my purpose, but probably a case may come before you from the bangle 
manufacturers saying that it is the chemicals that affect them. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-So far as you are ooncerned you will be perfectly 
satisfied if the duty is increased and you will not insist on getting protection 
for the things mentioned in the representation of the Glass Manufacturers 
Association? 

Mr. Varshnei.-In my individual capacity I can tell you I shall be 
satisfied. 

Mr. Boag.-I should like to go back to the subject of your Association. 
What are its objects? 

Mr. Varshnei.-The development of the glass industry in India. 
Mr. Boag.-Generallyp 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-On what particular lines is the Association working? What 

has it done? 
Mr. Varshnei.-We meet together and discuss questions about control

ling the market, imp:.:oving the quality, representing to the Tariff Board, 
etc. 

Mr. Boag.-Have you been able to do anything in the way of marketing? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Several times we did combine and keep up the priclI and 

several times we also failed. 
Mr. Boag.-You can q~ote instances in which you have achieved some 

result? 
'Mr. Varshnei.-In 1929 we came to some sort of understanding about 

rates and we went on for some time for a year or so and then we failed. 
Mr. Boag.-Why did the arrangement break down? 
Mr. Varshnei.-We fought amongst ourselves. 
Mr. Boag.-What about improving the quality? How.do you set about 

it? 
Mr. Varshnei.-We meet together and discuss things. We read papers 

about furnace improying, about raw materials and so on. 
Mr. Boag.-You have not considered the possibility of setting up any 

technical organisation? 

Mr. Var8hnei.-We are too poor to think of that. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You h!id a Technological School iIi 1908? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Where? You mean the one at TalegaonP 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-You have done some wo.rk there? 
Mr. Var8hnei.-1 do not know I can take much. credit for tbat. But it 

cannot be denied that we have done some work. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-You have been able to train one man who has started 
a factory in Satara? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. There are several such. 

H2 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-You can be proud of them? 
Mr. OVarshnei . .....:Ithank you so much for saying that . 

. Mr. Boag.-When we were in Calcutta we heard that the Glass manu-
facturers in Bengal formed an Association of their own? 

Mr. Varshnei.-I have been told so. . 
Mr. Boag.-Has your Association any relation with them at all? 
Mr. Varshnei.-We are sister Associations. 
Mr. Boag.-You are in competition with them? 
Mr. Varshnei . ....:I don't think that we are in competition. There is not 

very much cQmpetition in price with the Calcutta people. They don't sell 
their goods very much' outside Calcutta. They generally sell their goods 
right in Calcutta itself. We cover a very large area in India. 

Mr. Boag.-Apart from the factories in Bengal, your Association 
represents the whole of the rest of India? 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-Are there any manufacturers 'outside Bengal who aI:e nQt 

members of your Association? 
Mr. Varshnei.-There is one factory in Gondia. Some time back they 

also applied to us and expressed a desire to become a member, but I do 
not know what became of that. 

Mr. Boag.-As regards your answer to question 4, I should like to be 
certain whether I have understood it correctly or not. I have noted that 
the weight of each box will be 146 lbs. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, it will be 144 to 146 Ibs. including packing. 
Mr. Boag.-How much is packing out of that? 
Mr. Varshnei.-l20 lbs. is the weight of glass. 
President.-Taking sheet of about 17 to 18 oz. P 
Mr. Varshnei.-That will be 18 to 19 oz . 

. President.":"'If you take your aVllrage of 16 oz. 
Mr. Vwrshnei.-We have not' been able to achieve that. Next month I 

may be able to achieve that. . -

Mr. Boag.~ould you tell us exactly how '!ou arrived at those figures 
given in your answers to questions 11 and 12? 

Mr. Varshnei.-I took down the weight of the production and then 
divided it according to my proportion. In this connection I may tell you 
that if you add the weight of sand, soda, lime, salt cake, etc., the weight 
will come to much more than 120 lbs. per box. But the difference is due 
to the loss in melting. 

President.-We understand that. 
Mr. Boag.-In giving these figures you worked back from the weight of 

glass produced? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Exactly, that is what I have done. 
Mr. Boag.-You have not taken the weight of the materials you used? 
Mr. Varshnei.-No. What I have done is this. This production is OUI: 

imaginary production. It is not our actual production. 

Mr. Boag.-It is on the assumption that you work to your full capacity? 
Mr. Vllmhnp.i.-Yes. 

Mr. Boag.-I notice that you put down your requirement of coal at 
10,000 tons? . 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-You told us this morning that you did not expect to get down 

to a. lower consumption than 2 tons per ton of glassP 
ltlr. Varshnei.-Yes. . 
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Mr. Boag.-If you work on your figure of 120 Ibs. per box, you will find 
that 10,000 tons of coal will come to something considerably less than 
2 tons of coal per ton of glass. 

Mr. Varshnei.-The calculation may be wrong. Have you made allow
ance for CO, which will go away P 

Mr. Boag.-No. I am simply taking your maximum production at 
120 lbs. a case and your 10,000 tons of coal. It is below 2 tons of coal per 
ton of glass. . 

Mr. Varshnei.-The weight of glass will be somewhere about 5,000 tons 
and I have put down 10,000 ·tons ~f coal. 

Mr. Boag.-It is a. good deal more than 5,000 tons. It is 5,750 tons. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Does it come to that? 
Mr. Boag.-It comes to somewhere about that. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Then, instead of 10,000 tons, it will probably be 

12,000 tons. 
Mr. Boag.-I notice in your cost statement that you do not give cost 

for the salt cake which you use. 
Mr. Varshnei.-I have included that in soda. 
Mr. Boag.-The only other question which I want to ask you about is 

depreciation. You told us this morning that you included depreciation 
under miscellaneous costs. What rate have you allowed? . 

Mr. Varshnei.-We have done it in this way. We have window glass 
plant and chimney glass plant. As regards the window glass plant, what
ever buildings there are, we depreciate at 21 per cent. 

Mr. Boag.-You have given us actual figures (see your reply to Ques
tion 54). The value of land and buildings is given as Rs. 1,12,480. You 

. have taken 21 per cent. on that? 
Mr. VQI/'shnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-Do you show the value of lands and build~ngS' separately? 
Mr. Varshnei.-No. The value of land has been included in· buildings. 

In fact the value of my land has been very low and I have purchased it 
for about Rs. 3,000 and 80 I don't give it separately. 
I Mr. Boag.-Land does not depreciate as much as buildings? 

Mr. Varshnei.-No. But Rs. 3,000 is very little. 
Mr. Boag.-At what rate have you taken the depreciation on machinery? 
Mr. Varshnei.-10 per cent. 
Mr. Boag.-That will {lome to how-much? 
Mr. Varshnei.-The block value of plant and machinery is Rs. 5,82,485. 

10.per cent. on that will be about Rs.· 58,250. 
Mr. Boag.-That is Rs. 58,000 and Rs. 2,500. That comes' to considerably 

more than your miscellaneous expenses. Your miscellaneous expenses in 
1931 were only Re. 16,000. . 

·Mr. Varshnei.-I have divided that by 365 days; whatever days we have 
. worked we have allowed depreciation. 

Mr. Boag.-You have taken depreciation at so much a. day for the days 
that you have actually -worked P 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. That is how I have calculated. 
Mr. Hodkin.-With regard to sand you can apparently draw your' 

supplies from five places: do you getyouF sand ready crushed or. do you 
get it in lump? 

Mr. Varshnei~-All crushed. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Do YQU know whether your sand is selected or does .it 

come from all parts of. the. quarry. mixed together? 
Mr. Varshnei.-I tried my best that it should be washed or sorted but I 

have so far been unsuccessful. 
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Mr. Hodkin.-In none of the five places is the sand selected? It is not 
washed? 

Mr. Varshnei.-':"Not at all. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Is there no gI:ading done? 
Mr. Varshnei.-They shift through 30 mesh sieve. 
Mr. Hodkin.-There is no question of removing the smallest particles? 
Mr. Varshnei.-No. 
Mr. Hodkin.-You found that your Lohgarh sand is exceedingly fine: 

does that apply to Bargarh and Panhai sand? 
Mr. Varshnei.-They are coarse sand which can go through 30 mesh. In 

Lohgal'h you will find a good deal going through 100 mesh. 
Mr. Hodkin.-AP. regards limestone does that come to you in lump? 
Mr, Varshnei.-Yes. I crush them myself. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Do you use Burnt lime? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, in globes and chimneys. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Do you burn it? 
Mr. Varshnei.-I burn it myself. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Do they burn any lime at Katni? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-And you can purchase burnt lime direct from there? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, but I prefer to burn my own as they do not select 

the lime and it is mixed up with all sorts of rubbish. 
President.-When we were discussing this morning the possible reduction 

in costs under materials, we decided to make no changes in the figures. 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes, for the present. 
President.-The propor:1;ion of the materials that You give in answer to 

question 12, viz., sand, soda, lime and salt cake--assuming those figures 
approximately represent your actual practice now-there you have a total 
quantity of materials of 2,735 lbs. out of which you get 2,240 lbs. of glass. 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-That gives you a loss in melting of somewhere about 495 lbs. 

That represents loss in melting of 18 per cent.? 
Mr. Varshnei.-That is right. 
President.-Can't we make some reduction on that? 
Mr. Varshnei.-It is impossible. 
President.-Can't you work down to about 15 per cent.? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Impossible. 
President.-I have a practical object in putting this question. The total 

cost of your materials per 100 cases excluding refractory materials comes 
to Rs. 276. If you could reduce it from 18 to 15 per cent. you will save 
about Rs. 45 which is a very considerable saving. 

Mr. Varshnei.-It is. But theI:e are two things; one is quick melting. 
I have been a very keen student while I was working as an assistant manager 
.in a factory in Boston I made a thorough investigation about it and I found 
that in tanks when calcium carbonate is used less loss in weight than 18 per 
cent. is practically impossible. 

Mr. Hodkin.-Can we take this as your batch composition; you actually 
mix your materials in those proportionsP 

Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-You don't consider there is a possibility of making a reduo

tion in the consumption of materials apart from prices? 
Mr. Varshnei.-I don't think there is any loophole whatsoever; except 

in coal and in price. 



President.-Look at your answer to question 49. These prices in the 
second column, these are really net prices ex-works? 

Mr. Varshnei.-No. These are prices' realised. 
President.-Does the price represent the price that you realised for 100 

square feet, deducting from your realisation discount, commission and sell
ing expenses? 

Mr. Varshnei.-No. 
President.-Take this Rs. 7-9-0 in 1931 P 
Mr. Varshnei.-It includes merchants' commission, agents' commission, 

everything. 
President.-What" is likely to be the net realisation? 
Mr. Varshnei.-It will be somewhere about Rs. 7-4-0. Rs. 30 per 100 

cases is selling expenses; that comes to about As. 5 per case. If you deduct 
that from Rs. 7-9-0 it will come to about Rs. 7..4-0. 

Pruident.-Are there any outgoings that have got to be set against this 
Rs. 7-9-0 except this selling expense. That is to say, having paid your 
labour, paid for your raw materials and expended all. the monies due on 
that sort of thing, is there anything else: is there any freight for example P 

Mr. Varshnei.-No; we don't give any free delivery. We give only 
f.o.r. Bahjoi. It is only in the case of chimneys and globes that we give 
outside delivery. Apart from' Government contract we don't give any 
railway freight to any body; our quotation is f.o.r. Bahjoi. May I give 
you an idea about imports from other countries which I trust will be of 
interest to youP Up to 1923-24 the supplies of sheet and plate glass were 
exclusively from Belgium and the United States of America. After that 
Germany has entered the country and is regularly supplying about 
Rs. 1,25,000 worth of goods: Czechoslovakia entered in 1929-30 and is now 
supplying to the extent of about Rs. 2 lakhs in a year. On the contrary 
British goods have considerably reduced though formerly we used to have 
from England these sheets and plates up to the value of Rs. 14 lakhs, say 
in 1921-22, and now it has reduced to Rs. 5 lakhs in 1929-30. That is a 
point worth noting. 

President.~I may point out in that connection that in your calculation 
you have taken the value of plates and sheets in the import returns and 
taken about half as representing sheets. We addressed all the Collectors 
of Customs and asked them to tell us what' in terms of value the proportion 
between sheets and plates was and practically all the letters that we have 
received indicate that the value of sheets is considerably higher than the 
valuE" of plates. 

Mr. Varshnei.-It is a good information to me I 
President.-I am inclined to think that if you take 193~1 figures, Qu1l 

of Rs. 23 lakhs about Rs. 15 lakhs is sheets. 
Mr. Varshnei.-I thank you for the information. 
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The Allahabad Class Works, Naini, Allahabad. 

A.-WlUTTEN. 

(1) Letter dated the fend January, 1932. 

I have the honour to submit eight copies 'of our answers to your ques
tionnaires. 

Enclosure. 

Answers to questionnaire framed by the Indian Ta1'il/ Board for the 
Allahabad Glass Works, Naini. 

1. The Allahabad Glass Works is a privately owned concern of Rai Bahadur 
Jagmal Raja. . 

2. The superior management are entirely Indian. 
3. The Factory co~menced work in June, 1913. 
4. The Factory is equipped with the following plants:-

(a) Four Tank Furnaces with varying capacities of 55, 70, 120 and 175 
tons. 

(b) Four Pot Furnaces-One with 10 pots of 600 lbs. each, two with 
7 pots of 800 lbs. each and one with 7 pots of 1,600 lbs. each. 

(c) Four O'neill and .one Lynch Complete Automatic Machines with 
Miller Feeders. 

(d) Six. Foster's Semi-Automatic Machines. 
(e) Six Mellin's Press and Blow Machines. 
(/) Three Hand Presses. 
(g) One Figure Glass 1rlachine. 

Besides working these machines wares by ~outh blowing system are 
also made. 

The estimated daily outturn of different manufactures in the factory 
when worked to its full capacity may be put down as under: 

Bottles (8 to 32 oz.) 416 gross. 
Medicinal Phials (1 oz. to 8 oz.) 694 gross. 
Lantern Globes, Electric Shades and Chimneys, etc., 69 gross. 
Figure Glass 15,000 to 20,000 sq. ft. 

As against the aforesaid estimated outturn when worked "to the full 
capacity our present daily output is limited to the following:

Bottles (8 to 32 oz.) 65 gross. 
Medicinal Phials (1 to 8 oz.) 175 gross. 
Lantern Globes, Electric Shades and Chimneys, etc., 25 gross. 
Figure Glass Nil. 

5. We manufacture the following varieties of glassware. The quantities 
manufactured during the last four years are as noted against each year:-

Kinds of wa.res. 1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 

Gross. Gross. Gross. Gross. 
1. Bottles-

Cod bottles 722 1,000 1,200 1,825 
Crown cork bottles 310 690 800 1,000 
"llisky and . brandy bottles 1,169 66 1,565 1,435 
Whisky and brandy i Pint 3,734 4,942 6,024 8,044 
Tincture bottles 2,008 2,162 3,982 3,213 
Chutney and pickle bottle's 61 290 



Kinds of wares. 

1. Bottles--t:ontd. 
Wide mouth stoppered 

and unstoppered bottles 
Narrow mouth bottles 
Screw 'top wide mouth 

bottles and jars 
oil 

29 
1927. 

Gross. 

107 
216 

2. Medicinal and hair 
phials 

Boot polish and inkpots 
. 15,228 

90 
3. Lantern and lamp globes 

and chimneys 
4. Illuminating wares (table 

lamps, domes, shades, 
Langham and other 
various designs) 

5. Ornamental figure and 

1925. 

Gross. 

470 
699 

16,665 
25 

1,382 

, ribbed glass . 200,000 sq. ft. 

1929. 

Gross. 

200 
1,670 

3,000 

36,990 

2,542 

800 

1930. 

Gross. 

513 
882 

362 

40,605 
,1,000 

5,771 

1,250 

6. The factory is situated at Naini only 4 miles from Allahabad City. 
It is on the junction of the East Indian and Great Indian Peninsula Rail
ways and it has also a Railway 'Siding of its own right into the premises 
of the factory: - I 

(a) The situation is advantageous with respect to the vicinity to the 
areas supplying sand and lime. The supply of sand is drawn from Lohagra 
-a distance of 12 miles and that M Lime from Katni-a distance of 170 
miles. The supply of Soda Ash manufactured in India, is drawn from 
Dhrangadhra in the Province of Kathiawar, while' that imported from 
England, is drawn from Calcutta, the distances, being miles and 512 
miles, respectively. 

(b) The supply of -coal is drawn from Jharia and Ranigunj Coal Fields, 
the distances being 345 and 390 miles, respectively, while Oil }<'uel is drawn 
from Calcutta.--'-5l2 miles. rrh~ situation as regards the supply of Soda 
Ash, Coal and Fuel Oil is not so very advantageous. 

(c) The situation of the Factory being in the centre of the oountry, the 
important markets oome to be more or less at an equidistance. 

(d) The supply of labour and packing materials is quite abundant. 
7. The important factors in selecting a site for a Glass Factory in India 

are a close vicinity to the sources of the supply of raw materials and also 
to the important markets having regard to the suHicient supply of labour 
ancl packing materials, besides facilities for easy transports. 

8. Our products do not command the same prices as those of the imported 
articles simply because of the general tendency on the part of the purchasers 
to attach a. lower value to the home-made articles than to the foreign ones. 
This natural apathy is a stigma which no country has been able to undo 
except by way of protection to the industry. 

Moreover, at Junction Stations, where goods are transhipped, they are 
roughly handled, and as such the percentage of the breakage in the transit 
comes as heavy as 3 to 5 per cent. 

-.9. The production is not limited to any seasO'Jl. The work continues 
throughout the year and is closed only for want of demand, when' stocks 
become heavily accumulated, or when any important, repairs have to be 
carried out. The cost of production necessarily bears to the output and 
as such it must be heavy when the production has to be curtailed or tem
poraril~ stopped, for, in BUC!t eventua~ities the ,Bki~led labour and the 
Bupervising staff cannot be dIspensed WIth, whereas 1£ the factory works 
to its full capacity, the oost of production must naturally be the most 
minimum. 
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10. The following materials are used ill the manufacture of gla.ss:
Silica sand, soda 'ash,. lime, saltcakes, borax, saltpetre and coal. 
The fire-resisting materials include fire-bricks and blocks and crucibled. 

11. The estimated quantities of the raw materials required per year for 
the total output equivalent to the full capacity of the plant are as follows:-

Soda ash 7,200 " j
Lime 

Coal 

3,600 tons. Silica sand . 18,000 tons. 

64,000 " 

Fire-bricks, blocks, blungers, pots, etc., worth Re. 1 lac. 
12. The production of one ton of glass requires the following:-

Sand . 20 cwts .. / Lime 

. 8" Coal 

4 cwts. 

Soda ash 3 tons. 

13. This has been answered (para, No.6). 
14. The coal is raised in our own colliery and thence railed to Naini. 
The sand rocks are crushed at our own quarry by 'manual labour and 

the powder is transported to the nearest Railway station by camel loads for 
onward despatch. 

Soda ash imported from England is supplied by the Imperial Chemical 
Industries (India), Ltd., Calcutta, and that manufactured at Dhrangadhra' 
in Kathiawar, is supplied by the Shakti Alkali Works all the way by Rail. 

The packing materials such as baskeJ;s, straw, etc., are local products and 
they are supplied at the factory. 

Wooden boxes are', however, supplied from Calcutta. 
15. No Royalty is paid. 
16. The cost of raw materials per ton delivered at the works is, 'as 

follows :-
Sand. Lime. Soda. Coal. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. .... P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P • 

(a) Rate at the source 513 6 1911 0 135 0 0 6 0 0 

(b) Railway freight o 15 9 610 0 14 1 0 6 3 0 

(c) l\{iscellaneous charges 
including labour • 1 8 9 III 0 0 6 9 0 1 6 

Total 8, 6 0 27 0 0 149 7 9 11 4 6 
----

The railway freight on coal, as has already been notified, will increase 
by 15, per cent. with effect from January 15th, 1932. 

17. We do not hold any concession as regards the supply of raw materials. 
18. The price of soda ash is Rs. 6-12 per cwt. f.o.r. Rowrah which includes 

~O per cent. duty, plus 6 per cent. surcharge. This material a.nd other 
chemicals being purchased in Calcutta, ~he details asked for, cannot be 
supplied. 

19. The Shakti Alkali Works, Dhrangadhra (Kathiawar), have recently 
started soda manufacturing on a very large scale and this has so far met 
the demand of one of the raw materials for glass making. The quality in 
all respects ('ompares favourably with that of the imported stuff. 
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20. The materials used at present are considered suitabl!! for the manu
facture of the glasswares we are interested in. The analysis is as follows:-

LmB. 
Oaloulatell ozi 

As received. 
the non·vola-
tile proportion 

Silica Si O. • 
Ferric Oxide Fe, O. 
Alumina AI, O. 
Titauium Dioxide Ti O. 
Managous Oxide mn 0 
Lime Ca 0 
Magnesia Mg 0 
Potaah K, 0 
Soda Na, 0 . 
Phosphoric Anhydride P, O. 
Sulphuric Anhydride S. O. 
Carbon Dioxide C 0, . 
Moisture and combined water H. 0 

Peroent. 

97·55 
0'37 
0·89 
0'10 
0'05 
0-03 
0'02 
0'06 
0'02 

0'52 

of the 
sample. 

Per cent. Percent. 

3'86 4'95 
0'32 0'41 
0'72 0'92 

69·40 89'22 
2'82 3·62 

0-03 0'04 
0·50 0'64 
3·92 
18·24 

21. The foreign countries competing with India in the glasswares are 
~lso using the ssme m,aterials. 

22. The crucibles and pots are imported from Japan. Their prices f.o.r. 
works when purchased last time in July, 1931, and the present prices are, 
as follows:-

Prices in July. 
1931. 

Present prices. 

Re. Re. 
Each. Each. 

800 lbs. pot 58 70 
1,000 

" 66 78 
600 

" 
44 66 

These prices will go up in proportion to the recent increase in the import 
iluties. They will not, however, be steady in view of the too frequent 
8uctuations in the rate of Exchange. 

The breakage in transit is about 10 per cent. 
We have recently started making our own pots. They are both closed 

and open and are made of burnt and unburnt clay drawn from Jubbulpore 
in the Central Provinces. The preparation of the clay takes about 3 to 
4 months. The pots, before they are used in the furnace, are kept drying 
under a certain temperature for about six months. 

The method of their building is for all practical purposes, abllut tbe 
same as in England and other Continental countries. 

The life of our open and closed pots is three months· and five to six 
weeks, respectively. It is about the same as of those imported from Japan. 
Our open po~ compare very well with those of the Continent of Europe 
and the United States of America, but our closed pots have so far proved 
inferior and shorter in life. We hope to im,prove them in the near future. 

23. The materials for the furnaces are purchased at Jnbbulpore. We 
do not know their composition, but they are quite satisfactory. We make 
our own furnaces, the life of which is 12 to 18 months. 
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24. The local labour,·so far as the hand-gathering work is concerned, is 
quite efficie'l1t 'and does·.not need any foreign element to supervise it, but 
where the machines are concerned, the labour requires training and super
vision, at least for sometime, from foreign experts. 

25. At present we have engaged only one Englishman, one Austrian and 
one Japanese fot the supervising work. In ·the past, we had as many as 

. 20 . foreigners to train the local labour and also to supervise them. The 
local co-operatives are now well qualified and we do not therefore need any 
more foreigners. 

26. The Indian labour does decidedly improve in efficiency with the train
ing given. In employing the foreigners, we provided sufficient facilities for 
training the local labour which has, by now, become competent e'I1ough to 
train as many more men as the expansion of the industry would warrant. 

27. Manual labour has been replaced by introducing automatic machines. 
The hand-gathering or mouth-blowing process is resorted to only to meet 
small orders and where the articles cannot possibly be made by machines 
under the adverse circumstances. '1 

28. The machines installed so far, are more than su1ficient to meet the 
present requirements. The installation of any further plant is unwarranted 
by the present demand which is already much' too small for the existing 
~~~ . \ . . 

29. The high temperature and the high percentage of humidity in the air 
.do not affect the efficiency of" the Indian workmen who are naturally used 
to the climatic conditions. 

30. The required figures for the year 1930-31 are as follows:
(a) The total wages paid at the works are Rs. 83,131. 
(~) The average rate of wages of different class of workmen is:

Blower-Rs. 2 per day. 
Fireman-As. 10 per day. 
Ordinary' cooliee-As. 6 per day. 
Packer-As. 6 per day. 
Machineman-As. 6 to Rs. 2 a day. 
Mould maker and castere-As. 6 to Rs. 4, .. day. 
Cutters and grindere-As. 4 to Re. 1 a day. 
One machine operator (English)-Rs. 25 a day. 
Two foreign experts-Rs. 7 a day. 

(c) The aV'lrage number of workmen' employed during the year-853. 
31. The labour engaged is local and therefore retire to their homes after 

the daY'1l 'fork. The outsi.de labour 5about 100 to. 150) has been prov~ded 
\\·ith. quarters and also With recreatIOn grounds 10 the factory premises. 
The local public school in the vicinity is ~ufficie~t. ~ meet the present .require
ment of education. The necessary medical faCilities have been proVided. 

32. Coal, firewood and oil are the principal fuels used ~nd are J!,vail.!!.bl!l 
in abundance. 

33. The coal is imported from Jharia (344 miles) and Ranigunj (390 mill;s) 
and firewood from Manikpore (60 miles). 

The freight on coal is Rs. 6-3 and on firewood Rs. 3 per ton. 
The Ranigunj Coal costs at the factory Rs. 11~ and the Jharia Coal 

Rs. 9-9 per ton while the firewood costs Rs. 9 per ton. 
The fuel oil is had from Calcutta. (412 miles) and it costs Rs. 110 per ton. 
34. Only in pot furnaces coal is directly us~d .. In the tank furnaCes 

it cannot directly be used. There the fuel used IS m the form of gas, the 
waste heat being utilised for re-heating incoming air and gas. 

35. The power used, is derivt;d fr~m both electricity and ~te~m. The 
electricity is used. for the operatIOns m the workshop for grmdmg and 
automatic machines, also for the foundry and. lighting. The steam is 
used for generating electricity and also in the compressors and pumps. 
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36. The answer to this question is as follows:-
(a) Two tons of coal for one ton of melted glass. 
(b) Three tons of coal for one ton of finished wares. 

37. In our opinion, our works are iarll8 enough for economical working. 
To determine the smallest unit for economically working is impossible. This 
factor depends upon only the market conditions. 

38. (a) Tile Miller Feeder is worked by electric trimmer and compressed 
air feeds the automatic machines which blow the wares. The blown wares are 
transferred to the lehr by manual labour. 

, (b) Figure and ribbed glass6B.-The machine is Ii roller II\achine worked 
by electric power. The glass is poured by ladle into the machine and is 
run through the rollers coming out in 6he~ts. . The sheets are transferred 
automatically to the lehr~ , 

The mouth-blowing process is a COII\mon process and does not require 
any detailed description. , 

39. In our calculations, our up-to-date machineries and the process of 
the manufacture on the lines adopted by us, are efficient enough. Our 
process of manufacture is quite identical with that of our competitors. 
We, however, need a little increased efficiency in the machine operators, 
which is not either difficult or impossible. 

We can compete with the foreign manufacturers in the matter of quality 
and price, provided we are given the opportunity of reaching that stage. Our 

'competitors had such an opportunity when their works were in infancy. 
In our case, we would only say that our indu~try has been crippled 

down from its very inception by unfair competition. 
The only improvement we need at present is that of the market conditions 

through protection' or in other words prohibitive import duties on foreign 
articles. ' 

40. During the last six years we have displaced to a large extent the 
hand-gathering system and introduced modern machines detailed above in 
answer to Qustion No.4. We had to face a great difficulty in the begin
ning, but after long . trials we have been "able to see the result. 

41. The method of manufacture in India is identical with the method of 
our oompetitors. The conditions do not materially'differ. 

42. The machineries and their main parts have been imported from United 
States of America, England and Germany. We make a number of parts 
required for repairs and replacements. 

43. The Indian production of the principal kinds of glasswares are esti
mated at 60 to 10 lacs of rupees a year. 

44. The principal markets of our manufactures are as follows. The 
distances from the Factory are noted against each:-

Miles. Miles. 
Cawnpore 128 Jubbulpore 220 
Lucknow 132 Nagpur 440 
Agra 281 'Patna 222 
Saharanpur 454 Gaya 217 
Benares 102 Calcutta 512 
Delhi 431. Dacca 865 
Amritsar 673 Bombay 841 
Lahore 692 Ahmedabad 818 
Ambala 554 Baroda 813 
Quetta. 1,297 Madras '1,301 
Kashmir 1,227 Karachi 1,354 
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45. The railway freights applicable to glasswares are as follows:-

CLASSIll'IOATIONS. 

-- Figure and 
Bottles. illuminating ribbed wares. glass. 

E. I. Kailway · . ,1st class 5th class 4th class 

G. I. P. Railway · . 2nd class Ditto. Ditto . 

B .• B. & C. I. Ry. · Ditto. Ditto. Ditto. 

N. W. Railway · · Ditto. 6th class. Ditto. 

B. N.-W. Railway · Ditto. 5th class. Ditto. 

B. N. Railway · . Ditto. Ditto. Ditto. 

These rates are much too heavy as compared with the rates prevailing 
in the countries of our competitors. 

(b) The railway freight is charged on gross weight, i.e., including materials 
for packing. The required ratio is 1: 11. 

46. The comparative rates are as follows: 

Railway Railway 

Selected up-country markets. Jreight from Selected up-country 'markets. freight from 
Naini per Naini per 
maund. maund. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1. Cawnpore 0 4'6 12. Dacca 1 8 10 

2; Lucknow 0 7 7 13. Bombay 1 3 3 

8. Agra 0 811 14. Ahmedabad 1 6 9 

4. Saharanpur 015 3 15. Baroda 1 6 9 

5. Benares 0 3 4 16. Madras 2 0 2 
,,' 

6. Delhi )013 0 17. Karachi 2' 6 3 

7. Jubbulpore 0 5 2 lB. Amritsar 1 111 

B. Nagpur 0':1.4 1 19. Lahore 1 2 7 

9. Patna 0 7 6 20. Am.bala o 14 6 
I 

10. Gaya 0 7 1 21. Quetta 1 9 4 

11. 1 0 9 22. Rawalpindi 1 B11 

NOTE.-An increase of 40 per cent. in the railway freight for stations 
Nos. 18 to 22 will come into effect from January. 1932. 

47. The export of glass from, India is only possible to such neighbouring 
countries as Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Persia and Burma. It is difficult 
to give an extent of the business at this stage. ,The chances for a. good market 
. in these foreign countries are ahead but not immediate nor under the 
present circumstances. 
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48. The competition from Japan is the keenest in I:ndia. The largest 
consumption of all the principal glasswares is in Bombay, Calcutta, Madras 
and Karachi and consequently the competition in such wares is ve.ry keenly 
felt in these places. 

49. The required information is given in the statement. enclosed. 

50. The required information is given in the stateIl\ent enclosed. 

51. During the last war, the Government had purchased most of our 
manufactures, although at that time the quality was not so superior as it 
is at present. Since then, the quality has improved, but the Government 
have withdrawn from patronizing our manufactures and the business which 
we are at present getting from the Government departmenba amounts to 
about Rs. 200 per year. 

We could reasonably expect the Government to translate into actions 
their orders for purchase of stores-much less. to keep them sealed in the 
Statute Books. 

52. Yes, the Indian manufacturer is .at a. disadvantage as compared 
with the foreign manufacturer for the following reasons:-

(a) Expert advice to the Foreign manufacturer is always near at hand. 
and also from his own countrymen, while the Indian manufac
turer has to depend for this upon others who might, in some 
cases, be his direct or indirect competitors and further, any 
advice sought for, by correspondence, cannot be complete enough 
in the absence of personal discussion on the spot. 

(b) The foreign labour, having been used to machine work for a 
pretty long time, should certainly be more skilled than the 
Indian labour .. 

(c) The Foreign manufacturer has all the raw materials supplied to 
him from places near-by, while the Indian manufacturer has to 
get these from different places covering in many cases a distance 
much too long meaning a comparatively high cost of railway 
freight. . 

(d) The Foreign manufacturer has the custom duties regulateif' by the 
State, consistent with the requirements of the trade and where 
re-ajdustments are necessary in consequence of the changing 
conditions of the markets, they are attended to at once. The 
case in India is quite diHerent. 

(e) The Foreign manufacturel: commands at least remunerative prices 
in the home market because of the suitability of the qualiW 
of the goods and' thus he is always in a position to clear his. 
stock in other markets even at a little lower rate should 
such a contingency arise. 

53. For the reasons given in answer to Question No. 52 (f) the prices 
should be uneconomical. 

COl. Leases and land 
\ Buildings 
I Plant, machinery, moulds, workshops 
I Stocks and raw materials 
',----Outstanding balances 

55. No depreciation has been set aside. 

Rs. 
15,000 

3,35,000 
7,20,000 
3,50,000 
2,50,000 

56. A factory having the same capacity as ours would at present ('ost 
25 per cent. more, because of the higher rate of exchange, high~r wa.ges 
and the increased cost of land, etc. As a contractor ownmg brlck kllns 
and having also agents qualified in the engineering line, the cost of buildings, 
etc., of Qur factory has been much too cheap as compared with that of 
others. . 
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57 to 60. These questions do not arise in our case. We have neither 
created any reserve fund 'nor have made any profits. 

61. The required information is given in the prescribed forms enclosed 
herewith. . 

62. The present breakage is 25 per cent. as against 35 per cent. which 
was 'five years ago. 

(a) 15 per cent. in blowing, neck making and annealing. 
(b) 5 per cent. rejection. 
(c) 5 per cent. handling, stocking in warehouse and packing. 
63. The figures for this question are not available. Due to the im

provement in all the matters, the cost of production of all the wares 
has been greatly reduced. 

64. The rates of depreciation aIIowed by the Income-tax authorities are--
Buildings 2i per cent. ' 
Machinery 5 per cent. 
Furnaces 10 per cent. 

These are not suitable. The conditions of a glass factory are quite 
different to those of other factories especiaIIy in connection with furnaces 
which require constant l'ebuilding and the consequent recurring charges. 

65. The required information is as follows:
(a) Average value of stocks of-

(i) Raw materials 

(ii) Fuel 
(iii) Finished goods 

Rs. 
50,000 
20,000 

2,80,000 

(b) The average eutstandings in respect of goods sold are Rs. 2,50,000. 
66. There is only one office in the factory which controls the management 

of the concern. The annual head office expenses amount to Rs. 8,218 and 
v'the agents commissions Rs. 38,000. 

All the conditions of the Fiscal Committee are fuIIy satisfied so as to 
claim protection for the wares we are interested in. 

67. (a) Yes, the glass industry does possess the natural advantages as 
have already been explained. 

(b) It ill unlikely for the industry to stand in the market, much less to 
develop without protection. In the past, many a concern had to close doors 
for want of protection and this fact is self-convincing as to the necessity 
for protection. The factory was started with mouth-blowing and in 1925-26 
modern machines were imported and installed. As already explained, we 
had imported foreign exports to. train the local labour to work the machines. 
We are still lacking in efficiency up to the standard required, but in cotil'8e 
of time this will be reached. 

We might state here that notwithstanding our efforts to withstand foreign 
competition, we have only been able to survive up till the present time 
but with a loss of as large a sum as Rs. 11,33,000. This fact must be further 
convincing as to the necessity for protection if this industry is to be 
allowed to survive in the country. 

(c) With a'n opportunity being given by way of protection to this industry 
for healthy development, there is no question as to the increase in the 
required efficiency in the production and the consequenLreduction in the 
cost and also in the percentage of breakage. 

After the industry is raised to that stage, it can withstand aU the outside 
competition. 

It is now clear from the facts and figures already given that we have 
made out our case for protection sufficiently ~trong. 
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68. (a) The amount of protection should not be in any case less thim 
100 per cent. 

(b) The protection may be by introduction of a prohibitory tariff or in 
the alternative, by allowing a bounty to our industry for the principal 
important markets, viz., Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and Karachi. 

(c) The protection is required for all the varieties of our manufactures. 
69. There is no industry in the country likely to suffer in consequence 

of the protection, but its development on a large scale, will add to the 
prosperity of the concerns which are supplying indigenous raw materials. 

ANSWER TO QUESTION No. 49 (i). 

50. Statement showing the current prices at which glassware is landed in 
India. 

Custom duty 
Kind of wares. Prices. and landing Total. charges 27 

per. cent. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

12 oz. codd bottles 20 0 0 '6 0 0 26 0 0 
10 oz. codd bottles 19 0 0 6 0 0 25 0 0 
8 oz. codd bottles 18 0 0 6 I) 0 24 0 0 
Crown cork bottles 1012 9 4 8 6 15 5 3 
Whisky and brandy bottles 1012 9 2 14 0 13 10 9 
Whisky and brandy i pint 6 8 0 111 0 8 3 0 
Tincture bottles 1012 9 2 14 0 13 10 9 
32 oz. winchester bottles 46 12 0 12 6 9 59 2 9 

32 oz. wide mouth bottles 50 8 0 13 10 0 64 2 0 
Medicinal and hair oil phials-

4 oz. 3 8 8 013 0 4 5 8 

6 oz. 410 2 1 3 0 5 13 2 

8 oz. 6 1 10 110 0 71110 

Figured glass 100 sq. ft. 1614 0 4 7 9 21 5 9 

ANSWER TO QUESTION No. 49 (A) AND (B). 

Prices realised ('/lett ex-works). 
,~ "'" .:'i')< 

Kind of wares. 1927. 1925. 1929. 1930. 1931. Average. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. P. 

12 oz. OOdd bottles 24 24 24 0 24 0 24 0 0 
10 oz. codd bottles 23 23 23 0 23 0 23 0 0 
8 oz. codd bottles 20 20 20 0 20 0 20 0 0 

Crown cork bottles. 13 12 12 12 0 12 0 12 3 0 
Whisky and brandy bottles 14 14 14 13 0 13 0 13 6 0 
Whisky and brandy i pint 9 8 7 7 0 7 0 7 9 0 
Tincture bottles 13 12 12 12 0 12 0 12 3 0 
Medicinal and hair oil phial!1-

4 oz. 4 4 4 4' 0 4 0 4 0 0 

6 oz. 5 5 5 5 0 5 0 5 0 0 

8 oz. 6 6 6 ~ 0 6 0 6 0 0 

Figured glass per sq. ft .. 0 4 0 3 0 3 6 

NOTE.-The custom duty up to February, 1930, was 15 per cent. and since 
then, it has been raised to 25 per cent. 

GLASS I 
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FORM l.-Statetnent showing the total expenditwre incwrred at works on the 

production of glass during the past three years . 

• .. .. .. .. • 
1925.29. 1929·30. 1930·31. 

Ra. RI. Rs. 
I.-Raw materials-

(a) Sand 8,255 7,293 2,289 
(b) Soda ash 1,10,399 90,599 62,134 
(c) Lime 3,935 4,494 2,150 
(d) Crucibles and fire-

bricks 14,994 2,68~ 1,870 
(e) Refractory mate-

rials for furn aces 19,105 14,132 2,805 
(f) Other materials 55,719 54,112 49,399 

Il.-Works and labour 1,30,739 87,529 83,131 
lII.-Power and fuel 88,226 72,064 52,835 
IV.-Bupervision and office 7,027 7,639 8,218 
V.-Current repairs and 

maintenance 1,263 955 2,647 
VI.-Packing 53,098 56,698 52,389 

VII.-BeIIing expenses 15,558 46,871 45,241 
VJJI.-Miscellaneous, e.g., sta-

tionery, rent, taxes, 
railway freight and 
other general cha.rges 83,107 1,12,822 1,18,805 

Machiner.v 49,224 98,224 5,056 

Total 6,40,849 6,56,114 4,88,969 

(2) Letter IWithout date from the Allahabad Glass Works. 

In continuation of our a'nswers to the answers to your questionnaire 
Rubmitted on December 31, 1931, we beg to say ours is " printely owned 
Nlncern and it was started in t.he year 1913. The enterprise, although, it 
at present represents our im.estment of over 20 lakhs of rupees, has not 
hpld us successful in any wise, because of the fact that, in the beginning, we 
had to face a want of skilled lahour. This. we ('ould overcome but the keen 
competition from much advanced and backed by sufficient resources foreign 
manufactures which has been operating upon our prospects as a bar we have 
lu,t'ln unable to overceme. 

The factory has at present the following plants:-
(a) Four tank furnaces with varying capacities of 50, 65. 75 and 

120 tons. 
(11) Four pot furnaces with a capacity of 600 to 1.600 Ibs. a pot. 
(c) Four Oneill and one Lynch complete automatic machines. 
(d) Six Foster's semi-automatic machinE'S. 
(e) Six Mellin's press and hlow mAchines. 
(f) Three hand presses. 
(a) One figure glass machinE'. 

The main products are bottles and phials of various !'izes and desigus. 
hf'sidE's soda-water bottles, jars, ornamental figure glaRs. illuminating warE's. 
tnmhlE'rs. lamps And lantern glohE'S and chimneys. 
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In quality and appearance, our products are equal to tholll8 of Germany 
and other continental countries and they are certainly superior and slronger 
than those of Japan • 

.A. still higher efliciency in the quality is desirable but it can be achieved 
only in due course and under favourable circumstances. ' 

In the past, we had engaged about 20 foreigners to train the local labour 
and also to supervise their work. The enterprise was lI\uch too costly 
but it has improved the standard of the efficiency of the local labour and 
this has, to great extent, helped to improve the quality of our products. 

The skilled local labour is now su.flicient and no more foreign element 
is required either to train more men or to do any supervising work. 

The local labour is, however, not up to the mark for machine work, and 
their efficiency has to be raised to a certain extent. We have in our factory, 
one Englishman, one Austrian and one Japanese at present on the super
vising staff and this complement is more than sufficient for the present 
requirement. 

The annual outturn of the different manufactures in the factory; if 
worked to its .full capacity, may be estimated as follows:-

Bottles 8 to 32 oz. 1,18,565 gross. 
Medicinal phials 1 to 8 oz. . 1,97,790 gr08B. 
Lantern globes, chimneys and 

electric shades, etc. 19,665 gross. 
Figure glaBS 4,275,000 to 5,700,000 sq. ft. 

The demand at present is limited and the production has, therefore, to 
be kept to the most minimum scale. The figures of the last five years as 
given below will bear to the fact:-

1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 19111. 

Gross. Gross. GroBS. 

Bottles 8 to 32 oz. 
Medicinal phials 1 to 8 oz. 
Lantern and lamp globes 

Gross. 
8,266 

15,228 

Grosl. 
10,628 
16,665 

17,702 
36,990 

17,564 17,202 
40,606 33,808 

8,333 and chimneys 
Figure glass 

1,382 
200,000 sq. ft. 

2,542 5,771 

As would appear from the subjoined figures, the prices of the imported 
glass bottles and phials has been continuously going down with the increase 
in quantity. 

Imports. 1925·26. 1926-27. 1927-28. 1928-29. 1929-30. 
Quantity in gross. 

Soda-water bottles 48,847 51,245 46,415 58,166 62,105 
Value in rupees. 

13,49,869 14,22,111 12,09,214 1:r,58,238 15,44,987 
Quantity in grOBS. 

Bottles and phials 9,30 370 10,26,703 9,00,002 10,25,200 12,42,549 
Value "in rupees. 

50,11,563 53,70,91<2 45,02,497 49,71,209 42,51,188 

Calculated on the basis of these figures the average prices per gross are 
continuously going down as the figures of the five years in the following 
will show: - " 

Soda-water bottlee per 
gran 

BottIeli and phirUl per 
groaa 

1925-26_ 1926-27. 1927-28. 1928-29. 1929-30. " 

Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. R.i. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

28 0 0 27 0 0 26 0 0 23 0 0 25 0 0 

560539500490369 

12 
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With the present prices of raw materials and fuel, the cost of melting 
one maund of o'ur glass is Rs. 4-2 as detailed below:-

Sand 40 &eers 
Soda 16 seers 
Lime 8 seers 
Coal 3 maunds 

Total 

Rs. A. 1'. 

050 
266 
036 

• 1 3 0 

420 

The cost of manufacture, supervision, depreciation railway freight and 
other overhead charges all come to about 100 per cent. in the case of 
bottles, phials, globes, chimneys and jars; while in the case of soda-water 
bottles and figure glass, the total cost is higher by another 50 per cent. 
or whereabout. 

The following statement of our cost under several heads in relation to 
the principal production and the comparative prices of the same wares 
imported from Japan will, no doubt, be found interesting. 

Kind of wares. 

(a) Medicinal phials-
(1) 4 oz. 
(2) 6 oz. 
(3) 8 oz. 

(b) Bottles-
(1) Whisky pint' 
(2) Whisky I pint 
(3) Tincture 16 oz. 
(4) Codd bottles 6 oz. 
(5) Codd bottles 10 oz. 
(6) Crown cork 

(c) Figure and ribbed 
glass 100 sq. ft. 

Cost of 
"laBs. 

Rs. A. 1'. 

2 1 0 
2 9 0 
310 0 

7 10 0 
5 3 6 
7 10 0 
7 10 0 

10 5 0 
710 0 

12 8 0 

Cost of 
manufac· 
ture and 

other 
charges. 

Rs. A. 1'. 

2 1 0 
2 9 0 
310 0 

7 10 0 
5 3 6 
710 0 

1414 0 
18 13 0 
11 6 0 

1611 0 

Total. 

Rs. A. 1'. 

4 2 0 
5 2 O· 

7 4 0 

15 4 0 
10 7 0 
15 4 0 
22 8 0 
29 2 0 
19 0 0 

29 3 0 

Current prices 
of the wales 
from Japan 
per glOBS. 

Rs. A. 1'. 

4 4 6 
510 8 
7 6 4 

13 2 9 
7 8 0 

13 2 9 

1412 0 

20 9 3 

In spite of the quality and appearance of. our products being good 
enough, they do not fetch even the same prices which those of other 
countries and more particularly of Japan do. The reason for this is as 
stated above and this low price being unremunerative all along, has resulted 
into a heavy loss to us, 'Viz., Rs. 11,33,000. 

India being an extensive country, the raw materials are scattered at 
distant places and to import them to the factory means a high cost of 
transportation. Similarly the finished goods have had to be sent to the 
different centres where there are markets for sale and upon these, a high 
rate of transportation, the trade has to bear. 

We have no information about the railway rates of the other countries 
on similar produces but the conditions are, however, not the. same. 

River and other cheap inland transport does not exist in this country, 
while that in other countries, is always available and being very little 
costly, the manufacturers there are in a better position than what we are 
here. 

Even the Railways in India are 'flot under one system of manae:ement, 
each mnnagement has its own classification of goods and the rates therefore 
cannot be uniform. This is a great handicap to the prosperity of Commerce 
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and Industry of the country. If concession or reduction in the railway 
rates is applied for, it is, in the first instance, refused and if presstld 
upon contmuously, it is granted, but after a long lapse of time. This 
tiystem reqUires a change and that too, at an early date. 

The foreign products command remunerative prices in their -home markets 
and this fact should enable the manufacturers to dispose of their accu
lIlulated stocks in the Indian markets by lowering their prices. 

The Indian Glass Industry, besides being all along in the grip of keen 
competition from the Foreigners, has now come to a still worse position; 

- because of the continuous losses which it has sustained and which has almost 
cut down her resources. -

The recent increase in the duty on the import of goods from Japan has 
not given us _ the relief required. The prices of the imported wares in 
this country are on a level with which we cannot compete. Our representa
tive recently visited the different countries on the continent -and made 
personal enquiries and it is from these enquiries that we arrive at the 
undoubted fact that their present prices are below the cost prices and 
therefore nneconomical. 

Our cost of production is the most minimum and no further reduction 
is therefore possible. . 

The reduction in the existing rates of railway freight on coal, raw 
materials, firewood, oil, fuel and manufactured articles might improve 
matters and make the working a little more economical. 

The foreign manufacturers have the special advantage of their own 
Tariff which is being regulated according to the exigencies of the Trade 
and further they have the advantage of a bounty which enables them to 
capture other markets. 

The transport charges from the foreign ports to Bombay, Madras, 
Karachi and Calcutt~the principal markets of our manufactures-are 
no doubt cheaper than those which we have to bear upon our goods for 
taking them to those places. 

The foreign manufacturers have always expert advice near at hand 
and also from their own country men, while the Indian manufacturers 
have to depend for such advice upon the foreigners and that too, by way 
of correspondence. SometimeS! the advisers are our direct or indirect 
competitors but if this matter is discounted, the advice sought for by 
correspondence without the facility of personal discussion on the spot 
is of no use. The foreign labour is very efficient in machine operations and 
this fact counts to a certain extent to an advantage to the manufacturers. 

The Indian Glass Industry is still in an infancy, we have not had the 
opportunity of learning the art. Our efforts cam~ to be crippled from the 
very inception by competition from abroad and thus instead of a healthy 
growth, we have hlid a death knell and under these circumstances to stand 
in the trade,. has become a matter quite impossible for us, much less to 
be able to compete with foreigners. 

In no countries, industrial activities have advanced without protection 
or bounty or assistance in one way or other and it is this relief which 
we stano in need of at the present moment whep the industry canuot 
survive longer under the present adverse circumstances. 

We have ample raw materials and the sufficient supply of labour, also 
very large home markets and we are not lacking in intelligence, energy 
and enterprise •. 

With necessary accommodation to the industry being extended, we hope 
to be n~le to rompete with foreign manufacturers and perhaps at :.1 later 
date without any protection. 

Having carefully considered the position of the trade our conclusion is 
that the amount of protection should not be less than 100 per cent. either 
by a prohibitory duty on foreign imports or in the alternative, by a bounty 
to our products fOI: all the important markets in the country. 
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'-'he Pl'otectian is claimed particularly upon medicinal and hair oil phials 
-both narrow an,d wide mouth, bottles including codd, soda-water and 
crown cork bottles, illuminating wares and figure glass. 

We might state in the conclusion that if the protectian is not given, 
it is feared the. industry will die a:n unnatural death in course of time 
with a dead loss to the owners. 

(3) Letter from the Allahabad Glass lVorks, dated the 14th Jarvuary, 191M. 

With reference to the evidence put before you on the afternoon of the 
13th instant, I beg to submit as follows:-

1. The evidence being on behalf of the importers, they are not. so much 
benefited by our goods as by foreign-made goods, they are, in the interest 
of their own profit" naturally anything but in our favour, therefore their 
submissions should be considered by your goodself and your committee 
with that view. 

2. As regards our quality in durability, shape, finish and content, we 
can with canfidence .say that we are prepared' to satisfy any strict speci
fication reasonably possible with any manufacturer in this line, and we 
are prepared to accept and execute any order for aerated bottles, eoda-water 
bottles and codd bottles, with guarantee to the satisfaction of our patrans 
at even a. bit cl1eaper rate than Re. 34 as said to have been imported 
at the time of evidence. We further hold ourselves responsible to take 
back any bottles which may not pass their test and charge for only 
those passing their test. 

3. As to· 3 or 4 kinds of colour in one dozen, one having any idea 
about tank production cannot possibly imagine any truth in this assertion. 

4. Just for your perusal and information we beg to enclose herewitlI the 
original letter* of appreciation of this particular kind of our goods from 
Messrs. Byron & Co., Calcutta. They lI\ust have their own interested 
reasons of contradicting themselves now. Your goodself will he able to 
judge about the validity of such conversed opinion. I shall be just pleased 
to send you many more letter, medals and certificates to the same effect 
from our office at Naini. 

5. We further beg to repeat that as we have four Oneill and one Lynch 
complete automatic machines with Miller Feeders, and six Foster's semi
automatic machines, with up-to-date improvements we do not find any 
difficulties in fulfilling the obligations and undertakings stated above. 

6. ,As to the suitability of our raw materials for the manufacture of this 
kind: of bottles, it has been well recognized by experts and was highly spoken 
of by Mr. Hotkins at the till\>3 of the Tariff Board visit to our works. 
In fact the sand available in this locality is admirably suited for the manu
facture of soda bottles and has been so certified by Dr. Turner the highest 
authority on the subject. 

7. The gentleman appea.ring to give evidence repeatedly 'mentioned "I 
do not know exactly of Excise Department. I cannot definitely say Indian 
made bottles. Consumers do not object to the quality of Indian made 
bottles" yet they have been pleased to come forward to go against the 
genuine aspiration of'Indian industries. Defect is that they feel that 
they cannot made so high profit with our goods and they have chosen to 
come forward to do anything but to rightly guide the Board. 

In the light of what we have offered in the end of second paragraph, 
let them give us a chanC'e to do business with them without resorting to 
their old methods of offering ridiculously low rates for Indian made goods. 

8. We sincerely trust your goodself and yonI' Board will be pleased to 
appreciate my claim for protection for also the sub-head of bottles as 
noted in the statistical reports as soda-water bottles as very essential lemd 
necessary recommenqation for protection which surely go to the improve-

• Not printed. 
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ment and firm establishment of the industry in India and will certainly 
help to remove the shortcomings and defects of the industry. 

(4) Letter from the Allahabad Glass Works, Ltd. 
We beg to state that while our Manager was giving evidence before the 

Tariff Board on January 12, 1932, it was pointed out that certain figures 
given in our answers to the questionnaire and our letter in their continua
tion were not to the point and the Manager had promised to submit later 
on the revised figures. With reference to this we beg to give the revised 
figures in the enclosures and request that they may be read as such at the 
proper places in answel'S to the questionnaire and the letter. referred to. 

The difference in figures were due to the certain misinterpretation of 
the questions and the prescribed form of the statement. 

In the statement of cost of production Form No. I certain items now 
included in the figures under" Works and Labour" were included under 
other heads and hence the figures under the former head in the revised 
atatem,81lt have also been altered. 

The figures under heads "Materials" and "Works and Labour" ·for 
the year 1928-29 in the statement are, as it will appear, not proportionate 
to the actual production. This is because during the year certain machines 
were under trial and also some fresh experiments were made which involved 
higher expenditure under these heads without giving an increased produe
tion of saleable articles. 

Enclosure. 
Answe1' to Que.,tion No.5. 

We manufacture the following varieties of glassware. The quantities 
manufactured during the last five years are as noted against each year:-

Kinds of wares. 1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 1931. 

gross. gross. gross. gross. gross. 
1. Bottles-

Codd bottles 722 1,000 1,200 1,825 1,730 
Crown cork bottles 310 690 800 1,000 940 
whisky and brandy 

bottles 1,169 66 1,565 1,435 1,390 
Whisky and brandy 

7,980 1 pint 3,734 14,942 6,024 8,044 

Tincture bottles 2,008 2,162 3,982 3,213 3,180 

Chutney and pickle 
bottles 61 290 281--'-

Wide-mouthed stoppered 
and unstoppered 
bottles 107 470 200 513 509 "-

Narrow mouth bOttles 216 699 1,670 882 730 
Screw top wide-mouth 

bottles and jars 3,000 362 462 
2. Medicinal and hair oil 

phials 15,228 16,665 36,990 40,605 33,303 J 

Boot polish. and inkpots . 90 25 1,000 500 
3. Lantern and lamp globes 

1,382 2,542 5,771 7,783 and chimneys 
4. Illuminating wares (table 

lamps, domes, shades, 
langham and other 
various designs) 800 1,250 550 

5. Ornamental figure and 
ribbed glass 200,000 sq. ft. 
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Letter with reference to answilrs 'to questioruwire. 

The demand at present is limited and the production has ther@fQ.re, to be 
kept to the most'minimum scale. The figures of the last five years 1\8 given 
below will bear to the fact:-' 

1927. 1928. 1929. !930. 1931. 

Bottles 8 to 32 oz. 8,266 10,628 17,702 17,564 17,202 
Medicinal phials 1 to 8 oz. 15,228 16,665 36,990 40,606 33,808 

Boot polish and inkpots 90 25 1,000 500 

Lantern and lamp globes 
and chimneys 1,382 2,542 5,771 7,783 

Illuminating wares 800 1,250 550 

Figure glass 200,000 sq. ft. 

With the present prices of raw materials and fuel, the cost of melting 
one maund of our glass is Rs. 3-8 as detailed below:-

Rs. A. P. 

Sand 31 seers 4 chataks 0 4 0 

Soda 12 seers 6 chataks 114 0 

Lime 6 seers 3 chataks 0 3 0 

Coal 3 maunds 1 3 0 

Total 3 8 0 

The cost of manufacture, supervision, depreciation, railway freight and 
other overhead charges all come to about 175 per cent. in the case of 
bottles, phials, globes, chimneys and jars; while in the case of soda-water 
bottles and figure glass, the total cost is higher by another 50 per cent. or 
whereabout. 

The following statement of our cost under several heads in relation to 
the principal production and the comparative prices of the same wares 
imported from Japan will, no doubt, be found interesting:-

Cost of Current prices 
Kind of wares. Cost of manufacture Total. of the wares 

gl&88. and other from Japan 
charges. per gross. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 
(a) Medicinal phials-

Rs. A. P. RS •. A. P. 

(1) 4 oz. 1 12 9 3 2 3 415 0 4 4 6 
(2) 6 oz. 2 3 9 3 14 6 6 2 3 G 10 8 
(3) 8 oz. 2 8 7 4 6 7 615 2 7 6 4 

(b) Bottles-
(1) Whisky pint G 8 0 9 10 0 15 2 0 13 2 9 
. (2) Whisky i pint 315 0 614 8 1013 8 7 8 0 
(3) Tincture 16 oz. 5 4 0 9 3 0 14 7 0 13 2 9 
(4) Codd bottles 6 oz. 7 0 0 1414 0 2114 0 23 0 0 
(0) Codd bottles 10 oz. 8 9 0 19 4 0 2713 0 2510 0 
(6) Crown cork 5 8 0 910 0 15 2 0 1412 0 

(c) Figure and ribbed glass 
100 sq. it. 8 12 0 1911 0 28 7 0 20 9 3 
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Answer to Question No. lS. 

l'he production of one ton of glass requires the following:-

Sand 16 cwt. 
Soda ash 6 cwt. 
Lime 3 cwt. 
Coal 3 tons. 

Answer to Question No. 90 (a). 

The total wages paid at the works are Re. 1,05,590. 

FORK I.-Statement showing the totaZ expenditure incurred at works on the 
production of gZass during the past three years. 

192a.29. 1929·30. 1930·31. 

Ra. RI • RI. 
. I. Raw materials-

(a) Sand 11,977 12,398 11,634 
(b) Soda ash 83,865 95,214 88,321 
(c) Lime 7,462 8,678 8,144 
(d) Crucibles and fire bricks 14,994 2,682 1,870 
(e) Refractory Iqaterials for 

furnaces 19,105 14,132 2,805 
(/) Broken 8,578 9,961 6,342 
Other materials 7,623 8,390 5,420 

II. Works and Labour 1,48,821 1,16,423 1,05,590 
ill. Coal 88,851 60,303 66,466 

Power and fuel 10,592 12,060 11,293 
IV. Supervision and office 7,027 7,639 8,218 
V. Current repairs and main-

tenance 9,432 13,742 14,743 
VI. Packing 53,098 66,698 62,389 

VII. Selling expenses 29,114 42,356 32,167 
VIII. Railway freight 39,210 51,027 33,462 

Miscellaneous e.g., stationery 
and other general charges 18,468 29,206 33,070 

Machinery 49,224 98,224 6,066 
---

Total 6,87,441 6,39,133 . 4,76,990 
---
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THE AUAHABAD GLASS WORKS, NAJNI, AUAHABAD. 
B.-Q:a.u.. 

Evidence of Rai Sahib BHAGWATI NARAYAN TANDON, recorded 
at Bombay, on Tuesday, the 12th January, 1932. 

President.-Rai Sahib, you represent the Allahabad Glass Works? 
Rai Sakib.-Yes. 
President.-What is your position in the works? 
Rai Sahib.-I am the Office Manager. 
President.-The works are a proprietory concern? 
Rai Sakib.-Yes. 
President.-And therefore you don't issue balance sheets? 
Rai Sahib.-No. 
President.-I should like first to examine for a minute or two the 

statement of total expenditure that you show in Form I. The first item 
shown there is raw materials. 

Rai Sakib.-Yes. 
President.-And the cost of sand in 1930-31 is shown as Rs. 2,289. 
Rai Sakib.-Yes. This is our purchase. 
President.-I am ooming to that. That is the sand which you purchased 

during the year 1930-81? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-It is not cost of the sand which was actually consumed? 
.Rai Sahib.-No. We mUbt have got some balance left from last year. 
President.-You had a certain amount of sand carried over from previous 

year and probably part of the purchase in 1930-31 was not used then and 
it is now held in stock. So this figure does not give any indication of the 
actual expenditure on the output of the year 1930-81. 

Rai Sal.ib.-No. ' 
President.-That' seems to me to be perfectly clear, because Rs. 2,289 

represents about 273 tons of sand. 
Rai Sakib.-Yes. 
President.-And the cost of soda ash that you show as Rs. 62,134 

represents 414 tons of soda and obviously you cannot use 414 tons of soda 
to 273 tons of sand. 

Rai Sahib.~ome must have been carried forward from last year. 
President.-So far as the material costs in the statement are ooncerned, 

they are probably of very little use to us in determining your oost during 
the :vearP 

Rai Sakib.-Yes. • 
President.-I suppose from the way in which your accounts are kept it 

would be practically impossible for you to get the figures relating to the 
actual expenditure of the year. 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. Accounts cannot show that. 
President.-May I take it that apart from raw materials, the expenditure 

under the other items represents the actual expenditure on the output 
of the yearP 

Rai Sahib.-All the expenditue is not given tbere such as depreciation, 
etc. \ 

President.-That I understand. This is silI\ply works expenditure, 
expenditure actually incurred at the works? 

Rai Sakib.-Yes. 



Pre,ident.-Even there power and fuel doesn't seem to me to represent 
the actual expenditure. 

llai Sahib.-No, it doesn't. 
President.-That would. work out to about Ii tons of coal. 
llai Sahib.-We must have stocks. 
President.-What about works labour? 
Rai Sahib.-That too has again to be adjusted as in the case of raw 

materials. 
Pre~ident.-What is your own approximate !lstimate of the output of 

glass in tans during 1930-31? 
Rai Sahib.-We have not calculated that. 
President.-You give an item at the end of the statement machinery, 

Its. 5,056 in 1930-31. Is that the amount spent in buying machinery during 
the year? 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-So that, that would really be capital expenditure? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
Pl'esident.-And you include your railwayh-eight to destination in the. 

statement? 
Ila; Sahib.-Whether we charge from the customer or not we have to 

pay the railway freight at the destination. 
President.-Your practice is to sell glass f.o.r. destination? 
Rai Sahib.-Not always, only in some cases. In all cases we have to 

pay at N aini. 
President.-You can sell your glass either f.o.r. Naini or f.o.r. destina

tion. 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-In the great bulk of your transactions how are the prices 

quoted? 
Rai Sahib.-F.o.r. destination, but in some cases they are f.o.r. Naini. 
President.-So that in all the cases in which the quotations are f.o.r. 

destination, the freight will be shown in your expenditure staterqent and 
that freight is included in item VIII? 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-I notice that since 1928-29 the expenditure under miscella

neous including railway freight has increased from Rs. 83,000 to &S. 1,18,000. 
Rai Sahib.-Yes, the railway freight has increased in these years. 
President.-I am inclined to think what it means is, in the first place 

you probably have sold more goods in 1930-31 f.o.r. destination than f.o.r. 
Naini compared with 1928-29. 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-And also probably .you are trying to go further afield in 

selling goods? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-If you look at page 2 of your new note, in regard to most 

of the articles except figured glass the output in 1931 is considerably 
larger than the output in 1928. In 1928 the production of· bottles was 
8,266 and in 1931, 17,202 gross. 

Rai Sahib.-Till then we worked by mouth blowing system only. 
President.-Your sales have increased probably in the same proportion? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-So that an a larger quantity of goOds you· had to bear 

railway freight? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. In 1928 we worked very little, because 'we ·had only 

then imported the machine and we were erecting them. 
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President.-There is one point which strikes me 'as rather interesting. 
Your output in 1930-31 is considerably greater than your output in 1928-29, 
but your expenditure has remained stationary. 

Rai Sahib.-We have made so~e improvement. Formerly we were pack
ing in boxes, and they were very heavy. We brought boxes from Calcutta 
and then we sent our goods to Bombay. Now we have shown to the mer
chants of Bombay that we cannot pack in boxes. So we give half the goods 
in baskets and half the goods in boxes. We now purchase old boxes at 
Allahabad. Formerly we brought new boxes from Calcutta. 

President.-Can you tell me approximately the difference between the 
cost of a box bought from Calcutta and a bpx obtained locally in Allahabad? 

Rai Sahib.-Rs. 1-8-0 a maund at Allahabad. Formerly the box which 
we brought from Calcutta cost us something like Rs. 2-8-0 to Rs. 3. 

President.-Locally you can obtain it at Rs. 1-8-O? 
Rai Sahib.-Something like As. 12 to Re. 1. 
President.-Rs. 2-8-0 to Rs. 3 in CalcuttaP 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-It is a fairly big difference. 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-And the boxes that· you obtain locally, may I take it, are 

secondhand cases P 
Raj, Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-Originally these new boxes used to be obtained from Calcutta? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-Now you pack them in second-hand boxes obtained 1000allyP 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-Are you sure of getting a sufficient quantity of second-hand 

boxes? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-In that connection I should like you to look at your answer 

to Question 12 where you give the quantities of each class of material 
used in the manufacture of glass. On what basis did you compile these 
figures? Do they actually represent your practice? 

Rai Sahib.-That represents our practice. 

President.-In that case loss in melting is pretty high? 
Rai Sahib . .....:.Yes. This is what our experts say they get. 
President.-'-If you add up these 3 materials, sand, soda and lime, you get 

32 cwts. out ·of which you get 20 cwts. of glass which represents a loss of 
37 per cent. 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-What is the reason for that? 
Rai Sahib.-As I am not connected with the manufacturing side, I 

cannot say. </ 

president.-Can you tell me as far as you know? 
Rai Sahib.-As far 88 I know this is the practice. 
Pt-esident.-Do you use tank furnaces? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes and pot furnaces also. 
Pruident.-The Ilreat bulk of your goods come from the tank furnace? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
Pruident.-That is considerably higher than any figure that we have 

seen 80 far. 
Rai Sahib.-I cannot give any explanation at this moment, but later on 

we can consult our expert and let you know what they Bay. 
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President.-If you could think it over and let U8 have a. short note, we 
should be glad. 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. \ 

Pruident.-Is it possible for you to give us your full capacity, that is to 
say the full capacity of your plant as organised at present in terms of 
glass, that is to say not of finished glassware, but of melted glass. I notice 
in your second statement that you give us slightly different figures. 

Rai Sahib.-The second statement is correct. 
Prerident.-Let us leave out for the tim,e being your pot furnaces and 

take simply your tank furnaces. 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
Prerident.-The four tank furnaces have a total capacity of 420 tons? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes.· 
President.-That is the capacity of your furnaces? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. That is the dead capacity. 
President.-In other words that is the quantity of material that your 

furnaces can hold? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing we take your loss of melting at the present figure 

of 37 per cent., then if you put into your furnaces 420 tons of materials, 
you would get out of that Bay about 260 tons of melted glass,? 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-You can work practically the whole year? 
Raj Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-Take it at 300 days. That is about 80,000 tons. 
Raj Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-So that in terms of melted glass your capacity taking simply 

the tank furnace is about 80,000 tons? Is that right, Mr. Hodkin? 
Mr. Hodkin.-No. I think in answer to Question 4 when they state 

their capacity of the 4 tank furnaces as 55, 70,· 120, li5, they mean the 
dead weight capacity of the tank so far as the glass content is ooncerned. 
The tanks will hold 420 tons of melted glass. 

President.-You put the materials and begin melting. When the melted 
glass is formed, a little more space is available so that the capacity may 
be taken as the capacity of melted glass. Let us take it at 120,000 tons 
of melted glass. 

Mr. Hodkin.-They won't do that. They won't take the full capacity 
of the tanks each working day. 

President.-What'allowance should we make for that? 
Rai Sahib.-Sufficient glass can be supplied by the tank to which the 

machines are attached. From experience we have found that we can work 
two machines on one furnace. . 

President.-It is very difficult for me to get a clear idea of the position. 
You state it in terms of the quantity of each class of glassware. The only 
way I can visualise it is by getting the quantity of glass represented by 
the various classes of glassware. 

Rai Sahib.-There are varieties of bottles and. phials we make. We can 
say how so many gross a day of each variety we can .make. 

Mr. Hodkin.-I would suggest that you should take the actual capacity 
of the plant as being such as you would calculate from a method of working 
which would result in the emptying of the tanks once a fortnight. 

Mr. Boag.-420x25. 
Mr. Hodkin.-That would give the annual capacity of the tanks. 
Mr. Boag.-That would be 10,500 tons. 
Prerident.-Is that quite correct? 
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Mf'. Hodkin..-That'is near the mark. 
IPresident.-10,500 tons of glass in a year. 
Rai Sahib.-I think that the tank capacity is such as to supply sufficient 

glass for the machines attached to it. We know how many bottles of 
different sizes a machine can turn out. 

President.-Supposing I put it to you that your total capacity in terms 
of ~lass is somewhere about 10,000 tons, speaking approximately, do you 
consider that a correct representation of the position? Are you quite 
unable to work out the relation between the weight of the glass and the 
total output of each class of glassware? 

Rai Sahib.-We can, but it will only be an estimate. What kind of 
bottle are we to take? There are, as you know, hundreds of kinds of bottles. 

Presi,dent.-Let me try and approach it from another point of view. If 
,Vou look at page 2 of your new note, you will find that you give the actual 
outturn if worked to full capacity. Let us take those figures. Are you in 
a position to give me with regard to bottles of 8 to 32 oz. what the average 
weight of a gross of bottles of that kind is? 

Mr. Var8hnei.-I think that your purpose will be served if you take the 
12 oz. bottle. 

President.-Wh~t is the weight of a gross of 12 oz. bottles? 
Rai Sahib.-1 maund 2 seers. 
President.-That is' about 85 lbs. 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-When you said that a 12 oz. bottle might be taken as a 

"epresentative one, did you mean that it might be taken as representative 
of the whole class of bottles' including' phials? 

Mr. Tlarshnei.-Undllr the first heading you have bottles (8 to 32 oz.). 
rn gross, it is 1,18,000. Just to make a calculation if you t,ake the 12 oz. 
bottle and calculate the weight for 'so many gross, you will get 4,000 tons. 

President.-It is nearer 5,000 tons than 4,000 tons. 
Mr. Varshnei.-You are correct. , 
President.-What about phials? What is the average weight of a phial? 

Can we take the 4 oz. phial as representative of phials? 
Rai Sahib.-A gross of 4 oz. phials will weigh about 20 seers. 
President.-Then, for phials it will be 3,500 tons. Is that correct? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-Taking your globes and chimneys, what kind of globe would 

~'ou take as typical P 
Rai Sahib.-Dietz lantern globes. 
President.-Would the Junior Dietz be typical? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing I took it at 40 gross to a ton, would that be 

rorrect? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-That will be 500 tons. 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
PrfJsident.-What about· your figured glass P 
Rai Sahib.-Do you mean how many square fl'l'lt of figured glass would 

make a tonP 
President.-Yes. 

_ Rai Sahib.-J shall give you that figure later on. I have not got it hero. 
Mr. Varshnei.-The thickness of their figured glass is 30 oz. to a 

Rquare foot. l 
President.-Let us take it on that basis. Shall we take it at 2 Ib9. to a 

square footP 
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Mr. Varllu..ei.-Yes. 
President.-That will be 4,500 tons. 
Mr. Var,hnei.-Yes. 
President.-Now the bottles, phials and figured glass are made out of 

glass melted in your tank furnace? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-And the globes and chimneys are made out of glass melted 

in pot furnacesP 
Rai Sakib.-Yes. 
Pre3ident.-Therefore the total.capacity of your tank furnace is 12,500 

tons. ( 
Rai Sakib.-Yes. 
Pre&ident.-If you add kth to that for breakages and wastage after the 

melting stage, about 15,000 tons of glass would represent the capacity of 
the tank furnaces as you have worked it out? 

Rai Sakib.-Yes. 
President.-That is of course a very approximate calculation. 
Rai Sakib.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-In terms of melted glass, it would come to about 15,000 tollS. 

You are not in a position even to state approximately what your output hItS 
heen during the past three years in weight.? 

Rai Sakib.-You mean the output regarding bottles? 
President.-I want to know the output of the whole plant. 
Rai 8akib.-We have never worked the whole plant. We cannot sell 

~ven what we turn out. 
Pre&ident.-You have given us in the new statement on page 100 current 

prices of glassware imported from Japan. Is it your suggestion that your 
main competition in regard to all these articles that you show In that 
statement is from JapanP. 

Ra.i Sakib.-Yes, for bottles and phiais. 
Prerident.-What about figured glass? 
Rai Sakib.-These are rates we have obtained from the Calcutta market. 
Pre.ident.-Is the competition in regard to that mainly from Belgium P 
Rai 8akib.-I think it is from Belgium and Ozaeha-Slovakia. 
President.-Assuming for the time heing that these prices that you show 

in the statement are current prices of Japanese imoorted goods, according to 
the present conditions in the market by how much lower than these prices are 
likely to be the prices realised by you in competition? If a Japanese im
"orted article is offered in the market for Rs. 4-4-6 per gross, ordinarily 
from your experience what is the price that you think the Indian conRutnloll' 
iR likely to pay for the same class of goods made in your factory P 

Rai 8'akih.-In the caR~ of phialR, it will be 8 annas a J!'ross Ip.ss, in the 
case of Boda bottles, Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 per gross less and in the case of 
Whi..ky pints Rs. 2 per gross less. 

Pre.rldent.-Of course it is imoossible for YOll to make any stllteml"llt 
nhout figured glass because you have not made any in rEl<'ent yparsP 

Rai Sakib.-That is 80. 

Pruident.-The plant baR bE'E'n idle for two years P 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Yollr own exulanation of this difference in price between 

\"our articles Ilnd imnorted articles is that there is a considerahle amount of 
prejudice in the market against Indian made goods. 

Rai .'i'ahib.-TherE' is ~()me nreju(lice in the country whicb (lnnnot bp 
(\pnied against India.n made goods, That is responsihle to a certain extent 
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for the lowe! ~rice that we are realising. .At the same time I must say 
that the prejudice is gradually disappearing. . 
. President.-Is there any difference in quality between your goods and 
Imported goods? ., 

Rai Sahib.-As regards phials I can say that our phials are better than 
the Japanese. Ours are heavier and stronger. 
. President.-:-Therefore you think that the projudice is bolind to disappear 
In course of time? 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-What about soda bottles? 
Rai Sahib.-The same is the case with it too. Formerly our breakages 

were very heavy. But now we test each and every bottle before we allow 
the bottles to go on the market. So, the bottles that go on the market 
now are much better than before. 

President.-What about whisky bottles? 
Rai Sahib.-Our bottles differ in capacity froIIl. i oz. to t oz. 
president.-Is that variation? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-What about imported bottles? 
Rai Sahib.-They also vary but not to the same extent as our bottles. 

Our representative who had been to England says that we can also achieve 
the same result very soon. Our method of making bottles is the same as in 
England and in other places. Only a little more supervision is required 
and the temperature of the tank has to he regulated better. That is what 
he says. 

President.-Have you had any specific complaints from the users of 
t··h~se excise bottles? , 

Rai Sahib.'-Really speaking we never supplied them. We cannot supply 
bottles of uniform capacity. Even in Germany they cannot supply bottles 
of the same capacity. When they receive orders they stipulate that a 
certain percentage will vary.· ( 

President.-Is there any difficulty apart from the difficulty of seC1l!:ina 
uniform size, uniform capacity? 

Rai Sahib.-No. There is no variation in size hut in capacity only. 
PrBsident.-In regard to the actual quality of bottles, has there heen 

any difficulty?· 
Rai Sahib.-Not at all. "The Excise people want bottles made to the 

exact capacity, but, 25 p~r: cent. of our ho~tles vary in capacity. It is a 
necessary condition that. the bottles supplIed to the EXCise Department 
should be embossed with their mark and such bottles which arc not of the 
required capacity and cannot· be supplied to the Department will not seek 
any other market on account of their being embossed. It will thus he a loss 
of 25 per cent. So, we are losers. I~ they leave out the condition of 
embossing, we can supply them very eaSily. 

President.-In upcountry markets, there is bound to be a fairly large 
supply of second hand bottles? 

Rai Sahib.-That is also our difficulty. Second-hand soda bottles. are 
also coming from England for the last two years. 

President.--Is it likely do ~ou think that the Indian manufacturers' 
prices might be pushed .down to some extent as the result of the supply 
of second-hand bottles P 

Rai Sahib.-The thing is this. As soon as protection is given or a 
protective duty is put on, we shall be able to sell our bottles. Now there 
is no protection and they send their second-hand bottles also to India. 

President.-You are familier, are you not, with the actual conditions 
in upcountry markets near AllahabadP 

Rai Sahib.-I think I am. 
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PreBide1l,t.-Can yon think for a moment of one of 'these particular 
markets a~d tell me the approximate proportion of second-hand bottles 
that come mte the market? Is it possible at all to make any suggestiO"ll? 

Rai Sahib.-I don't think so. 

Preside1l,t.-What generally is the price at which second-hand bottles 
are sold as compared with fresh bottles? 

Rai Sahib.-Seoond-hand beer bottles are sold at 6 annas a dozen in 
Bombay .. 

Preside1l,t.-That is about Rs. 4-8-0 a gross? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 

Preside1l,t.-What would be the price of new bottles? 

Rai S'ahib.-About Rs. 18 a gross. 

Preside1l,t.-As far as excise purposes are concerl\ed can I use second 
hand bottles for bottling spirits? 

Rai Sahib.~They don't allow that. 
Puside1l,t.-The only stipulation they lay down is in regard to the 

capacity of the bottles? 
Rai 8ahib.-Yes. Both this and embossing. Lately they have made O"Ile 

more stipula.tion, namely, that each bottle must have a D;la.rk on the neck. 
The spirit in the bottle must be up to that mark on the hattie. 

Preside1l,t.-How is the embossing done? 
Rai 8ahib.-It is done in the mould and then the impression comes on 

the bottle when blown. 
Preside1l,t.-It won't do if I simply put a paper label on it? 
Rai 8ahib.-No. 
PreBide1l,t.~lt is quite out of the question for sellers of' spirits to use 

second-hand bottles? 
Rai Sahil1.-They can't because of the embossing. 
,presiIk1l,t.-What is the use to which generally second-hand bottles 

are put? 
Rai Sahib . ....:..small chemists and others use them. 
PreBide1l,t.-1 can buy my kerosine oil in the bazar in. these bottle.s? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes . 

. PreBide1l,t.-So that the use of second-hand bottles would be rather 
restricted ? 

Rai 8ahib.-Yes. 
President.-And therefore the danger from. second-hand bottles is not 

80 great? . 
Rai Sahib.-No. 
President.-In determining the price that you realise it may be dis~ 

missed as a negligible factor? 
Rai 8ahib.-Yes. 
Preside1l,t.-There is rather an important' question. You; manufacture 

various kinds of glassware' arid I' ~hould like. to get some' idea of the 
difference' in the costs of manufacturmg these dIfferent· cla.sses -of glassware. 
The particular case that I put to Mr. Varshnei yesterday was. the difference 
in the cost between phials and lantern. globes and the pOint was made 
that the main difference in cost wpuld arIse under three heads-cost of the 
raw materials because there IIIre certain materials that you have got to 
use for chimn~ys that you don't use f?r bot~les, there are greater breaka~es 
in the case of chimneys, and there IS pOSSIbly better and more expensIve 
packing to be done in the case of chimneys. You generally. agree· with 
that, don't yon? 

Rai 8ahih.-Yes. 
GLASS ~ 
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President.-Taking these factors into consideration approximately what 
do yO'U think .is 'likely to be the difference in cost between phials and 
glO'bes that represent the same weight O'f glass? Assuming you have Ii 
class O'f globes that yield about 40 gross to' a ton and phial$ that yield also 
40 gross to a ton; taking these twO' classes of articles, and making allowance 
for difference in costs under these various items what approximately dO' 
YO'U think is likely to be the total difference in the cost? Supposing the 
total cost Df manufacturing a gross of phials is Rs. 5 what do YDU think 
is likely to be the cost of manufacturing glO'bes having much the same 
weight? Is it possible for YDU to mnke a statementP 

Rai Sahib.-No. 
President.-Supposing I said it would somewhere about Rs. 7 or Rs. 8? 

Hove YO'U any data at all? 
Rai Sahib.-I ca~'t make any statement. 
President.-I suppose the price Df imported phials is considerably lower 

than the price Df globes, is it not? 
Rai Sahib.-In what way? 
President.-Take your stateme'Ilt. If you take yO'Ur 4 oz. phials, the 

current price of imported phials is Rs. 4-4-6. I may tell you what my 
own. impression is. If YO'U take lantern globes having apprDximately the 
same weight. that is to say the same number of units yielded by the 
same weight of glass, the price of imported 'globes wDuld' be somewhere 
about Rs. 15 to Rs. 16 P 

Rai Sahib.-There would be a big difference. 4 DZ. phials are imported 
at Rs. 4 and Dietz globes at Rs. 18 per gross. Thero is a very big 
difference. 

President.-Do YO'U tbink the difference in the cost is likely to be so 
great as the difference in the import price P 

Rai Sa.hib . .,Yes. You are comparing 4 oz. phial~ with chimneys which 
are bigger. 

President.-Take a 6 oz. phial. What I want you to explain is this. 
If a. globe weighs 6 oz. and .n phial also weighs 6 oz. the price in the 
market' of the globe is about four times the price of the phial. Take a 
phial that weighs 6 oz., that is, a phial which yields about 40 gross a ton 
and take a globe which has much the same weight. . 

Rai Sahib.-The difference will be nO't more than 50 per cent. in the cost. 

Pre.,ident.-But the difference in the price is about 400 per cent.; how 
do you account for that? If it cost me about Rs. 5 to make phials I 
shDuld be able to make globes at about Rs. 8 per gross which is somewhere 
about 50 per cent. But the differevnce in the import price is about 400 
per cent. What precisely is the reason for thisP 

Rai Sahib.-I can't say. . 
President.-Can you throw any light on it, Mr. VarshneiP 

Mr. Varsh71.ei.-1 think 12 oz. phials will compare favDurably with 
Dietz lantern globes. A 12 oz. phial will weigh about 7 cz. and 80 is the 
case with' Dietz globes. The price of 12 DZ. phials is Rs. 12 per gross 
while the price of Dietz globes is Rs. 18 per gross. 

Preside71.t.-On thnt basis the difference in the price corresponds approxi
mll!tely to the diiferenC'e in weigllt P 

Mr. Var.~hnei.-Yes. 

President.-Supposing this Bonrd nfter due consideratiDn decides to 
grant protection to bottles and phials and lantern globes, then the same 
rate of duty would suffice if it is fixed ad valorem P 

Rai Saltib.-Yes. 
President.-Sunposing, for example, we determined the cost of some 

particular ~lass of blown WIne, l(lt \II! say phials, anet h!1.ving worked Gut 

{ 
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the cost compared with the price we get a certain duty, let us say, 50 
per cent. and in the circumstances of the industry applied it to every 
glass or blown ware it will be -a legitimate assumption, won't it? ,It is 
unnecessary for the purpose of tariff determination to go in detail into 
the class of each blown ware? 

M-r. l'arshnei.-That is so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like to understand a little more in detail 

your answers in connection witb second hand bottles. You gave us to 
understand that it is impossible for the Excise authorities to pass those 
bottles because there is no embossing done on the second hand bottles. 
Suppose one of the glass manufacturers takes a mould and does the 
embossing, will that obviate the difficulty? You just now told us that 
the embossing is done in a mould: if somebody buys second hand bottles, 
makes these into glass Mid then embosses it, it will be cheaper than 
Rs. 18 at which new bottles are sold, would it not? You told us that 
bottles duly embossed are sold at that price. 

Rfli Sflhih.-That will be like broken glass which can always be melted. 
But those bottles will be weaker because if we put more of the broken 
glass and less raw material in the tank, the glass manufactured will be 
weaker. -

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have you ever corresponded with the Excise authorities 
ro>garding the orders for these kinds of bottles? 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. The Excise Commissioner came to our factory twice 
and we discussed the matter but he insisted upon the exact capacity of the 
bottle being shown on it. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The main objection raised by the Excise authorities 
to the use of Indian bottles was that they were not of the exact capacity P 

Rai Sahib.-That is one; then they want the embossing ~o, be done on 
the bottles. We can always supply the exact capacity if they do not 
insist on embossing. If we emboss the bottles the'll there will be a wastage 
of 25 per cent. of the bottles as not being of the exact capacity on account
of variation in the weight. This 25 per cent. will have-:to be thrown away 
because they will be embossed and so useless to outside customers. Thoe 
result will be that our prices will be higher. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The question of price will come later. I want to 
know, apart from the question of price, is it possible for the Indian factories 
to supply these. bottles? 

Rai Sahib.-Yes, it is quite possible. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-There is not the "lightest difficulty for Indian factories 

to supply these bottles according to specification? 
Rai Sahib.-Nolle at all. ~~ 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In your answer to Question 2 you say that the superior 

management is entirely Inllian. I don't quite understand that when you 
go on to say that you have got three men to supervise who !l.re non-Indians. 

Rai Sahib.-We have only one non-Indian who supervises the machines. 
He is the foreman. 

Mr. Ra-himtoola.-one is foreman. What position does the other man 
hold? 

Rai Sahib.-The Austrian is a blower and the Japanese man is also 
II foreman. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I want you to explain to me a little more fully. 
What exactly do you mean when you say in your new note that the effi· 
ciency in quality can only be achieved under favourable circumstance". 
Do you mean by the grant of protection? 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola-There is Poo at-Iter collsid~ratiollP 
llai Sahib.-No. 
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1111'. Rahimtoola.--On page 3 you say calculated on the basis of these 
figures the average. prices per gross are continuously going down as the 
figures of the five years in the. following will show:-

1928-29 1929-30 

Soda-water bottles per gross 
B.s. 
23 

Rs. 
25 

Rai Sahib.-I think mostly Japanese goods might have come'in that year. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-Why should there be an increase of Rs. 2 when the 

prices are continually going down? ' 
Rai Sahib.-I think the import duty was increased. 
MT. Boag.-Not in 1929. 
Rai Sahib.-I cannot explain. 
MT. Rahimtoola.--On page 4 of the new note you have said that the 

oost of manufacture is 100 per cent. over and above the melting stage 
of raw materials. Will you give lIle the details as to how you have 
calculated this? 

Rai Sahib.-The details of 100 per cent. are as follows:-

Blowing power and fuel 
Packing, sorting and stacking 
Breakage 
Electricity, pots and moulds 

After that we have to spend the following:-

Depreciation 
Commission to merchants 
Railway freight 
Bad debts 

Per cent. 

30 
30 
20 
20 

100 

Per cent. 
15 
221 
45 
6 

88 

In round figures 90 

'MT. Rahimtoola.-You say here' while in the case of soda-water bottles 
and ftgur.ed glass, the total cost is higher by another 50 per cent. 

Rai Sahib.-Soda-water bottles we have to test.' In each and every 
bottle we have to put in rubber rings and marbles .. 

MT. Rahimtoola.-That is the ('ost which is added? 
Raj, Sahib.-Yes. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-You state here that you have not been able to make 

figured glass since 1927 P 
, Rai Sahib.-That is so. 

11fT. Rahimtoola.-That means I suppose you have got figured glass on 
hand at present? 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-How murh stock is left out of the 2 lakhs square f(>e1 

that you .rnnnufactured in 1927P 
Rai ,qahib.-The stock must be somethinlt like .,\ th of the whole, 

During 3 or 4 years we could only SI'1\ -iii ths of the quantity made. 
MT. Rahimtoola .. -You' ha,ve tii th {If the balance. What is tIle ditliculty 

in disposing it of P 



Rai Sahib.-our prices are high. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Your cost of manufacture is higher? 
llai Sahib.-Yes. The railway freight is also high. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Here you have stated that the current 'price of the 

wares from Japan is B.s. 20-9-3 as against yours Rs. 29-3-0. 
Rai Sahib.-Rs. 29-3-0 is our cost price. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-On page 6 you are comparing the state of things in 

India as against foreign countries and. you state the difficulty of having 
expert Imowledge near at hand. You are in favour of maintaining an '3Xpert 
by the Government of India? 

Rai Sahib.-As regards machine, we think we require some expert practi
cal knowledge-I mea.n practical knowledge. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You would like an expert in glass technology pr. a 
glaHil expert should be maintained' here at the expense of the. Governm\lnt 
of India for such advice as the Indian factories might like to have. Is 
that the proposal which is contained in this paragraph. Your complaint 
is that you are not getting satisfaction because there is constant correspond
ence and you want personal conversation? 

Rai Sahib.-If really an all-round man can be got, he ma1 be useful 
to us. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I want to know what is exactly in your mind.' Is 
it your intention that Government should n;J.aintain one expert ~ho cp~ld 
be useful for the industry? 

Rai Sahib.-That was not our intention. In this connection I want to 
impress upon you the difficulty caused to us by the lack of expert knowledge 
i'l1 the country. Whenever we meet with any technical difficulty, we have 
to correspond with experts in England and other Continental countries 
and takl' their advice. That naturally takes a very long time. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is one of the grievances of yours against the 
foreign manufacturers, as I understand it. I want to know what remedy 
you would suggest. Have you thought about that? 

Rai Sahib.-It will be useful if really an all-round man is available. 

MI'. Rahimtoola.-If an expert is appointed by the Government of India, 
will that obviate your difficulty? 

Rai Sahib.-That depends upon the ma.n. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are going. into the details. I am talking of the 

appointment of a man. You are discussing the kind of man you want 
before you decide in favour of a man. My point is whether you are in 
favour of a man, then it would be time to find out what method the 
Government of India should adopt in order to get the really right IIOrt of 
man you want. 

RILi Sahib.-·lt would help us if the Govern~ent appoint the right 
~ort of mal!l. 

Pl·esi<lent.-lf you don't get a good man it is money thrown a._y .. 
Rai Sahib.-Quite. ' 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is understood. That is not confined to your own 

industry. . 
Rai Sahib.-Glass industry requires expert Imowledge in all departments. 

One expert can't do for all the departments. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.>-On page 3 you tell us that you are drawing sand from 

Lohngra. Will yon telI me whether you are satisfied with £113 quality? 
Rai Sahib.-For our bottles it is good. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.--You are also making chimneys and globes? 
Rai Sahib.-For chimnys we use this sanef after washing it at our 

place. 
Mf'. RahiflltooZa.-That serve.s your purpose? 
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us, 

iia~ Sahib.-Yes. 
Ml'. Rahimtooza.-you have had no difficulty regarding this sand? 
Rai Sahib.-No. Bargarh and Lohagra are very near to each other 

and both of them are near to us. ' 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-You are not' using it from the other place? 
Rai Sahib.-Bometimes we use, but I have not put it here. 
Mf'. Rahimtoola.-80 you are using sand obtained from both places? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. That would make no difference to us. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Later on in answer to Question 6 (c) you state here 

dIat your factory is in the centre of the country and the more important 
markets come to be more or less at an equidistance. Do you still find 
difficulty in selling your manufactured goods? 

Rai Sahib.-We have got a very large stock and we cannot sell. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In spite of the fact that you are centrally situated? 
R«j Suhib.-Yes on account of our prices being higher. Whatever we 

sell, we sell at a loss. , 
Mr. llahimtoola.--On page 4, you say you have got your own colliery? 
llai Sahib.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Also quarries or sand rock? 
Raj. Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-Where is your colliery? 
llai Sahib.-In Jharia. 
P'resident.-Is the sand quarry your own property P 
Rai Sahib.-Not' our property, but it has been leased to us. 
Mr. Raltimtoola.--O'n page 14 in answer to Question 51, you are com

plaining about the Government· purchasps. Can you tell me the reason 
why they have ceased to purchase? 

Rai Sahib.-I saw once at Delhi the Officer of the Store Purchase Depart
ment. He said that the tincture bottles sometimes are very heavy and 
sometill\es light. They vary in capacity. On this pretence they have 
refused., 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Were you not able to satisfy them on that score? 
Rai Sahib.-We sent them some samples and they rejected it .. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say your quality became better and in spite of 

that they didn't take? 
llai 8ullib.-Yes. During the war time our glass Was bad. The mouth 

of the bottles was bad and still they were pUrl,hasing, but now when we 
hllve made improvements and when we have got machines, they do not 
take it. It is only the Inspector Ge'l1eral of Jails who purchases chimneys 
from us. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is not there a kind of test which your bottles go 
, through to satisfy the authorities? . 

Rai Sahib.-Our bottles are used by' chen:l,ists like Alembic Chemical 
Works for filling tinctures and they are strong enough for that purpose. 

Mr. R,,',imlovla.-As far as I can understand from you, GovemIDent 
!'ejected it on the ground that they are not about equal to the sample which 
they may bave submitted to you. The bottles that you turned out were 
according to tbem inferior. 

Rai Sahib.-In this respect only that they were a bit heavy and 'the 
capacity was not exact. 

)/r. Rultimfoola.-Could you not remedy that defect? 
Rai i'lul,ih.-We can't remedy tit(l defect in 1111 the bottles. In tbe 

case of whisky bottles, half tint, there is a variation of i to i oz. 
J/r. Ra7Iimtoola.-You also said that that variation exists in foreign 

bottlesP 
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1lai. 8ahib.-It does, but it is less than ours. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Supposing you do everything by automatic machines? 
Itai Sahib.-The variation takes place there too. Our representative 

has come with experience and he says that a little more regulation:' of 
temperature will remedy this defect. . 

Mr. Raltimtoola.-You have not .tried that? 
Rai 8ahib.-No. All our works are closed at present on account of heavy 

ato.cks. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards Form I, you have expressed your difficulty 

in supplying us with exact figures. I persanally do .not understand· why 
that d!fficulty should exist hecauseeven if the accounts are kept in Indian 
style, It should be easy for you to find out how much quantity is left. 

Rai 8ahib.-We can give that from our records. Whlllt I understood 
froJl!. this was that you wanted the expenditure for t)1e year as in our books. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I quite understand what you· have put in. But 1 
think that it would be easy for you to give us more accurate figures? 

Rai. 8ahi~.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-If you could give us more accurate figures, it would 

be useful. . 
Rai 8ahib.-I shall send you the figures later. We also take stDckat 

the end of the year, if not for our own purposes, at least for the income-tax 
purposes. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I hope you will be able to supply us more accurate 
figures. 

Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-That would be a statement of your actual expenditure based 

on materials consumed during the year and not an materials purchased? 
Raj. 8ahib.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards Form I you have supplied us the total 

expenditure hut you have not supplied us the total expenditure on' the 
production of glass. That is where the difficulty comes. The total· expendi. 
ture given for the year is not on the production of glass for that year .. The 
production of glass is the Dumber 6f tans yOU turn but and the total 
expenditure is not in that. 

Rai 8ahib.-I misunderstood it. 
Preaident.-Suppose for example you were trying to find your actual 

expenditure on sand consumed during 1930·31 let me see what you' would 
do. You would take your stock of sand at the end of 1929-30 and inclUde 
your purchases during the year 1930-31 and deduct your stock at the end 
of 1930-31. That would give you your actual consumption? . 

Raj, 8ahib.-Yes. 
President.-That you would do with regard to each of these materials? 
Bai. 8ahib.-Yes. 
President.-That is to say, Ybur previoill! stock plus your purchasllII 

minu8 stock outstanding at the end of the year. 

Bai 8ahib.-You want figures for sand, soda .and. lime. 

President.-For all the materials. 

Bai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-l thought you were rather doubtful whether· your. works 

labour referred to actual expenditure although I was not able .to follow 
why your actual expenditure. on labour for a particular year should be 
other than on the production of glass in that year? 

Bai Sahib.-Bometimes it so happens that the pay for March is put 
down in the month of April. Sometimes we give thai March pay.in -February. 



President.-in that case, if you take 1929-30, the amount shewn all 
disbursed in March, 1930, 'would be ,tbp wages earned in February, is that 
your, point? 

Ra~ Sahib.-Yes. , 
President.-I don't think that will cause any practical difficulty. 
Rai Sahib.-No, moreover, we have worked for a lesser number of days. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You take the actual number of men employed. 
Rai Sahib.-The difficulty is this. Sometimes we work for 6 months and 

sometimes 9 months in a year. 
President.-As far as works labour is concerned, if you have figures 

showing the actual expenditure during the year 1930-31 on labour disbursed 
as wages, that would be, good 'enough for our purpose. 

Rai Sahib.-I will send it. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I want you, in the light of the discussion that has 

taken place, to send us a revised statement as in Form I. 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-With regard to coal also you would do precisely what you 

are going to do with regard to the other materials P 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
President.-Could you take out the railway freight from item S? 
Rat. Sahib.-Yes. 
Pr,esident.-Then you are going to'take out the machinery item? 
Rail Sahib.-Yes. 

Mr. Boag.-I should like to ask you ODe or two questions about your 
bottle machines. You say you havll got 5 machines? 

Rai Sahib.-Yes, we, have 5 machines altogether. 

Mr. Boag.--Of these 5, you have three working an one furnace? 
Rai Sahib.-Three' llre attached to one fUrnace and two are idle. 
Mr. Boag.-Two are 'DOW idle? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-When they work, they work one on each furnace? 
Rai Sahib.-They are not working. 
Mr. Boag.-Have they ever worked? 
Rai 'Sahib.-Not altogether. 
Mr. Boag.-How many have you working at ODe time? 
Rai Sahib.-Two. 
Mr. Boag.--can you make bottles of every shape and size on each 

of -these machines? 
Rai Sahib.-What do you mean by every shape and size? Up to 32 oz. 

we can make. 
Mr. Boag.--On one machine caD you make all? 
Rai Sahib.-There are different machines for different sizes. Two 

machines are for making bottles of 1 to S oz. and three machines for bottles 
of S to 32 oz. 

Mr. Boag.-When did you buy these machines? 
Rai Sahib.-In 1925. 
Mr. Boag.-All of them in 19251' 
Rai Sahib.-First of all we got one machine only and after that two 

machines', Then we purchased two more. 
Mr. Boag.-When did you get the first? 
Rai Sahib.-In 1925. 
Mr. Boag.-Then you got two? 
Beii Sahib.-Yes. in the &aIDe year. 
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},fr. Baag.-The others? 
Rai Sahib.-....The year before last. These we purchased from Calcutia. 
Mr. Boag.-Have these two been used in the factory? 
Rai Sahib.-They were fixed up and worked for a mO"llth or two. After

wards we did not work them and so they are now lying idle. 
Mr. Boag.-You have given us the analyses of sand and lime that 

you use? 
llai Sahib.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-Who made the analyses? 
Rui Sahib.-They were made in England by Mr. Turner. We sent our 

sand to him. 
Mr. Baag.-Was the sand that you sent exactly in the condition in 

which you got it from the quarry? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
Alr. Baag.-You did not treat it or wash it? 
Rai Sakib.-No. 
Mr. Baag.-You have given us the total estimate of the value of glass 

produced in India. In reply to Question 43, you say that the Indian 
production of the principal kinds of glasswares are estimated at 60 to 
70 lakhs of rupees a year. What have you based that estimate on? 

Rai Sahib.-I ooun'ted the number of factories and found out how many 
pots they were working. Then I took the tank furnaces of bangle factories 
and others. That was how I worked out the estimate; 

Mr. Baag.-You include everything in this, bangles as well as others? 
Rai Sakib.-Yes. 
Mr. Baag.-You don't claim that it is an exact estimate? 
Rai Sahib.-How can I? It is only a rough estimate. 
Mr. Iiadkin..-In reply tQ Question 4, 1 understood you to say that you 

work out your daily outturn according to the capacity of the machines? 
Rai Saltib.-Aooording to the number of bottles that we can turn out. 
Mr. Hadkin.-On the machine? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
Mr. Hadkin.-How many bottles per minute do you expect to get from 

your machine supposing you are making anything from 1 oz. to 8 oz.? 
Rai Saltill.-Not more than 18 to 20 per minute. 
Mr. Hadkin..-What about 8 oz. to 32 oz. bottles? 
Rai Sahib.-Tincture bottles we turn out at 15 to 16 on O'neill machines. 
Mr. Hadkin..-And on the Lynch machine? 
Ilai Sakib.-The same number. 
Mr. Hadkin.-You have some Forster machines also? 
Rai Sahib.-Yes. 
Mr. Hadkin.-How many do you expect to get on theseP 
Rai Sahib.-I have no experience of those machines. 
Mr. Hadkin.-Have you still got those Melin machines which you pur-

chased? 
Rai Sakib.-Yes. 
Mr. Hadkin.-Do you know what your capacity there isP 
Rai Sakib.-I think not more than 6 or 7 bottles per minute. 
Mr. Hadkin.-Can you tell me which .of the bottles which you set out 

on page 2 are made by machines and whIch by hand? 
Rai Bakib.--Codd bottles, Crown cork bottles and whisky and brandy 

bettles and i pint bottles and tincture bottles and screw tops are all done 
by machine. Chutney and pickle bottles are not done on the machine. 
Narro1l,V mOuth bottles are done by hand as well as by ·machine. 



Mr. Hodkin.-Wh!'t about wide mouth stoppered and uDstoppered hottles? 
Rai Bahib.-These bottles are made both by machine and by hand. 

Screw top wide mouth bottles aud jars al'e made by machine only. Medicine 
and hair phials are made also by machine. 

President.-Th~ ~hole lot of them? 
Rai Bahib.-We make them both by hand and by machine. 
President.-Perhaps more by machine than by hand? 
Rai Bahib.-Yes. Boot polish and inkpots are done by machine and by 

hand. Illuminating wares we do by mouth blowing and ornamental. figured 
and ribbed glass is done by machine only. 

Mr. Hodkin.-You have mentioned in your replies to Questions 11 and 
12 the use of lime. Do you use limestone? 

Rai Bahib.-Burnt lime entirely. 
Mr. Hodkin.-You don't use limestone at all? 
Rai Bahib.-No. 
Mr. Hodkin.-It is always burnt lime? 
Rai Bahib.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Was the analysis of lime also made in Sheffield? You said 

that your sand analysis was made in Sheffield? 
Rai Bahib.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Where was the analysis of lime made? 
Rai Bahib.-I Bent it to Mr. Turner. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Have you ever had an analysis made of the sand which 

you use for your'lampware after it has been washtlu;" 

Raj, Sahib.-We have not done it lately. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Do you get a better colour as a result of using the sand 

after washing? ' 
Rai Bahib.-Yes, we do get 'a' better colour. 
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Glasa and Bangles Industrial Association, Firozabad.. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) Letter No. 1151/99, dated the 'lth November, 1991. 

Herewith please find copies of the .. Memorandum on protection to 
GIW!~ . Ba~gle In~ustry at Firozabad (Agra)". As we weJ;8 very I.ate, in 
recelvllIg mformatIon, we have not· been able to give figures about costs of' 
production, etc., in this representation. We shall, of course, be prepared to 
substantiate our statements, if calle~ upon to do so later on. We hope to 
hear Boon from you. 

Enclosure. 

Memorandum on protection to Glass Bangle Industry at Firozabad (Agra). 

1.. Short History.-Before coming to the subject proper it will not be 
out of place to trace in brief outline the history of this. industry at this 
pl~ce. So .far as it is known from very early times certain communities
stIll known as .. Kacheras" or .. Shishgars" (both terms meaning. .. Glass
makers "~used to prepare bangles out of a sort of opaque glass, which 
the made by heating in ordinary ovens, .. Reh"-a kind of clay which 
contained both sand and sodium and potassium salts. The' presence of 
large deposits of Reh in this area will perhaps account for the original 
choice of this site. . 

2. Development.-Though there has been great improvement both in the 
quantity and quality before that, the great improvement in the industry 
dates from the outbreak of the Great War. As most of the bangles came 
from the II Central European Countries",. the outbreak of hostilities very 
nearly put a complete stop to their imports. Naturally this proved to be 
a very great impetus to the industry here and in an incredibly short period 
a large number of faCtories worked more or less on modern lines-cropped 
up, and the industry, as it were, passed overnight· from the" Cottage" to 
the .. Factory" stage. 

3. War and alter.--So great was the progress made during these mo
mentous years that this town-unknown and unimportant till the other day
leapt into sudden prominence as the sole supplier of the major portion of 
the country's demand for bangles. New factories were constantly springing 
up and those existing were working overtime. Fot: some time all wenJL well and 
the industry showed daily signs of progress. But as events showed this 
prosperity was short-lived. With the signing Of the Peace Treaty, matters 
took quite a different turn· altogether; . European Countries, now free .frolIl 
the turmoils of War, turned their whole attention to the markets which were 
telnporarily lost to them. This infant industry proved no match to the 
organised efforts made by the foreign producers, and the inevitable crW!h 
was not long delayed. Factories began to close their doors one after the 
other and the industry was faced with a crisis of the first magnitude. ·Since 
then the industry has undergone many vicissitudes of fortune~ but as yet it 
has not once succeeded in reaching its former level so far as quantity is 
concerned. 

4. Process of ."utnufacture.-Tbe lIIanufacture .of bangles ,involves two 
separate and distinct stagee-making of glass and ~hen turnmg the glass 
into bangles. As the processes are somewhat techDlcal, I propos,! at the 
very outset to give sOf!1e general d~8Cription o.f t~ose employed here. We 
do not propose to go mto the detaIls of the mtrIcate processes of manu
facture or of the various actions and reactions that the articles employed 
undergo, it will be. quite sufficient for our present purpose to confine ourselves 
to the barest outlines. 



5. Manufacture 01 Qlas$.-The chief ingredients of glass are land, sodium 
carbonate and limestone, and these when heated in specially constructed 
furnaces to a very high temperature fuse together into a molten mass, which 
hardens on cooling to form "Glass". The composition varies slightly 
according to the purPose for which the glass prepared is to be used, e.g., 
for gla.ss used in making artificial gems where great bdlliancy and refraction 
are needed, Sodium Carbonate may he replaced with Potassium Carbonate 
and certain other articles such as the Red Oxide of Lead may be added. 
The composition given above .is the one used in the manufacture of glass 
I!-eeded for making bangles. 

6. ManUfacture 01 Bangles.-The second stage consists in making bangles 
out of the glass so prepared. Here also two different processes are employed. 
The First or the Old Process essentially consists in melting glass in specially 
constructed ovens and then casting it into bangles of the required shape 
and size. This method is very crude and as it imvolves a great deal of 
3kill and labour, it is haI:dly suitable for large scale production. This has 
now been for the most part replaced by the 8ecoiul or the New Process, 
which is comparatively easier to operate and more mechanical in character. 
J n . this case the molten glass is' taken direct from the furnace and by a 
combination of many ingenious devices it is rolled into a spiral-like struc
ture of the given size and fineness. These glass spirals are then cut into 
bangles, and the open ends are later on fused in a blow-pipe flame. These 
bangles are then decorated by the use of Liquid Gold and certain other 
chemicals, and are once again fired to make these decorative sketches com-
paratively lasting. . 

7. The conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission.-Now coming to 
the subject proper, in paragra.ph 97 of the Report the Fiscal Commission laid 
down the following three conditions which should be satisfied in ordinary 
cases in order to establish .plaim for protection: - . 

" (1) The industry must be .one possessing natural advantages, such 
as an abundant supply of raw material, . cheap power, a suffi
cient supply of labour, or a laI:ge home market. 

(2) The. industry must be one which without the help of protection 
either is not likely to'develop at all or is not likely to develop 
so rapidly as is desirable in the interests of tbe country. 

(3) The industry must be one which will eventually be able to face 
world competition without. protection. In forming an estimate 
of the. proba.bilities of this condition being fulfilled the natural 
advant/l.ges,.referred to in condition (1) will of course be 

, considered .carefully." 

8. India's Resource.t in Raw Materials.-As I said above the chief ingre
dients of glass are (i) Sand, (ii) Soda ash and (iii) Limestone. To these may 
be added (iv) coal, which is used as a. fuel, and (v) fire-clay used in the 
making of furnace and crucible pots .. It is apparent that this countr:y is 
very rich in nearly all the raw materials mentioned above. 

9. 8and.-8nnd, perhaps the most important of these ingredients, is 
available in any quantity in Rajputana, Central India. and the Bombay 
Presidency. The article is mainly obtained from Sawai Madhopur ill 
Rajputana (Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway), Loghl'a and 
Bargarh on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. The quality obtained is 
fine and the prices are ('omparatively cheap. 

10. Lime.~ton.e.-Limestone of the best quality is to be found in India. 
There are large deposits of this substance in many pa.rts of the country. 
Katni, in the Central Provinces, supplies practically the whole demand of 
this plal"e for this article. 

11. Soda a.~h..-Sodaash is at present mostly imported from Kenya, 
Germany and other foreign countries. Our country has ample raw materials 
for the manufacture of this article and efforts in this direction made in 
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Dhrangadhra State have already proved BUooessful. There appears no reason 
why in the fulness of time Soda ash will not be prepared in India quite as 
efficiently and economically. 

12. COlll.-Coal is required as a fuel, and in most cases the quality used 
is very ordinary. There are lar.ge deposits of this article in various parts 
of the country, and recent investigations have shown the existence of coal 
mines in many areas, unexplored so far. At present the coal-fields of 
Ranigunj and Jheria supply a major portion of the coal consumed here. 

13. Fire-clay.-Fire-clay exists in many parts of the country and ths 
manufacture of fire-bricks is carried on extensively. Jubbulpore is at 
present the chief centre for the supply of this article. 

14. Indian. Labour in the Glass Industry.-WhiJe dealing with the ques
tion of natural advantages and disadvantages of an industry, specific 
mention has been mads to the supply of labour by the Fiscal Commission in 
their Report. In this respect ths glass industry compares favourably even 
with those industries that are long established. Except in the beginning 
when experts were imported from Austria., Japan and other foreign coun
tries, the industry is entirely in the hands of Indian skilled workmen. In 
this connection reference should be made to the presence of two distinct 
communities--Shishgars and Kacheras. whose hereditary occupation. as their 
very namlf suggests, h&ll .been the making of glass and bangles. These per
sons have shown remarkable power of adaptation, and with their old methods 
becoming obsolete, they seem to have become perfectly at home with the 
present improved methods. Though mostly illiterate, these people are very 
intelligent. One of the main reasons why this industry with so many 
natural advantages has been lagging behind, is that as yet absolutely no 
effort whatsoever has been made to impart modern technical knowledge to 
these persons. Repeated requests to the Government for the services of. a 
glass expert to remove the difficulties of these Shishgars and to initiate 
them into modern and up-to-date methQ.ds have so far remained unheeded. 
There is little doubt that with a little coaching an average Shishgar can 
hecome a very efficient labourer. The wages are, of course, low, but it is 
doubtful if the labour here is really cheaper as compared to foreign coun
tries. 

15. The In-dilln Ma.rlcet for Glas.~ Ban.gles.-One of the' most important 
natural advantages that this industry can boast of is the existence of a 
steady and secure Home market. With a very large section of the popula
tion the use of glass bangles is more or less a religious obligation, a fact 
which ensures a steady demand for bangles. India is decidedly the largest 
('onsumer of bangles in the world, and it is doubtful if any other country 
uses this artide in any appreciable quantity. 

16. Large SCII.le Production .. -The Report of the Fiscal Commission in 
dealing with "Additional Factors Strengthening" Case for Protection" 
has laid down the following in paragraph 98:~ 

"It is evident that an industry in which the advantages of large 
scale production can be achieved, i.e., in which increasing out
put would mean. increasing economy of production, is, other 
things being equal, a particularly favourable subject for 

. Protection." 
It does not need much reasoning to show that the gla~s bangle industry 

iA particularly suitable for large scale production. As a matter of. fact, as 
J shall show later, our troubles have been chiefly due to our being unable 
to achieve the economies that naturally result from large scale nroJuction. 
At present practically no ~achinery is emploved in any of the stage ?f 
production-a farl whIch~ whIle on the one hand. speaks much of the skIll 
and hanclieraft of the artIsan. alAo. on thE' other hand, goes to show that aR 
vpt thE're is vast scope for improvE'ment in this direc:tion. Similarly while 
tank furna('es are universally employed on .the .~ontm~nt and Japa,~. we 
have to c(Jntent with the much more expenSIve Cruclble Furnaces . 
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'17. Ea:pansion of tke Industry.-Turning again' to the Report of the 
Fiscal Commission, we' come across the following on page 55:-

"Another class of industry which should be regarded with a favourable 
eye is that in which there is probability that in course of time 
the whole needs of the country could be supplied by the Home 
Production. " 

The capacity of this industry to supply for the entire needs of the 
country was demonstrated beyond any shadow of doubt, when during the 
war practically the entir,e imports from the European countries were 
stopped. Even at the present day the industry supplied nearly half the 
demand of the country, and given proper facilities, there is no reason why 
the entire demand of the country cannot be satisfied by Home Production. 

18. TkeFisoaZ Oommission's second condition: necessity of protection.
From the above it is abundantly clear that both in the supply of raw 
materials and in having a secure Home Market, India is in the most favour
able position so far as this industry, is concerned. It is strange that with 
all these natural advantages India imports lacs worth of bangles every 
year. The figures given below ar,e those supplied by the Director General 
of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, Calcutta:-

1912-13. 1913-14. 1914-15. 1915-16. 

£ £ £ £ 
412,841 536,321 183,649 154,389 

1916-17. 1917-18. 1918-19. 1919-20. 

£ £ £ Rs. 
288,837 232,084 194,190 51,13,860 

1920-21. ' 1921-22. 1922-23. 1923-24. 

,Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
96,25,190 60;~s,426 79,80,693 86,38,086 

1924-25. 1925-26. 1926-27. 1927-28. 

Ra. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
] ,00,22,036 ' I,01,?4,026 84,85,810 89,51,885 , 

192M9., 
Rs. 

76,76,438 ' 

The industry here, as I have tried to show above, labours under a great 
many handicaps and it is most doubtful if it can develop without adequate 
protection from the Government, at least this is certain that the growth if 
at all will be extremely slow. The foreign manufacturer with all the 
advantages of large scale produdion and better organisation is in a position 
to produce goods of better quality and to sell them at comparatively lower 
prices. As I pointed above there is little machinery in employment here, 
and the methods used are more or less obsolete or in any case less economical 
than those employed elsewhere. This results in the double disadvantage, 
~·iz., production of inferior type of materials and at comparatively higher 
rosts. Lack of ('apital, and not any aversion to innovation, is responsible 
for the total' lack of m(chinery and the continuance of old and expensive 
methods of production. Indian capital is proverbially shy, and a new 
industry like that of ours cannot suc!'eed in attracting capital, unless the 
investors are assured that the Government are bent upon protecting the 
industry from unfair foreign rompetition. That in the past a number of 
fActories had to close, has very nearly shaken all c()nfidenc\l-s, fact whicb 
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is reflected in there being no Joint Stock Company here, and unless the 
Government step in to restore this confidence, it is not likely to develop. 

19. 40 peT cent. Re-venue Duty 'on 'Glass Bangles.-In this conn~ction it 
is worth mentioning that at present revenue duty amounting to 40 per cent. 
ad -valorem is imposed on glass bangles. Looking superficially this may be 
regarded as bestowing a degree of protection. The fact of the matter, 
however, is that any protective effect which this revenue duty might have 
made is very much minimised by 20 per cent. duty on chemicals including 
ROda ash. As we have seen that glass is composed of sand, lime and soda ash, 
it is apparent that the last one only is costly while tlte other two are very 
cheap materials. Thus a duty of 20' per cent. on the IIQda ash and other 
colouring chemicals seriously affects the price of glass. The duty on 
liquid gold and other decorative materials further raises the price and the 
ultimate protection afforded by the 40 per cent. revenue duty on glass 
bangles is very nominal. The chemicals wbich are used as raw materials in 
the manufacture of glass should be exempted from duty and a protective 
duty of 50 per cent. ad -valorem must be imposed on all imported bangles. 

20. The Fiscal Oommission's third condition.: e-ven.tual ability 01 the 
industry to ereist without protection.-That this industry will be eventually 
able to face world competition is apparent from the advantageous position 
in which tbis country is situated both as regards raw materials and a more 
or less steady home market. In this connection I give an instance which 
will show that our hopes in this connection are not misplaced. Only some 
years back "Silky bangles" worth several lacs used' to be imported from 
Japan every year. The market price for this kind of bangles was in-the 
neighbourhood of 4 annas for 24. We began producing the same kind here 
and such was the pro~ress made that. in the course of a few years only 
we offer the same class of bangles to-day at the rate of 12 times 24 for the 
same amount, i.e., 4 annas .. Needless to say that the import of this 'class 
of bangles has been entirely stopped. 

21. Oonclusion . .,-Under these circumstances it is clear that the glass 
bangle industry fully satisfies all the ,three conditions laid down by the 
Fiscal Commission. It shall be a pity if an industry with such natural 
advantages be made a viqtim Qf unfair foreign competition. This infant 
indnstry by its sheer perseverance' and tenacity has earned its claim for 
protection and it is to be hoped that the Government will save this industry 
-.which gives employment to some 10,000 persons-from extinction by timely 
and adequate protection. 

(2) LetteT No. 1134/99, dated DecembeT 91, 1991, ITom the Glass and Bangles 
Industrial, Association., FiTozabad. . 

Herewith please find our' replies 'to' the questionnaire sent by you. We 
very much regret owing to a number of circumstances we have not been 
able to give exact figures in certain cases. We hope to supplement-·our 
statement in this connection when we appear before the Board for oral 
examination. 

Enclosure. 
REPLIES TO'Tn QUE8'HONNAmE. 

1. Excepting one (The Friend's Glass Works, Ltd.) all the other glass 
works are unregistered firms for private proprietors. A list of the glass 
works at present in existence here is given in Appendix 1. 

2. The entire capital is held by Indians. In the limited concern 
referred to above, the directors are all Indians. There i~ no foreigner either 
in the superior or inferior management. 

3. The firms started at different dates. It is difficult to give ex;act dRte~ 
but ~ rough idea is given in Appendix 1 referred t() Rbove; . 
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4. For convtlnieQce's sake we propose to divide the works here into four 
classes:-

(1) Glass z,'urnaces.-These produce block glass (Exh. A) used for the 
manufacture of bangles, phials, etc. Their number at present is 
4 and the average capacity of each is about 120 maunds per 
day. . 

(2) Re.,hm i Bungle FU1'1Wces.-These make their own glass mostly and 
turn out B.i.lky bangles (Exh.. .B). Their number is abQut 
12 and the capacity of each varies from 1,500 toras to 2,000 
toras (a tora consist~ of 12 dozen pairs or 288 bangles) every 
day. 

(3) Fancy Bangle., Furnaces.-These alRo make their own glass BInd 
tum out fancy bangles (Exh. C). Their number is about 8 
and the capacity varies from 1,000 to 1,500 toras daily. 

4) Hough Bangles Furnace,'.-These produce very rough bangles 
(Exh. D), and they use glass produced by the big glass works 
referred to above (1). The}J: number is about 200 and the 
production of each furnace is from 200 to 250 toras a day. 

S. (a) The various kinds of glassware manufactured here are:
(1) Block glass. 
(2) Reshmi bangles. 
(3) Fancy bangles. 
1"4) Rough bangles. 
(5) Hurricane globes. 
(6) Paper-weights, jars, etc. . 

(1./ .It is difficult to 'give exact figures. Below we give certain approxi-
mat ... figureR for block glass and different kinds of bangles: - ., 

(1) Block gZa.sa.-ProductioU' about 180,000 maunds annually (about 
500 maunds a day) .valued at Rs. 8,00,000 approximately at 
Rs. 4-8 per maund. . 

(2) Re.~hmi hangle.~.-prod~ction 50. lacs toras per year, valued 
roughly at about'15 lacs of J:upees at about 5 annas per tora; 

(3) Fcmcy bangles.-Production about 25 lacs toras annually, valued at 
Rs. 75 .lacs approximately at Rs. 3 per tora. 

(4) Rough. ba.ngles.-Production about 50 lacs toras per 'Yea~,valued 
at Rs. 25 lacs approximately at 8 as. per tora. 

6. The factories are all situated at Firozabad, Agra District, United 
Provinces. 

(,; No, they are not advantageously situated in respect of vicinity to 
the areas from which the principal raw materials are drawn. 

(b) No, the coal-fields are at considerable distances. 
(e) Firoznbad is C'entrally situated and as such occupies a very favourable 

position in respect of our important markets both in the Northern India 
'I1nd the Deccan. Besides in recent years this town has become a large 
distributing centre for foreign bangles. 

(d) As regards lahour, we are advantageously situated. Trained and 
specialised labour is always available in abundance, so much so that this 
place seems to hold a sort of monopoly for the supply of specialised labour 
and bangle factories at distant places, like Calcutta and Bombay, have to 
import labour from this place. 

7. We consider the following to be the most important fnctors in seleC't
ing the site for It. giJlRS factory. in India:-

(1) Vicinity to areas from which principal raw ntfIterial~ like sand. 
lime, fire-clay, etc., are drawn. 

(2) Vicinity to coal-fields or other sources of power or fuel. 
(3) Supply of trained or specialised labour. 
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(4) The place must possess modern means of transport. 
(5) Vicinity to important markets. 
(6) Other things being equal, a place near tbe sea must be preferred. 
(7) The place must bave dry cold climate preferably. 

8. Some of our products, viz., Buperior class fancy bangles, are equal in 
quality and appearance to the foreign stuff, while otbers are of inferior 
quality. Most of them do not command tbe same pdce as tbe imported 
bangles. The lower prices are due to 1- ' 

(1) Inferior quality, which itself is accounted for by
(a) Lack of macbinery. 
(b) 14ck of expert knuwledge. 
(c) Lack of capital. 

(2) Lack of proper packing facilities. 
9. No, tbe production is not limited to certain montbs in the sense tbal; 

in no particular months the factories are invariably closed. Some of the 
furnaces.continue work all the year round and only stop for repairs, while 
others are comparatively more frequent in closing either for repairs or on, 
account of holidaY8 due to Hindu or Muslim festivals. :Qelow we give some 
idea of the total number of working days in 'each kind of furnace and the 
reasons for the difference:-

(1) mark Glass Furnace.-It goes on continually for the whole of the 
year without any break. The life of an average furnace is 
about 3 years. Practically no holiday is observed both because 
the number of persons employed is comparatively small and the 
nature of the work does not require continuous attention 
except for a few hours. 

(2) Rp.shmi B(1l1olp.s Fnrnar,e.-For this the type of furnace generally 
employed. is of the semi-Japanese, model---<>pen pots with 
chimney-and the average life of such a furnace is abou.t six 
months. The repairs mav take about a month or so. Ther. 
pots are to be replaced after some three months and this means 
stopping work for some two weeks each time this takes' place. 
All the Hindu and MusIim festivals are observed as holidays. 
Thus considering all circumstances the total number of work
ing days in a year come to about 200 days. 

(11) F(1l1,cy Bangles FUTlIaces.-The tyne of furnace is generally of tbe 
Japanese model-muffied pots with cbimneY'-8nd the life of 'such 
a furnace is ahout 3 montbs. Generally there are two furnaces 
which work alternatelv and hence there is a saving of some 
months. Here also all the Hindu and Muslim festivals are 
observed as holidays. The total number of working days will 
be about 250. 

(4) R01lgh, Bangles Furnaee.'-These are very small furnaces and 
produce very rou/th banlZles only. In addition to Hindu and 
Muslim festivals all Fridavs are observed as holidays. No 
Irrpat repairs are nepd"d hpTe. and the whole furnace can he 
built in the course of a few, days. , Fridays are utilised" for 
nart;"l repairs which are very frequent. Total number of work
ing days about 200. 

VPA. th" fact contributes to an increase in the cost of production' as ,com-
pnred to the cost in foreign countries. , 

Ra\v Materials. 
In. Th" follow;n", is t.hp list of t~w materials used in the manufacture 

of glllRS in('luding .e:resisting materials:-
(1) Snnd, sodn !!Rh, and limP-Chief ingredipnts. 
(2) Selenium. cadmium sulphide, cobalt oxide, zine dust, IIte.

Colouring Chemicals. 
G~SS ~ 
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(3) Fire-clay, .fire-bricks, and Delhi clay-For furnaces and pots. 
(4) Coal-Fuel. 

11. Our annual requireinents of raw materials for all the furnaces is 
given below in round figures:-

(1) Sand 15,000 maunds valued at Rs. 5,000. 
(2) Soda 60,000 maunds valued at Rs. 2'5 lacs. 
(3) Lime 8,000 maunds valued at Rs. 8,000. 
(4) Coal 20,000 ton~ valued at Rs. 2'5 lacs. 
(5) Fire-clay and fire-bricks 500 tons valued at Rs. 12,000. 
(6) Colouring chemicals Rs. 5 lacs. 

12. The following are the calculations for different raw ~aterials required 
for the production of" 75 maunds of glass (I'id,e Government Report on the 
Industrial Survey of the Agra District, page 42 of 1924:-

(1) Sand 61 maunds. 
(2) Soda 24 cwt. (nearly 32 maunds) 
(3) Lime 10 maunds. 
(4) Colouring chemicals Negligible weight. 

Below is given the approximate number of the different kind j)f bangles 
that are usually turned out of a maund of glass:-

Toras. 
(1) Reshmi bangles 
(2) Fancy bangles 
(3) Rough bangles 

40 
25 
15 

13. (a) Sand.-This is supplied chiefly from the fonowing places:-
(1) Sawai Madhopur (Bombay, Baroda and Central India Raihvay), 

Rajpuiana-Distance -from Firozabad 164 miles. 
(2) Baragarh (GrE'at Iudian"-Peninsula Railway) United ProvincE'S

Distance 225 miles. ' 

(3) Logllra (Great Indian Peninsula Railway) UnitE'n ProvincE'S-
Distance 220 milE's." _ 

(b) Lime chiefly from Katni (Central Provinces)-Distance 392 milE'S. 
(r) Fire-clay, etc., from Juhbulpore chiefly-Distance 448 miles. 
(d) Soda and -Colouring chE'micals Imported from abroad. 
14. We a"re :not in a position to say as to how the raw materials are 

collected. They aJ:e transported by railway from the source of supply to the 
works. 

15. We are not in a position to answer this question. 
16. The cost of the raw materials delivered at the works are as follows. 

As we have already pointed out in our answer above we know little about 
the royalty and the cost of labour employed on collection, so we leave out 
the first two headings (a) and (b). 

Cost. Freight. Misc. charges. 

Re. a. p. R~. a. p. Rs. a. p. 
(ll Sand 0 0 2 3 per mi!. 0 2 8 per md. 0 1 0 per mdl 
(2) Lim~ 

." 
0 0 6 6 0 4, 8 0 1 0 

(3) Soda Delivered ex.godown 
Firozabad at 7 8 0 percm. 0 0 II per cwt. 

(4, Fire.clay 35 0 0 per ton. 0 '1 2 per md. 0 1 0 per md. 
(n) Fire-bricb 1\ 0 0 per 100 5 0 0 per 100. ] 0 0 per 100. 
(6) Relenium IS SO cent.. 

c.i.f. Bombay 4 4 0 permd. 12 0 0 per Md. 
(7) Cadmium Rulphide 55 cents per lb, - 4 4 0" 5 0 0 
!8) Zinc oxide 0 30 per cwt. 1 12 0 1 0 0 per o"t, 
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17. No, we do not hold any concession as regards the supply of raw 
materials. 

18. Yes, soda ash and colouring chemicals are imported chiefly from 
England~ Germany and America. 'fhe ('ustom duty on these chemicals at 
present 18 2.5 per cent. ad 1'alorem. Below we give a list of these chemicals 
together with their prices at the port less custom duty and other charges:-'-

(1) Selenium metal 1/80 cents. per lb. 
(2) Cadmium sulphide .5.5 cents. per lb. 
(3) . Cobalt oxide 87 Reich. Marks per lb. 
(4) Zinc oxide £32 per ton. 
(5) Zinc dust £27 per ton. 
(6) Arsenic £23 per ton. 
(7) Liquid gold £32 per kilo. 
(8) Soda ash Rs. 7-8 per cwt., f.o.r. Firozabad. 

19. We are not in a position to answer this question. Soda ash was till 
recently nlallufn':'~ured al Dhrangdllrll, 3!d the quality was quite .satisfactory. 

20. We do not think we can answer this question. No mechanical or 
chemical analysis of the raw materials has so far been made, and in the 
absence of any experiments with other m:ticles we cannot say definitely if 
the materials. being nsed by us at present are the most suitable for our 
purpos~. 

21. We are not in a position to answer this question. 

22. Yes, except the Japane.~e type muffled pots, we make our own pots. 
The clay used is ordinary fire-clay obtained from Jubbulpore . 

. , In order to buiid these pots almost equal quantities of burnt and un·· 
burnt fire-clay are mixed thoroughly and then made into a sort of paste 
with water. The clay remains in this state for a period of about two months 
during which time it is frequently turned over. and kneaded. This' is then 
taken out and cast into suitable moulds. 

Muffled pots are imported from Japan at about Rs. 50 each (capacity 
600 Ibs.) f.o.r. Calcutta. There is considerable breakage in the transit, and 
it is posishle that the life of the pots is also affected. 

23. We are not in a position to answer this question. 

Labour. 
. 24. Though the processes employed in the manufacture of glass require 
expert supervision and the use of highly skilled labour, yet except in' the 
beginning when certain Austrians and Japanese were imported, the entire 
work is carried on by Indians at present; 

25. Does not arise. 
26. Most of the skilled labour employed at present comes from a distinct 

cla.'18 amongst the Mohammedans known as, Shishgars (meaning "Glass 
makers") whb have heen carrying on this calling for many centuries in 
the past. The skill is handed down from father to son, who generally 
begins to work with. his father at a very early age. The members of this 
community lire very jealous of any outsider entering the profession. 

Though mostly illiterate these people are very intelligent. One of the 
main reasons why this industry with so many natural advantages has .bel'n 
lagging behind is that as yet absolutely no effort whatsoever has been mad~ 
to impart lUodern technical knowledge to these. persons. Repeated requl'sts 
to the Government for the services of a glass expert to ·remove the diffi
('ulties of these people and to initiate them into modern up-to-date methods 
has so far remained un-heeded. There is no doubt that with a little coach
ing an average Shish.~ar !)a~ be~!l!1!~ f. V!!rr ~jlicient labourer. 
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27. ":e!I, there. ill vast .scope f.or the replacement of skilled labour by 
automatlc or seml-automatlC machme,. Already a beginning has bsen made 
in this direction and the old crude system requiring much skill and labour 
is gradually being replaced by the comparatively modern "Spiral method .. 

28. T~e chief con,siderations which prevent a more extensive employment 
of machmery are:-

(1) Lack of capital. 
(2) Lack of expert knowledge. 

29. We are not in a position to answer this question. 
30. Below we give latest figures available for-

Typo of fn rna.ce. Total wages Av(>rage rate of Total No." 
paid. wages. workmen. 

Ra. Rs. 

Block Glass 7,200 RkiIled 30 per month. 35 
Un -Ski1lt>d 12 

Reshmi Bangles 27,300 Skilled 30 120· 
Un -Skillt>d 12 

Fancy Bangles 36,700 Skilled "5 120· 
Un-Skilled • 12 

31. Most of the workmen are local labourers and so the question of 
housing them does not arise. 

Power and Fuel. 
32. The 'principal fuel used is coal. It is available in sufficient 

quantities. 
33. The fuel is brought from Jheria and Ranigunj coal ~lds. Distance 

of both 'the places is about 700 miles. 
The freight is about Rs. '8 per ton (from the 15th of January 1932 there 

shall be an increase of 15 per cent. in these rates). 
The total cost of coal delivered at the works is about Rs. 12 per ton 

(Rs. 3-8 per ton price of coal, As. 8 misceIlanrous charges). 
34. The fuel is applied directly in most cases. In only one furnace it is 

used in the form of gas. The former method is economical and the furnace 
is simple to make and easy to work. 

35. Power is used in the "Cutting for Decoration" process. The 
engines are mostly oil engines. 

36. The total quantity of fuel Der ton of glass will come to approximately 
one ton in direct furnaces, and about 11 tons Der ton of Reshmi and Fancy 
Rangl~s in the Japanese and Semi-Japanese furnn('('s. 

Equipment. 

37. No, they are not suffi('iently large as a unit of production. It is 
difficult to give n definite idea as to t.he smnllest unit of production whj!'h 
('nn be op('rat(>d e('onomically under the Tlres('nt conditions, but this mu('h 
can safeh' be snid thnt our works are just in the beginning stagE' and as y('t 
there ill a vast scope .for imnroVt'ment and addition. 

3B. ThE're is VE'rv little of mod(>rn machinE'rv h(>re. 'l'he manufa('tl1rp of 
hnnglE's involvE'S diffprent prO('E'ss(>s, which are carried on in diffprpnt. 
fnrnnCE'R, (>oninped for that nnrti('ular Rt,a!!"e. A dpb\ilpd dpqrriptinn nf 
thl'l prOCl'IRS(,R is given on pnge 123, paragraph 4, of our Memorandum, alren.d:v 
suhmittt'd to thl'l Bonrd. 



39. As we have already pointed ont we have very little of machinery in 
employment here. Most of the work is done very cl"Udely by hands, and in 
thIS respect we have been placed in the most disadvantageous position so 
far as competition with foreign manufacturers is concerned. It is of the 
utmost importance that efficient modern machinery should take the place of 
old and un-economical methods that are at present universally e111ployed. 
The ~ntroduction of machinery will m~ production of betteI:· type of 
materIal at comparatively cheaper cost. 

40. Very recently efforts have, been made to substitute mechanical 
processes for some of the most tiresome manual operations and the results 
obtained so far have been very encouraging. 

41. We are not in a position to answer this question. 
42. The question does not arise as there is very little of machinery ·in 

employment here. 

Mm'ket and Foreign Competition. 

43. For reply to this question please refer to our reply on pJ1.ge 128 to 
your question No.5. (b), where we have given the approximate valuation Of 
the quantity produced. 

44. As a matter of facj:, the whole of the country is a market for our 
bangles. Below we give the names ~nd the distance of ~ome of j:,he !I\ost 
important distributing centres for oUr bangles:-

Miles. 

Bombay Distance about 850 

Calcutta 
" " 

766 

Madras 
" " 

1267 

Lahore 
" " 

531 

Jubbulpore 
" " 

448 

Rewa 
" " 

400 

45. Second class for glass bang1es. No, we have no advantage in this 
respect' over imported bangles. 

(b) The railway freight is charged on gross weight. As regards the nor
mal ratio of nett weight to gross weight, it differs with the method of 
packing:-

Double-basket packing (Old system).-Ratio of nett weight to gross 
weight will come to about 4: 5. . 

Woode,. baz packing (Improved BYstem).-Ratio 4: 6 .. 

46. We shall be giving exact figures later on. 
47. Yes the export of bangles from India to foreign countries is not 

only probable but extremely desirable. It is very much to b" regretted that 
no serious efforts have so far been made to capture the vast markets in the 
countries adjoining our own, viz., Afghanistan, Persia, Siam, Ceylon, 
Sumatra, Java and South Africa. 

48. The foreign countries from which the competition in the Indian 
market is keenest are, Austria, Czecho-Slovakia and Japan. 

The competition is keenest at the port towns, viz., Bombay, Calcutta, 
Madras, Rangoon and other~. To some extent Firozabad is also a distri
buting centre for these foreIgn bangles. 

As regards the class of bang~es, Japan mostly expo~ comparatively 
cheap quality bangles (lustre, sll~y, and. kara) .. AustrIa and Czecho
Slovakia are exclusively concerned WIth supenor quahty fancy ban~les, 

49. There being thousands of v:arieties both in the imponted and ·loca11y 
made bangles it is difficult to gIve figures for each. Moreover naIlles in 
the foreign a~d local Btnif are in most cases diiferept, and it ~U1 be simply 
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to bring samples of some of the bangles--foreign and indigenous, while 
al>pearing before the Board. 

50. For reasons' given' above, we cannot answer this question. 

5!. No, we have not been favoured with any order from the Government 
01' any other public body for out bangles so far. 

52. So far as we know we can say that the foreign manufacturer is 
distinctly in an advantageous position as compared to ourselves in respect 
of all the factors mentioned in the question. 

Plant and Machinery.-As we have already mentioned in our reply to 
question No. 38 above, we have very little of machinery in employment 
here. Most of our difficulties are due to this lack of machinery and other 
equipment. 

Labour.-The labour here is mostly un-trained and there is absolutely no 
facility for imparting modern technical knowledge to the local workman. 
The wages are, of course, low, but it is doubtful if the labour here is really 
cheaper as compared to foreign countries. 

Materials.-The foreign manufacturer gets better and more suitable 
materials at comparatively cheaper rates. At any rate the quality of the 
material is much better and consequently the product is of a superior 
quality. 

Climatic conditions.-Tropical countries are ·not very suitable for glass 
factories. In some parts of the year it is' very difficult to stand the high 
temperature of the glass furnace. There is also considerable breakage in 
the rainy season due to great humidity in the atmosphere. 

Cust()nt duties.-We have to pay about 25 per cent. custom duty on glass 
chemicals imported here, and besides this we have to bear shipping and 
other charges. 

Freioht.-We aI:e not in a position to answer this question. 

Apathy 0/ G()ve·/,lIqJ,wt.-The (iQvernment here have done practically next 
to nothing to help this infant industry. 

53. 1'he idea generally prevailing here is that the foreign manufacturers 
dump their products, but we are not in a position to substantiate· this 
allegation. 

Capital. 

54. 1'he factorills: Ilnd .furnaces here are of several types and dimensions 
and it is difficult to give figures for each. Below we give in round figures 
block value of property in each type;-

Type. Lea_and J..ands. Pl"ntand ~1isc. Assets. concessions. lIrachinery • 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Block glass factory Nil 10,000 5,000 40,000* 

(Building Rs. 12,000). 
Rashmi bangles factory 1\' il 5,000. 3,000 7,000* 

(Building Rs. 6,(00). 

Fancy glass bangles Nil 5,000 5,000 10,000* 
factory (Buildings 
Rs. 8,000). 

Rough. bangles furnRce 1',il 200 100 500* 
(Building Rs. 3(0). 

• This inC"!udes implements, miscellaneous stock, raw materials, finished 
products, and book assets. 
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55. Below we give figures for depreciation in. each type of the furnace:

Per year. 

Block glass 

Reshmi bangles 

Fancy bangles 

Rough bangles 

Rs. 

1,000 

800 

1,500 

150 

56. Due to economic depression the value of lands and building materials 
have consideI:ably gone down, and the present day cost under the 'heads 
(0) buildings and (b) plant .and'machinery will be about 20 per cent. less 
than that given above. . 

The operating cost will remain the same. 
51. We have no limited concel'll here except one 'and that too after 

having remained closed for a number of years has begun work only last 
year. 

58 & 59. The question does not arise. 
60. It is difficult to answer the question in view of the diveJ:sity of the 

nature of works here. 

Works Costs and Overhead Charges. 

62. Below we give figures for breakage and wastage in the different 
stage of manufacture:-

Reshmi and fancy bangles--

Making 

Cutting 

Joining 

• Decoration I 

Per cent. 

5 

15 

li 

~o 

The breakage and wastage in the crude system of making bangles will 
amount to only 5 per cent. 

Very little progress has been made in this direction. 
63. We are not in a position to answer this question. 
64. 'l'he Income-tax authorities allow 5 per cent. depreciation on build

ings, but no depreciation on furnaces, etc. 
65. It is difficult to give figures for all the works here. 
66. No, we have no Head office other than the office of the local manage-

ment. 
Claim lor Protection. 

67. All the three conditions are fully satisfied in the case of Bangle 
industry. We have discussed the question at considerable length in our 
Memorandum submitted t!! the Board (vide paragraphs 7 to 20). 

68. We consider that a duty of 50 per cent. ad ~'olore1n must be imposed 
on all Imported bangles, and further that chemicals used in the manufacture 
of glass must be exempted from duty. 

69. No industry will be affected by protective duty on bangles. 

• For fancy bangle. !!nly. 



APPENDIX I. 

Name. 

,Block Glass llwrnaces. 

Started 
in the 
year. 

1. The Indian Glass Works 1908 
2. The Coronation Glass Works 1912 
3. P. 1\1. J. P. Friends Glass Works . ,1912 & 1929 

(Friends Glass Works started in 1912 and closed 
in 1926. Restarted as P. M. J. P. Fr:iends 
Glass Works in 1929.) 

4. The Bhanni Lal Glass Works 
5. The Hanuman Glass Works 

Reshmi Bangle Furnaces. 

191~ 
1926 

6, 'l'he Nizamuddin Glass Works 1926 
7. Kadir Bux Sikander Bux Glass Works 1927 
8. Sadulla Shahabuddin Glass Works 1927 
9. Shahabuddin Riazuddin Glass Works 1927 

10. Abdul Rahman Abdul Ghani Glass Works 1927 
11. Ustad Karim Bux Glass Works 1927 
12. Gauri Shanker Dau Dayal Glass Works 1928 
13. The Lakshmi Glass Works 1929 

Fancy Glass Bangles Works. 
14. Bhure Gulsher Glass Works 1927 
15. Vidya Ram Ram Swarup Glass Works 1929 
16. BhajaQ Bihari Lal Magan Bihari Lal Glass Works 1929 
17. Mool Chand Mahendra Singh Glass Works 1931 

. 18. Ram Chand Roshan Lal Grass Works 1927 
19. Asa Ram Rati Ram Glass Works 1931 
20. Panna Lal Ram Prakash Glass WOl:ks 1929 

Fonl[ I.-Statement showing the tut"l expcnditu1'e incu1-rcd at w01'ks on the 
produ.ctio·", oj Glass (Block) jar the year' 19JO. 

I.-Raw materials
(a) Sand 
(b) Soda ash 
(c) Lime 
(d) Crucibles 
(8) Refractor;J materials 
(/) Colouring chemicals 

II.-Works labour 
IlL-Power and Fuel 
IV.-Supervision and office 
V.--Current repairs and maintenance 

VI.-Packing 
VII.-Selling expenses 

"III.-Miscellaneous 

Total production in tons of glass 

TOTAL 

Rs. 

7,500 
56,250 
1,500 

800 
200 

25,000 
5,000 

16,000 
2,000 
.500 

1,000 
Nil. 

3,000 

1,18,750 

1,100 



The above is tbe statement of account of one of the block glass works. 
Figures will, of course, vary specially with a 'works which produces red and 
yellow glass more than any other. 

J.<'OBH 1I.-8tatelltent showing the worb ea:pcnditwre lor Reshmi and 
J/ol/£cy Bangle J!'wrnaces for 1930. 

I.-Raw materials
(a) Sand 
(b) Soda ash 
(c) Lime 
(d) Crucibles 
(e) Refractory materials 
(I) Colouring chemicals 

Il.-Works labour 
Ill.-Power and fuel . 
IV.-Supervision and office 
V.-Current repairs . 

VI.-Packing 
VII.-SelliDg expenses 

VIII.~lass 

Decoration 
IX.-Misoollaneous 
X.-Cutting 

TQl'AL 

Lela Credit for materials recovered 

NETT TOTAL 

Total output in the year 

Reshmi. Fancy. 

Rs: Rs. 

2,000 2,000 
13,000 12,000 

200 350 
600 2,000 
200 300 

l2,000 10,000 
25,000 -40,000 
-10,000 12,000 

2,300 2,400 
2,000 5,000 
2,000 4,000 
Nil. 3,000 

6,000 Nil. 
Nil. 1,20,000 

2,000 3,000 
Nil. 1,00,000 

77,300 3,16,050 

J,300 1,050 

76,000 3,15,000 

300,000 toras 100,000 toras. 
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CLASS AND BANGLES INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION, 
FIROZABAD. 

B.-oBAL. 

Evidence of Pandit SUSHIL CHANDRA, M.Sc., LL.B., President, 
Babu GANCAPRASAD, Secretary, Glass and Bangles Industrial 

.. Association, Firozabad, and Mr. P. D. SINCHANIA, 
recorded at Bombay, on Tuesday, the 

19th January, 1932. 
President.-Gentlemen, you represent the Glass and Bangles Industrial 

Association, FirozabadP 
Mr. Ch~ndra.-Yes. 

President.-Do your members represent the bulk of the output-prac
tically the whole of the output-of bangles and glass at Firozabad? 

Mr. Chandra.-Yes. 
l'resident.-You give in the Appendix to your replies a list of Glass and 

Bangles :Works at Firozabad? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-Can we take that as a list of your members? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-That is not a complete list of our members because 

some of our members are also dealers in bangles. 
President:-The dealers also are your members? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-Are there cases of manufacturers who are also dealersP 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes, but not mlUly. 
Preaident.-In the great majority of cases, the manufacturers and dealers 

are separate people? 
M·,.. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-How many works, besides those shown in this list, are 

member,s of your Associa.tion? Are there many works outside this list? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-The list is not complete. There are some factories 

which are not working at present. They are also members. 
President.-These are the works belonging to members that are· at 

present working? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yell. To the list appended to our replies, four more 

names have to be added. 
P1'esident.-In reply to Question 4, you give the groups into which the 

various works could be classified? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Exactly. 
President.-The numbers that you give there total up 24? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-But in this list you show only 20. I suppose 4 or 5 works 

have probably been omitted from the list? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-Looking through this list, I find that with the exception 

of two or three works whil,h belong tiD the first group, viz., Block GLass 
l~urnaces, all the works have been p·rnctil'ally started since the war? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes, 
President.-And the two or three wOl'ks which were started before the 

war are works which manufacture block glass? 
lIlr. Gangapr~aad.-Yes. 
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President.-Therefore I am right in thinking tha.t the development of 
the bangle industry of Firozabad, as far as reshmi bangles and fancy 
bangles are concerned, is a development which has occurred since the 
war? ' 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-The three works which were started before the war are block 

glass furnaces? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-As you say in reply to Question 4, the rough bangle furnaces 

get their glass from the block glass works? 
M'I'. Gangaprasad.-Exactly. 
President.-Therefore the position of the bangle industry before the 

war was that they were mainly concerned with the manufacture of rough 
bangles? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-Reshmi and fancy bangles began to be manufac,tured aftet· 

the war? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-After the war and during the war. Most of the 

factories were actually started during the war. 
PI'esident.-That is to say, the conditions created by the ,var enabled 

you to manufacture the superior classes of bangles? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-Which I suppose before the war were mainly imported? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr. Singhania.-At that time certain promises were made by Government 

that they would support the industry and on account of those promises 
capital was forthcoming. 

Presidenf.--on account of the assurance of support from Government 
capital was sunk in the industry? 

Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Did that assurance materialise? 
Mr. Singltania.---No, it did not. 
Prcsident.-I find from your reply to Question 5 that you ,estimate the 

total production of block glass as 180,000 maunds. Under item 4 to your 
reply to Que~tion 5 (b), the total production of rough bangles is given as 
50 lakhs of toras. In your reply to Question 12, you give 15 toras as 
the number of rough bangles that you can get out of a maund of glass. 
On that basis 180,000 maunds would give you 27, lakhs of toras. I~ that 
right? 

.l/r. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-The total production of rough bangles is 50 lakhs of toras. 

Out of that 27 lakhs is made from block glass manufactured in block glass 
furnaces? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-Where do they get the rest of the materials from? 
1111'. Gan!1apmsad.-This seems to be a rough estimate. We get some 

amount of rough glass from Purdulpur, Akrabad and other places. That is 
also converted into bangles at Firozabad. • 

l)residel~t.-What is it called? 
.lll'. Gan!1aprasad.-That is block opaque glass. They have no regular 

furna('es. They have only ovens and they ma.ke glass by the crude method. 
ll1'. Sin!11Htllia.-When the winter season co!Ues to a.n end, they collect 

the ('rude sal~ alkali deposit. 
President.-So that you are able to get a certain amount, of crude 

glass manufactured' a.t Purdulpur, Akrabad and other places? 
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Mr. Gangaprasad,-Yes. 
President.-How far is Purdulpur from Firozabad? 
Mr. GangaPrasad.-About 35 miles. 
President.-And . that crude glass i~ used in the J;Ilanufacture of bangles? 
11fr. Gangaprasad.-~es. 
President.-I take it that as far aa reshmi and fancy bangles are con-

cerned, the manufacturers of' those bangles make their own glass? 
iU'r. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-They make their own' glass without ex~eption? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-In the case of reshmi bangles, they have to use 

block glaas to sOI!le extent. 
President.-But in the main they make their own glass? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes: 
President.-So also the manufacturers of fancy bangles? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-I should like to turn to Form II where you show the works 

expenditure for reshmi and fancy bangles. These represent the works 
expenditure. of a sort of typical representative factory? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-It is not the actual expenditure incurred by any particular 

factory but what you consider to be the works expenditure of a' specimen 
factoryP 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-We have obtained these costs from a particular 
factory. 

President.-It more or less represents the actual costs incurred? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes, in round figures. 
President.-It represents the costs incurred b:J: a pa;rticular factory which 

you consid.er to be a typical representative factory? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-Looking at the works expenditure I find with regard to 

reshmi bangles you give your net total expenditure as Rs. 76,000 and then 
you give your total output in: terms of toras of bangles. I take it that 
the estimate in terms of toras is based on the proportion of 40 toras to a 
maundP 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Exactly. 
President.-That on my'calculation gives a cost of 4 annas per tora? 
'Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-Whatexactly is the price which is gener~lly realised for 

reshmi bangles P 
. Mr. Gangaprasad.-At Firozabad you mean? 

Prelident.-Yes. 
Mr. Gangaprasad..--4 annas 3 pies to 4 annas 6 pies per tora without 

packing. , 
President.-That is the net price that you realise P 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes eaJ works. 
President.-It does not include packing expenses or freight? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-No. 
Presi'dent.-Look again at your reply to Question 5. There you value 

the total production of reshmi bangles at 5 annas per tora. What is this 
5 annas P Is it the cost or the price realised P 

Mr. Gangapmsad.-It is the price realised. 
Pf'61id,,,,t.-You would sa, 8p~roxim8tely that the price realised is 4 

to 5 annasP 
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Mr. Gangapra,ad.-We ila.id 15 ahnaa in .order tD give you in round 

ligures. 
Mr. 8jn!1hania~-The bigger sizes do cost 5 annas. 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-This 5 annas includes paper packing. 
President.-The figure that you would like to place before us is 4 annas 

to 4 annas 6 pies per tora? 
Mr. Ohandra.-You can take 4 annas 6 pies as the average' price. 
President.-If you take 4 annas 6 pies as the average realiSed price per 

tora, that gives you a price of 41 pies per dozen pairs? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-The price that we have received from importers-the lowest 

price that we have seen from invoices--is -10 pies per dozen pairs. 
Mr. -Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-When the price ruling in the ports is 10 pies, you are able 

to realise at Firozabad only 4i pies. Is that correct? 
Mr. Gangapra~ad.-Yes. 
President.-How do you account for this big 'difference? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Packing will account for a lot bf the differenCl!. 

There is also breakage in transit which has to, be taken into account. 
Bombay is the chief distributing centre. We only supply them to local 
markets-just near about. Supposing we have to send our goods to Madra._ 
we will have to send Ithem either viii Manmad or viii Calcutta. Botnbay is 
the chief distributing centre, and so in Bombay our price will be more 
than 10 pies. 

President.-The chief items that account for the difference are packing, 
freight and bre~kage? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr. Singhania.-And quality also accollnts for a part of the difference. 
President.-Let us take these items one by one. Ali regards packing 

your suggestion is that if the price in Bombay is 10 pies, that 10 pie. 
represents also the packing charges. They are packed in card board boxes, 
aren't they? . 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Pre .• ident.-Have you ever tried to pack any of your bangles in card 

board boxes? 
Mr. Singhania.-We have tried. 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-On a Bmall Bcale, it was tried but not successfully. 
p,.esident.-Ha:ve you found out the cost? 

Mr. Gangaprasad,-Mr. Kati'ak gave you some figlires yesterday. 

President.-Yesterday he was not able to give us the quantity which 
the total expenditure incurred by him represented. What I want you to 
tell me is this.. If you take a dozen pairs and. pack that dozen pa.irs in a 
card board box, what would it cost you? 

Mr. Singhania.-It will be about 12 to 15 pies per dDzen pairs. 

President.-T take it that you are assuming that .one box will contain 
a dozen pairs P 

11fT. Rill.!Jhania.-Yes. 

President.-It is not a box for a tora? 

Mr. Singhania.-ND. 
President.-It will cost as much as 12 pies? 

Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
fresidenf,-lIow eXl1ct1y is thl> pacldng don~? 
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Mr. Gangaprasad.-We string them up, wrap them in old newspapers 

and then they are placed in baskets with hay round the bangles in the 
case of small consignments. In the case of wagon loads we do not use 
packing of that sort. 

President.-If you are able to load a complete 'wagon the packing is 
simple; the 144 pa.irs are strung together wrapped in ordinary newspaper 
and then put into the wagon P 

Mr. Singh.ania.-No; they are put straight into the wagon and we just 
put hay inside the wagon to reduce breakage. 

PTe .• ident.-If you are sending in small consignments then you would 
pack them in baskets? 

lIfr. Singlwnia.-Yes, in reed baskets. 
PTesident.-In that case do you pack in hay first before you put the 

bangles into the basketP 
lifT. Singhania.-Yee. 
President.-Have you any idea what the breakage in railway transport 

amounts to? Let us take. a wagon load. 
lIf/". Gangaprasad.-I am not in a position to give you accurate informa-

tion, but it will be about 30 to 40. per cent. 
President.-That is in complete wagon loads? 
M·r. Gangap-rasad.-Yes. 
President.-Thirty per cent. will not be a wrong figure to take? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-No. 
President.-The bulk of your consignments is sent in wagon loads? 
lIfr. Gangaprasad.-No; in small lots. Wagon loads are very few. Our 

wagon load consignments are mainly for Madras. Sometimes we do send 
Borne to Bombay, but it is very seldom. 

President.-At present the bulk of 'your consignments are sent in small 
lots? 

M·r. Gangap-rasad.-Yee . 
. President.-And that accounts, f'suPl:l0se, for the large percentage of 

breakage? 
Mr. Gan.gap-ra.sad.-And also becau!'le the packing costs are more when 

sending the bangles in small lots. 
President.-You mean the extra. expenditure in packing would be more 

than the loss by breakage P 
Mr. Sj'nghania.~Yes. 
PTP .• ident.-This figure that·: you have given me of 40 toras of reshmi 

bangles to a maund of glass, .does it mean that if you make a maund of 
melted glass and manufacture bangles out of it, then the resultant number 
of bangles is 40 toras P It does not mean that the weight of 40 toras is 
one maund? In the first place what is your percentage of breakage in the 
works? 

Mr. Ga.ngapra.,ad.-Whatever the breakage in the works it is again melted 
so we don't' take that loss into consideration at all. 

President.-That is not the point. Let me take 25 per cent. as your 
breakage in your works. Would that he right? 

Mr.' Gangaprasad.-That would be about right. 

President.-If we take one maund of glass as it comes out of the fur
na('e, one-fourth of a maund would be broken glass. In the pro('ess of 
making bangles you would lose 25 per ('ent. by breakag? One-fourth of a 
maund is broken; therefore three-fourths of a maund IS left; that r£'prl'. 
Rents 40 toras, am I right? 

Mr. Sing/lania,-No. IWe have given the weight of 40 tQras, 
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President.-If 40 torM weigh one .maund then actually the amount of 
melted glass that would be required for the manufacture of 40 t~ras is 
something more than one maund including breakage? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-I take it then that on that basis you require Ii maunds of , 

melted glass to make 40 toras? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-This is a smaller weight than I have seen in any other case, 

that is to say I have never seen in the figures supplied to us by other 
parties that 40 torat! weigh one maund. It will be considerably more than 
one maund. 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-That is right. As I said before, in the beginning 
our quality was inferior. We have taken the average. We also manu
facture small reshmi bangles for children and we also make thinner bangles 
and we have taken the average weight and we are quite sure that our 
weight is quite correct. As a matter of fact it also accounts for our 
realising lower value for our bangles. 

President.-That is quite clear that if the colour is the same, the, finish 
is the same and the decoration is the same then the heavier bangles fetch a 
higher price. 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-That is quite true. I think you are perfectly aware 
that Indian made articles are always sold 'at a. lower price. If I go to 
Whiteaway Laidlaw's I will pay a higher price for the same thing than if I 
go to the bazar and buy the same quality. 

Presidenf.-Before I ('an understand the real expenditure incurred by 
you, I must have some idea of the total output which this expenditure 
represents in Form II .. YO1\- have given it in the shape of toras; I want 
it in the form of maunds or tons of glass. 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Just divide by 40. 
President.-At 40 toras to a maund three lakhs of toras represent 275 

tons of glass? 
Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
President.-Add breakage to that to get the melted glass. My point 

is this: the weight of 3 lakhs of toras is about '275 tons. In order to get 
that quantity of finished toras you require 275 plus i of that as melted 
glass. 

Mr. Singhania.-My submIssion is that it is not necessary to take that 
view because that glass we melt again. 

President.-I am perfectly aware of that fact and I am going to make 
allowance for it but at present let us siIJ\Ply go on the quantity: 275 plus 
ird will give y~u 367 maunds of melted glass in the furnace. 

Mr. Singhania.-That is right. 
President.-Your total expenditure on sand is Rs. 2,000. I find from 

your figures that Rs. 10 is the cost of sand per ton. 
Mr. Gangaprasad.--Three maunds of sand cost one rupee; tha.t means 

Rs. 9 per ton. 
President.-Let us take it at Rs. 9. Rs. 2,000 is the tQtal expenditure 

at Rs. 9 a ton, so that it will come to 220 tons of sand. 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-In answer to question 12 you give us the various proportions 

in which the various materials are used. ' 
Mr Gan.gapra,~ad.-This is from the Government Report on the Indus

trial Survey of the Agra Distri('t, 1924. There is a slight variation, 

President.-In the main do you ac('ept that as the practice? 

Mr. Gangaprlua4.~Yea. 
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President.-If 220 tons is the total quantity of sand ! of that represent~ 
the quantity of glass you get? 

lIfr. Ganaaprasad.-That is right. 
Pre.~irlent.-That is 275. Now we have got to get 367. You have uRed 

a certain amount of glass the total cost of which you give as Rs. 6,000. 
What quantity of glass does that represent? 

lIfr. Singhania.-Something more than 2,000 maunds. It is the block 
glass that we have used. 

President.-What is the price of block glass? 
Mr. Singhania.-White colouted block glass costs Rs. 2-14-0 a maund; 

on that basis it comes to more than 2,000 maunds'o 
President.~Let us say that is about 75 tons. 
Mr. Singhania.-That is right. 
President.-The figures tally quite all right. In your expenditure on 

reshmi bangles you enter nothing against selling expenses. What is the 
idea of that? 

Mr. Singhani'a..-We sell ex works and therefore we do not pay an'\" 
discount. So far as reshmi bangles are concerned we al"e very adva~
tageously situated in Firollabad. 

Presiden.t.-Everybody comes to Firozabad and asks for bangles and you 
simply produce them? 

Mr. Singhania.-Not that way. :We sell ez works and we have not got 
to incur any charge of any kind. 

lIlr. Gangaprasad.-Even if we happen to have large stocks we don't 
send agents outside. 

Pr~sideltt.-You allow yourselves credit for Rs. 1,300. What is this? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-That is the value of the cinders and asheR. 
Pre.~ident.-Wl1o takes the cinders? 

Mr. Ganaalmlsad.-Sweetmeat makers and peoT'le of that sort. 

P7'e.~ident.-I think this is a good statement. Your total expenditure on 
power and fuel is Rs. 10,OOO? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Preside7l.t.-That at your present price of coal represents about 83.'1 

tons? 
Mr. Siltghania.-Yes, but it would be safer to take it at a lower figure. 

President.-What is the present price of coal delivered at the works? 

Mr. Singhania.-Rs. 3-0-0~. Rs. 3-8-0 since 1930 ex colliery siding. 

Pnsident.-I am trying to' find the consumption of coal per ton ~f 
finished bangles and the quantity of finished bangles is 275 tons. That 1S 

about 3 tons? 

Mr. Gangapra.sad.-Yes. 

Pre.~ident.-I make out 3 tons of coal per ton of finished bangles. 21 
tons of ('oal per ton of melted glass. The total amount of glass that you 
require was 367 tous. Out of that you dedu('t 75 which came in the form 
of glass. That gives you 292 tons. That is between 2i and 3 tons per ton 
of melted glass. That is rather high. 

Mr. Ga.ngapmsad.-There are three places in which heat has to be 
applied. First of all coal has to be used in the furna('e. There is a rotat
ing machinery whi('h the Board saw when they sisited Firollabad. There 
also we have to apply heat. Then again heat has to be applied where the 
block glas.~ is melted. In the light of these things the ('oal consumption 
doe~ not seem to be high. 

Preside1lt.-It is more or les8 a correct statemellt Qf the vosition P 
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Mr. Sing.hania.-This 21 tons of coal is not merely for the melted glass. 
In the makmg. of bang~es also a certain amount of coal is required. You 
take that also Into consideration. It will not be considered too high. 

fresident.-This is taking the coal consumption including the manufac
turmg processes and dividing it among the melted glass? 

Mr. Singhania.-Yes. . 
President.-There is one point which has caused me a good deal of 

difficulty. The figures I have seen vary so much and I am unable to make 
up my mind. That is on the QuesUon of colouring materials. I am quite 
aware that the proportions of colouring materials are trade secrets of 
manufacturers. Therefore I don't want you to disclose to me what you 
consider' to be trade secrets. I would like to get a rough idea of ~hat 
might be considered to be the normal practice in this matter. Some parti
cular manufacturer probably has his own secret proportion. I don't want 
that to be disclosed. :what I want to know from you as experienced manu
facturers of banj!:les is what you would consider to be reasonable proportion 
of these materials. 

Mr. Singhania.-There is no hard and fast MIle ahout these proportions 
and iust as one cotton manufacturer will use Cambodia and another some 
other Quality, so also every gla~s manufacturer ha.~ j!:ot hiR own way of mix
in!!:. A. regards these items that are ~iven here. every factory has to use 
them. Only the proportions mllv vary from 2 to 2l per. ct'ut. So far as I 
see there is no prospect of any improvement in respect of these things. 

Presilie7l.t.-What your posHion comes to is thi.: if vou mlt.nufaetuTe 
!!75 tons of re.hmi bamrles of the ki"d~ which ar" in ordinary demand in 
the market, the cost of ('olonring chemica.ls at present prices ...... 

Mr. Singhania.-Not at pr"."nt pri('e.. :r hllVP tnk .. n the price of 1930. 
Pre.,ident.-The price would he considerably hirrh"r. 
3[1'. Sin(1hania.-The price has p.'one np. 
Pruident.-You are still pureha .• in!!: from America? 
11[1'. ,c;'inohania.-America ;s the onl" conntry wh;ch produceR ~elenium 

one of the most important chemical~ t.bat is used in the manufacture of 
gln>;.q bangles. 

Mr. Ganoaprasad.-The whole thing is given on page 131 in reply to ques
tion 1R. Yon will see the pri('Ps vary very ~rAatlv in the matter of "inc 
o"ide and zinc dust. One is a d .. ar prod}.lct and the .other is comparatively 
cheaper. 

President .-Selenium is very expensive? 
.lfr. Sin(1hania.-Yes. 
Prp .• ident.-What is th .. di~tinctio,.. h"t.WPAn t.he various class of bangles 

from the point of view of the use of Relenium II 
JIIr. Sin(1~anjn.--;Selpnium iR onlv uRed i" t.h" manufacture of red han~le". 
Pre .• ide7l.f.-Taldn<c Form II as it stands out of 275 tons of bangles, how, 

much is red bangles? 
lIfr. Sinahania.-80 per cent. red and yellow and' 20 per cent. other

kind •. 
Pre .• ident.-tf you are making yellow and amber, have you got to use tbe 

'arnA pronortion of selenium? 
Jlfr. ,c;'inf/hania.-No. 
Presitlent.-Excent for red ;vou don't use selenium? 
Mr. Gan(1aprasad.-No. 
President.-Yon would say about 50 per cent. are red banglesP 
1Ifr. ,<1;7II1hn7l.fa.-More than that. 
Jlfr. '(Jnn"al'I"fI .• nd.-50 per cpnt. red and 30 per cent. yellow. 
Pre .• ident.-20 per cent. would be various miscellaneous kinds? 

GLASS 
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M1'. Ganga'[YI·asad;.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore on the 50 per cent. you have to use selenium P 
Mr. Sinl1hania .. -Yes. It is only our opinion. We ~an't give any accur-

ate figures. 
President.--Any ,dight difference in the cOI1><umption of selenium makes a. 

difference in the cost? 
lIfr. Sin!1hania.-That is why I have taken this proportion. 
President.-In orner to determine the typical cost of the Tndian fal'tor~, 

have to get a fairly clear idea, otherwise the whole estimate will' he 
upset. 

lIf·r. Si.nghania .. -Yes. Our whole niffi('ulty has been, as the Board itself 
has seen, that the trade not being in the han'ds of educated people. we couln 
not supply figure"~ regarding the various ki/lds of bangles turnen out ann 
the amount of eal'h chemi<'lll and oth('r things used in their m a.nuf:lf"tu 1'('. 

but of course .we have tried our utmost. -
Pre.~ident.-You ('onsider this Rs. 12,000 as the expenqiture on l'olouring 

I'hemicals on an output pf 275 tons of which 50 per cent. are red bangles. 
You take that as a fair estimate of expenditure? 

lifT. Gan(laprasad.-Yes. 
lIfr. Sin(lhania.-Rs. 12,000 is the minimum figure that we have taken. 
Prnidf-nt.-I have seen as high R figure as Us. 50,000. 
Mr. Sin(lh.ania.-If the output is higher and if the proportion of selenium 

used is higher, then naturally the ('ost will be higher. 
President.-I want you to tell me whether you consider it too high or 

too low. Supposing you were making only red bangles ann I suggested that 
about 30 Ibs. of selenium only per ton of glasS you would use, would 
you consider that as an absurd P 

Mr. Singhania.-30 Ibs. for 27 maunds of glass!' 
President.-Do you consider that too high P 
Mr. Sin(lha.nia.-It is too much. 
Mr. Gam'l1aprasad.-Some factories may not know' the exact proportion 

and some factories may use it. The figure is not absurd. 
President.-Would it be bright and brilliant colour? 
Mr. Si·nghania.-Yes. 
Pre&ident.-Better than the kind of colour which is in ordinary demand 

in the Indian markets? . 
Mr. Singhania.-The Indian. market is very difficult to judge. Some 

market wants very good nil'e things ·and some market wants the cheapest 
things. We can't say that it is an absolutely correct figure that the man 
has given. 

President.-This is not a figure that I have got necessarily from an 
Indian manufaeturer. It is simply a sort of standard figure I am putting 
forward as a basis for discussion. 

Mr. Ga1~gaprasad.-It may depend upon many things, The quality lJIay 
he superior. 

Mr. Singhania.-Tf you make a thin bangle, you will have to use more 
selenium. 

Presidenf.-Tht> other most expensive chemieal I.find fmm your list of 
prices is Cadmium sulphide. 

1111'. Sing"a.nia.-Yes. The price given there is too high, It may he 
taken as 60 cents. Tn the year whil'h we took, the price was 75 ·cents. 

President.-Tllere is one point on whil'h I shmild 'Iike you to give me 
vour opinion. As rpgal'ds bangles of various ldnds, is there a strong prefel'
~nce in markets such as the big ports for any . particular . colour? 

1111'. Singhallia.-The most important colours that are ~l'efer~e? are red 
a.nd yellow. The Indian ladies want red .bangles for certam rehglOus cere-
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mOftiee. Therefore red and yellow are the most important colou.rs ~hich are 
generally preferred. 

Pre&ident.-And that is so in practically every part of the (':ountry? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-We think 80. 

Pre&ident.-Jf I were trying, for example, to sell bangles exclusively in 
the Calcutta' market, then., would it be necessa.ry for me to put on the 
market a much larger proportion of red bangles than, say, any upcountry 
market? 

Mr. Bing1uLn.ia.~o. it iti in l\fadras. Everywhere it is practically the 
Rame. Madras 18 the bIggest market for red bangles. In proportion to the 
other parts of the country, Madras wants a large quantity of red bangles. 

P1·es/dent.--Bnpposing you have a manufacturer who is making bangles 
almost exclusively for one of these large ports like Calcutta., he has got 
dealers with whom he lIas had dealings for a long period and they are 
being sold exclusively in the Cal('~tta market. On the other hand there is a 
manufacturer whose relations are with dealers who sell, let us say, iD. rural 
markets in the United Provinces. In that case would the manufacturer 
who is making for the Calcutta market be making a larger proportion of red 
bangles? 

Mr. 8inghania.-Highest. 
Pruident.-A considerably larger proportion P 
Mr. 8inghania.-Yes. 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-It won't make much difference whether we send it to 

Calcutta or to rural areas. 
President.--GeneraUy may we take it in the proportion of 50 per cent. 

red, 30 per cent. yellow and 20 per cent. other kinds for all markets in 
the country? . 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. Although we are not producing in that propor-
tion, that will give you' a fair idea. 

Presiaent.-Have you got the most recent prices of Japanese bangles? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-You mean i!l the Bombay market? 

President.-I want the most recent price that you C&on give in the markets 
in which your bangles come into competition with Japanese. 

Mr. Bmghania.~o far as reshmi bangles are concerned, 1 anna 4 pies 
per dozen pairs. 

President.-Is that the present wholesale market price? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. . 
Pruident.-Did you get this information from Mr. KatrakP 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes, and we also enquired independently. 
President.~ometimes I have noticed variations i~ prices as between 

the principal markets in the country. That is 'why I put that question to 
you. Take the Firozabad ma.rket. Japanese bangles are sold ill the Firoza
bad market, are they not? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-'fhey are not reshmi bangles. 
President:-Perhaps they are fancy bangles. 
Mr. Gangapra.~ad.-These are the kinds of bangles (samples shewn) which 

are sold in the Firozabad market. They are not manufactured locally. 

President.-So that if 1 anna 4 pies is the present price of Japanese 
bangles, then you realise 41 pies? 

lofr. Gangaprasad.-Ifyou take the Bombay price of our bangles, it will 
be much more. 

Mr. Rahimtool.a.-The price of'l anna 4 pies which you have given il the 
Bombay wholesale selling price? 

Mr. GangapraBad.-Yes, for imported bangles. 
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lIfr. Rahimtoola.~A8 far as your place is con.;:erned, these Japanese 
bangles do not go there? 

lIfr. Gangaprasad.~They don't. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-The Japanese bangles that go there are not the kinds 

that you manufacture? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-No, they are not. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.~They are of a different kind? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-This (41 pies) is the price that you get ex-works at Firoza

bad? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Presideni'.-People come and buy reshmi bangles at Firozabad for ship

ments to various parts of the country at that price. Therefore the net ex
works price that you get must represent a lower price in areas where you 
come directly into competition with the imported bangles and a higher price 
in areas where you don't come into competition? 

Mr. Singhania.-We cannot reach the port markets. 
President.-The point is this. Give me a market which is situated 

between Firozabad and Bombay. The distance from that place to Bombay 
and Firozabad must be the same. 

Mr. Ganga,prasad.-In that market, perhaps we may not be selling our 
bangles. As I have told you before, we only supply the local market. 
Qur bangles are not sold at distant places. To such places bangles. will 
be sent from Bomba~. Beeause there is this eompetition from Bombay, we 
are unable to sell our bangles. Supposing we bring our bangles to Bombay, 
they will naturally be dearer than the imported bangles and so we cannot 
bring them here. 

President.-If you paid freigllt on your bangles from Firozabad to 
Bombay, then at the priee of 1 anna 4 pies you would not be a,ble to 
cover your breakage and freight? ' 

Mr, Ganga.prasad,-No. 
President.-Therefore you don't come to the Bombay market? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Quite so. 

Pre.~ident.-There are other markets in whieh the Japanese bangles do 
not sell because the c.i,f. priee plus the duty and landing charges plll,~ 
freight from Bombav to these markets will be higher than the price at whil'h 
you are able to sell? 

Mr. Gangaprasad,~Yes, Those markets are near Firoza,bad. 

President.-Name one ,market? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Delhi, Farulthabad, Bulundslmhr. etc. 

President,-Let us take Delhi. Supposing Japanese bangles eame nil 
'the way to Delhi from Karaehi or BOlllbay, what would the priee be? 
Supposing the Bombay priee is 1 anna 4 pies and sOIlll'body decided to 'put 
them in the Delhi market, including the freight what would the priee 
beP 

Mr. Gongaprasad.-I eannot tell you exaetly. 
President.-Give me an approximate figure. 
lIfr. Gangapmsad,-Rs, 2 per maund. 
Pre,.inent,-What, would the price be per dozen pairs? 
lIfr. Gangoprasod.-It would be about 2 annaR . 

. Presinent,-At what prir!) do you Rell in tIle Delhi marl((~t? 
Mr. Gnfl!1aprasad,--4 or 5 pire, That does not inrlllde pn('king. 
Mr. Sifl'!1hnnin,-We have not givE'n vou the selling nri('e. In('luding 

fl't>ight our banglt>R would ('ost landed in Bombay 1 anna to 1 Rnna 3 pies, 
There ~f course no allowance has been made for breakage in transit. 
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M".. Gangaprasad.-If we do packing in the same way as. the lmporters 

do then our price would be 9 pice in the Delhi market. So, we cannot 
sell our bangles there also. 

President.-Js there any internal competition amongst the manufacturers 
at Firozabad? 

Mr. Gangaprasad._We don't den)! that there is internal competition, but 
it is not to any very great extent. 

President.-You don't consider that as one of your difficulties? 
IIIr. Singhania.-That is not our main difficulty. The position is this. 

The difference in the prices realised by the various factories in. Firozabaq 
18 due not only to the internal competition. amongst the local manufacturers 
themselves but also due to the quality of the products turned out by different 
mauufacturers. The manufacturer who turns out a good quality is always 
able to realise a better price than the one who d~es not. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like to understand this point a little more 
clearly. We are now concentrating our efforts on reshmi bangles. Do I 
understand that there are various qualities in reshmi bangles at Firozabad 
which account for such a marked difference in price? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Pnsident.-Supposing you took ~II reshmi bangles, in that case would 

there be any difference in the prices quoted by different manufacturers? 
Mr. Gangapmsad.-Yes, slightly. 
Mr. Singhania.-In the case of reshmi bangles, the difference will be 

about a quarter of a pie. 
MI'. ltahimtoola.-I would like to understand the position about. the 

Delhi marke1- which I have not been able to follow. My point is this. 
indian bangles ue sold in the Delhi market, with the kind of packing that 
you are domg at present and with the amount of breakages that you are 
allowmg for, at 5 pice per dozen pairs and the imported bangles are sold 
there at 2 annas per dozen pairs including freight and other charges and 
yet people prefer these imported bangles as against your bangles? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes, because they are better packed and also because 
they are slightly of a better quality. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I will come to the question of packing later on. I 
am now talking of quality. Is the quality of the imported stuff superior 
to yours? 

Mr. Gangaprasad . .,.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is why they prefer these bangles? I want to 

know whether there is any other reason for their preferring these imported 
bangles because the difference in price is so great. Even if you include, the 
kind of packing that they do and allow for breakages, what will it come 
to in your case P .. 

Mr. Gangapmsad.-It will come to a fairly large amount. If-"e pack 
our bangles in the same way as the Japanese do, then ·it will colhe to 9 
pice or more. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The point is this. The question about pac~ing can. 
only come in with the dealer? . 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Also with the purchaser, because the purchaser will 
prefer the packed to unpacked materials. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-So, it is from the point of view of the consumer. that 
pac-king is done in card board boxesP 

Mr. SingllUnia.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Quite apart from the fancy bangles that he wishes 

to purchase, it is the fancy of the purchaser that has to be taken into con
sideration in regard to packing? 

Mr. Singhania.-Yes. Good packing. makes the :t>angles look better. and 
thE'refore the· purchaser would pay a httle m?re If the bangles are well 
packed.. That is one f413Son. Another reason 18 that Our bangles are not 
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as 8Upel'WI' as. the Japanese bangles. The quality of the latter is Detter' 
and the joining of bangles is also better. We are still t\tll' behind Japan 
so far as these things are concerned. 

lit".. G!<Im!,gapr.asad.-At the same time l' must say that our products are 
not very much inferior to theirs. 

Mr. Rahimtoola ..... Who is insisting on a particular kind of packing to be 
done? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-It is the dealer. He does that because the purchaser 
insiats on it. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are selling your stuff to the dealers locally? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have given us to understand that you represent 

not only the manufacturers but also the .dealers? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The dealers are in FirozabadP 
Mr. Gangaprasctd.-Yes. 

. Mr. Rahimtoola.-Where do you send your goods? You give them to the 
dealers and the dealers send them to the different parts of the country? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes, that is how it is generally done. 
Mr. 8ingltania.-Sometimes merchants from other parts of the country 

come and make direct purchases from us. 
lIlr. Bahimtoo!a.-What would be the percentage? 
Mr. Singhania.-20 per cent. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-20 per cent. of the output of all the factories? 
Mr. Sill.ghania.-Yes. Sometimes you will find merchants coming from 

outstations for week-ends and purchasing five, ten, or fifteen rupees worth 
of goods from us direct. 

Mr. Rahimtoola ..... What is the c.bject of your Association? Is it one ef 
the objects of the Association to reduce competition amongst yourselves? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-The object.js,to have an organisation. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The object is to make representation to Government? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-That is one of,the objects. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What is the chief object of the Association? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-To organise the industry. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-And to avoid rate warP That should be at least one 

of your objecta. 
Mr. 8inllhania.-It is generally on the same basis as the other Chambers 

ill ,t,be country. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The Chambers are' on a very different' footing from 

your Association. I am only telling you that one of the objects of your 
Association ought. to be to avoid the rate war amongst yourselves as fal' 
as possible. 

Mr. Singhania.-Yes, and to a certain extent we have succeeded. so 
far as reshmi bangles are con('erned. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am confining myself to the two kinds of bangles 
that you make. ViII., rl.'shmi bangles and fancy bangles. 

Mr. Singhan.ia.:,,-In those things there is not much compl'tition amongst 
ourselves. 

Mr. Gangapmsad.-There is a fair competition amongst ourselvl.'s. 
Mr. Raltimtoola.-But not unfair competition? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-No. 
1\{'r. Rahimtoola.-There is no unfair competition now? 
Mr. Gangaprasa,d.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is due partly to the efforts of your Association.!' 
Mr. Ga1I./lapraaaa.-'YeB. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-A few, minutes ago, you drew my attention to the 
pamphlet of the Railway Rates Advisory Oommittee. In that, it is stated 
that the development of the Gl\l;Ss Industry in Firozabad was due to a cej:tain 
understanding arrived 'at with Government? 

Mr. 8inghania.-I don't say it was an understanding:, I don't say there 
was any contract between Government and the manufacturers. I say it was 
rather a sacred promise made to the manufacturers at that time by 
Government. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Did they give any reasons why they did not carry out 
this policy? 

Mr. Singhania.-No. 
President.-Your chief complaint is regarding railway freight or about 

other thing8 also? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-For the last three years we have been trying to 

draw the attention of the local Government to several things. We have 
been pressing for a.n expert: We have asked for scholarships to boys whom 
Government might select to send out of India to learn the work but Govern
ment has not paid any attention to our representations; perhaps Govern
ment thinks that much has already been done. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have not received any reply? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-No. :We asked for some figures for the Tariff :Board 

but these have not been supplied nor has the letter been acknowledged. 
Mr. Rahimfoola.-Your principal grievance is that though the Indian 

Munitions Board gave every encouragement while the war lasted and the 
Government gave the assurance of taking steps to give scientific help to the 
industry in order to place it on a sound footing so as to enable it to face 
foreign competition" the promise has not been carried out? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-That is so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say that other things being equal you would 

prefer a place near the sea for a factory. I suppose it is due to other 
('onsiderations: one is the market and the other is the freight? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr, Rahimtoola.-You have given us the number of d~ys that the 

various factories work ,and that is quite short of your requirements. 
Ordinary working days in a glass factory, as far as we understand, are 300. 
You have given' your ordinary working days as 250.1 think most of the 
days you don't work are due to holidays. What are the average number 
of holidays you enjoy? 

AIr. (}angaprasad.-Fifty to 60 days. We can't avoid that as the 
labourers are illiterate persons and tbey insist on· having it because they 
are arcustomed to get it. 

Mr. Rahi,mtoola.-I should lik} to understand a little about soda. !What 
kind of soda ash do you use? 

Mr. Singhania.-Some factories are using Magadi, but we are using 
Russian soda ash. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have tried Dhrangadra ash? As far as the quality 
of banglE'S is concerned is it equally good? 

lIIr. Gangoprasad.-It is not as good as the other soda. 
Presid~nt.-How do you compare the two qualities that you are using 

nt present. 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Orescent is superior. 
President.-How do you compare the soda ash thnt you were getting 

from Dhrangadra with the imported stuff? 
Mr. Singhania.-The trouble is that we did not get the same amount 

of glass from the quantity point of view. The ash is lighter, therefore 
from the gravity point of view the quality is not so satisfactory. The 
quantity also is less. We cannot expect to get substantial quantities froID' 
DhrBngBdra. 
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President.-Provided they are able to give you the qUimtity even if the 
quality is not satisfactory I' 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-8o far they have confined their activities to their 
own side. 
'. Mr. Rahimtoola.-The factory has at present closed down so the ques
tion of quantity is not so serious . 

. Mr. Uangaprasad.-The soda being of lower specific gravity the produc
tIOn of melted glass we get is less than when we use Magadi soda. 

Mr. Rahlmtoola.-The quality is goodP 
!tIro Uangaprusad.-The analysis is satisfactory, everything else IS quite 

satIsfactory except that this ash is lighter in gravity. We have 600 lbs. 
pots j if we have heavier soda ash we get 500 lbs. of melted glass out of it, 
but if it is lighter we get only 425 lbs. That means that our working 
costs go up. ' 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Working cost may go up as compared with the im
p.orted soda ash but the difference in price between the two is very con
Siderable. Take the price of Crescent brand for instance. 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-We are not using Crescent brand soda ash. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are using Magadi ashP 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have given here the price f.o.r. }'irozabad as 

&S. 7-2. How would you compare tha.t with the price of Dhrangadra soda 
ash I' . 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-We are not buying any Dhrangadra soda now. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it not a fact that when you were getting the stuff 

it was cheaper than the imported stuff I' 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Their price was higher than tliat of the imported 

stuff. . 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are using your 'own potsi' 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes, for block glass and reshmi bangles. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-How would you compare them with imported potsI' 
Mr. Gangaprasad._We have never used imported pots. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have given the procedure of making pots in your 

answer to question 22. Is it due to any experience on your own part or 
did you receive any technical advice I' 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-It is entirely due to our own experience. . 
'Mr. Rahimtoola.-Entirely due to your own experience without any 

guidance from anybody f' 
Mr. Gangaprasad.--One Japanese and one Austrian were' employed for 

a short period and they manufactured some pots on the Firozabad side. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It was due to their guidance that the Firozabad 

people were able to, make their own pots successfully I' 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You asked them to come overP 

Mr. Gangapmsad.-There was a factory in Dehra Dun. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Whose factory was thatP 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-I don't know. Firozabad was taking block glass 

from the D~hra Dun people. Then they failed and some people here who 
were their selling agents entered the glass trade and engaged the experts 
who were formerly engaged in Dehra Dun. They were in Firozabad for 
more than five years. 

llr. Ral1imtoola.-In answer to question 27 you say" A beginning has 
been made to replace labour by automatic or semi-automatic machines". 
What is the expenditure that you have incurred up to now and how far 
have you progressed in this direction P 
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Mr. Gangaprasad.-We are now using seml-automatic process. Y/e are 
now using ~plrals. It doesn't cost mucb. to instal machinery like that. 
We are now cutting bangles for decoration by macb,ine. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-How many people did you displace by machlllery? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-I can't give figures like that because those whom we 

displaced were all abs.orbed in the factory as they extended. . 
Mr. llahimtoola.-In answer to question 47 you say. that you have made 

no effort to send your bangles to Africa, Persia, Ceylon and other places. 
Is there any difficulty in doing it or did. you not think it out at all? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-No. There is still ample market for eX'pansion in 
India itself. 

Mr. Ilahimtoola.-And you have, therefore, not devoted your attention 
to that side. of the market yet because you are able ·to dispose of whatever 
you produce in the Indian market? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-No serious effort has been made to enter other 
markets yet. 

Mr. Ilahimtoola.-From your point of view I understand there is enough 
market at present in India for you if you directed your attention to the 
expansion of your own factory's output so that there has not been any 
occasion to ·think about this? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-The fact is that if we cannot even ('ompete in India 
we can't possibly compete outside India. We presume that there must bp 
competition elsewhere when there is competition in places like Delhi and 
other places wliich are only 150 miles from our factory. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-But the fact remains tha.t you have not given any 
thought to this aspect of the business ~ 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-That is so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Then you have no serious difficulty about the market? 
Mr. Singhania.-Unless there is serious difficulty why should we approach 

the Boardl 
May· I be permitted to bring to the notice of the Board how we are 

handicapped for want.of assistance from the Government? Once I enquired 
of the Director General of Commercial Intelligence about the selling price 
of soda ash in different countries where glass is manufactured and the reply 
that came was that "this department is only concerned with. the Indian 
export trade". 

President.-How long ago was that? 
Mr. Singhania.-It was about 8 ·01' 9 months ago. :We had to quote 

facts and figures and we could not get the information from the Govern
ment department concerned. 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-We have not placed before the Board our complaints 
against the Government. It would have needed a whole volume for that. 

lIfr. Raht'mtoola.-You have given enough indication in your statement 
as to what the position is. ' 

lIfr. Gangaprasad.-Thank you very much I 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have complained about the humidity. Is that 

one of the drawbacks you havo found in your factory? 
lIlr. Gangaprasad.-Not very much. 
lIlr. Rahiintoola.-Is that one of the inherent difficulties in.the factories 

in India.? . 
Mr. Ganaaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr. Singhania.-I don't know anything about conditions in other coun-

tries. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-l am· talking of India, not about foreign countries. 
Mr. Gangapra .• ad.-We don't know anything about foreign countries. 
JJfr. Rnhimtoilla.-I am talking of India.. According to your opinion 

humidity is a drawback in your factory for makinl!; bangles. 
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Mr. Gan(Jupmsad.-Yes, unless there is an arrangement for avoid'in~ 
humidity. ' 

Mr. Rahi-mtoola.-You are talking about the foreigner getting suitable 
materials. 

Mr. Ganqapm8ad.-Yelf. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like to kn.ow what the position is. 
Mr. Singhania.-They get superior materials. .we have their analy.si~ 

of sand. It will be seen from that their sand is of a very much superIOr 
quality. Then aga.in they are better situated so far as soda ash is con~ 
cerned. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-They have selected a site near the raw materials. 
Mr. 8i'ng"ania.~1n Belgium the factories will be able to get their soda 

ash from. a distance of 'about 2' miles only. They aore naturally weH Rituated 
from that point of view. 

President.-They pay Its. 14 for their coal. " 
Mr. Singhania.-It is a better quality of coal. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say in the crude system the breakage is /) per 

cent. only as compared with 35 per cent. and 25 per cent. for reshmi and 
fancy bangles. Is it due to the strong kind of bangles that they produc{'? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes partly due to that and partly due to the fact· 
that they have not got to submit their glass to the various subsequent 
l'lroc{'sses which we ha.ve to do. 

Mr. Rahim.toola,.-They take the block glass from you ·and make the 
bangles. 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. There is not much chance for breakage. It 
is comparatively thicker and more strong. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-They send it ruso outside Firozabad? 
M'r. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Even in transit there is very little breakage? 
Mr. Gam,gaprasad.-It is very thick compared to reshmi bangles. 
Mr. ,Rahimtoola.-I want to know out of the 5 per cent. ",hat do you 

account for breakage in transit? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-The breakage is in the course of onr preparation. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-5 per cent. in the course of manufactnre? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr. Ra,himtoola.-You are asking for 50 per c{'nt. ad ~'alol'em duty 

for all bangles? 
Mr. Gangapra.~ad.-We 1{,lLv(' it to the Hoard. 
lIlr. Rahim.toola .. ~I am talking from your point of view. 
lIIr. Sinr)ltania.-We wa.nt 50 per cent. ad 'llaloreln duty provided thar the 

chemicals that we use in glass manufacture are, exempted from duty. 
lIlr. Rahi,m.toola.-I am coming to that. You have not taken into con

sideration the present price of chemicals. If you did that, it would be 
more than 50 per et'nt. 

lIlr. Singha.nia.-Yes-. 
Mr. Ruhimtoola.-Can you tell me exactly the p{'riod for which you 

want this protection? 
1I1'r. Gallga,prasad.-I think there should be another enquiry after 10 

~ars. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You want protection for 10 years. 
lIfr. Gangaprasad.~We wa.nt protection witllOut any period being men

tionl'd, but only that an enquiry ttlight be held after 10 years. 

P'r('.~itl"nt,-Protection should be fixed without a period being men
tioned. You mean after 10' ye&rs there should be an enquiry? 

Mr. Ganqaprasad.-,Yea. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-At present your proposal is that pl·ote(·tion shoul<1 
be granted for a period of 10 years. 

Mr. Boag.-You said that you send a certain number of wagon loads of 
bangles to Madras. What is the kind of bangles? 

.llr. Gangapmsad.-Thick bangles and also reshmi. 
Mr. Boag.-I suppose there are a certain number of bangles imported 

into Madras? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-How do your bangles compare with them in price in the 

Madras market? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-So far as the thick bangles are concel'ned, they are 

very cheap. 
Mr. Boag.-What about reshmi bangles? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.~We don't send very much. If we send a full wagon 

load of thick bangles, we put in a. small quantity of reshmi bangles. So 
there is no question of competition as regards reshmi bangles in that port. 

Mr. Singhania.-The most important market is for the common bangles 
(sample shown) . 

• llr. Boag.-Do they use common bangles? 
Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-Is there any corresponding quality of bangles imported? 
llr. Singhania.-Yes (sample shown). 
Mr. Boag.-Is that an imported bangle? 
Mr. Singhania.-Yes. There is a great difference in quality and in 

price between these two. 
Mr. Boag.-What is the difference in price taking the two common 

bangles? 
Mr. Singhania.-It is 7 annas as aga.inst 6 pice. The difference in 

quality is due to the difference in the quantity of selenium used in the two 
bangles. 

Mr. Hodkin.-I have only two questions. One is the question of the 
materials. You say that you can only get your chemicals from America. 

Mr. Singhania.-Yes. Selenium is the product of America and no other 
rountry can compete with America. 

Mr. Hodkin.-You mean with regard to price? 
Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-The price that you gave for selenium is $1'80. 
Mt. Singhania.-Yes. 
President.-If you include the duty, it will wOl'k out to Re. 8·66 per 

lb. 
Mr. Singhania.-'-It has cost us when we imported on the last occasjon 

as. 9·2-0 at the exchange of 410 landed in Firozabad, including the octroi 
duty that I pay of one pice per rupee. 

lIlr. Hodkin.-It is Re. 6 c.i.f. in Bombay. 
Mr. Singh.ania.-I shall be pleased to order any quantity. 
Mr. Hodkin.-I can give you the figures and names of firm8. 
Mr. Sin!1hania.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkitl.-And the same thing applies to your zinc oxide for which 

10U pay £ 32 •. 
Mr. Singhania.-We can get 'it even for £ 15 per ton. 
Mr. Hodkin.-You can get a good quality for £ 24. 
Mr. Singhania.-We can buy it provided there is no clay in it. 
Mr. Hodkin.-If you analyse it, it would be 99-8 per cent. zinc oxide.. 
How much coal' per day do you use on yOUl' glass furnace P 
Mr. Singhania.-Roug;hly 100 to 110 maunds. 
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Mr. Hodkin.-On the reshmi bangles? 
Mr. Singhania.-2·2. 
Mr. Hodkin.-How much coal do you use a day? Can you tell me 

approximately? 
1I1r. Singhania.-You mean in the furnace itself? 
Mr. Hodkin.-Just in the furnace. 
Mr. Singhania.-80 maunds. It may be a few maunds more or less. 
1I1·r. Hodkin.-In the case of. fancy bangles? 
M·r. Sinahania.-There lire different kinds of fancy bangles. Some have 

8 pots and some 7 pots. 
lIfr. Hodkin.-Take 7 pots. 
Mr. Sinahania.-100 maunds. 
lIlr. lIodlcin.-In YOllr rough bangles furnace how much coal do you 

use? 
Mr. Sinahania.-I can't give you figures offhand. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Do you use anything but coal? Do you use wood fuel? 
Mr. Singhania.-No. 
President.-There is one little point on which I should like your assist

ance. Please look again at Form II. Can you tell me precisely how exactly 
the calculation is made? Take the case of crucibles under reshmi which 
you give as Rs.' 600. What exactly is the cost of a crucible? For argu
ment's sake let us take Rs. 40. 

lIfr. Singhania.-Rs. 20. 
Pre.~ident.-Dividing Rs. 600 by 20 you get 30 crucibles. 
lIfr. Singhania.-Yes. 
Pre.~ident.-30 crucibles have been consumed in the production of 350 

tons of melted glass? 
Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
P·I·e.~ident.-That mer<ns roughly about 12 tons. 
Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
President.-How exactly do you arrive at that? It means that the 

amount of melted glass that you have got during the year out of one 
crucible is 12 tons. 

lIfr. Singhania.-Yes. The position is this. Our furnace is clmrged. 
We put 7 pots. Each pot will last for 3 months. 

Mr. Boag.-How much does it hold? 
lIfr. Singhania.-7 maunds. 
Presi'dent.-It lasts about 3 months? 
Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
President.-How many times during the three months does it get refilled? 
lIfr. Singllania.-You must allow something for breakages. 
President.-Your period of 3 months is a little too long. 
lIfr. Gangaprasad.-In the meantime one or two pots may be replaced. 
Pl·esiden.t.-Supposing ~e allowed 50 per cent. for breakages? You have 

8 or 9 potsP 
• 1I1r. Gangaprasad.-7 pots. 
Pl·e.~i.dcnt.-You have got 7 pots in the furnace which works continu

ously for three months. Of thos~ 7 pots. some get broken. Supposing on 
an average you take 4 pots workmg contmuously for three months, would 
that be correct? 

lIfr. Gall.gtipra.sad.-That .iR too much. 
Prr.~ident.-21 ? 
lIfr. Ga.ngapra .• ad.-Are we to give you the figures showing the break-

8.gE>S in pots in 3 monthsP 
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President.-You have given Rs. 600 as the expenditure on crucibles. I 
want to understand the whole thing. The first point that I want to put 
before you is whether Rs. 20 is the cost of one crucible. 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-~s. 600 represents 30 crucibles. How exactly does 30 

crucibles come into this? 
lIlr. Gangaprasad.-These are the figures of a particular account in that 

period. 
lIlr. Singhania.-The labour cost incurred on the manufacture of crucibles 

has not been included in that. 
President.-This is simply materials? 
Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
President.-But then you have to account for 12 tons of melted gla.ss as 

baving come out of a single crucible during the year? 

IIl'r. Gangap-rasad . .!......We have only said that in the course of a year 30 
pots are used in a furnace, having 7 pots. 

President.-What is the capacity of a pot? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-7 maunds. 
President.-Let us take it roughly at 600 lbs. 
Mr. Gangaprasa.d.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.~00 lbs. is the capacity of a crucible and you have been able 

to gCO't 12 tons of melted glass out of it in a year? 
lIlr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-12 tons is about 325 maunds? 
Mr. Gangn.pra.,ad.-Yes. 
President.-Would one crucible be able to yield 325 maunds? 
lIfr. Gangaprasad.-Yes, if it continued to work for a year. 
President.-How many times do you fill? 
lIfr. Gangap-rasad.-Every 24 hours. 
President.-In 24 hours, is the whole process complete? 
Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
p·,.esident.-That is to sa;y, 30 times you can fill the crucibles in a 

month? 
Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes, we do so. 

lIfr. Singha·nia.-We get melted glass in 24 hours. 

P.·es·idenf.-You complete the whole process of emptying and refilling in 
24 hours? 

Mr. Singhania.-Yes. 
President.-If you are able to get so much service from a crucible in a 

month I find it difficult to explain this figure of Rs. 600. What do you 
consider to be the period of life of a crucible? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-2 months. 
President.-As long as 2 months? 
M·r. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
President.-What I want to know is this. The average life of a crucible 

is 2 months, is it not? 

Mr. Gangaprasad.-Yes. 
Pre.~ident.-If it is worl<ed continuously it can be filled 30 times in a 

month? 
lIfr. Ganauprasad.-Yes. 
Prcsident.-If both these things are accepted J can work out the rest. 

I take it that the capacity of a pot is about 600 lbs.? 
Mr. Ganaaprasad.-Yes. 
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The Upper India Cia .. Works, Ambala City, 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) Letter No. 14263, dated the 18th December, 1931. 
With reference to your letter No. 666, dated the 16th November, 1))31, 

we ha.ve pleasure in enclosing herewith seven copies of the replies to the 
;juestionnuire sent to us by the Board along with the above-quoted letter. 

The price lists* mentioned in the replies are also enclosed herewith, 
and are not being sen1j separately as mentioned in the replies. 

Besides the information contained in these replies the undersigned is 
prepared to tender oral evidence before the Board if they so desire. If 
the Board approve, we shall be pleased to know beforehand the dates and 
time which would suit the Board to record such evidence. 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONNAIRE REGARDING GLASS INDUSTRY, BY THE TARIFF 
BOARD; GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

1. The factory is owned by a sole Proprietor, an Indian. But a scheme 
is under consideration to make the concern a limited one. 

2. Need not be a.nswered. 
3. The factory has been working, though intermittently; for the last. 

about thirty years. 
4. About one hundred maullds of glass is produced per day. 
5 (a). The factory manufactures generally hollow-ware, such as globes 

for lanterns and lamps, chimneys for lamps, tumblers, stoppered jars, 
cylinders, battery jars, and other hollow-ware as per two price lists 500 
and 5lO, seyen copies of each price list being sent under separate cover. 

(b) These figures are confidential and cannot be given out. 
6. The fa.ctory is situate.i at Ambala City, on the main line of the North 

'VestE'rn Railway. This is a cE'ntral place and commands the whole of the 
Punjab, including Sind Province, Baluchistan, and North-West Fron
tier' Province; and the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. 

(a) Quartz-sand is brought from Jullundur district, a distance of about 
150 miles. Packing materials can be had round the town in abundance, 
which is a great help in this industry. Firewood can be had in abundance 
locally. 

(b) Coal is brought by rails from Bengal coal fields. a distance of 
about thousand miles; while .fin·wood can be had abundantly in local 
;:lreas. 

(c) As regards marlmts for its manufactures, this factory enjoy a unique 
position. It is most oentrally' placed, and the important markets of the 
Pun.iab, Sind. RaJuchistall" Karachi, North-West Frontier Province 
and a good portion of the .United ProvincE'S of Agra and Oudh. are com~ 
manded by this factory. The only difficulty experiE'nced by the factory. 
is the lack of sufficient financE'S to control all thE'se very important markets. 

(d) There is n?t much difficulty in gE'tting trained labour, but the 
Factory Act, SectIon 23 therE'of, prevents the emplo~'ment of young boys 
under 12 YE'ars of age, and allows boys of 12 to 14 years with special 
permission. The circumstances of Glass Industry in India show that the 
art of Glass Industry !'nn bE' best - taught to boys of very young age. A 
rE'presE'ntation was "ubmitted by thE' proprietor of the factory in July. 
1900, to His ExC'ellency tho Gov('rnor. Punjab, in this respect, but with 
no favourable r£'8ult. 

Anoth"r diffi('ulty pl'('sE'ntE'd hy thE' FaC'tories AC't is that the factory 
is not permitted to do its blowing work during the small hours of morning, 

• Not printed. 
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which would seem aa essential aad humane eoAoe88io~ to this industry 
whea this work is to be done in summers ia our coUJJtry. 

7. The most important factors while .selecting the site for a glass factol'y 
in India would seem to be, (a) central situation, (b) facilities in getting 
raw materials, (I') faciliti",. in getting abundant packing material at the 
'least possible cost, and (d) a vicinity to impoi'tallt markets to send its 
pl'Oducts to. 

1\, VI'S, to most extent. Although the absence of up-to-date machineries 
and apl'lianceji used fl'eely in foreign countries makes much diiferenoo ill 
this eaoo. We admit our products do not command the ,same prices, 
the chief reasons being: (a) Lack of organisation among the Indian manu
facturers and the ('onsequent rate war among them, (b) general sense of 
prejudice against all country-made goods in this line, and (c) absence of 
eReouragement, to this industry by the Government and its departments, 
"'bo almoRt innriably use foreign articles even when the same can be 
had from the Indian manufacturers. and (d) absence of protective measures 
on the side of the Government for this industry which is still in its infa.ncy 
in India. 

9. There are tlO such limited periods of prodllction with us. 
10. The raw materials used are: quartz-sand, lime, soda, borax, salt-

peter, and a few chemicals; fire-clay, fire-bricks, crucibles and fire-blocks. 

11. We have had no oppol·tunities to collect these figures. 
12. There are no such figures with us to give. 

13. eoal is brought by' rails from the Bengal Fields, a distance of about 
1.000 miles; fire-bricks and fire-clay are brought by rails from Jubbulpore; 
crucibles are imported from Japan, quartz-sand is brought from Jullundur 
District, a distance of about 150 miles; borax and lime can be had almost 
locally; firewood is abundant round about the town; packing materials, 
such as reed and dl:Y grass can be had abundantly in the vicinity of the 
town; soda and a few chemicals are imported from abroad as they cannot 
he had in India, though we purchase them from agents and do not import 
direct. 

14. Raw materials are brought to the factory by rails; except paoking 
materials that are brought from local areas by means of country carts. 

15. The royalty is not paid directly by us, but the agents through whom 
we Jlurchase pay it. 

16. There are no such figures with us. 
17. No such concessions are held by us. 
18. Sodj!, and chemicals are imported from abroad, through Indian 

agents; crucibles are imported from Japan. Customs Duty is paid by the 
supplying, agents. and not directly by us. 

19. Soda is a.n important material that can be easily manufactured in 
fndia provided the Government extends some help by way of subsidy to 
private enterprisers. and lending the f~ee s,:rvi~s O! an expert in this 
direetion. There waR made one effort In thIS directIOn at Dhrangadhl'l~ 
in Kathiawar, and the factory there produced and supplied soda to many 
factories in India during. this and last year, but it is heard that because 
of &;bsence of requisite help from the Government, the factol';y has failed 
reeently. 

20. Yes we find the material suitable. But we have no arrangements 
for laboratorv work t.o give out analyses. Only during this month we 
have been informed by the Director of Jndustrie&, Punjab, that a laboratory 
hal! been opened a.t Lahore. • 

21. We cannot claim to possess information on this point. 

22. We do not make our own crucibles, but import them from Ja11all. 
We do not know of the composition of these pots. We have no e:ltperience 
or kilo";:ledge as to what is the effect of tr/tnsit journey on thesil pots, from 
Japan. 
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23.' The refractory materials we Ulle are satisfactory in the light that 
they are the only ones available to us under the present circumstances. 
But we know' by experience that. Austrian fire-clay and fire-bricks have 
more life. But they are too costly to be used by us. ,We have no 
knowledge of the composition of the refractory materials we use. The 
crucibles imported from Japan can withstand heat of our furnaces for 
about sixty days in the average, aUlI the fire-bricks and fire-blocks from 
Jubbulpore nave longer life, say twi('e ,as mueh in the average. 

If there is help in this direction by the Government much can be done. 

Labour. 

24. As far as our pwn cireulllstances go we find that Indians who have 
had their experience in Indian factories, can well supervise the whole 
arrangements, But they do not possess theoretical and tedl11ical knowledge 
of the up-to-date moderll type found in fully-equipped foreign factories 
that are much advanced in this direction than those in 1;ndia. 

If, however, modern machinery and appliances used' in foreign countries 
are to be availed of by us, then it is necessary that expert supervision 
by foreign experts is avaoiled of, at least to begin with. 

25. Some years ago the glass blowers of this country had to be trained 
by foreign experts and blowers; but since a few years past we find no 
difficulty in this direction and at present all glass blowers working with 
us are Indian and they are working satisfactorily. But we experience 
Illueh difficulty in .f-raining future blowers because of the hinderance 
presented by the Factories Act, which prevents the employment of small 
boys to train. 

26. At present no facilities exist to train skilled workers, at least none 
in the Punjab Province. Some 20 years ago the Government of this 
Province had started a proposal to train students in the Glass Industry, 
but this proposal fell through when it was referred to the Government of 
India. It seemed the policy of the Central Government was against such 
arrangements of impa I'ting up-to-date training to Indian students in this 
industry. 

Yes, if the Indian labourers are givon a chance to receive systematic 
training in technical line, th«;>y would improve much. The existence of 
Indian workers in all the Indian factories prove this. 

27. Yes, tllere a.re stages in the process of manufacturing glassware 
of the sort we maIm. in whk,h machinery can. and is used with much 
profit, such as blowing by means of mechanical presses and compressors. 
But this requires much capital, and individual efforts in this direction are not 
forthcoming beeause of the lack ofsympatllY by the Government, and also 
because of lack of capital required to ~ake them an up-to-date c.ollcern 
as in foreign countries. Sueh efforts require much capital in the very 
experimental stages. 

28. Absence of foreign expert advice and capital are the chief considera
tions in this respect. 

29. We have no experienc.e of other countries. But Austrians and 
Japanese WllO have worked before this time in this factory had very lligh 
opinion of Indin.n WOl'kme11 in this industry under our climatic conditions 
ill Tndia. The difficulty is that the poor Indians do not get any chanco to 
improve their worl, and experionce; they are only labourers and no more. 

30. (a) We are not prepared to give out this information. 

(b) The average scale of pay is from Rs. 7 to Rs. 250 per mensem. 

(c) :We have been employing from 100 to 200 persons in the average as 
occasions required. 

31. A great number of our labourers live in the town. Those work
men who donot reside in the town are given free quarters in the open 
and spacious grounds of the factory. 
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Sanitation conditions are good and medical, help is allowed to them 
free whenever required. Increasement in pay is· allowed from time to 
time. 

Power and FueZ. 

32. Principal fuel used is coal and firewood, and both are al'ailable in 
sufficient quantities. 

33. Coal is brought on rails from a distance of about 1,000 miles, from 
coal-fields in Bengal. The freight paid per ton of coal at present is 
between Rs. 9 and 10. But the Government have proposed to enhance' 
the rate aud we shall then have to pay between Rs. 11 and 12 per 
ton. 

Firewood is purchased locally in any quantities. 
34. Under present arrangements we have furnaces on Japanese type, 

and thus the coal is applied directly. 
35. At present we have an oil engine, and we do not use steam and' 

electricity. Its services are required in the last stages in which the glass
ware are to be finished. 

36. The coal required' per ton of melted glass is about one ton. For 
,finishing' glassware it is about, 5 per cent. more. 

Equipment. 

37. Individually considered, we think our factory is large enough to 
ensure such economy. We cannot give a definite opinion as to the smallest 
unit of production to be run economically, as we have no requisite figures 
to arrive at such a conclusion. We are, however, making arrangements' 
to run shortly 2 or 3 furnaces simultaneously, and we feel sure that our 
expenses would be minimised to much extent, as thereby we shall be 10weI"
ing the rate of our over-head and organisation charges. Moreover we' 
would be a.ble to pay for a more systematic expert advice to supervise' the 
whole organisation. 

38. !We have furnaces of Japanese design, annealing ovens of ordinary 
type, and grinding and neck-melting appliances driven by an oil engine. 
Blowing work is done by glass blowers and' not by compressors, etc. 

39. Yes, according to our individual circumstances and up to cer~in 
extent, we think we can fairly compete with foreign manufacturers, pro
vided Government help' and sympathy are also forthcoming; At present 
the Government have enhanced the duty on foreign glassware and this 
has helped the cause of Glass Manufacturers in India to some extent. But 
we think modern machinery and appliances would help us much, if there' 
was capital to avail of. 

40. No. 
41. We have no first-hand information 'on the point; but we think that' 

the policy of the Government towards this industry is' not sympathetic, 
and there is experienced much difficulty with the Indian Railways. too., 

42. All appliances and machinery which we are using at present are' 
Indian-made. But we have got Borne moulds and other applianceS'" of 
Austrian-make as well, that were purchased many years ago and that· are' 
lying without being used. 

lIlarket and Foreign Com,petition. 

43. W~ have no figures on this head. 
44. This factory is situated in about the centre of India and it' co~ 

mands very important markets of the Punjab, the Sind. Baluchistan, North:' 
West Frontier Province and a great portion of the United Provinees. of 
Agra and Oudh. Almost all the ports in India are at' a distanoe of about 
a thousand' miles from the factory. The markets in the Punjab and ad
joining provinces mentioned above are:in themselves most important' of aU, 
throughout, the country. • , 

GLASS N 
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45 (a). The p,resent rates of railway freight over the North Western, 
Bombay, Baroda and Central India, East Indian and Rohilkund and 
Kumaon Railways for glassware are as under:- ' 

Gll?-ssware, Divisions C. and D., a.t n Olass, O. R., the rate being 
·42 pIe p~r maund per mile. This class includes tumblers, dishes, jars, 
globes, chImneys, etc. • 

. But there are certain glassware, such as handis, fanus, etc., which the 
raIlways charge in N. O. C. VIn class, the rate for this class being 1,04 
pies per maund per mile. 

The rate on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway is higher, viz., IV 
class, R/R, and they have not allowed the concessional rate as done by 
other railways mentioned above. 

We have, however, no advantage in this connection over the imported 
glassware in some respects; for example there is allowed rebate of railwa,y 
freight by the North ,Western Railway, when foreign glassware are imported 
through Karachi port to be exported into Persia and adjaC'ent countries, 
carried over the Nushki-Duzdap section of that Ranway. We had ap
proached this Railway with the request to allow the same rebate in case 
of our glassware when booked for export into Persia over the portion 
of that railway which may carry our glassware to that country, but our 
request was not granted. 

(b) Railway freight is charged on gross weight, i.e., including the 
packing material. The normal ratio of nett weight to gross weight in our 
case is about half and half. 

46. We have no definite information on this point. Perhaps the two 
rates are the same. But in one case citRd in paragraph 45 (a) above, 
foreign glassware when imported through Karachi port for being exportRd 
into Persia have to pay a less rate of freight over North ,Western Rail
way. This.is a preferential treatment. 

47. Yes, it is possible to export gla.ssware 
tries, such as Afghanistan, Tibet, Persia, 
Punjab, and to Straits Settlements through 
Madras, etc, . 

from India to foreign I'oun
Mesopotamia, through the 
ports of Bombay, CalC'utta, 

. 48. The competition comes 'from Japan and Austria-Germany. It is 
present in almost all the markets of this country, and in regard t{) glas.~
ware, bottles, tableware and lampware in very large quantities. 

49-50. We have no figures to give this information. 
5!. There is no encourajl;ement worth mentioning in this respeC"t. The.re 

are very few and nominal purchases effected by the Railways and the 
Military Department, in our case only from the last two years. Telegraph 
and other departments of the Government who ('an verv well purC'hase 
from Indian manufacturers do no~ do so but pll}~e their orders with foreilm 
firms for foreign n.rticles, We' can ('ompete very well in some of the 
hollow glRssware that Rre uSEld by the Government Rnd Ra.ilwRYs in very 
large quantities, and our priC'es are ('ompnratively lower than what thl'Y 
pay for the foreign produC'ts; still we are not enC'ournged, 

!We have no figures all respects the glasswa.re purC'hased annually by 
tile Government, and '·Railways. 

52. The Indian manufaC'turer is ('ertainly nt a disadvantage in respeC't 
of plant, mRC'hinery and. apnlianC'es of up-to-date modern type; and nerllnps 
in resnect of railwav freight and the cost of materials M well. We have 
no definite information on the last two points. The Indian manufaC'turer 
has to pay, though indirel'tly, more and henry CustomS' Dutv on soda and 
C'hemil'als, and on I'nlC'ibles, thnt are imported from abroad. 

Foreign manufaC'turers possess more experienl'ed Rnd more full~'
rlevelopen tf'C'hnil'nl labour; t,hev ha.ve la.rge output,s IInrl C'ommllnd up-to
elnte nnd thorongh Elxpert advil'e t.o bnck them, The poor and unexperi
en(,f'd Indians llnve to faC'e n tRrrible C'ompf't·ition in t.hi~ rf'spf'C't. lind 
the;v do not get IIn;v sort of f'nC'ourngpmf'nt or otller help from the Govern, 
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ment. We do not think the present-day large and fully-equipped factories 
in fO'l'eign countries are the result of single enterprises unaided by the 
States concerned ,in some way or other. ,We understand that the Govern
men~ in Japan ~ives' out subsidies to factories, and that the glass industry 
flourishes there In ~he shape of cottage industry as well, in which case the 
Government takes It upon themselves to provide expert advice, free, and 
to purchase the products direct from the small concerns or families, 
working in this industry. We 'do not know whether there might exist 
some other kind of help, such as special rates of freight on the raw and 
manufactured material. 

53. We have no experience or data on this point. 

OapitaZ, 

'54-56. We have no separate figures to give in this respect, but approxi
mately, bloc'k value of the property related to th~ factory is about 2 hcs 
of rupees, while one lac in working cagital. But we are making arrange
ments to enlarge the scope of this factory and also to turn it into a limited 
concern so that toe output is increased ma'nyfold. For this purpose neces
sary statements are under preparation, and they are expected to be com
pleted within a few months. 

57-59. Need not be answered in our case. 
60. A scheme of extension is under contemplation as stated in paragraph 

54-56, and it is thought to layout 2 to 3 lacs of rupees. 

Works Oost and Overhead Oharges. 

61-63. Such information cannot be supplied by us, as they are our 
secrets. 

64. The Income-tax Department of the Government is very unsym
pathetic towards this' industry. Oruy last year depreciation was allowed 
to us in respect of machinery and buildings as coming under its general 
heads of assessment. This department cannot and does not possess any 
information regarding the refractory materials that are used in the fur
naces, such as crucibles, blocks, etc., and on which depreciation should 
be aHowed. 

65. We regret this information cannot be given out. 
66. ,We have only one office in the factory itself. 

Claim for Protection. 

67. We have not consulted the book under reference, and so are unable 
to give out the required information. But we can advance reasons and 
suggestions which we think proper in this connection, under three heads 
mentioned by you. 

(a) All these conditions are fulfilled in most of. the glass factories in 
India, and as far as it is consistent under the -existing circumstances 
in'this country. In India there is no dearth of raw'materials of any kind 
that are required in this industry. There are enough materials to manu
facture soda and potash necessary in this industry. Only there should be a 
sympathetic attitude on the part of the Government to faciIita,te means to 
develop the industry in India. As stated somewhere above there was 
started a factory to manufacture soda at Dhrangadhra in Kathiawar, but 
the effort failed for want of help and advice by the Government, and 
owing to the existence of foreign vested interests connected with the import 
of soda from foreign countries. The Government should appoint an expert 
who might help in the running of a fully-equipped factory to manufacture 
soda in India. As regards necessary funds, either the Government shonld 
invest themselves, or they should give facilities and invoke confid~nc9 in 
the minds of Indians to join the venture and thus, start a factory in India. 
There might be engaged another expert who might tra,vel from one fal'tory 
to another and give them all, advice as to thElir furnaces, the manner of 

N2 
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controlling labour ,and items of loss in this industry on the basis of 
systematic conditions prevailing in modern factories in foreign countries. 
Such advices to several factories should be free of all charges except the 
travelling expenses of the expert which should be borne individually by 
each factory which is visited by him. Training Schools should he attached 
to each factory where the Government of the Province in which the 
factory is situated should appoint scholarships and send students in that 
factory to learn the art of glass manufacturing. The training should be 
conducted on such lines as to provide every opportunity to make glass 
experts of these students, though in various branches of the industry. 

And then the Government should make arrangements to purchase all 
their requirements, as far as is possible for some time to come owing 
to the limited scope of production of glass articles in India; because there 
are some branches of industry and some classes of glass articles which it 
will take many years before they are produced in such factories in India. 
This part of concession on .the part of the Government, viz., purchase 
of glassware from Indian factories, should be started forthwith as there 
are many kinds of glassware which the Indian factories are in a position 
to supply to the Government in competition with foreign firms, and they 
will find that Indian glassware are not inferior in quality to foreign and 
exported ones. This was proved during the war days when the Government 
departments purchased all their requirements from Indian factories with 
fuU satisfaction. 

State Railways should also help us in this connection. The freight 
rates on soda, refractory materials and chemicals should be reduced. Rates 
for raw materials and manufactured goods should be made uniform on all 
Railways in India, and preferential- treatment should not be allowed to 
foreign goods such as exists in the North Western Rajlway for exports to 
Persia side. The freight rate on coal is already high and still the Govern
ment have decided to raise it furthelO. 

Customs Duty on imported soda, chemicals, and refractory materials is 
too high. The duty should either be lowered, or a rebate allowed after 
it has been realised. 

In our opinion, and considering the very backward state in which the 
Glass Industry in India exists at present, the Railways. should grant such 
concessional freight rates for the requisite raw materials and manufactured 
goods as exist and are allowed in the case of wheat. 

(b) Yes, in our opinion the Glass Industry in India. would not develop 
as rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the country. In India itself 
the markets for this class of industry are vast, and no one can say a word 
lIISainst us on this point, 

The fact that many factories have so far been started in India but 
very few had the opportunity to drag their miserable existence through 
these long years will" itself prove that protection is verv necessary. If 
proper enquiries lU'e made by the Government, they will find that too 
ma.ny glass factories have to close down for one reason or the other during. 
the last 30 or 40 years., The other fact which should invite the attention 
of the Government is the. backward ('ondition of all glass fadories that 
are running in India, when thei!: conditions are ('om pared with those in 
foreign countries. It cannot be said that there are no materials in India, 
and that there is dearth of. capital to invest. It is only the s~'mpathy 
of the Govern.ment that is needed most to bring this very important indu~try 
in level with' flourishing conditions prevailing in foreign countries. 

(c) No, we do not think that the Glass Industry in India would be 
IIble to fa('.e, the world competition without protection, unless some miraclE' 
hapPE'ns, such as the deterioration of foreign factories in the years to come. 
When one sees the maltnitude of difference between the relative condition~ 
prevailing in the fa('tories in foreign countries, and tho~e prevailin/t in our 
own where the sympathy of the Government is still to be invited in our 
cause, he feels very little hope. 
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(2) T-etter No. 751, dated the 21st DecembeT, 1931, from the TfV!'iff BoaTd' 
to the UppeT India Glass WOTks, Ambala City. 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 14263, 
dated the 18th December, 1931, together with its enclosures. I am directed 
to state that without details of costs your replies must necessarily be of 
Jittle value to the Board. The Board will undertake to keep confidential 
any portion of your written replies that you may consider 'neces~ary at any 
rate until opportunity has been given to discuss the matter. I am there
fore to ask you to send replies on these points as well as the two Forms 
duly filled up. 

(3) Letter ~o. 1.4617, dated the 30th December, 1931, from the Upper Imlia 
Glass Works, Ambala City. 

We are in receipt of your letter No. 751, dated the 21st instant. In 
reply we have to say that we have no requisite figures and details to reply 
fully to all the questions. But we herewith enclose seven copies of II. 

statement which shows the details of expenditure and sales for the two years 
1929 and 1930. For previous year we have no correct figures available, 
the factory being started .after many years towards the end of 1927, or 
practically speaking towards the early part of 1928. For the year which 
is closing, we have not collected figures as yet, but statements are under 
preparation as we stated before as we are thinking of turning the factory 
into a limited concern. 

We, however, give here the average wages which we pay to different 
classes of workers:-

Blowers 
Helpers 
Bubble, etc., Boys 
Firemen 
Other labour 

Rs. 30 to 45 per mensem. 
Rs. 15 to 25 
Rs. 7 to 13 
Rs. 16 to 35 
Rs. 7 to 15 

We trust you ;will be able to glean information from these data which 
are the only ones which can be given with precision. 

Enclosure. 

Statement showing details. 'lLndeT Sepamte Heads 0/ ExpendituTe and; SaW!1 
fOT the yoaTs 1929 and 1930. ' 

1929.1930. 
B.s. R •• 

'Raw materials' 18,454 22,105 
Packing material 10,357 12,384 

Repair of machinery 305 { 230 
132 

Chemicals 535 541 
Refractory' material 8,434 5,267 
Fuel account 16,062 19,877 
Moulds 1,467 1,400 
Advertisement 628 1,470 
Repair of building 223 4,489 
Salaries. 21,999 29,242 
Postage 819 856 
Stationery 635 707 
Travelling 1,164 1,163 
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1929. 1930. 
Rs. Rs. 

Law charges 2,974 1,827 
Commission' 2,480 1,792 
Interest 4,943 3,332 
Bank commission. 138 95 
Lamp burners 699 473 
Telephone 230 237 
Miscellaneous 2,943 3,555 

Total 95,489 1,11,]34 

Sale proceeds 99,548 1,10,210 
Stock in hand-

Raw materials 690 174 
Chemicals 162 690 
Fuel 850 2,970 
Refractory 2,092 990 
Packing 1,001 2,022 
Glassware 1,791 2,5178 

Total 6,586 9,424 

(4) Letter I:latcd the 9th February, 1932, from the Upper 'India mass 
Worles. 

In continuation of our letter No. 934, dated the 29th January, 1932, 
we have the honour to enclose herewith further replies along with several 
statements which we have been able to prepare from our. books. 

'Ve fear we are unable to fill up your Form No. II, as we do not possess 
data for them. 

These notes include a note regarding rebate allowed on goods carried on 
lIe railway for export to Persia, and Afghanistan. ' 

\ 

Enclosure. 
(1) Supplement tv the replies to questionnaire issued by the rrariH ;Board, 

Government' 0/ India. 

5. (b) We have made up these figures for only t~o years, namely, 1930 
and 1931, which are given below;-

1930 
(In doz.) 

Globes for various lanterns and lamps 76,124 
Stoppered jars 9,157 
Tumblers 1,831 
Miscellaneous, e,g., dishes, jugs, 

handi. fanus, etc. 4,463 

Total. 91,575 

1931 
(In doz.) 

76,946 
9,591 
4,700 

4,673 

95,910 

16. We give below the ('ost delivered at the works of the chief raw 
materials: -

Sand at As. 5 per maund. 
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(a) :We do not pay any royalty, the firm that supplies might be paying 
it. 

(b) Same as in (a). 
(c) Freight from Jaijon Doaba., North Western Railway, to Ambala 

City, is As. 1-8 per maund. 
(d) About Rs. 10 are incurred at Ambala Oity up to the time the 

material is placed in the stores, for each wagon containing about 400 
maunds of sand. 

Soda at Rs. 6-10 or Rs. 6-12 per owt. 
(a) The supplying firm pays it. 
(b) Same as (a). 
(c) About As. 14 per maund, from Calcutta to Ambala City. 
(d) About Rs. 10 per wagon, containing 220 bags of 1 cwt. each. 
Lime at Re. 1 per maund, had at the Works by local purchase. 
Saltpeter at Rs. 6 per maund, delivered at the Works, purchased almost 

locally. 
Borax at Rs. 12-8 to Rs. 14 per maund. 
(a) The supplying firms pay it. 
(b) Same as (a). 
(c) About As. 10 per maund when purchased froni Ram Nagar, Naini 

Tal District. 
About As. 2 per maund when purchased from Jagadhri, Ambala District. 
(d) About 9 pies per maund from Ambala Oity Station to the Works. 
Coal at Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 per ton at t4e Oolliery. 
(a) The Colliery Proprietors pay it.' 
(b) Same as (a). 
(c) Rs. 11 to 12 per ton under the present enhanced rates, and at Rs. 9 

to 10 before this. 
(d) About Rs. 10 per wagon, up to the stacking in the premises, and 

about 10 per cent. shortage, etc. 

Refractory lIIaterial. 

Fire-bricks and. Fire-clay.-Fire-bricks purchased from Jubbulpore, 
Central Provinces, at Rs. 6 per hundred; Fire-clay, from Jubbulpore, at 
Rs. 25 per ton. 

(a) The supplying firm pays it. 
(b). Same as (a). 
(c) About As. 13 per maund from Jubbulpore to Ambala City, in wagon

loads and on the capacity of the wagon. 
(d) About Rs. 10 per wagon up to the Works premises. 
Cruciblu.-Jmported from Japan, thl:ough C!!,lcutta agents .. From last 

year we have been using 800 lbs. capacIty cruCIbles, of ShoseIkwan make 
generally. The last price we paid for them is Rs. 63-12 per pot. The 
price oscillates with the exchange. 

(a) & (b) :We do not pa;y anything. 
(c) About Rs. 2-14 per maund from Calcutta to Ambala City. 
(d) About Rs. 10 for one wagon of 25 or 30 crucibles. 
30. We give below these figures for the year 1930:-

(a) Works labour 
Supervision and Office Establishment 

Total 

Rs. 
20,692 
8,100 

28,792 
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(~) Blowers Its. 30 to 50 per mel1llem. 

Assistants 'Rs. 7 to 25 OJ 

Engine )river ·Rs. 28 .. 

CarpeD !;or Rs. 33 .. OJ 

Firemeu Rs. 16 to 35 " " 
. Others Its. 12 to 15 " " 

(c) About 128 persol1ll a day in the average. 

61. Fol'lll I is given herewith as under:-
Year 1929. 

).-Raw materials-.
(a) Sand 
(b) Soda ash 
(c) Lime 

(d) Saltpeter 
(e) Borax 

(I) Crucibles 

(u) Fire-bricks and fire-clay 
(11) Chemicals, etc. 

II.-JVorks labour 

III.-Power and fuel 

IV.-Supervision and Office Establishment 
V.-Repairs to Machinery and Buildings 

VI.-Packing materials 

VII.---.:selling expenses
Travelling 

Commission to Agents 
Salary to Agents 

VIII.-Miscellaneous, e.g.:
Stationery 

Rent of land 

Income-tax 

Interest 

Moulds 
Advertisement 

Postage 

Law charges. 
Banks commission 

Lamp burners 
Telephone 
Construction of Well 

. Others 

Total 

Its. 

3,300 
11,300 

264 

2,200 
700 

5,442 

900 

373 

15,699 
15,212 

6,000 

528 
9,356 

1,164 

2,480 

300 

635 

400 

179 
4,943 

1,467 
628 

819 

2,974 
138 

699 

230 
694 

2,364 

91,388 
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(b) Soda ash 
(c) Lime 
(d) Saltpeter 
(e) Borax 
(f) Crucibles 
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(g) Fire-bricks and Fire-clay 
(h) Chemicals, etc. 

II.-Works labour 
III.-Power and fuel 
IV.----Supervision and Office 'Establishment 

V.-Repairs to Machinery and Building 

VI.-Packing material 

VII.----Selling expenses
Travelling 
Commission to Agents 
Salary to Agents 

VilI.-Miscellaneous, e.g.:
Stationery 
Rent of land 
Income-tax 
Interest 
Moulds 
Advertisement 
Postage 
Law charges 
Banks commission 
Lamp burners 
Telephone 

Others 

Total 

Year 1930. 
Rs. 

3,600 
13,800 

450 
2,630 

950 
4,177 

100 
351 

20,692 
16,907 
8,100 

362 
4,489 

10,362 

1,163 
1,792 

450 

707 
400 
615 

3,332 
1,400 
1,470 

856 
1,827 

95 
473 
237 

2,540 

1,04,327 

As for Form II, we have to write that there are no suchdatas as to fill 
up this form. 

62. Percentage of wastage in each stage is as under. This is mostly 
breakage at various stages. 

Per cent. 
Up to the time the glassware are put in the anneal-

ing . ovens 10 
In the annealing ovens, and before the goods are 

given in cutting branch 10 
,During the process of cutting 15 

On the machine or grinding wheel 10 
During selection and wrapping, and before articles 

are finally packed for despatch . .. 5 

63. We are unable to supply this information as the Form II is not 
possible for us to fill up. 
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(2) Note regarding rebate allowed on ireight by the railway on goods, 
'looked from, Karachi on the Nushki Duzdap Section for export tu 
Persia and Afghanistan. 

We posse.ss the following information received from the Agent North 
Westel"D Railway, Lahore, as per his letter No. 2441-R., dated tile 26th 
March, 1930, in reply to our letter No. 3457 dated the 12th March 1930 
addressed to the said official: -' , , 

"EXTRACT PAIRAGRAPH 1, PAGB 491, OJ!' GOODS TA1I.lI!'J!', PAllPHLET I (No. 45). 

1. Rebate on Persian and Afghanistan Traffic
(a) Traffic on which rebate is allowed-

All goods traffic (including live stock) except coal
(i) booked to or from Duzdap and Mirjawa; 

(iv) booked to stations on the Nushki-Duzdap Section for 
. export to Afghanistan; , 

(v) booked to Nok-Kundi and Dalbandin, for export to Persia. 

(b) Amount of rebate admissible-
Rebate is admissible only in cases in which the gross freight 

charge on a consignment is not less than R.'I. 5, and will be 
allowed on the following basis:-
(i) Over the East Indian Railway (including the Oudh a'nd 

Rohilkhand Section), Bombay, Baroda and Central India 
Railway (in bookings from Bombay only) and .Jodhpur 
Railway (in bookings from Bombay, via Marwar Rail
way Junction and. Hyderabad, Sind, only), at one-third 
of the freight charge; 

(ii) Over the North Western Railway (excluding the Nushki
Duzdap Section) at two-thirds of the freight {'harge." 

The Agent, North :Western Railway, in his letter No. 2441-R:./96, dated 
the 10th April, 1930, .ill'f?l'med us that ".the reba~ on. AfghaDlsta.n traffic 
is allowed only when It IS booked to statIOns detailed mthe {,\lt~m~ sent 
under his letter No. 2441-R., dated the 26th Mar{'h, 1930, and It IS not 
admissible on traffic booked to J amrud or Peshawar". He also informed us 
that the rate of freight or our goods from Ambala City to Duzdap wa'i 
Rs. 3-7-5 per maund, O.R. 
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mE UPPER INDIA GLASS WORKS. 
B.-ORAL. 

Evidence of Rai Babadur PANNA LAL, recorded at Bombay, on 
Wednesday, the 13th January, IS32. 

President.-Rai Bahadur, you represent the upper India Glass Works? 
Rai Bahadur,-Yes. 
l're.ide-nt.-1 see from your replies that the works have been in existence 

for about, 30 years. 
Rai Bahadur.-A little more than that. 
l'reside-nt.-All this time it has been under your proprietorship? 
Rui Bahadlli1".-No. Before that for some time it was a Limited Company. 

After that the company was sold to another gentleman who worked for a 
few days and then I took it over. 

President.-For how many years have you been the proprietor? 
Rai Bahadur.-Since 1902 or 1903. 
Pl·eside-nt.-You say a scheme is under consideration to ma~e the concern 

a Limited Company? 
. Bui Bahadut.-Yes. 

Preside-nt.-What progress have you made with this scheme? 
llai Bahadur.-As a l'esult of the industrial development of the country 

and other things I want to put in additional plant and increase the capacity 
and therefore I have decided to make it into a private limited company 
with increased capital and also take some more men into the managemeI¥. 
From my experience I find that management is the most difficult problem. 
To run the industry economically we require efficient management. 

P7'eside-nt.-You mean not only managing ability but also technical know
ledge? 

llui Bahad'ur.-Yes; also skilled labour. 
P'/'e.ident.-Is it your idea in connection with this proposed limited 

liability company to manufacture new classes of glassware? ' 
Bai Bahad'ur.-A few things. My main object is ,to make table glass 

blownware and not sheet glass because there is' already overproduction of 
sheet glass in India, as far as I understand. 

l'resident.-Are you proposing to instal any new plant? 
llai Bahadur.-Yes. 
l'resident.-What sort ot plant are you considering? 
Bai Bahad'll.r.-I hear some new plant have come inflo, ilie market but 

they are very expensive. 
President.-Are you thinking of a tank furnace? 
llai Bahadur.-I am against a tank furnace for India at present. 
PJ·csident.-The manufacture would be confined to blownware and pressed 

ware? 
Bui Bahadur.-And also tableware. 
P'resident.-And as far as possible you would introduce automatic 

machinery? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes, if I think it is profitable. 
President.-In reply to question 4 you say about 100 maunds of glass 

is produced per day: is that the rate at which you are producing now? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
President.-That works out to ~bout 31 to 4 tons a day? 
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Rai Bahadur.-At. the time of writing we were making about 100 maunds. 
Last week 1 have increased my capacity and it is now about 200 maunds a 
day. At that time we had only one furnace and now we have two furnaces 
working. 

President."'-Since you sent in these replies to the questionnaire you have 
sent us your statement of expenditure. The statE-ment relating to the year 
1930, is that based on an output of 100 maunds? 

Rai Bahadur.-No. 
P·resident.-What is the rate of output? 
Rai BalladuT.-In 1928 1 had only 6 pots of 400 Ibs. each and after that 

600 Ibs., then after that 800 lbs. and that way I increased the output. 
President.-I suppose you are not in a position to determine accurately 

tbe total output of the year in' terms of maunds of glass? 
Rai Bahadur.-I can't say because 1 don't keep accounts in that way. 
President.-This statement that you give here is the only sort you can 

prepare from your accounts? 
Rai iBahadur.-Yes. 
President.-;-I should like to know clearly what the position is. The first 

communication ·that we received from you was to the effect that you do not 
desire to apply for protection. Is that still your position? 

Rai BaJlUdur.-My position is this: '1 have 'been corresponding with 
Government since 1907. If Government thinks that protection should be 
given ........... . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The question is, are you prepared to revise your 
opinion which you then held regarding protection? 

Rai Bahadur.-I want protection. 
President.-You are an applicant for protection? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes . 

.. President.-What is the rate of protective duty that you want? 
Ra.i Bahadur.-100 per ~ent. 
President.-On what do you base that? The rate of protective duty 

ought to be such as would adequately proteC't the Indian industry. You 
agree to that? 

Rai Bahadu.r.-Yes. 
President.-You can't determine the measure of protection unless you 

find out the difference between a fair price for the Indian industry and the 
prices at which imported ~oods are being landed. I should like to know 
witl) regard to the position of your industry what precisely you consider 
& fair return per unit of glass for your industry. 

Rai BahadItT.-First of all, Government officials are prejudiced against 
our industry............ . 

President.-The point is this: no applicant for protection can expect a 
rate of duty to be proposed by the Tariff Board unless he is in a position 
to give facts with reference to which the rate can be determined and my 
position is that you have refused to supply the facts. 

Rai Bahadur.-At present that is all that we can give. 
P-residen.t._1 suppose you are aware that if the Board considers that 

any assistance required by the Glass industry should either wholly or partly. 
be given in the form of direct assistance, that is to say by subsidy to the 
Glass industry, the practice of the Board in the past has been in such 
cases to propose that direct assistance of that kind should be withheld 
from industries which refuse to co-operate in thEl enquiry. 1 take it from 
the attitude that you havEl Elxpressed before us this morning that you are 
prepared to take that risk? 

Rai BahadIlT.-It comes to that. 
Presi{lent.-What are the principal classes of glassware on whil'h you feel 

that a 100 per cent. duty should be imposed P 
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Rai Bahad.ur.-Tableware and chimneys and globes, and' glass jars used 
by the Telegraph Department for batteries, things we are manufacturing 
at present, and also shades for el€ctric bulbs. . 

President.-How much of these things do you make? 
Rai Bahadur.-Altogether we made last year .......... .. 
President.-What quantities of globes and chimneys do you make? 
Rai Bahadur.-About 500 dozen a day. 
President.-Globes and chimneys? 
Rai Bahadur.-All sorts of things. We make 500 dozen a day of globes, 

chimneys and battery jars. 
President.-Will you be able to give me separate figures for globes and 

chimneys? 
Rai Bahadur.-No; we have not got separate accou'nts. 
Presidrnt.-Taking all the glassware that' you make, the various pieces 

number about 500 dozen a day? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
President.-Approximately would that 500 dozen correspond to 100 maunds 

a day? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
President.-Although you have not given us any information in your 

replies to the questionnaire of the kind on which we can base any proposals, 
there is one point with regard to which I find that .you have given what 
appears. to be fairly definite information and that is the quantity of coal 
which is consumed per unit of glass. If you look at your reply to question 36, 
you say the coal required per ton of melted glass is about one ton and 
finished glassware about 5 per cent. more. 

Rai Bahadwr.-Yes. 
Prflident.-That means that per unit of finished glassware corresponding 

to one ton of melted glass your consumption of coal is 1;;'0 of a ton? 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes. We weigh the coal when it comes into the factory 
and we select and use it. The dllBt coal we sell and we sometimes get more 
and sometimes less. 

President.-That is to say we may take this figure of 1 ton plus 5 per 
cent. and we have to add to that a quantity which corresponds to the 
amount of unusable stuff contained in the coal? 

Rai Bahadur.-That is right. 
President.-Does that represent the whole fuel, consumption of your 

factory? 
Rai Bahadur.-No. We also use wood fuel: that is about 10 maunds a 

day and we have also got an oil engine. 
President.-What is your consumption of fuel oil? 
Rai Bahadur.-It is very little at present; only about Ii· gallons a· day, 

all ordinary kerosine oil. 
President.-I· take it from the figures of freight on. coal that you have 

given, that on your coal at present the freight comes to about Rs. 13 to. 
Rs. 14 per ton? 

Rai Ba"adur.~About Rs. 15 to Rs. 16 according to railway· receipt at 
Ambala Station including cost of coal itself. But .from the 15th January 
there is surcharge of 15 per cent. and about 10 per cent. will be shortage, 
loss in transit and grading, which applies before 15th January also. 

P-r6sident.-Approximlltely we may take it at Rs. 15' to Rs. 16 a ton? 

Rai BahadllT.-Yes including cost of coal itself, and above this 15 per 
cent. from 15th January on railway freight alone. 

President.-If you look at your reply to question 30 you salr "borax 
and lime can be had locally". 
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Rai Bahadur.-That is so. 
President.""-Within what distance from your factory can you raise your 

lime and borax? 
Rai Bahadur.-Within a distance of 100 miles. As regards borax as a 

matter of fact we have got that in our own district and we can also get it 
from Tibet: the refining is done in the district and we buy it from the 
refinery which is only a.bout 30 miles from our works. Sometimes we get 
from Naini Tal side but that is seldom. 

Pl·eside1bt.-You get your sand at Jullundar? 
Rai Bahad·ur.-From J aijon Donba. 
President.-That is about 150 miles from your factory? 
Rai Bahadur.-About 120 miles. 
P/'e.~ident.-What freight do you pay on that? 
Rai Bahadur.-We pay a concession rate of As. 1-8 per maund. 
P'/'esident.-What do you pay for the sand? 
Rai Bahad·ur.-We are buying at about 5 annas per maund into the 

wngon. 
President.-To that you have to add As. 1-8? 
Rai Bahad·ur.-And also add 5 per cent. for contingency, tipping to babus 

and so on. 
President.-Whnt is the present price of soda? 
Rai Bahadul·.-Since the last fortnight the price has gone up to Rs. 6-12 

delivered at Caleutta.. They refuse to supply me Magadi soda from Karachi 
though Karachi is the nearest port for me. They have got a monopoly and 
I have got to buy it from Caleutta. 

President.--Can you get other kinds of soda from Karachi? Can you 
get the Creseent brand from Karachi? 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes, but that is one rupee more costly than the Magadi. 
P·/'esident.-Would yon consume a smaller quantity if you used that? 
Rai Bahadur.-No. 
PTesi.dent.-1 suppose it is a light quality? 
Rai Bahadur.-There is light quality as well as heavy quality. Heavy 

quality is good for this .indnstry as far as I know. Light quality is not good 
for mixing with sand. 

President.-What was the figure that you gave for soda in Calcutta? 
Rai Bahadu.r.-Rs. 6-12. 
P·resident.-What is the freight from there to Ambala? 
Rai Bah!Uiltr.-There are many things. Sometimes they 'charge As. 12-9 

a maund and sometimes As. 13-11 a maund. 
P·resitlent.-What is the railway, freight that you paid last? 
Rai Bahadur.-About As. 1~-11 a maund. 
Pnsident.-How does' this difference arise? 
Rtti Bahadul·.-The difference arises in this way, as far' as I am told. 

It is the derks that do this. If my man were to go to the Calcutta port 
and give the ('lerk there Rs. 5 bakshish, then he would charge Rs. 50 
less. But, if by 'any chan('e, I ('auld not send a man and the Company were 
to send their 'representative, then the clerk would say that we should pay 
Us. 50 more. If the clerk was told that last time the freight charged was 
less, he would simply say that the matter {'auld be taken up to the higher 
authorities for refund, if ne('essal'Y. 'Vhen WI' begin to write for refund, 
thl',v tal.e their own time to rl'ply even. Thl' Grl'at Indian Peninsula 
R.ailway pl'Ople lI.re not half ~s COUl'tl'OUS as the East Indian Railway or the 
NOl'th Westel'll R.ailway. 

PTe,!i<ient.-What is the standard rate of freight? 
Hai Bahadul·.-About As. 14 at present. 
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PT~sid~nt.-Thp,re is another important point that you raise in one of 
your repbes. I a.m referring to question 8 in which you discuss the reason 
tor the lower prlC~ w~ich is fetched by Indian made glass and the first 
reason that yol,l gIve IS lack of organisation among the Indian manufac
turers and the consequent rate war amongst them. 

Rai BahaduT.-Yes. 
President.-How long has this been going on? 
!lai ~ahadll.T.-The fact is this. As you know this industry is a very 

deb~ate mdus.try. As far as I understand tbis competition amongst the 
IndIan Jactorles themselves started from the days of Sir James Meston, 
when h18 Government gavc some enC'ouragement in the shape of an advance 
of Us. 2 or 3 lakhs to glass factories in the United Provinces· and it is 
going on in an aggravated form for the last 3 years. 

PTesident.-The result of that has been, I suppose a steady decline in 
the price realised by Indian factories. ' 

Rai BalmdllT.-Yes. It was Hs. 1-14 a dozen when we started. 
Presiden.t.-In 1927? 
Ilai Bahadur.-In 1927 or 1928, and now we are selling them almost for 

nothing. 
Presi.dent.-For practically nothing? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes because there has been such an intense competition 

in the country that some of the factories are unable to sell their goods. 
Some time back some factories proposed that railway freight should be paid 
by the factories and I representing the Upper India Glass Works say 
" All right". After some time they again come forward and say that they 
cannot sel\ their goods even after bearing the railway freight and so 
paeking also should be paid free by the factories and I say that I have no 
objection. Then again they come forward and say that commission to the 
extent of 20 per cent. should be given to the agents .. To that also I agree. 
If we are to go on like this, I dQ not know how much longer we can survive. 

President.-Is it mainly with regard to chimneys and globes that you 
feel this competition? 

Rai Bahadur.-Dietz globes and so on. These are the patent things. 
After that comes tumblers. 

President.-With your 30 years' experience in this business you ought 
to be able to give us some information as to the real position in this matter. 
I find from the trade returns that we still import say not less tban Rs. 12 
lakhs worth of lampware and . glass, SO that obviously the production in the 
country is not sufficient to meet the needs of the ~ountry. 

Rai Bahadur.-That is right. 
President.-So that it is not a question of overproduction. 
Rai Bahadur.-I agree, because even if there is overproduction, we have 

got export markets in Tibet, Afghanistan, Persia, Basra. a.nd. Aden. To 
such places we can alwan send our goods. Therefore there is no question of 
overproduction. 

Presidmt.-It is simply a lack of understanding of methods of business? 

Rai Bahadur.-I quite agree. That is the reason I have said that the 
industry is not properly organised. Those who have proper organisation can 
.,,11 direct to the customer. 

President.-There is one point that needs to be cleared lip. It may be 
that there is still a class of consumer in this country who .prefers imported 
globes and chimneys .. 

Rai Bahadll.r.-No doubt they do. They only form a small number. It 
is very di·ffic-ult for me to disc-Io.e the names of European firms who buy the 
stuff from u. at 25 p"r cent. higher than the bazaar rate and get their own 
stamps on them. They are selling them in India saying that they are im
ported art icles. 
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President.-If there is a class of consumer in this country who shows a 
strong preference for imported lampware, then it may be that the quantity 
produced in the country is more than will be taken by the rest of the 
consumers. In that sense possibly there is overproduction. 

Rai Bahadur.-No,' cheapness is the first thing which weighs with. the 
cus~omers. About 10 years ago the people had a great prejudice against 
Indian made goods. Nowadays that prejudice is gradually disappearing 
but I am sorry to say it persists with the Government officers. ' 

President.-Don't you think that one of the remedies would be for glass 
"factories such as yours to proceed to make other kinds of glassware than 
globes and chimneys which might relieve so to speak the strain on the market? 

Rai Bahadur.-The difficulty is this. From my experience I can· boldly 
say that we can make everything. We have wasted about.Rs. 10 to Rs. 15 
lakhs on experiments. The difficulty is only about skilled labour. If we 
get blowers once trained for ·the dietz and if we are to blow every day 
globes of the same pattern and of the same weight, then they will be able 
to turn out nicely and beautifully according to the grades we want. But if 
we change all the moulds or put their hands to a new job, they, will 
naturally spoil them and will not be able to turn out proper qualities .. 
Quality under such circumstances' cannot be maintained. 

President.-Is there not much demand in the part of the country that 
you represent for phials? 

Rai Balladur.-There is, but 15 years ago I commenced with phials and 
I stopped it because the price was unremunerative. We find we can make 
more money out of globes than phials. 

President.-How long did you try? 
Rai Bahadur.-For 6 years we tried. 
President.-How long ago was this? 
Rai Baltadur.-For 1903 to 1909. "'hen we started we had Austrians. 

We tried it for 6 years. 
President.-That was about 20 years ago? 
Rai Ball ad ur.-Yes. 
P·resident.-Then your cost of manufacture of phials was not covered by 

the price that you got? 
Rai Baltadur.-That is so. Another difficulty in those days was that 

we could not get blowers to make the necks for phials. They require three 
processes, whereas globes require only one process. 

President.-In phials how many processes have you? 
Rai Hahadur.-3 processes. We take moulds and then we blow into the 

moulds. Then we make the necks and now machinery has come in. 
President.-I am speaking of hand system. 
Rai Bahadur.-And then it has to be put into the annealing oven. After 

that proper cork has to be put inside. Sometime,. the corks do not fit in 
properly. 

President.-That is really connected with the process of neck 
manufacture? 

Rai Bahuau.r.-Yes. 
President.-That really is the difficulty. 
Rai BahadllT.-'I'hat was He diJfficulty in those days. Boys were not 

llroperly trainpd. 'I'll(' four German "pop Ie we had in those days could make 
200 dozen daily. Our men after being trained could only produce 5 to 6 
dozen. As regards necks 25 per cent. of the things they made were good 
and 75 per ("ent. bad. At that time we had Sir Louis Da.ne as our 
Lieutentant Governor. He snid on the recommendntion of Mr. Hamilton 
he would give Bl'holarshiJls for boys to get trained. He j!;ave help for six 
months on the understanding that the Government of India would sanction 
the expenditure, but it was not given. 
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President.-Supp08ing ·the position now is that as the result of internal 

competition the prices that you realise on globes and chimneys hardly cover 
your expenditure, is not there sOlne ground for reconsidering the question 
of phials in spite of the difficulties connected with manufacture? 

Rai Bahoour.-At least I am not going to reconsider it. 
President.-Anyway phials are not one of the arti~les which will be 

produced even under the proposed new schemei' 
Rai Bahadur.-No. 
President.-If you extended, it would be in the direction of tableware P 
Rai Bahoowr.--Or it would be in the direction of whisky bottles. On our 

side we have distilleries in Simla hills. 
Pre,ident.-You mean excise bottles? 
Rai Bahad'Ur.-Not ordinary excise bOttles, but high class bottles for 

European trade. In Pnnjab there is a large. consumption of hair oils. 
President.-For that you would use phials? 
Rai Bahadwr.-No. We would use bigger bottles. 
President.-What would be the capacity? 
Rai Bahadwr.-12 oz. They are saying 12 oz., but it is actually 10 oz. 
President.-Are you actually proposing to make them? 
Rai Bahadwr.-No. 
Pre.,ident.-Have you ever thought of making bottles? 
Rai Bahadwr.-Yes. 
President.-How exactly do you propose to make tableware P 
Rai Bahadur.-By a process of blowing and pressing. 
Presidell>t.-It would be mainly blownware? 
Rai Bahadwr.-Yes. During the last 30 years we have got all our men 

trained from top to bottom. Thev all come from Ambala only. We havE' 
not got one single hand from outside Ambala. When we had spent so much 
monpy from training men, why should' we not take advantage of that? 

President.-Do you think it is difficult for leading Indian manufacturers 
like yourself, by organisation, to stop this cut throat competition? 

Rai Bahadur.-That will take some time. We have got three kinds of 
pPOple who are interested in this industry. 

President.-Who are they? 
Rai Bahad'Ur.-Public Limited Companies, Private Limited Companies and 

Proprietory Concerns. 
President.-Supp08ing the business was confined to public companies. 

do :vou think it would be easier to bring about some kind of organisation P 
Rai Bahadwr.-The people in charge of the public companies are onl:v 

intt>rested in their own commission. We have considered and discussed many 
ways of organisation. We don't 'l!;et big Deople to organise. 

Presidp.nt.-You have tried to bring about some kind of organisation, 
have you? 

Rai Bahad'Ur.-Yes, we have tried something. 
President.-So f~r you have not met with any success. 
Rai Bahad'Ur.-We have not succe"ded because of this cut throat comneti

tion that is. now going on. Now so !ar as we are concerned, .we are sellJng 
at a good price part of. our output. m som" places a~d lowermg our prICes 
in another place accordmg as the cIrcumstances reqUIre. 

Pre.,jdent.-I should like to ask vou a Question. You have been in puhlic 
life and vou have consid"rahle business exp"rience. Supposing the position 
waR this that with Tel!"ard to an important class of glasswarf>, . such as glohp~ 
Rnd chimneys the lack of organisation in the industry makes it impo~sihlp 
for t.he indust~y to realise fair priCE'S, is it any lIse giving a protective tariff? 

Raj Rahadwr.-Yes. 
GLASS 0 
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PTesident.-Expl'aln to me how. 
Rai BahaduT.-This is only temporary. Within a year or so those who 

have no stamina will stop working. 
President.-That wiII happen even without a protective duty. 
Rai Bahadur.-First of all people with no organisation or skill will close 

down their factories. Of course it is difficult to say when this will happen. 
It may be after a few months or it may be after a year or two. After that, 
people with real capacity for business will come in. They will have to 
compete with foreign countries such as Japan, Austria and Bohemia .• Then 
only we would get advantage. . 

President.-So that your position is in the first few years of protection 
there would be very little difference to the prices realised by Indian. 
factories? 

Rai Bahadur.-Quite so. 
President.-During that period of transition the weaker manufacturers 

would be compelled to close down? 
Rai Bahadur.-Some of them would close down. 
President.-Then, the few who are left, who survive this period of transi-

tion, would be in a better mood for organisation? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
President.-The period of transition may be one year or ten years? 
Rai Bahadur.-We can't say anything definite about that. But I don't 

think that it would take more than a year or so. 
President.-So that if the weaker neighbours still continue, then protec

tion would be completely ineffective? 
Rai Bahadur.-Temporarily it would be ineffective. 
PTe .• ident.-Now this reference that you make <in your reply to question 

26 about a proposal to train students, that was a proposal by the Punjab 
Government? 

Rai BalIadnr.-First we approached the Punjab Government and they 
failed to get the sanction' of the Government of India. In the United 
Provinces, the local GO\'ernment advanced money to their factories and also 
gave an Austrian technical expert to them wl.o went .round tbe factories 
from time to time. No serious attempt to impart training to students was 
ever made up till now. 

PTuident.-Is there a technical institute in which this training can be 
carried on? 

Rai BahaduT.-None at all. In the Forman Christian College at Lahore 
the art of blowing is taught, but that is only for showing tbe way how to 
make a glass tube lind not the commercial ware. 

President.-I should like yod to explain a little more clearly your point 
about the rebate on railway freight referred to by you in your reply to 
question 45. What precisely is the positionP 

Rai Ba.hadlLT.-The fact is th.is. .1 do not know the inside policy of 
Government. Whatever I am saymg IS all gathered from outside and from 
experienc~. About 15 years ago, we had such freight rates in India ........... . 

Preside1lt.-If you first state the present position and then explain the 
lnic·kground, I should find it easier to follow. What is the present position? 

Rai Bahadur.-The presE'nt position is this. When the Karachi people 
send their goods to Persia or Afghanistan via Quetta, they pay less freight 
for such a long distance, "'hereas if we send goods from Ambala to Persia 
or Afghanistan via Jamrud, we have to pay more though the distance is less 
by this route. 

President.-Is it that on the glassware imported into Karachi and con
veyed from Karachi to these fpreign countries they are ahle to get a lower 
railway freight say per mile P 

Rai Bahadur.-Not that. . 
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President.-The freight is less for the whole distance? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes. They have a rebate system. 
President.--On the quantity of glass landed at Karachi and conveyed 

from Karachi to foreign countries, they are able to get a rebate? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
President.-If it is meant for re-export, where does it go? 
~ai Bahadur.-Duzdap, l\:[irjawa, and other stations on Nushki-Duzdap 

sectIon. 
President.-Where are they? 
Rai .Bahadur.-Beyond Quetta. 
President.-If you take the distance from Karachi to border stations, what 

distance does that represent? 
Rai Bahadur.-Approximately 1,100 miles. 
I'resUlent.-Do you know the freight they pay over the whole distance? 
Rai Bahadwr.-I cannot say off-hand. 
President.-You don't know? 
Rai Bahadur.-I know, but I have not got the information here. 
President.-To what station do you send your goods, supposing you are 

eKporting? 
Rai Bahadwr.-I send ",ia Peshawar and Jamrud. 
President.-Is Jamrud your border station? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
President.-What is the distance? 
Rai Bahad'l£r.-Ahollt 500 miles. 
President.-Is it your contention that the total freIght borne by your 

goods shipped from Ambala to this border station at a distance of £00 miles 
is higher than the freight over a distance of 1,200 miles from Karachi to 
Duzdap? 

Rai Bahadur.-That is my contention. The Railway people tell us "If 
you like you can send your goods by that route". If we send our goods by 
that route, the distance is more. It will be about 1,300 miles. Even if we 
get the same rebate as is given to those. who rail goods from Karachi to 
Duzdap, we will have to pay 25 to 30 per cent. plore. 

President.-Is it a rebate that is given? 

Rai BahaduT.-A kind of rebate. 

President.--Or is it simply a station to station .rate? 

Rai Bahadwr.-No, it is not. The reason assigned for. that lower rate 
of freight is that there is no traffic on that line. '. Therefore for encouraging 
tralflic, they are quoting such a low rate. About 20 years ago, if we sent 
goods to Multan City, we had to pay more freight than the freight 'from 
Karachi to Simla. The excuse then given was that the wagons were coming; 
empty from Karachi, and in order to attract traJf!ic such a, low rate was 
quoted'. 

President.-For these 400 miles your goods are' charged at Second class 
rate? 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes, only for chimneys and globes. 

President.-If you are paying more for 500 miles than they.do for 1,200 
miles, obviously the rate that they are charged must be conSIderably less 
than first class--I mean the net rate that they pay. The second class rat~ 
is ·42 pie per maund per mile. . 

Rai Bahadur.-Something like that. 
President.-If your rate for 500 miles is higher than their rate for 1,200 

miles, probably the rate that they are ,charged is the minimum that is 
allowed under the Railway Rules. 

02. 
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Rai Bahad'll,r.-The rebate that they give is 30 per cent. in some cases and 
as much a~ 40 per cent. in certain other cases. It is given on the production 
of a certlficate to the effect that the goods are meant for Persia or 
Afghanistan. 

President.-That won't bear out your contention. What I mean is this. 
If they allow a rebate of 25 to 30 per cent. on second class rate over a 
distance of 1,200 miles, still those people wO'uld pay more than you do. 

Rai Baha.d'llR'.-No, they don't. I have calculated and found that they 
always pay less. 

Presi.dent.-Are you quite sure? 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
Pre"ident.-Could 'you send us a note on that? 
Rai Bahadur.-I shall. 
President.-You make some references in your replies to certain grievances 

you have in connection with the Factories Act. The administration of the 
Act is a concern of the local Government, is it not? 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes, but the rules are framed by the Government of India. 
Mr. Boao.-And ('~rtain rules are also made by tbe local Governinents. 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes, accorilin~ to local circumstances. On that subject, I 

Rent a representation to the 10('al Government and they said that as it was 
n· central subject they ('ould not do anything in the matter. 

Pre.,ident.-Your point is that you cannot admit into the works boys who 
are under 12? 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
President.-But you can admit boys between 12 and 14 with special 

permission P 
Ra.i Rn7wdnr.-Permission is not reouired. Only a nominal t'ertificate 

rrom a Civil Surgeon is required. After that" the question rests with us. 
President.-I am on the question of agl>. At what age do yO~l admit boys? 
Rai Bnhadur.-In my opinion, boys of 9 or 10 years will be suitable. 
President.-You don't think that 12 is young enough P 
Rai Banadur.-Not for the Glass Industry. 
President.-How many boys have you in the factory between 12 and l4P 
Rai Ra,hndur.-Practicallv none. When we started. there was no Factories 

Act to be applied. At thnt time boys of 8 or 9 years were trained. They 
Rre now getting Rs. 50. Some of them have gone to other factories. 

Pre.,ident.-How many hours do you work in a day? 
Rni Bahadur.~ hours. 
Preside7l,t.-In those days? , 
Rai Bahadur.-Those boy~. were working in that way. 
Preside7l.t.-How long were tbey actually inside the factory? 
Rni Bahadur.-Those bo:vs I was referrin~ to attended not more than 

4 to 5 hours a day according to their own leisure. 
President.-What kind of work did you put them toP 
Ra,i Bahad11R'.-To play with the moulds. 
President.-A sort of kindergarten I 
Rai Rahadur.-Then they were asked to do some small thin~ and bv 

gradual training they became good workmen. In tbat conneC'tion. I mlty t~lI 
YOll we have a scheme. If you like to have a look Itt it, I can send you. 

Pre"ident.-Wha.t about the hoursP Did you make any representation 
about workin~ earlier hours during summer? 

Rai Bah.adur.-Yes, but we have no troubles now. 
Pre~i.dent.-Yoll arE> ahlE> to do your work early morningP 
Rai Rahad1/,r.-There is no trouble abOllt that. The. only trouble is the 

pne 1 referred to. 
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President.-You want boys under 12? 
Rai Bahad1£r.--:Only for training and not for other purposes. We cannot 

get proper labour afterwards if we don't employ boys of tender age. 
President.-You make a reference to the Dhrangadra Soda Works. Have 

you actual experience of their soda? 
Rai Bahad1£r.-Yes. 
Pr6sident.-What do you think of it? 
Rai Bahad'wr.-The quality was good. Only they were not able to main

tain the standard. Sometime~, the weight of the bag was less. But it was 
an infant industry. Owing to want of patronage and h~lp from Government 
it failed. 

President.-The qilality was not uniform? 
Rai Bahadwr.-Yes. I do not know how far that is true. They only 

worked for two or three months I understand. 
President.-What quantity did you take from Dhrangadra? 
Rai Bahad1£r.-1 took three lots continuously. 
President.-You found the three wagons representing different qualities. 
Rai Bahadur.-Not much difference in quality. If the industry went on 

working for a year or two, they would have understood our needs and 
requirements, and the quality would have improved. 

, President.-What kind of soda are you using? 
Rai Bahadu.r.-Magadi or Russian, and seldom Crescent. 
pf·esident.-How does the quality of Dhrangadra soda compare with 

those brands? 
Rai Bahad1£r.-It is better than Magadi and Russian but slightly inferior 

to Crescent brand, 
Pr68ident.-What kind of pl' ice did you pay? 
Rai Bahadur.-The Imperial Chemical Industries and the Havero Trading 

Company began cutting down their prices as soon as we began taking soda 
from Dhrangadra. 

Pr6sid6nt.-At the time you took soda from Dhrangadra the price was 
lixed in relation to the pI'ice of the imported stuff delivered at Ambala, was 
it not? ' 

Rai Bah~.-Yes. As soon as we got one wagon'they at once began to 
reduce the price. They brought it down by about six annas per cwt. 

Pr6sident.-That is to say, at the end of this process of adjustment you 
got it 6 annas cheapel' than when it started? 

Rai Bahadwr.-Yes. 
Pr68ident.-How long were the Dhrangadra people working altogether? 

Rai Bahadwr.-As far as I know, about six months or so. That was at 
the end of 1930 or beginning of 1931. 

Presid6nt.-Did you make any enquiries this year? 

Rai Bahadl~r.-Yes, but they have not restarted. It is a Native State 
and no European Bank advances money for the development of this industry 
there. I saw the people of Imperial Chemical Industries and they frankly 
told me that they were going to take up the Dhrangadra concern. They 
have got enormous resources and they have bought out all the soda factories 
or secured management. 

Presiden.t.-The present tendency is for the soda price to. go up? 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes, because there is no competitor now. I may tell you 
in this connection that we have got lots of stuff in the Punjab ,and' if the 
Board can recommend to the Government of India any means of helping 
the industry it can thrive in the Punjab and. it is a pro?uct w~ich is required 
not only for the Glass industry but for vanous other mdustnes such as th61 
paper and soap industry and 80 on. 
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President.-You . have given us various reasons for, the fact that your 
realised prices are lower than current import prices. Approximately on an 
average can you tell me ,by how much your prices are lower? 

Rai Bahadu,T.-The pl;ice of American Dietz Junior at present in Bombay 
Calcutta and other ports is about Rs. 24 per peti of 6 dozens. ' 

President.-What is the Japanese price? 
Rai Bahadu,r.-About Rs. 20. 
President._That Rs. 20 is landed duty paid price? 
Rai Bahadu,r.-Yes at the ports. 
President.-What price do you realise? 
Rai Bahadu,r.-We realise at present about Rs. 12 for 9 dozens, that 

is about Rs. 1-4 a dozen. 
President.-That is to say you get about Rs. 16 per gross? 
Rai Bahadu,r.-Yes. 
President.-It does not correspond with any figures I have seen so far. 

You are quite sure? 
Rai Bahadu,T.--Only yesterday I sold some at that rate. 
President.-.Japanese figure is Rs. 20? 
Rai BaluUlu,r.-Yes. Ours is Rs. 16 and American Rs. 48 per gross. 
President.-I take it that practically all over the country a difference ot 

Rs. 4 may be taken between Japanese and Indian globes? 
Rai Bahadur.-More than that. In Ambala our rate is about 14 annas a 

dozen; then there is commission, packing and railway freight. 
President.-At the ports the difference between your price and the 

Japanese price is Rs. 4 a gross? 
Rai Bahadu,r.-Yes: 
President.-What is the freight from Ambala to Bombay? 
Rai Bahadur.-About Rs. 2 a maund. 
President.-Have you any idea what it works out to per gross? 
Rai Bahadur.-About Rs. 2 for 9 dozen. 
President.-Then Japanese globes, say, at Ambala ought to sell for about 

Rs. 22-8P 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes'; and they give some concession to the traders, dis-

count and so on. 
President.-What do the Japanese globes sell for at Ambala? 
Rai Bahadur.-They don't sell at all. 
President.-You are able to get a much better price at Bombay than at 

Ambala? 
Rai Bahadur.-We get good price there too. 
President.-If you are getting Rs. 10-8 per gross in Ambala as against 

Rs. 16 in Bombay it looks to me that even making allowance for freight to 
Bombay you are getting a better price in Bombay than in Ambala? 

Rai Bahadwr.-That is not always. We want to introduce our goods to 
people in the interior and therefore we are offering attractive prices at 
Ambala to meet competition from the ports. 

President.-Ordinarily supposing you got Rs. 16 for your globes in 
Bombay what would you get at Ambala per gross? 

Rai Baltadu,r.-About Rs. 10 per gross. 
President.-You don't say that is a better price than Rs. 16 in Bombay? 
Rai Bahadur.-l think that is better because we have to give discount 

here. 
President.-What is the net price that you get? 
Rai Bahad'l~r.-15 per cent. off from Rs. 16 and then we have to send 

a man out here and pay all his expenses over this long distance and then 
seIling agency and so on. That is 25 pAr cent. 
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President.-So that you get about Rs. 12P 
llai Bahadur.-Yes. On ·account of the duty prices have gone up in 

Bombay and therefore we get this at present. 
Mr. llahimtoola ........ Rai Bahadur, you are a member of the' Glass Manufac-

turers' Association? 
llai Bahadur.-Which. Association do you mean? 
Mr. llahimtoola.-The one of which Mr. Varshnei .is the President. 
llui Bahadur.-Yes, I am. 
Mr. Boag.-How many associations are there? 

. llai Bahad·ur.-Many; we have one on our side. In Bengal there is 
another association. 

Mr. llahimtoola:-On the 24th November; 1931, you wrote us a letter 
saying that the present duty of 25 per cent. was sufficient protection to 
your industry; do you still hold that view? 

llai Bahadur.-:-To a certain extent. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-Supposing we said that 25 per cent. duty should 

remain for a period of 8 or 10 years, will that be sulfficieJ;lt protection to 
the glass industry P 

llai Bahadur.-No. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-Then you wish to revise your opinion which you held 

o~ the 24th November? 
llai Bahadur.-I have not revised my. opinion. We thought at that 

time that we might me~t the fate which has overtaken the match industry, 
therefore we were afraid that the European manufacturer will come and 
swallow the Glass industry. I may tell you frankly thai we looked upon 
Mr. Hodkin as a representative of a European firm so ·that his appointment 
as expert could only mean that he would collect information on behalf of 
his firm,and that is why we thought it prudent to withhold our figures. 

Mr. llahimtoola.-What you were afraid of was that some foreigner would 
take advantage of the protection which might be granted to the industry 
to establish a factory in India for the manufacture of glass. Was that your 
point? . 

llai Bahadur . ..,-Yes. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-And therefore you and others who thought in the same 

way were prepared to sacrifice .the Glass industry for that reason? 
llai BahadWl'.-We are not for sacrificing the industry but in the condi

tion of the industry there is no alternative. 
Mr. llaMmtoola.-Does it not come to this, that if you honestly thought 

that 25 per cent. was not sulfficient protection for the Glass industry, you 
were still prepared to sacrifice the industry for the sake of this fear? 

Rai Bahadur.-When we felt that everything was gradually going from 
us we thought it would be better to remain satisfied with what we have 
got. 

Mr. llahimtoola.-Was it not .better for you to have asked for protection 
and request the Tariff Board to put in .some clause or make some recom
mendation by which this fear could be obViated? 

llai Bahadur.-That is impossible. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-You thought it impossible and ~hat is w~y you as a 

man with 30 years experience were prepared to sacrifice .the mdustry? 

Rai Bahadur.-As I said before we ne~er thought of sacrificing the 
industry, but we could .find no other alternative. 

Mr. llahimtoola.-You make a stateme~t he~e that if protection is not 
granted to the Glass industry, the factOries wIll have to closE,' d';lwn. !f 
that is your view do you still maintain that all t!le glass .factol'les m India 
should be closed down for the IDere fear that foreigners might take ull your 
industry under the acheme of protection? 
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!lai Baltadur.-That was aur fear. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.~I suppose you are now getting rid of this fear and 

yo~ are now ~king for protection .on a revised basis from 25 per cent. 
whlCh at one tIme you thought suifliClent for the industry? 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
Mr. !lahimt?olo;.-AB regards .your membership of the Association, I 

should like to WVlte your attentIOn to your answer to question 8. It is 
stated here that one of the chief reasons of our products bringing lower 
prices is the lack of oI'ganisation among the IndIan manufacturers, etc. 
ls there any rule which enables you to discuss and arrive at a joint deci
sion in your association? 

llai Bahad'ur.-There is no confidence in each other. 
141'. Bahimtoola.-Wa$ there ever a resolution carried in your association 

to organize the industry in such a way amongst its members as to avoid 
rate warP 

Rai Bahadur.-We tried it many times but it was not successful; some
times non-members interfered so there was no chance of all manufacturers 
joining together. 

Mr: Rahimtoola.-I am at present confining myself to the members of 
the Association. I want to know whether that resolution was carried to 
al'oid this rate war. 

Rai Balladur.-Up to last March we have tried to increase the rate by 
one or two annas. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Mr. Varshnei, we would like to be enlightened on this 
point whether there is a resolution in your Association to avoid this rate 
war. 

Mr. Varshnei.-In almost all our annual gatherings, we do have resolu
tions of this sort and get them passed. I shall make the point a little clear. 
it is not the members who desire to go against the resolution. It happens 
like this: when new factories come up, those factories which are near to the 
new tactorIes suffer most. The newcomer makes the man near to hIm suiter 
most by his attempt at underselling. Under such circumstances the factory 
which is suffering most feels it impossible to continue the membership and 
be bound by the resolution any longer. That has been the real cause. 

Mr. Baltimtoola.-Are there many newcomers in the market in the 
shape of factories as against your membership P 

Mr. 17arshnei.-About 4 to 5. Out of this 3 have gone out of the 
market. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-How many members are there in your Association? 
Mr. Varshnei.-12. 
Mr. Ra1timtoola.-12 memben of your ABsociation and 3 or 4 outsiders? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-3 or 4 outsiders are responsible for that? They have 

successfully met the resolution? 
M1'. Varshnei.-They have successfully broken the resolution and I 

cannot say they have successfully met, because they are forced to close 
down. Uitilllately they have been unsuccessful. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-At present there are no newcomers? 

Mr. Varshnei.-There are two or three. Once there were 5 factories. 
Uut of that 3 have closed down and two more have come again. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In the statement that you have supplied to us you 
bave stated that your expenditure in 1929 was Rs. 95,489 and your sale 
pI'oceeds were Rs. 99,248. That means in that year you made a profit? 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In 1930 your expenditure was Rs. 1,11,000 and your sale 

proceeds were Rs. 1,10,210. You made a ,loss of Rs. 900. 
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Rai BahaduT.-Yes. 
MT. Rahitntoola.-Are you in a position to give us the amount of tonnag~ 

that you turned out during 1930? 
Itai BahaduT.-I haven't got that. 
MT. Rahitntoola.-How can you realise the price unless you know the 

number of tons sold? 
Rai BahaduT.-We get whatever we receive. 
Mr. Rahitntoola.-You receive because you sell. 
&i BahaduT.-Yes. 
MT. RaJ~imtoola.-I want to know what quantity you sold when you 

l'ecei veu this amount. 
Ilai BahaduT.-We canuot give it off hand. 
Ml'. Rahitntoola,-I woulU like to have this figure. 
Rai BahadUll'.-Yes. I have to tell you that we have so many chM'ges to 

meet. 
MT. Rahimtuola.-Repairs aud other things are all included in the 

statement of expenditure, are they? 
Rai Bahadul·.-Up to this time I have not given my accounts to anybody 

else. I have my own way. Bome of the items are permanent expenditure, 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Just as you were able to tell us that your output is 

:ZOO maunds of glass, you would be in a position to tell us what was your 
output when the expenditure was this and your sale proceeds were so much, 

Rai BahaduT.-Yes. 1 will give you figures for last year. I have 
constructed new buildings and chluged to repairs. 

1'1'esident.-It was all in the statement of expenditul·e. 
llai Bahadur.-Yes. 
MT. Rahirntoola.-You hiwe put in more items in the statement looking 

Lo the capital expenditure ~ That should be separated. 
llai BahadWl'.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahitntoola.-Everything that you have spent is contained in the 

statement? 
Rai BahaduT.-That is right. Some are capital expenditure and some 

revenue expenditure. 
MT. Rahitntoola.-Will you tell me the details B.s. 3,000 under 

miscellaneous? 
Rai BaltaduT.-I will send you the details later on. 
MT. Rahitntoola.-There is one point on which I would like to have a 

little more information and it ,is as regards the rebate system in answer 
to question 45. I would like to know whether the rebate which is given 
ttl Government in the shape of tax is over and above this railway rebate 
or this is one and the SaIne thing. 

Rai Bahad'uT.-I don't follow you. 
Mr'. Rahitntoola.-At present we were informed that a Karachi dealer. 

or an impol'ter ships his goods, he has to pay 7t per ,cent. less duty when the 
duty was 15 per cent., than onl) of the factories existing in India. 

Rai Bahadur.-'rhat is a separate thing. This is railway freight. 

MT. Rahitntoola.-This is, I understand, over and above the rebate or 
refund? 

Rai BahaduT.-'l'here are two items. One is railway freight paid by the 
rebate system by the North Western Railway and that is separate and 
then the customs duty is quite a different thing. Supposing goods are 
booked from Karachi to Kashmir, at Jammu they on the basis of a certi
ficate from the customs get a refund of the customs duty on the spot. On 
the stuff that goes from Arnbala, we have to pay customs duty according 
to the rebate. Instead of a refund, we have to pay duty on our goods. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-It amounts to this that the Indian industry suffers 
twice? ' 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
lIlr; Rahimtoola.-One is through the Customs authority and one is 

thl'Ough the North Western; Railway? 
llai Bahadur.-Yes. ']'hose two things are separate. 
President.-I am not quite clear about this. Supposing you send goods 

from Ambala to Jammu, have you got to pay any duty? 
llai Bahadur.-My customers who have to buy goods from us have to 

pay customs duty to the Jammu Government. 
President.-At what rate? 
llai Bahadur.-I do not know the rate. Sometime before 'it was 15 

per cent. 
President.-That was charged on all goods entering the Jammu State? 
Rai Bahadur.-All glasswares that go to Jammu paid 15 per cent. duty. 
President.-Imported or made in India? 
Rai Bahadwr.-Only Indian made goods. 
President.-Supposing imported goods go to Jammu, because goods im-

ported into India. are re-exported, they get a rebate. 
Rai Bahadur.-They get a refund. 
President.-They get a refund of half the duty. 
Rwi Ba1tudur.-As far as I know they get a refund of the full duty. 
President.-As far as you know that refund is given under the ordinary 

customs rules? 
llai Bahadur.-Yes. 
President.-When there is a re-export, you get a rebate to the extent 

of iths of the duty that you have paid. 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes on the total amount. 
President.-Imported glassware gets a remission of the whole or practi-

cally the whole of the import duty paid. 
Rai Bahadur.-Yes. ' 
President.-That refund comes from the British Government. 
llai Ba':adur.-I don't know from which Government they get, but I 

know they get II; refund on the spot. 
President.-When the imported goods pass into Jammu, does the Jammu 

Goverllment levy any duty on im})orted glassware? 
llai Bahadur.-They do. 
l'nsident.-At the same rate at which they levy on your glass? 
llai Bahadur.-Sometimes more and sometimes less. 
President.-With imported goods sold ill British India you compete at 

a price corr~spollding to c.i.f. plus the full .revenue duty., With i~ported 
goods sold ill Kashmir you compete llt a pnce correspondlllg to c.l.f. plus 
half the rate of duty or none or whatever is the remission. As far as the 
duty leviahle by the Jammu Government it is the same in both cases. 

ltai Bahadur.-Yes. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-You told us that the distallce was 400 miles from Ambala 

as compared with their distance of 1,200 miles. 
Rai Bahadur.-If we send direct via Peshawar, it is correct. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-And the other is 1,200., 
Rai BahadUR'.-About 1,100. 
Pres,ident.-Y.u are going to give us a note on that question? 

Rai Bllhadur.-Yes. 
Mr. Rald.mtoola.-In the same question (b) you say that the normal 

rat\o of nett weight to gross weight is half and half. 
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Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-How much is packing? 
Rai Bahadur.-In the case of globes 25 per cent. is packing and 75 per 

cent. goods and for jars and big things about 75 per cent. packing and 
25 per cent. glassware. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are charged railway freight on gross weight. 
You lire Pllying 75 per cent. on packing also? 

Rai Bahadur.-In the case of some articles we pay freight on 75 per 
cent. and on some 25 per cent. and in no case less tha.n 25 per cent. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There is another point I want to ask yo~ and this 
is regarding D4trangadhra. You informed us that the quality of soda IIsh 
which you have used- was quite satisfactory. 

Rai Bahadur.-Not bad. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Were you satisfied with the quality? 
Rtri Bahadur.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have stated here that the closing of the factory 

was due to the withholding of help by Government. 
Rai Bahadur.-I heard so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Which Government is that? 
Rai Bahadur.-I think in my opinion it is the British Government. 
M7. Rahimtoola.-When they were working, you ceased to buy from them 

not because of quality, but because of price? 
Rai Bahadur.-No. We only ceased to buy when the factory was closed. 

They say they could not give fresh stock, but only from the old stock and 
so we didn't buy. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You told us just now that the moment a factory was 
working, the importers approached you and asked you to fix your OWl!: price 
for the soda ash which they were importing in preference to Dhrangadhra 
sods. ash. 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Therefore it follows that you preferred that soda 

because of the pri<le rather than because of the quality. 
Rai Bahadur.-There are two things in it. Firstly, we want to encourage 

the Dhrangadhra soda and secondly, we want to show to these people that 
we are not depending on them. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am afraid you have not understood my point. My 
point is this that the moment Dhrangadhra soda ash came i~to the marke.t, 
the importers approached you and asked you to buy theIr soda ash In 

preference to Dhrangadhra at a price which is fancied by you. 
Rai Bahadur.-Not fancied by me. The price they offered us was a 

little less than the Dhrangadhra people were charging. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-'-My point is .that you preferred not on. account of 

quality, but og. account of price. 
Rai Bahadur.-Price and quality is the same to us. 
Mr'. Rahimtoola.-Therefore in other words you ceased to purchase soda 

ash from Dhrangadhra.. 
Rai Bahadur.-On. account of the fact that they closed the factory. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You told us that they were working for 6 months. 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-When they started working, you gave the Company 

to understand that you were not able to purchase owing to lower prices. 
Rai Bahadur.-No, not that. Those people came to us in the ordinary 

course. 
Mr. Rahimtllola.-The closing of the factory was due to the rate war 

competition. 
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Bai Bahadur.-You mean Dhrangadhra factory? 
Mr. Rahimtoola.~Yes. 
Rai Bahadur.-Not on account of the competition, but only due to the 

management, the factory closed down. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-How can you blame the British Government, if the 

management was responsible for closing it? 
Rai Bahadur.-I will teil you what I have heard. These people wanted 

some capital in order to reorganise the industry. I heard that Government 
didn't give them propel' help, as the l'esult of which the industry had to 
close down. 

Mr. Rahim.tuula.-Do you propose that the Bl"ititili Government should 
have financed that Company? 

Rai Boltadur.-I don't mean that they should finance that company, 
but they should give help to some extent. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-l want to know exactly from you what kind of help 
you want. 

Rai Bahadur . ....;...We expect ilie kind of help that the Govel'nment gave 
til Tatas. . 

ML Rahimtoola.-l'hat is protection? 
Rai Bahadwr.-Not merely protection. As you know when the Alliance 

Bank failed, the Government of India came to theil' help. It is only that 
kind of help we want from Government for industries. 

Mr. Rahi·mtoola.-I am really sorry that I cannot follow your point. 
Do you want the Imperial Bank to advance a loan to these people? 

Rai Bahadwr.-Yes, to a certain extent. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Are you aware' iliat the Imperial Bank l'efused to give 

a loan? 
llai Bahadur.-That is what I hear. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is about another factory and it IS very difficult 

for you to make a statement like that. 
Rai Boltadur.-I am telling you what 1 have heard. 
¥r. Rahimtoola.-Have you any definite evidence to show that a loan 

was asked for and was refused? 
llai Ba·hadur.-That I cannot say. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Without any evidence, how can you make an allegation 

against Government? 
Rai Bahadur.-I have told you what I have heard. 
M,.. Rahimtoula.-What I personally think is that at least one of the 

mOISt important factors which led to the closing down of the factory was the 
l~ate war competition. 

Rai Bah<Jdur.-That may be. 
M'I'. Rahimtoola.-lf that is so, my opinion is, however patriotic the 

Indian factories may be, they are partly responsible for it, and the question 
of revival can only come iu if the Indian factories agree to purchase their 
soda at a price which will enable them to make. both ends meet? 

Rai Bahadur.-I follow. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have made a statement here that the India.n 

purchaser of glassware shows a preference to imported stuff as against yours, 
so ruuch so that sorue of the dealers have to pretend that your stuff is the 
imported stuff. Is that correct? 

Rai Bahadur.-There is a general prejudice against all Indian made 
goods. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I want to know whether what I have stated is correct 
or not? _ 

Rai Bahadur.-That is true to a certalll extent. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is a statement made by you and I am only repeating 
it. You made it even stronger by saying tbat the dealers were cheating, 
but I don't want to use that strong word. 

Rai Bahadwr.-We are not what may be called very learned people. We 
are only manufacturers. Further I am not speaking in the Assembly. 

Mr. Rahimtoala.-First of all I did not use that word. But when you 
appeared to contest the statement I made, I had to use that strong word 
and bring to your notice what you said. 

Rai Bahadur.-I have told you what I have to say. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-Is it due to the apnearance or to any other defect 

that is noticed in the Indian stuff that they don't buy it and prefer the 
imported articleP 

Rai BahaduT.-To a certain ext.ent it, is due to preiudice and to a 
r.ertaiTl extent it is also true that the Indian article is inferior to the im
ported article. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Js the prejudice against the Indian goods due to the 
'lualityp 

Rai Bnhod"'T.-The nreiudice iq nnt alwa:v~ due to the differencA in 
'l1lalitv. Thp f~ct. of t,ne mntter is that t,he' forei/."TI mSTlllfa"turers ha,vP 
hepn in the field for 'luite a long timp nnd hnvp established their name and 
"nnnection. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-'J'he nnlv wa,'" in whi"h T undprstftnd it is that the 
imported article may TlIst longpr than the Tndia,n article. 

Rai 1IohadltT.-That. is not IITwavR t,he cas". 
Mr. 'Ral";m,toola.-What is t.hA rp.T noint. nl,out it? What is the "XD,ct 

rpason for the prei1ldice a(J'ainst Indian 11'00ds? 
Rai Bahad1t.r.-For vears and venrs they have heen selling the 'English 

goodR. ... 

71fT. 'R",him,too7n,-Yoll mPDn the Tndian dealers? 
R",i Bn,had"'''.-Ves. Th"v den""d on the nrofit they m'tk" from sellin<>: 

t.l,,,.,, O'oodR. Tf they "et morp nr"f;t from ."llinl!' imnort,ed n'onds. it is to 
t.h"ir int,preRt. t.n nURh t,l,ose '!'Oot'ls. Tf on t,l'e nt.h"r },.nd thAv ca,n makA mnr" 
mo""v bv ."lIinl!' Tndin.. {'noilo. t,nev wilT nn.1> t.},,, Tndia" ","onds in t.hp 
mark"t.. . Wbi"hpv"r goods yield them more profit will be (feda,red to be tbe 
b".t, by t,he dealers. 

Mr. Rahimtnola.-So, it is the deaTers tbat Ray that? 
l1ai 'RahaduT.-Yes. 
Mr. R",him,toola.-I am talking of tbe pnrcba~er and not the dealer. 
l1",i 'Ra~,a,duT.-The nurchasAr will bear what, the denTer sa:vs. 
M1'. l1ahim.too/a.-Th" pnrcbaser is gnid"d by tb" d"al"r? 
11lli Bah,nduT.-That is rigbt. 
'11,(1'. l1ahim.tooln,.-Tl1 thi .. Mnn"etion von hAv" ~Rid t,hpt. thp railwAv 

Rnt,horities are not natroniAing vour .tufF in snit" of tbe fllct that your 
.tn/l' i" v"rv much "heaper than th" import"d stuff. 

l1ai 'Ra~.",d'/J.T.-Yes. 

MT. 'R",~.im.tn()la.-What is tbe proced1ll''' 'wbicb tb."y adopt? Is tbere 
Any kInd of testP 

Rai Bahad1l.r.-The:v have a te.~t. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Has the Tndian art.i"le failed in tbat t..stP 
.11ai Bahadlllr.-No. I think not. 
Mr. Rahim.toola.-Jt has not failed? 
Rai Bahadwr.-No. 
Mr .. 11nhim.tllola .. -Do th"y j!'ive yon IInv rposon for reiectinl!: yonr st.uff? 
Rai Bah",d"'r.-The Rvst"m tbl'v bove is th;.. Th"y hAV" two kinds <If 

indents, one for articles manufa('tured in India and anoth!!r for articles 
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ma,nufactured in foreign countries. As regards those articles for which the 
indent is placed in India; all Indian factories are allowed to tender but as 
regards those articles for which .the indent is placed outside India,' we are 
not allowed to teuder. For example, in the case of electric shades, we do 
n.ot get 'a chance to tender. We have approached the authorities many 
tunes but all to no purpose. We have drawn their attention to the fact 
that our quality is in no way inferior to the imported stuff. They only say 
" This year I cannot do anything because it requires permission from higher 
authorities to revise the list. I shall do the needful next year" and next 
year nothing is done. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Let me understand the point. The point that you 
make out is that a system of tender is in force as far as railways are 
concerned? 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards those particular items like electric shades 

which you mention, you don't get ali opportunity to tender? 
Rai Bahadu.r.-That is our position. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Which are the things for which tenders are asked in 

India? Can you give me an idea? 
Rai Bahadl£r.-There are about 7 or 8 items-chimneys, globes Washington 

qualities, tumblers and a few others-in which our factories are interestedr 

Mr. Rahinttoola.-I attach some importance to this point. Therefore 
will you send me a note showing the articles produced in your factory for 
which tenders are not invited in India? 

Rai BaJttzdur.-1 shall send you a note and also copies of the correspond. 
ence which I had with the Railways. 

Mr. Rahimtaola.-In some of your answers you have said that the figures 
are confidential and secret and that is why you could not give us the 
information. The practice of the Indian Tariff Board is that if the manu· 
facturers request that certain figures should be kept confidential and not 
published in the report, their request is always complied with. In view of 
this explanation, would you re-eonsider your position? 

Rai B~,hadllr.-To be plain with you, we are afraid of foreign manufae
hIrers. We have had bitter experience in the Match industry. As you 
know, the Western India Match Company have secured a practical monopoly 
in India. Now you have a Technical Adviser. For aught we know, he may 
represent a big firm in Europe and from sucb information as we can give, 
they may find out where to establish a factory of their own in India and 
so on. I am a blunt man and I hope y()U won't misunderstand me on that 
account. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In spite of the fear, you told me that you had no 
recommendations to make to obviate that. 

Rai Bahadur.-Quite so. I have had a talk on this point with Mr. Bodkin. 
In India, people generally have that suspicion and I don't hesitate to say 
that I am also in the same boat. 

!lIr. Ra,hi,mtoola.-Will 3'OU then reconsider your position and let us have 
figures which we have asked for in questions 5 (b), 16, 30, 61, 62 and 63? 
. Rai' Bahadm'.-Yes. 

Mr. Rahim.toola.-Apart from protection, you have referred to your 
grievances against Government. You say that Government are not helping 
you. I want to know exactly in a few words, if it is possible for you, 
supposing this Board thinks that the industry deserves protection, what is 
the kind of help, apart from protection, which you require in order to 
make the protection successful? . 

Rai BuTtadur.-First of ali, we want Government officials to be 
sympathetic. 

l\lr. Rahimtoola.-Regl1rding purchasesP 
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llai Bahadur.-No, not regarding purchases, but generally. At presellL, 
to be plain speaking, we are hated by Government dfticials. There are big 
callitalists in Bombay, Marwaris and others. 

P,·e .• ident.-Do they also hate you? 
Rai Bahad'ur.-I mean even those people are hated by Government. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is all political. You know those things cannot 

be embodied in our report, can they? 
Bai Bahadur.-No. 
Mr. Rahimloola.-I want some concrete proposals such as the establish

ment of a chemical laboratory, a research institute or a scheme for training 
young men. 

Rai Bahadur.-First of all, every Head of the Department, in fact every 
purchasing oIfIicer, should be instructed hy the Government of India to make 
the purchases made on hehalf of Government in India. They should he told 
that preference should be given to Indian made goods provided the rates and 
the quality are satisfactory. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Provided the quality and the rates are satisfactory? 

Rai BahadUT.-Yes. If that is done, the prejudice is bound to disappear. 
That is a hig thing, I shall give you one concrete example. When Sir 
H. Sarns "Was Director General of Posts and Telegraphs I approached him 
litany times, not for one year or two but for five years, but to no purpose. 
Then, Mr. T'. Ryan came. He has now introduced one jar of ours. If we 
could make ont! jar for this Department, which I daresay any oNiinary fac
tory could do, it would be possible .to get an {)rder for Rs. 10 lakhs. It 
is that sort of thing which is needed. If we get help of that sort from 
Govprnment, we are satisfied. I think I gave you a note in Arubala touch
ing this point. 

'Mr. Rahimtoola.-These are the reoommendations emhodied in your 
general note? 

Rui Bahadur.-Yes. After 20 years' fighting we got two months ago a 
1I0te from the Punjab Industries Department to the effect that they have 
started a laboratory and then simultaneously there was ·the Retrenchment 
Committee recommendation that the Department of Industries should be 
abolished I 

MT. Rahimtoola.-What kind of work were they doing? 

Rai Bahadur.-Analysis of vadous kinds of articles. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I want to know what exactly was the work for which 
tue laboratory was estahlished? Was it in connection with analysis only? 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes. What we want is that information should be asked 
for from the Forest Department or other departments as to the availability 
of limestone or other mineral" and so on in particular districts. They should 
submit monthly, quarterly or six monthly reports to Government giving such 
information. 

lilT. RahimtoQla.-Is not that kind of work done by Government? 

Rai Bahadu.r.-That was heing done by the, Forest Department ahout 
15 years ago. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I want to know about the laboratory. The work there, 
u("cording to you, is confined to analysis? 

Rtli Bahadur.-Yes. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-You have stated in answer to question 26 that the 

prt'lposal to train students. in the Glass industry was started hy the GGve~n
ment of the Punjab but It was turned down by the Government of IndIa. 
"Tas it on financial grounds? 

Rai Bahadur.-It was said that this was not. the policy {)f the Govern
Illent of India.. It was in 1907 or 1908 at the time of Sir Louis Dane. 
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As soon 88 ~he scheme. was m~e known to the Government of India they 
refused to gIve any help or assIstance to the Government of the Punjab. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are aware that Industry is now a transferred 
subject and have you made any effort to get it through? 

Rai Bahadwr.-But the Industries Department can do nothing without 
.money. The transferred department is there but they have given them no 
tools with which to work it. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Do you mean to say that the Government of, India 
can interfere with tbe amount of money which the Punjab Government want 
to spend? 

Rai Bahad-ur.-The same policy is going on as before the department was 
transferred. 

Mr. Rahim.toola.-That is to say, your Indian MiniRter is not responsible 
for not helping you? 

Rai Bahadu.r.-Lala Ha.rkishan Lal tried his best to get some money 
from the Government for industrial development but be could not get 
nnything. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have you sep.n the Indian Fiscal Commission's Report? 
Rai Bahadu.r.-No. 
Mr. Boag.-There is only one point. on which I should like a little 

more information; that is your answer to question 37. You say you are 
making arrangements shortly to run two or three furnaces together. You 
t,nld us this mornin!!' that you are now working two furnacp.!! togethpr. 
How many pots are there in each of these furnaces?' 

Rai Bahadu.r.-l0 pots of 800 Ibs. ,in each furnace. 

Mr. Boag.-You get your pots from Japan? 

Rai Bahad-ur.-Yes, at present. 

Mr. Bnaq.-Do you order them from Japan? 
Ra,i Rahadlllr.-No. WP. get them through the Calcutta or Bombav 

:lf1en+.s. Sometimes when we get more favourable rates then we get them 
direct. 

Mr. Roag.-~o bears the risk of breakage or dRmRge to the pots? 
Rai Bahadwr.-We do. 
Mr. Rodkin.-For what purposl' do you use firewood P 
Rai Ba,hadllr.-For anneRling ovens, starting the small furnace!! Rnd M 

on. 
Mr . . "odrtin.-Do vou know how much cORl yOlI a.rtllally use in the 

furnace before you put in any glass materials? 
Rai Ba7lndur.-About 150 to 200 maunds alto!1'f>ther for a fortnights heat. 

"nd ahout 20 to 110 m8unils of firewooil. We begin with n AmnII quantity of 
fin'wood and afterwards use 150 to 200 mRllnds of conI. 

Mr. NodH-n..-You have t,o URI' 200 maunM of ('oal before you put gla!!.q 
materials into the furnace; after that you use approxin;tntely how much coal? 

Rai Bahadu.r.-8 to 3l tons per day. 

Mr. Boag.--On each furnareP 
Rai Bahadur.-YeA. Not on thl' nnnea.ling ovens. 
Mr. Hodkirr,.-J)o you know how much cORl: vou 11!!1' on Y01lr RnnI'8.1in~ 

ovens? 
Rai Bahad11r.-Ahout hnlf a t,on fnr onp furnnce, and a few maunds of 

wood. 
'Mr. Rodkin.-How long does your furnn('e opernteas a rule before YOII' 

l'8vI' to put it out P 
Rai Bahad1/.r.-Abollt 8 to 10 "eeks or a little more. 
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Mr. Hodkin.-After 8 to, say, 12 weeks you have to put out the furnace 
and start another one P 

Rai Bahadur.-Yes, under our present system j not less than 8 weeks and 
not more than 12 weeks. Before that we had another system of changing 
the pots. 

Mr. Hodkin.-You had six or seven months' life for your furnace whell 
you changed your pots. 

Rai Bahad'Ur.~Yea. 

G~ASS 
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Bhargava Glass Factory, Amritsar. 

'Letter dated the 1st January, 1992. 

I beg to say that 1. have received, a copy of Government of India. 
Department of Oommerce, Resolution No. 453-T. (2), dated Simla, the 
20th October, 1931, through the Industrial Surveyor to the Government 
of the. Punjab, Amritsar, asking me to send my representation regarding 
~xtens\On of Government protection to the Glass Industry in India. In this 

'connection I beg leave to submit that Glass Industry in India is in a very 
shattered state and requires all reasonable help which the Government ('an 
.. frord to extend. In my opinion the industry can best be helped in the 
following ways: - . 

(1) Imposition of high import duties on those glass articles which 
are being manufactured in India, e.g., bottles, bangles, 
chimneys 'and globes and sheet glass. 

(2) Because, owing to very high rate of raHway freight, we are unable 
to send our manufactured articles to distant parts of the 
country, it is requested to fix up a low scheduled rate of rail
way freight .for articles manufa('tured and dpspatc'hpd by 
Indian glass factories only. applicable to all Indian railways. 
The East Indian Railway has already sanctioned and allowed 
some special' redu('ed rates from Naini and Bahioi to some 
of its local station. In my oninion a SC'heduled rate of freight 
on the same basis or lower still. be rpC'ommended,' to he Rrlopted 
by all the Indian railways. 

(3) With a view to reduce our costs of produC'tion it is requested 
to fix up low sC'heduled rates of railway freig'ht on some of the 
following main raw materials nsed bv :us:-

(1) Coal, from .Tharia and Raniganj fields. 
(2) Refractory materials from Jubbulpur in the Central P\,ovinC'es. 

Barakar and Kumardhubi in Bihar and Orissa. 
(3) Soda from Calcutta, Bombay, Karachi and Dharangdhara. 
(4) Sand from Bargarh a,nd Loh!l;ara. in the United ProvinC'es. and 

Jaijon Deaba in the Punjab. 
(4) The protection be afforded in such a way that all the glass fac

tories working in India may be benefited by it. 

I trust the Board will kindly take into consideration the above sug
gestions, which, if granted, will give an impetus to the industry and 
make it 8uc('eBsful in course of time. 

Bengal Glass Works, Ltd., Dum Dum. Calcutta. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) LrtteT dnted the 10th December, 19.'1. 

Regarding your lettl'r No. 666, dated the 16th November, 1931. 
Further to your lottl'r aR above we have pleasure in forwarding you in a 

separate registered ('ovl'r six ('opies of our replil's to the Sl't of questionnaires 
you sent us along with your letter as above. 

As the replies to Rome of the questions are of a C'onfidential nature, we 
shall be grateful if you kindly coneidl'r these as such. 

If further explanation& lire l\lwp~sary WI' shall be very pleased to submit; 
"Tly further details. 
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Enclosure. 

1. The Works are owned by a registered joint stock compa.ny floated in 
Bengal. 

2 .. About 99 per ~ent.of the Share Capital is owned by Indians. All 
the Dlre~tors are IndIans and two of them form part of the superior manage
ment bemg the t!'? memb~r8 of the firm of Managing Agents and the expert 
and other supervlsmg assIstants and Departmental Heads are all Indians. 

8. The Bombay Factory (the Peer Mahomed .Glass Works) which was 
bought up by the Company as a going concern had been working before it 
was taken up by us on the 1st October, 1919. The Calcutta Factory com-
menced to manufacture in. March, 1920. . 

4. The capacity of the factory as at present equipped is 270,000 lbs. of 
glass per month. But for want of orders we are now working only 
90,000 Ibs. in course of 26 working days every month. 

6. (a) The list of articles we are manufacturing is attached herewith. 
(b) The total value of manufactured goods during the last five years 

was:- . ';r."'" 
1926. 1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 

R.~. 1,69,206 Rs. 1;90,285 Rs. 1,65,810 Rs. 1,35,474 Rs. 1,49,495 

It is not possible for us to state 'the quantitative produc~ion of each 
item. 

6. At Dum Dum Oantonment in Bengal. We selected this. plal'e for the 
location of the factory because--

(a) though it was not in vicinity of the area from which the principal 
raw materials are obtained; 

(b) it was comparatively near the coal-fields and electric power' could 
easily be obtained and . 

(e) it was very conveniently situated near Calcutta and because 
(d) here we have an abundant supply of labour and it afforded special 

facilities for supervision from Calcuttn. 

7. There are various points which must be taken into consideration in 
selecting the site of a glass factory. T~ ideal site would be where an 
abundant supply of raw materials· can be ·combined . with vicinity to an 
important market and a decent supply of labour. But it is not easy to find 
such a site and vicinity to important market ought to· be a deciding factor 
in the selection of the site in India as otherwise in our opinion the packing 
and freight charges would be pract.ically prohibitive and make a successful 
C'ompetition impossible. 

8. Some of th" goods manufactured by 'us such as globes and chimneys 
C'ompare favourably with imported articles. But even these do not com
mand the same price as. imported goods. The reasons which contribute to 
st'cllre a lower price for Indian /loods are numerous. Prominent among 
these are--

ei) The sunerior labour in .foreign countries due ~o long and con
tinued practice. 

(ii) The system of mass production resorted ~o in foreign countries 
which have alreadv Ilecured a foothold In the markets of the 
world. . 

(iii) The insistence of traders in India on lower prices for· Indian 
goods on the assumption that good~ produced in IndIa must h .. 
cheaper than importt>d 'goods. Evidentlv these t.railers overlook 

, the significant fact that "the. superiority. of one C'ollntrv oyer 
another in a branch of production, often arIses only from haVing 
begun it earlier". 

The Indian factorips ha:ve to' nroduC'e' goods and "ell th .. rn t'van withoM. 
a fair margin of profit only to keep themselves going and in the hone' of 

1'2 
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capturing the Indian market. in the near future by successfully competing 
with. foreign producer:s. They base their hope on the abundant supply of 
raw materials and labour in India as also on the almost unlimited demand 
for glass goods in the country. Labour in India is slowly but surely acquir
ing skill and capital which had been shy is getting over its reluctancoe to 
come out of the iron box, hopeful signs for the industrial future of India 
which require a little help to grow and expand. 

9. The production of glass in the works is not limited t.o cel'tain months 
of the year. Only for a few days during the hottest month work has to be 
done in the cool hours of the night. 

10. Sand, soda ash, arsenic, manganese dioxide, unslaked lime, borax, 
lead, cryolite, fluorspar. felspar, tin ash, coba.lt oxide, copper oxide, chromium 
oxide, cadmium sulphide, etc., are used in the factory for the manufacture of 
glass and fire-bricks, fire-clay, fire-clay blocks are used as fire-resisting 
materials. 

n. For the work done by us, i.e., a third part ot the full capacity the 
price of raw materials used is an average of Rs. 40,000. 

12. In order to produce one ton of ordinary glass we require the follow-
ing raw materials: ~ , 

Sand 2,276 lbs., soda 675 lbe., lime 225 lbs., saltpetre 34 lhs., man
ganese dioxide 16 lbs., arsenic 22\ lbs., borax 5 lbs. 

'13-. We get the sand. from Bargarh a town near Allahabad which. is 
situated at a distance of 600 miles from our works, the soda ash is supplied. 
by Messrs. Imperial Chemical Indristries (India), Limited, from their lo('al 
godown and other chemicals as stated above can all, be had locally. 

14. The sand has to be railed from Bargarh to our Railway station siding 
(Dum Dum Cantonment), a distance of about. a quarter of a mil" from our 
works. The coal is obtaineil from the collieries of Ranigunj and Ondal. 

15. No royalty is payable on raw materials. 
16. For one wagon of sand (517 maunds) railway freight of Rs. 174-3 has 

to be paid and. a further sum, of Rs. 60 has to be spent for ('arrying Sllmt' 

to our works as under:-
Rs. 30 cartage and Rs. 30 for loading and unloading a~d other 

incidental. charges. 
17. The only concession we ever enjoyed was a temporary rebate in 1924 

in· the railway freight for sand from Bargarh to Dum. Dum Cantonment 
amounting to four pies per maund. Even this ('onoossioy\ was withdrawn 
within a very short time. 

18. We have· to import the following raw materials from various ('oun
tries, 'lJi~.:-

Cryolite 40 kilos (iii .£4-4 In lot&-
Import duty Rs. 16-6 

Fluorspar 50 kilos @ .£3-0 Landing ('ha;rges Rs. 2-3 
Clearing charges Rs. 4-t 

Tin ash 5 Ibs. ~ .£1-7 Other expenses Re. 1-4 

19. Crucibles, which are now imported chiefly from .Japan, ('an be ('on
veniently manufa('tured in India at a lower cost. TIle Bengal Potteries 
Limited are now making ne('e8,Qary experiments in this line. Manganese 
is avail~ble in crude form in Central Provinl'es. This has to be refined 
carefully before using. 

20. The Rand used by us at present is not an ideru raw material ('on
taining '02 Tron and resulting in givinj!; to the glass a slight grel'nish tint. 
The lime also ('.ontains impurities which can be eliminated. Mangn.nl'~e 
dioxide is man\lfactured in India in ('ommeroial quantities, but Is not nh
Rolutely pure. 

21. The row mn.terials uSl'd in foreign ('ountries are chiefl~ soda nsh. 
red lend, potassium mchromllte, oarbo11ate qf potash, IIlltifllon;v q~ic1l', either 

'~I\nd or flint. 



22. Yie do not make our cruoibles at present. They are not, at presen't., 
commercially manufactured in India, they are imported from Japan and 
Germany. The price paid by us on the last occasion was Rs. 42 each 
c.i.f.c.i. The present rate after the increase in duties is Rs. 54 each, 
including 25 per cent. duty. The average breakage in transit maybe put 
down at 10 per cent. which contributes to an increase in the price. '1'ho 
main ingredients for the manufacture of crucibles are seasoned fire-clay 
both burnt and unburnt and a little kaoline. 

23. The furnace refractory materials are fairly satisfactory. ,We are not 
aware of their composition and we take the average life in use as three 
months. These are obtained from either Messrs. Andrew Yule & Co., Ltd., 
Bird & 00., Burn & Co., or other Indian fire-bricks manufacturing ·Com
panies. 

24. The old Japanese processes in which glass is being manufactured in 
India do not require much expert supervision involving the use of skilled 
labour imported from abroad. In passing we may mention that our expert 
had his training in Germany. 

25. This question does not arise as we bave no imported labour. 
26. We have introduced the apprentice system for the tra.ining of 

labourers and it is our experience that the rndian labourer improves with 
training being intelligent enough to take up suggestions. 

27. Excepting a few processes for example hand-working and Wol'k on 
gas for making test tubes, syringes and other laboratory apparatus-in 
other processes automatic or semi-automatic machines can replace hand 
labour. 

28. The industry being new in India and with the reports of failure of 
many glass factories in India, includiug the Governmeut factory at Madras, 
in the experimental stages when it was doubtful if the goods produced 
would find a ready market and would be able to compete successfully with 
foreign products, it was considered prudent not to invest a very large 
capital. Some ten years back we tried to introduce some automatic 
maC'hines for blowing bottles but found that the labourers could not handle 
them properly and had to give up the use of machines. 

29. We have to contend with unfavourable climatic conditions for about 
3 months during the year. But the difficulties we have to encounter are 
not. insuperable and the labour being accustomed to these conditions do not 
find it difficult to work under them. 

30. Total wages paid in 1930 Rs. 41,077. 
;We are appending below the total amount of money we spent on labour 

for the last five years:-

(a) 1926. 1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 
Rs.41,000 Rs.40,000 Rs.41,000 Rs. 42,oooRs. 41,077 

(b) The average wages was paid in the different classes of labour are as 
under.:-

Blowing-Blowers RR. 60, Helpers Rs. 30, Bubblers Rs. 21, Bubble 
Holders Rs. 18, Mould Oatcher Rs. 17, Carrier Rs' 16, Rolsa. Rs' 35, 
Oleaners, etc., Rs. 16. 

Annealing-Rs. 19. 
Furnace-Fireman Rs. 45, Assistant Fireman Rs. 21. 
Mixing-Rs. 23. 
Cutting-Rs. 22. 
Grindere-lst Division Rs. 19, 2nd Division Rs. 14. 

Packing, etc.-1st Division Rs. 19, 2nd Division Rs. 14. 

(c) The total men and wotnen as at present working in our factor, 
are 167. 
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at. We liave ~ur colliy lines in which labour recruited from other paril! 
of the country is housed.. But we generally get local labour. The labourers 
get medical treatment and .medicines free; and we have a qualified doctor 
to look after them. The question of maternity benefit does not arise in 
our case. 

32. Coal is the principal. fuel used and is available in sufficient quantities 
from Ranigunj and Ondal about 115 miles from our works. But the enor
mity of the railway freight puts an obstacle in ouI' way. The cost in freight 
is more than the price of the coal varying on an average from Rs. 3-6 to 
Rs. 3-8 per ton for coal which sells at as. 3 at the pits mouth. 

33. Coal is carried from either Ralligunj or Ondal coal fields and the 
railway freight per ton is Rs. 3-6. The distance at which the coal fields 
are situated are within 100-130 miles only from our works. 

34. We use direct heated furnaces, i.e., Reverberatory FUl'llace of the 
Japanese type in which coaJ is used. The introduction of tank furnace 
means more initial outlay involving the use of crude oil or gas. 

35. ·We use electric power for grinding shop, steam for sandblasting and 
frosting and gas for melting. 

36. Ii tons of steam coal is required in the furnace to produce 1 ton of 
melted glass and about 1 ton of coal for finishing. 

37. If we did not con~ider our works sufficiently large as a unit of pro. 
duction to ensure economy we would not have established and maintained it. 
Opinion regarding the smallest unit of production which can be operated 
economically, must differ as there are various classes of products. But it 
would not be far wrong if we say that a factory producing Ii tons da.ily 
can be safely regarded' as the smallest unit. 

38. The factory consists of four Japanese type reverheratory-coal-fired. 
direct·heated-furnaces with nine crucibles in each furnace. The ca.pacity of 
each crucible as at present used is 600 Ibs. We have two press machines 
which we cannot successfully operate, grinding wheels for grinding chimneys 
and globes, etc., other grinder for grinding stoppered jars, sandblasting 
machine and a boiler, olle gas machine (gas being generated from petrol 
in a gasoline tank) for the manufacturing of quinine tubes, te~t tubes, 
Homeopathic phials, syringes, laboratory apparatus, etc. 'Ve have no public 
gas connection a.t Dum Dum Oantonment. The process of manufacturing 
adopted is by mouth blowing and the system of hand operation are used 
for making electric shades, gas shades, water jugs, etc. 

39. The system of manufa(·turing we have adopted is by mouth blow. 
ing. and as they are blown they a.re placed in the annealing chambers. 
This no doubt increases the cost of production as the time and labour 
engaged for. blowing and placing them in the chambers ('an be saved if 
automatic blowing and automatic transfe.rence into cooling ovens are ar
ranged. In order to do this a continuous annealing chamb(>r has to be 
introdu('ed. This automatic process will redul'e breakages. The introdue. 
tion of tank furnace would remove once for all the question of pot break· 
ing in the furnac(>s. The use of crude oil or of gas will ke(>p the heat 'hf the 
furnace st.(>ady or may be re.gulated according to· requirements. The present 
system of firi~g absol;lt(>l.v d"p(>nds on the whims of the firem(>u, who, if thpy 
neglect, reduce the heat of the furna('e, therpby deteriorating the qualit~· 
of the glass and a.lso exposing the pots to the damages of being cracked 
due to variation of temperature. 

From the above d"tails it is evident that the works are not properly and 
fully equipped as it should be, but, given proper facilities of transport. full 
gov~rnment and railway patronage the business ('an be carried on without 
incurring 10s8. 

40. About five ~'(>ars back we were working with five pot furna('es aud 
400 Ibs. capacity pots were used. It w~s argued by our the then ma!lager 
that when practically the same quantity of coal would be used, If we 
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In:~ea~ed~he number of pots and also uood bigger size pots the productions 
would be IUcreased and thereby the cost would be reduced. We have now 
bucceeded in working our furnaces with 9 pots of six hundred pounds capa
City. 

The electric and gas shades were manufactured five yeal'S before b; the 
hand work process only. After our manager went to Germany he intro
~uce~ the manufacturing of electric shades partly by blowing and the 
liUlshlUg by the. hand process. Thus the productions were increased from 3 

,dozen per day per man to 3 gross per day per man. The reduction in cost 
. can .then be easily calculated. Glass tubes are produced by us in our' works 

but. test tubes and syringes were ma.de by generating petrol gas by an 
ordmary foot bellows. Our present manager has introduced the production 
of petrol gas and more elaborate gas flames by fitting up the gasoline tank 
attached to our electric power and more uniform and regula.r productions 
are being made. ' 

41. The conditions of manufacture in India differ from those in compet. 
ing countries because 

(a) Labour in those countries is skilled and having been trained for a 
long time has acquired efficiency. 

(b) The climate of different countries differ materially. It is because 
of these conditions that the process we have adopted is best 
suited to meet our requirements. 

42. The grinding machines both for the chimneys, globes, etc., as also for 
the stoppered jars are made locally-the gasoline tank and burners and 
press machines were imported from Germany at a cost of £70 for the gas 
machine and £80 for the press machine. 

43. It is not possible to secure the figures as the Statistical Department 
of Government does not collect the necessary informations regarding local 
production. The figures for foreign imports are easily collected as import 
duty has to be paid on them. 

44. The principal markets to which we send our products are Calcutta 
and other principal towns in Bengal. We make special effort to send our 
goods to markets situated on the I'iver as transport by water is less costly 
and involves less breakage. 

45. (a) Present rate application' to glassware is as under:-
1st class ·42 pies per maund per mile. 

2nd clasS '38 pies per maund per mile. 

(b) The railways charge on gross weight inclusive .of pa.cking m~terials 
used, e.u., paclting case, straw, etc. The normal r~tlO of gross 'weight to 
nett weight of principal kind of glass we produce, lS 3 to 2. 

We enjoy no advantages in freight concession no~ the ~mporJ:ed glassw:,-re 
get any favourable considerations on gross weight mcludmg packmg 
materials. 

46. There is no difference of freight charged by ~he .railwa~s in India. for 
goods imported into India or for imported goods distributed III the varIOUS 
places in India from nearest ports. 

47. It is probable to export Indian glassware to foreign countries which 
do not manufacture glass such as:-

Egypt, 
1I10mbassa, 
Ceylon, 
Goa, 

Persia, 
, Basra and others parts of Mesopotamia 

, . '... up to Bagdad, 
Daman. 

48. Competition is keenest ftom Japan, Germany and Zeeho:~lovnkia. 
These countries send out large quantities of bottles, tU1l!blers el~~t:1C shade~ 
pressed glass articles, chimneys, jars, etc. They get frelght faclhtles on the 
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top of theIr lSklIio<1 lubour and properly fitted factories and enjoy ridiculoulSiy 
low concession freight rate. 

49. The following table will show the different ratelS at which goods weft! 
imported and the price we could get for our goods of like nature. 

Average for 5 YeaT&. 

Imported goods. Our good:s, packed. 

Gross and paoked in oases. ") (Rs. 15, f.o.r. ('alcutta. 
t Duty and other chargos I 

GloUes Rs. 19 o.i.f.. • • I pa.id 20 per cent., land. 
Cbi~neys U", Us •. 10.8 . Ju.paa J lug and other (;barges~ Rs. H.d" f.o.r. Calcutta. 

C.I.f., !tH. 12, Austrl&D c.l.f. 5 per cent. I 
Eureka. Rs. U·8 Japa.n' o.i.f., I 

Rs. 13·8 Austria c.i.f. lRs.ll·I:!, I.o.r. Calcutta. 

From the above table, no hasty conclusion must be drawn tha.t we are 
in a position to sell our goods at cheapel' rates than imported goods. But 
it only shows our helpless position that we must Bell our goods at the above 
cheap rates irrespective of the cost of production if we desired to introduce 
our goods in the market. 

50. The current prices of the imported goods are stated above. 
61. The comparative atatement attached herewith w,ill show the nature 

of purchases made by the Government or the Railways or other Corporated 
bodies. The nature of such purchases are so irregular that we can neither 
count upon them nor can decide upon the outlay of fresh capital or make 
other arrangements to improve the quality. Purchases are made on monthly 
or annual tenders. The successful tenderer for the present, year trains his 
labour, makes certain improvements in quality and by the time he is ready 
the year is finished and contract is completed and probably in the next 
year the order goes to some other competing firm lea.ving the previous 
year's contractor to disband his trained labour, etc. This itself, is a strong 
case for giving running contracts to such industries. 

52. These points have been dealt with in reply to previous questions. 

53. We are inclined to think that' the prices at which German and 
J apa.nese articles are either imported or sold in the local market are uneco
nomical. This again may be due to a variety of causes:-

(a) The cheap freight rate at which Japan exports her goods. 
(b) The manufacturing facilities which they get of ready' chemicals, 

machines, trained labour. 
(c) Their selling organisation and their system of immediate payments 

enable them to sell their goods on a nominal profit or even at 
cost as they get a quick return of their money. 

(d) Their bank facilities. 
(c) On the top of all the solid Bupport of their Government and their 

nation. 

M. The present block value of the properties of our Company after 
writing off previous years' losses, etc., stand as below:-

(a) No lease. 
(b) Freehold land belonging to the Company Rs. 25,600. 
(c) Building Rs. 1,03,396. 
(d) Value of the plant and machineries including fur.na.ces Re. 8,953. 
(e) Other assets, moulds, etc., Rs. 17,588. 

55. Depreciation on each item since the commencement of the works. as 
on 30th September, 1930:-

(c) Factory ~uiIding Rs. 53,312. 
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(d) Plant and machineries Rs. 38,627. 
(e) Other assets Us. 15,639. 

00. In order to fit up the works with latest and complete machineries alili 
iru;tal a tank ful'llace with Ii capacity of producing two tons white glass ami 
a continuous annealing chamber the approximate cost will be as unde~: .-

(1) Tank furnace with direct heat and oil fired and 
fitted with special recuperators and special 
smoke catcher £1,200 c.i.!'. 

Add to this the cost of carrying the materials 
from port to works and the building costs, 
say £l20 

(2) Continuous annealing chamber for hollow a.nd 
pressed glass, heavy or light glass, either coal 
or oil fired and installed in quite a special 
manner 

Add to this, the transport charges from port to 
works and the construction charges, etc. . 

(3) Automatic melting machine for chimneys and 
tumblers 

(4) Cutting machine for chimneys cutting 800 to 
I,UUU pieces of chimneys pCI' houl' . 

(5) Big press machine for glass boxes as used in 
railway 

(6) Press machine 

(7) J 8l' machine 

(8) Jar grinding machine 

(9) Stoppers grinding machines 

(10) Stamping machine for chimneys and globes • 

(11) Machine for making gauge glasses . 

£550 

£60 

£107 c.i.f. 

£52 

£110 c.i.f. 

£78 c.i.£. 

£145 c.d. 

£130 c.i.i. 

£160 c,i.f. 

£27 c.i.f. 

£49 c.i.f. 

The total cost for machineries and the building of furnaces (tank and 
eontinuous annealing chambers) would be £2,788 or Us. 36,244 calculated 
the sterling @ Rs. 13 nett. There would be further expenses of fitting up 
the machineries, payment of duties, tracing up of labour, etc. 

Provided the existing factory sheds could be utilized for placing these· 
machineries a Bum of Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 60,000 could be properly equipped 
the factory to meet the foreign competition both in quality and price after 
the labour is fully trained up. Further a sum of Rs. 25,000 is necessary 
a8 a working capital and for pushing and organizing the sale throughout 
the country. 

The cost of the buildings and land which we have and which have been 
valuated in 1927 by a qualified engineer is Rs. 1,03,396 for the buildings 
and sheds and Rs. 25,600 for the freehold land. At the present mom~nt the 
construction may be completed within Rs. 80,000 more or less. 

The operating cost of a factory so fitted would naturally be very much 
less than ours and the breakages and rejections in process would also be 
reduced. 
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57. (u) 1926, issued and subscribed capital 

}'ully paid up capital 

1927, Bame as in 1926. 

Rs. 3,i3,927-8-li 

Rs. 69,0()()"0-0 

3,82,927-8-0 

1928 (capital was reduced for writing off losses incurred in pre-' 
vious years and necessarily value of share came down) autho
rized, issued and subscribed, all fully paid up shares after 
reducing capital Its. 1,40,000. 

1929 and 1930, same. 
(b) Half-year pl1('\ing 31st 1\Iarch, 1920, Rs. 18,435-8-0, half-year ·ending 

30th September, 1920, Rs. 14,263-5-0. 
(c) (1st half) 5 per cent. of paid up capital, (2nd half) 31 .per cent. of 

paid up capital represented by the dividends. 
58. Nil. 

59. Reserve fund as on 30th September, 1930, Rs. 400-10-0. 
60. PlealSe refer answer of questionnaire No. 56. 

61. Necessary information is to be found in Form I and }'orm II 
attached herewith. 

62. }'ormerly the breakages aud rejections came up to 25 per cent. but 
with closer and careful inspection it has been reduced to 15 per cent. 

63. Variations in expenditure occur between the manufacturing of (u) 
hurricane globes and chimneys and (b) bottles as under:-

(a) In hurricane globes and chimneys the top and bottom portions are 
to be cut off and so much glass has to be throwu away only 
to be used as cullets. We do not want to manufacture cullets 
but globes and ('himneys. Of course these cullets are re-melted 
and utilised in that way ouly. We have to use slightly less 
chemicals and salld ill ('ase of chimneys. 

(/,) III l'ase or bottles wc do not get so lJIueh cullcts but the whole 
glass that we take out is used in manufaduring the bottles and 
thus there is praetically little wastage in the process of manu
facturing, as su('h more raw materials and l'hemicals have to be 
used. This applies in case of pressed articles also. The chimneys 
have got to pass through various pl'o('ess of cutting, grinding, 
etc., thereby in('reasing the ('ost. The cost differs in raw 
materials, labour and packing. 

64. 11 per ('ent. on pUC'C1Io buildings, 21 per ('ent. on fadory sheds, 10 
per cent, on furna(,e, 10 pI'!' (·ent. on plant, m>l('hineries, etc., 10 per ('ent. 
on all other assets. 

(a.) Regarding furna('e, the pel'l'entage of depredation allowed by in('ome
tax authorities are not in any wa.v reasonable or suitable because in furnace 
there are two heads: -(i) the main strudure of furnace in which we agree 
with them, but (ii) Furnace upkeep, i.e., expenses or churges required for 
maintenanl'e, repair and renewal of furnaee we u~ually take them as mallu
fuduring ('harges hen('e depre('iution ('Omes t I 100 per ('ent, as these go in 
the account of ('ost of produc~ion. 

(b) Also in building clepre('iation should be 21 per ('ent. instead of Ii per 
~~. . 

65 .• Average value of the ~to('k!; of raw material" about Rs. 2.500. Aver
age sto('k of finished ·and unfinished good" ahout R~. 11.000. Average out
standings in respel't of goods sold about R". 20,000 (eonsidered good). 

66. Head offil'e is under the ('ontrol of a firm (If· l\Ia.nnging Agents, under 
the name and style of l\Iessrs. Ebl'am Pee; Mohamed & 00. . 
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~a) l!:xpenses of management are Rs. 16,825 a year under the foiiow-
ing heads:-

Salary of staff 
~otor car expenses 
Advertisement 
Bank charges and interests. 
Printing and stationery 
Auditors' and directors' fees 
Other miscellaneous expenses 

(b) Nil. 

Rs. 6,590 
2,463 

353 
" 2,425 

1,440 
2,379 
2,379 

67. From the replies given to previous questions it will be evident that 
the glass industry in India satisfies the conditions i'aid down by the Fiscal 
Commission to enable the industry to get protection. It possesses natural 
advantages such as an abundant supply of raw materials, cheap power, a 
sufficient supply of labour and extensive home market. And with these 
advantages it only requires temporary protection to enable it to withstand 
foreign competition. 

Regarding the second condition insisted upon by the Fiscal Commission 
it would suffer to quote the following from a paper as the manufacture of 
glass in India contributed by Alfred Chatterton to the "Industrial Hand
book" published in 1919 by the Indian ~unitions Board:-

" The glass industry has come to stay; but withdut aid from the State, 
it is likely to make very slow progress in the future.". 

1\Ir. Chatterton considered a Government Glass Factory essential for 
tra.ining and experiment, the results obtained by experiment to be placed 
at the disposal of the public. 

After a period of protection it is sure to be able to face world. com
petition without proteetion as even without any form of help from the State 
it is already making slow but. sure progress. 

Even a free trader like ~ill said-" The only case in which; on mere 
principles of political economy, protecting duties can be defensible, is where 
they are imposed temporarily (especially in a young and rising nation) in 
hopes of neutralizing a foreign industry, in itself perfectly suitable to the 
drt'umstam'es of the country". 

The consumption of glasswal'es in the country is not inconsiderable and 
is on the increase. And unless the industry is firmly established in India 
the drain in('urred by the import of glass goods would not be successfully 
(·het·ked. In this connection it would not be ont of place to mention that 
the gla.~s products imported into India are. mostly from countries outside 
the British Empire-countries which have adopted protection to foster 
their home industries. 

68. In England prohibitive duties are being imposed on luxury veget
ables, fruits and Howers. In India we can certainly claim for this industry 
generally 8u('h prohibitive duties as would render effective help to the glass 
indu,trv in India. In addition to such duties the Government can and 
should 'help the industry (1) by arranging loans fr610 Banks or by supplyi1l:g 
machinery the price to be paid by easy instalments; (2) by placing their 
orders with Indian Companies; (3) by insisting upon Government and Com
pany managed railways taking requirements from Indian companies; (4) by 
reducing railway freight for raw ma.terials and finished goods. 

The import duty on blown glass, such as globes and chimneys, tumblers, 
etc., pre,sed glass articles su('h as salt cellars, oil cups, pressed tumblers, 
pressed dishes, etc., glass manufactured by handworking ~rocess such as 
electric shades, gas shades, water jugs, etc., bottles of pJI kmds. should be 
increased to at least 50 per cent. This increase in duty may be made for a 
period till the other facilities mentioned herein are granted. 

69. No industrv in India will suffer on ··any account by the imposition 
of this duty on the other· hand new. inditstries. such as manufacturing of 
hurricane la~tern9 and other, lamp parts will be started. 
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it is -earnestly desired that the Tariff Board should very sympathetically 

('ollsiuer all minute details and give this industry the help which it so 
richly deserves. ' 

QUESTION No. 5 (a). 

List u/ I,",'i;,ivles ma,~u;Jac~lJfl"ed by the Bengal GlaS3 WQ1'k8 Li,,~ited uJ l>um. 
Dllm Cantonment. 

I. Glass globes for Dietz hurricane lanterns patterns. 
2. Glass chimneys, In slip for wall lamps. 
3. Glass chimneys, t" slip for wall lamps. 
4. Glass chimneys, Eureka slip for wall lamps. 
5. Glass globes pinemoon Nos. 1, 2 and 3 for table lamps or platform 

lamp. 
6. Municipal oil. pots. 
7. Chimneys, 14/11 wonder for hanging lamps. 
8. Chimneys, 20/11 favourite for hanging lamps. 
9. Chimneys, 30'" favourite for hanging lamps. 

10. Chimneys, 40"" favourite for hanging lamps. 
II. Chimneys, Duplex for table lamps. 
12. Stoppered glass jars from 1 lb. capacity to 12 lbs. capacity. 
13. Glass globes 'for Kitson lamps. 
14. Glass globes for Autolux lamps. 
15. Gas shades. 
16. Electric shades (Irene pattern). 
17. Opal langham shades. 
18. Opal glaes bowls. 
19. Opal glass tumblers. 
20. Water tight well glasses 50 c.p. 100 c.p. 
21. Bulkhead glasses with ftange or without ftllnge. 
22. Adlake chimneys. 
23. Jena chimneys with holes. 
24. Globes for Washington lamps. 
25. Glass lubricators (cup shape or cylindrical). 
26. Specimen glass jars. 
27. Museum glass ja.rs. 
28. Glass jars for B. L. & M. Cells. 
29. Rectangular glass jars. 
30. Glass paper weight. 
31. Gloy bottles. 
32. Gas roof lamp globes 71" diameter. 
33. Oil roof lamp globes (flat bottom). 
34. One ligllt globes for electric fittings. 
35. Globes for Duplex fittings. 
36. Test tubes. 
37. Syringes. 
38. Glass tubes for qUlUlne tabloids. 
39. Specimen tubes. 
40. Conical urine glasses. 
41. Glass shades for mirador lamps. 
42. Unstoppered glass bottles both round narrow mouth and wiifp. 

mouth from lOll. capacity to 4 lbs. capacity. 
43. Petri dishes with covers or without covers. 
44. Glass globes for petromax lamps, 300 c.p., 600 c.p. 
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Quu'I'ION No. 6t; , 
Form No, 1; 

1928. 1929. 1930. 

Re. Rs. Rs. 
Sand 5,950 5,472 6,4,73 
Heavy chemicals 6,092 2,629 2,919 
Soda ash 11,740 12,036 13,166 
Saltpetre 2,908 1,947 1,465 
Lime' 820 283 155 
Opal chemicals 1,400 1,000 900 
Sundry chemicals 350 935 739 
Furnace upkeep 4,943 1,884 2,162 
Crucihles 7,877 6,150 5,408 
SundI1Y stores 2,200 500 400 
Coal 20,346 19,456 20,091 
Wages 49,099 42,881 41,077 
Packing • 5,023 4,188 5,715 
Salary 10,319 7,356 6,590 
Rent 2,624 1,800 1,475 
MiRcellaneous 10,757 7,600 7,621 
Motor car and lorry 

upkeep 5,624 5,300 4,698 
Transport charge~ 1,969 1,253 1,293 
Directors' and audi-

tors' fees 1,825 2,092 1'175 
Commission on saJe 1,754 1,424 ,584 

QUES'l'ION No. 61. 

Raw materiaJ_ 
Soda ash 
Heavy chemicals 
Sand 
Lime 
Crucihle 
Saltpetre 
Furnace 
Coal 
Wages 

Form No. II. 

Expenses per 1 

Re. A, 

330 
40 

17 0 
28 

16 0 
7 0 

110 
368 
95 8 

ton of glass. 

Packing 
Miscellaneous 
Salary 
Directors' and auditors' 
Commission 011 sale 
Motor an-d lorry upkeep 
Mould 

Total 

Rs. A. 

210 
26 8 
200 

fees 3 8 
13 0 
118 
60 

.325 0 

(2) Letter No. T. R./19-4, dated the 17th Decem.ber, 1991, from the 
Bengal GlaS.9 Works, Ltd. 

As dirpl'ted by your Chairman we have plea~ure in submitting herealong 
the nel'.es~ary informations required. 

1. Prire paid for lime.-Rs. 1-10-0 paid per maunel (Fl'.ctorY Maund) of 
\lnslaked lime, delivered free to our works, • 
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2. Verify if co~l consumption is 1~ tons per ton 0/ melted glass or pe'l': 
ton of raw ~tertals.-{)ur consumptlOn of raw materials in 9 pots at 500 
Ibs. per pot IS 4,500 Ibs., i.e., about two tons . 

. Ooal consumption per day for working 9 pots is 3 tons. Therefore, it is 
eVIdent that we take 1l tons coal for smelting one ton of metal. 

.3. AI'erage proportron 01 unus1Iable material per ton of coal bought and 
pmd for over last five years.-Unusuable materials in coal are as under:-

Rubble 
Dust 

Average 15 per cent. 
Average 5 per cent . 

. 4. Ta.ke rrpreuntati've specimen of finished articles and show hou' man !I 
rl1~re.~ go to one ton.-Breakages of hurricane globes, Eureka chimneys, Gem 
C'hlmneys and 14/1 wonder chimneys- I 

12 per cent. in annealing oven and cutting. 
1 per cent. in grinding. 
2 per cent. in transit during despatch. 

Articles blown per ton of melted glass. Breakage!! Finished articles. 

Per cent. Pieces. 
HurriC'ane globes 3,264 pieC'es at 11 oz. of • 

gross weight per piece 15 2,769 
Eureka C'himneys 4,480 pieC'es at 8 oz. of 

gross weight per piece 15 3,8OR 
Gem cllimneys 8,960 pieces at 4 oz. of 

gross weight per piece IFi 7,616 
14/1 wonder dlimneys 4,480 pieC'es at 8 oz. 

of gross weight per pie"e . 15 3,808 

5. Balance sheet for five yeu·rs.-BalanC'e slleets for the years ended 30th 
September, 1926, 30th 'September, U127, 30th September, 192~, 30th Septem
ber, 1929 and 30th September, 1930 (enclosed herewith).· 

(3) Letter No. T. B./19-.5, dnted the 19th Deumber, 1931, from the Bengal 
Glass Worl's, Ltd. 

I beg to supplement my statement in answers to your questionnaires as 
also the evidenC'e which I have given before your Board with the following 
statement. This esmped my notiC'e at the time of drafting my replies. 

"By the inC'rease of duty in chemiC'als, crucibles, machineries, etc., the 
glass manufacturers who use these C'hemiC'al!!, etc., will ha;ve to bear the 
inC'reased duty. My suggestion is that such inC'reased duty should be 
refunded to the bona fide glass manufacturers. This will thus minimise to 
a ('ertain extent the indirect effeC't of the new taxation. This mav be done' 
by asking either importers or those who deal in suC'h materials to a.pply to thl' 
ColleC'tor of Cu~toms Witll the (,prt.ifi('ates from sllC'h glas.~ manufa('turers who 
either indent or pur('hnse them from stockists. I undE>rstand this procedure 
hnd been followed in Japan to help their infant industries." 

* Not vrinted. 
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THE BENGAL GLASS WORKS. LTD. 
B.-ORAL. 

Evidence of Mr. D. N. SEN. Director. the Bengal Giass Works. 
Ltd .• recorded at Calcutta. on Thursday. the 

17th December. 1931. 
Pr6Bident.-Mr. Sen, you represent the Bengal Glass Works, Limited? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
PreBident.-You have sent in a letter to us in which you ask that as the 

replies to some of the questions are of a confidential nature, you would like 
us to regard them as such P 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
PreBident.-There is one little difficulty with regard to that <!,uestion. It 

is necessary for us, U we are to submit anything like a complete report to the 
Government of India, that the facts regarding the glass industry in India 
should be stated in full. But I quite recognise at the same time tha.t indivi
dual factories may have difficulties if certam facts are disclosed in the report. 
Suppose we arranged it in this way: if there are replies to any particular 
questions which you consider in your o\\n interests should be kept confidential, 
we state those facts in the course of our report but we undertake not to 

disclose the name of your factory, would that be all right? 
lifT •• Sen.-Yes, that would be all right. It is only the portions where we 

deal With our saleR that should be kept as confidential. 'There are certain 
~ompeting firms which may take advantage of the names of parties. Suppos-
109 a certain party does not buy anything from our competitors and -buys only 
from us say B.s. 10,000 or Rs. 20,000 worth of goods, they wil1 all rush to that 
party and try to get him. 

lIIr. Rahimfoola.-Now that vou have/told us that, it would be much better if 
you could indicate exactly wh~t answers. you. would like us to be treated as 
confidentiaJ ? 

lifT. Sen.-The estimate of sales which we have given on the last page. 
PreBident.-Only that particular statement? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Is there anything else? 
Mr. Sen.-Take for im.tance the !<tatement showing the cost of production 

per lb. ThO!<e calculationI' we think we hAve fonnd ont here. I do not know 
"'hether ot.hers also have found them out in this country. 'OIey may not be 
very confidential, but I do not object if they go _ in the report. 

Pre8ident.-It is only in regard to the .. tatement, of sales that you want the 
information to be treated as confidential. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-You are a Director of the Bengal Glass Works, Limited? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes, I am. 
Pre8ident.-I take it that you repreeent on the Board of Directors, the 

Managing Agents? 
Mr. Sen.-That is right. 
President.-That is to ssy, you are one of the Directors nominated by the 

!If anaging Agents? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Prf-8idpnt.-The Managing Agents are Mes .. rs. Ebrahim Peer Mahomed snd 

Company? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-The Glass Works at Bombay which your Company bought 

belonged to Messr~, Ebrahim Peer Mahomed and Company, Am I right p 
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Mr. Sen.-Yes, that was a proprietary concern. 
Pr88ident.-Your Company bought those works in 1919? 
Mr. Sen.-That is right. 
President.-And bperations started in 1920? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-What exactly was the consideration which was given by the 

Bengal Glass Works, Ltd., to Messrs. Ebrahim Peer l\fahomed and Company 
for the factory at Bombay? 

Mr. Sen.-We paid Re. 50,000 in respect of the goodwill of the Company 
and 6,900 shares, fully paid up, to the original proprietor. That came to 
Rs. 1,19,000. 

Pr8sident.-What is the par value of the share? 
Mr. Sen.-At the present moment, after capital has been reduced, the value 

of the share is Rs. 2. Originally it was Rs. 10, of which we had called for 
Rs. 2-8-0 on application and Rs. 2-8-0 on allotment. As we had lost heavily, .we 
thought that. it was no use showing the loss-assets which were not represented 
hy capital; so we reduced the value. The present value is Rs. 2, fully paid up. 

Pr88ident.-Altogether it is 70,000 shares? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-Out of that, the Managing Agents hold how many? 
Mr. Sen.-The Managing Agents are holding about 30,000 shares. 
Pr68idBnt.-At the present value of Rs. 2· per share? 
Mr. Sen.-Yea. 
Pr68ident.-That is the paid up value? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pr68ident.-It represents Re. 5O,Ono? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. That is the value of the shares directly held by the Manag. 

ing Agents. There are other shares owned by friends and relations of the 
Managing Agents. 

Pre8ident.-Those are not included· in the thirty thousand? 
Mr. Sen.-No. 
Pre8ident.-They come out of the balance of forty thousand? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pr6sident.-The actual amount paid in cash was Rs. 50,000? 
Mr. Sen.-Actually we paid RR. 50,000 in cash and the balance was paid in 

fully paid up shares. 
Pre8ident.-I don't suppose you were able to bring over tQ Calcutta any of 

the plant. 
Mr. Sen.-Some parts of the plant of. course we did bring in. 

Pre8ident.-What was the sort of plant that you brought from Bombay to 
Calcutta? 

Mr; Sen.-We brought out from Bombay Blackstone engines; we brought out 
two boilers also. We dismantled the factory there and brought out the chimney. 
The fro~ting machines also we brought from Bombay. Another cutting machine 
which we could not operate was also brought from Bombay. 

PTeBident.-What about the buildings and land? 
Mr. Sen.-That was all. sold. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Was your factory in operation before you took over the 

Peer Mahomed Glass works? 
],fr. Sen.-No. The Peer Mahomed Glnss Works we bought in 1919. The 

Calcutta factory started operation~ in 1920. . 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The factory which WAR in exiRt,ell('e in Bombay you 

simply brought out here P 
Mr. Sen.-No, we brought. it at l\ later date, 



Mr. Ralaimtoola..-l want to know whether the> Bengal· Glass 'Works .. as in 
working order before you took over the Peer Mahomed Glass WorksP 

Mr. Ben.-In 1919, the Company was floated and) we ·hought· the Peer 
Mahomed Glass Works as a going concern. In 1919, that Company was .work. 
ing in Bombay and then we started operations in Calcutta in 1920 when the 
buildings were completed. 

Mr. Ralaimtoola.-Do I understand that the Bengal Glass Works, Limited, 
was formed after the purchase of the Peer Mahomed Glass' Works in Bombay? 

Mr. Ben.-The Company was first formed. The Company purchased the 
Peer Mahomed Glass works in 1919. 

Mr. Ralaimtoola.-The Company was formed wit~ the object of running it 
in Calcutta? 

Mr. Sen.-We purchased the Peer Mahomed Glass Works and wanted to run 
it as a branch show, because then the· factory was working on a profitable. basis. 
The main factory was not started then. 

Mr. Ralaimtoola.-I don't quite follow yet. The .Company was. formed in 
CoIcutta with the object· of runniJ:lg a factory in Bombay? 

Mr. Ben.-Both in Calcutta and in Bombay. 
Mr. Ralaimtoola.~That is exactly my point. There was no factory, .before 

you' took up the Peer Mahomed Glass Works, in Calcutta. 
Mr. Ben.-In Calcutta, the Bengal Glass Works had DO factory then. 
Mr. Ralaimtoola.-Exactly. Therefore the purpose of forming-the Company 

fil'Rt was to run the Bombay show? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Ralaimtoola.-The factory was in Bombay and the ;Board of. Directors 

of the Bengal Glass Works were in CaJ.cutta. 
Mr. Sen.-Some in Bombay and some in Calcutta. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Therefore the purpose of the' Company was· til run the 

Bombay show from Calcutta? 
Mr. Sen.-We had always thought of starting another factory simQltap.eously 

in Calcutta. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have you two factories or one? 
Mr. Sen.-Only one. We stopped working the Bombay factory. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-When did you stop working the. Bombay fnctory? 
MT. Ben.-At the end of 1926 and beginning of 1927. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You closed the BOfi'bay factory then? 
Mr. Sen.-Yell. . 
PTcsic1ent.-Coming to your replv to Question 4, I should like to know how 

f'xactIv you work out this calculntion regarding tbe capacity' of' the factory. 
Thnt haR caused me a little' difficulty. Your statement is that the full' capacity 
of the fnctory is 270,000 lbs. of glass per month. . 

]lIT. Sen.-That is right. 
PTesident.-That is roughly equivalent.to 1,500 tons a year. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
PTesident.-At present you say for want of orderS you are working to B 

third of your ca.pacity? 
MT. Sen.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-That would mean··approximately aboilt500 tons a yenr' ? . 
MT. Ben.-Yes. 
PTesident.-I mean, at your present rate of output: is that·.the. position? 
lifT. Sf-n.-Y(·R. 
Pre.ndent.-What I want to get at· is whether we can fake yourfigntes of 

rapacity and of output in terms of weight as more 01' less accurate·.fol' our 
""r""",,. I t"ke it t.h"t. mORt of VOllr ontpl1t whi"h conRiRt.q of IlI0hpR •. ,chimneys 
"nd various pieces of glassware of that kind would generally for trade purposes 

GLASS Q 
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be estimated not'in terms of weight but in terms of the number of pieces Am 
I right? 

Mr. Sen.-No. Excuse me, it is not so. 
PreBident.-Will you explain to me wbllt the position is? 
Mr. Sen.-The cost of production that we find out in manufacturing glass 

is not by pieces but by weight. We calculate that the capacity of a chamber 
or crucible, is, say 600 lbs. In that crucible of 600 lbs. capacity, if I charge the 
raw materials, it must be somewhere about 600 Ibs. It may be 600 lbs. or it 
may even he 500 Ibs. I shall explain to you presently. At the time of pot 
charging, ail we call it, what we do is we first charge the pot and allow the 
glass to settle down after a period. If that is not just the period that we want 
to allow for glass to seWe down and the second charge is done earlier, I may 
not put 600 100. in that chamber. That iR a mattpr of inspection. If there is 
any irregularity we may not put in 600 lbs. We may put in GOO lbs. But 
whatever it is we have seen from calculation that we cannot use for manufac
turing purposes more than 350 lbs. of glass from the chamber. 

Pre8ident.-May I take it then that the capacity of the crucible is 600 
Ibs. P 

Mr. Sen.-:As at present, yes. 
Pre8ident.-If you operate the crucible with a normal capllcity of 600 Ibs., 

you would be able to get melted glass to the extent of 350 lbs. 
Mr. Sen.-I will get more melted glass but the melted glass suitable for use 

would be only 350 lbs. 
PreBident.-That is what I mean. Th~ melted glass whieh can be used for 

the purpose of manipUlation would be roughly 350 lbs. 
Mr. Sen.-:350 to 360 lbs. 
PrllBident.--Out of 600 Ibs. you will gf't 350 lbs. which can be used for the 

purpose of manufacturing gl'ass? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
PreBident.-You have got four furnaces, haven't you? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
PreBident.-There is nothing to prevent you from operating all the four 

furnaces? 
Mr. Sen.-Nothing. 
President.--Or would you use one furnace as. a stand-by? 

Mr. Sen.-If we get sufficient orders to enable us to work all the four 
furnaces, we will keep a fifth furnace as a stand-by. 

Pre8ident.-Each furnace has got 9 crucihles? 
Mr. 8sn.-Yes. 
President.-Let us take it roughly out of each furnace you get 3,150 lbs. of 

melted glass in the course of 24 hoilrs? . 
Mr. Sen.-Yes, about 3,000 lbs. 
President.-That is what you get in the shape of melted glass suitable for 

the manufacture of glassware in the COlll"lOe of 24 hours. 
Mr. Sen.-You are right. 
PrBBident.-That for four furnaces will give you about 12.000 lbs. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
PrIlBident.-You work 26 days, don't you? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
PrsBident.-That gives you 317,200 lilA. Approximately you have tnkpn the 

"gure of 317,000 lbs. as a ABfe figure. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. In these figureR there might be lOome differC'n('t>. 

Preaident.-But this is the basis on which ~'ou have calculated? , 
Mr. St7'/~¥e.~ •. 



PrB8ident.-Therefore this figure of 270,OOOlbs. a month represents really 
the amount of melted glass? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore in terms of finished glass the figure would be less? 
Mr. Sen.-Naturally. 
J>resident.-What do you reckon as the wastage either by breakage or in 

any other form between mplted glass and finished glass? ' 
Mr. Sen.-originally it was 25 per cent .. It has come down to 15 per ,cent. 

now. 
President.-That is to say if you make an allowance of 15 per cent. on 

the output of melted glass, you get approximately the output of finished 
glass? 

Mr. Sen.-Approximately. 
Presid8nt.-There is no other factor to be taken into account? 
Mr. Sen.-No. It all depends on the nature of the article we manufacture. 

If we had heen manufacturing only thin chimneys and hurricane lantern globes, 
the rejections might vary. AR WI" are making a variety of goods-some are 
thick, some are heavy and some are thin-the average is 15 per cent. If we 
make only thin goodR, the breakages will be more. 

Pr88ident.-We shall take 15 per cent. as the normal average loss due to 
breakage. . 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-Now taking the list of articles that you give here on page 11. 

may I take it that the greater part of your output is in the form of lampware? 
Mr. Sen.-That was usually the case, but in the last two years it is bottles 

and lampware in the proportion of half and half on account of the orders that 
we are getting for bot,tlps. As we are getting less orders for chimneys and 
lampware, we have to fall back on this other branch. 

PTe.ident.-The bottles that you make are generally phials, aren't they? 
Mr. Sen.-We generally makc tincture series bottles. 
Pr8sident.-What are they? 
Mr. Sen.-For keeping' tin~tures. 
PTB8idBnt.-We might comprehensiveIy classify them as phials P 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. By bottles we mean round bottles. By phials we mean 

diRpensing bottles. 
PT8sident.-With rpgard to the question of location of your factory I take 

it that the great advantage of Calcutta as a centre for the gla.qs industry is 
tbat you are very near the market? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-Also you are nearer the coal.fields than up.country centres where 

the glass industry is now carried on? 
Mr. Sen.-Quite. 
PruidBnt.-Then' as far 8S soda 8sh and othl'r imported chemicals are con· 

cerned you are right on the spot and you don't bear 8ny freight. 
Mr. Ben.-No. 
President.-AIso you get a fairly abundant supply of skilled labour if you 

want to recruit it? 
AfT, Sen.-Yes. 
Pr6sident.-On the other hand you will admit that liS far as materials like 

sand are concerned vou are lit a disadvantage, and while you can be sure of 
getting a sufficient s\;pply of labour. your labour is likely to be more expensive in 
Calcutta. 

'MT. Bfn.-That was the caRe in the bpginning but in these days we are 
getting plenty of trained glass blowerR and o:her lab?ur on account of various 
factories being started every dllY. Ther!.' IS no difficulty about laboltr III 

Clllcutta now. 
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.Prf8id6I1.t.~bvioualy t.he 'rate of wages in a place like Calcut.ta . where there 
is considerable demand for skilled mechanical labour would be higher than in 
upcountry centres. . 

Mr. Sen.-Naturally, of course in places like Firozabad where practically 
everyone is a glass blower, labour is cheaper than in Calcutta. 

President.-You are at present doing most ·of your work after the melting 
stage by hand and therefore it is very likely that. the main item of cost in 
your factory would be labour? 

Mr. Sen.-That is right. . 
Prvsident.-And 80 long, t.herefore, as you are dependent. upon hand labour 

the fact that you are situated in a place where the rates of wages are likely 
to be higher would operate as a somewhat unfavourable factor, whereas, on the 
other hand, if your factory were equipped with mechanical appliances the fact 
that you are in Calcutta would be a factor in your favour? 

Mr. Sen.-But the fact remains what percentage of the money one has to 
~pend.on labour. 

Pre8ident.-1 notice from your figures that much the biggest item of "ORt 
is labour. 

Mr. SBn.-Yes. We pay about Rs. 42,000 during the year. 
PrIl8ident.-It is very nearly 100 rupees per ton of glass. 
Mr. Sen.-It depends on the nature of the industrY. Also it may be. that 

you may get labour cheaper there, but whether labour is cheap or costly 
d('pends on efficiency; you cannot deduce that from the rate of wage;;. In 
Upper India they a.re less efficient on account of the climate. ' 

Pre8ident.-Suppose you 'look at it this way: instead of considering the 
aggregate amount which you dispense in wages in a year, if you take the 
amount of money that you pay on labour per ton of glass produced, that 
givps you the real test? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
PrBsidcnt.-Jf your cost of labour per ton of glass is Rs. 95, that makes 

allowance straightawRY for the hC'tor of efficiency, and you need not consider 
thRt factor Rny furt.her. But don't you think that while a glass works makes 
glass mostly by hand labour the rate of wages in the locality where the factmy 
operates is a matter of very considerable importance? 

Mr. Sen.-It is so. 
President.-I quite understand at the Rame time that from the point of 

vif'w of coal and nearness to, the market Calcutta has obvious advantages. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. . .. 
PrBsident.-At present you nro working to a third of your capacity: how 

eXllctly is the restriction carried out? There are two ways of restricting 
output. You c.an either opeTllte all your plant for a limited part o{the,YE'ar 
or you can operate a limited part of the plant for the whole year. 

Mr. Sen.-For the last tWQ years we have operated only a third of our plllnt 
~hroughout the year. . 

Pre8ident.~How many furnaces are you working? 
Mr. Sen.-We have been working two and worked three ·six years ·back. 

We never worked four, but at present we are operating only one furnace. I 
want to make it clear that when I say we were operating three furnaces the 
furnaces had 400 lbs. chamber and five chambers, but I am having nine 
chambers with 600 lbs. capacity now. .. 

Presi,lent.-So that it is really by limiting the number of fnma('6S 'operatt'd 
. that you are restricting your output? 

Mr. Sen.-That is correct. 
I'rcsident.-I . takE' it ~hat the prac.t,ice in yonr worh is that once :vou. st,Rr" 

the furna('E', the fnrnnC1E' is operntec1 ('ontinuol1sly whE1rens the. nctual manipula. 
t.ion is done only by day? 

Mr. Sen.-That is correct· 



President.-How many hours is your shift? 
lIlr. Ben.-Eight hours. 
President.-So that while th~ furnace is operated 24 hours the actual manu

facture goes on for eight hours? 
Mr. B8n.-That is correct. The position is this that after the work is 

finished you have got to charge the raw materials and you must, allow sufficient 
time for melting the raw material for the glass to be ready the next morning, 
so that although we are not manufacturing all the time we are allowing time for 
making the glass ready. 

Pre8ident.-That is to say you start your furnace, do all. the initial heating 
and the furnace starts work. You wait for 24 hours before you get your 
melted glass and then you work for eight hours on the' amount of melted 
glass that you can dispose ·of in the course of eight hours .. The, furnace goes 
on operating in the meantime and goes on practically right through the year? 

Mr. Ben.-That· is right.' . 
Pr8sid8nt.--Coming now to your answer to question 12, does that give a. 

complete list of all the materials that you use? 
Mr. Ben.-Yes, all the materials fo~ the ordinary 'glass 'that 'we make. 
Pr6sident.-You mean the kind of glass for chimneys:' for. phialB- do you 

want a different composition? . 
Mr. Ben.-If we want to make phials alkali free we want a differentcomposi

tion. 
Pre8ident.-Taking the globes and phials that you are making now you 

want more or less the same composition? 
Mr. Ben.-With slight variations. Take for example the l:iattery jars that 

we manufacture. The glass must stand high pressure and' that has got to 
pass through 10,000 megohm test and for that quality of glass the whole batch 
has got to be changed. 

PTe8ident.-That rather interrupts your melting, does it not? 
Mr. Ben.-No. 
Pre8ident.-What I mean is this: you have only one furnace working nqw. 
MT. Ben . ...,.But with, separate chambers. 
Pr88ident.-You use different crucibles? 
Mr. Ben.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-The point I want to be sure about is this: 'do I take this as 

the quantity, of materials that you use per ton of melted glass or finished 
glass? You give these quantities, 2,276 Ibs. of sand, .675 Ib!'\. of soda and so 
on. Supposing I put these quantities into the furnace can I depend upon it 
that out of that batch I can get ane ton of finished glass or only one ton of 
melted glass? 

Mr. Ben.-One ton of finished glass. 
PT88ident.-The total of these figures is 3,253; out of that you get 2,240 

lbs. of finished glass, therefore there is wastage of 1,013 Ibs.? 
Mr. Ben.~That is right. 
PTe8ident.-That represents on the quantity of original' batch a wastage of 

31 per cent.? 
Mr. Ben.-30·31 per cent. is the wastage. 
PTe8ident.-Therefore that represents, loss in melting and also loss 'by 

breakage. 
lifT. Ben.-Yes, but a certain percentage is recoverable. 
PTesident.;-1 am coming to that point later. Taking simp!:)' thll amount ?f 

~iBhed grass that you get, may I take it that 31 per cent •. represents·losB m 
melting Bnd loss by breakage during the process of manufacture? 

Mr. Sen.-That is correct. This point would be clear if I give you som~ 
details. I have got a note here which I will read to you-

" In the month of May 247 pots worked-we did not "work OIi'Sundays 
and we put a third charge on Sundays and therefore our produo-' , 
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tion on, Monday ie more. That gives you, calculating three 
charges for Monday, 40,249 tbe. in the following way. We aIiow 
120 tbs. per pot and that would be 29,640 tbs. and 9 pots we allow 
20 lbs. at the botton\ which we cannot work because it goes ab
solutely thro~gh the bottom of the pot. That gives you 12 pots at 
20 Ibs. ; that 18 240 Ibs. or a total of 29,880 and there is still 10,369 
lbs. over and above all this. We have been trying to calculate even 
one ounce of glass which nobody has dona, and this I SU<Tgest 
should be kept 1\ secret. Even then we cannot account for 10,369 
Ibs. of glass; We do not know where the glass has g<l'De." 

President.-I can quite understand that when you put these materials into 
your furnace a certain amount escspes as gas. 

MI'. Sen.-For that wEi aUow only 10 Ibs. out of 600 ibs. lis effervescence 
and that is only soda ash and nothing else. 

President.-But I find that genetally the figure that is taken in the text 
books is somewhere about 16 per cent~ 

Mr. Sen.-I don't know but 10 Ibs. is what we aUow from our experience. 
Pre8ident.-That is only It per cent., this loss in melting. 

Mr. S6n.~We have been considering this question. We broughir the 
Industrial Chemist of the Department of Industries and consulted him. He 
said that the effervescence of soda ash was, the reason. That is our experience. 
Between the charging of the raw materials and the glass being ready the 
only wastage is 10 lbs. of soda ash. 

President.-Are you quite certain that this very large leakage that you 
cannot account for does not occur in thE". process of melting? . 

Mr. Sen.-We thought that probably there must be something wrong with 
tAbe chambers and although they are guaranteed to be of 600, 800 or 500 Ibs. 
capacity as a matter of fact the cubic content was either 400 or 500, so wa 
wanted to test that and in so doing we had naturally to weigh every ounce of 
glass. We took the precise wei<Tht of the raw materials and then next 
morning when the glass was ready"we took the whole liqui<j. out and weighed it 
again. 

President.-And you found out that the difference represented only It 
per cent.? . 

Mr. Sen.-That is right. Then, as I said, we consulted the Industrial 
Chemist and he said efferveRcence of soda ash was the reason for the loss. I 
don't know if you have got any information from. other factories that there 
is more effervescence. There is another matter. There are the cutlets that 
attach themselves to the pipe after Mowing. That weighs 75 lbs.; then 15 
Ibs. is pot cleaning. After the glass is ready there is a sort of cream on the 
mouth of the pot, that weighs 15 Ibs. 'rhen comes the pot bottom which is 20 
Ibs. and then comes effervescence which if' 10 Ibs. That makes a total of 120. 
Ibs. for each pot of 600 Ibs. 

President.-That gives you a loss of 20 per cent.? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-That is apart from loss by breakage? 
Mr. Son.-Yes. 
President.-This is the melted glass that you can use for purposes of 

manulacture? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes, we can use this for manufacturing pressed glassware. We 

cannot afford to waste 120 Ibs. of glass from each pot. We have paid for all 
the materials and we must utilise this 120 Ibs. If we start press machines. 
we (,~!1 utilise this glass. There won't be this wastage of 75 Ibs. as pipe 
cutlets, 15 Ibs. as pot cleaning and other wastages which go to make this 120 
Ibs. 

President.-How exactly would you use pressed glass? 

Mr. Sen.-I could not tell you, because I have not succeeded in making 
pressed glass. 
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Pre8ident.-Personally, looking at it as a layman I should say the giass 
that you cannot recover from the bottom of the pot is irrecoverable whether 
you want pressed glass or some other kind. 

!lIr. Sen.-Quite so. 
Prhident.-What about the glass that you lose in the pipe? 
!II r. Sen.-I will get 75 lbs. 
Pre8ident.-How is it that you can utilise that for the pressed glass and 

not for blown glaBS. 
!lIr. Sen.-In a blown glass you have 'to make a bubble which is attached to 

the pipe. When an article is blown out certain portion is remaining fixed on 
to the pipe. 

Prcsident.-I see your point. My point is this: if instead of making blown 
gl888 you are making pressed glass, then naturally you avoid the wastage in 
the pipe, because the pipe is not used. 

1.1,. Sen.-Quite right. 
Pr68ident.-The glass that you have actually lost in tne pipe when you are 

making blown glass cannot be recovered for the 'purpose of making some other 
kind of glassware. 

M,. Sen.-Except by remelting. 
President.-You use it as cullet? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes, .they are collected together. 
Pre8ident.-The question 'of pressed glassware is important in this respect 

that you avoid wastage. . 
Mr. Sen.-There are very important questions connected with that. The 

system of blowing that we have in this country is different from that of other 
countries. In other countries they have introduced a new system of blowing 
by which the wastage in the top and the bottom portions are reduced. Those 
portions which have to be cut out are reduced. Suppose we make hurricane 
lantern chimneys, certain portions which bulge out have to be cut out. If it 
is cut by machine there is practically no wastage. There the ,effort must be of 
a glass manufacturer to minimise the wastage, not to produce more broken 
glass but to produce more finished glass. 

Pr68ident.-Supposing for the sake of argument we accepted 20 per cent. 
as the loss in melting when you make blown glass, it could be reduced to say 
15 per cent. if you make both blown and pressed glass. 

M,. Sen.-Yes. 
Pr68ident.-To that' you add the loss by breakage of 15 per cent. Then 

~ou get the total loss of 30 per cent. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-That is roughly how you calculate? 
Mr. Sen._Yes. . 
Prc8ident.-We can take it that the proportion of soda to sand that you give 

in this composition is the normal proportion that you use in your works? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-That is to say about 30 per cent. of the weight of sand? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pruident.-Bave you any objection to giving us. the prices of your sand, 

soda and lime? 
Mr. Sen.-We have given the price of sand in answer to question 16. 
Mr. Boag.-You have given only the freight. 
Pre.ident.-I want the price at the place of origin plu8 the cost of transport. 
Mr. Sen.-We are buying at As. 10.6 per maund f.o.r: Dum Dum Canton· 

ment. 
Pre8ident.-This Rs. 30 for cartage and Rs. 30 !or loading and unloading 

have got to be added to f.o.r • .figure. . 
Mr. Sen.-Rs. 60 have to be added on 517 maunds. 
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Pte8ident.-Have you got the figure of cost.of sand .deHvered at tbe works' 
M". Ben...-Na. , 
rre8ident.-1 suppose we can work that out. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes: 
Pre8ident.-'What about yout soda? 
Mr. Sen.-We were buying at &. 140 a ton. 
Pr88ident.-That isRs. 7 a cm. 
Mr. Sen.-It bas increased just now to Rs. 148. 
Pre8ident.-Does that represent the cost at your works? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes, delivered at our works. We arrange to take delivery in 

our lorries. 'l'hat is their eJ:-godown rate. 
Pre8ident.-Whatabout lime? 
Mr. <Sen.-We ar4 buying lime at ,&. 1-12.0 per maund or Rs. 1.8.0 per 

maund. 
Pr88ident.-Would you mind looking it up and sending us the correct figure 

later on? 
Mr. Sen.-I shall send you the correct figure. 
Pre8ident.-This temporary rebate which you got in' 1924, how long did 

you bave this? 
Mr. Sen.-Only for a few mon~ br 7 months. 
Pre8ident.-How do you account for the sporadic generosity on the part 

of the railways? 
Mr. Sen.-I cannot explain. It was withdrawn even without notice. 
PTe8ident.-That is the East Indian Railway? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. We approached the Manager and he said that he cannot 

give any more concession. We had been trying for a reduction in freight for 
coal and they gave us this concession for sand. It is a sort of an eyewash. 

Pr68ident.-It works out at As. 9 per ton of glass. 
Mr; Sen.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-There is very little in it. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You got it without asking for it? 
Mr. Sen.-We have been trying for a cheaper freight for all the raw 

materials, we carry, and a concession, rate for our finished goods. 
Pr6Bident.-At present all the crucibles ,that' you are using are imported 

ones? 
Mr. Sen.-Y~. 
PreBident.-You bave not 'tried the crucibles made in Bengal? 

Mr. Se,..-Yes, we have. They were successful .in, the beginning when t';; 
were at 7000 temperature and 'when they were actually put ,into the main 
furnace, after 171 hours they collapsed. Of course the process by which they 
were making was. a different process, but they have taken up the line in right 
earnest. There would be no difficulty about crucibles. 

PreBident.-You are not in a position at preseKt to speak from experience. 
They are still in the experimental stage. ' 

Mr. Ssn.-Yes, there is no reason to believe that it would not be possible 
for them to make it. 

Prs8ident.-In other parts of the country they are using crucibles made 
locally and I don't see why it should be impossible for you to do it. 

Mr. Sen.-There would be no difficulty as regards crucibles. We are trying 
to eliminate soda ash also. That sounds something very peculiar and new. 
We are going to make this from the salt cake. 

Pr6Bid6nt.-Where do you get your salt cake?, 



Mr. Ben.-We can get big quantities of salt cake from·Bengal Chemical 
people and from those who manufacture sulphuric acid. 

PreBident.-It is a by-product of hydrochloric acid. 
Mr. 8en.-1 don't know. 1 think it is a by-product of sulphhuric acid. 
Pre8ident.-1 should have thought that it would be rather difficult in India 

considering the small scale on which our chemical factories are being run now 
to get salt cake in lIufficient quantities. 

Mr. Bon.-Sulphuric acid is. manufactured on a commercial basis in ,Bombay 
and in Bengal.'£here are two or three factories i,n Beng!ll. 

Pre8ident.~You don't know the'total quantity 'that they 'are making. 
Mr. Ben.-Even if we get 50 per cent., that will be enough. 
Pro8identr-You can supplement your soda ash by salt cake, but then it 

will depend partly on the price that you have to pay for salt. caJre. 
Mr. Ben.-That is very cheap. 
Pre8ident.-You have given here the price for crucibles as'Rs. 54 and Rs. 42. 

Do these figures allow for breakages in transit? 
Mr. Ben.-No. 
Pre8ident.-That is to say Rs. 54 is the price 'that you pay on the whole 

consignment. 
Mr. Ben.-Yes. 
PTo8ident.-What breakag~s do you generally get in transi~? 
Mr. Bon.-If we are lucky, the~ is no breakage. We get 10 pieces at 

a time and if one piece is broken, the loss comes to 10 per' cent. 
Pro8ident.-So that in taking your cost we have to. add 10 pei cent. to this 

figure. 
Mr. Ben.--Yes. 1 think we have explained that in our replies' to the 

questionnaire. 
Pre8ident.t-This is the current price. 
Mr. 8en.~Rs. 54 is the present price. 

Pre8ident.-The reduction in Japanese exchange recently must make, a 
certain difference. 

Mr. Benr-It is very uncertsin •. 
President.-All that 1 am trying to get. at is that this Rs. 54 reptesents the 

price on Japanese exchange before the ban on the export of gold. 
Mr. Ben.-No, it was last month. 
PrsBident.-October? 
Mr. Ben.-November. Rs. 54 is the latest price that we paid. 
PreBident.-Probably the price might be a little lower now. 
Mr. Ben.-Yes. 
Pro8ident.-Exchsnge has come down to 157. 
Mr. Ben.-Orders have been' placed at this price. 
PT08ident.-1 understand that in most. of these cases the invoices are made 

out in yen currency, .so that thll fluctuations in, exchange fall ,upon you, is not 
that so? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
PreBident.-Are thesll figures that you give in answer to question so irirupees 

Qer month? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pro8ident.-1 come to question S6, 1 should like you to explain to me 

how ·exsctly you calculate the consumption of coal. 
Mr. Bsn.-I. will explain to you our method. Whatever material, either 

raw material or coal is used, it is weighed before it is used. We know that. 
coal is consumed' in various departments; first in the furnace, second in· the 
annealing chambers, third glory hole, fourth cutting and fifth 1 in; the boiler. 
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We know how Ihuch coal is being put in the furnace per day and every 
night. We know how 'much coal i~ used for the annealing chambers per day 
as also every night and so on. We weigh each time before coal is put into 
the furnace .. We have standard baskets and we know the basket is weighing 
so much. If so many baskets of coal are used, we naturally conclude that so 
many maunds are consumed. 

Pre8ident.-That is the principal factor on which your calculations are 
made? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-May I take it that your calculation comes to this that you 

know how much coal goes into your furnace precisely? 
Mr. Son.-Yes. 
Pr68ident.-Supposing your furnace melts in the course of 24 hours say 2 

tons of melted glass, you know in the course of that 24 hours into the furnace 
has gone say 3 tons of coal. The furnace has consumed 3 tons of coal. The 
furnace has melted 2 tons of glass. 'l'herefore you know that the consumption 
of coal per ton of glass is It. Is that mainly the method of calculation? It 
takes 24 hours for a furnace to melt glass. In the course of 24 hours if the 
furnace has consumed 3 tons of coal, the consumption of coal per quantity of 
melted glass that you get out of the furnace in 24 houl'S gives you the average 
figure 

Mr. Sen.-That is right. 
Pro8ident.-That is the method of calculation? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-On that basis you calculate that .one ton of melted glass means a 

consumption of It tons of coal. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-And another ton of coal for the finishing processes? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Altogether therefore your calculation is that per ton of finished 

glass you consume 2t tons 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
PreBident.-I should like before I go on to the cost statements to make 

quite sure that I understand the calculations precisely. Let me put it this 
way. For finishing one ton of glass you require one ton of coal. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pre8idont.-For melting one ton of glass in furnace, you require 1'5 tons 

of coal, is that right? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pro8ident.-The point on which I want to ask your opinion is this. You told 

me a little while ago that your furnace works continuously. The manipUlation 
is done only during the day of one shift of 8 hours. 

Mr. Son.-Yes. 

ProBident.-Can you tell me as your factory is equipped at present whether 
you are able in the course of a working day of 8 hours to utilise the whole 
of the melted glass that you get in 24 hours? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes, the whole of it. The gla~s that is ready inside the 
chambers, I must blowout. Unless of course for oertain reasons that men 
do not oome or it is absolutely impossible, in that case we leave out one or 
two pots; otherwise we must manufaoture molten glass - from all the 9 
chambers. 

Prosident.-There is no lag at all between the production of melted glass 
and the manipulation of it as the factory works at present? I will tell you 
precisely what. my difficulty is lit present. If your furnsce worked 24 hours 
and ,pr~duced melted glass which was in excess of what your blowers and 
othel' wOl'kers ,ill the factory could llIunipulate in the course of the working. 
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day, then obviously it would mean that your furnace wouid be receiving more 
heat than it really deserves. 

Mr. Sen.-No. 
PrcBident.-A certain amount of coal, instead of actually melting would 

these merely prevent the glass from setting so to speak. 
Mr. Sen.-Whatever molten glass we get ready in the morning or during 

the course of the day we finish the same day. AU the 9 pots do not get 
ready aU of a sudden. At 8 0 'clock we get two or three chambers ready and 
during the course of the day others get ready and as they are ready we 
finish them, unless there are any technical reasons for not doing so. Suppos. 
ing we require the liquid glass free from air bubble, we probably leave. 
one pot to start early the following morning. OtheI'wise as a rule we finish 
all the pots the same day. 

President.-This quantity of' It tons of coal, is it actually calculated on 
the melted glass obtained or on the quantity of materials that go into the 
pots; in other words do you use It tons of coal per ton of melted glass or per 
ton of materials? 

lilT. Sen.-Per ton of· melted glass. 
Pre8ident.-Are you quite sure? 
Mr. Sen.-I think so. 
PT68ident.-I am rather doubtful. I will tell you why. If you look at 

your cost figures (page 13) you will find that the charges for coal are given 
as Us. 36.8·0. 

Mr. Ben.-I shall explain that. We have shown this per ton of glass. In 
this connection I want to tell you one thing. We have to get 5 tons of coal in 
order to utilise 3 or 4 tons. We are getting 150 tons of coal every month. 
We have to pay for 150 tons of coal-no matter whether I get 150 tons of 
coal or 120 tons of coal, 20 tons of rubble and 10 tons of dust. Our 150 
tons have to be calculated on the weighment at the weigh.bridge and we 
may get 150 tons because as th/ly are unloaded at the station something 
migJIt be stolen on the way. All the same, the bill is for 150 tons and we 
have to calculate our costs on 150 tons of ceal including rubble and dust. 

Pre8idont.-You have had sufficient experience of that. Generally what is 
the proportion of usable material that you get in the matter of coal? Would 
you mind looking that up and letting us know. I should like you to give me, 
according to your experience, the percentage of non.usable material in the 
coal that you get?' . 

Mr. Sen.-It ia most unfortunate, and I have to admit to my utter shame, 
that the orders placed with the European firms can be depended upon to give 
consistently satisfactory supplies. We have always been buying from Messrs. 
Andrew Yule and Company. Their prices were very high; so we purchased 
hom other firms. The first, supply was all right but the second supply was not 
satisfactory. Out of 19 tons we got 15 tons only of usable ~aterial'. The 
construction of our furnace is such that we cannot use smaner SIZes of coal. 

Pr68ident.-Could you use slack coal in your furnace? . 
lIlr. Sen.-No. We cannot use even Jheria. We have to use only 

Raniguni because the other coal clinkers. 
Presid6nt.-Unless you have some. kind of mechanical equipment for using 

inferior grades of coal, you will have to throw them away? 
Mr. Bon.-In a tank furnace, they can be used. 

PTe8ident.-What do you do with them? 
lIlr. Sen.-We re.~ell them and get as much as we can. That is what we 

do. I don't know that I should tell you that. 
Prc8ident.-On the other hand if you made a c9ntract with the Coal Com

pany for superior grades of coal. 
Mr. Sen.-Our contracts are for hand picked supplies, bu~ they will give 

UB any kind of loading. 



J>rC8idont.~If you ~avesuch a large percentage as 10 per cent. haven't ypu 
got a right of action? 

Mr. Sen.-We have the right of rejecting the whole wagon. 
Pro8idont.-You might make a note of that point and let us know later. 
Mr. Son.-Yes. 
Pro8ident.-Coming .back to the question of coai consumption, that is also 

a point that you will please look up whether it is Ii tons of coal t~ one ton of 
materials or to one ton of melted glass? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-It does not refer to one ton of finished glass? , 
Mr. Sen.-No. 
President.-Therefore in terms of finished glass the consumption of coal 

would be higher. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes, 
President.-So, we might have to add 20 per cent. 
Mr. Sen.-I don't know whether that, would be right. 
President.-Make it IS per cent.? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-This is really· III question of breakage. As a matter of flllCt 

on' your calculation' you say that ,actual losses in melting are much smaller 
than the losses in the furnlllCe in the pots and in the pipes? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-When you calculate one ton of melted glass do you make 

allowance for the loss in'the pipes? 
M'f. Sen.-That is one ton net. One ton of melted gllllSS would not give 

one ton of finished glass. 
President.-I take it that I/Sth of I'S tons would be represented by the 

wailtageP , 
Mr. Sen . .:....Add 30 per cent, to that. 
President.-That brings it to 2 tons of coal per ton of finished glass. 
Mr. Sen.-1!'inished blown out articles. 
President.-To that you have to add something for breakage? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-l0 to IS per cent. ~ 
M'f. Sen,-Yea. 
President.-That would be' ·3, which would bring it to 2'31' 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-Does that make llI110wance for the initial heating of the fur

nace P Before you start a furnace you have to use a certain amount of coal 
for initial heating? 

Mr. Sen.-There is a difference in procedure now in our factory. Once 
we started the furnace we ran it continuously for five or six months and 
if the pots were brelllking we were changing the pots. Thai is not our 
system now. We light up the furnace now and as soon as we feel that the 
pots start breaking, we stop it and by that time another furnace is reooy. 
We do not. change the pots now because we have seen from experience that 
by doing so we damage the other pots also. So every month we have to 
start a new furnace. There is the initial cost of stlllrting a furnace. 
Although- we do not get glass out of that, we have to burn coal. 

Pr8sidellt.-You have made no allowance for that in thisP 
M'f. Sen.-No. 
President.-You have to add a certain quantity of collli to the consump

tion figure which the glass ought to bear P 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
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is required for finishing one ton of glass, is that for finishing one ton .. of 
molten. glass or making one ton of finished glass P • 

Mr. Sen.-We have 1/.0 account for that. Now I see the point·which you 
are driving at. .We have not taken it in. that way. So' I could not tell 
you. 

Prerident.-If it is one ton of melted glass then the figure of one ton 
of coal has to be raised in terms of finished glass? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Prerident.-So that, if you take the figure of 3·5 for i~iti8l1 heating, it 

may come to very nearly four tons. 
Mr. Sen.-Much more than that. The first procedure is tbatwe· join the 

furnace with chimneys. We heat the furnace for three or ,four days. Then 
we join the chimney with the furnace. We must have two or three tons of 
coal every' day and that goes on for four days. Practically 15 tons of coal 
has to be used on the initial heating or furnace every month. 

President.-That is a big item. 
Mr. Sen.":-Yes. That escl'ped my notice. 
Prerident.-That explains the position more or less? 

. Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-With regard to Question 44, can you tell me approxim8ltely 

taking your experience in these two or three years, what proportion of 
your output is sold in Calcutta and how much up country? 

Mr .• 'i'en.-In the case of ordinary articles, about 95 or 97 per cent. is 
qold in Calcutta. 

President.-By ordinary articles you mean globes, etc.? 
Mr . • 'i'en.-Tb8lt is right. On the bottles that we are making we have 

not e;ot to bear freight. They are for distribution throughout India. We 
supply them in Calcutta and they pay the freight. As rel!;ards ordinary 
articles ahout 97 per cent. is sold in the Calcutta area. This question of 
distribution of goods in the mufassal market hOO been el)gaging our.o,tten
tion for the last few years. We are abFOOluteJy-it is no goo(\.,denying.the 
fact-within the hardest grip of the middlemen here. 'rhey tell us ·what 
they like and dictate whatever the prices are. But if we could. distribute 
our goods in the mufaasal markets and if the mufassal people who' will 
have to rome to the Calcutta market ask for the goods manufactured by the 
Bengal Glass Works, we will have a rertain position. ,no you ·follow my 
point? 

Prp .• ident.-I think I do .. You are now completely in the hands of the 
estahlished dealers in the Calcutta market? 

Mr. Flen.-Yes, in the hands of the wholesale dealers. 
President.-If they choose to give you orders, you get. 
Mr. Sen ...... Yes. The same is the case in the matter of price. 
Pre.,ident.~The amount of orders that you get and the price that yon 

get depend very largely on the terms which are l8lid down by the established 
dealers in the Calcutta market? . 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Prp,sident.-If on the other hand it· is< possible for you to 'Open Up' new 

markpts up ('Ountry, then you felll that you would not be so completelv at 
the mercy of middlemen as yon are here now because the upconntry middle

-men aJ"9' not 110 powerfully organised. 
Mr. ,qen.-That is one point Rnd the second point is ~his. I 11m tll·king 

thE' Presidencv of Bengal separlltel:v. Calcutta is the first market. in Ben
anl. From m'ufasslll markeh all mnfassal dealers havE' to come t.o C8Ilcutta. 
Eith"r thev come here or th"v spnd their orders to Calcuttll. Now if our 
goods are "already introdured in the mllfassal market and if they feeltha,t 
t,hs qu"lity of oqr goods is tolerable. then they will writ .. , to th_ people 
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and ask for the goods manufactured by the Bengal Glass 'Works ins~ad of 
Japanese goods. If 20 people come /lind ask for the products of the Bengal 
Glass Works, then naturally these dealers have to keep a stock 'of our goods. 
T~en I can tell them " These are my rules. If you are going to take my 
tll1ngs, you must accept them and give me a signed receipt (which they 
don't do now). You must also pay me within a certa.in time". ,If I cannot 
dictate to the middlemen, I have to follow whatever they dictate to us. 
We cannot qistribute our goods in the lllufassal market because of the 
initial difficufties that we have. The packing charges are prohibitive; the 
freight is prohibitive !I1nd the breakages are very heavy. 

President.-It would help your sales 'if you are able to get ,direct intro
duction to your purchasers. Once you do that, the mufassal purchaser 
would indicate in certain cases a preference for your goods. 

Mr. Sen.,-Quite. 
Prcsident.-In that way you may be able to get a hold on the mufassllll 

dealers who operate in the Calcutta market. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Prl'sident.-Not having had any direct introduction to up country mar

kets you are completely at the, lI~ercy of dealers who a're here in Calcutta. 
Mr. Sen.-Absolutely. 
Pre.nd-ent.-These figures that you give in reply to Question 49 are they 

rupees? ' 
Mr. Sen.-Ye,s. 
,President.-Are they the latest prices? 
Mr. Sen.-No. 
President.-Are they fairly re('ent? 
Mr. Sen.-They are the average prices of the last five years. 
President.-It is really the arithmetical average that you hlllve calculated 

over five years? 
Mr. Sen.-More or less. 
Presiden·t.-Do you know what the current prices are for these various 

kinds of glassware? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Presidcnt.-Are they lower than these? 
Mr. Sen.-No. But the globes have gone down. 
President.-What are they now? 
Mr. Sell,.-Rs. 17 to Rs. lB. 

President.-What about others? 

ilJr. Scn,.-The prices of chimneys are the same. They are the latest 
prices. Our prices include packing charges. 

President.-That is to say they are comparable prices. What I mean is 
your prices are prices f.o.r. Calcutta for goods pa(,ke~ and t1~e import 
prices are c.i.f. prices and you add duty and IlIInding ('harges to c.d. prices 
nnd a smnll allowance for cartage. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-Would that give you f.o.r. import priceP , 
Mr. Sen.-To that you hlllve to add 25 per cent. 

I'rnident.-That gives yon the price delivered at the port: You have 
got to make a small allowance for cartage from jetty to statlOn and you 
have to add also the importers' ('ommission. Generally we can take 2} per 
cent. as commission. I am inclined to think that if you add 2} per cent. 
1'1118 20 per cpnt., 1,111.Q 5 per ('pnt. and a small ll\1o~vance for cartage you 
would put the two prices exactly on a comparable baSIS, 

Mr. ,Sc1t.--,Yea, " ' 
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President.-ln answer to Question 57 you mention " issued and subscribed 
capita.l Rs. 3,13,927-8-0 aud fully paid up capital Rs. 69,000" and you add 
the two. What does that mean? . 

Mr. Sen.-Rs. 69,000 worth of shares wert' issued to the Bombay people. 
President.-That is what you mean by fully paid up? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-" Issued and subsc-ribed capital "-has that all been· paid 

up? 
JJlr. Sen.-No. Rs. 5 was pa.id up, on application Rs. 2-B-0 and 

Rs. 2-8-0 on allotment. 
President.-Can you tell me, including the amount you have allotted to 

the Managing Agents as a consideration for the purchase of the works, what 
is the total valuo at present price of yonr paid up sha.re capital? 

Mr. Sen.-70,OOO shares at Rs. 2 fully paid up; that is Rs. 1,40,000. 

President.-That represents the whole paid up capital to-day? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Including the Rs. 69,000? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-As far as I understand it the fully paid up capital 

was given to Peer Mohomed Glass Works before you took it up at the rate 
of Rs. 5 fully paid up. 

Mr. Sen.-Then it was Rs. 10 fully paid up. Application money was 
Rs. 2-8-0 and allotment mont'y Rs. 2-8-0. for ordmary shareholders but in 
consideration of purchasing the Bomha.y factory we allotted to the vendor 
Rs. 69,000 worth of fully pnid up shares. .The original value of the shares 
stood at Rs. 10. 

Mr. RahimtooTa.-And you did not call up the other Rs. 5 from the 
other shareholders and you reduced the value to Rs. 2? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes, and some adjustments had to be made &nd the shares 
stand to-day at Rs. 2. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-And this Rs. 1,40,000 include Rs. 69,OOO? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. RahimtooTa.-So that the value has gone down from Rs. 10 to Rs. 2? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Presid~nt.-Do you want the cost statements to be treated as confiden

tid? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes, if there is no objection. 

• • • • 
Mr. RnhimtoolQ,.-In answer to Question 4 you say that you are now 

working only 90,000 lbs. in course of 26 working days. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Since how long have you been working 90,000 lbs. P 
Mr. Sen.-We knew that we had heen working 90,000 lbs. since last year. 

This production has heen going on for the last two or three years. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The rpason why I am asking you is. that in yon.r 

answer to Question 5 the vnlue of the goods turned out varIes very consl
derahly. 

Mr. Sen.-The value l,n8 nothinl!; to do with the production. I get an 
order to the val11f' of Rs. 50,000. The ordpr is for 100 gross. It all depends 
on the nature of the articles that we make. 

Mr. Rahimtooln.-And the price fetched by th", particulat nrticle!' 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
JJlr. Rahimtoola.-How do you calculate thl" wei~11t of the articleP 
Mr. Sen.-On the weight of the gla.ss. 
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.Mr., Rall,imtoola..-The weight of .the glass turned out is 90,000 lbs. P 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahim,toola.-:-Therefore I should like to know why there ehould be 

a difference. 
Mr. Sen.-With 90,000 lbs. of ,glass if we had made electric shades, pro

bably we would have got Rs. 2 lakhs; if we had made electric bulbs, we 
would have got Rs. 3 lakhs and if we had made hurricane lantern globes. 
we would have got only Rs. 1 lakh. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola..-Therefore it depends on th(> nature of the articles that 
you manufacture and the price that you get for the same, . 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
,Mr. Rahimtoola.-Therefore the value is imm8tterial as far 118 we are 

concerned. 
Mr. Sen.-We have been absolutely going the wrong way. We have been 

going with the calculation of prices. Prices can be of no concern to us 
unless we know the weight. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Which is more profitable for you to turn out at the 
present juncture P According to the statement given here in one' year 
90,000 lbs. of glass was v8tlued at Rs. 1,49,000 in this yell-r. I would like 
to know whether you are' concentrating on. such articles as would fetch you 
better· price or whether you are simply at the mercy of the traders. 

Mr. Sen.-We have bought several things for starting the press machine 
and other machinery ·for developing stoppered jars just as we have done in 

,·the eMe of hurricane chimneys. We cannot say that we would be in a 
,position to do it just now. We have to depend on the nature of the orders 
·that we get. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There is one point I want to ask you as regards the 
,selection of factories. You are more or less of opinion that in selection 
the most important factor to be taken into consideration .is the market in 
India. The question is between III factory site near the raw materials 'Vers'Us 
the market. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
1111'. Rahimtoola.-According to you, the reason why you selected the 

,market for. the. site is due to the exorbitant rates of freight. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes, and also the packing charges and difficulties of transit. 
I will explnin to, you. One gross of hurricane lantern 'chimneys 9hippea. 
from Tilbury Docks to Calcutta would probably cost ·half of what it would 
cost us to send one gross of ordinary hurricane lantern chimneys from Cal
"nttn to Patna. If we got from Engla'lld one gross of hurricane lantern 
chimneys, probably there would be one or two breakages, whereas in the 
other ·case· there. would be 24 breakages. It is the rough hlllndling com
bined with high cost of transport that is responsible' for this state of 
affairs . 

. Mr. ,Rahimtoola.-When you are selecting a site near the market you 
have got to take into consideration the freights that you will hlllve to pay 
on the different raw. materials that you will have to import. 

Nr. Sen.-What is the percentageP 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is why I am asking you. As. regards freight it 
is a distinct wvantage to you to prefer the market 118 against the· raw 
materials. 

Mr. Sen.-Our idea is that it is the market which ought to be ·the 
deciding factor in fixing up a site for a glass factory. 

Mr. Rnhimfoola.-In arriving at that conclusion' you have' taken' into 
considl'rIlItion the question of frE'igllt on raw mnt.erials as /lgainst the .ship-
rnl'nt of ·goods. ' 

Mr. Sen,.-! don't quite follow you. 
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Mr. Bahimt~ola.-~ou have got to pay a certain .amount of freight ell 
your raw materIals whIch are not near your factory but which you have to 
bring. As against that you will have to pa.y freight on the finished goods 
from your factory to the market. 

Mr. Sen.-We have'to bring raw materials to the value of Rs. 4,000. We 
have to sell goods to the value of Rs. 50,000. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-Therefore you are in a position of advlllntage in the 
matter of freight. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes . 
. Mr. B~himtoola.~ln answer to Question 8 you complain about not .being 

paId the Import PrIce more'or less for the goods. You !lay" the insiswnce 
of traders in India on lower prices for Indian goods ... ". Are you gett
ing the price equal to the quality tha.t you 'turn out? 

Mr. Se1l.-our hurricane lantern globes and chimneYs can be ve.ry 
favourably compared with the imported ones. Our stoppered jars are in no 
way inferior. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The reason why the dealer pays more for the imported 
article IIInd pays less for you is that he has got to take into consideration 
the freight and other charges which the imported articles bear when they 
come on the market? 

Mr. Sen.-And also they make more profit on the imported article. 
Supposing there is a shortage of hurricane lantern globes, the dealer wi'iI 
take the fullest advantage of the mlllrket, because it will take not less than 
two months before a fresh shipment of hurricane lantern globes can come 
into the market, but with Uij if there is any shortage to-da.y, within ,two days 
we will dump the market with globes. Therefore the dealer cannot take 
advlllntage of the fluctuations. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Does an ordinary man wllO goes to the. market to buy 
things easily distinguish between European made and Indian made goods? 

Mr. Sen.~o far as tliese articles are concerned, there is not very much 
difference . 

. Mr. Rahimtoola.~He need not say that any particular article is Indian 
made. 

Mr. Sen.-As a matter of fact these people are insisting on, not putting 
our names so that they might sell them as imported ones. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-How is it possible tQ make your brand known unless, 
you sell your goods as Bengal Glass Works' goods? 

Mr. Sen.-Unless you make it impossible for them to import, that will 
never ha.ppen. If you make the price of Indian made hurricane lantern 
globes 6 annas 'n piece, and that of the Japanese anBas 12, they will never 
think of importing, because then people will not be able to afford to pay 
arlDas 12 a. chimney. You ha\"e got to do it that wa.y. We waJ:lt a prohi
bitive duty. This is done in all the countries in the world. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Does not that raise the question. of penalising thlJ 
consumer? 

Mr. Sen.-Whyp 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Because he will have to pay more. 
M1". Sen.-Those things which weare manufacturing are as good as the 

imported ones. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-When you raise the price of imported article by:a 
duty, you will get the necessary advantage of the increase and ther~for.Q I 
will have to pay more than I am paying to-da.y. 

M1". Sen.-He is paying more for the imported goods as well. 

llr. Rahimtoola.-Not necesso,rily. 
Mr. Se1lo.-If he cares to buy the imported goods, he will have to pay 

more. In a discussion about the question of industries, have fOU got to 

GLASS R 
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!ee first the interests of the industries or those of the people who buy these 
goods? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-We ha.ve to see both. The Tariff Board has got to 
Bee both. Whilst protecting the industry we have to see that we are not 
necessarily penalising the consumer. We cannot protect the one and 
neglect the other. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards Bengal Potteries, Limited, has'your Com
pany any connection with that firm? 

Mr. Sen.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-'-The Managing Agents also have no connection? 
Mr. Sen.-No. 
Mr. Rah-imtoola.-It is an independent thing? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. I happen to be a Director in'both these concerns. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-This Company has not been able to produce crucibles 

to your satisfaction P 
Mr. Sen.-They liave not. The first experiment has failed. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Since how long the Beng",l Potteries Limited have 

started working? 
Mr. Sen.-For the last 30 yenrR. They have 'never made these things. 

Tt \8 I that gave them the idea. What iR the URe of importing them from 
Japan and America when these could be eaflily manufactured in India? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to Question No. 29. you say" we have to 
contend with unfavonrable climatic conditions for about 3 months during 
the year". How f:ll' does it a·ffect your labour? 

Mr. Sen.-You mean the physique of the labour? 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Yes. . 
Mr. Sen.-ThE'Y are used to it. ,They don't feel it. The heat is rather 

much and it is offenRive only for a week or 10 days. During that period 
we work during the night. 

11fr. Rahimton1a,-HaR it any effect on the molten glass? 
Mr. Sen.-Absolutely none. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In anwer to Quetion 45 you have given the freight 

rateR appli!'ablE' to glas..ware. Is that firRt (']ass rate Rtill in force? 
Mr. Sen.-There are six different (']asses of rates for glass. First class 

rate is '42 pies per maund per milt> ,regarding the quality of glass. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like to know whether there is any railway 

which charges you first class rate. 
lIfr . • ~pn.-Yes. First class rate is for globes. It is on the different 

varieties of nr£lc1es. The ute for glohes is first glass; the rate for tumblers 
is Re('ond c1aRR and so on. Bottles come under the last class. These are 
the various C'lassifications for freight ra·tes. 

Pre.~idpnt.-It is. thE> other way ahont. '38 pies per maund per mile first 
claR~ and '42 pies pl'r mnnnd per milE> for second c1as.Q. 

Mr. BOfi.(7.-The freight on hottlE>s i~ lowl'r thnn the freight on globesP 
Mr . .'::e'/l..-Yes. 
Mr. RaJiimtnoln.-J am not satisfied with the answer ~on have given 

here rega·rding the freight. The question put t.o you wa~: "What are the 
pre"pnt ratl'S of railway freight appliC'ahle to glassware. Have vou any 
ndvnntngp in this re~pPC't over importpd glassware?" You have said: "We 
E>njoy no advnnta.ges in freight con!'eRRion nor thE' import.ed glassware !!'At 
anv favonrahlp C'onsidpration on grosR WE'igl,t inC'luding packing mnterials." 
T would like to know what you mean h:v that. 

lIfr . • C::~n..-W(' havE' takl'n hoth thl' quest.ions toget.hl'r. Question 45 (b) 
has Rlso ('oml' in. 

Mr. Rn1. ;m tno7n. ,-The freigllt C'lla.rp;ed on Indian mnde goods lind im" 
porlpd goods is the saml'? 
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Mr. Sen.-Yes, so far as glassware is concerned. 
Mr. RaI'imt.oola.-In answer to Question 51, you have made a statement 

that the workmg of the factories entirely depends upon the Government 
tenders. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. !lahi'!Ltoola.-you sa-y: "The successful tenderer for the present 

y~ar trams hIs lahour, makes certain improvements in quality and by the 
!Ime he is ready the year is finished and contract is completed and probably 
In t~e next year the order goes to some other competing firm leaving the 
prevIOus YE'ar's contractor to dishand his trained labour, etc." 

Mr. Sen.-If he doesn't get the tender. 
Mr. Rahim.toola.-That means he is at the mercy of the Government 

contract. 

·llr. Sp.1L-That has been made a ground for giving us running con
tracts. 

Mr. Rohimtoola.-The point is you cannot expect to run a factory for 
a number of years with the Government controot in view. The contracts 
will have to fluctuate. You havE' got to !leek other markets. 

Mr. Sen.--Government is prohahly going to introduC'e running contracts 
for a period of years. 

Mr. Rohimtoola.-ThE're will be annual tenders. 
Mr. Sell.-Take for instance the question of the supply of battery jars 

to Government. We a,re told hv Government to-day that the glass must 
stand at 80 mnch pressure. We have tAl make experiments for two or three 
months a·nd thE'n if we sucC'~pd, we snpply. Thpn next year the orders do 
not come to us though our men are trained to do this husiness. When the 
present contraC'tor is· oypr. we don't get the contract for next year. Those 
mE'n who have hpen specifically trained to· manufacture and finish certain 
things havp got to be dishanded if we don't get this order next year. 
Thprefore Govprnment should give us a C'ontract for a period of years, ~o 
that we can keep our men who are already trained for a period of two I)r 
thrpe ypars at least. 

Mr. Rahim.toola .. -Thpy give you work for one year? 
1I1r. ,I;(en.-Yes, they do. 
Mr. Ra.kimtl'lOlrt.-Here is a !!:pnpral statempnt. A statement like that 

dol'S not sppak wpll of the factor ips which sav thev will have to close down 
the fal'torips if they don't get the Governm~nt c~ntraC't. 

Mr. ,I;(pn.-T have not ~uggeste(l the closin!!: of the factories. hut I said 
that those men who had heen trained would have to b .. dishanded. 

lIfr. Rnhimfo,,1a.-That is to ~ay you a.re producing only such articles 
as Government would Imv. I want to lmow whether outside people are 
buying.· . 

Mr. ,q;n.-Mav T read the answer? "The romparative statement 
llttaC'hed herewit.h· will show'the naturp of "Hreha.oes made by the Govern
ment or the Ra,ilwav or other Corpornt.e hodieR. The nature of .nch pur
chasp. R.rp so irreg-ulnr that we ran neither connt upon them nor can decide 
I1pon th .. ontlay of frpsh C'apital or make oth"r IIrran!!:ements to improve thr 
fluality. Purcha..p. are made on monthlv or Rnnual tenders. The success
ful wnilerer for th,,- nTPsent yea-r trains hi. lahoul'. makes certain improve
mpntg in qnalitv and hv thp tim" hp is ready the veal' is finished and 
rontraC't is rnmnlpt .. d lind nrobahly in thE' ne~ ypar thA order gops to some 
oth .. r romnetin!! firm lpaving the previous YAar'. ront-ractor to dishand the 
trained lahonr, etc." 

lIfr. HoilHn.-Thllt is the usual custom pverywhere. 
lIfr. S'pn.-T~ thp Indian Rtorp. Depn.rtmpnt we have heen t.ryine: and 

we hnvp convinC'pd thp ControllE'r of StorPR to R C'prtain extent. Thill is thp 
pract,iC'al difficulty. If we have any techniC'sl difficultv we I!:O nn mRkin!! 
elq)eriments lind after a period we sUI'CPed and then hy another six months 

R2 
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the order is completed. In the next year if the order goes to somebody 
else, we have no need for the labour which we h8iVe trained. 

Mr. Hodldn.-That applies everywhere to every country in the world. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I only want to understand one point regarding the 
glassware that you turn out. You know the value of the imported glass
ware is about R.8. 21 crores. I want to know for what class of glassware 
you want protection. Do you want protection for bottles and phialsP 

Mr. Sen.-Yes, and for pressed glass. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Doyou want protection for funnels, globes and glass 

parts of lamps P 
Mr. Sen.-Yes, we want protection. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I' want you to classify them. 

Mr. Sen;-;May I read what .we have said in this connection on page 
10. We say "The import duty on blown glass such as globes, chimneys, 
twnblers, etc., pressed glass articles such as salt cellar, oil cups,. pressed 
tumblers, pressed dishes, etc., glass manufactured by handworking process 
such as electric shades, gas shadel\, water jugs, etc., bottles of all kinds 
should be increased to at least 50 per cent." 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That does not help me. We have a list prepared by 
the Customs who have distributed the various items under the following 
heads. The first heading is "bottles and phials including soda water 
bottles ". You want bottles and phials of all sizes to be protected? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Then there is a heading called "Funnels, globes and 

glass parts of lamps ". 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. They are all blown glass. 
/tfr. Rahimtoola.-What about scientific glassware? 
Mr. Sen.-We don't wl1'nt protection as regards scientific glassware. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-8heets and platesY 
Mr. Sen.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about tablewareP 
Mr. Sen.-We don't want protection for that at present. 
Mr. Rahilll,toola;-Then ·there is a heading called .. Other glll'Ssware "P 
Mr. Sen.-The electric shades may come under that head. 
President.-Are you sure that they do not come under lampwareP 
lIfr. Sen.-I shall veri~y that and let you know. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You want the duty to be increased by 50 per cent.? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You mean over the present duty? 
Mr. Sen.-No, I only want another 25 per cent. to be added to the 

lurcharge. 
Mr. Boag.-Does your Company publish 'balance sheets~ 
Mr. Sen.-Certainly. 
Mr. Boag.-Could you let us have copies of the bala·nce sheets for the last 

live years? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-With regard to your reply :to Question 30, to what extent 

is your labour paid daily and monthly and to what extent by piece-wod? 
Mr. Sen.-There is no piece-work. They are all paid monthly. 

Mr. Boag.-You have mentioned in two places that you did not succeed 
in working the bottle machines and also that you did not succeed in work
ing presses. 

Mr. Sen..-That is right. 
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Mr. Boag.-Could you let UB know shortly why you: could not work 
thenP 

Mr. Sen.-The experiments regarding the bottle machines were sta.rted 
abollt 9 years back. Neither we nor our labour were properly. trained. 
There was lome difficlllty because the quality of the glass that was required 
for pressing machines or for bottle blowing machines was not the quality 
that we were mlllking. We did not know that at that time. 

Mr. Boag.-You tried to use ordinary glass? 
Mr. Sen.-That was the difficulty. Then of course we left that out 

because we thought we had better do it in the usual way and try machines 
SUbsequently. 

llr. Boag.-l'he only other thing I want to ask you is about your answer' 
to Question 64, viz., the question of deprecillltion on your furnaces. Do you 
think that you should be allowed to reckon your depreciation at 100 per 
cent. on your furnace P 

Mr. Sen.-Yes, because we are taking that into our costs. 

Mr. Boag.-You are claiming to make a renewal of your furnace every 
year if you want deprecillltion to be allowed at 100 per cent. P 

Mr. Sen.-The most important point is that the maintenance charges 
of furnaces are taken in and calculated in the cost of production. 

Mr. Boag.-I don't quite understand your point. 

Mr. Sen.-In a furnace there is a centrllli block which ii;l a sort of perma
nent structure. The other parts of the furnsee--the smaller blocks-have 
got to be rebuilt after a period. The life of one furnace we have calculated 
as one year and over and above thlllt after we have finished working one 
and started another we have to undertake repairs. These maintenance 
charges go into our costs. 

~llr. Boag.-You mean works expAnditure? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Once you do that, it is unnecessary for you to lIIliow for 

depreciation. 
Mr. Sen.-The furnace is fully depreciated. 

President.-If you look at the item" Furnace upkeep Rs. 2,162" on page 
12, that covers all your expenditure on the furnace during the yearP. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. They are maintenance charges. 

Pre,ident.-Practically that is 100 per cent. depreciation? 
Mr. Sen.-No. 
President.-Thlllt is to say, in addition to the amount that you· enter in 

your works expenditure on account of repairs to your furnace, have you 
got to make allowance for depreciation P 

Mr. Sen.-This is what we have said in our replies to the questionnaire:-
"Regarding furnace, the percentage of depreciation allowed by 

mcome-tax authorities are not in any way reasonable or suitable 
because in furnace there are two heads-(i) the main structure 
of furnace in which we agree with them, but (ii) furnace up
keep, i.e., expenses or charges required for ma.intenance. 
Repair and Renewal of furnace we usually take them as manu
facturing charges hence depreciation comes to 100 per cent. as 
these go into the account of cost of production." 

Mr. Boag.-Surely the depreciation applies to your No. (i), that is, the 
mlllin structure of the furnace. 

Mr. Sen.-In the Balance Sheet this Rs. 2,000 is not shown separately 
as the maintenance charge. It goes into the .furnace account. 

Mr. Boag.-Is not the Re. 2,00Q-shewn in the profit and 1088 accountP 
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Mr. Sen.-Yes. It is. not 6~e'Yn. separately as maitenance cblllrge. 
We do not know what portIOn of It IS furnace upkeep and what is furnace 
building account. -

lIlr. Boag.-To revert to tillS answer of yours to Question 64 (a) what do 
you claim to be the life of the main structure of your furnace? 

Mr. Sen.-One yellIr. 
lIlr. Boag.-Not more than one year? 
Mr. Sen.-That is the average. 
lIlf'. Boag.-If that is so, 10 per cent. depreciation does not meet your 

case. 
Mr. Sen.-No. 
Mr. HodTcin.-In answer to Question 5, you say that it is impossible to 

state the quantitative production. 
Mr. Sen.-Ye~. 
Mr. HodTcin.-I underswod you to tell the President that you could 

give some information with regard to the numbers of articles that were 
broken in various processes and so on. 

Mr. Sen.-Quite. 
Mr. HodTcin.-But not the total number of articles produced? 
lIl'T. Sen.-It would be such a lengthy affair. 
Mr. lIodktn.-Do you sell your goods by numbers or by weight? 
Mr. Sen.-By numbers. 
lIlr. HodTcin.-You do not know how many you produce but you know 

bow many you sell? 
Mr. Sen.-For five years you wanted the detailli. If we were to supply 

you with all those details, it would be a very lengthy affa.ir. 
lIlr. HodTcin.-You have got the details? 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
M'T. Hodkin.-You say that you use unslaked lime. You mean burnt 

lime? 
Mr. Sen.-We use slaked lime but we buy unslaked lime. 
M'r. Hodld-n.-When you were talking about the loss by effervescence you 

saId that you lost 10 Ibs. on 600 Ibs. 'fhat melllns about 1l per cent. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. llodkin.-You say it is renl\y only soda ash. You' will lose over 250 

Ibs. !llone in gas out of 650 Ibs. of soda ash you put in. 250 on 3,000 Ibs. 
(,f batch means over 8 per cent. on soda ash alone. 

Mr. Sen.-675 Ibs. we'don't put in euch pot. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Thlllt is in your mixture per ton of glassP 
lIIr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. HodTcin.-Of that 675 Ibs. you will actually lose 250 Ibs. in the form 

cf gasP 
Mr.·Sen.-Does it work out in that way. 
l!Cr. HodTcin.-Yes. It is a lllatter of Chemistry. 
lIlr. Sen.-I run no chemist lllycelf. I have put down 10 Ibs. on 650 

1~8. 
lIlr. llodkin.-l Bay you wiII lo~e 250 Ihs. in soda ash alone. I have 

calculated thlllt on your batch you lose at least 14 per cent. during the 
melting. 

lIfr. Sen.-You consider that the loss of 10 Ibs. of soda ash is a correct 
fhzurlil or not P 

- lIr. Hodkin.-Tt is l'ntir('ly wrol'g. Your loss on the whole batch must 
be 14 pOI' cent. The loss thut you cannot account for is the difference 
hetween H per cent. on whieh ~'OU have cnlculated and the actual which 
will be something in the region of 14 per cent. 
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With regard to l'aW materials you say that you have to import cryolite, 
fluorspar and tin ash in your reply to QuestIOn 18. They are for opal glass? 

MI'. Sc·n.-):es. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Do you manufacture very much of that? 
Mr. ,sen.-Not very much. We do some. 
lilT. Ilodkin.-You bny materIals in small quantities and therefore have 

to pay very high price8 for them. 
MI'. Sen.-Yes. 
MI'. Hodkin.-Your price of cryolite comes to £107 pel' ton, whereas you 

ean buy .at £55 in England. Fluorspar you can buy 31t £13 instead of at 
£60-1\1-0 and tin ash at £170 instead of at £600. You said that you were 
gOlllg to use salt cake instead of soda ash. 

M·T. Se·n.-Yes. 
M·r. llodkin.-Do you think that it is 31 new idea? 
Mr. Sen.-We think 80. 
Mr. llodkin.-It is very ancient and is being given up, particularly for 

manufacture in pots. 
In answer to Question 23 you ll1ention that the life of the fUl:nace refrac

tory materials is 3 months and yet you have to start a new furn3lCe every 
month, so that the life of the refractory materials is one month. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. llodkin.-That brings in the question of coal. . I think you will 

find that your consumption of coal per ton of finished glass will work out 
more or less in the way of your cost figure. Your cost figure has 5t tons 
of coal. If you make allowance for rubble and dust coal, it will come down 
to 4 tons. 

Why do you continue to use your Japanese furnace? 
Mr. Sen.-We have been using it from the beginning. 
Mr. llodldn.-Why don't you change? 
Mr. Sen.-We have to make tank furnaces with gas producers. That 

means an outlay of capital which we cannot afford. 
Mr. Hodkin.-You have not done it merely because you cannot afford 

the capital outlay p. 
MT. Sen.-~es. 
MT. Hodkin.-You said that you could not work your bottle or press 

machines because the quality of the glass YQU were making was not suitableP 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Why don't you alter the quality of the glassP 
Mr. Sen.-'Ve are now doing it. We are going to introduce machinery 

now. 
Mr. Hodkin.-And you will be able to change your glass all rightP 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
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Calcutta Glass and Silicate Works, Ltd., Calcutta. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) Letter No. 6225/31, dated the 10th December, 1991. 

In compliance with your letter No. 710, dated the 21st November, 1931, 
we beg to enclose herewith six spare copies of our representation, dated the 
16th November, 1931, sent direct to Bombay together with six copies of 
replies to your questionnaire in details as far as our knowledge goes. 

Ericlosure. 
Introduction. 

The object -of this report is to present before the Government and the 
publio as well in a oollected form the immense and varied difficulties that 
stand at the way of development of the Glass Industry in this country 
and also to show that whether they are of such a nature as to justify our claim 
for Tariff protection. 

It is necessary for us here to enter in details into the merits of the 
Tariff concession. It has been claimed even by such highly development 
glass producing countries as United States of America and Japan, etc., 
and this fully justifies the cause of the manufacturers in a country where 
the industry itself is a still in an infant stage. 

The Calcutta Glass and Silicate Works, Ltd., at present moment stands 
face to face with foreign competition in such a way that it has been com
pelled on account of political situations and present economic conditions 
to take up the cause of Glass Industry in India and has ventured to approach 
Government with prayers for the immediate remedy of this prevailing dis
tress. No pains has been spared to make their representations to Govern
ment as vivid and impressive as possible. In getting up this report there
fore we have distributed the table of oontents under the heads indexed here
in. We have freely consulted Government and other publications and the 
grounds put forward in support of our claiIll are mostly quotations from 
Authorities that cannot be challenged at all. The Company may therefore 
hopefully look forward for the success of their endeavour and rest assured 
of State as well as public co-operation in their noble enterprise which 
when crowned with success will redound to the credit of our country. 

A.-Representation. 

With reference to the Government of India Notification No. 458-T. (2), 
dated at Simla, the 20th October, 1931, we have the honour to submit for 
the consideration of the Tariff Board our representation regarding protection 
to the Glass Industry in the country. In our opinion before going in 
details about the present condition of Glass Industry in India and to what 
extent it requires protection a brief history of this particular Industry 
in India should be sketched. 

The Glass Industry in India is not absolutely a new one. The word 
" kach" (glass) is found mentioned very often in old Sanskrit Literature 
during the last two thousand years, signifying the knowledge of glass 
making among the ancient Hindus although adequate records are not avail
able as regards its manufacture, nor have ancient samples and relics been 
systematically preserved. Glazed tiles were used for flooring and wall 
decorations even in the twelfth Dnd thirteenth centuries and samples of this 
kind of work can be seen on buildings of tllat period. The manufacture of 
glass bangles and beads was practised in very ancient times and the authentic 
t'xil!tence of this -('an be traced as far back as the last six hundred vears. 
These were made in the province of Agra and Oudh in the north i~ the 
province of Gujrat and in a few places in the south. The glass w~ melted 
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in Bma;U clay pots on wood or charcoal fire, and the bangles were made. by 
gatherlDg a small quantity of glass at the end of a steel rod, and turnmg 
the rod by hand and expanding the soft bead of glass into a ring, which 
~3/iI afterwards placed on a clay cone and further expanded to the proper 
sIze. Even to-day the demand for these bangles is met by a. system of 
indigenous hOllsehold industry. Every Indian woman wears at least two 
or three bangles round her wrist and these form a. necessary ornament of a. 
married woman. 

There are at present many factories in India. on a. modern scale, turning 
out hundreds of tans of coloured glass in order to supply the demands of the 
bangle makers, whD buy it in the form of cakes or blocks and remelt it 
in their own glass oven, but now prefer to buy from factories. The house
hold industry also produces small phials, lamps and perfume bottles, but 
these are much inferior in quality. 

In India. Gla.ss fa.ctories on a. modern system date back only to the la.st 
sixty years or so. They are organized with Indian ca.pital but were gene
rally managed by Austrian or German experts. The history of these factories 
has been one of continuous struggle against various difficulties. The greatest 
difficulty was to get proper technical help. The tra.ining of local labour 
also had to be arranged for. The so-called experts were in some cases 
mere adventurers, who worked only during the construction of the factory 
and went away even before starting work. Another man who was recruited 
in his pla£e probably condemned the work done by his predecessors and 
construction had to be substantially altered. 

The' experts were not generally willing to train Indian workmen, a.nd 
in some cases, where they were willing, the proprietors of the factory would 
not stand the expense of training the labour and waiting until it started 
paying back. The people who put in their money invested it more from 
patriotic enthusiasm than from a purely business motive. The look of 
technical knowledge on the part of the promoters was a. standing obstacle 
to the progress of the factories and the industry in general. 

Then, again, the high temperature during the summer months caused 
many of the European experts to quit their jobs and no adequate arrange
ment of cooling by artificial means was adopted in any factory. This caused 
slackness even among the Indian workmen and plants had to be shut down 
during the hot season. If Indian works could adopt the air circulation 
system which is used in the Tats Iron Works, the factories could be worked 
all the year round. 

One' great cause of the failure in all these factories was the want of 
Government protection or direct help, especially in the beginning, a.gainst 
outside competition. India owing to her _peculiar political situation, has 
been unfortunately a. dumping ground for foreign manufactured goods and 
unless a system or protective tariff is devised to safeguard industries within 
her own borders, she will continue to be the happy hunting ground of 
foreign adventurers to her own detriment. 

The goods turned out at present in the Indian factories are lamp chimneys 
and globes, tumblers, pressed-ware window glass and bottles. There is ne 
doubt that the factories at present are not working on such a scale as 
would enable them to meet the full demand, yet they have inspired con
fidence among the capitalists snd big plants arEl' now to be expected on 
most modern lines. 

Though India abounds in raw materials for the glass industry these 
have not as yet been properly investigated. There are good Band deposits 
in the north. in Gujrat and in .the Mysor~ and in the Madras Presidency 
and the United Provinces. Besldes there 18 plenty of soft sandstone ·and 
nuartz distributed all over the country. There is a suitable Bupply of 
limestone also well distributed. India produces the largest quantities of 
manganese in the world. Nitre is produced in the United Provinces. Soda. 
from tIle Reh deposits and also from the lakes in Rajputana and Central 
P"ovinces is awaiting investigation. At present English Soda is being 
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used in glass making, but there is hopeful news that soda is being 
lJIallufaetun,d iu lllliia. The fuel used is bituminous ooal from Bengal 
a'ud the Central Provinctls. Wood is used in two or three factories. 

India imports about twenty million rupees worth of glass every year 
from variou~ coun,tries such, as England, France, Belgium, Austria, Japan 
and the UllIted !States. .Before the War Austria-Hungary ranked first on 
account of its sales of glass bangles and also took a prominent part in the 
trade of lalllp chimneys. Among exports from Germany were bottles lamp 
glasses and false pearls. The ,United Kingdom monopolized the t:ade i~ 
soda bottles and also exported in large quantities bottles and phials, sheet 
and plate glass and tableware. 

The supplies from Belgium consisted of lamp chimneys pressed tumblers 
and window-glass. ' 

J apa:n to-day holds a very prominent position in her exports of glass 
to India and has generally taken the place of Germany, Austria and Belgium 
during the war time and has already established her predominance in 
the market. 1'he quality of Japanese goods has improved remarkably and 
Japan has her own methods of underselling. 

Owing to the 1Il0re extended use of glass, the imports of glass into India 
aro constantly increasing in spite of the local manufactUl'e, which is quite 
inadequate and indifferent on account of the difficulties generally experienced 
in this country. 

How Bengal has attained her present position in the glass industry 
and what amount of difficulties she had to struggle through may very 
well be gathered from the history of the Calcutta Glass Works narrated 
herein:-

The description of the conception and establishment of the Calcutta 
Glass and Silicate Works, Ltd., at Belgachia, a suburb of Calcutta, reads like 
a romance so to speak. That this factory erected on its present scientific 
principles, which has been producing glass goods of standing quality owes 
its origin to the brain of a young Bengali gentle~an named Mr . .B. K. Shaw 
scarcely 35 years now, who never visited Europe, America or Japan for 
training, is a tribute to his genius and the Bengali nation may surely feel 
proud of hint. 

Messrs. Sbaw Brothers had been ru:nning a perfumery and patent medi
cine business for over a quarter of a century and their extensive business 
necessitated a constant supply of large quantity of bottles. During the 
year 1015 when war was going on with Germany, supply of glass bottles 
from European centres entirely failed, and Japan could not oope with 
India's demand even at three times the pre-war prices. Japan did not fail 
to take full advantage of the situation, although the quality of Japanese 
glass' wus very indifferent and its supply uncertain and insufficient. India 
had to submit however to this bleeding operation by Japan in order that 
she could pull on somehow or other. But as the supply was, far from suffi
cient many houses had to stop or restrict their business, while the rest 
were' about to do so. Messrs. Shaw Brothers were not an exception to this 
universal distress. This state of thing set the bridn of Mr. B. K. Shaw 
working. 

The knowledge gained by studies of books, magazines, periodicals, etc., 
J'cceived from foreign countries led Mr. Shaw to plan for the production 
of glassware here. Furnaces after furnaces were erected, demolished and 
re-erected as defed or other was found in each of them, which could not 
be found all at once and remedied. In this way after an expenditure of 
over a Inc of rupees and immensurable labour, dangt"r and nnxiety Messrs. 
Shaw Brothers' noble enterprises in construction of furnaces were crowned 
with success. After construction of three up-to-date furnaces the factory 
was turned into a limited liahility t'Oncern under the name and style of 
the Calcutta Glass and Silicate Works, Ltd. 

Since the establishllle'nt of our works, many glnss factories were started, 
among which 15 are now in existence in the province of Bengal. 
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For the time being we, as well as other factories, are n\anufactul'ing 
the following al·ticles, viz., bottles and phials of different shape and size, 
globes and lampware, jars, stationery gla~s goods, etc., by process of mouth 
blowing. We have capacity and knowledge of manufacturing other dome~tic 
glasswares but we cannot run more risk on account of foreign competition. 

Although we have proper arrangement and capacity for producrng 1,000,000 
glass bottles of various kinds daily we are manufacturing 20,000 articles 
only after struggling against hard competition with Japan. There are 
many other articles of glassware which we could manufacture but we have 
not yet ventured to begin to manufacture them for fear of Japanese policy 
of underselling. And unless the tariff law is introduced here on them we 
cannot run our work in full. swing lind we will have to suffer a loss of 
our energy and capital. 

At the present moment there is every capacity in this country to produce 
annually an enormous amount of. glas.swares excess of what .could possibly 
be sold, both for the export trade and domestic purposes but as India has 
to face such a formidable antagonist party as Japan who stands a free 
competition even with United States, the best and most up-to-date glass 
producing country in the world, there is no room for the expansion of 
production unless the tariff commission is pleased to accord them the proper 
protection which is so very urgently needed especially at the present moment 
when India has to participate in a price-war in the midst of the greatest 
foreign competition she has ever had. 

"Ve now come to the question of tomparative cost of production in Japan 
and in our country. As an illustration we I;ompare below figures of relative 
cost of articles of the Calcutta Glass Works with those of Japan:-

1 oz. dispensing phial 
2 oz. ditto 
3 oz. ditto 
4 oz. ditto 
6 oz. ditto 
8 oz. ditto 

12 oz. ditto 
1 oz. round phial 
2 oz. ditto 
3 oz. ditto 
4 oz. 
6 oz. 
8 oz. 

.l2 oz. 
16 oz. 

ditto 
ditto 
ditto 
ditto 
ditto 

1 oz. square phial 
2 oz. ditto 
3 oz. ditto 
4 oz. ditto 

12 oz. ditto 
16 oz. ditto 
24 oz. ditto 
1 oz. three sides pannelled 
1l oz. ditto 
2 oz. 
4 oz. 

ditto 
ditto 

Our cost price Selling price of 
per gross in Japan per gross 

Calcutta. in Calcutta. 
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. p. 

300 300 
3 4 0 3 12 0 
380 460 
400 500 
600 600 
800 780 
1000 980 
300 200 
340 300 
380 400 
400 500 
600 600 
800 800 
1000 1200 
14 0 0 13 0 0 
300 
3 8 
4 0 
4 4 

11 0 
14 0 
18 0 
3 0 
5 0 
5 0 
7 8 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

3 
4 
.4 

12 
13 
15 
3 
4 
5 
7 

0 0 
0 0 
8 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
8 0 
0 0 
0 0 
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Our cost price Selling price of 
per gross in Japa.n per gross 
Ca.lcutta .. in Calcutta. 
Rs. A. p. Rs. A. P. 

e oz. ~hree sides pannelled 9 8 0 9 0 0 
r oz. wide mouth round 3 0 0 3 0 0 
2 oz. ditto 3 8 0 4; 0 0 
3' oz. ditto 3 8 0 
4 oz~ ditto 5 0 0 5 8 0 
8 oz. ditto 8 0 0 8 0 0 

12 oz. ditto 11 0 0 10 0 0 
16 oz. ditto 14 0 0 15 0 0 
20 ~z. ditto 18 0 0 18 0 0 
24 oz. ditto 21 0 0 20 0 0 
6 oz. oval phial (Grimault shape) 6 8 0 7 0 0 
4 oz. Quinine phial 6 0 0 6 0 0 
6 oz. Whisky shape (Powa) 7 0 0 6 8 0 

12 oz. Whisky shape pint 11 0 0 12 0 0 
12 oz. Tonic-shape (J alpint) 11 0 0 12 0 0 
22 oz. Beer-shape bottle 17 0 0 15 0 0 
10 oz. Heavy pint 13 0 0 13 0 0 
Ii oz. Golap nirjas (in Amber 

Glass) 3 8 0 3 8 0 
1 oz. Round taper. phial (Aguru 

shape) 3 8 0 3 0 0 
2 oz. ditto 3 12 0 4 0 0 
2 oz.Kaminia shape 5 8 0 6 0 0 
4 oz. Kuntalin shape round 6 0 0 7 0 0 

12 oz. Chatney bottle 13 0 0 12 0 0 
24 oz. ditto 18 0 0 18 0 0 

4 oz. Boot polish (Cobra shape) 5 0 0 4' 8 0 
1 oz. Ink pot (Swan's shape) 4 0 0 3 4 0 
2 oz. ditto 5 0 0 4; 0 0 
4 oz. ditto 7 0 0 6 0 0 
2 oz. Ink pot (Parker shape) 5 0 0 4 0 0 
4 oz. round phial (Bengal 

Chemical) 5 0 0 5 0 0 
4 oz. Castor oil (long shape) 6 0 0 7 0 0 
2 oz. Boat shape 5 8 0 5 0 0 
5 oz. ditto 8 0 0 9 0 Q 
4 oz. Aurora shape 6 0 0 4 4 0 
6 oz. six sided tamato bottle 7 8 0 8 0 0 

10 oz. ditto 12 8 0 12 0 0 
2 oz. Hazeline snow phial with 

aluminium top' 5 8 0 4 8 0 
i oz. wide mouth phial with 

metal screw top 
1 oz. ditto 
2 oz. dillto 
4' oz. ditto 
8 oz. ditto 

16, oz. ditto 
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·t oz. Tablet phial with alumi. 
nium screw cap 
screw cap 

i oz. ditto 
1 oz. ditto 

lioz. ditto 
2 oz. ditto 

21 oz. ditto 
iii oz. round tan (Kalmi phial) 
i. oz. .ditto 
n oz. ditto 

• oz. ditto 
l oz. ditto 
i oz. ditto 
lOll. ditto 
2 all. ditto 
1 oz. Octag01lal·decorated Hunter 

phial 
2 oz. ditto 
4 oz. ditto 
6 oz. ditto 
2 all. Eau-de cologne phial 
i oz. Milky white with screw top 
iJ. oz. ditto 
2 oz. ditto 
Dietz lantern chimney 
Hink's hurricane chimney 
Pine moon chimney 
Globe for Duplex lamp 
Globe for Washington lamp 
Globe for Oyster lamp 
'Globe for carriage roof lamp 

Ou coat price 
per groaa in 

Calcutta. 

Rs. A. P. 

Selling ~ioe of 
J apen ]let gross 

in Caloutta. 

Rs. A. P. 

From the abo:ve figures of illustration it will appear that after meeting 
puking charges which are minutely done in gl'eat detail, each article being 
wrapped and cased in straw and paying steamer freight, etc., f.o.b. quota
tions of Japan to any part of India. are much lesser than what we are 
able to quote. 

As far as weare awa.re the cost of raw materials ·in making glass is 
alm08t the eame in .J a.pan as in India; the only point is that J ~an ·can 
manipulil-te her labour at a much more lower cost to produce the gla.ss bottles 
by using Automatic and semi-Automatic machine which we lJ.t present 
cannot do in India. Thus the proved efficiency of Automatic machine and 
consequent reduction in labour cost hail enabled the foreigners to sell their 
article at a rate far below even the cost of our production. 

The following extracts frOIq the .. Gla.ss Industry" as aft'ected by ,the 
War Tariff Information Series No. '5, published by'the Washington .Go.vern
moot Printing 'Office, 1918, will clearly show the effect of :band and machine 
competition on domestic and export trade. . 

In the production .of bottles, a high degree of mechanical efficiency haa 
been attained in American factories. Without the touch or lJ.id of a human 
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hand an aut~matic machine produces complete 1 drum bottles at the rate 
of 165 per mmute, rend of large size in proportionate time. In the manu
facture of beer bottles one machine displaces 54 skilled hand workmen. 
The labour costs is· "practically nothing". The Automatic Bottle Machine 
Company, through its Statistician and Sales Manager stated to the tariff 
commission: "We can produce a bottle cheaper than' anyone else in the 
~or1d a~d we feel .su~e we can give the quality". The Company has 
Issued hcenses permlttmg the use of the machine at home and abroad. 
Before the war it was in use in nine foreign countries. That the users of 
the automatic machines in the United States produce bottles cheaper than 
el~ewhere is due to superior efficiency' in general equipment, management, 
skIll of employees and to the relatively lower cost of fuel, whether natural 
gas or cool, which no hand operating furnace could possibly hope to achieve. 

The statement given below of Mr. T. W. Rowe, of the Ownes Bottles 
Machine Company, clearly shows how Japan having at last come to use 
their machine has handicapped the American Glass Industry. 

About eight months ago a· Japanese concern started a factory and placed 
two machines in operation. Surprising as it may be, the highest production 
ever attained in the United States in the making of beer bottles has been 
about 425 gross a day. In Japan they are making 500 gross of beer bottles 
a day on each of these two machines. I think that is largely due' to the 
ingredients used in their glass. There is something in their sand, a little 
more clay. I judge, than we have here, which enables the glass to Bet 
quicker, enables the bottles to chill quicker, and it drops out of the machines 
a little fa~ter. But we may possibly hope to overcome all the difficulties 
if we simply abide by the factors that should be depended upon for holding 
domestic trade. 

The replies of the manufacturers of the different branches of the industry 
to the inquiry of the questionnaire, as t.o what factors are depended upon 
for the holding of your trade in the United States against foreign com
petition nftE'r the WIl,r, varied. The majority of the window j!;lass manufac
turers, both machine and hand, plare thE'ir dependE'nce upon a protectivE' 
tariff. ' 

AlthOllgh the tariff is the chiE'f factor depended upon by 'a machine-made 
window glass company, it also E'xpects preference in the home market on 
account of Quality, proximity to the consumE'r, ann ability to supply his 
wants promptly. 

Plate-glass manufacturers are dE'nending upon a protective tariff. Th!'y 
rE'gard the Tariff Act of ]913 a~ inadequate and fear a flooding of the 
Mllntry with foreign plate-glass by continE'ntal syndicates. 

A lirrht,inO"-wnre rnnllufn('t,urpr 'Wants II tariff law to protect thfO indu~tr\' 
against Europe and Japan, but believE'S that if combinations were permittE'd 
thpn manllr'wtl11'('r~ would dfOvelop improvE'n mE'thods of production whil'h 
would mnleo a prot.ective tnriff unnecessary. 

Thnt a t.nriff should. bl'> pllll'pn on forfOiqn glnss. thl'> rnt.f> of duty to hE.' 
dptfOrminE'd by compnrative I'osts of prod11l'tion, is the viE'w of another 
lighting-wnre l'onN'rn. A manuflwturE'r of gln~s lamps aSSE'rts that if 
wnges n.1'E' doul}len in Ruropl'> after the war thE're will be no nE'ed of a tariff 
n!rain~t foreign !!lnss. A t.ahlE'wnre mnnufacturfOr does not bE'lieve in a t.ariff 
will. lmt thinks 60 pE'r I'ent. mo~t too bigh. whE'reas nnothE'r thinks thnt undpr 
tIll'> prpsE'nt tnriff hfO ('ould not ('ompete. 

Rlown Rnd pres~ed ware 11lnnufal'turers fOxnre~s the bE'lipf in the majorit'\" 
of ('11"e8 thnt thl'>v r1Rnnot hold t.hl'>ir domE'stic trnde without a protp!'ti'\"e 
tnriff. On!' mnnufa('ttlrpr, nft,pr 40 yenrs of E'xnpripn('E', statE'S he 11M been 
vitallv nffel'tpd hv tnriff connitions. OnfO hlownwarfO rnannfa.("turer of lamn 
I'himn!'v~ of n ln~ge s!'alfO ~tntps that Rlthollgh hfO is dppending upon some 
prot,E'("tirm from thfO GovernmE'nt. ~o VE'nrs' st.udv of thE' neen~ of the PE'oplp. 
the Qunlit.:v of his mannfnl'ttl1'E'iI !"oods. the prompt service his firm is ablfO 
to rendpr agninst foreign l'oml1etition. fair t,rE'ntmpnt to Nl~tomers. lind 
t,hfO l'fOplltation of its trnde-mnrks are the hnsis of his expectations of or 
holding 1lis domesti(' trade. 
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. Bott~e and jar manufacturers are very much divided in their opinions. 
LIke . wmdow glass, this ware is made by automatic and semi-automatic 
machmes and by the skill of the hand blower. 

The automatic bottle machine makes 45 per cent. of the total production 
of bottles in the United States the remainder are made on the semi-auto
mati,: an~ by a. hand labour ::x,st of producing bottles in the automatic 
machme 18. practlcal!y .nothing, as the representative of the company stated 
to the TarIff Comml~slOn. The makers of the bottles by automatic machine 
have no fear of f?relgn competition and care nothing for tariff. Makers of 
hottl .. s and contamers by hand as has been the case with us also in India 
to fear competition and state that they will need tariff protection. ' 
. .The lahour representative of the Glass Bottle Blowers Union says that 
It 18 absolutely necessary that we have a fair and equitable tariff but not a. 
high tariff. A manufacturer claims that the tariff of 1913' will allow 
foreign made bottles to come in. 

Thus tariff protection is claimed by most of the glass manufacturers even 
in United States of America and this to some extent might be avoided in 
the country if we are only permitted to request the Tariff Board to insist 
Government to force the glass manufacturers to form Associations with a 
view to stop internal competition as in other countries. 

Taking up this proposition, we believe if associations were permitted 
among the glass manufacturers, safeguarded by such restrictions as would 
protect the consuming public froll\ excessive price, it would enable us to 
overcome many of the difficulties that now confront us, and would place 
us in a position where we could eliminate many sources of expense that 
are peculiar to our present method of manufacturing and selling. If asso
ciations were permitted it would enable a body of manufacturers to conduct 
experiments and inaugurate a system of development, the expense of which 
would be borne by the association, and which, if attempted by an individual 
would be too great to undertake. The German manufacturers particularly 
are permitted by the Government to form what are known as cartels which 
enable thell\ to compete very successfully in the foreign markets, and if 
Borne of the prices that have been quoted in our markets on glassware are 
criterions of the benefit that could be derived from these associations, it 
supports very strongly our opinion that similar associations in this country 
would work for the mutual benefit of the glass manufacturers and men 
employed in that industry. These associations when formed will no doubt 
he in a position to help the Government to assess the tariff duties which 
should be mainly based upon relative cost of production .. 

An import duty should be placed on foreign glasswaFe sufficient to protect 
the indigenous producer, but its am.ount should be determined by comparing 
the cost of production in this and in foreign countr.ies. If this cannot be 
done we would determine to some degree, at least, what the difference 
betwE'en the cost of the production in this country and the cost of production 
in for .. ign ('ountri~s, by ('Q~paring the. cost of production i!1 this country 
with the selling prIce at whICh the foreIgn goods are offered 10 our market. 
Our l'ost ('ould be determined by taking the figures that a uniform cost
By~tem would give us, and enable the framers of a tariff law to get approxi. 
mnt..lv a('curate nVE'rage cosiA. in this country. Local conditions may have 
some ·slight effel't upon the cost in various parts of the country, but this 
diffE'r6'll('e would be so slight, that thE' result ('ould be accepted with' con
fidlme'e as rE'preRE'nting the actual conditions. 

GovE'rnment should therefore requil:e cost-s~tems to ~mable them to 
dE'tE'rmine tbe amount of tariff protectIOn r.eqUlred for thIS country .. ~ut 
as WE' have had no su('h system due to. entIre ahsen~e of glaRs assoCIatIOn 
hE're WE' ('an not furni.h Government. WIth any. dE'fimto; figure tha~ would 
nrohahlv be of some help to the TarIff Board II! fram10g the ,!,ar.'ff Law. 
If thE'u" the associations are formed hy all manllfacturE'r8 and It IS. found 
that our ('osts werE' su('h .that WE' ('ould not su('('e ... fully ('ompE'te In our 
h' markE'ts with the forE'ign product, we ('Quid then with confidence go 
b~fu:e the Government and ask for Legisll'tion thQt would protect us and 
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support our request I)y facts and figures from our books that could not be 
disputed. We have had this question up with a number of manufacturers 
individually and we are glad to say that recently we have succeeded in 
inducing Bome manufacturers to discuss this question, with the idea of 
introducing same in this country. Glass manufacturers should be compelled 
by the 'Government to place a cost systeIll in th~ir factories, in order that 
they may be able to furnish Government with actual figures when they 
request a revision of the tariff, and in this way the Government and the 
manufacturers would be co-operating along lines that would bring the best 
results to all the parties concerned. 

We will now take up the question of Japanese competition and find out 
how far it has affected both the American and the Indian Industries. 

The statement of Mr. J. E. Capen, Sales Manager of the Macbeth-Evans 
Glass Company, Pitsburgl!" Pa, submitted below, clearly signifies the extent 
of competition which Japan has in course of time been enabled to reach. 
He says:-

Japanese Oompetition. 
" Here is our tumbler catalogue. I think you will find by looking at this 

catalogue thl\tthis Japanese concern has copied our paterns exactly; they 
have copied our cuttings, our etchings and bandings. 

Some little time ago we commenced to hear of Japanese competition, to 
some ,extent. We did all we could to find out what was going on and what 
it amounted to. The first thing I heard in connection with Japanese com
petition that would come right back home to our concern was in New York 
City. 1 called to see the largest manufacturers of lanterns in the United 
States, and probably in the world. This New York concern does a tremendous 
export business. He buys the lantern globes. He buys BOme of them from 
us and a great many more from others. He showed me a Japanese lantern 
globe that ,he had received froIll India. The globe was not very good but 
the price at that time was one-fourth the price at which the globe could be 
purchased in this country, and we are making it at a very low price at 
the time. He made the statement to me that if they continued to furnish 
the globe at that price and he seemed to think that globe would be good 
enough for the trade in India that he would not be able to sell any more 
lanterns in 'India. I thought that was of sufficient importance to justify 
looking into the Japanese business more carefully. One or two of our 
competitors had heard about the incident. They knew we had the globe, 
and we sent it to several of them to look at it. 

"e also heard of Bome chimneys, but the quality of the chimneys was 
v~y poor. 

We have a. representative in San Francisco a man we think a great deal 
of and rely on him to a very great extent, as we do in the eastern end 
of the country on Mr. Lukens. We told him to find out all he could for 
us about the Japanese competition. When he was here, perhaps a year 
or 80 ago, he said that there had been some ch3mical glass bought and 
Ihipped in on the coast. I told him by all means to get samples of it. He 
got some and here are two samples. This is supposed to be chemical ware. 

Those were made in Japan. The labels were on them. When it comes to 
the moral question it would not be considered fair competition by American 
manufacturers. They are the same shapes j the cuttings and patterns are 
exactly alike. The last decisions by the Federal tribunals have ruled that 
unfair competition bore directly on this point. 

The chemical glasses are pretty good. We had some of them tested. 
They are not as good as make hl're, but they al'e better than we had any 
renSon to believe they were making over there. The distribution of glass 
is very good. It is iust about the proper distrilmtion lind thllt is really a 
difficult thing to arrive at. It shows thl'Y are getting there. 

We succeeded in selling some laboratory glassware in Australia, through 
our representatives, Scott and Holladay. They do a good deal of business 
for us. I would like to read a short abstract from a letter that I have here, 
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Our friends are very sa.tisfied indeed with the glassware. What we have 
to fear ~08t in the handling of this line is the breakage, and WI! ale mo~e 
than dehghted to tell you that the packing is good and the breakage 18 

consequently very small, in fact, practically nothing to date. We expected 
to secure a very substantial order, but they advise that none of the items 
covered by this shipment landed under 50 per cent. higher rate than the 
Japanese materials and many of thelll. were about 150 per cent. higher. 
Furthermore the Japanese are rapidly improving in the matter of quality 
and the demand for goods of this kind will naturally be restricted by reason 
of the fact that it is extremely difficult to get the cheaper Japanese material, 
even if the quality is not.of the best." 

That shows that the quality has unquestionably been improved by the 
Japanese to ·quite a degree resulting in such an expansion of export trade 
that a large number of manufacturers are quoted as fearing Japanese COlD

petition more than ever. The grounds for this and the extraordinary 
development of Japan's export trade in glass are shown in and from each 
year, since 1913 and up to December 31, 1927. 

Prior to 1917 exports of window glass were not shown in JapaIiese official 
statistics. In that year nearly 22,000,000 square feet, valued at over 
'1,500,000 were exported. Exports of bottles and flasks increased from 
5,500,000 dozen in 1913 to nearly 15,000,000 dozen in 1917. These are the 
notable increases. In values the increase was from '659,427 in 1913 to 
'7,230,126 in 1917. The table of Japan's exports by countries for the same 
calendar years, 1913 to 1917, shows a remarkable increase in the glass exports 
of Japan to India in 1917. In 1913 Japan's exports to India amounted to 
only '497,999, while in 1917 they were $2,178,509, to other countries the 
increases in 1917 were also notable. 
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Gla,s exports 0/ Japan, 1919-1917. 

1918. 1914. 1915. 1916. 1917. 

Quantity. 
21,923,037 

62,272 

6,576,623 6,681,625 8,118,630 16,693,646 14,980,870 

1,114,665 955,830 2,329,991 3,876,456 3,032,949 

10,068,009 6,436,660 8,183,209 12,360,017 13,396,473 

8,275,063 1,811,317 2,203,805 2,756,804 8,276,829 

Value. 

• • • • S 

.. .. .. .. 1,658,379 

.. .. .. .. 242,984 

575,028 573,783 681,126 (1,854,867 2,199.,!l84 

163,155 130,852 430,197 989,809 843,898 

., 68,786 108,209 194,466 193,666 

245,049 280,287 227,170 431,612 817,672 

· 363,806 287,263 293,625 633,618 740,096 

· 60,810 87,101 44,326 74,949 90,126 

· 272,079 135,060 951,913 1,070,383 68S,Gn 

1,669,427 1,468,162 2,936,466 5,198,704 7,280,128 

S 
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Glass e;r;ports of JapOln, by countries, 1913-1917. 

Country to which exported. 1913. 1914. 1915. 1916. 1917. 

$ • • • • 
United States • 2,767 4,272 12,421 76,509 401,830 

China 445,745 412,818 664,614 956,370 1,492,546 

Kwan~UDg 109,090 67,537 149,310 176,127 391,328 

Hongkong 142,028 131,425 !37,318 221,014 437,312 

British India 497,999 414,202 973,516 1,495,347 2,178,509 

Straits Settlements 178,733 119,937 194,194 312,189 277,565 

Dutch India 119,991 109,939 146,300 267,481 401,679 

Philippine Islands 60,389 79,787 128,533 204,964 383,025 

Great Brltaio • 4,889 4,548 37,257 306,832 154,731 

Cape Colony and Natal 132 405 18,205 146,377 118,561 

Australia 51,883 80,505 401,340 760,230 581.514 

Other Oountrles 45,781 87,775 73,458 276,264 401,628 

Torn 1,659,427 1,463,152 2,936,466 6,198,704 7,230,128 

The figures for 1913 to 1916, inclusive, are from Annual Return of the 
Foreign Table of the Empire of Japan, Volume I, for 1917 from Monthly 
Summary of the Foreign Trade. 

The above figures indicate the extent to which Japan has made advance
ment in glass industry with regard to her export trade and to cope which 
tariff protection is undoubtedly needed for this country but the stages of 
development at which protection may be required for an Industry 
in this country would be considered' carefully before we can hope to 
claim any. We consider that an industry might receive protection at any 
stage provided it is such that without the help of protection either is not 
likely to develop at all or so rapidly as is desirable. The glass industry 
being still in an infant and undeveloped stage is quite unable to meet 
the competition of more highly developed foreign industries. The cause of 
our inability to compete Japanese and other foreign manufacturers is due 
to extensive use of machinery on their part and lac 'of Government co
operation in the case of ours. 

But most difficult task for the Tariff Board will be to determine the 
rate of protection required by an industry. We have not found it possible 
to lay down for the guidance of your Board any definite principle in regard 
to this particular point. To hold the present trade in India against foreign 
I'ompetition we should of course need a protective tariff which will equalise 
prevailing condition of our country as compared with those in other countries. 
This proposed tariff. we beg to submit, will largely be an equalization of the 
labour cost of mouth-blowing in the manufacture of glass in 'our country as 
('ompared to the labour-cost of the automatic machine blowing in other 
countries. The fixing of the rate is thus a matter of judgment to be based 
on fullest knowledge of facts and hence it has beC'll our best and most honest 
en<1eavour to represent our case before the Tariff Board in details as far 
as we have been able to do. 

We hope that this report will clearly establish our case and amply 
iustify our claim for tariff protection. We are quite prepared' to submit 
for "imr guidance any further information tha.t youI' Board may be pIeRSI'd 
to ~ql1ire of us for the grant of the concession asked for. We are quite 
oonvincE'd that this particular industry will receive a· favoura.ble treatment 
at the IHmds of the Tariff Board do. it fulfils aU' t·he conditions require 
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for the tariff p~otection naui.eiy availability of raw materials, cheap lahour 
cost, the extensive demand of glass articles, immense scope and possibilities 
of. development, etc. We cannot of course claim the tariff protection as a 
permanent measure as that would be detrimental both to the interests of 
the GoverUl~ent and our country as well. But the stage at which we are 
at pre~ent m fully justifies our claim aud unless and until proper tariff· 
protectl.OU cou.ld. be secured the bottle industry in India has no prospect 
before It. ,!hlS IS our earnest and ll10st prayer-full request. May it find 
a response m your sympathetic heart. 

B.-Replie& to the Questi01llllaire submitted by the Oakutta Glms and 
Silicate Works, Ltd. ' 

1. The Calcutta Glass and Silicate Works, Ltd., is a public limited 
liability Company. 

2. The whQle of the paid up capital of this Company is held by Indians 
except 200 shares held by a European Mr. S. S. Hodson. All five Directors 
are Indians. Two of them form part of the management. 

3. Our works commenced during the year 1915 and on the 14th Septem
ber, 1920, the said Company turned into a limited liability concern. 

4. The full capacity' of manufacturing glass in our works is 12 tons per 
day. 

5. (a) We mainly manufacture different sizes of bottles and phials and 
occasionally globes. 

(b) The following quantity of phials (including bottles) we have manu
factured annually for the last five years:-

In the year_ 
Pieces or Gross. 

1926 75.04,560. 52,115 
1927 80,62,560 55,990 
1928 67,48,128 46,862 
1929 69,23,520 48,080 
1930 67,49,424 46,871 

6. Our Factory is situated at Belgachia a suburb of Calcutta. 
(a) & (b) Our Factory is not so advantageously situated in respect of 

vicinity to the areas from which our principal raw materials are drawn and 
coal fields. 

(c) But it is very suitably situated in respect of suitable and important 
business market. 

(d) It is also a place where constant and abundant labQurs are available. 
7. Site for 'the Glass Works ought to be selected in a place which is 

lIearer to the :Railway Station or Steamer Ghat, important trading place 
,IUld the vicinity from which principal raw materials are drawn. 

8. In our opinion alth,mgh our products &r.e not equal in quality to 
impol1.ed glassware; but they are almost equal m appearance and they do 
not command the equal price of the foreign goods. The lower prices are 
due to the tendency of the public to purchase. country made goods at a 
comparatively lower rate than those of the foreIgn goods. 

9. The pI:oduction of glass at o~r w:orks is con~tant throughout the year; 
but in summer season the productIOn IS comparatively smaller. . 

Rat/) Materials. 

10. The following raw materials and fire-resisting materials are used in 
our factory, ",iz. :-Sand, .soda, lime, saltpe~re, sul~her, cohalt oxide, 
biehromate of potas, arsemc and other chemicals. FIre-clay, fire-bricks, 
lilica-cement, silica-bricks, fire-blocks, etc. 
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Coal and other Fueis. 
11. The annual requirements of raw materials according the rate of out-

put equivalent to the full capacity of the plant are: - . 

(1) Sand 
(2) Soda 
(3) Lime 
(4) Saltpetre 
(5) Colouring materials 
(6) For fuel coal 

Tons. 
3,000 
1,000 

375 
75 
5 

.6,000 
12. The quantity of each of the raw materials required for the production 

of 1 ton ordinary half white glass is as follows: ~ 

(1) Sand 15 cwt. 
(2) Soda 5 cwt. 
(3) Lime 2 cwt. 
(4) Saltpetre 42 Ibs. 
(5) For fuel coal Ii tons. 

13. We get our sand from Allahabad and Banda District, a distance of 
about 600 miles from Calcutta and Lime from Kutni a distance of about 
650 miles froIU our place. Soda and other chemicals are purchased locally 
from the dealers. 

14. Among the raw materials sand, lime and coal are collected by the 
dealers of those particular places from whom we purchase and those materials 
are transported from those places to Ultadanga Railway Station which is 
nearer to oUr factory from which place they are carried to our works by 
carts and lorries. R'lilway freight for sand, lime are As. 4-10, As. 5-11 per 
maund respectively and coal Rs. 3-5-6 per ton. 

15. As we do not collect raw materials direct from the SOUrce and we 
purchase through the dealers, we do not pay any royalty. to Government or 
to any private individuals. 

16. Tlie cost delivered at the works of each raw materials divided under 
the following heads are:-

(a) Royalty, (b) Labour, (c) FI;eight, (d) Other charges. 

Sand 
Soda 
Lime 
Chemicals 
Coal 

1 As we purchase from the dealers at f.o.r. Ultadanga 
>- Station rate we are unable to give accurate figures in 
I the above different heads. 
I 

) 

17. We do not hold any concession as regards the raw materials. 
18. We do not import any raw materials direct from the foreign coun

tries. The soda we purchase from Imperial Chemical Industry (India), Ltd. 
and chemicals from the local market. 

19. Among the imported raw materials soda can be manufactured in 
India at an economical cost. We are informed that a factory for manufac
turing Boda has already been started in Bombay Presidency. 
: . 20. We consider the materials used by our factory at present suitable for 
the manufacture of the kinds of glassware in which we are inte.tl1Bted . 

. 21. Among the raw mat~rials for the manufacture. of glass, the soda is 
imported into India and thIS, we suppose, competes WIth our products. 
. 22. As our factory is equipped with tank furnaces we do not require 

any crucibles or pots in which glasses are melted. 
23. Furnace refractory materials used at our Works are satisfactory and 

they lire obtained from Messrs. Burn and Company of Ranigunj, Messrs" 
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Bird and Company of Kumardhubi and Fire-bricks and Tiles Works of 
Mogma. We have no knowledge of their composition. Ordinary fire-bx:icks 
lasts for 6 months and silica-bricks for a year or little more. 

Labour. 

24. Processes employed in the manufacture of glass require expert super
vision; but no skilled imported labour is necessary at our works. 

25. We have no imported labourers employed at our works. 
26. The facilities which exists for the workmen to acquire training at 

our works are that the ordinary labourers are taken as apprentice and 
they are trained gradually from ordinary carriers to the best blowers when 
their wages are sUbstantially increased, and it has been found that the 
Indian labourers improve quickly with training. 

27. Only the blowing process of the skilled laboUl:s may be replaced by 
automatic or semi-automatic machines. 

28. Want of sufficient capitals is the chief consideration which prevent 
a more extensive employment of machinary in our works in place of manual 
labour. 

29. Processes by which glass is manufactured at our works do not affect 
the efficiency Qf the Indian workmen on account of the high temperature. 

30. (a) The total wages paid .at our works during the year 1930 is 
Rs. 71,313. 

(b) The average rate of wages in different classes of labour is Rs. 20 
per head per month. 

(c) The total number of workmen employed at our works are on an 
average about 300. • 

31. Habitable quarters for the superior labourers and latrine and drink
ing water arrangements have been made in the compound of the leased 
factory land for the labours. 

Power and Fuel. 

32. The principal fuel used in our works is steam ooal which is available 
in sufficient quantities. . 

33. The fuel is brought from Ranigunj which is 200 miles distant from 
Calcutta and the freight paid on it is Ra. 3-5-6 per ton and the total cost 
delivered at oux: works comes to Rs. 8 per ton. 

34. The fuel used in the glass melting furnaces applied in the form of gas 
in order to get sufficient and clean heat and for the neckmaking furnace 
and annealing furnace fuels are applied directly. 

35. Steam and electric powers are used in our works. Steam is required 
for the production of coal gas and electricity is used f!>r the motor and 
lighting. 

36. The total quantity of fuels required per ton of melted glass is 1 ton 
2 cwt. and for finished glasswares 1 ton 10 cwt. 

Equipment. 

37. Our works are sufficiently large as a unit of production to ensUl'e 
economy. 

38. A brief description of our plant and the process of manufacture 
employed in our works are as follows :-Batches of raw materials are 
melted in re-generating tank furnace heated by coal gas produced in gas 
producer. Workers gather melted glass from the working side of theofurnace 
with a blowing pipe and blow them in a mould by mouth. to different shapes 
and the second operation of neck making is done by the other men and 
then the finished goods are taken to the annealing chmber and after they 
are well annealed they are stored. 
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39. As our works are not fully equipped with modern and up-to-date 
machineries and plants on account of want of sufficient capital, the process 
of manufacture adopted by us is not sufficiently up-to-date and efficient to 
enable us to compete successfully against foreign manufacturers. If auto
matic machines for blowing and other manual labour saving machines are 
introduced at our factory the cost may be reduced and quality may be 
impro,-ed to much more extent. 

40. We have adopted in recent years no new process of manufacture. 

41. The conditions of manufactures in India differ materially from those 
in competing countries in respect of the point that the foreign manufac
turers can manipulate their labour at a much lower cost to produce the glass 
bottles by 'Using machineries of modern type. 

42. The main machineries are not made in India. They are imported 
cliielly from America, Japan and Germany. Minor parts of machineries 
moulds and other implements are made in India. 

43. The present total Indian production of the principal kinds of glass.
wares including bangles are not known to us. 

44. The principal markets of our products are Bengal, Madras, Punjab, 
RangOOJl and Central Provinces. 

45. (a) The present rate of railway freight applicable to glassware is 
about t a pie per maund per mile at railway risk, and we have no advan
tage in this respect over impol·ted glasswares. 

(b) Railway freight charged on glassware on gross weight, and the ratio 
of the nett weight to gross w~ght is 3 to 4. 

46. Railway freight is chatged by mileage. Therefore freight for any 
up-country market from any nearer port other than Calcutta is much less 
than from CalC'utta to that place. . 

47. The exports of glass from India to sister countries and Asiatic 
Islands are probable, provided ooncession of carriages are available. 

. 48. At present we find the competition from Japan in India market is 
keenest in respect of all c1nss.es of glasswares. 

49. (ii) (a) & (b) The average price renlised by us for last five years IS 

as follows:-
Per gross. 

Rs. 
In the year-

1926 7 

192; 6 

1928 5 

1929 5 

1930 5 

51. No parts of our products have been purchased either by Government 
or by othel' public bodies direct from us. 

52. In comparison with foreign manufacturers we are in a difficult posi
tion in respect of machineries which are not being used extensively_ 
Indians are to import them from foreign countries together with expert 
mechanic for handling those machineries for some times until the Indians 
are traine>d up to do so. 

53. According to demand. -of the market the foreign producers sometimes 
. raise their price and lower their price exiE'nsively and this system of selling 
shows that they undE'rsell some of their goods in India. which are un~co
nomicnl price and nt the same time deterring the Indian industries. 
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Capital. 

54. The block value of our property as stood in our books at the 
31st December, 1930, under the following heads:-

Rs. A. P. 

(a) Leases and concessions Nil. 
(b) Lands, leased Nil. 
(c) Buildings 33,373 14 3 
(d) Plant and machinery 1,39,730 12 0 
(e) Miscellaneous assets 1,67,484 15 7 

55. The total amount of depreciation written off since the year 1920 is 
Re. 2,14,498-10.0. 

56. During the war time and subsequent years the prices of· all materials 
relating to buildings and plant and machineries were unusually high and 
we were to purchase then at the prevailing fate of that time; therefore 
estimation of present day cost under the heads of buildings and plant and 
machineries of erecting a factory having the same capacity as our present 
works is 50 per cent. lower. 

57. (a) The amount of paid, up share capital in the year
Rs. 

1926 2,03,850 

1927 2,03,850 

1928 2,03,850 

1929 2,03,850 

1930 2,03,850 

(b) No dividend has been distributed during the last 5 years. 
58. Our Company has issued no debenture. 
59. Company has no reserve fund. 
60. At present we have DO contemplation for the replacement or e:rien. 

sion of plants, ete. 
6!. The forms al'e fully filled up and annexed. 

. 62. The percentage of wastage including breakage in our factory at each 
state of manufacture comes to about 15 to 20 per cent. of the total 
production. 

63. As we are interested only in manufacturing bottles we are not in a 
position to explain fully the variation of the expenditure of different 
glasswares. 

64. Rates of depreciations allowed by income-tax authorities on glass 
factory are not knowD. to us. 

65. (a) Stock of raw materials and fuels held by us on the 31st December 
1930 is Rs. 6,837-2-0 and stock of finished goods amounts to Re. 64,165. 

(b) Outstanding in respect of goods sold on the 31st December 1930 is 
Rs. 96,482-13-7. 

66. The Company is managed by two of its Directors as Managing 
Agents under the name of Shaw Brothe:tB 8IIld Company. . 

(a) Managing Agents are allowed Rs. 750 per month for office establish-· 
ment. 

(b) They Bre at present not allowed any commissions. 
67. In support to the conditions laid down. in the Fiscal Commission 

Report for protection of Industries we beg to pom~ out that India has very 
good e:riensive home market for glasswares of all kmds. Every year several 
crores worth of glasswares are dumped in the Indian ports by. different 
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foreign countries. An elaborate and detailed table from Indian Trade 
Iteview is given beliow:-

Indian Trade Review shows the following:-

I.-Import figures of Glasswares in Indian Ports in rupees for last 5 years. 

Province. 1925·26. 1926·27. 1927·28. 1928·29. 1929·30. 

Bengal 83,85,939 86,68,080 80,83,678 74,49,822 77,04,864 
Bombay. 1,23,82,506 1,01,96,112 1,03,05,336 1,03,84,820 1,16,19,877 
Sind • 14,88,439 17,16,909 15,22,274 15,74,178 14,17,163 
Madras 23,68,735 32,06,707 33,33,698 30,63,660 31,15,275 
Burma 13,20,025 15,00,431 15,95,864 12,77,000 13,35,989 

TOTAL 2,59,45,644 2,52,88,239 '2,48,40,850 2,37,49,480 2,51,93,168 

March account, 1931 (Indian Trade Review), gives the following figures 
of import in India:-

Bangles 
Bottles 
Beads and pearls 
Sheets and plates 
Funnels and globes 
Other glasswares 

TOTAL 

B.s. 

49,90,000 
29 ,95,000 
15,72,000 
23,88,000 
12,26,000 
33,07,000 

1,64,78,000 

As regards raw materials, of the three main ingredients, resources of 
sand, lime and coal are abundant and there is no chanoo of those materials 
falling short in near or distant future. As regards soda, though we are 
at present depending on foreign countries there is possible chance of Soda 
being manufactured at a lower rate in India, and we know attempts have 
been made to start a Soda Factory in Bengal. As the Glass Industry in 
India is still in its infancy and in the absence of any organisation among 
the manufacturers themselves is feeling a keen competition from foreign 
manufacturers; we may reasonably claim protection for its growth and 
development for the time being. We are convinced under careful protec
tion this infant industry will attain maturity to face world competition. 

68. (a) It is a very difficult task for us to determine the amount of protec
tion required by Glass Industries in India. We have not found it possible to 
lay down for guidance of Tariff Board any definite principle in regard to 
this particular point. To hold the present trade in India against foreign 
competition we should of cour!18 need protection, which will equalise the 
prevailing condition of our country as compared with those of other coun
tries. The fixing of the rate is thus a matter of judgement to be based on 
fullest knowledge of facts; and hence it has been our best and honest 
endeavour to represent our case before the Tariff Board in details as far as 
we have been able to do. 

(b) This ought to be inform of protective custom duty which in our 
npinion should he cent per cent. on common glass bottles and globes in whirh 
we are at prElSent intere~ted. 

(r) We require protection for our factory in respect of glass bottles and 
globes which we at present manufacture. 

69. As thA production of glllss bottles and globes are sufficiently large 
to meet the demand of consumer;; we do not find any industry which may 
likely t(l bl) affe<'ted by a protectIve dut;y on gloss bottles and globel. 



FO,RH I.-Statement" snowing the toiaz Il'Xpenditure incurred at Works on tne production 01 glaS8 during tne past five year,. 
-

1926. 1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 

Re. A. P. Re. A. P. Re. A. P. Re. A. P. Re. A. P. 
I.-Raw materials-

(a) Sand 14,625 0 0 11,993 0 0 10,992 0 0 12,151 0 0 8,850 0 0 

(b) Soda ash 36,585 0 0 31,590 0 0 28,775 0 0 32,480 0 0 23,380 0 0 

(c) Lime 4,875 0 0 3,310 0 0 4,330 0 0 3,000 0 0 3,616 0 0 

(d), (e) & (fl Cullets and other 27,593 3 9 27,956 13 9 17,682 11 6 16,762 11 3 17,597 4 0 
materials. 

II.-Works labour 98,479 0 6 104,708 4 9 79,381 1 9 76,814 9 0 71,401 14 0 

lII.-Power and fuel 54,444 2 9 46,802 8 9 40,123 3 9 38,135 6 3 36,650 2 6 

. IV.-8upervision and office establishment 33,027 8 6 31,681 10 3 26,205 10 6 27,001 6 6 22,417 3 0 
and manufacturing charge. 

3,593 2,813 11 3 V.-Repairs 3,359 9 6 2,327 14 0 3,233 8 0 0 6 

VI.-Packing 9,366 2 0 7,673 9 6 6,168 15 6 6,659 14 9 4,291 8 9 

VII.-8elling expenses 26,009 13 6 20,138 12 6 13,295 5 6 15,853 13 9 7,427 9 9 

VIII.-Miscellaneous stationery, rent, 
interest and other oharges. 

tax, 30,394 7 2 30,959 6 7 24,007 15 5 34,231 4 3 26,034 12 7 

TOTAL 3,38,758 15 8 3,19,142 0 1 2,54,195 711 2,66,633 2 3 2,24,480 1 10 

Total production in tons of glass for the 
year- Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 

Melted, finished >-

1,725 1,650 1,300 1,325 1,150 



FORK H.-Statement sTtowing t1~e workB expenditure per ton 0/ each class 0/ ola.s.~ware during the past five '/Iears. 

1926. 192'7. 1928. 1929. 1930. 

I.-Raw materials-
Ri. A. P. Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs ..... P. 

(a) Sand 8 0 0 '7 0 0 II ·0 0 9 0 0 7 0 (t 

(b) Soda 21 0 0 19 0 0 22 0 0 24 0 0 20 0 0 

(e) Lime 2 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 

(d), (e) & (Ii Cullets and other che-
mica Is. 

16 0 0 16 0 0 13 0 0 12 0 0 15 0 0 

II.-Workslabour 57 0 0 63 0 0 61 0 0 58 0 0 62 0 0 

IlI.-Power and fuel 31 0 0 28 0 0 30 0 0 28 0 0 31 0 0 

IV.--SuperviRion and office establishment 19 0 0 19 0 0 20 0 0 20 0 0 19 0 0 
and manufacturing charges. 

V.-Repairs 2 0 0 1 0 0 2" 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 

VI.-Packing 5 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 

VII.--Selling expenRcB 15 0 0 12 0 0 10 0 0 11 0 0 6 0 0 

VIIl.-Miscellaneous, stationery, rent, taxes, 17 0 0 18 0 0 18 
interest and other charges. 

0 0 25 0 0 22 0 0 

TOTAL 193 0 0 189 0 0 191 0 0 195 0 0 190 0 0 
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(2) Letter dated the 19th December, 19/11, from Calcutta Glass and Silicate 
Works, Ltd. 

We beg to submit herewith replies to supplementary questiQus and: 
definite protective suggestions in reply to question No. 68 (a) and (b) of the 
questionaire in response to our representation fOl' protection of Glass 
Industry. We beg to submit that the Board should consider the following 
protective measures which we had put forward in our oral examination 
before the Board on 11th instant. Besides cent per cent. duty on bottles, 
phials and globes as claimed by us concessions in railway freight on raw 
materials and finished goods be granted. Further we want that Government 
and Railways whether (State or Company-managed) should be induced to 
place orders with our firms. Regarding .aetual consumption of coal per ton 
of melted glass in 1930 we may state tbaton an average 3 tons 10 cwt .. of 
coal were consumed per ton 'of finished glass. It will not be out of plaee 
to mention here that the cost per ton of coal in the said year was including 
everything Rs. 9 per ton and the factory labours are allowed free use of 
coal for their domestic purpose. Further in the supply of coal there is an 
approximate shortage of 1 ton per wagon, i.e., 5 per cent. less than actual 
weight. These faeto.rs together with others contribute to greater consump
tion of coal. As regards average realised price per gross for 1931, we 
ascertain from our audited report for half year, i.e., January 1931 to June 
1931 it will eome to Rs. 3-12 per gross. -Herewith we are sending you 
audited reports for last .s years from 1926-1930 and two copies of analysis. 
reports of Bengal sandBnd Bargarh sand. 

Enclosure. 
Copy of Report of the 'analysis of Bengal Sand. 

Sample as received
Moistuxe 
Sil. 
A1.0.+Fe.O. 
CaO 
Mg •. 
Mn.O, 

Pe·r ·ceRt. 

2'0 
83·5 
6·2 
2·1 
1·6 

'·5 
100'0 

Copy of Report of Bargarh Sand by R. V. Briggs and Compcmy, Bargarh. 

Silica 
Alumina 
Oxide of Iron 
Lime 
Magnesia 
Alkalies moisture, etc. 

Per 'Cent. 
95'92 
1'70 
0'90 
0'53 
0'24 
0'11 
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THE CALCUTTA GLASS AND Sn.ICATE WORKS, LTD. 

B.-ORAL. 

Evidence of Mr. S. SHAW,. Mr. A. ROY and Mr. B. K. SHAW, 
recorded at Calcutta, on Thursday, the 17th December, 1931. 

President.-Mr. Roy, you represent the Calcutta Glass and Silicate 
Works, Ltd.? . 

Mr. S. Shaw.-The Calcutta Glass and Silicate Works, Ltd., are manag
ed by Messrs. Shaw Brothers and Mr. Roy is the Manager. 

President.-I understand from one of the statements you have simt to 
us that Messrs. Shaw BrQthers are engaged in the preparation of perfumery 
and patent medicines. 

Mr. S. Shaw.-Yes. 
President.-And that was the first business in which Messrs. Shaw 

Brothers were engaged, .ltnd they undertook the . .manufacture of glass at a 
subsequent stage P 

Mr. S. Shaw.-Yes. 
President.-At present what propertion of your output of glass is pur

chased by Messrs. Shaw Brothers for their requirements? 
Mr. S. Shaw.-Formerly we used to sell about Rs. 5,000 worth of perfu

mery but now O.!Ir business has come down to about Rs. 500 per month and 
therefore the pw:chase of bottles also has reduced proportionately. 

President.-That is about a sixth? 
Mr. S. Shaw.-That is correct. 
President.-It used to be a larger proportion before? 
Mr. S. Shaw.-Yeso 
President.-Therefore, fOl: the bulk of your output you have got to find 

an outlet in the. open market j that is the position P 
Mr. S. Shaw.-Yes. 
President.-The full capacity of your works is 12 tons per day? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
President.-May we take that as au accurate figure? 
Mr. Roy.-That is the approximate figure if we work three furnaces. 
President.-At present what is your output? 
Mr. Roy.-We have been working only one furnace and that furnace 

produces three to four tons per day. 
President.-Wben you speak of tons per day, are you thinking of melted 

glass or finished glass? 
Mr. Roy.-Finished glass. 
President.-Lantern globes make a very small proportion of your output 

at present? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes, a very smull proportion. Two years ago we manu

factured lantern globes for three months, but since then we have not been 
manufacturing lantern globes. 

Mr. S. Shaw.-We have a mind to manufacture these. We have started 
another furnace and most probably after a month or two we will again start 
manufacturing globes. 

P1oesident.-Taking your output for the year 1930, in answer to question 
5 you give your total output at 46,871 gross. That refers to phials? 

lIfr. ROll.-Phials and bottles. 
President.-May I take it that that probably was for practical purpOSe& 

the whole of your output for 1930P 
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Mr. Boy.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Why I am asking that is this: If you look at Form 1, the 

Aggregate Expenditure statement, your total expenditure at works in 1930 
was RH. 2,24,480. If I divide that by 46,871 the resultant :figure that I 
get may be taken as expenditure at the works on one gross of phials. 

Mr. RoY.-For practical purpose!! the :figure may be taken as 46,871 but 
the cost will be slightly more because some items have been left out, that 
is to say there is a small quantity of glassware other than phials. 

President.-That we will consider later on. Assuming for the time 
being that the statement covers every item of expenditure at the works, 
may I take it that the aggregate figure divided by the number of gross of 
phials will give you the average expenditure at works per gross of phials? 

Mr. ROll.-That is correct. 
Presidtnt.-Looking through the figures that you give in pieces ana in' 

gross 1 lind that thEl numher of gross of phials corresponding to one ton of 
glass varies from about 30 gross to' a ton in one year to about 40 gross 
per ton in another year. ' 

Mr. Roy.-The reason is this. In 1926 I give a figure of 52,000 gross as 
equal to 1,725 tons. The diffet:ence is due to the fact that in that year we 
manufactured big bottles in greater quantity than in subsequent years and 
one ton of melted glass will produce 40 gross ordinary phials whereas it 
will proouce only 20 gross of big bottles. 

President.-May we take it that that was rather an unusual feature, 
that as far as your normal production is concerned it deplClnds mainly on the 
kind of phials that you have been selling in more recent years? 

Mr. Roy.-That is so. In 1926 we manufactured bottles in greater 
quantities but in subsequent years the .quantity of bottles have been 
reduced. 

President.-In 1926 you manufactured bottles somewhat larger in size 
but in later years you have been producing smaller bottles and also your 
output has been smaller: is that the position? 

Mr. ROll.-No. In 1927 the' quantity has been increased to 55,990 gross 
whereas the' total output of melted glass is 1,650. According to the :figures 
of 1926 the quantity of glass proouced in that year should be by calculation 
less than that but we had shown actually a bigger qUl~ntity and the reason 
is that in that year we produced more phials than bottles. 

President.-As a matter" of average calculation suppose I said that 35 
gross to a ton would represent the normal average output in your. factory, 
would that be correct P 

Mr. Roy.-"ies. 
President.-Our business is to fix the level of protection for the industry. 

You make phials and we have got to find what is a fair price for your 
phials and I have got to compare that with the price of imported phials. 
All these prices are stated in terms of gross and therefore unless I get these 
figUl:es down to gross I woundn't be able to work out my :figures and it is 
necessary for me to get a certain ratio which I might apply in order to 
convert ·the weight figure into gross figure. If I were to take 35 gross to 
a ton would that be a correct :figure to take? 

Mr. ROll.-Yes. 
President.-Taking your answer to question '12, these figures that you 

give of the quantities of materials required per ton of glass, is that a 
complete list? 

Mr. ROll.-Yes, for ordinary bottle gl.ass. 
President.-If you add all these :figures except coal you get 22·37 cwt. 

Would you be able to get 20 cwts. of glass out of 22·37 cwts. of materials? 
Mr. ROll.-Yes. 
President.-What is your loss in melting? Suppose you put 100 tons of 

materials in the furnace how much. do you lose in the process of melting? 
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Mr. Roy.-Approximately 15 per cent. 
PTesident.-If yoll tal!:e a total figW'e of 22'37 cwts. and deduct 15 per 

cent. out of that,. You get something less than 20 cwts. of melted glass. 
Mr. Btlldkin.-"Vhat sort of lime do yell use? 
MT. Roy.-Sla.ked lime. 
President.-In addition to these materials. that you show you use pro

bably a certain quantity of culleis', say corresponding to- 1 cwt. of molten 
glass. Is that how I am to understand your figures? 

Mr. Roy.-By using raw materials in that proportion, we make one ton 
of glass. I have included cullets in that. 

P1·esident.-You have prepared the statement on the assumption that 
these materials in these quantities will give you one ton of glass. I also 
wa.nt to understand how. you a.rrive at this figure of Ii tons of coal. How 
exactly do you calculate? 

1>11'. ROll.-By ac1<ual calculation. That is the actual consumption in 
our factory. . 

President.-Can you describe to me roughly how you determine it? 

Mr. Roy.-By consulting. our books we have given the actual quantity 
. of coal that is :r:equired at the factory year by year. 

President.-If you take your total consumption of coal over a year and 
take the total output of glass over a year and divide the one by the other, 
you get this figure. Is that how you get it? 

Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
President.-If you look at Form II you will find that power and fuel cost 

you Rs. 31 per ton of glass and your cost of coal at the works is Rs. 8. 
1>11-. Roy.-At present it is Its. 8 but in the year 1926 the cost of coal 

was about B.s. 11. . ' 
President.-I am taking 1930 when coal prices were about Rs. 8 in 

Calcutta. 
Mr. S. Shaw.-Including cartage. 
Prcsi.dent .-And taking Rs. 8 as the average cost· of coal delivered at 

the works you get nearly 4 tons of coal per ton of glass. That is not 
c-onsistent with what IOU say about the basis on which you have calculated 
this figure. 

Mr. Roy.-The reason is that with this fuel we could p:r:oduce more 
glass. 

Presidem.-With the same fuel expenditure you could produce more 
glass? 

Mr. ROll.-Yes. One boiler would have been sufficient for 3 furnaces 
and the consumption would have been less. 

President.-That is to say your figure of Ii tons per ton of glass is 
the figure of consumption that you get on an output corresponding to full 
capaoity, is that what it amounts to? 

Mr. Roy.-Yes to full capacity. 

Pl·csident.-In that case it cannot be based on actual figures of expen
diture, because you didn't work to full capacity. Either it is a theoretical 
figure. that is to say the figure a.rrived at by ta.king your full capacity or it 
is an actual figure which you got from your books. 

lIfr. ROll.-This is a theoretical figure based on calculations. It was our 
id",a that if we had worked our betory to full capacity, the consumption 
of coal would have been less and on t.hat assumption of calculation we 
have given this figure of It tons for one ton of glass. 

Mr. Rl1himtoola.-This is not what you actually get to-dayP 
Mr. Noy.-No. 
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Presideat.-May I· take it then on the jJ.ctu~ redu~d output tlJat ;rQ~ 
are able to get in 1930 this figure of 4 tons of coal is probably nearer the 
mark? 

Mr. Roy.-We have got to revise the figure. 

President.-Would you mind looking into this question a little more 
carefully, because I should like to know on your actual figures, what was 
the consumption of coal that you attained on the kind of l'educed Ot:tjJll~ 
that you are geting now. I think it is possible if you are able to find a 
bigger market so as to raise your output, the coal consumption on your 
kind of furnace will come down to something vpry much lower. I should 
like to know what has been precisely the actual consumptwn on your present 
output. If you could look into that and let me have a note, it would be 
useful. 

MI'. Roy.-On these figures the calculation we have arrived at is 
correct. It would be somewhere about 4 tons. 

President.-If you were working to a capacity of 12 tons a day, obviously 
the figure would come down to something very much nearer the figure that 
you give here. That is your suggestion. Your suggestion is that with nlore 
or less the same expenditure of coal, you could increase your output. By 
how much could you increase it? You are getting now 3 to 4 tons a day. 
Could you do 12 tons a day on the present expenditure of coal? 

Mr. Roy.--Pnly the consumption of coal in the boiler would be less. 
The consumption of coal would have been less if we had worked til. our full 
capacity. The reason is that whenever there is a shortage of raw materials 
or if there is some other difficulty, we stop the work, but the consumption 
of coal is going on. 

President.-You mean you· stop manufacturing glass, but the furnace is 
kept on working? 

Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-How much coal do you put in you~ boiler in a day? 
Mr. Roy.-2} tons. 
Mr. Hodkin.-How much do you put in the furnace? 
Mr. Roy.-When one small furnace is working, the oonsumption of coal 

in boiler is less in proportion because we are not to work with pump 
constantly. When two Ilr three furnaces are working there is necessity for 
sufficient water; and we have to continue our pump even for 5 or 6 hours 
a day. For feeding the boiler, more water is required; but when one 
furnace is working, less steam is required and the feeding of the boiler is 
less. As you have seen, the consumption of coal is two tons a day for one 
furnace which is being worked at present. 

President.-Roughly it is 4 tons. 
Mr. Roy.-Yes, and in the case of annealing chamber ona tau of coal is 

required per day. 
President.-That would cover the whole expenditure on coal under 

present conditions P 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Your fuel and power cost you Rs. 31 per ton and you say 

you require one ton 10 cwts of coal per ton of glass. That would cost you 
Rs. 12. 

Pre .• ident.-It is obviously a point I should like you to look into a little 
mOJ:e carefully and send in a note later on regarding the coal consumption. 

Mr. S. Shaw.-I think it would be better to weigh the coal' we use. 

President.-The fact that you have got to explain now is on your cost 
ligures your consumption of coal is very much higher than' the figure that 
you ha've given in answer to this question. There is an obvious discrepancy 
which you have got to explain and I am asking you to send in a statement 
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glvmg us your explanation of this discrepancy. I think it is worthwhile 
doing so from your own point of view. 

Mr. S. Shaw.-Yes. 
President.-With regard to Question 13, I think you told us when we 

visited your works' that you tried some sand which you obtained from 
Bengal. 

Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
President,-Where did you get this from? 
Mr. RoY.-Magra, near Damodar. 
President.-How far is it from Calcutta. 
Mr. Roy.-50 to 60 miles. 
President.-Did you try it on a large scale? 
Mr. Roy.-No, we have not tried it in a large scale. We have tried it 

and we are still trying it. We are using it for ordinary greenish glass 
for medicine phials. 

President.-Have you got the analysis of that sand? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
President.-Who made the analysis? 
Mr. Roy.-A private chemist. 
President.-I should like to see the analysis of that sand. 
Mr. Boy.-It is not here. 
President.-Will you send it to us later? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
President.~Have you got both the mechanical and the chemical 

analysisP 
Mr. Roy.-We have only the chemical analysis. 
President.-You are using very little of it now? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes, very little, about ith. 
President.-I don't see anywhere here that you have given us the prices 

at the place of origin of sand and lime. You have given us the freight 
figures. What exactly do you pay for the sand itself at your works includ
ing freight? 

Mr. Roy.-For Allahabad sand they charge us As. 10 and As. 9 according 
to the quality, f.o.r. Ultadanga. 

President.-What does it cost you to take the sand from Ultadanga 
station to the works? 

Mr. Roy.-It is 6 pies per maund. 
President.-That is for first class sand? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
President.-For second class sand you pay As. 9? 
Mr. ROII.-Yes. 
P1·esident.-The other costs remain the same. 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
President.-What do you do as regards lime? 
Mr. Roy.-We purchase from dealers. 
President.-What is the cost? 
Mr. Roy.-Rs. 2 per maund. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Is that burnt lime? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodl.in.-What is the cost of Bengal sand? 
Mr. ROII.-Originally when they collect the sand there, the price is 4 

or 5 pies per maund, but when other charges are taken into account, it 
comes to 6 annas per maund. 
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Mr. Boaa.-That is what you pay at your factoryi" 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Pruident.-What about your soda? 
Mr. Rov.-We purchase from Messrs. Brunner Mond and Company. 
Prerident.-What do you pay? 
Mr. Roy.-Rs. 145 per ton. 
President.-You get it at the works? 
Mr. Roy.-At the works we get it at Rs. 149. 
Presidellt.-Rs. 145 at their godown? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Presitlent.-Rs. 4, per ton extra for delivery at the works. 
Mr. ROY.-Yes. 
President.-Coming to page 246 answer to question «, can you tell me 

approximately, taking your sales last year and some of the more recent 
yean;, what proportion of your output is generally sold in the Calcutta 
('ity? 

Mr. Roy.-Calcutta is the centre. whatever goods we sell here is not 
consum,ed in Calcutta proper and the dealers send it to other parts of the 
country. 

President.-That is to say while. the sale takes place in Calcu.tta, the 
destination may be elsewhere. 

Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Prcsident.-It is impossible for you to give any kind of estimate? 
Mr. B. K. ShD1D.-We are selling to the dealers who in their turn sell 

not only in Bengal but also in the mufassal. The dealers who purchase 
from us Sl'nd the goods to other parts of the country. 

President.-So far as the whole of your output is concerned you sell 
ex-works? 

Mr. S. Shaw.-Yes. 
Prf3itlent.-And transport falls on the dealer? He undertakes to 

transport and you sell ex-works? 
Mr. Roy.-No; we sell to' the party at his godown. 

Prfxid,nt.-When you sell your glass to the dealer, the contract is made 
on the basis of so much ex-works? 

Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Prf.tident.-The dealer PRYS vou so mu('h at th .. works. He bansports 

them to the Railway &tation. He transports them from the Railway Station 
to the destination. The transport is in his hands? 

Mr. Roy.-Yea. 
President.-That is practically how the whole of your business is done? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Mr. Rllhimtoola.-The dealer does not take delivery at your godown? 

Mr. Roy.-As soop as we receive the orders we 'send the goods to the 
godown of the dealers. 

President.-The price that you get is the price delivered at the dealers' 
godown. 

Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Pre..ide'llt.-In your reply to Question 49, you have given us your realised 

prices for five years? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Pre.;d~nt.-Can you give me the (,GI'responding price say for 1931? 

Mr. Roy.-We have got our accounts audited from January t~ June 
193) and from July to Decemher the accounts have not yet been audIted. 

GLASS T 
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President.-The realised prices from January to June 1931 are more or 
less the same? 

Mr. Roy.-Very nearly the same. 
P'resident.-What is your experience in recent months? Do prices show 

any upward tendency in the case of articles in which you are interested? 
Mr. Roy.-Owing to the fluetuation in the Japanese exchange there is 

an upward tendency in the price of articles. 
President.-Since September there has been an increase in the duty and 

the exchange fluctuation has been in our favour. I wonder whether you 
could tell us to what extent prices for the class of goods that you sell 
have gone up as a result of these two causes? 

Mr. Roy.-Since '15th October we have increased the prices by 20 per 
cent. 

President.-8ince practically Japan has gone off the gold standard, a 
re-adjustment in the reverse direction will take place. 

Mr. Boy.-Yes. 
Pre3ident.-Your main competitor in this line is Japan? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
President.-Are you able to command in the market the same price as 

the Japanese phials? 
Mr. Roy.-Not at present. 
President.-Is there a prejudice against your goods? 
Mr. Roy.-There is no prejudice. There is a great demand for country 

made goods and our goods have a good reputation. The difficulty is that 
people are averse to buying the (·ountry made articles at the same price at 
which they can get Japanese articles. 

President.-What kind of difference do they expect? 
Mr. ROll.-They say at such and sl1ch a price the Japanes'l articles can 

be bought. After paying freight and other things, if they can sell at such 
a price, why should we not, they ask, sell at least 25 per cent. less? 

President.-It is unpatriotic to sell at the same rate? 
Mr. Roy.-So they think. 

, Prtsident.-If your bottles fetch a price of Rs. 5, what would be the 
corresponding price of Japanese bottles? Would the difference be as high 
as one rupee P 

Mr. ROy.-There is gl'nerally, a diiferl'nce of one rupee per gross, 
Mr. S. Sha1l'.-In the case of ordinary phials whose price is Rs. 4 or 5, 

the difference will be one rupee, but in the case of bottles whose price is 
Rs. 20 or so, the differl'ncoe will not be as high as one rupee, 

Pre .• ident.-It is vl'ry difficult to say which al'l' the classes of imported 
bottles with which Indian made bottles compete. It is very difficult to fix 
,upon two classes of bottles and say the~e are comparable bottles, Suppose 
in trying to fix the measure of protection which thp industry requi)'{>s we 
do it on this basis: we take your cost as you givl' it here and thpn we work 
out that cost ppr gross of phials converting the weight figure into numbers 
and then we add deprl'ciation Rod profit we compare that not with the 
import price, c.i.f., but with thl' pricp that you have actually realised 
because the price that you havl' realised is not your cost but the price that 
you can get in face of competition from imports: wonld that be all right? 

Mr. Roy,-We should like to think it over before giving a reply. 
President.-8upposing the Japanese pricoe for a gross of phial~ is Rs. 7, 

now the obvious cour~e for us is to take the Rs. 7 nnd compare your cost 
1'/US depreciation and profit with thnt figure of Rs, 7 and takA the 
difference, if any, as the measure of protection that you require. But it 
may so happen thnt if the Japanese bottles are sl'lling at Rs. 7 per gros~ 
YOli are not able to get more thnn Rs, 5. It mav he that that particular 
~la!18 of JllpMlese hottll'~ IR superior to yours. it may also be that even 
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when the quality i.s the same, you being on the spot would be expected by 
the consumer to sell at a lower price. The price that you get may be an 
entirely different figure from the import price. Therefore it is better from 
your point of view to take the recent realised price and compare it with 
your cost lind take the difference between the two as the measure of assis
tance that you require. 

Mr. RoY.-I follow. 
President.-Let us assume that your cost plw your depreciation and 

profit comes to Rs. 8' per gross. Unless you get Rs. 8 you would not be able 
to get a reasonable return on YOllr investment and cover your costs. Now 
if we get from importers a figure of Rs. 7 as the priee at which the Japanese 
bottles are being landed in Calcutta but actually the price that you are 
realising is Rs. 6 or Rs. 5. There are two ways in which we' can determine 
the measure of protection required. We can take your Rs. 8 as the fair 
selling price and take Rs. 7 as the import price of Japanese bottles, the 
difference between the two is one rupee. We may consider that the 
measure of protection. The other method is to take Rs. 8 which is your 
fair selling price and Hs. 5 which is your actual realised price and deduct 
the one from the other and consider the difference, 1';Z., Rs. 3 as the measure 
of protection. You can eonsider this point and let me know later. You 
please let us know in IIny ease your most recent realified price, that is, the 
price whieh you realise from July to December. Would you~be able to send 
that on to us early next month? 

Mr. Boy.-Yes. 
President.-You have got your average realised price from January to 

June and we want your average realised priee from July to December. As 
soon as you are able to get that figure, you please let us have it. 

Mr. Roy.-Yes, I shall send it to you. 
President.-There is a list of prices in the introductory statement that 

you give (page 235). Are these recent prices? 
Mr. S. Shaw.-These rates we got from the dealers. 
President.-When? 
Mr. S. Shaw.-Before the rise in the Japanese exchange. 
President.-I should like to know exactly when you collected these . 

ligures. . 
Mr. S. Shaw.-In the month of October 1931. 
President.-Those were the prices that were ruling in the Calcutta 

market? 
Mr. S. Shaw.-Yes. 
President.-Are they wholesale prices? 
Mr. 8 .. Shaw.-Yes. 
President.-As regards your blo('k value (Reply to Question 54) how is it 

that you show nothing against land? 
Mr. S. Shaw.-It is a leased land. 
President.-You have not. purchased it? 
Mr. 8. Shaw.-No. 
President.-This figure that you give against plant and machinery, does 

that include your O'neal bottle blowing machine? 
M·r. Boy.-Yes. 
President.-What figure do you allow for that? How much is represent

ed by the O'neal machine? 
Mr. Roy.-Hs. 40,000. 
President.-What I am trying to suggest is this. You have included 

in your plant aod machin('ry an item whir·h at pr('seot serves no purpose 
as far as your present oper!ltiPJlR lire eOflcerned; that is to say about 
lls. 40,000 is dead capitlll. . 

T2 
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Mr. Roy.-YeB. 

President.-Whatis the rest of this plant and machi~eryp Still there is 
a lakh left. 

Mr. Roy.-Air compressors, 3 electric motors 3 boilers 3 or 4 pumps, 
producers and an oil engine. " 

. Presi~ent.-What about the miscellaneous assets? What do you include 
In that Item? It is a fairly considerable figure. Are they your good debts? 

Mf'. ROll.-No . 
. Preside!"t.-'-I want to know whether your miscellaneous assets represent 

thmgs :whIch Iwe not fixed capital expenditure? . 
Mr. RoY.-There is no capital expenditure. 
Mr. Shaw.-That is really working capital. 
Pre.,;dent.-Is it really working capital? 
Mr. Roy.-We have taken that from the Balance Sheet. 
President.-I want to be clear on this point. As far as vour fixed 

?"pital expenditure is concerned as distinct from your working '("I)pital, It 
IS represented by items (c) and (d), as they stand in the books. 

Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
President.-The item (e) is really part of your working finance? 
Mr. Roy.-yes. 
President.-So that in trying to get the original block value of your 

property I should take item (d) and itl'm (,,) and add the whole of deprecia
tion to that. That gives you the original bloC'k value of your property. 
Plant and machinery includes everything ext'ept buildings so that the t .... o 
together give the present block value. The miscellaneous as.""ts can be left 
out and included in the working ('apita.!. 

lIIr. S. ShaW.-Yes. 
Pre.~id"nt.-Taking question 65 your stocks of raw materials and your 

finished goods and your outstandings together at 31st J)et'embpr, 19~O, 
amount to Us. 1,67,000. 

Mr. S. Shaw.-That is the stock. 

Presidl'lI.t.-Thnt is precisely therefore your workin/!: ("apitaland tl\e whole 
of that must be taken out 'of your block ac('Ount .. Taking the a.ggregate 
figure in Form I, ";Z., Us. 2,24,480 that was your gross pxpenditure in 1930 
and the working finance that yOll' require is Rs. l,67,OOOP 

Mr. S. Shaw.-Yes. 
PrPsident.-That represents the cost· of nine months' output, taking your 

total exppnditure for the year as Rs. 2,24,480 and the total working finance 
a,.q Rs. 1,67,000. In assuming a fair price for your products we have got 
to allow a figure on account of interest on working capital and wp have 
got to try and estimate what is a fair allowance for your wOf·kiug capital. 
On the fig;nres that you have given your ~orking expenditnre is thrPfl
fourths of the expenditure required during the year. 19:10 hilS been rather 
a difficult year from the point of view of sales; if you had a normal kind 
of year probably the amounts of outstandings and stocks would be less than 
i .. 1930. 

Mr. Ro!/.-As far as we have seen 1931 has been worse. 

Mr. Doal1.-What about 1928-29; was that better? 

1J.fr. Ro!/.-It was a little better but the outstanding figllre is almost the 
Rame. 

PTP.~idfnt.-If yon take the last three years probably yon (,lin· t.~ke 
1930 as a normal fignre. I take it that of these two statements Forms T 
and II, Form I rflpresflnts your IIctual figures of expenditnr{> :lnd Form IT 
is the estimate thnt you have PHHie Qf tlle average .costs? 

1IIr, ROll ,-Yes , 
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1!l·csidet.t.-I find, taking the various individual items in Form II, that 

the averages are not exact. These figures are really approximate averages? 
Mr. Ruy.-Yes . 
. President.--So that if we want to base our calculations on actual figures 

it IS bctter for us to proceed on Form I? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 

. Pre8i~ent.--Can you tell me how you worked out these output figures 
III ton~ III Form I? It'or 1930 you give your total output as 1,150 tons; 
how did you get that figure? 

Mr. Roy.-I took the weight of the raw materials used and worked 
from that end. 

President.-You took all the raw materials and allowed a certain wastage 
in melting and a certain wastage in breakages? 

Mr. Roy.-We have not allowed for any breakages, only wastage. 
President.-So that from this figure, in order to get the finished glass 

we have got to deduct 15 to 20 per cen,t. which represents breakages? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. I have not deducted breakages .beca.use they are used 

again. 
President.-Yes, but in order to get the actual cost that you incur per 

unit of finished glass I have got to make a deduction on account of break
age and divide the total figure by that to get the cost per ton of finished 
glass. 

Mr. Roy.-Yes, I ha.ve got to deduct 15 to 20 per cent. for breakages. 
It is very nearly 20 per cent. 

President.-That would slightly put up your cost per ton of finished glass. 
It would be more than Rs. 190 given in Form II. 

Mr. Roy.-That is so. 
President.-This figure of selling expenses--item 7-what does that repre

senti' Does that represent merely commission? 
Mr. Roy.-Commission, godown charges, cartage and so on. 
Prrsiden·t.-You told me you delivered your articles at dealers' godown. 

May I take this as your cost price ex-dealers godown? Every item is 
covered? 

Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Prc.,ident.-If I add these figures and allow for de~reciation and profit, 

then I get your fair selling price for goods delivered at the dealers 
godownl' 

Mr. Roy.-That is correct. 
President.-These repairs that you show here in item 5, are they entirely 

repairs to furnace I' 
Mr. Roy.-Furnace a.nd buildings. 
Prcsident.-How long have you had this tank furnaceP 
Mr. Roy.--Since 1919. 
PTesident.-And you incur an annual expenditure of about Rs. 2,800 on 

it? 
Mr. Roy.-This item includes repairs to factory buildings also. 
President.-Can you tell me from these figures your annual commitment 

on account of repairs to the furnace P 
Mr. 8. Shaw.-We generally keep our accounts in this way (statement 

handed in). . -
Presidell,f,._Where did you get this figure of Rs. 2,813 from (Form I, 

item 6)P 
Mr. S. Shaw.-This is shown in the balance sheet (handed in). We 

will send you five more copies of the .Balance Sheet. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Wby do you make a statement ill answer to question 

6 that your factory is not advantageously situatedI' 
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Mr. ROIJ~-:Be~use it is not on the railway lines, 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is not very far off? 
Mr. Roy.-It would have been advantageous if we could get the raiiway 

siding inside our factory., 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 6 (d) you Hay "labour is avail-

able". I take it you mean that skilled labour also is available? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes, we have them trained. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have you ever worked the three furnaces together? 
Mr. S. Shaw.-No. In 1928 we worked two furnaces together. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Then how do you calculate the maximum capacity d 

the three furnaces at 12 tons? 
.lIr. Roy.-We know the capacity of each furnace and if we work the 

three furnaces together it will produce so many tons per da.r. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have calculated it by working each furnace indi

vidually? 
Mr. S. Shaw.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say about the market that you deliver to the 

dealers here and you do not know where your goods go. ,What is the 
percentage that you give to the dealer about whose deb-tination you are not 
aware? 

Mr. S. Shaw.-About 50 per cent. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The rest goes to the other provinces? 
.1Ir. S. Shuw.-About 50 per cent. to the dealllrs, say about 40 per cent. 

to the direct consumer. 
Mr. Ruhilntoola.-Where? 
M'r. Roy.-In Bengal, in Calcutta, and in Dacea . 
• 1I,.. Rahimtoolu.-You don't send anywhere outside the Bengal Presid

ency. 
Ml". Roy.-'Ve send a small percentage. Even to Madras and Central 

Provinces we send. It will not be even 10 per cent . 

• 1I',.. Ilahi1lltoula.-The principal markets where your produets go are 
Bengal, Madras, Punjab, Rangoon and Central l)rovin<~es. Barring the 
Bengal Presidem'y the quantity sent outside is very negligible or practically 
nil? • 

Mr. Roy.-10 per cent. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-10 per cent. of your output goes outsideP 
Mr. Roy.-Yes, direct from us. 
Mr. lluhimtoola.-You mean you have got agents there?' 
Mr. Iloy.-No. We send on orders. 
Mr. liahilllfuola.-In answer to. question 49 (1) you have not supplied 

us with import pril"es. Do I understand that you don't keep yourself in 
touch with import priees? 

Mr. lioy.-.We could not eollect the information. 

Mr. llnhimfuoul.-You keep yourself in tout·h with the present ruling 
priees in the market. 

Pl'esidc1It.-But you have given us some pril'Cs in the list sent by 
you. 

Mr. III/Y.-Yes. We have them from markets. 

Mr. R<l,himtoola.-But they are old prices. :\Vhy I referred to it is this. 
On page 6 of the introducto~y ('hap~er. you have. ml'nt!oned ~hat your ?ost 
price per gmss in Calcutta IS US. :i for 1 0111. dlspenslllg phIal as agamst 
the Japanese selling pri('e of Rs. 3 in Calcutta. I don't understand your 
statement which vou have made here that you don't get the same price 
for your goods ~s against the imported goods. Here I find the prices 
exactly equal. Do you realise that price. 
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.v'T. Ro!/.~We had some special orders for 1 oz: phials and we charged 
them B.s. 3 and therefore I have quoted that prIce. Rs. 3 is our cost 
price, whereas Japan is selling at Rs. 3. I ought to get more than 
RIo. 3. 

Mr. Rallilllioula.-Your complaint is that you are not getting the 
price? 

Mr. 110Y.-In some cases where I am getting the same price, I am giving 
~ , , 

Mr. llallimtoola.-That statement which you made requires to be modi. 
fied. Not in all cases the bazaar treats you unfairly. It is only in some 
cases. 

Mr. Roy.-It is in the case of most of the phials, but for ordinary 
1 oz. phials, we don't get Rs. 3 per gross. 

Mr. Rallimtoola.-Take another case, 6 oz. dispensing phial. In both 
cases it is Rs. 6. 

President.-What do you mean by "cost price"? 
Mr. Roy.-The cost of producing the phials. 
Presiednt.-Do you make any allowance for profit? 
Mr. Roy.-Without profit. 
P'resident.-This is the sort of price which, if you realise it, will cover 

your expenses? 
Mr. Roy.~Yes. but it won'. bring in any profit to us. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In other words you will be compelled to sell at this 

prit·e, because Japan is selling at this price in spite of the fact that you are 
not able to make any profit? 

Mr. Roy.-Quite so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 51 you have made a complaint 

that public, bodies and Government are not buying from you. Have you 
ever filled in a tender for Government or public bodies? 

.1lr. Roy.-We tried to secure Government orders through our agent, but 
that gentleman failed. Twice he approached Government. We approached 
this gentlema,n who is our agent to approach Government, but he could not 
secure the order. 

Mr. Rallimtoola.-ls there no system of public tender? 
Mr. Rov.-They publish the tender in the gazette. 
Mr. Rahillttoola.-You have never filled in a tender? You' only tried 

influence? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have you got any complaints regarding railway 

freights? 
Mr. Roy.-In our opinion the railway freights are too high. As regards 

finished goods the rate we a.re paying is too exorbitant. In their railway 
guide, pamphlet No. II, they quote per maund for finished bottles from 
Howrah to Naini As. 11, whereas they actually charge us Rs. 1-2-0. We 
have been fighting over this matter. 

l"I'fsident.-The importer will get the same freight. 'You are really 
,asking for an arrangement which will benefit you at the expense of other 
Indian factories, but it won't benefit you at the expense of the importer 
as freight would be the same from Howrah to up-country centres. 

Mr. Roy.~The manufaC'turer should derive the benefit. That is why 
we want a special rate. !fhcy are charging lis at the same rate as on 
imported goods. We have been fighting over this for the last 3 months. 
To verify it we have written to Naini and Howrah. 

President.-They get special station to station rates. 

Mr. Rov.-For sand they charge As.. 4-10 per maund. As regards rail
way freight we want concession rates for raw materials a\po. 
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M-r. Rahimtoola.-You have said, in answer to question 48 that you find 
the competition from Japan keenest on all classes of glasswares. Does it 
mean competition with all the products that you turn out? 

M-r. Roy.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtollla;-Japan is the only competitor in the products that you 

manufacture? 
Mr. Boy.-Yes. 
M-r. Rahimtoola.-Czechoslovakia and Germany do not enter into it at 

all? 
Mr. Roy.-At present we have no competition with Germany. 5 or 6 

yea.rs ago there was some competition between Germany and India. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-In answer to question 64 you say the rates of deprecia

tion allowed by Income-tax Authorities are not known to you. How do you 
arriore at the depreciation? You have set aside Re. 2,14,498-10-0 for depre
ciation. 

Mr. Roy.-In the Glass Industry the plant deteriorates rapidly and the 
sheds also deteriorate rapidly. :Whatever depreciation we have given the 
Income-tax Officer approved. We -don't know what their proportion is. 

President.-What is your proportion? 
Mr. Roy.~We have allowed 10 per cent. for the mould as well as for the 

furnace. 
Mr. Shaw.-There is no fixed percentage. We simply allow a lump 

sum. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Out of the profits you make? 
Mr. Roy.-Whether there is any profit or not we allow depreciation. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You add to your loss? 
M-T. Roy.-Yes. 
I'resident.-You have got teJ meet your working expenses; you have got 

to pay for your labour and if there is any money left over you set aside 
a certain amount of depreciation. If there is still money left over, you 
distribute dividends, but if there is nothing left over after meeting the 
working expenses, you cannot afford to set aside anything for deprecia
tion. 

Mr. Roy.-During the last 12 yea.rs we have not made any profit. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-Still you have set aside so much for depreciation with

out making any profit, is that correcJ? 
Mr, Roy.~Whatever we add to the moulds or furnace which are prac-

tically of no value, we give it in depreciation account. 
Mr. Hodkin.-It is repairs and replacements and not depreciation? 
Mr. Roy.-Yes. As you may term it. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 60 you say "At present we 

have no contemplation for the replacement or extension of plants, etc.". 

Mr. Roy.-We are not satisfied. We have ideas of replacing mouth 
blowing by machinery, but we have no money at our disposal. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is perfectly true, but the answer doesn't say 
that. The answer says that you are perfectly satisfied with that. It, 
doesn't say that owing to financial difficulties you are not able to do what 
you would like to do. 

Mr. Roy.~We have an idea, but financial difficulties stand in the way. 

Mr. Boaa.-I should like to ask a little more information about your 
refractory materials. You have 8 furnaces. 

Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
Mr. Boaa.-Are they of the eame sizeP 
Mr. Roy.-They are of different sizes. 
Mr. Boaa.-What is the size of eachP 
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bas been left unfinished. 

M·r. Boag.-What is the capacity of the big furnace? 
Af1·. Roy.-It contains 35 tons of glass yielding 51 tons a day; another 

~u.rnace 18 tons yielding 31 tons per day and the capacity of the third 
furnace is 12 tons yielding about 3 tons. 

Mr. Boag.-How do you bu'y your refractory materials? In answer to 
questIOn 23 you say you get your refractory materials from Messrs. Burn 
and Company of Raniganj and Messrs. Bird and Company of Kumardhubi 
and fire-bricks and tiles works of Mogma. 

Mr. Roy.-Yes. 
M·r. Boag.-Do you buy all your fire-bricks from one firm at a time 

or do you buy special lllaterials from special firms P 
M1'. Shaw.-Silica clay and silica bricks we put·chase from Messrs. Bird 

and ,Compan~ and ordinary fire-bricks and .tiles from Mogma and the 
sl!eclal fire-brlCks from. Messrs. Burn and Company, but the prices are also 
dIfferent. 

Mr. Boag.-What quantity of these materials do you use in a year? 
How many wagon loads do you get in a year? 

Mr. Shaw.-We .could not tell you the exact quantity, but it would be 
about 4 wagons a year. 

Mr. Boag.-What value does that represent? 
Mr. Iloy.-I could, not give you the actual figure at the moment. 
Mr. Boag.-Oan you tell me approximately? 
Mr. Shaw.-We cannot' give you the actual figure, but it would be 

Rs. 1,500 to Rs. 2,000 a year. 
Mr. Boag.-You say that the average rate of wages is B.s. 20 a head 

per month. Do you pay your labour monthly or by piece work P 
1I1r. ROll.-We pay them monthly, and also by piece work. 
Mr. Boag.-You pay part of your labour on a monthly basis and part 

of your labour by piece work? 
Mr. ROll.-The men who are blowing are paid by· piece work and the. 

others are paid monthly. 
Mr. Boag.~How do you pay them? H~w do you calculate their wages? 
Mr. Roy.-on the actual number of bottles they make varying from 50 

to 25. 31 annas is the fixed rate we pay them .. The number varies accord
ing to the size. For example we pay 31annas for 50 in the case of 2 oz. 
a»d for 25 in the case of 12 oz. bottles. 

lIlr. Boag.-on an average what do they earn per head per month? 
1I1r. ROll.~The average earning is Rs. 35 per head per month. 
Mr. Boag.-The only other thing that I want to ask you about it with 

reference to your answer to question 67 in which you refer to certain 
attempts which have been made to start a soda factory in Bengal. Could 
you give us any details about that? . 

lIlr. Roy.-A gentleman who is a chemist has made experiments with the 
raw material-saji matti. ,We have seen that sample. He has sent. us. a 
little quantity of that. We are told that he has got the help of a capltalist 
who has promised to finance him. 

Mr. Boag.-He has not yet started? 
Mr. ROll.-No. His experiment was successful. He came to oUr office 

and gave us the sample. 
Mr. Boag.-Wbere does he think of starting a factory? 
Mr. Roy.-He has not yet decided. There is a factory in Kathiawar, 

which we understand is manufac~uring soda. 
Mr. Boag.-In your reply to the same question, you refer to the abse~ce 

of any organisation among manufacturers. You have no .arrangelllent Wlth 
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bhiier factories regarding the sale of your output or the priC\! at which 
you sell your output? 

ltI 1'. Iloy.-Among the local manufacturers there is no organisation. 
Recently we have started an organisation under the style of Glass Manu
facturers Association (Bengal). 

llf.r. Boltu.-Are you a member of that Associatio~? 
M-T. Roy.-Yes. It was only recently started. 
Jlr. Bultu.-For the purpose of this enquiry? 
l'rcsident.-Are you thinking of the Indian Glass Manufacturen; Associa

tion or is it a separate one? 
Mr. Iloy.-It is a separate one. In every province there should be a 

separate Glass Manufacturers Association; otherwise they cannot go on. 
President.-How many members have you got in your Association? 
M1·. Iloy.-There are only 8 members and 5 are standing out. 
M,.. Rahimtoola.-AItogether are there 13 factories in Bengal? 
M-T. Roy.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-In your answer to question 8, you say that your goods 

are not equal in quality to imported glassware, but they are almost equal 
in appearance. 'Vhat do you exactly mean by that? 

1I1-T. Roy.-We mea.n that the imported bottles as regards uniformity 
and capacity are superior to our make because they are made by machine 
whereas we are making them with mouth blowing. The result is that 
however perfectly we may manufacture; the bottles are not uniform and 
aol'e not of the same capacity . 

.111'. Hodkin.-Therefore you have no right'to expect to get the same 
price. 

111,.. ROII.-But the quality of our bottles is not inferior. We may com
pete with them and bring the quality also to their level provided we get 
the same pri('e. 

Mr. HOIlkin.-You canont expe('t to get the same price if your quality is 
not the same. 

Mr. ROll.-BecauHe we get less price we cannot improve. Now we give 
lUore attention to the side of _ mass production. 

111,.. llodkin.-You say you use burnt lime in your batch. Supposing 
you use your lime immediately you get it from the supplier, it may be 90 
per cent. of lime but if you use it after it has been in your yard for a few 
weel,s, it may be only 80 per cent. lime due to the fact that it is 
gradually slaking. 

Jer. Ro!/.-We are not sure of that. 
21/r. llorlkin.-That is what will a('tually happen. Therefore tIle qUIl.lit~, 

of your glass must vary continually. If you buy burnt lime, that is 
I'ntirf'ly lime, that goes into the glnss ns slIl·h. If you a<ld, ns :rou say, 
224 Ibs. of lime, that would go into ~'our melt -and produ('e 2 cwts. of glass. 
But if it has been l~'ing in ~'oui' yard, it takes up moisture from the atmos
Ilhf1re lind tal(es up also <'Ilrbnn-dioxide. Instead of being wholly lime, it 
is partly lime Ilncl partly volatile material. Therefore unless you determinf1 
exa('tly the proportion of volatile material from time to time, the amollnt 
of lime ~'ou are Plltting into ~'ol1r glass is going to vary and therefore the 
quality of your glass is going to V8l·y. Tf it varies ~'ou will never be IIble 
to work the ma(,hille bo('nuse you can only provide mal'11ineH for glass of 
('onst-nnt ('ompositiol1 or ('onstant qunlity. Evidently you don't have any 
che('lt on YOllr ('om position P 

J/r. Rn!I.-No. 
Mr. HorlX,in.-The same thing applies with regard to I·efra('tol'ies. Yo~ 

do not know an~·thing about the ('ompos.ition of your refraetOl·ies? 
Mr. ROll.-No. 
lIIr. Hodlcin.-You say you are satisfied with them? 
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Mr. ROII.-AlI these refractory materials which we are getting now aie 
inanufactured by Messrs. Bird and Company and Burn and Company and 
they are satisfactory. Therefore we say that we are satisfied with them. 
Formerly we used to buy materials from Mogma fire-bricks and tiles 
syndicates and the result of that was that our furnaces did not last more 
than four or five months. By using a. better.lluality of silica bricks from 
Bird and Company we are getting better resurt. The crown of the furnace 
is made of silica bricks, but the bottom and the SIdes of the furnace 
deteriorate in six months. By repairing them we may continue for a year 
when the whole structure has to be brought down; otherwise we cannot 
undertake repa.irs. 

Mr. Hodkin.-Do you actually support your arch separately from the 
walls of the furnace? 

Mr. ROII.-No, it is attached to the walls, but. we have an idea to make 
it separate, so that we may repair the walls and leave the arch alone. 

Mr. Hodkin.-You don't consider 6 months, which is the life of your 
furnace, as satisfactory? 

Mr. ROll.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Do you intend taking any step in that directioll? 
M·r. ROll.-We intend doing many things but we cannot do anything 

for want of finance. It requires heavy capital outla:},. 
Mr. Hodkin.-In l·eply to question 41, you say that in foreign coun

tries they manipulate their labour at a lower cost. What you mean is 
that they don't employ as many people as in India. 

M,·. Roy.-The idea of putting these things here is this. In foreign 
countries as far as we know they use machinery for blowing, for carrying 
and for annealing whereas in India we do all the processes by hand. 

Mr. Hodkin.-But you say they manipulate their labour at a lower 
cost. You don't pa.y your labour at the same rate as they pay in other 
c{Julltries except possibly Japan. Even in Japan they pay higher rates of 
wages than you pay. 

PI'csident.-What you are thinking of is the cost of .labour per ton of 
glass, not the rate of wages? 

llr. Roy.-Because we require more men. For instance in the anneal
ing chamber, if there is a big automatic annealing chamber one foreman 
would be quite sufficient whereas for the same amount of work we require 
three men. 

Prcsidcnt.-This is the labour cost per unit of glass and not the rate of 
wages per man. 

Mr. Hodkin.-That may be so. As a matter of fact, the wages here 
represent 34 per cent. of the total cost which is within one or two per 
<·ent. of the cost of labonr in other conntries. They all vary between 32 
and 38 per cent., so that your actual labour cost for your bottles is of the 
same category as it is in other countries so far as percentages are {'on
eerned; but certainly not so far as costs are concerned. Therefore you 
have an advantage from the point of view of your labour and not a disad
vantage. 

Mr. Roy.-If the labour cost is the same and if we have an advantage, 
how is it that our competitors are selling at a lower price? 

Mr. Hodkin.-Be("ause your raw materials and ('oal are ('osting you 
more and you are also using more. That is where your main disadvantage 
is. 

Mr. Roy.-You think that we use more. raw materials? 

Mr. Hodkin.-Yes. and you also use more coal in proportion. 'Vhl'reas 
their percentage on their total cost is say round about 30 per ('ent., yours is 
over 40. 

Prcsidcnt.-Is it an argument that machinery would be uneconomical 
in this country P 



M'T. Hodki-n.-They are perfectly satisfied with the furnace and the was 
they operate and I'say they are not satisfactory. 

Mr. Roy.-If we introduee ruaehinery, will not the cost be less than 
what it is now? 

MI' . .ll()dkin.-Exactly, you may be able to operate the machines with 
your labour at your present rate8 more cheaply than they. You need only 
the same number of people and you could operate your machines at a 
lower cost and therefore you ought to be able to manufacture cheaper by 
using machinery. But you will have to improve your furnace production 
at the same time in order to bring your cost into line with theirs. 

Mr. Roy.-You have just now told us that our fuel cost is far greater 
than that of other countries. May I ask you what will be their cost of fuel 
per ton of glass P 

Mr. Hodkin.-In the best factories where machines are being used, they 
manage to get one ton of finished ware, that is actually good bottles or good 
other things, working with tank furnaces and machines, for half a ton of 
coal. That is the best. The average figure is something like 22 cwts. of 
coal for one ton of finished glass. That is not melted glass but actually 
finished ware including all the coal used for power production and for 
annealing.' They don't use kilns now such as you have. They use auto: 
matic levers, with the result that their consumption of coal is a great deal 
less so that you have a gleat many things to do with your furnace produc-. 
tion, although you have progressed in other ways. You are using tank 
furnaces with producer gas but you are by no means perfect. 

Mr. Roy.-As you have visited our factory, may I ask you whether the 
process of gas producing is defective in our factory P 

Mr. Hodkin.-Tha.t I do not know. I should need to see how much 
coal you put down and I should have to analyse the gas also. Otherwise 
it is impossible to tell you whether you are operating economically or not. 
In the matter of coal, the amount of coal that you are using is distinctly 
excessive and it is not H tons, it is nearly 31 tons. 

Mr. Roy.-For the last three yea.rs it shows that the coal consump
tion is nearly 31 tons but we thought if we worked to our full capacity it 
would be Ii tons. 

Mr. Hodkin.-I don't think you would be able to do that. 
Mr. Roy.-But that was our idea. 



Messrs. M. N. Mehta Glass Factory, Calcutta. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) Letter dated the 28th October, 1931. 

Be PROTBCTION POR TIIB GLASS INDUSTRY IN INDIA. 

Referring to the decision of the Government of India to refer to the 
Tariff Board for examination representations from certain Glass Manufac
turers requesting that protection may be extended to the Glass Industry in 
India along with any other representations which may be brought to its 
notice, we beg to submit the following representation for the favourable 
consideration of the Tariff Board;-

We have recently established a. factory in Calcutta for the manufac
ture of glass bangles and have equipped it with the latest machinery and 
appliances for the manufacture of all classes of these articles. . 

Glass bangles had previously been manufactured in Firozabad and other 
towns on a small scale but until recently there were no attempts to manu
facture bangles on an industrial scale. 

Glass bangles are' not manufactured in Great Britain or in any of the 
British Dominions but they are imported into India from Czechoslovakia 
ILnd Japan-the bulk of the imports being from Japan where they manu
facture the cheaper kinds, principally reshmi or silky bangles. 

When factories for manufacturing glass bangles on an industrial scale 
~. were started in India about a yeaI!' agG, Japanese manufacturers reduced 

their prices by about 30 pel!' cent. and they declared their determination 
to make further reductions in order to kill the competition of Indian made 
goods. 

The abandonment of the gold standard by the British Government and 
its effect on Indian exchange with Japan, increasing the cost of yen from 
about Rs. 138 per 100 yen to Rs. 175 at Rs. 180 per 100 yen, and the 
enhancement of the import duty from 40 per cent. to 50 per cent., is acting 
as a temporary check to the importation of gla,ss bangles from Japan on a. 
large scale but when the exchange value of the yen in relation to Indian 
currency is stabilibed fresh efforts will be made by Japanese manufacturers 
to intensify their competition with Indian made bangles. 

That ·Japanese manufacturers are able to compete successfully against 
goods of indigenous manufacture, even in face of a protective tariff. has 
been demonstrated in the case of Japanese piece goods and 'We feel tha.t 
Japanese makers .will spare no efforts to retain their hold on the glass 
banglpH trade with India. In the past, the Japanese Government have 
helped manufacturers in their country .to ca.pture export mar~ets by grant
ing them subsidies and in the present mstance they are certam to help the 
manufacturers of glass bangles in their competition against the newly 
sta.rted bangle industry of India. 

Glass bangles are an article of necessity to the women of India as all 
women eX(,-9pt those who are widows, are by universal custom expected 
to we;r bangles-of gold or silver if they can afford them or of glass at 
least if thet cannot afford the more costly ones. 

Up to the year 1921 glass bangles w~re subject to an i~port duty of 11 
per cent. but in the budget for 1921-22 It was proposed to mcrease the duty 
to 20 per cent. 

AR the largest importers of glass bangles in Calcutta we protested to the 
-Government of India agamst ~he proposed increase of duty and an amend
ment WaR moved at onr suggestion in the Conn('i1 of State that the duty 
on glass bangles b .. not in('reased bilt that it be retainl'd at the then exist
ing rate of 11 per cent. This amendment was, lJowevef, not R('cepted as the 
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majority of memhers ,of the Council of State wcre of opinion that a higher 
ra,te of duty would help indigenous manufacturers and act as a protection 
against foreign competition. 

The manufacture. of glass bangles in India has increased since then but 
although the import duty has been gradually increased to 50 per cent. the 
importation from foreign countries has continued on a large scale. 

As we have statE'd above, we have reC'ently established a faC'tory in 
~al?utf.i! \ for the manufac~ure of ,g~ass bangles and' al.ong with the other 
mdlgen"l'Ill makers we are In a positIOn to meet the entire demand in India 
if the industry is helped to secure a firm footing and to C'ompete suC'C'ess
fully against imports from foreign countries. 

We feel that it would not be asking too much to suggest that a pro
hibitive duty of 100 per cent. be imposed on glass bangles imported from 
foreign countries in order to help the mdigenous industry in its struggle 
against foreign competition. . 

The Indian glass bangles industry affords E'mploymE'nt to a large number 
of workmen and if it is saved from E'xtinction and affordpd an opportunity 
of establishing itself on a firm footing it will in future find work for an E'ven 
larger number and will E'ventually yield a large revenue to Government in 
the form of income and other taxes. 

We feel confident that the members of the Tariff Board will give this 
representation their favourable consideration and will reC'ommend Govern
ment to afford substantial protection to a struggling indigenous industry, 

(2) Letter dated tlle 16th December, 1931, trom Mr. M. N. illeHa, Calcutta. 

Referring to your letter No. 666, dated Bombay, the 16h November, 1931, 
we enclose answers to the questionnaire sent by you, 

As oul' factory was only started at the beginning of the current year we 
regret we have been unable to give the figure for the past five years 
required in some of the questions. 

Enclosure. 

Answers to Qou.estionn.aire for Glass Manu./actu.rers. 

1. Our works are owned by our Sole Proprietor Mr. P. 1\1. N. Mehta. 
2. The entire capital has been provided by Mr. P. 1\-1. N. Mehta and the 

entire management is in the hands of Indians. 
3. Our works commenced manufacture on 1st January, 1931-
4. A6 at present equipped the full capacity of our works is 10,000 dozeu 

pairs per day. 
5. (a) We manufacture Glass Banldes only. 
(b) As we started manufaeture on 1st January 1931 only we cannot give 

the figures of manufacture for the last five years. 
6. Our faetory is situated at No. 82, Ultadanga Main Road, Caleutta, 

and we consider it advantageously situated in respect of:-
(a) vicinity to the areas from whieh our principal raw materials are 

drawn, • 
<b) viC'inity to the coalfields and sourC'es of eleC'triC' power and gas, 
(r) viC'initv to the important markets of B«mgal, Rihar and Orissa 

and' the United Provinces, 
(d) an abundant labour supply. 

7. 'Ve consider that the most ~mp6rtal\t faC'tors in sple~ting the site .for 
a GlORI! FaC't<lr~' in India are viC'imty to the arpos from which raw n~aterlRls 
are ohtained and to the RoUI'C'es of pO\fer l\nd ('oa\ and w\lere Il\bour IS C'heap 
and IIbundant. 
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8. We consider glass bangles manufactured by us are equal in quality 

and appearance to bangles imported from Japan from where the same class 
of. bangles have hitherto been imported. They do not command the same 
prl~ as buyers have the idea that goods manufactured locally should be 
obtamable at a lower price than imported goods. 

9. The production of glass bangles at our works is carried out throughout 
th~ year but the output is less during the rainy season and this fact con
tnbutes to an increase in the cost of production. 

10. The principal raw materials used in our works for the manufacture 
of gl~ss baJlgle~ are soda ash, lime, zinc oxide, barium carbonate, selenium, 
cadmIUm sulphIde, borax, orenium, oxide of cobalt and sand. 

11. We are unable to state the amiual requirements of raw materials as 
we have only started manufacture at the beginning of the present yea.r. 

12. To produce one ton of glass 12 per cent. more of sand ash and sand 
are required. 

13. Sand is obtained frolll Allahabad and the other materials are- imported 
from Great Britain, the Continent of Europe and the United States of 
America. 

14. Sand is collected in Naini (Allahabad) and is sent from there by rail 
to our factory. 

15. We buy the sand from the suppliers in Allahabad and no royalty 
is paid by us. 

16. We do not collect any raw material ourselves and cannot give the 
details required in this question. 

17. We do not hold any concessions as regards the supply of raw 
materials. 

18. Except sand all raw materials are imported from abroad. 
19. We do not think there is any immediate prospect of the manufacture 

of any of the raw materials in India which are now imported. 
20. We find the raw materials now used by us suitable for the manu

facture of glass bangles. 
21. Japanese manufacturers use the same materials as ourselves for the 

manufacture of glass bangles. 
22. We do not manufacture crucibles and pots but import them from 

Japan and the voyage from Japan has no effect on the life of the crucibles 
or pots. 

23. Our furnace refractory materials are satisfactory. 
24. The processes employed in the manufacture of glass bangles require 

expert supervision and we have had to import skilled workmen from abroad. 
25. Two imported labourers are now employed by us. Indian labourers 

are being trained to take their place and we find that the Indian labourers 
quickly learn the methods of the imported labourers. 

26. Indian labourers are being trained in the methods and pro('esses 
employed and readily acquire effi('iency in them. 

27. In the manufacture of glass bangles skilled labour cannot be replaced 
by automatic or semi-automatic machines. 

28. We employ machinery as far as possible but in the manufacture of 
glass banglea certain portion must be done by hand and this prevents the 

. more extensive use of ma('hinery. 
29: The high temperature and humiditv in Calcutta effp('ts ihe efficiency 

of Indian workmen as compared with other countries. 

30. We cAnnot give the figures required in (a.) and (b) but we may state 
in reply to (3) that 150 workmE'n are now employed by us. 

31. Local labourers prefer to stay with their families outside the factory. 

32. Steam ('oal is tit", principal fuel uSPd ip oqr worb and is available ill 
8uffi('ient quantities. 



33. Steam ~Oll!l ~ brought from the ABansol district. The freight on it 
to Ultadanga 18 Rs. 4 per ton and the total cost delivered at our works 
(including freight) is Re. 9 per ton. 

34. Coal is applied direc~ly in the furnaces in its natural state. 
35. Electric power is used for running shafts and gas is used in certain 

finishing processes. 
36. One ton of coal is required for the manufacture of the same weight 

of glass. 
37. We consider our works are sufficiently large for the class of goods we 

manufacture to ensure economy in working. 
38. It is difficult to describe the processes of manufacturing bangles or 

to give a brief descriptiori of the plant and machinery. 
39. Our factory having been erected only this year the machinery and 

other equipment and the processes of manufacture are the most up-to-date. 
An extension of the factory and the resultant larger output would materially 
reduce the cost of production. . 

40. Having only recently started manufacture we have installed the 
most recent plant and machinery and are using the latest processes of manu
facture. 

41. The processes of manufacturing bangles in our factory are the same 
as those in Japan and there is no difference in them. 

42. The machines and plant installed in our factory have been imported 
from Japan but they could be made in India. 

43. It is not possible to state what is the total Indian production of glass 
bangles as no statistics are available. 

44. The principal markets for glass bangles are Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, 
United Provinces, Central Provinces, Chota Nagpur and the Madras and 
Bombay Presidencies. 

45. The rate of railway freight for glass bangles differs according to the 
distance and we have no advantage in this respect over imported goods. 

(b) Railway freight is always charged on gross weight. The normal ratio 
of nett weight to gross weight is 100 Ibs. nett to 146 Ibs. gross. 

46. The same rates of freight are paid on Indian made goods as on those 
imported from abroad. 

47. We have no idea as to the possibility of exporting other classes of 
glassware to foreign countries but we do not consider that any export trade 
of importance can be done in glass bangles as these are almost exclusively 
used by Indian women. 

48. The most serious competition is from Japanese manufacturers as they 
supply the Indian market with glass bangles at continuously reduced prices. 

49. We are unable to give the figures of the past five years as our factory 
was only started during the current year. 

50. The rates at which glass bangles are imported into India from Japan 
are approximately 2 sen per dozen pairs c.i.f. 

(b) Landing charges amount to about 1 per cent. and import duty until 
recently was 40 per cent. but has now been enhanced to 50 per cent. 

5!. Our products are not purchased by Government or other public 
bodies as glass bangles are all article entirely used by women. 

52. We ~onsider· that as compared with foreign manufaC'turers the Indian 
manufacturer of glass bangles is at a disadvantage as he has to import 
almost all his rRW materials from abroad and has to pay heavy custom dl1tie~ 
on these as well as freight and other charges. 

53. We know that Ja.panese manufacturers are receiving substantial help 
from their Government in the shape of subsidies ann low rates of freight. •. 
The freight on glass bangles from Kobe is about yen 10 per ton, 



(a) Owing to the help they receive from their Government Japanese 
manufacturers are able to sell at prices which would otherwiije show them a 
heavy lose. 
. 54. The total block value of our factory for manufacturing glass bangles 
IS rupees two lacs, including machineries plant, and goods manufactured. 

55 .. As our factory has been started during the current year. we have not 
yet written off any sum for depreciation. 

56. The present day cost of erecting a Glass Bangles Factory similar to 
ours would be approximately the same as our cost divided under the follow
ing heads:-

Building and land 
Plant and machinery 

Total 

Ra. 
50,000 
50;000 

1,00,000 

We do not think the cost of operating a new works established now 
would differ from our cost of operating. 

57. As our factory is a private concern We cannot furnish the figure 
required in this question. 

58. We have not issued any debentures. 
59. As we have only started manufacture recently we have not yet had 

an opportunity of creating a. reserve fund. 
60. About 2 lacs of rupees would be required to enlarge the factory in 

order to reduce the proportion of cost of manufacture and overhead charges. 
61. TIIP two forms annexed to the questionnaire have. been filleq uP and 

are attaC'h .. d hereto. 
62. The percentage of wastage including breakage in our factory is about 

15 per cent. As we have only recently started manufacture we 'cannot answer 
the second part of this question: 

63. As we manufacture glass bangles only we cannot particulars of varia.
tions in expenditure between the different classes of glassware. 

64. The inC'ome-tax authorities allow 15 per cent. depreciationolJ 
machinery but this rate is not sufficient and we consider that it should be 
inC'reased to 30 per cent. Machinery, such as is used in the manufacture of 
glass bangles depreciate more rapidly than in the case of other industries 
and we do not think the present' rate of 15 per cent. is sufficient. 

65. The average value of (a) stocks of raw materials and fuel held by us 
is as. 45,000, of finislled goods Rs. 40,000 and (b) the average outstandings 
in respect of goods sold by us amount to Rs. 40,000. 

66. :We have no head office other than our 'own office in Calcutta. The 
firm being a private concern is managed by the proprietor himself, and no 
expenditure is incurred under headings (a) and (b). , 

67. The conditions laid down by the Fiscal Comr.l:f.ion for industries 
claiming protection are satisfied in the case of the glass baq"les industry. 

(a) The industry of manufacturing glass bangles possesue. Dl\tural advan
tage" in an abundant supply of the principal raw materials, Ch",lp . power, 
a sufficient supply of labour and a large home market. 

(h) Without the help of protection the glass bangles industry is not likely 
to develop as rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the country. 

(e) If the industry is helped in its infancy it will eventually be able 
to face world competition without protection. 

Glass bangles are an article of necessity to all classes of women in India 
and the large amount of money that is now being paid for foreign made 
bangles would remain in the country if the industry is developed. 

68. We consider that the most suitable form of protection would he an 
import duty of 200 per ~ent. on all glass bangles imported from abr:oad. 
The price at which reshml and other cheap styles of bangles are sold IS so 

GLASS U 
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low th'at a lower rate of duty would not have the same beneficial effect. 
Exchange on Japan, from which country the chief competition emanates, 
was on the 8th December 1931 Rs. 204 per 100 yen and it is possible that 
it will go still lower and thus stimula.te exports from that country. 

(b) ,We suggest that protection should be given in the form of an import 
duty which will practically prohibit imports from abroad. 

(c) We consider that glass bangles require protection but we cannot 
speak about other classes of glassware which we do not ourselves manu-
facture. , 

69. We do not think it likely that Rny other industries will be a.dversely 
affected by the imposition of a protection duty on glass bangles. 

FORM I.-Statement showna the total expe'lUiitwre incurred at wor/,.s on the 
prod1/.ction 0/ glass during the past /i1'e years. 

As our factory hal< only heen sta.rted during the current year we al'e 
unable to supply the informa.tion required in this form . 

. FORM II.-StatemefLt .~howi'/l.a; the works cJ'.prfLdit.,re per ton of 'each ·clas.~ 
of glassware d1wing the post five ?leaT3. 

As our factory has only been started during the current year we are 
unable to supply the information required ill this form. 

(3)Letter «<ried the .'lOth Decembe7', lf1.31 , b·om lIlr. 111. :V. Jlehfa, 65, Ezra 
Street, Oalcutta. 

In continuation of the evidence given by our Proprietor, Mr. P. 1\1. N. 
Mehta, before the Tariff Board in Cnleutta we suhmit that the indigenouR 
concerns for manufacturing glass bangles !;hould be givl'n adl'quatt> and timely 
protection against forl'igners who may wish to erl'C't factoriel< in India in 
order to compete on the spot with factoril's owned by Indians and thus 
avoid payment of any proteetive duties whiC'h it may be desirl'd to impose 
on imports of glass bangll's from foreign countries. 

The glass bangles industry in India is only in its infancy and means 
Rhould be devised to prevent foreigners from erecting factories with the sole 
obiect of eventually crushing the indigenous industry and eventually mono
polising the trade. 

In this connecton we would draw attention to the tactics of the Swedish 
Match Company who, in order tQ, avoid. the protection granted to the loeal 
match manufacturers, established factories in India and have gradually ex
tended these factories and opened new ones in different parts of India. 
These factories, spread over the different provinees, enable the Swedil<h 
Match Company· to supply ma.tches on the spot to dealers up-country while 
indigenous factories have to pay railway freight to these up-country towns. 
In order to meet the conditions recommended by the Tariff Board and 
accepted by the Government of India, the Swedish Match Company ha,e 
formed their Match Factories in India into a limited coneern having a 
certain propor.tion of Indians on their Board of Directors. These Indian 
Directors do-'not really take an active part in the management but they 
have been selected on account of their position in public and other aC'tivi
ties. . 

It is fea.red that similar tacties may be adopted by foreign manufacturers 
of glass bangles (particularly Japa.nese) whose trade with India may be ad
versely affected by any protection afforded to Indian manufacturers. These 
foreiin manufacturers will certainly open factories in India in order to 
evade payment of any protective duties impQseu on imports of glass bangles 
manufaetured outside of India, and will follow the exa.mple of the Swedish 
Concern by forming Limitl'd Companies registered in India. and having 
Indians as' Directors in order to give such companies the appearanee of 
being Indian ConeE'rns /llthough in rl'nlity foreign concerns wantinl!: to ex, 
~ploit the country, . 
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:We also understand that in order to take advantage of the protective 

duties on sugar, a Chinese firm is contemplating the estab1ishment of as 
many as seven Sugar Factories in India. Surely, the Tariff Board will 
admit that the burden on the customer in this country is not being imposed 
'in order that foreigners may exploit the advantages therefrom. We would 
suggest shortly that the Government of India should take necessary measures 
to prevent non-Indians from establishing themselves in industries like those 
in which particularly Indians are taking a keen interest and which tbey are 
anxiou8 to develop as much and as quickly as possible. 

As regards a protective duty of 200 per cent. on Imported Glass Bangles 
suggested by us we would draw the attention of the Tariff Board to the 
fluctuations in Japanese exchange with India which varies from time to time 
from B.s. 100 to B.s. 200 per 100 yen. These fluctuations are due to the 
dever tactics of Japanese 'manufacturers and bankers in handling their 
·bnsiness. During recent months we have seen how the rupee-yen exchange 
has been fluctuating from Rs. 200 per 100 yen to Rs. 135 per 100 yen. 
The ratio has been in favour of the Japanese for a considerable time. On 
8th December, 1931, the rate of exchange was B.s. 200 per 100 yen and on 
30th December, 1931, the rate is Rs. 135 per 100 yen, which means that 
65 points have dropped off within a space of three weeks, and in fact 
Japanese exchange has in normal times dropped to Rs. 100 per 100 yen. 
This point should be' carefully considered in recommending measures of 
protection for the glass bangles industry of India. 

Taking . into consideration the fluctuations of 100 points in exchange we 
suggeRt that protection granted to the glass bangles industry should be in 
the following form:-

(1) When exchange on Japan is up to Rs. 124 per 100 yen, import 
duty on glass bangles should be levied at 200 per cent. 

(2) In case exchange on Japan is above B.s. 124 per 100 yen, the rate 
of the duty may be reduced to a figure which would compen
sate for the higher exchange. 

We have already submitted original Invoice No. 8402, dated the 31st 
August, 1931, for 65 cases Japanese bangles the total c.i.f. cost of which 
is yen 831-32 which-

At an exchange of B.s. 130 per 100 yen equals . 
. tdd import duty at 50 per cent. on 33,720 

dozen pairs in the 65 cases on the Tariff 
valuation of 1 anna per dozen pairs . 

Add landing and clearing charges at 3 per 
cent. 

Total landed cost of 33,720 dozen pairs is 

Re. A. P. 

1,080116 

1,053120 

64 00 

2,198 7 6 
(' 

The landed cost ex-Jetty of 1 dozen pairs is 12i pies. It will be seen from 
the Invoice that freight from Kobe to Calcutta is only yen 10 per ton and 
on 65 cases (33,720 dozen pairs) totals yen 120-75. . 

It may be pointed out that the first cost of Japanese reshmi .bangle 
as shown in the invoice was 2 sen 1 rin (=2,'6th sen) per dozen paIrs but 
during the month of September prices fell to 2 sen and .that a discount of 
1 per cent. is allowed off these prices. 

We enclose a statement showing the actual cost of manufacturing glass 
bangles from which it will be seen that ~hile the cost. of manuf~ure per 
dozen pairs is 1 anna 41 pies per dozen paIrs the sale prIce has untIl recently 
been 1 anna per dozen pairs and this pr.i<;e has now been reduced t.o 10 pie!\ 
per dozen in order to meet the competItion created by the drop 'In Rupe. 
Yen Exchange. 

It may be pointed out that the imports of glass bangles duri~g tho 
financial year 1927-28 amounted to 2 crores of rupees but dropped durlOg th, 
last financial year (1930-31) to 50 to 60 lacs owing to the general economi 
depression and the unsettled political conditions in this country. 

172 
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We trust the Tariff Board will give their favourable consideration to 
this representation,and will recommend to the Government of India to grant 
adeq.uate and timely protection to the glass ba.ngles industry and help it to 
obtam a firm footing among the industries of the country. 

Enclosure. 

Stateme;n,t of ~penditwre for manufacture of 37,800 Ibs. of alaS$ per pleek .• 

Cost of materials used daily-

Sand 3,348 lbs. at 3 pies per lb. 
Soda 1,612 Ibs. at anna 1 per lb. 
Lime 128 lbs. at anna. 1 per lb. 
Zinc oxide 403 lbs. at annas 4 per lb. 
Borax 344 lbs. at annas 2 per lb. . 
Cadmium 134 lbs. at Rs. 2 per lb. 
Selenium 75 lbs. at Rs. 7 per lb. 

Total cost per day 

For 7 days at Rs. 1,097-13 per day is 
Coal 21 tons per day-171 tons for 7 days at Rs. 10 per ton . 
Gas and eledricity for 6 days at Rs. 30 per day 
Supervision and office establishment for 7 days at Rs. 80 per 

day 
Selling .expenses for 7 days at Rs. 40 per' day . 
Card board packing boxes, wrapping paper, labels for 10.000 

boxes per day--60,000 boxes in 6 days at pies 41 per box . 
Other chemicals (cobalt oxide, sulphate copper, etc,) for 6 

days at Rs. 15 per day . . 
Rent, taxes and miscellaneous expenses at Rs. 40 per day for 

7 days 
9 Crucibles per month at Rs. 45 each-Rs, 405 per month 

(these have to be renowed every month) equals per week 
Cost (If furnace-Rs. 2,000 every 3 months-per weak . 
Labour for manufacturing 10,000 dozen pairs per day equals 

60,000 dozen pairs per week of 6 days at pies 41 per dozen 
pairs 

Interegt on Block Capital Rs. 200,000 and Working Capital 
100,000, Total Rs. 300,000 for 1 week a.t 12 ,per cent. per 
annum 

Total cost of manufacturing 5,400 lbs. per day-37,BOO lbs. in 
7 days 

Cost per 1 lb. glass 

Cost of glass for daily output of 10,000 dozen pairs at 4 oz. 
per dozen pairs-2,500 lbs. of glass at annas 5-61 per lb. 

Proceeds of sale a.t wholesale rate of anna 1 per dozen pairs 
for 10,000 pairs 

Nett loss on sale of 10,000 dozen pairs 

Rs. A. P. 

52 5 0 
100 12 0 

8 0 0 
100 12 0 

43 0 0 
268 0 0 
525 0 0 

1,097 13 0 

7,684 11 0 
175 0 0 
ISO 0 0 

560 0 0 
280 0 0 

1,406 4 0 

90 0 0 

280 0 0 

101 0 0 
166 8 0 

1,406 4 0 

750 0 0 

13,Oi911 0 

0 5 61 

865 14 3 

625 0 0 

24014 3 

(N.B.-Owing to the drop in rupee-yen exchange the selling price has 
noW been reduced to pies 10 per dozen pairs.) 



.Cost of manufacturing glass bangles, say 4 oz. of glass per 1 dozen 
palr8 of bangles 8:t annas lHll per lb. of glass-annas 1-41 against selling 
price of anna 1 smce reduced to pies 10 per dozen pairs. 

(4) Lette;1j dated the 8th March, 1932. 

With refere~ce to our letter, dated the 30th December, 1931, we beg to 
submIt that wh.,lst the ev~dence given by our proprietor Mr. P. M. N. Mehta, 
belore the TarIff Board in Calcutta, he had drawn the particular attention 
to the fact that on account of uncertainty in the Japanese exchange, the 
Board should take into their kind consideration the fl.uctuations in the 
Japan~se exchanges, from time to time, as it mars the glass bangles industry 
In IndIa, when the exchange has gone down to Rs. 115 for yen 100 so it is 
quite impossible to compete with the Japanese glass bangles at the present 
rate of exchange. You .are requested to place forth this letter before the 
Tariff B..,ard members, for their kind consideration, to put up a higher duty 
say 200 per cent. when the exchange on Japan is up to Rs. 124 per 100 yen, 
unless this method of scale is observed by the Tariff Board while submitting 
their report to the Government of In.dia, we are Bure that the indigenous 
concerns for manufacturing· glass bangles should be given adequate and 
timely protection. 

We would draw the attention of the Tariff Board members to the fl.uctua
tions in Japanese exchange with India which varies from time to time from 
Rs. 100 to Rs. 200 per 100 yen. These fl.uctuations are due to the clever 
tactics of Japanese manufacturers and bankers in handling the business. 
During recent months we have seen how the rupees have depreciated and 
as well as appreciated with the Japanese exchange. Sir, not far back dur
ing. the first week of December last the exchange was somewhere to Rs. 200 
for 100 yen, and at the time whilst our Proprietor's evidence was given 
orally to the Tariff Board it was somewhere to Rs. 145 for 100 yen, and 
now it has dropped down to Rs. 115 for 100 yen, still there is lower tone 
for the Japanese exchange, it might even go under the par value, under 
these circumstances, we beg to say that this point should be carefully con
sidered in recommending measures of protection for the glass bangles 
industry. 

:We trust that our above request will not be taken amiss in any way 
that we have been worrying the Tariff Board by putting up the 200 I?er 
cent. protective duty on glass bangles, we have placed the real facts. WIth 
figures, and we trust the Tariff Board will give their favourable conslde~a
tion to this representation, and will r~ommend to the Govern"?-ent of Ind,a, 
to grant adequate and timel~ protectIOn to ~he gla~s bangles Industry, and 
help it to obtain a firm footIng among the IndustrIes of the country.. 
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MESSRS. M. N. MDITA GLASS FACTORY, CALCUTfA. 

B.-ORAL • 

. Evidence of Mr. P. M. N. MDIT A, recorded at Calcutta, on Saturday, 
the 19th December, 1931 

President.-Mr. Mehta, I gather from your ,tatements that you are 
applying for a protective duty of 200 per cent. on glass bangles? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. The reason being that although on the face of it 
looks prohibitive, we have to compete with formidable rivals like Japan. On 
the 8th December the rate of exchange was Rs. 200 for 100 yen whereas 
at the present moment it is 150 and by the month of March if Japan goes 
off the Gold Standard it may become 200 at par, so that 100 will go out 
as far as the exchange is concerned, and Japan is a country which can 
compete against any other country in this business. They have captured 
the beads business which used to be in the hands of Czechoslovakia and 
Bohemia. 

President.-Your main justification for a duty at this rate of 200 per 
cent. is the exchange position with regard to Japan? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. . 
President.-In your original representation to us you suggested a duty of 

100 per cent.? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-So that this additional 100 per cent. that you are suggesting 

is on account of the recent fluctuation in exchange, but apart from exchange 
you consider that the facts of the glass bangle industry in your experience 
would justify the imposition of a duty of 100 per cent.? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-May I take it that you have satisfied yourself that on the 

cts of the industry a duty of 100 per cent. is what is wanted? Supposing 
the exchange of Japan was normal---l!Upposing it was at par-then YOUI 
position is that on the facts of the industry a duty of 100 per cent. would 
be required? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Preside,~t.-You have satisfied yourself about that? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-I should like you to tell me what precisely are these facts on 

which a duty of 100 per cent. is justified? 
Mr. Mchta.-The facts are that according to the Indian Fiscal Commis. 

sion's report ........... . 
President.-The question is one of facts not of opinions. You say on the 

facts of the industry you have satisfied yourself that a 100 per cent. duty 
is required. I am asking you from the replies that you have sent in to 
tell me precisely what the facts are. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The Board would like to know how you have arrived at 
a figure of 100 per cent. 

Mr. Mehta.-We have to import skilled labour and it is more costly to 
manufacture over here than in other countries. 

Preside.nt.-You understand, don'~ you, that the ~easure of protecti~n 
which an industry can clai~ is the. dIff~rence between I~S cost .and the price 
of the imported article agamst WhlC~ It compe~es. It IS. pOSSible for us to 
get the facts which regard to the Import pr~ce from Im~orters and the 
Customs "nd from various o~her sources. That IS only one Side of the case.: 
the other side of the c~e. 18 your cos~, and unless you hav~ got both It 
would be impossible to Justify any pa.rtlCular rate of duty. Smce you have 
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told us that you have satisfied yourself that the facts of the industry justify 
a duty of 100 per cent., I am asking you to give us the facts. 
. Mr. Mehta.-It costs us to manufacture reshmi bangles one anna a 
dozen pairs. 

President.-We cannot take a simple statement of that kind at its 
face value. What is your cost on which you base your proposal fOl" a 100 
per cent. duty? 

Mr. Mehta.--Cost of material and labour and so on. 
President.-What does your material cost? Give us the cost for the 

11 months that you have worked. Supposing I suggested in answer to your 
proposal for a 100 per cent. duty that at present you are making 100 per 
cent. profit, how would you meet it? 

Mr. llahimtoola.-The point the Board would like to know is how exactly 
do you arrive at this figure of one anna per dozen pairs? 

Mr. Mehta.-I will give you the details. It costs us at As. 1-4~ pies 
for one dozen pairs of reshmi. bangles including labour cost and materials. 

Mr. llahimtoola.-I want you to give the details of labour, material and 
80 on. 

l'reside·nt.'-You have worked for 11 months. Your difficulty in t>roduc
mg your cost statement in this form I take it is that your accounts 'nave 
not been audited yet, but is it altogether impossible for you to take out ior 
this purpose the figures with regard to your expenditure on each particular 
lIlaterial, on power and fuel, on supervision and establishment, on repairs 
a.ld on miscellaneous items? 

Mr. Me1tta.-As far as the glass industry is concerned I believe it is 
impossible. . 

l'reside,.t.-You started in January: suppose I suggested that you take 
the total quantity of sand that you purchased since you started operations 
in January and you know how lUuch sand there is in stock, don't you? 
That will give You the total amount of sand you used in the manufacture 
of bangles 80 far? Similarly would it not be possible 'for you to get your 
Ilxllenditure on soda ash your expenditure on lime, your expenditure on coal? 
Probably these figul·es \vould not be accepted by your auditors but these 
figures would be good enough for basing a fairly accurate estimate of the 
co.ts. 

M,·. Mehta.-l am prepared to give you the costs but it ,,:ill take some 
time. At the pl·esent moment I manufacture so many dozen pall·S. We have 
a statell1tmt every week: we say we spend so much raw material ~or the 
manufacture of ballgll's and it briDgs the cost to one anna and 4~ pies per 
dozen pairs. 

l'Teside,.t.-~'or what period have you got your figures in that form? 
Mr. Mehta.-Since October lust I have got statistics of how much I manu

facture and what quantity of material is being consumed every week. 
President.-Have you any statistics of that kind with regard to the 

IIroduction for the previous months? 
Mr. Mehta.-No. 
l'rssident.-8urely you know your materials for those months? 
Mr. Mehta.-We started with a great' handicap. 
President.-Supposing I asked you to give me your total expenditure on 

each material· during those months that you have been working since January 
last, would you be able to give me that? , 

Mr. Mehta.-It would be rather difficult for me because we have placed 
in one account whatever we bought and it would be difficult to take out 
the different materials. 

President.-Bllt you would be able to give tbem separately for a period 
of two months? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes, for October and November. 
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President.-When would you be able to prepare that statement for us? 
Mr. Mehta.-Within a fortnight. 
President.-Wo,uld you be able to let us have it by the 4th January? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes I will. 
President.-It is not possible for us to' make any use of your replies 80 

long as exact figures of costs are not available. 

M'r. lIIehta.-I will send you the figures by 4th January. 

president.-Look at Form 1. Is there any item here regarding which 
it would be impossible for you to give us figures from the statements that 
you have prepared P What I should like you to do is to take those months 
for which you ~ave prepared statistics in this form, give us the total output 
of' bangles dUrIng those months and then give us the expenditure during 
those months divided under these heads. 

Mr. Mehta.-I will do so. 
President.-I think it would considerably strengthen your case. 

Mr. Mehta.-I will. There is one point I would like to mention if I 
am permitted to speak. The Tariff Board was good enought to recommend 
to the Government of India, so far as the match industry was concerned 
to see if the Swedish people went against the interests of the Indian manu
facturers. I am myself the owner of a illatch factory. When the Tariff 
Board took up the enquiry into the Match industry they had only two or three 
factories in the whole of India whereas there are about 16 factories now. 
Under a (·amouflage the Western India Match Company have what they 
call Indiallj shareholders and Indian rupee capital, but I can say with 
force that it is more or less ali Swedish capital. Their activity is all over 
the world and it is not possible for individual factories in India to compete 
with them. Suppose we get protection from you in the case of the 'Glass 
industry there must be protection to such an extent that foreigners may not 
come out to India and enter into keen competition with Indian manufacturers. 

Pl'esident.-What precisely is the suggestion that you are making? 

Mr. Mehta.-The suggestion is this: suppose for argument's sake you 
put up a duty of 100 per cent.: in that case foreigners might come up and 
with their capital they would have more output which would mean cheaper 
cost of production and the result would be that we would he stranded. 

P1'8sident.-Is it your- suggestion that if the Tariff Board makes a 
reoommendation for a high rate of duty steps should be taken to prevent 
developments occurring here of. the kind which have occurred in the match 
industry? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Preside'nt.-That is a suggestion which the Tariff Board has necessarily 

got to consider. If you have any definite proposals to make with regard to 
th3t point you could communicate these proposals to us, and we should 
certainly be ready to consider any suggestions that you care to ma,ke. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-The point is if a protective duty is levied on imported bangles, 

stops should be taken to prevent deve!opments of t~e kind which h~ve occurred 
in the Match industry. If any defimte proposals ill that connectlOn occurred 
to you, you would communicate them to the Tariff Board. 

Mr. Mehta.-With pleasure; 
Prflsident.-At present you have no particular proposal. You are simply 

making a general suggestion. 
Mr. lIIehta.-Yes. 
J'rllsiden.t.-We will note that general suggestion. 
M, .. Mehta.-I understand that some of the Indian manufacturers have 

said that. there is no necessity to have a protective duty on glassware, I 
have to contradict that. 
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President.-Yoli can contradict that only in one way, by giving us your 

oosts. 
Mr. Mehta.-There are no other manufacturers who are manufacturing 

glass bangles in Bengal. 
l'·resident.-Whether there is a case for a protective duty or not entirely 

depends on the difference between the Indian manufacturers' CO&ts and the 
import price. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-So long as you have not given us your costs, it is impossible 

to proceed with the matter any further. Unless you do that, your case 
falls to the ground. . 

M·r. Mehta.-I will send you the costs on the 4th January, 1932. 
President.-Taking your replies 3uch as they are, innns\\'er to question 

4 you tell us that the full capacity of your works at present is 10,000 dozen 
pairs per day. How much is that in weight? 

Mr. Mehta.-It varies according to the size of the bangles. 
President.-Supposing you take a normal assortment of the kind of 

bangles that you make in your factory? 
Mr. Mehta.--4 ounce to 1 dozen pairs of bangles. 

President.-Can you tell me approximately if you take a cwt. of finished 
glass of bangles, how mllny pairs that would represent? 

Mr. Mehta.-If we take one cwt. of glass, we have the wastage to be 
taken into account. 

President.-I am speaking of one cwt. of bangles. 
Mr. Mehta.-Tt is a matter of calculation. 
Presidelbt.-V,\mld you calculate that for me? How much is a chatak? 
Mr. Mehta.-ld chataks makes one seer. 
President.-B chataks is equal to one lb. 
Mr. Mehta.-Tbere are different kinds of bangles. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You said that that is the 'general average. 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-We can take this figure of 14 chataks to dozen pairs? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes, but there are various kinds of bangles. That is 

what we manufacture. 
President.-When you are giving us these costs, you are going to give us 

your total output for thilt particular period? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-Are you going to give us that in weight or in numbers? The 

total qnantity of bangles that you have made dnring this period for which 
you have giv,!n figures, is that going to be given in pairs? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes in dozen pairs. 

President.-We will be able to know prljcisely the cost of bangles per 
gross. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-The point which makes it important for us to have also the 

weight figure is that your railway freight is calculated on weight. 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-It is not on the numbers of bangles? 
Mr. Mehta.-No. 
President.-In order 00 know your relative position here as compared 

with upcountry centres, it would be necessary for Uil to know how many 
pieces of bangles represented say some standard weight? Do you see my 
point? 

Mr. Mekta.-I do. 
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President.-You'have had a good deal of experience in imported bangles. 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-How long have you been connected with the trade? 
Mr. Mehta.-For the last 52 years my firm is interested. We are the 

oldest firm dealing in glass bangles in the whole of India. 
President.-Do you import both from Japan and Czechoslovakia? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. At the' present moment I have left off importation 

more or less. 
President .--{lompletely? 
Mr. Mehta.-More or less completely. In pre-war days we used to import 

n8!trly Rs. 75 lakhs a year. In pre-war days the total importation used to 
be R~. 3 crores. 

Prelident ....... How long ago did you give up importing bangles altogether? 
Mr. Mehta.-For the last two years, because I was more or less interested 

in the Match industry. Having burnt my fingers I have to come back to my 
old trade of manufacturing bangles. 

President.-You will not be able to give us the current prices of various 
dasses of bangles? 

Mr. Mehta.-There are various kinds of bangles ranging from one anna 
per dozen pairs. 

President.-What is the principal class of bangles that you make? Does 
R.eshmi constitute the bulk of your output? 

Mr. Mehta.-To some extent. There are other kinds. 
President.-If you take resltmi bangles, they are more or less standardised. 
Mr. Mehta.-These bangles (shown) are used by poor ~~'" of ,people, 

because the cost is only one anna per dozen pairs. 
President.-Would you be able to get us the present wholesale prices 

in Calcutta for the principal classes of bangles? 
lIlr. Mehfa.-Yes, I will be able to tell you no\v. 
Pre.,ident.-Would you give u's the prices for half a dozen of the leading 

vnrieties? 
lIlr. Meltta.-Reshmi bangles, Indian Made-I anna per dozen pairs... 

l:~sltllli bangles, Foreign made-Ii annas per dozen pairs. 
President.-Is that whole or retail? 
lIlr. Mehta.-We never sell retail. 
l'resitl.·lIt.-Thili is the wholesale price? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. That includes the wooden case, complete packing With 

cardboard boxes. 
l'resident.-It is taking really the price of the whole case and dividing 

it by the number of pairs? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President . .-:.one anna per dozen pairs, Indian made? 
lIlr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Mr. RaJ~i,mtoola.-'-Do I understand that this is your wholesale selling 

price? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-What is tile corrcspouding price for imported bangles? 
lIlr. Mehta.-Ii annas. 
President.-Is that for Japanese? 
Mr. lIlehta.-Yes and Czechoslovakia are not manufacturjng Reshmi, 

because they do not pay them. 
Preside1bt.-Is the quality absolutelycomparableP 
Mr. Mehta.-Our quality is just the same as'Japanese. 

,fresident.-And this difference of half anna is entirely prejudice? 
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Mr. Mehta.-lt is absolutely prejudice and 60thing efse. 
Pre,ident.-It is the same quality, the same size, the same design;> 
Mr. Mehta.-We haven't got the words" made in Japan" and that is the 

only difference. 
President.--Give me some other varieties. When we were at Firozabad 

we were told that all bangles could more or less be divided into three classes, 
Rashmi, Twisted and fancy bangles, 

Mr. Mehta.-Each province has got its own divisions. 
President.--Could you give me the price of twisted bangles? 
Mr. Mehta.-A dozen pairs we sell wholesale at 2 annas--I am speaking 

of Rashmi and lustrous on_twisted ones with that kind of lustre (sample 
shown). 

Pre.ident.-That is including packing? 
Mr. Mehta.-All prices of bangles include the cost of packing. 
Pre8ident.-What is the price of the comparable imported bangles? 
Mr. Mehta.-As 2-9 as the present moment. Just a month ago it was 

As. 3. 
President.-Are there any varieties which could not be grouped in these 

two and which you make? 
Mr. Mehta.-These are hollow ,tube bangles (sample shown). 
President.-At what price do you sell them? 
Mr. Mehta.-We sell them at As. 2. 
President.-And imported ones? 
Mr. Mehta.-As 3. 
President.-Do you sell any fancy bangles? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-Have you got any specimens here? 

Mr. Mehta.-Up till now we are manufacturing these classes of bangles 
(sample shown). The Firozabad gilded ones are sold at 4 to 5 annns per 
dozen pairs. 

Pre.ident.-It is really dilflicult to compare the prices of Indian made 
aud imported fancy bangles, because they represent very many different 
classes. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes and as a rule the imported ones always fetch a better 
price though the Indian made bangles are equal in quality. 

l'resident.-As regards cost.~. what we propose to do is this: we take your 
whole output of bangles for the period for which you have given us figures 
and then we divide your total expenditure by that and find that a dozen 
pairs of bangles in your factory cost so much. Supposing we take that and 
take this price of one anna per dozen pairs and then .take the difference 
between this price and your cost as the measure of protectIOn? 

Mr. Mehta.-More or less the cost comes to one anna and 41 pies per dozen 
pairs 80 far as reshm.i bangles are concerned. If you want figures, I will 
produce them on the 4th of January. It costs me one anna and 41 pies 
to make these bangles. 

President.-Supposing on your figures it is established that it costs one 
anna to make a dozen pairs and then we find that you are able to realise 
in the market less than one anna in competition with imported bangles of the 
same class, then the difference between the two, if there is any, is the measure 
of protection. 

Mr. Mehta.-I quite agree. Another thing-may' I be permitted to 
speak_nd that is as regards Japanese bangles we should settle the exchange 
question first. If the exchange goes to Rs. 100 or Rs. 125, those very bangles 
would cost 2 sen per dozen pairs with packing and we cannot manufacture 
at 2 sen. Some bangles sell at 1 sen. 
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made out in yenP 

M:. Mehta.-Yes. I have a. firm in Japan and these are our actual costs 
(InvoICe statement handed in). If we have the exchange at 100 we will 
have to shut down the factory. ' 

Presider.t.-These are f.o.b. prices? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. Since then the prices have gone down. 
President.-'Vhen you. say the prices have gone down, the yen prices 

have not gone down? It IS the rupee prices that have gone down? 
1111-. lIlehta.-At the present moment the exchange is Rs. 145-6 . 

. Pre.sident.-What I am suggesting to you is this. If we take the Japanese 
price In Japanese currency and then ('onyert 'it into rupees at whatever 
huppens to be the ruling rate of exchange, then you will get the current 
price. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-There has been no variation iii the yen price? 
Mr. Mehta.-No. 
P1·esident.-That is quite correct, that is to say this price stands? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
PTesident.-AlI that we have got to do is to take the f.o.b. price and 

freight and then, convert it into rupees at whatever happens to be the 
prevailing rate of exchange. That would be correct? 

MT. Mehta.-Yes. 
Presi<lent.-We can take 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. These 

Reshmi bangles as typical ones? 
are more 01' less imported in large quantities 

from Japan. . 
P1·esidcnt.-If we take the price of Reshmi bangles and compare that with 

your cost we get for practical purposes a correct standard of the measure of 
protection? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-Now with reference to question 12, do you mind giving us 

your normal batch composition for the manufacture of bangles? 
Mr. Mehta.-I shall give you with pleasure. As far as the manufac~ure 

of bangles is concerned I should like to point out that bangles are reqUired 
in different colours. If you want only for white bangles, I am prepared to 
give it. 

Presiden·t.-That will do. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Give us only for white bangles. 
Mr. Mehta.-It is as follows:-

Sand 2 maunds 10 seers. 
Soda 1 maund. 
Arsenic powder i seer. 
Granulated borax Ii seers. 
Manganese 1 chittak. 

1I1r. Hodldn.-What about lime? 
Mr. lIlehta.-We don't use lime in the manufacture of white bangles. 

we have a different method also. In that we use sand, heavy soda, salt
petre and borax. 

lIlr. Hodldn.-Do you actually make glass from this mixture? 
1I1r. Mehta.-Bllngles are made by the Firozabad people. 

Mr. Hodkin.-Without any lime? 
Mr. Mehta.-I am not sure about it. In the composition which they 

got for me from Japan, I find only the following :-Sand, Heavy soda., 
Saltpetre and Borax. 
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Mr. Hodki,...-The glass made out pf this composition would decompose 
in water. 

Prcsidcnt.-Would you give us the composition in which lime occurs? 
Mr. Mchta.-I have got it in Japanese weights--

Sand 40 kan (8i lbs.=1 kan). 
Heavy soda 17 kan. 
Lime 3 kan. 

Mr. HodTcin.-Do you know what kind of lime it is? Is it burnt lime 
or slaked lime or limestone? 

Mr. Mehta.-The same kind of lime that is used for whitewashing. In 
that composition we also use--Saltpetre 3 lbs. and Borax 1 lb. 

President.-Are they all round figures or exact figures? 
Mr. Mehta.-Exact figures. 
Mr. Hodkin.-That is the batch composition? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Prcsident.--Out of that you get sand corresponding to the weight of 

the mixture less 12 per cent. The loss in melting is 12 per cent.? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Prcsidelllt.-So that if you take the weight of the materials and knock 

out 12 per cent. you get melted glass? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-From that you deduct 15 per cent. for breakages to get at tbe 

finished glass? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. • 
President.-In reply to 

to about 15 per cent. 
JJlr. JJlehta,-Yes. 

question 62 you say that the breakages amount 

President.-Tf your mixture of materials weighed 100, the melting loss 
would be 12. That would give you melted glass 88. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-Then, out of that 88 you lose 15 per cent. on account of 

breakages. That is about 13'2. That means the finished glass will be about 
75. 

1I1r. McTtta.-Yes. 
Prcsident.-That is to say, if your materials weighed 100, your finished 

glass would weigh 75. 

Mr. MeTtta.-Yes. 
President.-That happens hI your factory? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-These are fairly accurate figures? 
1I1r. Mehta.-Absolutely accurate figures. 
President.-How exactly do you test them? 

Mr. Mehta.-When we got your questionnaire, we conducted a test in our 
factory and arrived at the figures before we sent in our replies. When we 
received your questionnaire, we were obliged to do that. 

Presiclent.-As regards your reply to question 14, could you give us the 
prices of San4, Soda and Lime? 

Mr. MeTttd..-Yes. Sand works out to 8} ann as a maund. 

President.-Delivered at the works? 
Mr. 1IIehta.-Delivered at the UItadanga Station. 
President.-What does it cost you to cart from there to your place? 
Mr. Mehta.-We have our own motor lorries. 
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PT8sident.-All your expenses (petJ:ol, wear and tear, etc.) on the lorry 
go to the lorry account which appears in your costs? 

MT. Mehta.-Yes. . 
PTesidcnt.-What about your soda? What does it cost you? 
MT. Mehta.-We get it at the rate of Rs. 6-12 per cwt. (since prices are 

increased). 
PTesidcnt.-l'hat is delivered at your works? 
MT. 1IIehta.-No, delivered at the Imperial Chemicals' godown. 
P-re .• idellf.-How do you arrange for its delivery at your works? 
MT. MeMa.-We take it in our own motor lorry. 
Prcsidcnt.-What about lime? 
lilT. lIlehta.-I shall send you the figure for lime later on. 
Prcsidellt.-You get all your sand' from Allahabad? 
31T. Mchta.-Yes. 
Preside/.t.-Have you got the analysis of your sand? 
1I1r. Mehta.-No. I am getting it from the Naini Glass Works people. 

We have tested and found it satisfactory. It is considered to be one of the 
best kinds of sand available. 

P·resident.-You do not know the iron composition? 
M·r. Mehta.-No. 
PTesidellt.-l'bat is to say, you" depend on the Allahabad people for the 

quality of the sand. 

JJ.r. 1IIellfa.-l'hey have their own deposit and out of friendship they are 
~uJlplying it to us. • 

Presiqent.-You are finding it satisfaetory? 
Mr. lIleltfa.-We are satisfied with the quality of the sand we are getting. 
Pre .• idellt.-I take it that you have not considered so far the question of 

installing a gas furnace!' 
MT. Mehta.-l'be initial outlay would be very heavy. We do not receive 

all~' support either from Government or from the Bankers. That is the 
position as far as the Indian manufacturers are concerned. I am prepared 
to get the gas furnace if I can arrange for finance. 

PTesident.-What would it cost you? 
lIh. Hodkin.-You can get a good furnace at Rs. 40,000. 
]I"'. Mehta.-The Bankers would not advance even Rs. 10,000 either on 

the Match factory or on the Glass factory. 
l'nsident.-With reference to your reply to question 36, would you please 

('~I'lain to me how you got this figure of one ton of coal for one ton of glass? 
Ts that the result of experiments you have made in your factory? 

MT. M~hta.-As regards these glass bangles we don't have to put glass 
b'\l'k into the furnaces. 'Ve have a different method. As soon as the glass 
('omes out from the crueibles immediately it is used for the manufacture of 
bangles. In other eases it will have to be put again into the furnace for 24 
or 36 hours. In that case, it will cost more. This figure of one ton is only 
for the manufaC'ture of bangles. 

PTe.rident.-This is for melting the glass only? 

lilT. }.[ehta.-Yes. To make paper weights,' and things like that, four 
tons would be required. 

Pn . .ident.-How did you find that out? You filled all the pots with these 
materials and then you applied fuel P 

lilT. Mthta.-Yes. 

PTes;dmt.-And then you weighed the fuel applied before the glass nleJted? 

MT. Mehta.-Yes. 
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~resident.-And then you found that the total quantity of glass that you 
obtained from these pots divided by the amount of fuel consumed came to 
one ton? 

Mr. Mekta.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin..-How many tons of coal do you use per day? 
]I[r. Mehta.-That depends on how we fill up the pots. Sometimes we use 

:J tons and sometimes 4 tons. 
Pre,;aent.-We can take one ton of coal as yOUI' consumption of fuel foI' 

one ton of melted glass? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Pusiden.t.-That does not include the finishing operations? 
Mr. Mehta.-No, it does not. 
Prrsident.-Does it include the initial heating of furnaces? When you 

start your furnace you have to do a sort of preliminary heating? 
Mr. Mekta.-It does not include that. 
Presidtmt.-You will be able to give us of course figures from the monthly 

accounts that you have showing how much coal you have used in the shape 
of fuel. 

lI[r. Mekta.-Yes. 
President.-If we gE't your fUE'l ('onsumption during those months, then 

by romparing it with the output of 0 hanglE'~ that you obtained we should he 
able to judge precisely what quantity of fuel was required for the whole 
process l' Is not that so? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Pr".ident.-You say that it is difficult for you to descrihe the process of 

manufacturing bangles or to give a brief description of the plant and 
madlinery. Is it your point that you would not like to have the details of 
these things published? You don't mean that, do you? 

Mr. ]I[ehta.-No. 
Pre .• ident.~an you tell me which exactly are the processes subsequent to 

melting where you employ machinery in the manufacture of bangles? Once 
you get your melted glass, what do you do? 

][r. Mekta.-It goes on the machine; it revolves on the spiral. 
Presi.dent.-How many of them have you? 
J[r. J[ehta.-At the present moment I have 5. 
President.-All of them are worked by power or by hand? 

)(r. Mehta.-One is worked by power and the rest by hand. 

President.-After that stage, it is all done by hand-I mean. the cutting, 
the joining and the annealing? 

.1lr. Mehta.-That cannot he done by machine. This kind of bangle 
(.ample shown) has to he made by hand. 

President.-That is with regard to plain bangles. Now with regard to 
twisted bangles, it is possible to do twisting by mac~ine1' 

1Jlor. ]fekta.-Yes, we have a machine for that. 
President.-Is that worked by hand? 
.1[r. Mekta.-Yes. 
Pruident.---So, practically thE'se are the two processes that you do by 

machin_the twisting and the spiral process? 
]fr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Prnident.-Now as far as bangle factories as a whole al'l' roncl'rneci. 

thev aU more or less adopt this spiral process with, on the whole, small 
f'x .. ~ptions l' 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. They have thl' same system in .Japan too. 

l'resident.-It ill invariably worked in .Ja~ll by power 01' by hand? 
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Mr. Mehta.-Both by hand and by power. 
President.-The u~ual thing is still by hand? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-So that, as far as I can make out the difference between 

your equipm.ent and that of other factories say a-t Firozabad is that you 
work your spirals, some of them at any rate by power, whereas it is almost 
invariably worked by hand elsewhere. - , 

Mr. Mehta.-In India, you mean? 
Pres-ident.-I am speaking of India. 
Nr. Mehta.-Yes, it is worked by hand. 
President.-I~ what respects is your equipment better than others? 
Mr. Mehta.-Apart from the lay-out, the process is cleaner and healthier 

than that in Firozabad. 
President.-The premises are kept cleaner. There is more floor space. 
Mr. Mehta.-Their process is quite different from ours. When they melt 

the glass and put it into another furnace, smoke comes out. You know 
the process in use at Firozabad and you know also our process. 

President.-It is not the process, but the conditions under which the 
process is carried, that are important. 

Mr. Mehta.-We use gas. 
prcsident.-You use coal gas and not producer gas? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes, instead of kerosene oil. 
tPresident.-That is where the joining is done? 
jjJf Mehta.-Yes. And also in the spirals they use coal. 
Pre~ident.--How many furnaces bave you goi? 
Mr. Roy.-At the prespnt moment one. "'e are making up two more. 
p-re"ident.-In answer to Question 56 you tell us that" the present cost 

of erecting a glass bangles factory similar to ours would be approximately 
the same as our cost divided under the following heads:-

Building and land 
Plant and machinery 

That would mean how many furnaces? 
Mr. Mehta.-That is one furnace. 
Preside/lt.-Mnking ahout 10,000 dozen pairs a day? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 

50,000 
50,000 

1,00,000 " 

Mr. Hodki~.-What would be the capacity of your pots in that case? 
Mr. JIehta.-600 lbs.- each I believe. We have nine pots. 
1I1r. Hodkin.-l0,OOO dozen pairs amounts to 156 cwts.; that -is approxi

mately 8 tons. so that each pot gives you something in the region of 17 cwts. 
and not 600 Ibs. 

Mr. 1\1 ehta.-But the glass is being accumulated; we store this glass in 
the factory. 

Mr. Hodkin.-That is not the llOint. You are manufacturing you say 
10,000 dozen pairs a day, and according to your statement the actual weight 
of the bangles is 7 tons 16 cwts. per day. 

Mr. !l/ehta.-We had in stock the raw material. 
Mr. HodHn.-If you manufacture 7 tons 16 cwts. of glass per day and 

you have got to get that out of 9 pots, your average per pot of glass that 
vou mal,e must be something in the region of 17 cwts. per pot and you say 
your pot capacity is only 5 cwts. 

Prcsidcnt.-Assuming that the weight figure is correct. I am inclined 
to think that this 10,000 dozen pairs is a very approximate kind of figure. 
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Mr. HOl!ki"".-I don't believe tbat one dozen pairs of bangles weigh 2 Ibs. j 
I s~ould say one dozen pairs of bangles probably weigh somewhere itt the 
regIon of ha~f a pound and that will bring down the weight of glass to 
2 tons. I ~hmk Mr. Mehta has made a mistake in taking 14 chhatacks for 
a dozen paIrs of bangles: I think it should be nearer 4 chhatacks . 

. Mr. ll~hta.-I don't know whether it is for one gross or one dozen. 
(Smce verIfied. The correct weight is 3 lbs. for one gross.) 

. P~esident.-Rs. 1,00,000 is the estimate of your replacement cost of 
bmldmg, land, plant and machinery of this capacity? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
PT.esident.-You suggest a depreciation rate of 30 per cent. in answer to 

QuestIOn 64. . 

MT. Mehta.-Yesj the Income-tax people do not allow more than 15 
per cent. ~ . 

President.-What do you estimate as depreciation on the furnace? 
MT. Mehta.-A furnace lasts only two to three months. 
Prllsident.-What has been your experience so far with regard to iuiported 

crucibles? 
MT. Mehta.-Their life is approximately a month. Some go bad in two 

days' time. 
PTesident.-How much does it cost you to repair the furnace? 
MT. lIIehta.-Nearly 2,000 rupees. 
President.-Once in three months? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-During the year you would spend about Rs. 8,000? 
MT. Mehta.-Yes. 
PTesident .-That goes into your, current expenditure? 
MT. Mehta.-Yes. 
PTesident.-It is unnecessary then to allow any depreciation on the 

furnace because practically you are erecting a new furnace. 
lifT. Mehta.-Yes. 
PTllsitlent,;-So that if TOU are allowing repairs and maintenance expendi

ture to the extent of lts. 8,000 every year on your furnace it is ~nnecessary 
to consider any depreciation on the furnace. That would· be 1'1ght, would 
it not? 

M1'.Mehta.-Yes. 
Pre"ident.-If that is left out then there is no depreciation on land, 

there is depreciation on huilding which is 21 per cent. On the rest of your 
machinery what kind of depreciation do you want? 30 pel' cent? 

M1'. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-1'hes8 spirals are expected to last about seven years?' 
Mr. Mehta.-No: not more than six months because they become smaller 

on account of continuous heat. 
P1'esident.-You replace these at the end of six months? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes, otherwise the size' would not be uniform. 
President.-What does the spiral costP 
M1'. Mehta.-About 15 yen each. 
Presidell,t.-So that the cost of the spiral goes into your current expendi

ture?· 
lIiT. Boag.-Do you replace the whole thing or only the roller? 

M1'. Mehta.-In srx months' time we have to replace ~he whole machine. 
Certain chemicals that we are using spoil the whole machme absolutely. 

Preaident.-All that expenditure goes illto the current account? 
.111'. Mehta.-Yes. 

GLASS 
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: Pre.sid.ent.~o that it looks to me that there is very little room for 
depreCiatIOn becaUse your repairs are really renewing the whole plant. 

Mr. Mehta.-More or less. 

President.-How exactly then do you work out this 30 per cent. P 
Mr. M ehta,-The Income-tax authorities are allowing only 15 per cent. 

on machinery. 

. Pre.,ident.-The usual allowance they make for depreciation on machinery 
IS n per cent.: 15 per cent. is a particularly high rate. If they are allowing 
~5 per ~ent. for .your machinery they are allowing twice the rate for ordinary 
mdustrlal machmery.. In this statement of accounts that you are going to 
send us you will show the full amount of repairs and maintenance that you 
have incurred during that period. 

lIIr. Mehta.-Yes I will. 
President.-That will give us an idea. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-I want to llsk you about the question of foreign capital. 

You have made a very great point about it. Have you seen the terms and 
conditions laid down by the Indian Fiscal Commission under which foreign 
capital can be brought into India!' 

Mr. Mehta.-As far liS I remember it was that Indian capitalists should 
own about 75 per cent. of the capital. 

Mr. Rahimtool~.-I will tell vou what the terms are and then you will 
be able to tell us what you think al)out. it. The terms are that Indians 
should have a chance of snbscrihing to the canital, there should be a fair 
numhf'r of Indian Directors, the Compan.v should l)f' registered in India 
with Rllpee canital and the Co",nanv should give a fair chance to Indian 
apprent.ices to learn the work. Providprl t.hpsf' !'onrlitions are fulfilled bv a 
Comnany which is I!oin't to work in Tndi .. undpr the prote!'tive ,,!'h~me 
t.here 'l·ould he no ol)jection liS far as the Le!!islature is conCerned to bringing 
foreian capital into India. I therefore want to know what exnctly is your 
~~~. : 

11fT. 1IIehta.-Tpe result would he the same as has occurred in the case 
of the match industrv. Thf'v would have a few Indian Directors as the 
~wedish Mntl'h Comp/mv has dont': these men may not be interested in 
t.he industry themselves but mf'n of position, and undpr cover of that they 
would drive the Indians out of the busint'ss. 

lIfr. R.ahimtoola..-You must not forgf't that this sort of influential Direc
tors ar" not ccmfinpd to nnv one industry. As for as I am givf'n to under
qtnnd the S"",,dish Mnt'rh C.omPllnv have fulfilled the t.prms of the Fiscal 
Commission. They have !!"ot the Company rf'!!"istered in India with rupee 
rapital, and tht'y have got Indian Directors. 

Mr. ?Ifphtn.-Tf von and I start R factory in nnother country then YOIl 

will know what horrlshins we would h" put t.o. First of all we want the 
1nhourl'rs to work for us: we wnnt noverl1mpnt to hplp ns against what 
iorei!!"n capitalists likt' H'p SWf'dish l\fntl'h Comnnnv are doing in India at 
our P"IC"pnse. I can assure vou that. I'vpn if an 1<}11!!lishmnn wpre to trv and 
pst,ablish n fRctorv in Swt'dpn he win have to hurn his fingf'rs wht'rt'ns we, 
hl'ina: in India, horn anll bred perl'. having invl'sted monl'v here, are ooing 
J'radnnllv souet'zed out of pxistf'n!'t' bv thesE' foreigners under the camouflage 
of fulfilling the conditions laid down bv the Fiscal Commission. 

7Ifr. Rahimtoolll.-It floes not prevent an Tndinn to start It Company if he 
wi~hl'8 ttl undf'r thE' prott'ctivt' s('hemp. You nre asking for somt'thing 
whirh "mounta to nskina: for a rhange in the "Grest'nt nolicy of the Govern
mpnt of Indin and unless ther" are nrRC'tical su!!"gestions wHch you wish 
to make in this connpction it would be difficult for the Bonrd to change it. 

Ur. J\fphta.-As a matter. of fR.rt industries should be in the hands of 
rndianR. Suppose foreigners comE' int.o Infli,. nnd out of Innion lnbour thl'v 
make their JlIOflt';'I', It ~o,p~ put of India Wit1lOUt doing any benpfit to India. 
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Mr. llahimfoola;.-You t()l~ us just now that you were importing bangles to 
the tune of Us. ,/j lakhs I'll pre-war days when the total imports were 
Ita. 3 crores. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes . 
. Mr: llaltimtoola.-You say your wholesale selling price for one dozen 

pairs IS one anna. Does that include your profit and o'l(erhead charges? 
Mr. Mehta.-It hardly gives us any profit. It covers only the factory 

expenses. 

Mr. llahimtoola.-Therefore one anna does not cover even the office 
expenses. Then you can't say that that is your cost price? 

Mr. Mehta.-Jt covers factory'e)(penses but 'no office expenses. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-'When you say one anna is your cost price as well as 

your selling price, cost price should include all the expenditure which YO\1 
incur both in the factory and in your office. Does it mean therefore that 
apart from the profit, it covers all the expenses' that you incur in cOn-
nection with your factory? ' 

Mr. Mehta.-It does not cover the expenses for the office. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-Therefore one anna is not the oost price and therefore 

you are selling your bangles at below your oost price? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to Question 21 you say that the Japanese 

manufacturers use the same material as yourselves for the manufacture of 
glBllll bangles. May I lrnow what experience you have ,regarding Japanese 
bangles? 

Mr. Mehta.-I have an expert from Japan and he uses the same material 
that he used in his own country. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As the Japanese experts regularly employed by you? 
Mr. lIfehta.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What salary do they get? 
Mr. Mehta.-Rs. 300 ""u,~ hoarding and lodging and even during their 

illness we bave to look after them. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You mea'll you ,give medical relief? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-You say 2 imported labourers are now appointed. Are 

they both Japanese? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-In answer to Question 27 you say: .. In the 1l!anu

facture of glass bangles skilled lahour cannot he replaced by automatic or 
semi-automatic machines ", May I know what exactly you mean hy that? 

lIfr. Mehta.-For joining these ban(!;les we cannot have any automatic 
machines. 

Mr. llahimtoola.-Is that what you mean? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The rest can be replnced? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes and for packing .... 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Packing can never be expecl;(·d to be done by machine 

Mr. Mehta.-In provision stores packin~ is done by machine and in 
the case of matches packing is done by m,aC'hme. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Nowhpre in the world I!"lass hangles ~re packed auto
matically. Now we are talkinj!: of p;lass br.n~le". You ~an t compa.re glass 
bangles 'with othl'r industrie~ which arl' workml!" on a dlffer."Ot footm.g. In 
answer to Question 30 you ha"p not st,nted th" wages you are paymg to 
the labonrers. You only sn~' 150 men are employed by YOll. What wager 
do yon pay? 

Mr. lJIehta.-They are all piece work, 
x2 
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Mr. Rahmtoola.-Do you pay daily wagesi' 
Mr. M ehtn.-Firemen are getting monthly wages and those men, who 

take out the glass from the pots get daily wages, otherwise everything is 
dane on piece work. 

111'1'. Rahimtoola.-In answer to, Question 29 you say: "It affects the 
Ilfficiency of Indian. workmen". What exactly do you mean by that? Do 
you mean that they can't work? 

Mr. 1I1ehta.-During the summer seasan in Calcutta, the heat is too 
much for the labourers and besides they have to work near the furnace. 
Therefore they are not able to work as efficiently as they are doing at the 
present moment. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-They are not able to put in the same number of hours 
as they are doing now? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes and also they are not able to work with the same 
zeal as they ,are doing now. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-How many months does it last? 
Mr. Mehta.---4 to 5 months especially in Calcutta. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to Question 42 you say: "The machines 

and plant installed in our factory have been imported from Japan, but they 
('ould be made in India". May I know what machines ('ould he made in 
India? 

Mr. Mehta.-Wmding machines and compressors can be made in India. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-'-YOU have not tried to manufacture them at present? 
lIfr. Mehta.-We have tried and we have made one at our works. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-HIIS it given you satisfaction? 
Mr. lI[e'hta.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Where do you sell your bangles principally? 
Mr. Mehta.-In Bengal. 
11['1'. Rahimtoola.-Do you sell in all the provincNI mE'ntioned in your 

answer to Question 44? 
Mr. lIfehta.-In Bengal itself. 
Mr. Rahimtoola,,-Then the principal markets you mention are for the 

general glass bangles trade? 
11['1'. Me'hta.-Yes. 
lIfr. Ra'himtoola.-You vourself sell in the Bengal Presidency? 
Mr. Nehfrt.-We being 'the oldest snppliers of glass ba'ngles get enquiries 

from all over India. We do ship bangles out to l\fadra.s lind Bombay as 
well. 

lIfr. RII1rimJoola.-What per('entage gops to Bombay and Madras? 
lifT. Mehto.-Bombay-IO pl'r cent. 
111'1'. Rahimtoola,,-Does the freight pay you? 
lIfr. lIle'hta,,-I send it by steamer. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-From Calcutta? 
lIfr. lIle'hta.-Yes by coasting steamer. 
lIfr. Ra'himtnnla.-And you find the sea freight cheaper than the rRilwa,' 

freight? 
111'1'. lIfehta.-Undoubtedly' to a vpry I!'reat extent. 
lI[T. Rahimfoola.-What period does it take to reach Bombay? 
Mr. lIlehta.--Direct steamers talte 15 davs;' otherwise a month. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Row mu('h do you send to Madras? 
Mr. l\fe7.ta .. -We only quote rates in Cal(,lltta and tlley tnke by ~tpamer. 
Mr RahimtoQla.-Y'ou give delivery at your fnctory 'ns fal' ns yOl1r 

MII.drn~ sales are concerned. Do you quote c.i.f. rates? 
11[1'. lI[phta.-We quote c.i.f. rates Il.!I far a~ stean1.6r i~ ~onc(\rlled; etber· 

wise we ~ive f.(I.r. rates, Rhalill\8r. 
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Mr. Ilahimtoula.-About 80 to 90 per cent. of your goods al'e sold in 
the Bengal Presidency? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
JIr. Ua~,i1ntuola.-:-In answer to Question 53 are you i-n a pc~itioD, to say 

that the prices at which Japanese bangles are sold in India 'ue unecon.:lmicai? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes, they are. 
Mr. Ilahimtoola.-Have you been able to ascertain that? 
.l1r.· Mehta.-It costs us more than one anna a dozen and they are 

Holling at, 2 sens per dozen pairs. . 
Mr. Rahimtoola.'-Your manufacturing process, your mixtures, your labour 

and so on may be quite different froIQ. that in Japan. I want to know 
whether you are in possession of facts or figures which would substantiate 
the statement which you are making at pres6'Ilt that it is uneconomical for 
Japan to sell at this price in India. 

Mr. Mehta.-It may be paying to them. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Do you mean to say that they would be making a 

heavy loss? 
Mr. Mehta.-In industries as far as Japan is concerned, I know it for 

certain that they always receive subsidy from, Government. The more the 
export, the more they get. The subsidy is calculated on a certain percentago 
basis. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Percentage of .what? 
Mr. Mehta.-Subsidy from Government on the value. 
President.-Qn every kind of produce shipped out of the country? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. On some articles they do pay subsidy. 
Mr. Rahimtoo!a.-In answer to Question 54 I woulli like you to make a 

distinction between the price of machinery and plant and goods manufactured. 
How much is machi'nery and plant and how much is goods manufactured? 

Mr. Mehta.-Rs. 1 lakh worth of bangles are in stock. 
Mr. ltahimtoo!a.-In 11 months you have been able to store up one lakh 

of rupees worth of bangles? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
PreBident.-One lakh is your unsold stock? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
President.-But that is not the figure that you give here. 
Mr. Mehta.-I have said Rs. 2 lakhs. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-In answer to Question 65 you say that your stock 'is only 

Its. 40,000. 
Mr. Mehta.-That one lakh of rupees is represented by finished goods as 

well as the raw materials' for manufacturing glass bangles. 
Mr. Ilaltimtoo!a.-In answer to Question 54 you say: "And, goods manu

factured ". I take it manufactured goods are finished goods. 
Mr. Mehta.-We have not mentioned any figure there. 
Mr. ltahimtuu!a.-You have mentioned Rs. 2·lakhs. I wanted you to let 

me know the amount. You said one lakh of rupees. 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes including the raw materials. 
Mr. ltahimtoola.-The finished goods is only Rs. 40,000. 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes, at the present moment. 
Mr. ltahimtoo!a.-You hav.e ..got stock of raw materials which would 

tum out bangles to the extent of Rs. 60,000. 
JIr. Mehta.-Yes. , 
Mr. Ilahimtoola.-In answer to Question 60 you say: "About Rs. 2 lakhs 

would be requi~ed to enlarge your. factory"~ You, mean to make it an 
economical unit. What is exactly m your mmd when you say that Rs. 2 
lakhs more is required? ' 
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Mr. M~hta.~To produce more bangles. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-That means the present factory of yours is an iIii

eoonomical unit. 
1I1r. Mehta.-Until and unless we manufacture in a large quantity, we 

.will not be able to bring down our costs and our overhead. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-To make it a model factory you I"equire a capital of 

RH. 3 lakhs? . 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. Now the rent, the Manager's pay, the Japanese wages 

are just the same. If you manufacture double the quantity the pay wouid 
be just the same, the rent would be just the same, the overhead would be 
less and the cost would be less. 

Mr. Bou!J.-In answer to Question 2 you say that you provided the entire 
capital for this business. Could you say what the amount of your invest
ment is in this bangles business? 

Mr. Mehta.-About RH. 2 lakhs. 
Mr. Boag.-In answer to Question 9 you say that the production of 

ba'ngles is carried on throughout the year, but the output of bangles is 
less during the rainy season. What is the reason for that? 

Mr. Mehta.-The joining process is the chief difficulty during the rainy 
season especially in the Reshmi bangles. Certain sort of moisture gets on 
the glass and while joining that, the soda ash comes out and it is difficult 
to join. 

Mr. Boag.-How long do these couditions apply? 
Mr. Mehta.-As long as the rainy season lasts. 
Mr. Boag.-Is that about 3 months in the year? 
Mr. Mllhta.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-You go 011 working in spite of thilO difficulty? 
Mr. Meltta.-We have to stop, because it is very difficult to carryon. 
Mr. Boa!1.-1n your answer to Question 18, ~'ou say that all raw Il\aterials 

are imported from abroad except sand. 
Mr. Mllhta.-Yes. 
Jlr. Doag.-That makes the question of protection rather difficult, because 

one of the conditions laid down for an in.justry asking protection is .that it 
should possess an abundant supply of th~ principal raw materials. 

Mr. Mehta.-As regards the prinl'ipal raw materials used in glass manu-
facture, we use nearly 60 to 70 per cent. Indian produce. 

Mr. Doag.-Band is 60 per cent. 
Mr. Mllhta.-Yes. 
Mr. Boa!1.-In value? 
Mr. Mehta.-Not in value. 
Mr. Doag.-In bulk? 
Mr. Mehfa.-Yes. Sand is the chief thing for manufacturing glass at 

our disposal. If the Government of India take it up, they can manufacture 
soda ash as well. 

Mr. Doag.-It can be manufactured, hut at present you can't get it in 
this country. 

Mr. Mehta.-No. 
Mr. Boa!1.-You have to import your crucibles. You can't get them in 

this country? 
lIlr. Mehta.-There are pots which are' made in India as well, but we 

prefer the imported ones. 
,Mr. DOQg.-You have tried pots made in India? 
Mr. 1IIehta.-Yes. . 
:Mr. lloag.-You don't find them as good as the imported ones? 

lIlr. Mehta.-Imported crucibles are cl16aper. 
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Mr. lIoag.-What do you pay for imported crucibles? 
Mr. Mehta.-lt comes to Rs. 40. 
Mr. Boug.-Is the risk of breakage on the voyage yours? 
Mr. Mehta.-It is covered by insurance. !lB. 40 covers everything. 
Mr. Boag.-Where do you get your fnrnace refractory materials? 
.'dl'. Mchta.-Webuy locally. 
Mr. Boog.-Do yon know where the bricks are made? 
Mr. 1IIchta.-Messrs. Martin and Company and Burn and Company. 
JJlr. Boag.-You say that they are satisfactory? 
J/r. Mehta.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-In spite of the fact that they don't last for more than 

three months? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-You don't think it is pcssible to improve on that? 
.1/'1'. Mehta.-Nlght and day the factory has to be worked at a very 

high temperature. The fire bricks cannot stand for a longer time. 
1111'. Boag.-Have you any idea of the quantity of electric power and 

gas that you use? ' 
MT. J1ehta.-Yes out of the bills we pay, we know. 
Mr. Boag.-What rates do you pay? 
Mr. Mehta.-On gas we pay Rs. 4-8 per 1,000 c.ft. 
Mr. Boag.-What does your bill come to? 
Mr. Mehta.-Rs. 300 a'month 
MT. Baag.-And electric powe~? 
.1/'1'. Mehta.-I have a match factory. It is rather difficult for me to 

split up. 

Mr. Baag.-You are using & certain amount of power for the match 
factory? 

Mr. MeTtta.-Yes. We have got the workshop. 
Mr. Baag.-What is your total bill for electric power? 

Mr. Mehta.-At the present moment I am paying !lB. 300 for electric 
supply, but when we are working in full swing, it goes up to Rs. 1,000. 

Mr. Baag.-What is the rate? , 

Mr. Mehta.-There are two rates. If we go under a certain unit, we 
have to pay annas 2 per unit and if we go above that limit we pay half 
an anna per unit and Rs. 5-4 per k.w. for the motor that we have. I 
have 100 H. P. motor. It comes to nearly 90 k.ws. 

President.-Have you ever been able to get power at the lower indu~trial 
rate? How much does the consumption of electricity in your works amount 
to taking the rate of 6 pies per unit? 

Mr. Me1&ta.-We have to go over 3,000 units and then only we are 
allowed that rate. If we are under that, then they charge us two annas 
.. nd do not charge anything extra for the motor per k. w . 

• P'resident.-You· pay 6 pies per unit consumed and ):ou also pay some
thing extra P 

MI'. Mehta.-Yes, Rs. 5-4 per k.w. , 
PTesidcnt.-How would that work out on your con~umptlon of electricity 

during the month per unit when you are able "to get ',0 of an anna? Would 
you bl! ,able to average that? 

Mr.' Mehta.-The average would be Ii annas per unit. 

Mr. Hodkin.-As against 2 annas? 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 



· Mr. Ilodkin . .....,In your reply to QUtlStion 9, you say that the output is 
less in the rainy seasOIl. 1 understood you to say that the soda comea out. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yea, i'n joining the bangles. 
Mr. Ilodkin.-In that case if you were to put less soda ash into your 

glass, it might not come out. 
Mr. Mehta.-We tried it but to no purpose. I am not an expert, but 

we have an expert in our factory.' He tried his level best. The result 
was not satisfactory. We had only one rainy season and so I am not able to 
speak on this. We have just started the factory. The Japanese themselves 
arrived here only in the month of June and they had to reorganise the 
works which was formerly on the Firozabad style. 

Mr. Ilodkin.-According to the composition which you give here of 
your glass, I find that you are using a great deal too much soda ash. If 
yo~ were to ~se less soda ash and more lime, you would J.lossibly avoid 
thIS soda commg out. . 

Mr. Mehta.-That may be so. 
Mr. Ilodkin.-Aud at the same time you would be able to reduce your 

cost because ,you would be using less soda ash, and you would be able to 
work during the hot weather. 

Mr. Mehta.-The humidity is very high even in the office. The humidity 
is so much in Calcutta that workmen who have to go near the furnace· would 
find it extremely difficult to work. 

Mr. Ilodkin.-That is another argument. It may be better to be near 
the furnace because the humidity is not so great near the furnace. I am 
referring only to the composition of the glass. You have so much soda in 
your glass that it actually comes out when the lamp-blowing takes place 
and it prevents you from joining the bangles. It seell)B to me that your 
glass is inferior. In other words it contains too much alkali. 

Mr. Mehta.-That may be so during these three months. 

Mr. Ilodkin.-Supposing you use less soda uh, do you think that you 
would be able to melt your glass? 

Mr. Mehta.-I have no idea. 
President.-What is the temperature you get in your furnace? 

Mr. Mehta.-More than 1,20()0 C. There are certain articles which 
I'equire a cooler temperature. 

President.-What is the maximun: temperature which you get on a 
direct furnace P 

Mr. Hodkin.-1,25f1' C. 
Mr. Mehta.-I said 1,2000 C. 
Mr. Hodkin.-You Bay that except sand you import your raw materials? 
Mr. Me7tta.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Even the lime? 
JIT. Mehta.-No. Lime is only used in the manufacture of white glus. 

It is not required in the manufacture of coloured glass. 

Mr. Hodkin.-You must use lime or some similar material. Otherwise 
you will have the soda coming out ... 

Mr. Mehta.-I am not an expert and I am unable to speak on that. 

Mr. Hodkin.-Mr. Boag me'l\tioned your answers to Questions 52 and 67. 
In 67-A, you claim that the industry fulfils one of the conditions laid down 
by the Fiscal CommiSRion. You say that there is an abundant supply of 
principal raw materials and yet in your answer to Question 52 you say 
something which is absolutely contrary to that. 

Mr. Mehta.-What I meant was this. In Japan they manufacture borax 
and other articles. Borax is the chief thing. They also manufacture soda 
ash. With the exception of a few articles they manufacture a1lI!ost every
thing. 



Bharat Glass Works, Calc~tta. 

Letter dated the 29til December, 1931. 

Though belated I confidently hope and, pray that my views will receive the 
kind ("onsideration of your Board along with those of others. 

Enclosure. 
PROTECTION ']'0 GLASS 'INDUSTRY IN INDIA. 

I.-THBSURCHARGB ON CUSTOMS DUTY. 

... l"irst of all, Japan has so reduced her sea freight as fully to counteract 
the "ffect of the surcharge. Secondly, to know for certain th" precise effect 
of the surcharge it is necessary to determine the measure of protection, if 
needed. Finally, as soon as the surcharge is gone the need will re-appear in 
fnll. It is desirable therefore to decide the question of the need at once. 

H.-THB CONDITIONS FOB PROTECTION. 

These must be complied with before the need can be considered. 

First Condition-Nat"Wral A.dvantage8. 

(a) Raw Materials. 

The industry has to depend on imported Soda, the cost of which Govern
ment alleges, "forms a large proportion of the toto.). cost of produc;tion". 

Here is the actual proportion:-

Year. Cost of 
production. 

1927-28 38,860 
1928-29 60,544 
1929-30 79,017 

Cost of, 
soda. 
4,160 
6,443 
9,830 

Percentage. 

10'7 
10'6 
12·4 

The shares in the cost, of coal and labour compare with that of soda as 
follows:-

1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 

Year. 

Labour. 

C t Cost of 
ost. Per cen • production. 

&s. , 

10,609 
18,128 
24,594 

Rs. 
27'3 
29'9 
31-1 

Ba, 

38,860 
60,544 
79,017 

Coal. 

Cost. 

Rs. 

6,710 
10,223 
14,153 

Per cent. 

Rs. 
17·2 
16·8 
18·0 

Whilo, on the basis of quantity the position of soda is as follows: ~ 

1927-28. 1928-29. 1929·30. 

Quan- ~ Quan· II Quan· Per cent. tity. er cent. tity. er cent. tity. 

Coal 560 76·7 930 79'9 1,415 80·3 
Sand 95 13·0 152 13·5 266 15'1 
Broken glass 42 5·7 32 2·7 10 0·5 
Soda 32 4'4 49 4'2 70 3·9 

-----
Total 729 99'8 1,163 100·3 1,761 99'8 ----- ---
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H would be clearly unfortunate, therefore, if the vast quantities of sand 
coal and refractory materials available in the country were to be left unutilized 
for an incomparably smaller quantity of !ioda. 

(b) Labour. 

The Industrial Commission found trained and expert labour wanting, 
and according to Government the position has not changed. 

The scarcity is a matter of history now. The number of factories has 
cOI1~idcrably increased-in the vicinity of Calcutta alone from 5 to 10 i:1 -I 
years-and all the same the industry is manned entirely by Indians. The 
quality of the Indian product has improved to deserve the patronage of 
Government and Railways, unmistakably pointing to better training and 
elfficiency of the labour force. The production per head has also considerably 
gone up. So, labour is duly adjusting itself to the growing demand in 
every respect. 

Government also deplores the lack of "scientific and. technical know
ledge". Their own endeavours to make up the deficiency failed, and private 
efforts, of necessity leave much to be desired. Much, too, however, has been 
actually done. The Government of Madras have investigated into the best 
manner of construction of the furnace and published the results in Bulletins. 
Proficiency in the use of automatic hiowing machines has been acquired in 
the Continent and such machines brought into operation in India. 'l'he use 
of liquid fuel for coal has been innovated with commercial success. The local 
manufacture of Soda has been undertaken on a scale commensurate with its 
demand. Melting Pots are also being made locally. 

Seco'nd Oonditionr-lnability to grow. 
There is no question as to the lack of growth during the last 30 ·years. 

The only one is whether the industry is of sufficient economic interest to the 
country. Such interest consists in-

(1) Present (1 crore) and prospective (2i) saving to the country. 
(2) Utilization of sand and coal on a gigantic scale. 
(3) Contribution to the development of other industries-

(a) Enhancement in output and improvement in quality of saltpetre. 
(b) Development of refractory materials, for which the steel industry 

did not furnish adequate incentive. 
(c) Contribution to railway revenues. 

(4) Employment of a few thousands. The number is lesser part of the 
interest. The industry furnishes to the edul'ated middle class 
an wide field for profitable application of their best academic 
acquirements and an unbeaten path for en~ployment as well. 

Third Oondition-Ability to dispe'lI~e tl7ith pl'otection. 

The essential is the reduction in the cost of production so as to produce 
as cheaply as other countries. 

The indication is as follows:-
Year. Output. 

Works costs-
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 

Overhead charges-
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 

'fons. 

65 
107 
146 

65 
107 
146 

Total cost. Cost per ton. 

Rs. Rs. 

31,282 481-1 
50,505 472'0 
67,968 465·5 

7,578 116'2 
10,039 93-7 
11,049 75·6 
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The probabilities for further reduction lie in the directions of
(1) Railway Freight-Absorbs at present.~ 

Out put. TotaJ. cost. Cost per ton. 

January to May 1929 
June 1929 to May 1930 

Tons. 
50 

146 

Ra. 
1,651 
5,014 

Ra. 
33 
34'3 

General reduction in railway freight is under the contemplation of the 
Railway Board. Special concession has been granted to bangle manufacturers 
and cannot be withheld from us. 

(2) Local manufacture of Soda and Pots.-The elimination of the import 
duty of 15 per cent. ad valorem alone would effect saving of :-

Out- Present Saving at 15 Reduction in 
put. cost. per cent. cost per ton. 

1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 

Tons. 
65· 

107 
146 

Ra. 
5,164 
8,119 

11,909 

Rs. 
765 

1,215 
1,765 

Rs. 
11·7 
11·3 
12'0 

(3) lll~p,.oved Efficiency.-A small increase of 5 per cent. in output per head 
would effect a saving of-

1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 

Out
put. 

Tons. 
65 

107 
146 

Present 
cost. 

Rs. 
10,609 
18,128 
24,594 

Saving at 15 
per cent. 

Ra. 
530 
905 

1,225 

Reduction in 
cost per ton. 

Rs. 
8'1 
8,4 
8·3 

Automatic machines would also help to reduce the cost of labour which I 
am not in a position to forecast. 

(4) Larger scale of operations.-For instance, if I could instal 7 Pots in 
place of 5 and increase the capacity of each Pot from 400 to 600 lbs., the 
output of finished glass would be doubled to 300 tons annually. The only 
increase in overhead charges would be under the head interest on 'working 
capital, which would also double itself, all the other items remaining as they 
are. 

In works costs there would be a saving under the head coal, but ,it is 
hard to guess what it would be. 

Special Condition--Utility in. National Defence. 

This wall emphatically brought home to the Government of India during 
the last European war- when foreign supply failed. 

III.-DlSCBlMlNATING PROTECTION. 

(a) Kinds of glass to be protected. 

Glass of superior quality is not manufactured and shonld be left nntouched. 
The following classes of articles made of ordinary; commercial glass need 
protection: -

I.-Blown glass-
(1) Lampware-

(a) OiIpots. 
(b) Hurricane globes and chimneys. 
(c) Electric and gas shades. 
(d) Wellglass and bulkhead fittings. 



I.-Blown glass-contd. 
(2) Containers

(a) Bottles. 
(b) Jars. 

Il.~Drawn glass
(1) Rod. 
(2) Tube. 
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IlL-Coiled glas8.~Bangle8 of sorts. 

IV.-Pressed glass-
(1) Inkpots. 
(2) Tumblers. 
(3) iCups. 
(4) Paper weights. 

V.-Sheet glass
(1) Plain. 
(2) Chequered. 

(b) CO'lJlll,tries to be guarded against. 

British goods are of superior glass and would not come within the purview 
of protection. 

American goods command higher prices, but to discriminate them would 
reHect adversely on the Indian industry. 

Continental goods enter India at prices below the cost of production of 
the Indian manufacturer, while Japanese goods, the cheapest of ail, have 
brought the Indian industry to the verge of ruin. 

No discrimination in this direction is therefore necessary. 

IV.-TBE NEED -FOB PROTECTION. 

(1) Prices of Imported mass. 
Have been steadily going down since 1921 and there is no chance of near 

recovery in view of the world wide trade depression. The price of hurricane 
globes from Japan is Rs. 16 per gross which should form the basis of our 
calculations. 

(2) Fair Selling Price for the Indian manufacturer. 

A.-Cost of Protection. 

1. Its variation under differentconditions.-The important ones are:

(1) Geographical situations with reference to-

(a) sources of supply of raw materials, 

(b) the market for the finished goods. They re-act on each other 
resulting in a dehit or credit balance. 

(2) Kind of fuel used-Coal, wood, gas or oil. 

(3) Kind of melting receptaci&-Pot or tank. 

(4) Method of manufactur&-Automatic or manual. 

(5) System of management-Personally or b~ Managing Agents. 

2. The P1'cvailing Type.-80 per cent. of the existing factories still adhere 
to the primitive method of manufacture by coal furnaces, pots and blowing 
tubes. Such is the industry as it exists at present: and such therefore should 
be the standard for own purposes. 
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3. My Factury • ..,..ls of thIs type with the additional advantages that it 
was not managed by agents nor had a costly head office out of the factory. 

4. The period covered.-For detailed study the period covered is the third 
year of my working-from June 1929 to May 1930. 

5. Maximum capacity in that year.-I worked with 5 pots of 400 lbs. 
each. 

The rated capacity 5 x 400=2,000 lhs. per day. 

Deduct-

Margin in emptying 2l per cent. 20 per cent. in all 400 lbs. 
Margin in loading 2l per cent. } 

LOllS in evaporation 15 per cent. 

1,600 lbs. per day of molten glass. 

Half was made into bottles and other half in hurricane globes. 

Lbs. per day. 
The quantity of finished bottles-

Molten glass '. BOO 

Deduct-Wastage in putting into and taking out of 
annealing cbamber and in loading and unloading 
for delivery-l0 per cent. . BO 

720 

The quantity of finished hurricane globes-

Molten glass . BOO 

}Jedu.ct-Wastage in cutting off superfluous part, 
grinding and packing in str!\w 15 per cent. in addi
tion to the wastage of 10 per cent. as jn the case 
of bottles-25 per cent. 200 

Total pel' day

Bottles 

Hurricane globes 

600 

720 

600 

1,320 

Considering the year to have consisted of 330 working days, the annual 
capacity is 1,320 x 330= 194 tons. 

6. The aet'IWl O'l£tt'llll"n-

Hurricane globes 

Bottles 

Tons. 

BO 

66 

146 
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7. Works costs.-First, I give a comparative statement for 3 conseqntive 
years--

192'1·28. 1928·29. 1929-30. 

Ontpnt 65 tons. 107 tons. 146 tons. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
1. Materials-

(a) Ingredients 8,757 12,833 17,910 
(b) Coal 6,710 10,223 14,153 
(c) Fire-bricks and clay 1,203 1,337 1,251 
(d) Pots 1,004 1,676 2,079 
(e) Packing materials 243 1,74::1 2,731 

2. Labonr 10,609 18,128 24,594 
3. Delivery 307 685 2,237 
4. Transport 554 1,381 123 
5. Rent and tax 1,602 1,602 1,881 
6. EIekric 144 467 460 
7. Miscellaneous 149 430 549 

Total 31,282 50,505 67,968 

Cost per ton 481·1 472·0 465·5 

The cost per ton as shewn above does not discriminate between -that of 
bottles and hurricane globes which I proceed to do for the last year. 

The total cost of ingredients was Rs. 17.910. But dne to disparity in 
wastage between bottles and globes as point£>d ont above, the latter 
mnst have cost more than the former to the extent of 15 per cent. Setting 
apart this 15 per cent. from the total cost we get-

Total cost 

Deduct-Wastage for globe at 15 per cent. 

Rs. 

17,910 

2,686 
15,22t 

Distributing this over the entire production of 146 tons we get Rs. 104'9 
as the cost per ton of bottle. 

The additional wastage of Rs. 2,686 has to be distributed over the 
output of globes of 80 tons and we get Rs. 33·5 as the additional cost of 
ingredients per ton of globes, the ultimate cost of which thus comes to 
Rs. 138'4 

The cost of pm·king materials is to be debited entirely to globes and the 
additional ('ost on this aC<'ount is Us. 2,731+8O=Rs. 34'1 per ton. 

Thl\ other materials do not require su('h discrimination and their cost 
comes to-

Coal 

FirE'-bricks and clay 

Pots 

Total 

Rs. 

14,153 

1,251 

2,079 

17,483 
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Distributing this over the entire production of 146 tons the cost per ton 
is Re. 119·7. 

Thus-

Cost of materials per ton of-, 
(1) Bottle 

(2) Globes 

Rs. 

104'9 
119·7 

224·6 

138·4 

119'7 
34-1 

292·2 

The cost of labour has also to be discriminated. The special labour charge 
for globes IS-

Cutting 
Grinding 

Packing 

Total 

Rs. 
720 

1,344 

1,00B 

3,072 

or Rs. 3B'4 per ton. 

That for bottles for ne("k making is Rs. 1,752 or Rs. 26'5 per ton. 

The total special charge for them both-
Rs. 

Globes 3,072 

Bottles 1,752 

Total 4,B24 

Setting thiR a~ide from the total we get
Total labour cost 
Less special 

for distribution over 146 tons which gives Rs. 135·4. 
respective special charges we get--

Bottles 

Globes 

Rs. 

24,594 
4,824 

19,770 

Adding to this th~ 

Rs .. 
135·4 

26·5 

161'9 per ton. 

135'4-

3B'4 

173·8 per ton. 
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The rest of the charges do not require allowance and come together to.-

Delivery 
Cart and cooly 
Rent and taxes 
Electric 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

Rs. 
2,237 

123 
1,281 

460 
549 

4,650 

.or Rs. 4,650+ 146 =Rs. 31'8 per ton. 

Bottles. Globes. 

Rs. Rs. 
The total works costs thus come to--

Materials 224'6 292'2 
Labour 161·9 173'8 
All other charges 81'8 31'8 

Total 418·3 497'8 

B.-OVERHEAD CHARGES. 

First, a comparative statement for three years--

1927·28. 1928·~9. 1929·30. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
1. Interest on working 

Capital 600 720 960 

2. Depreciation-
(a) Buildings 360 525 750 
(b) Machinery-

(1) Chimney 35 52 70 
(2) Motor 40 60 80 
(3) Grinding wheels 300 300 450 
(4) Moulds 1,281 1,722 1,870 

3. Lorry 300 
4. Management 2,400 3,000 3,600 
5. Commission 1,357 2,199 1,611 
6. Head Office-

Salaries 960 960 1,200 
Stationery 119 162 134 
Printing 126 339 324 

Total 7,578 10,039 11,349 

Cost per ton 116'2 93'7 77'6 

1. In.fere.~f.-Workin/!: capital has been taken at 3 months works costs 
and ('orrespond with actunls Rs. 10.000. Rs. 12,000 And Rs. 16,000 respec
tively. Th, rAte of 6 per cent. is less thnn fair, as I hnd to borrow at 12 
per cent. 
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2. Depreciation..-Buildings consists of corrugated sheds 01\.. 30,1 posts and 
are liable to rapid deterioration. So 9 per cent. for the fir8£ year, 12 per 
cent. for the second and 15 per cent. for the third is not unfair. 

The actual amount spent in the first year was Rs. 4,000 only. Rs. 500 
and Rs. 1,000 were added in the second and third year respectively. 

On machinery depreciation has been calculated at. 5 per cent., 71 per 
cent., 10 per cent. respectively. 

Grinding wheels and moulds do not last the whole year and their full 
amounts have been charged. 

3, 1IIanagement.-The amounts shown are those drawn by the Managing 
Proprietor. 

The total cost of production is thus-

Works costs 
Overhead charges 

Total 

Hurricane globes. 

Rs. 
497·8 

77-6 

575·4 

C.-Manufacturers Profits. 

Bottles. 

Rs. 

418·3 
77·6 

495·9 

The fixed capital expenditure on building and machinery is
Rs. 

Buildings 
Machinery 

5,500 
1,500 

7,000 

A 10 per cent. profit is not unfair, and would come to Rs. 700 in the year, 
the incidence per ton being Rs. 700..,.146=5. 

The fair selling price for the Indian manufacturer therefore comes to--

Hurricane globes. Bottles. 

Rs. Rs. 

Cost of production 575·4 495·9 
Profit 5 5 

Total 580-4 500·9 

(3) The measure 0/ the need. 
Taking 8 oz. per globe and 31 gross per ton the selling price is Rs. 19 

per gross, whereas the price of imported globe i~ only Re. 16 per groB~· 
Protection is therefore needed to the extent of Rs. 3 per gross. 

V.-FORM OF PROTECTION. 

In view of the financial embarrassment oil Government nothing but a 
protective duty would seem feasible to provide for small fluctuations in 
the price of the imported articles and ail valorem duty would be preferable 
to a specific duty. The rate of 20 per cent. would just suffice for the purpose. 

VI.-THE PERIOD OF PROTECTION. 

Considering how slow the growth of the industry has been, it is apparent 
that protection for a short period would be no avail. To my mind no 
shorter period than 10 years would meet the case. 

GLASS Y 
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VII~-How PROTECTION WOULD AFFECT OTHER INDUSTRIES. 

Glass tube and rods form partly manufactured goods from which are 
made syringe, test tubes and a few kind of other appliances. There is in 
existence small industry exclusively devoted to these articles. This industry 
would require compensatory protection. Then the manufacturers of drugs, 
chemicals, hair oils, perfumery, etc., who have to put up their preparations 
in glass containers would also be affected to an extent not at all serious. 
For, their cost of the container cannot exceed 5 per cent. of their cost 
production, which would be increased by 1 to 1'5 per cent. in consequence of 
the protection. -

RECAPITULATION. 

Notwithstanding the dependence of the industry on imported soda 
natural advantages with regard to all other materials preponderate in favour 
of it. 

Labour is adjusting itself to the demand in every respect. 
The industry is of versatile eeonomic mterest to the country, 
It is reducing its cost of production and therefore would be able to 

dispense with protection. 
It has its own importance for national defence. 
Articles made of ordinary glass only need protection. No discrimination 

is necessary with regard to country of ol·igin. 
The selling price. of imported globe is Rs. 16 while that of the Indian 

manufacturer is Rs. 19 per gross. Protection is therefore required at Rs. 3 
per gross, which, in view of financial embarrassment of Government and 
with a view to provide for fluctuations in the price of the imported articles 
may be in the form of ad t·aI01·em 20 per cent. To be adequate it must not 
last for less than ten years. 

Small industry making certain articles from glass tnbe requires co~
pensatory pl'otection. Manufacturers of articles requiring to be put up .m 
glass containers would be 8.ffected so slightly as to deserve no specIal 
consideration. 

Hardeo Glass Works. Dacca. 

(1) Letter dated the 31st AU{1us!, 1931. 

We have started 8 glass fact-ory in Dacca town (Bengal) under expert 
management. 

We are much inconvenienced in respect of railway freights charged so 
much so, that we are being ousted from our own area, i.e., the places se;'ed 
by Eastern. Bengal and Assam Bengal Railways by our opponents in 
United Provinces and Central Pro,inces. 

We are charged 4th class by both Eastern Bengal and Assam Bengal 
Railways for chimneys and jars. whereas manufactories of United Pro,inces 
and Central Provinces are made 2nd class by all railways and under this 
concession they enter into our area and we are gradually being driven from 
the market although our goods are in good demand due to fine finish. 

Then, sand, one of the chief ingredients in manufacturing glasses, is 
now being imported from Great Indian Peninsula Railway side and for this 
wEl are getting concession rates from Great Indian Peninsula Railway, but 
if East Indian Railway gives .tls same concession over their line we may im
port better quality of sand from Bombay, Baroda. and Central India Railway 
side 'Ilia Agra and Naihati. 

Our submission is that you being the protector of small industrIes, may 
be plensed to request both Eastern Bengal and Assam Bengal Railways to 
chal'ge us at least 2nd class for ohimneys and' jars over their lines and 
Ellst Indian Railway for special rates for sand. 
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Ours have become a gro\\'ing industry within a short period, but due to 
. hard competition· we are daily being hard hit, so kindly help it from. 
·premature ending. 

(2) Letter dated the 17th November, 1981, from the Hardeo Glass Works, 
Dacca. 

We have the honour to submit that we started glass factory at D41.cca. 
(Bengal) for nearly two years. 

1. Capital invested is over Rs. 60,000. 
2. Glass chimneys-different varieties, pickle jars, phials and bottles, 

tumblers and shades, etc., are manufactured. 
3. Total output for 1930 is· about Rs. 95,000. 
4. Pot furnace is used. 
5. Current eic:penditure for 1930 is Rs. 1,15,000 entailing loss .over 

Rs. 20,000. 
6. Competition with foreign g'lods particularly Japanese. 
(a) Now our submission is that due to unfair treatment of Eastern Bengal 

and Assam Bengal Railways and India General and River Steam Navigation 
Co., Ltd., who show indulgence to foreign as well as other manufacturers 
outside my. area by giving them concession freight. We cannot work within 
our area, viz., East and North Bengal and Assam due to enhanced freight. 

(b) Pickle jars and tumblers, etc., are charged. 6th class &tid chimney 
4th class against 2nd class to our opponents causing loss of trade. 

(c) Sand, lime, pots and coal are required to be brought from United 
Provinces, Central Provinces and East Indian Railway side and we have 
requested the respective companies to grant concession rates but to no pur
pose. The present freight .,harged is excessive and increases the cost of 
output. 

(d) Protection is urgently needed otherwise the factory to be closed down 
as the last year's loss was heavy. 

(e) East Indian, Bombay, Baroda and Central India, Eastern Bengal, 
Assam Bengal Railways, and India General and River Steam Navigation 
Co., Ltd., to be requested to grant concession rate for the import and export 
for at least three years to enable the business to be self-supporting. 

As in duty bound we shall ever pray. 

(~) Letter dated the 12th December, 1991, from the Hardeo Glass Works. 

We have the honour to submit the following answers to the 
questionnaires: -

1. Ours is an unregistered firm fo~ a private proprietor. 
2. Nil. 
3. Work commenced on 1st January, 1930. 
4. Full capacity of our works is 3,500 Ibs. daily. 
5. (a) Chimney, Tumblers, Pickle Jars, 'Bottles and Phials are manufae

tured. 
(b) Cannot supply the information asked for. 
6. Factory is situated within the Municipality of Dacca town in East 

Bengal. 
(a) No. Not in the vicinity to the areas from which raw materials are 

drawn. 
(b) No. Not in the vicinity of coalfields or other sources of power or fuel. 
(c) Yes, Dacca and Narayangunj market. 
(d) No abundant labour supply. 
7. Consider big markets aa the moot important factors. 

y2 
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8. Yes, ours is equal in quality and appearance to imported articles, ours 
do not command the same price. People consider our production less durable. 

9. Production continues all the year. Our cost of production is heavier. 
10. Sand, soda ash, saltpetre, lime, crucibles, coal fire-brick and clay 

are the raw matetials used. ' 
11. The annual requirements of raw materials--

Soda ash 

Sand 

Lime 

Coal 

Fire-brick and clay 

Crucibles 

12. Cannot say. 

100 tons. 

360 " 

25 " 
1,800 " 

250 " 
120 pots. 

13. Crucible pots from Japan. Coal from Raneegung (East Indian Rail
way). Sand from Bargarh and Lohagarh and Swaimadhupur (Great Indian 
Pemnsula Railway). Fire-clay and brick from Barakar (East Indian Rail
way). 

14. Raw materials are collected by rail or steamer. 
15. We pay no royalty. 
16. (a) Royalty-Nil. 

(b) Labour employed-Rs. 5,000 per annum. 
(c) Freight charged-Rs. 2,000 per annum. 
(d) Miscellaneous charges-Rs. 500 per annum. 

17. We hold no concessions. 
18. We require to import raw materials from Japan and parts of United 

Provinces, Bengal and Central Provinces in India. Coal R8. 2-12 per ton, 
sand As. 2-6 per maund, lime As. 8 per maund, pots at Rs. 60 a piece. Pay 
no customs. 

19. Pots that we get from Japan cannot be made here. 
20. Materials suitable to our purposes. 
21. Nothing competes except pots and soda ash. 

. 22. We don't make crucibles Ilnd we get it from Japan and don't know 
its oomposition; it costs from Rs. 40 to R8. 60 and last average 3 weeks. 

23. Furnace materials are satisfactory. No knowledge of composition. 
24. Yes. Expert supervision and skilled labour necessary, the former 

from either Japan or Germany and the latter from United Provinces or 
Punjab. 

25. Foreign labour one and other skilled labour from different parts of 
India. 

26. Indian labour improves vastly with training. 
27. No means of replacing skilled labour. 
28. Machinery replacing labour costs heavily. 
29. Yes, the humidity in the air affects the efficiency. 
30. (a) & (b) Cannot supply. 

(c) Total number of workmen-200. 
31. Houses on the premises for imported labours. 
32. Principal fuel are coal and wood and ava.ilable in full. 
33. Coal is brought from a distance of over 350 miles and woods within 

50 miles. Freight for coal is Rs. 7-4-10 per ton and wood As. 8 per maund 
and other cost Re. I per ton. 

34 .. Fuel is used in the furnace and then gas. 
135. Yes, !ll!lctrio p()wer js US~dl tll~ curre~t ill bought. 
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36. 2! ton coal necessary for 1 ton melted glass. ! ton coal necessary 
for finiBlled glassware. 

37. Extension of works brings in economy. 
38. Cannot state fully. 
39. We are' not fully equipped with latest machinery to compete with 

imported articles as regards finish, etc. 
40. No experience. 
41. We cannot say. 
42. All machinery are imported. 
43. Cannot say. 
44. Our principal markets-Bengal, Bihar and Assam-Distance from 10 

to 7UO miles. ' 
45. Present rates of railway freight are 4th and 6th class no advantage 

over imported wares. 
46. Railway freight charged on gross weight including packing ratio 

of nett and gross weight is 2 to 1. 
'47. Export of glass is not probable. 
48. Japan and Germany and Belgium are the competitors. . 
49. (1), (2), (a) & (b) Cannot reply (·orrectly. 
50. Cannot say. . 
51. Nothing purchased by Government or other public bodies. 
52. We are at a disadvantage with foreign manufactures, in respect of 

freight principally and machinery and custom duty. 
53. Cannot say. 
54. (a) Leases-Rs. 1,100. 

(b) Lands--Nil. 
(e) Buildings-Rs. 15,000. 
(d) Plants, etc.-Rs. 10,000. 
(e) Miscellaneous assets-Rs. 500. 

55. In our case, no depreciation written-off during the first year. 
56. Cannot say correctly. . 
57. Ours being old for a year we cannot supply. 
58. No debenture loans. 
59. No reserve fund. 
60. Additional capital up to Rs. 40,000 would be necessary. 
61. Yes. 
62. Percentage of wastage 20 per cent. 
63. Cannot give correct idea. 
64. We pay no income-tax as yet. 
65. Average value of stocks of raw materials as fuel, etc.-Rs. 25,000. 

Average outstanding-Rs. 20,000. 
66. No head dffice other than local management, under owners control. 

(a) Annual amount of local office expenses-Rs. 6,000. 
(b) Agent's commission-Rs. 2,000. 

67. (a) We don't claim anything stated herein. 
(b) Without protection the industry is not likely to develop. 
(e) Withou," protection we won't be able to face world competition. 

68. (a) Amount of protection necessary Rs. 20,000 per annum. 
(b) In the form of freight it should be given. 
le) Chimney, tumbles, pickle jars and bottfes. 

69. Only railway and steamer companies to be affected for reduction in 
freight. 
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. f 
Ogale Gl~ss Works, Ltd., Ogalevadi. 

A.-WltxTTEN. 

(1) Letter dated the 19th December, 1931. 

Referring to your letter .No. 666, dated the 16th November, 1931, we 
forward you herewith our replies to the questionnaire of the Board. Seven 
copies in all are sent. 

REPLIES TO QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE INDIAN TARIF~ BOARD FOR GLASS l\IANU
FACTURERS. 

1. Our 'Yorks were sta.rted as a proprietory concern in· 1914. Later on 
a joint stock company was Hoated in 1919, to take it over for running. The 
Works are, therefore, now· owned by a public registered company. 

2. The entire capital is held by Indians. All the Directors, of whom 
there are seven, a.re Indians and the ex-officio Director only forms part of 
the superior management. 

3. As a proprietory concern our Works commenced to manufacture in 
1914 and as owned by a public registered company in 1920. 

4. The present capacity of our Works is to melt and work about three 
tons of glass per day. 

5. (a) We make all sorts of glass chimneys and globes, jars and similar 
kind of hollow ware, pressed articles such as dishes, bowls, tiles, inkstands 
and other articles of stationery. 

(b) No correct data is available about the quantity of each kind of ware 
produced in the past, though roughly the total figure for production may 
be put down to 80,000 dozen. In the current year the production is 
increased as we have produced 110,000 dozen during the last eleven months. 

6. The Works are situated at Ogalevadi-a colony created for the factory 
and its people only, in the Aundh State, in the District of Satara, Bombay 
Presidency-very near to the Karad railway station (Madras and Southern 
l\Iahratta. Railway) on the Poona-Bangalore line. 

(a) Out of the principal raw materials, silica and lime can be tapped 
in the vicinity and soda ash which is an imported stuff as well as the other 
<,hemicals have to be obtained from Bombay. 

(b) The coalfields of this country being located only in Bengal and Bihar, 
unfortunately our place is unable to enjoy the advantage afforded by their 
vicinity. Round about here, there is no source of power and we ha,ve, 
therefore, to generate it for ourselves. ' 

(c) Bombay which is a port market and which is only 225 miles from 
here can be said to be very near to us. l\Ioreover we also cater to the 
market places. of southern India. 

(d) :We have here an abundant labour supply and in addition to this, 
this place enjoys the advantages of a very healthy and temperate climate. 

7. Naturally a site having the advantages of nearness to raw materials, 
coal, market and an abundant labour supply will be the best. But in view 
of the fact that India is a vast country and has great mineral resources for 
the supply of raw materials, spread in her different provinces, 
and that there is all over an abundant labour supply as well as a 
number of market places situated in different directions separated from ea('h 
ot.her by great distan('es, the factor of remoteness from coalfields should 
not mu~h matter and the glass fa('tories have to be started at different 
('mmtrie~. On the other hand coal .which is the principal fuel for heat 
Rhould bE' made specially Clllnp by the Government whenever it is required 
by glass factories where coal is one of the most important items-as impor
t~nt a~ raw material. 
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8. So far as lamp chimneys and globes are concerned (and they £01111 the 
bulk of our production) they are equal in quality . and appearance to im
ported glassware. They do not, however, cODJmand the same price which 
is mainly due to a faulty impression among the importers that the indigen
ons artIcles cannot be as good as the imported ones. Such an impression 
might be due to the long-standing repntation of the imported ware but the 
opinion that the Indian glassware is as good as the imported oile in point 
of quality is gaining ground. 

9. We work throughout the twelve months of a year. 
10. The raw materials including fire-resisting materials used are: silica, 

soda, lime, de-colouriser, fire-clay and fire-bricks. 
n. We require about 160 tons of sand, 60 tons of soda and 20 tons of lime 

annually. 
12. The proportion of raw materials used is:-

100 parts by weight of sand. 
40 pa~ts by weight of soda. 
10 parts by 'weight of lime. 

13. We obtain our supplies of sand from places round about and at times 
from places in the United Provinces which are about 1,000 miles away. Soda 
IIsh is obtained from Bombay which is about 225 miles from here and lime 
is obtained locally. 

U. ,We do not ('ollect our materials ourselves. They are collected by our 
suppliers and are transported from the sources of supply to the nearest 
railway station here by rail from where they 'are taken to the Works by 
carts. 

15. Sint'e we do not do the collection we ourselves do not pay any 'royalty 
either to Government or to private persons. Perhaps the suppliers may 
be paying some but we have no knowledge of it. 

16. Since as stated above we ourselves do not do the quarrying or extrac
tion work, our total «.'Ost on the materials are divided into price at place of 
despat('h and freight. The following are, therefore, the particulars:-

Sand. Soda. Lime. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 
Price per ton f.o.r. 

place of despatch 8 12 6 135 a a 28 0 0 
Freight 24 2 9 14 14 6 

17. We do not hold any concession as regards the supply of raw materials. 
18. Soda ash and some minor chemicals are the imported materials. 

Soda ash is supplied to us by the well-known combine in chemicals-The 
Imperial Chemical Industries (India), Limited. They sell it to us at present 
lit Rs. 135 (magdhi ash) and Rs. 145 (crescent brand ash) per ton though 
their price in 1915 for the latter was Rs. 84 and in 1914 Rs. 72 per ton. 
It is not known to us at what price they import this material. We only 
know that soda ash was subject to an import duty of 15 per 'cent. before 
March, 1931, after which the duty was raised to 20 per cent. and later on to 
25 per cent. It is not known why the price of soda ash should not touch 
the pre-war level when in fact every other commodity in the market has 
done so. 

19. As we do not know the possibilities of starting Chemical industries in 
India we are unable to say anything. Perhaps the Department of Indus
tries will be able to give an opinion.' 

20. The materials used by us at present are quite suitable for the manufac
ture of glassware which we produce. But better results could have been 
obtained had the suppliers as a class been technical persons. What happens 
is we have to depend upon contractors who know the. least of glass manu
facture and are uot careful enough in supplying the materials of uniform 
quality. 
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21. .The raw materials going into the glass which are imported and com
pete with our products,· are mostly the same as ours. 

22. ~e make our own pots of Japanese type from Indian clays, .the 
pots b':lng han~ built. I~ the past they we~e being imported from Japan, 
the price .varYlng according to the fluctuations of the Exchange. A 600 
Ibs. ~apaClty pot used to cost about Rs. 50. The effect of transition on 
the hfe of the pot is not known to us. 

23. Our furnace refractory materials are satisfactory. We get our bricks 
and clay from Messrs. Burn & Co., Jubbulpore, and make our own blocks 
from the latter here. 

Labowr. 

24. So far as the hollow and pressed ware is concerned (of the nature 
we produc,:) .there is no necessity of importing any skilled labour or experts 
for superVISion . 

. 25. No imported labour was or is employed in our Works. The entire 
labour and experts employed in our :Works are Indian. 

26. We have been following a policy of training our O.lYn skilled labour 
and it is our experience tha.t the Indian labour improves sufficiently with 
training and proper handling. 

'J.7. 'J.'here are automatic and semi-automatic machines to replace the 
skilled labour. 

28. Present conditions of this industry in India differ very widely from 
what exists in foreign countries. Naturally macliines which are designet! 
to meet the conditions in foreign eountries are found to be not exactly 
meeting the present-day-requirements of the Indian glass industry. Employ
ment ot such machines, therefore, immediately to replace the manual labow·, 
IS expected to entail very huge capital. 

29. The high temperature at which many processes in glass manufac
ture are carried on, have some effect on the labour no doubt but owing to 
temperate climate of our place does not affect it appreciably. 

30. (a) The total wages paid in the year 1930 were Rs. 20,000 approxi
mately. 

(b) The total number of workmen were about 125. 
(c) The average rate of wages wa.s Rs. 4(}-5() to the skilled labour and 

Rs. 15-20 to the unskilled. 
31. :We house our labour in precincts of our yards. Every care is taken 

of the labour even when it is outside of the factory proper. Free medical 
aid is provided to them and free education to their children. Games are 
introduced among them and social functions held in which the ma.uagement 
participates. In short, the management lives, plays and associates with the 
labour in its daily life. 

Power and Fu.el. 

32. We use Bengal coal as the principal fuel and it is a.vailable in 
sufficient quantities. 

33. It is brought from a distance of 1,500 miles the freight amounting 
to Rs. 15-6-11 per ton the total cost delivered at :Works being about Rs. 2U 
per ton. :We understand that railway freights on. coal are being enhanced 
by 15 per cent. from 15th J~nuary, 1932 .. If thiS happens naturally the 
Indian glass manufacturers Will be hard hit. It should, therefore, be the 
outlook of the State to see that the rate of railway freight on coal, ~hen 
supplied to glass factories of which it is a principal fuel, should be speCially 
reduced. 

34. The :fuel is applied directly, as the unit is small and the type of 
the furnace suits such a unit. 

35. We generate electric po.wer m~c~anically a~ t~e Works .. ~ower is 
required in the blowing, pressing, mixing and grinding or fiUlshlng pro.-
cesses. 
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36. Apparently, one ton of coal is required to me~t one ton of glass but 
tak~g into cOD:Sideration the brea~downs, breaking of pots, etc., the figure 
varies to five tlmes that of the finished glassware, in tons. 

Equ,ipment. 
37. As it is or with a little variation our unit can be said to be a 'fairly 

la,rge .unit of produc~ion. The e~allest unit producing only one variety 
of artlCle and not havmg many thmgs to care for can be operated economic
ally under present conditions but such a practice will hardly mean mak
ing an improvement in the industry. 

38. The plant and machinery and the process of manufacture employed 
by us is just the same as i.s used in a Japanese type pot furnace. 

39. Improvement in the type of the furnace and the substitution of 
machinery in the manufacturing process may reduce costs and improve 
quality. This, however, will have to be done simultaneously with running 
the present unit and this means more capital and more experimenting 
for which capital is very shy. 

40. ;We have introduced a semi-automatic machine for the blowing pro
cess and few suitable machines in the finishing one. The results are 
encouraging. 

41. Manufacture in foreign countries is ca.rried on a mass production 
basis whereas in India the same has to be done on a small scale. The main 
reason is the failure of some concerns started in the past on a large scale 
and worked with the aid of foreign experts. Owing ·to their failure the 
capital is very shy and we have to be satisfied with running the present 
types of units. 

42. Most of the machines used in this industry are imported from Um
tinental countries. 

Market and foreign competition. 

43. The estimated total production of glass in India is roughly of about 
50 lakhs. 

44. Our principal markets ue situated in the Deccan and southern 
India, the nearest one being at a distance of 50 to 100 and the farthest 
1,000 to 1,200 miles from the Works. 

45. (a) Different rates are in force on the different kinds of glassware. 
Ohimneys and globes go under 4th class and while jars under 6th. We have 
no advantage over imported glassware in respect of railway freights. 

(b) Railway freight is charged on the gross weight. The normal ratio 
of nett weight to gross weight is roughly 1 to 2. 

46. Railway freight paid by importers from the ports to selected up 
country markets and that paid on our products from :Works to the same 
market varies according to the distance in each CBse. But the rates of 
freight from port to port are very favourable as compared with those 
between our Works and such ports. As a consequence if there is a dearth 
of ware in one port the importer can carry the imported goods from one 
port to another very cheaply even by rail whereas there being no such 
special rates between a manufacturing place and such a port we cannot 
take advantage of such a situation and carry our goods to a. port where 
the dearth is felt and where a better rate for the goods is likely to be 
obtained. 

47. If cheap shipping is available export of glass from India is pos
sible to Persia., South Africa, Iraq, and Ceylon by sea and to Afghanistan 
by land though nothing can be said for certain. We, are not able to say 
to what extent such export will be possible. 

48. Competition is felt from countries like Japan, Germany, Czecho
slovakia and Belgium. It is the keenest in almost all ports. 
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49. (1) :We have nQ information about the prices a.t which the principal 
kind of imported ware entered the country. 

(2) (a) 1926. 1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 

Rs. 19 Rs. 19 Rs. 18 Rs. 17 Rs. 16-8 

were realized for one gross of globes for Dietz junior lanterns which is the 
most common article produced. 

(b) This cannot be stated. 
50. The importers will be able to say correctly at which the imported 

glassware is landed in India furnishing a.lso the required deta.ils. 
51. Some departments of Government and a few public bodies purchase 

our product but the extent is rather small. 
52. We think that as compared with the foreign manufacturers the 

Indian manufacturer is at a disadvantage in respect of plant and machinery, 
labour, materials, freights, customs duties, etc. 

53. Since the foreign producers have been continuously exporting their 
wares to India for years past we do not think that they are doing it at 
uneconomical prices. We, therefore, think that the only reason on account 
of which the foreign producers are selling for exports at the present prices 
is their very large units of production and their handling the Indian markets 
for a very large number of years in the past. The Exchange at 1/6 and want 
of a protective tariff to the indigenous industry have given them full scope. 
In absence of protection to the industry none in this country is encouraged 
to improve the industry and the Indian markets are thus only allowed to 
be exploited by foreigners. 

Capitul. 

54. The block value of our property as it stood in our books at the end 
.of 1930 was as under:-

(a.) Leases and concessions 
(b) Lands 
(c) Building 
(d) Plant and machinery 
(e) Miscellaneous assets 

Rs. 
Nil 

6,500 approx. 
1,45,500 
2,47,200 

57,850 
" 

We have two factories, one a glass factory and the other for making 
hurricane lanterns" and the figures shown above are for both these in aggre
gate. We have no separate figures under these items for our two factories. 
But roughly they should be taken as hltlf and half. 

55. Figures produced in 54 above represent the nett total expenses on 
those items up to the end of 1930. 

56. Estimates for erecting a unit as thr t of ours would vary according 
to the particular situation in each case. 

57. (a) The amount of paid-up share capital in the past five ~ears was 
as under:-

1926. 

Rs. 

4,63,810 

1927. 

Rs. 

4.77,085 

1928. 

Rs. 

4,79,640 

1929. 

Rs. 

4,82,615 

1930. 

Rs. 

4,83,115 

(b) No dividend was declared for the last five years and hence nothing 
was distributed. 

(c) Does not arise. 
58. We have not issued any debenture loans. :We, however, raised 

money Rometimes by deposits and Iland loans on which we pay interest 
at 9 per cent. or more. 
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59 .. We have reserved a fund of thousand rupees created from profits 
60. The amount of additional capital required to carry out a scheme 0 

replacement of a plant will depend upon the nature of the replacement OJ 

extension. :\Ve ha.ve not thought over same and hence are unable to giv4 
any details. 

Works Cost and Over-head Charges. 
61. Please find the required details on the form annexed hereto. 
62. No correct data is available about the percentage of wastage. How 

ever attempts are made to put it at the minimum.-
6~. We do not make sheet-glass or bangles or bottles and ate, there 

fore, unable to opine on this question. 
64. The Income-tax Act allows a depreciation of 10 per cent. and we thin! 

this rate is suitable. 
65. (a) The average value of the stocks of raw materials, fuel and finishei 

goods is RB. 60,000. 
(b) The a.verage outstllndings in respect of goods sold are Rs. 32,000. 
66. :\Ve have no office as head office at any other place than the plaCE 

of the Works. 

Claim jor Protection. 
67. (a) We firmly believe that the glass industry in India thoroughll 

satisfies the three conditions as laid down in their report by the Fisca 
Commission namely an abundant supply of raw materials, a sufficient suppb 
of labour and a large home market. About the sufficiency of labour an< 
the largeness of market nothing is required to be said, as both these exis
in this country apparently. About the supply of raw materials they exist 
in abundance in all parts of India. Moreover it is our experience that once 
an industry is started more and more raw materials get naturally tapped 
and large avenues of supply are opened. 

(b):\Ve also believe that without the help of protection the industry 
is not likely to develop. In fact it did require this protection when it fir&t 
approached Government for protection six years ago. The very fact that it 
has been pulling itself on against the onslaught cif the already developed 
world glass industry which is an advanced for a good many number of 
years, is itself a proof that this industry has already taken a firm root in 
the land and if protected at the proper time will have its natural growth 
in the years to come and after a few years will be able to hold its own. 

In absence of any protection there is no encouragement to anybody 
to go in for methods more scientific than those followed at present, costly 
in the beginning but economical in the long run. If, therefore, the 
required opportunities .are made available to the industry by protecting it 
more capital will come in and more people will take themselves to the 
manufacture of the different sorts of _ glassware required and consumed in 
India. and for which India itself is a big home market. In .this connection 
we beg to point out that America which is well-known to be a highly 
developed country and has been in the industrial field for a number of years 
in the past is protecting its glass industry by tariff 66 per cent. even in 

-these days. Even England raised her import duties to protect her glass 
industry to 50 per ('ent. It is remarkable that this sort '-pf protection is 
being resorted to in these days by countries like England and America. We 
do not therefore think that any other proof will be required to prove the 
ground' for prote~ting the Indian glass industry by raising the tariff to a 
degree sufficiently high. 

6B. (a) An import duty of 60 per cent. should be laid on the import 
of all glassware for about fifteen years. 

(b) It should be given in the form of a bounty to those whQ run their 
factories on a certain minimum requirement by way of developing the 
industry in all its aspects. 
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(c) Protection is, required for all classes of glassware. 
69. We do not think that any other industries are likely to be affected 

by a protective duty on glass. 

Statement ·showing the total npenditure incurred at Works on the pro
duction. 0/ glass during the past five years. 

Raw materials other than 
soda ash 

Soda ash 
Refractory materials 
Other materials 
Works labour 
Power and fuel 
Supervision and 

establishment 
office 

Current repairs and main-
tainance 

Packing 
Selling expense 
Miscellaneous expenses, 

e.g., stationery, rent, 
taxes and other general 
charges 

]926. 

Rs. 

15,415 
7,425 
5,079 
1,554 

22,680 
25,358 

5,495 

1,243 
17,089 
14,130 

9,877 

1927. 

Rs. 

17,737 
6,569 
3,512 
1,880 

19,734 
24,821 

5,400 

872 
13,676 
10,981 

11,090 

1928. 

Rs. 

16,034 
8,102 
4,228 
1,209 

19,190 
26,573 

5,588 

1,173 
13,058 
68,781 

6,755 

1929. 

Rs. 

16,193 
9,491 
1,008 

897 
18,581 
33,026 

4,885 

325 
12,770 
5,514 

.8,389 

1930. 

Rs. 

14,096 
7,316 
2,621 
1,662 

19,243 
28,872 

5,967 

919 
12,791 
6,288 

8,729 

Total 1,25,345 1,16,272 1,10,691 1,11,079 1,08,504 

Total production in tons 
of glass for the yeal'-

(a) Melted (not recorded). 
(b) Finished 148 172 176 167 168 

(2) Reasons and suggestions submitted by the OgaZe Glass Works, Limited; 
Ogalevi, as to the ways tin which protection shoul(l, be granted to t/lf!l 
nisting glass industry in India. 

1. By the production of the many glass factories now existing in the 
country the imports of chimneys and globee which are the articles of common 
use in the country have been sufficiently checked. If, therefore" the. tariff 
on importation of same is raised the average consumer is not likely to be 
hard hit as the commodities of daily requirements are not likely to be 
taxed. 

2. :When the tariff is raised as suggested, manufacturers who are now 
.heading only for chimneys and globes will take thems~lves to the manu
fa.cture of other articles which are usually imported and the manufacture 
of which will be better paying than chimneys and globes owing to the 
enhanced tariff. 

3. As the attention of some of the manufacturers will be diverted to 
articles other than chimneys and globes the internal competition will be 
lessened and those who are taking part in it at present will have time to 
reconsider their rates and as they will have nothing to fear about dumping 
by foreigners owing to the protective tariff they will be able to reap the 
benefit of better rates, improv.e their own methods and be prepared to face 
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co~p~titio~ in future. .Those who prefer to be away from the internal com
petitIOn will export their ware outside India and will get a bounty per ton 
or per gross so exported. 

(3) tether No. 257, daMd the 25th JQ//I/I.UIITy, 1932, fTom the Ogale GZails 
Works, Ltd., Ogale'Vadi. 

As desired by the Board at the time of our oral evidence' we forward 
you herewith 6 copies of-

(1) the analysis of Gokak and Goa Sands, 
(2) the quantities of materials going into one ton of melt 

and copies of our BaJance Sheet-one copy only for each year-for the last 
3 years. 

Enclosure. 
Quantities of Materials going into One Tpn of Melt. 

Pounds. Rate per ton. Va.lue. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Sand 1,631'65 33 7 3 24 6 9 
Lime 211-90 28 0 0 210 6 
Soda ,ash 684-60 13514 6 41 9 6 
Nitre 65-20 306 12 0 8 14 6 
Borax 32'60 304 5 0 4 8 0 

J\{anganese 4·89 166 0 0 0 6 0 
Other chemicals 8·15 480 0 0 1 15 0 

---
2,635'399 84 5 6 

---
This shows that the loss on evaporation -is 15 per cent. 

Analysis of Gokak and, Goa Bands. 

Goka.k. Goa.. 

Loss on ignition 0'6 0-1 

Silica SiO. 92·3 97'6 
Alumina 2·0 1'4 

Ferrie oxide Fc.O •. 1'0 0-8 

Lime 3'0 1·0 

Magnesium J 1'1 
Other alkalies 

100 1005 
1--

(4) L,jf;fer No. e68, dated the 27th January, 1~32, from the (OgaZe. 'Glasa 
Works, Ltd., Ogale'Vad~. 

Referring to your letter No. 48 of 21st instant, we, h~rewith return'the 
record of our oral evidence duly corrected. 

The rates of freight between Karad and Mangalore a~e n~w corrected 
on reference to our records; so also the value of clay gomg mto the cost 
of one pot. , 

We also forward, you herewith copies of additional repre~entation (6 
copies forwarded) which please place before the Board and oblIge. 
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Enclosure. 

Additional Representation, dated the 27th January, 1982. 

1. The Native States, viz., the Aundh State, in the limits of which our 
factory is situated, is a small State and we pay customs duties to the 
Government of India on. all commodities we import as any other glass 
factory situated in British India does. We, therefore, feel the same hard
ships as these other factories situated in British India do and are for all 
purposes of customs duties, competition with imported goods, etc., in the 
same boat as the glass factories in British India are. 

It should also be noted that we are a firm registered'in Bombay, i.e., 
British India under the Indian Companies Act, 1913, and our factories are . 
located in a Native State for reasons of grant of land and loans on conces
sional basis. 

2. It is possible to reduce the packing cost proVlded the Provincial 
Government goes to our help. For example, the Londn forest which is ap
preciably a large forest is very neU' to us, say, at a distance of about 150 
miles. If this forest is exploited for purposes of making available to us 
good packing wood at a cheap cost it is possible to reduce the packing 
expense to a great extent. 

With this view we had approached the Forest Department of the Bombay 
Government about six or seven years ago but the price quoted to us then 
was on a par with that of timber. It was not, therefore, possible to 
purchase packing plank at that cost. It is, however, understood that the 
Government of the United Provinces is helping the United Provinces Glass 
Works, Limited, by supplying them with packing planks at a cheap cost. 
Jf the sam'e sort of help is rendered to us by the local Government our 
packing costs will be much reduced. A beginning in this direc;tion will 
enable the local Govel'llment to help the other industries also in regard to 
their requirements of packing cases. 

3. With regard to the system of railway freights we beg to inT'ite the 
Board's attention to the method obsen-ed by railways in quoting very special 
rates from port to port. For example. there is a special rate of Rs. 1-5-5 
per maund on lamps and lanterns from Shalimar to l\Iadras, the distance 
being 1,030. This rate works out to be a little less than '25 per mile. The 
provision of such a rate enables a. very free and smooth movement of the 
goods from one port to another according as the occasion demands. When 
on our approaching the railways for a similar rate between Karad and the 
various ports we have been refused the concession. In order, therefore, that 
the Indian Glass Industry may have the same facility which the imported 
goods is having it is essential that the manufacturing plaCf's be considered 
as ports and the utmost facilities as, for instance, shown by the instanee 
in poini;, be accorded for carriage of the ware of the Indian glass manufac
turers from their places of manufacture to the different ports. 

It cannot be said how much protection in rupees, annas and pies such 
a concession is likely to extend us; but it will encourage us to place our 
ware in all port markets in competition with the imported goods. 

(rhe measure of protection.-In our reply to question 68 of the Board's 
questionnaire we have suggested a tariff of 60 per eent. From the reports 
appearing in the Journals of the Glass Technology of Sheffield it seems that 
the Russian Glass Indu~try is sqneezing the Czechoslovakian people out of 
thE'ir field in Europe. :whE'n the fact that 90 per cent. of the produetion 
of hollowware in Gablonz-a town of glass manufacture in Czechoslovakia
is only for export is taken into consideration it seems most natural that 
when these Czeehoslovakian people who haT'e been in industry for genE'ra
tions past, find that they lire being; pushed out of their fields in EuropE' by 
Ru~sia and are losing thE'ir markE'ts in India too owing to an inerE'a!'ed 
production of similar warE' in India tlIE'Y will resort to the potic,.. of dump
ing their goods in toe Indian markets ~o as to wipe out the Indian maml
f:icturers. As a. safE'2Uard agllinst !'uch a danger some margin bas to be kE'pt 
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and we, therefore, suggest that a 100 per cent. import duty be levied on the 
imports of all glassware. 

4. As the Board have seen for themselves here attempts have already 
been made at the manufacture of a variety of glassware here in India but 
owing to competition from abroad no encouragement has so far been 
received for the manufacture of the different articles on a mass production 
basis. In fact the expenses on the materials and labour spent on all these 
trials are in 'I' way responsible for the apparently high cost of manufacture 
at our place. Such expenses could not be set aside from year to year fo6' 

trial expense but had they not been made from time to time no idea could 
have been obtained as to the possibilities of the manufacture of the various 
articles in glass which are necessary for use in a civilized nati()n. All 
such attempts which have been done in the' past but which owing to the 
small scale work and the unprotected condition of the Indian Glass Industry 
have been found to be discouraging will be repaid provided their imports 
are protected adequately so as to enable Indian glass manufacturers to take 
np to the manufacture of the different articles with a confidence. 

To a common eye the period of 10 years would appear to be perhaps 
sufficient for PTotection. But the first five years would be absorbed in the 
reorganization of the industry and in. order to enable it then ·to· stand on ite 
own legs a further protection for ten years is quite necessary. A period of 
15 year~ is most essential. 
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OGALE GLASS WORKS, LTD • 
. B.-ORAL. 

Evidence of Mr. S. P. OGALE and Mr. S. G. PAGHYE, recorded 
at Bombay~ on Thursday, the 14th January, 1932. 

President.-Gentlemen, you represent the Ogale Glass Works, Limited? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
President.-You are located in the Aundh State? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. . 
President.-Are .there any concessions which you have received from the 

State? . 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes; we are exempted from income-tax for 20 years. Then 

we have got lands on very favourable terms. When Mr. Ogale got his train
ing at the Paisa Fund Glass Works in 1914 and came out of the institution, 
as a manufacturer he wanted funds, etc., to start with. He liad no money 
but he wanted to start operations immediately and he found in the Chief 
of Aundh a man inclined to help Indian industries. The Chief gave about 
14 acres of land without demanding a single pie in return on the condition 
that Mr. Ogale should pay him the cost of ·tIle land when he was able to do 
110. . The land is situated very near the railway station. 

President.-Has the cost of the land been paid? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes, when the company was registered as a. Limited Com

pany in 1920. Besides that the Chief of Aundh has helped us to the extent 
of a lakh of rupees. 

lIfr. Rahimtoola.-Was it by way of subscription or buying shares? 
Mr. Padhye.-Buying shares and also loan whenever required. 
President.-This loan is at a concession rate of interest? 
Mr. Padhye.-Interest at the rate of 71 per cent. and without our being 

required to execute any guarantees or deeds. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Even the property of the glass works is not mortgaged 

to him? 
Mr. Padhye.-No. 
President.-I should like first to examine your statement of expenditure. 

The first point that I want to be clear about is whether this expenditure 
represents only the expenditure on the glass part of the works or whether it 
includes expenditure on the metal part of the works? 

Mr. Padhye.-Expenditure on the glass works only. 
President.-Do you keep separate accounts? 
Mr. Padhye.-8o far as the trading accounts are concerned we keep 

lIeparate accounts. 
President.-That is to say, so far as your raw materials are concerned you 

know precisely how much of it goes into the glass works and how much goes 
into the metal works? Take for instance coal? 

Mr. Padhye.-The lantern part does not require any coal; we run it on 
coke. 

President.-So that all the ooke that you use is 'debited to the metal 
part of your works? 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-What about the establishmentP 
1I1r. Pa.dhye.-We have got two separate establishments. 
President.-What about the standing item in works expenditure, "super-

vision and establishment". That has got to be allocnted P 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
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PreBident.-Can you tell me approximately on what Jines ',You have 
allocated them? 

Mr. Padhye.-I have allocated them on the value of the production. 
Pre~ident.-As far as current repairs and maintenance are concerned 

probably there is no difficulty in determining the expenditure? 
Mr. Padhye.-No. 
President.-And the miscellaneous I suppose is allocated on the lines of 

lupervision and establishment. 
Mr. Padhye.-As regards advertisement we have got separate a(,,counts; 

that is the main item under "Miscellaneous". 
Pre.ident.-What about selling expenses? 
Mr. PoiIhye.-We have got separate account for commission payabl!l on 

lantern sales and commission payable on glass sales. 
PreBident.-Suppose you sell a finished lantetn with all the 'metal 

fittings, does the selling expense on that go into the metal works or glass 
works? 

Mr. Padhye.-The metal works but the cost of the globe is debited .,to 
the lantern factory and we prepare a bill each month. 

Preaident.-If you incur, for example, a rupee DS commission on a 'whole, 
lantern with globe and the metal fittings, the whole of that commission 
is debited to your metal account? . 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-So that as far as I can understand, your allocation is more or 

less right but possibly there is a slight shortage in the selling expenses which 
are debited to the glass works because the whole of the expenditure including 
the globe, will go into the metal works. 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-That is a small item and does not affect your allocation 

materially. 
Mr. Padhye.-No.' 
PreBident.-There are three items the variations of which strike me as 

interesting. The first is your selling expenses which I find have gone down' 
considerably since 1926. 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Preaident.-on an output of 148 tons your total selling expenditure was 

RH. 14.130; on 168 tons it is Rs. 6,288. That is a very considerablereduc
tion. Can you tell me approximately on what lines you achieved this 
economy. 

Mr. Padhye.-In 1926 we were maintaining our salaried staff to sell the 
ware. When we found that the .prices were going down and -,our realisations 
were dwindling, we wanted to cut out the expenses and the men who were 
on our selling staff were turned into commission agents and we began to' 
pay them commission. 

President.-That is the only source of economy? 
Mr. Padhye.-The item .. advertisements" has been included in the 

selling expense. 
I're,";,Zcnt.-And you don't advertise so much as you used to? 
Mr. Padhlle.-No. We were spending about Rs. 6,000 a 'year; now: we 

are spending hardly a couple of thousands. 
Preaident.-The next reduction is in packing. How: do you account for 

this reduction? ' 
lIfr. P,adhye.-That is reduction in the consumption of packing materiaL 
Preaident.-How do you pacli: nowP 
Mr. Padhye.-Fo11Ilerly we were paying Re. 1-1 per crate and .now it is 

13 annas. ' 
PreBidsnt.-It is a wooden crate? 

GliSS Z 
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Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-That is the main reduction? 
Mr. Ouale.-Bamboo also is cheaper now-a-days. 
President.-The item in regard to which there has been an increa.se of 

expenditure is power and fuel. It was Rs. 25,000 and odd in 1929 and it 
went up to Us. 33,000. In 1930 there has been some reduction. I wish to 
point out with regard to your fuel expenditure that partly your high ex
penditure is the result of your location. You have got to pay very nearl, 
Us. 20 for your coal delivered at the works. 

Mr. Padhye.-A little more than that. 
President.-That increase is a matter for which location is entirely 

responsible, but I find also that your consumption is a little high. You make 
a general statement· in one of your replies (answer to question 36) that while 
the consumption of coa,l in manufacturing one ton of melted glass is 1 ton 
of coal, the figure varies to five times that of the finished glassware in tons. 
Actually I was trying to work out your figure of coal consumption on the 
figures that you have given and I am inclined to think that it is considerably 
more than 5 tons of coal per ton of finished glass. 

Mr. Padhye.-That item of power and fuel consists of three items. Power 
is about Rs. 1,800. That is debited to the coal account. 

Presiaent.-When you say power, you generate it from coke? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. We generate it in the lantern factory and sell it to 

the glass fa.ctol'7. 
President.-These are the figures that you sent to the Government of 

India two or three years ago and there your power expenditure per ton 
of glass works out, I should say, on an average at about Rs. 35 per ton of 
glass. In your statement for 1924-26 power, including power for furnace 
llpkeep, comes to Rs. 34-8 in one year. Rs. 42-14 in the second year and 
as. 34-4 in the third year per ton of glass. So that for purposes of rough 
calculation I take about Rs. 35 as your cost of power. 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.--Can you tell me approximately, out of this expenditure of 

as. 28,872 what part of it represents the cost of power? 
Mr. Padhye.-Rs. 1,800. 
President.-Rs. 1,800 is the cost of power which you purchase from the 

lantern factory? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore the cost of coal is Rs. 27,072? 
Mr. Padhye.-Less Rs. 1,000 for wood fuel that we use for annealing 

purposes. 
President.-Let us take that out: that gives you Rs. 26,072; that is the 

cost of coal P 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Ogale.-We have something like 20 per cent. of powder in this coal 

and when we say we burn one ton of coal per ton of glass we screen it 
before using it for melting the glass. 

President.-While your coal as delivered at the works cost you Rs. 20, 
that figure plus 20 per cent. would be the cost of the effective part of the 
coal? 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes: that will be Us. 24 to 25. 
Mr. Boag.-Taking it on the basis of effective coal it works' out to about 

6 tons. 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes.· That is practically the consumption of coal in.aU glass 

factories whicR work on pot furnaces. 
President.-The favourable situation has nothing to do with the consump

tion of power. 
Mr. Padhye.-I understand. 
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President.-It is only the cost of that you have taken into account. 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
President.-The actual consumption of coal would be determined partly 

also by the precise kinds of glassware that you make., 

Mr. Ogale.-Pot breaking is the main thing. That takes a lot of fuel. 

President.-A good deal of heat is being wasted. 

Mr. Oga/e.-The ready glass is also wasted. When a. pot breaks, there 
is also a breakdown of the works. 

Pre.ident.-You tell me in one of your replies that it is possible for you 
to get your silica and your lime in the vicinity o~ your factory? 

Mr .. Ogale.-Yes. 
President.-But actually you have not been able to raise any sand or 

lime near your factory? 
M1'. Ogale.-Lime we are using already. Sand we are not using llecause. 

there is some difficulty. 
President.-What is the trouble? 
Mr. Ouale.-We have a sand stone boo within 75 miles neal' Gokak. 

Beyond that we have another location of sand 150 miles off from our place 
in the Goa territory. But the suppliers are not supposed to be technical 
people and sometimes they aend bad stuff. So everytime we have to go 
there and take our supplies which is not always possible. 

President.-Actually now you are .getting your sand from Allahabad? 
Mr. Ogale.-From Bargarh. ' 
President.-From the United Provinoes? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
President.-That is costing you a great deal. 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. We tried to get sand from Derol on the Bomllay, 

Baroda and Central India Railway. 
President.-What is the distance? 
Mr. Ogale.-300 miles from Bombay. 
President.-At present you are getting it from 1,000 miles. 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
President.-It is very important that you should reduce your cost of 

sand. 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
Presiaent.-Rather than pay Rs. 32-15 per ton of sand, would it not be 

worth your while to undertake the exploitation of this sand stone deposit 
that you have 75 miles from your factory? 

Mr. Ogale.-Yes. That requires a little machinery, disintegrators and 
other equipment for which we shall have to incur a small capital expen
diture. 

President.-Is that near ,a railway station? 

Mr. Ogale.-3 miles off from the railway station. 

President.-Supposing you are able to get sand from that area, your 
east of sand at the works would be much less than half? 

Mr., (lgale.-Yes. We require Rs. 3,400 worth of sand. 

l'r6sident.-The moment you increase your production and you are able 
to lind marke~ further afield, then it looks to me the question of sand will 
become very Important. 

Mr. Ogale.-By that time we will be able to put in machinery In the 
Goa sand we will have a nearer supply. . 

President.-Have you got the oomposition of Goa sand? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 

z2 
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President.-Wha1i do you call -the place where you have the sand stene 
depositP . 

Mr. OuaZe.-Gokak. . 
President.-Have you got ·the analysis of that sand? 
Mr. OuaZe.-Yes, 
President.-Would you mind sending us a note showing the analysis of 

the sand in the area 70 miles from you and also in the Goa territery? 
Mr. OuaZe.-Yes. 
Mr. Boau.-Who made the analysis? 
Mr. OuaZe.-One American in Pittsburg analysed the Goa sand and wo 

got a report on that. There IS a large percentage of iron whiclt could be 
separated. We shall have to make sufficient investment on that and we 
will he independent. 

President.-Do you remember the iron oontentP What is the percentage 
of iron oxide ill the sand? 

Mr. Padhye.-2 per cent. 
Mr. OoaZe.-That could be separated mechanically. 
President.-You don't include any railway freight either in your miscel

laneous or in your selling expenses? 
Mr. Ouale.-No. 
Pruident.-All railway freight i5 excluded 1 mean the freight on 

finished glass 
Mr. OuaZe.-No. Perhaps on sman materials we might. have included. 

Mr. Padltye.-Our terms of delivery are always ex-works or f.o.r. 
President.-I should like to get some idea of the extent of the market 

which is available at Karad. What I am thinkillg of is this. Although you I 

are _ situated in an inland area, you are not so favourably situated with 
regard to markets as interior centres of production, say in the U. P., 

1 
because after all you are only 200 miles from Bombay and when you sell 
into the Madras area you come in competition with the Madras port. 
Therefore between Bombay and Madras you are between the devil and the 
deep sea. 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-Actually what is the extent of the market measured in miles 

within which you have any freight advantage as compared with imported 
glasswareP 

Mr, Padhye.-500 to 600 miles from Karad. 
President.-Tci the south east of Karad? 
Mr. OuaZe.-Yes. 
president.-When you go to the south west, there are little ports on 

the west coast. ' 
Mr. OoaZe.-They are now made available to us from Marmagoa. We 

r.an send directly a shipment from Karad railway station to any part on 
that side on arrangements made witlt the Madras and Southern Mahratta 
Railway by the British Steam Navigation Company. 

President.-Will you explain the nrrangement? 

Mr. Padhye.-For example I take the case of l\Iangalore. It costs us 
by rail Rs. 3-5-10 per maund from Karad to Mangalore. 

Pruident.-Throughout by the railway route P 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes, but by rail and steamer route, it oosts Rs. 1-5-6. 

President._What is the railway mileage from Karad to MarmagoaP 
Mr. OoaZe.-250 miles. 
President.-What 'exactly is the concession rate 'that the Madras and 

Southern Mahratta Railway have allowed P 



Mr. Ogale.-That is an arrangement made by the British Steam Naviga-
tion Company with the'Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway. 

President.-They charge you a consolidated rate? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
llr. Padhlle.-We get the railway receipt and send it to the party con

cerned. The party presents it at the office of the British Steam Navigation 
Company, and takes delivery of it. The British Steam Navigation Company 
also undertakes to collect the amount. 

President.-That applies to all the ports on the west coast? 
Mr. Padhlle.-Yes, from Marmagoa down to Mangalore. 
Mr. Boag.-Not south of Mangalore? 
Mr. Padhlle.-No. 
President.-You don't get the henefit of that advantage to' Cochin? 
Mr. Padhlle.-In that case we have to rail again from Mangalore to 

Oochin. 
PTesident.-Why don't they take the shipment straight to Cochin? 
Mr. Padhlle.-Their steamer doesn't go south of Mangalore. 
President.-Who are the people that s~pply south? What about the 

Scindia Steam Navigation Company? 
Mr. Padhlle.-Their sailings are not reg)llar. 
President.-This advantage is confineG to the area up to Mangalore? 
Mr. Padhlle.-Yes. 
President.-You have got a fairly good market south of MangaloreP 
Mr. Padh1l8.-,-We are selling a good lot in Calicut and Tellicherry. 
President.-That is all sent by the railway ro~teP 
Mr. Padh1l6.-Yes and also by rail from Mangalore to Calicut. 
Pr6sident.-Apart from the concession from the British Steam Navigation 

Company. your natural market would be confined within about 500 to 600 
mires? 

Mr. Ogole.-Yes. Bangalore is a big market for us. In fact we are 
living by selling our goods in villages at a higher rate. Instead of going to 
the big markets or ports, we are now supplying all the village and, taluk 
centres. 

President.-Supposing it WII6 dotcided to grant protection to the kinds 
'If glassware that you make and you assume for the time being that suffi. 
cient protection is given considering the present condition of the market 
which is open to you, to what extent would you be able to raise your 
'lutputP Is it possible to make a gener:,! statementP' 

Mr. Ogale.-We will be, able to double our output at our own place, 
that is Karad. If protection is given we are likely to start some more 
factories in the southern part of the area. 

President . .:.....That would be more economical than doing the whole produc
t.ion at Karad? 

Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 

Mr. Padhlle.-From that place we can supply that part of the country 
with our goods. 

Prnident.-Let us assume for the time being that you· would be able 
to double your output at Kara.d, that is to say suppose you are, able to 
make 350 tons? 

Mr. Ogale.-At present we have doubled our production. 

Pr~sidmt.-Jn 1931 you were working up to 250 tonsP 

MT. Ogale.-225 tons. 

Mr. Padhlle.-This again we want to increase. 
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President.-8upposing you are aiming at Karad to work up to 31» tons 
a year, what are the items under which you would be able to make a 
reduction in' cOsts? 

Mr. Ogale.-8and. 
President.-That does not depend on the output. It depends on whether 

you are able to exploit the sand deposits nearer your works. 
Mr. Ooale.-We have arrived at certain conclusions. We only want to 

incur capital expenditure. 
President.-I will make allowance for that separately. What I want to 

know is this: supposing your sand is bought at present rates, your coal 
at present rates and your materials at present rates, what are the items 
in the statement of expenditure on which you can bring' about a reduction 
in costs simply as the result of doubling your output? 

Mr. Ogale.-Supervision and office establishment. 
President.-Yourpower and fuel will come down? 
Mr. Ogale.-It will come down. 
President.-Now you are working at the rate of 225 to 250 tons. What is 

your consumption now? 
Mr. Ogale.-We can't say as we have not yet balanced the figures. 
President.-When your furnaces are being fully worked, you ought to be 

able to tell us. 
Mr. Ogale.-We change the method of burning the fuel. 
President,-What do you . mean? 
Mr. OgaZe.-Formerly we used t~ have 6 pot fnrnaces and we had to 

keep tholle pots very near the Harne, Iiut we have found out that we could 
keep our pots a bit away from the oven. Our pots are lasting longer and 
the losses due to the breaking up of pots are considerably less now-a-days, 
Formerly our pots were lasting only for 3 01; 4 weeks and now they are 
lasting up to 90 days. 

President.-When you get your pots away from the eyehole, then it would 
require heating for a longer time. 

Mr. Ogale.-By adjusting the Hues we have been able to do without 
heating it for a longer time. 

President.-What exactly is the method on which you replace your pots? 
What is your present method? 

Mr. Padh.ye.-If a pot accidentally breaks, we u..'led to immediately 
replace it. Now-a-days we are trying to stop the furnace and again fire it 
afresh. 

Mr. Ogale.-We find it more economical to chang8 the pots after 
3 months. .' 

Prllsident.-Once in ,3 months!' 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes, all'the pots at one time. 
President.-I understand. Now what about supervision? That must 

come down. If you douhled your output, your supervision and office estab· 
lishment per ton of glass must come down. 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-Your current repairs and maintenance will come down. 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes, but that is a small item. 
President.-There ·won't be any difference in packing? 
Mr. Ogale.-No. 
Presiden.t.-As a rt'sult of the increased output, there won't be any 

reduction in packing P 
Mr. Ogale.-We are not getting our planks from a distant place like. 

Cochin where we can get the cheaper materials. The unit being small, we 
can't get any concession, but if we double the output and get much more 
lJlaterials, we are likely to get a concession. 
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Pr88ident.-Your packing is a fairly big item which might make. 

considerable difference. 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. Packing expenses could be brought down considerably. 

if Londa forest is exploited and packing material therefrom is made available 
by Government to the Industry. The Londa forest is only at a distance of 
150 mites from DB. 

President.-Then of course miscellaneous expenses would come down? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
Mr. Padhye.-Printing, stationery and other things will com" down. 
Prelident.-The way I look at four general position from the point of 

view of costs is this: taking simply the 1930 figures, your cost per ton of 
glass is Rs. 646. That is per ton of finished glass? 

Mr. Ogale.-Yes. • 
Pre.ident.-Taking about 40 gross of lantern globes to a ton, this is 

almost exactly Rs. 16 a gross, is not that so? 
Mr. Ogale . ...:.Yes. 
President.-I understand from figures that you have supplied elsewhere 

that the price that you now realise is Rs. 16-8. Thefore you get a. price 
which simply covers your working expenses. 

Mr. Ogale.-Exactly. 
President.-Nothing for depreciation and nothing for profit? 
Mr. Ogale.-No. For the last 4 or 5 years we have not set aside any 

thing for depreciation. 
President.-Does this price of Rs. 16-8 represent your net realisation? 
Mr. Padhye.-No. That is the price we actually charge to the customer. 

Overhead expenses have to be met out~ of that. 
President.-Which are the expenses that you have to meet out of 

that? 
Mr. Padhye.-Supervision, office establishment a.nd current repall's. 
President.-Are all the items which are mentioned in the Statement of 

<!xpenditure represented by Rs. 16-8? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
President.-So that Rs. 16-8. may be taken IS I'epresenting the total 

works expenditure? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
President.-It does not include any freightP 
Mr. Ogale.-No. 
l'resident.-That is the ~osition at present? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
Prosident.-You cannot meet your depreciation or profit? 
Mr. Ogale.'-No. 
Pre.ident.-Wbat is .vour current realised priceI' 
Mr. pudhye.-lts. 15. 
Mr. Ogole.-It is much less than Rs. 16-8. 
President.-The duty has gone up since 1931. The exchange has moved 

in our favour since 1931. Still the result is that your prices have gone 
down from Rs. 16-8 to Rs. 15. What is the reason? 

Mr. Ogole.--Internal competition. 
President.-In your market area are you exposed to internal competi. 

tion? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes, now-a-days. 
Pf'esident.-I suppose people like the Upper India. Glass Works are selling 

in your areaP . 
Mr. Ogaler-They are coming down south up to CochiD. 
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Mr: PadkYe.-They are able to- come down as far as Ernakulam because 
they have obtained freight concession from their own railways. For ex-
ample, the East Indian Railway carry their goods at 2nd class rate. " 

President.-In any case they give station to station rate? 
Mr. Padkye.-Yes. 
President.-Do you get any station to station rate? 
Mr. Ogale.-No. We have only one rate to Madras. 
President.-That is from Karad to Madras? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
Mr. Padkye.-The Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway are charging 

us 4th class rate. 
President.-And at owners' risk? 
Mll. Padkye.-Yes. Other people are getting concession rates from their 

railways. When we asked those railways to give us similar concessions, 
they wrote and asked us what concessions we were getting .from our home 
railway. We had to tell them that the Madras and Southern Mahratta 
Railway were charging us 4th class rate and the result was that they would 
not extend to us similar concessions which they were giving to other glass 
factories on their own lines. 

President.-That is an anomalous position? 
Mr. Padkye.-Quite. 
President.-Am ]j right in thinking that with the exception of this station 

to station rate from Karad to Madras, all the other freights that you pa-, 
are calculated at 4th class rate? 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-That is somewhere about '68 pie. 
Mr. Ogale.-It is '62 pie. 
President.-So that if you send goods from Karad northwards towards 

Bombay you come in competition not merely with imported goods landed 
at Bombay which do not bear any freight but also with glassware landed in 
Bombay or near Bombay from factories upcountJ:Y in the north which come 
at concession freight rates? 

Mr. Ogale.-Yes. Besides the position is like this. The Bombay, 
Baroda and Central India are giving second class rates and the goods from 
factories in the north come to Bombay by Bombay, Baroda and Central 
India. We are on the Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway which do 
not give any concession. 

President.-All because the Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway do 
not move in the matter? 

Mr.Ogale.-Yes. Supposing I want to senef to Baroda, I have to pay 
41th class rate. 

President.-Therefore the position is that while your lacation is too near 
the two great ports of BombaY) and Madras, in addition to that, in the 
matter of railway freights you are un favourably situated in relation to 
Indian glass factories located elsewhere? 

Mr. Ogale.-Yes. The second disadvantage is an artificial one. It can 
be remeliied easily hecause it is only in the hands of a few authorities. 

President.-Will you please look at your answer to Question 5 where 
you give a list of the kinds of glassware you make? Can you tell me what; 
portion of your total output is represented by chimneys and globes? 

Mf'. Padkye.-In 1928 we manufact\l.red 6i tons of other classes of glas&o 
ware, pressed ware, etc. 

Mr. Boag.-That is to say 176 tons of globes? 
Mr. Padl~ye.-Yes. In 1929, we made 7i tons and in 1930, 22 tons of 

other wares. . 
President.-So that on the 1930 output 145 tons out of 168 tons represent

ed globesP 
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Mr. OgaZe.-Yes. In globes and chimneys you have td make this 
difference. We don't make much of Dietz globes. They fetch a lower price 
and consume more glass. So, we are making small chimneys. 

President.-That was the point I was thinking of when I was considering 
your total expenditure. Your expenditure of about Rs. 646 per ton of 
finished glass is a fairly high figure. Now. a good deal of that is due to 
circumstances over which you have no .control-I mean your location with 
regard to coal, your location with regard to sand and so on. But I am 
right in thinking that part of that high. cost is due to the fact that you 
are making classes of glassware which are probably a little more expensive 
to make? 

Mr. Padhye.-I don't understand the question. 
President.-Supposing the whole of your output consisted of phials, then 

your total expenditure per ton of finished glass would be lower? 
Mr. Padhye.-A little lower. 
Presidenf.-If, on the other hand, the Whole of your output consisted of 

Dietz globes, then your expenditure would be lower than it is now? 
Mr. Ooale.-Yes. 
President.-If you are making chimneys of a special kind and you are 

extending your production in the direction of articles such as pressed glass
ware, obviously that would be reflected in the cost of your finished glass
ware, 80 that to some extent the high proportion of your expenditure· is to 
be accounted for on that ground? ' 

Mr. Padhye.-It is also due to experimenting. 
President.-You were present when Mr. Varshnei and Rai Sahib Narayan 

Tandon were examined. You remember the point that I discussed with 
them. You are making increased quantities of pressed glassware and I 
should like to get so1!le idea of the increase in cost which should be required 
for pressed glassware ap compared with Dietz lantern globes. Supposing 
for example it costs you let UB say Rs. ro to make a gross of ,Dietz lantern 
globes and supposing you are making: a certain quantity of pressed glass
ware corresponding in weight to a ~ross of Dietz globes, can you tell me 
approximately what differen~e in eXllenditure that would make? 

Mr. Padhye.-If I oorrectly understand the question, you want me to 
give you the cost price, say, of one lb. of pressedware as compared with 
one lb. of plainware, both finished. I should say that the cost is 3 to 4. 

President.-Which is 3? 
Mr. Padhye.-Finished pressware is 3 and finished plainware 4. 
President.-The cost of finished pressedware is less? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes, beC'ause there is no breakage. On the other hand the 

finished pressedware will fetch me a better price. 
President.-Before you go on to the price I want to know how you have 

calculated this proportion of 3 to 4. It is entirely a question of wastage? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-What kind of pressed glassware are you taking? . 
Mr. Padhye.-Tiles. 
Presiclent.-Which represent probably the largest item in your pressed 

glassware? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes and also they have a good sale. 
Presiaent.-You can make pressed tiles with practically the same batch 

composition, can you? 
Mr. Padhye.-With a little variation. 

President.-That is entirely negligible? 

Mr. Qgale.-We 1lBe Goa side sand f~r that. 

Mr. Padhye.-Inferior sand can be used for making pressed ,glassware. 

Prelident:":-'Bec~u8e you can afford to give a slightly bluish tinge to it? 
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M'1'. Padhye.-Yes. 
M'1'. Ouale.-'-Th~ require sky colour. 
President.-What is' the difference in wastage actually? In globes you 

take it at 25 per cent., don't you? 
J[r. Padhye.-Our figure is 45+10=55 per cent. 
President.-Supposing you make 100 tons of melted glass, you get only 

45 tons of globes? . 
Mr. Ogale.-45 tons of salable globes. 
President.-If you make 100 tons of melted glass, how many tons of 

pressed glassware can you make? 
Mr. Padhye.-70 to 80 tons. 
President.-So that with all your expenses on sand and coal, it makes 

a lot of difference. 
l[r. Padhye.-That is what I say. 
President.-They are using a lot of glass tiles in South India. 
M'1'. Padhye.-There is a heavy of import tiles ~rom France and Belgium. 
President.-Under what heading is this item imported? 
Mr. Boau.-It must come under "Other kinds of glass". 
J>'1'esident.-It is a verY comprehensive heading-" Other kinds of glass-

ware." Does it chiefly come from France? . 
Mr. Padhye.-France, Belgium and also Germany. 
President.-Wherever you sell these glass tiles you are up against 

competition from Continental countriesP 
M'1'. Padhye.-Yes. Even in Bombay they sell a good lot. 
Mr. Ogale.-The point to be" remembered in this connection is that we 

have to quote competitive rates in order to sell. 
Mr. Boag.-What price do these imported tiles fetch? 
Mr. Padhye.-Rs. 15 or Rs. 14 per dozen. 
President.-You were going to tell us about the prices of these two 

kinds of glassware when I interrupted you. How does that work? 
Mr. Padhye.-The pressed article is sure to fetch me at least Rs. 4 

more. 
P'1'esident.-Whst is the unit on the basis of· which you calculate that? 
Mr. Ogale.-The glass required to make one dozen tiles will make one 

gross of lantern globes. 
President.-What do you get for one dozen tiles? 
Mr. Padhye.-Rs. 18 to 19 f.o.r. Karad. 
President.-What do you get for Dietz globes? 
M'1'. Padhye.-Rs.. 15 
Presiclent.-While it costs you less to make tiles, you get a better price 

for them? 
Mr. Padhl/e.-Yes. 
President.-That rather upsets 0111' calculations. 

111'1'. Ogale.-We cannot have recourse to mass production on that item. 

President.-That is the point. Since you are making only 20 to 25 
tons of pressed glassware, we ('annot take the cost as being representati'1'6 

. of pressed glassware made on the scale on which you make globes? 

Mr. Ouale.-Thnt is quite true. 

Presirlent._If I take lantern globes, out of 100 tons of melted glass 
[ get 45 tons of Dietz globps, therefore 55 is the loss: from the point of 
view of finished glass this 55 tOllS is washed out. 

M'1'. Varshnei.-Yes. 
P'1'esiden~-Let us take it as practically cullet; am I right? 
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Mr. Varshnei.-Yes. 
President.-The whole of that can come back into the furnace? 
Mr. Varshnei.-Yes; it fetches somewhere about one-fourth the price 

You can get cullet very cheap in the market. . 
President.-The point is in fixing the p'rice with which you can ?re<ht 

yourself for the cullet you have got to take the current market prIce of 
broken glass. 

Mr. Ogale.-It is ~e. '1 per maund. 
President.-Near Bombay and near Calcutta you will get broken glass 

pretty cheap 1 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
President.-The whole of that cullet valued at the current market price 

might be credited to the factory. What is the difference as regards that 
point in regard to pressed glassware. Out of 100 tons you get 80 tons: 
what happens to the balance of 20 tons? 

Mr. Padhye.-That is not good; we reject it. 
President.-So that that does not materially affect the calculation 

because in both cases if the wastage is in the proportion of 55 : 20 and the 
price that the wastage might be credited with is the same in both cases 
then it does not materially affect the calculation. 

Mr. Padhye.-That is so. 
President.-Coming back to this question of prices, would you accept 

the assumption that if pressed tiles were made on more or less the same 
Beale as you are making Dietz globes, your cost of production of tiles would 
he considerably less? -

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-But you would get a price of Rs. 19 all the same? 
Mr. Padhye.-I want to correct that. The 'price will be a little lower 

because we spend a lot· of money on packing. 
President.-Out of the realised price of Rs. 19 a certain portion has 

to be taken off for packing? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. That would be about Rs. 3. Our rate f.o.r. Karad 

i~ always a little more than what is available f.o.r. Bombay. 
President.-I was asking you about your realised price at the factory 

of the globes and you give that as Rs. 16-8-0 in 1930. Is that comparable 
with f.o.r. Bombay price or have you got to make any deduction? 

Mr. Padhye.-No. 
President.-It is orily with regard to tile9 that the question arises? 
lIfr. Padnye.-Yes. 
President.-So that, even making allowance for the packing expenses 

you are able to make your tiles at a slightly lesser cost than globes. Inspite 
of that you are getting more or less the same price. 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-So that it is more profitahle for you to make pressed tiles? 
lIfr. Ogale.-Yes, but we cannot change our plant at once. If tiles 

are 'made on a big scale that would be economical. If protection is given 
we can increase our production and put in another plant. 

President.-I may tell you in regard to these prices, that since you are 
selling in small quantities your realised price is not a correct indication 
of the current price of tiles. Can you get me the ruling price for glass 
tiles, say in the Bombay market? _ 

Jlr. Padhye.-I will have to enquire and find that out. 
Pre~ent .-General~y am I r~ght i!l thinking,. on the figures that you 

have gIven us, that If on constderatlOn we dectded to grant protection 
for pressed glassware, the ad 'Valorem duty which we fixed for blown ware 
would more or less be applicable to pressed ware? 
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Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-It 'would be generally a correct assumption; that is to say 

globes and bottles and phials all these coming under the general heading 
of blown ware would hear the same rate of duty as all class,es of pressed 
ware? • 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Pre .• i.dent.-That is the scheme you suggest? 
1I1r. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-I want to raise a few points in connection with these replies 

that you have sent us. Look at question 4. You give your present capacity 
as 3 tons of glass per day. 

M1·. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-Is that finished glass? 
Mr. Padhye.-It is in terms of melted glass. 
President.-How many days do you take as working days in the year? 
Mr. Ogale.-About 300 days. 
President.-That gives you 900 tons of melted glass? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
President.-I suppose actually that would mean in your case about 500 

tons of finished glass? 
Mr. Padhye.-400 tons. 
President.-That is why you said that the utmost extent to which you 

cnn increase your capacity is to double it. You can't go beyond that? 
1I1r. Padhye.-We can't, unless we overhaul the plant. 
Mr. Boag.-You can't reduce the percentage of wastage? 
Mr. Padhye.-We don't think there is much room for reduction in wastage, 

though some slight reduction mayhaPl2en. 
President.-You have been hearing the replies given by other manu

fat'turers as regards the difference in the price realised by Indian manu-
facturers as compared to import prices? ' 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. Indian goods fetch a, lower price than what is 
obtainable for imported ware. 

Pre .• ident.-If you take, for example, the price for globes that you are 
realising at present, that is about Rs. 15, I suppose imported globes would 
fetch about Rs. 18 to Rs. 20? 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-And you are perfectly certain; as far as you are concerned, 

that this difference has nothing to do with the quality or appearance of 
the article? 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
President.-You think it is almost entirely a question of prejudice which 

is not connected with the actual quality of the glass, and partly also 
recently the' result of internal competition? 

Mr. Padhye.-That is so. 
President.-If I go to the bazar and I say .. I want a really good 

lantern globe" and like the ordinary Indian customer say "imported 
goods are better and therefore I am prepared to pay about Rs. 16 per 
gross of imported globes, but if I can get it sufficiently cheap I am prepared 
to buy an Indian globe"; then, you see, three manufacturers turn up 
and one says" here is mine for Rs. 11, another says here is mine for Rs. 9" 
and so on and therefore while the imported goods may remain at Rs. 16 
per gross Indian prices would go down below Rs. 12. 

Mr. Padhve.-When we go to the bazar, we have three qualities and 
we say • Prabhakar' is the best and as we always keep up to that quality 
it sells as the best. 
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PreBidtmt.-1 think that is because you Ih&ve 'been ~eJ1ing~h&t particular 
brand for some years in the market; it has got a cartal.n hold In the. market. 

llr. Padhl/e.-It is because we have always maintaIned the qualIty. 
PreBident.-Your point is that internal competition. is not likel~ to affect 

the particular brand tha~ y?u ar~ se.lling and that It has nothIng to do 
with the price if the qualIty IS maIntaIned? 

Mr. Padhl/e.-Yes, and you must have good propaganda. 
Pre,ident.-The quantities of material that you give in your answer to 

question 12, are those quantities based on the present output? 
Mr. Padhl/e.-Yes. 
Preaident.-How many parts of glass do the parts of materials represent? 
Mr. PadhI/6.-1 will give you the figures later. 
Pre6identr-If you look at question 18 what kind of soda ash do you 

generally use P 
Mr. PadhI/6.-Magadi ash. 
President.-That is quite good for your purpose? 
Mr. PadhI/6.-Yes. . 
Preaident.-All your expenditure in this total expenditure statement is 

shown in terms of Magadi ash? 
Mr. PadhI/6.-Yes. 
Mr. Ogale.-In this connection may I suggest that a rebate may be 

granted on soda ash? 
Pre,ident.-You mean the duty? 
·Mr. Ooale.-On the 25 per cent. duty. 
President.-That is simply a question of adjusting either at the, price 

end or at the materials end. Usually the way in which we fix the rate 
of protection is to take into account all the costs, cost of materials, power 
and various other things; then we make a reasonable a:Ilowance for depre
ciation and profit and we take that as the fair selling price. Then we 
take the current import price and fix that as the measure of protection. 
Supposing the cost of soda ash is taken in this estimate of cost at a price 
corresponding to c.i.f. plus a duty of 25 per cent. then it is unnecessary 
to make further adjustments. 

Mr. PodhI/6.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-In considering youI' costs from the point of view ef fixing 

the measure of protection, it is of course necessary to bear in mind that 
the freight on coal pas ,been increased, which in your case would amount to 
Rs. 2-8-0 110 ton. 

Mr. Padhl/e.-More than that. 
Mr. Ooale.-Suppose a man is at a short distance from the coalfields 

he pays only Rs. 5 or something of that sort while here we have to pay 
Rs; 15 for the coal and a surcharge in proportion to the higher figure. 

Preaident.-If the surcharge, for example, were fixed in terms, of a 
specific rate instead of a proportionate charge it would be advantageou~ 
for you. It is rather difficult to fix a surcharge as a sort of average of 
the charges which have to be met by factories all over the country. 

Mr. PadhI/6.-The:r could have charged per ton. 
President.-They can calculate it per ton hut they must calculate it 

according to the distance too. That is where the whole tr~mble comes. 
Mr. Padhye.-People who are far away from coalfields are harder bit 

than those that are Dear the coalfields. ' 
President.-That is perfectly true. You pay Rs. 2-8-0 per ton more 

,,·hile the Calcutta man pays practically nothing? 
Mr. Padhl/e.-Yes. People on the ,Calcutta side .are already getting coal 

cheaper in. comparison to us and at the same time not paying any taxes 
while we pay more for our coal and also pay tax: that is our point. ' 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 2 you say the ea:-oflicio Director 
forms part of the superior management. 

Mr. Padhye.-Quite. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am not able. to follow exactly what you mean by that. 
Mr. Padhye.-Mr. Ogale who is present here is the ez-officio Director. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-He is the only man in the superior management? 
1111-. Padhye.-I don't follow exactly your question. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say all your superior management is Indian and 

then you go on to say that there are 7 Directors and the ez-oflicio Director 
forllls part of the superior management. 

Mr. Padhye.-He is the General Manager. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-How many Indians are in the superior management? 
M'I'. Padhye.-The Manager is an Indian and the foreman is an Indian. 
Mr. Ra.1dmtoola.-The foreman is not a superior man. 
MT. Padhye.-Engineers are also Indians. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-How many are theyp. 
Mr. Padhye.-One Engineer. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-And one General Manager which means two person, 

form superior management? 
MT. Padhye.-All are Indians. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-How many are theyP 
1111'. Ogale.-Four. 
;'Ill'. Rahimtoola.-You gav~ us to understand that it was due to the 

kindness of the Chief Sahib that you' are able to get very good and favour
able concessions and ypu said you' are exempted from income-tax. What 
income-tax do you mean? 

Mr. Ogale.-State income-tax. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-State charges income-tax on the goods that go outi' 
Mr, Ogale.-Income-tax on the profits of the Company. 
Mr. Padhye.-There is no tax on the goods coming in or going out. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-They don't charge anything on the goods coming in 

or goint out? 
Mr. Padhye.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-When the State subscribed a lakh of rupees by way 

of share capital and is giving you loans on easy terms or at reasonable 
interest, do they have any say in the management directly or indirectly? 

Mr. Ogale.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have they got anybody on the DirectorateP 

Mt'. Ogale.-One of the Directors is also on the State's Bank and thus 
represents them. 

MI'. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 6 (b) you say in the vicinity 
you have silica and lime, but you are not able to get it. 

Mr. Ogale.-We are now getting lime. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You were telling us that you intended making arrangs. 
ments if protection was granted. 

Mr. Ogale.-Yes, I would buy one disintegrator and another magnetic 
separator. 

lIlr. Rahilllfool".-Is that under the proposed extension? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
1I1r. Rahimtoola.-Thnt means provided protection is given you will be 

able to get your sand cheaper than what you are getting at present? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
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M~. Rahimtoola.-In arulwer to question 6 (d) you say that this place 
enjoys the advantages of a very healthy and temperate climate. I suppose 
this is a sort of a reply to one of the arguments put forward by those ~ho 
oppose protedion that humidity is a question which affects the IndIan 
industry. 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-And you want to say that it doesn't. As far as your 

place is concerned; it is advantageously situated in that respect? 
Mr. PadhYfl.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like to know whether you have any informa-

tion or knowledge that humidity does affect the manufacture. 
Mr. Padl,Yfl.-1 have no information. • 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You generate YOUl' own power. 
Mr. PadhYfl.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I suppose it doesn't cost you anything extra. I lllean 

whether it costs you more by having your installation as against getting 
power from an, Electric Company if there is one at your place. 

Mr. PadhYfl.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say that there is no power and therefore you 

have got to generate. 
Mr. Padhye.-Karad is not a big town a~there is no electric supply . 
.l/r. Rahimtoola.-In answer to qiIestion 8 you say that you are pro

ducing your goods about equal to the quality of the imported glassware. 
I would like to know what quality of glassware is coming into India. 

M·r. Padhye.-Blown ware. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-If you had followed the reply to one of the questions 

the other day, Mr. Varshnei said that sheet glass of 4th class only come~ 
into India. 

Mr. Boag.-That was in the case of sheets. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I want to know whether it is so in your case. 
Mr. Padhye.-No. 
M~. Rahimtoola.-Later on you say "But the opinion that the Indian 

glassware is as good as the imported one in point of quality is gaining 
ground." I want to know whether this is due entirel'y to your own propa
ganda. 

M~. Padhye.-Not our own propaganda. That is the impression that 
i8 gaining ground in favour of the Indian glassware. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it due to the quality that they have tried and found 
out? 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes, by actual use. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The opinion that we got here when we were taking 
evidence was that the prejudice was so great that some of the dealers had 
to say that the Indian goods were also imported goods. 

Mr. Padhye.-That was quite right earlier. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is not so now? 

Mr. Padhye.-'No, not to that degree which existed before. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are abl .. to sell fairly well your own goods and 
unuer your own name? 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 18, I sup'pose you have not 

IlHed the other brand of soda. I am talking of creS(',mt brand. 
Mr. Padhye.--,We have used hoth. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have used both and you have found by experience 

that Magadi soda ash is less expensive and serves the Same purpose? 
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Mr. Padhye.-Y'l8. There is variation in colour Buparficially; 
Mr. Rahimtool~.-It dol's nl)~ affect the goods to the slightest extent?' 
jlr. Padhye.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about Dhrangadhra Boda ash? 
!tlr. Padhye.-We used it twice and it is quite satisfactory. 
Mr. Ruhimtoola.-Why did you give up using it? 
Mr. Padhye.-Because of the question of railway freight from Dhran. 

gadhra to Karad. We had to compare the price delivered at our own place 
and as it did not lead to any economy, we could not. continue to use it. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You gave it up on account of price? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. -
Mr. Ruhimtoola.~Even before the factory closed down? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 33 '8bout freight, I don't 

understand when you say that it should therefore be the lookout of the 
State t~at the rate of railway freight on coal should be redu~ed. 

Mr. Padhye.-It should be reduced in the case of glass. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It should be the lookout of the State? 

Mr. Padhye.-That means Government or the Railway Board should ask 
the railways to reduce the rai,lway freight for glass factories. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It means the Government of India and not the Native 
State? 

Mr. Padhye.-I am not talking of the Native State. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it the lookout of the Government of India or 

is it your business that the freight rates should be reduced? 
Mr. Padhye.-It is not our business to see. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it not to your advantage to see that the freight 

is reduced? 
Mr. Padhye.--Of course it is. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it then the lookout of the State? 
Mr. Padhye.~It is lookout of the State. Government should have done 

so. 
lilT. Raltimtoola.-It is your duty to try and see that you get the 

reduction rather than it is the duty of the State. 

Mr. Padhye.-I follow. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is to your advantage to fight for it. 

M·/". Padhye.-As we have already applied to Government, we think that 
this Board should recommend to Government. 
. Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 43 you have made an estimate 

of 50 lakhs as the total production of gla.'<S. 

Mr. Padhye.-It is a rough estimate. 

Mr. Rahimtooia.-What articles do you me!ln? 

Mr. Padltye.-All articles made in India of glass. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Including bangles? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You Bay the total production in India of all the 

factories together is 50 lakhs? 
Mr. Padhve.-About that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it at present 50 lakhs? Have you seen the Trade 

Returns of 19311' 
Mr. Padhye.-I have not seen. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-The Trade Returns show B.s. 1,64 lakhs for 1930-31 
as against B.s. 2,51 lakhs for· 1929-30. Do you mean that this Rs. 50 lakhs 
might refer to 1928-29? 

Mr. Padhye.-About a year or two back. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have said that you carry your goods half ~y rail 

and half by ship which is more economical than throughout br raIl. Do 
you find any difficulty in getting ships? Ships are always avaIlable. 

Mr. Padhye.-The Steamship Company makes its own arrangements with 
the railway Companies. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You book it at the railway station? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes, we get the railway receipt which we send on to the 

party and he presents it at the Steamship Company's Office. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The Steamship Company makes arrangements with, 

the railwaysi' 
Mr. Padhye.-Ye~. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have not got to make it? 
Mr. Padhye.~No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 51 you say that some of your 

goods have been bought by Government. May I know whether you have 
got any letter of appreciation from Government whether they are satisfied 
with your goods in respect of quality, appearance, size and so on? 

Mr. Padhye.-They are satisfied. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Indian goods stand a fair comparison with the imported 

goodsi' 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What did you supply? 
Mr. Padhye.-Lanterns, globes, paper weights and .ink-stands. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I suppose as regards the selling expenses that you have 
shown here, it is the selling expenses of all articles manufactured by your 
factory except the globes. ' 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes, except lanterns. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-a'hat goes to the other factory and the selling expenses 

of the globe is charged, 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 58, you say that the interest 

charged is 9 per cent. ArB these loans other than the State loans? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.--On the 10anR advanced by the State you get a favoul'. 

able rate? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You don't get sufficient amount from the State~ 
Mr. Padhye.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is the reason for your borrowing from els_here? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 

Mr. Rallimtoola.-In answer to question 62 you say that no oorrect data 
is available abo.ut the percentage of wastage. I suppose the figures that 
feu have s~'pplied now are more or less correct? 

Mr. Padhye.-We don't keep statements of breakages, etc. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-We want t.o find out what exactly is the percentage 
of breakagp and I suppose th .. figures that you have gi"en are correct. h 
there any likelihood of the reduction taking place in future by anv method 
of handling? • 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What reduction do you expect? 

GLASS 24 
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Mr. Padhl/6 . ...,...5 to 10 per cent. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-Instead of 45 per cent. finished goods, you might get 

50 or 55? 
lIr. Padh !lC • .,.... Yes. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-As regards your proposal for protection, in answer 

to question 68, you sayan import duty of Rs. 60 and the duty should remain 
for 15 years., 

Mr. PadhY6.-It should be 60 per cent. duty. 
Mr. RahimtlJola.-Do you think that such a long period of 15 years is 

necessary for the industry? 
Mr. PadhY6.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-In your Statement of expenditure, do the figures that you 

show against materials (first four items) represent the value of materials 
actually used? 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes, they represent the value of materials actually used. 
Mr. Boag.-In that· case, can you explain the large variation in the 

value of refractory materials used from year to year? In 1929, the value 
was only Rs. 1,000 whereas in other years it has varied from Rs. 2,600 
to Rs. 5,000. .' 

M'1. Padhye.~It is due to the manufacture of crucibles in our own 
factory and getting clay from Castle Rock-a distance of about 150 miles. 
Formerly we used to get clay from Jubbulpore. 

Mr. Boag . ...,-How does the clay you get' from Earth Rock cqmpare with 
Jubbulpore clay? 

Mr. Ogale.-For bricks and blocks it is all right. For pots it is not 
all right. 

Mr. Padhye.-So for pots we ~et clay from Jubbulpore. 
Mr. Boag.-With regard to your reply to 'Question 22, what is your 

estimate of cost of making pots? Have you formed any estimate of the 
cost? 

Mr. Ogale.-Rs. 35 to 40 per pot. 
Mr. Boag.-What is the value of clay? 
Mr. Ogale.-Rs. 12 to 15. 
Mr. Boag.-Are all ypur pots of the same capacity? Are they all 600 

lb. pots? 
Mr. Ouale.-We are now using pots of 800 lbs. capacity. 

Mr. Boag.-How many furnaces have you got? 

1I1r. Ogale.-Two. 

Mr. Bnag.-How many pots h.!lve yOU in each furnace? 

Mr. Ogale.-6 and 5. Last month we had ~ and 4 and now 6 and 5. 
Mr. B;.:lg.-How many of these 11 pots have a. capacity of 800 lbs.? 

Mr .. Ogaie.-All. 

Mr. Boag.-You are not using any of 600 lbs. capacity? 
Mr. Padhye.-No. 

MT. Boag.~Wh·en did you make this change? 

Mr. (lgalc.-Since January, 1932. 
MT. Boag.-Within the last fortnight? 
MT. Ogale.-Yes. 
PTrsident.-Since the visit of the Tariff Board? 

MT. Ogale.-Yes. 

MT. Boa.g.-Is your Company a public company? 
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Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-Do you publish balance sheets? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.--Can you let us have copies of your balance sheets? 
Mr. Padh.YIl.-Yes. May I know for how many years you want? 
Mr. Boag.-For the last 3 or 4 years? 
Mr. PadhYIl.-Yes, I shall send you. 
Mr. Boag.-In your answer to Question 67, you. give the amount of 

share capital. I presume that that represents the capItal expended both on 
the glass works and on the lantern works? 

Mr. Ogale.-Yea. 
Mr. Boag.-That is sufficiently accurate to work upon? 
Mr. Padh.ye.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-Those figures in your answer to Question 54 roughly corre

spond to the amount of the paid up share capital-a little over Rs. 4t 
lakbs? 

Mr. Padhye.-It is Rs. 4! lakhs. 
Mr. Boag.-What is the amount of outstanding loan shewn in your last 

balance sheet? • 
Mr. Ogale.-Rs. 55,000. 
Mr. Boag.-How much of that is borrowed from the State? 
Mr. Ogalll.-About Rs. 20,000. 
Mr.- Boag.-In your answer to Question 30, you say that "your total 

wages paid in the year 1930 were Rs. 20,000 approximately. The total 
number of workmen were about 125. The average rate of wages was Rs. 40---
50 to the skilled labour and Rs. 15-20 to the unskilled." If you divide 
Re. 20,000 by 125, it only works out to Rs. 160 a year which gives an 
average monthly pay of Rs. 13P 

M1'. PadhYIl.-There are a few boys working in the factory. 
Mr. Boag.-What is your propor,tion of unskilled to skilled. labour? Of 

your 125 men, how many do you class as skilled and how many as unskilled? 
Mr. Padhye.-The number of skilled hands in 1930 was 58, unskilled 45 

and technical 3. 
Mr. ·Boag.-Are all these men employed throughout the year? 

Mr. l'adhye.-Yes. 

Mr. Boag.-And they are paid monthly wages? 

Mr. Padhyll.-Yes. 

Mr. Boag.-You don't pay any of your labour by piece work? 

Mr. PadhYB.-No. 

Mr. OgalB.-Except on rare occasions, we don't pay any of our labour 
by piece work. 

PrBsid6'7lt.-I think probably your assumption is that unskilled labour is 
not employed right through the year. You keep your skilled labour right 
through the year, but the amount of unskilled labour that you employ 
must vary from time to time according to the work? 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 

Mr. Boag.-You say that you have got 58 skilled men. The average 
rate of wages per man 'is Rs. 40 to Rs. 50? 

Mr. PadhYB.-Rs. 40 to Rs. 50 is the highest wage paid to the blower 
llut the blower is assisted by 5 or 6 skilled people whose wages vary froU: 
Rs. 20 to Rs. 30. 

Mr. Bong.-How many men get Rs. 40 to Rs. 50? 

2A2 
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Mr. Padhye.~About a dozen people. 
Mr. Boag.-And the rest get Rs. 15 to Rs. 20? 
Mr. Dgale.-The·average will be Rs. 25. 

. ~r. Boaa . ....:.If you keep these men throughout the year and pay them, 
It will come to much more than Rs. 20,000 even if you do not make any 
allowance for skilled labour? 

Mr. Padhye.-There might be a little variation. 
Mr. Boag.-You say that you have. automatic and semi-automatic 

machines? 
Mr. Padhye.-We have only one semi-automatic machine. 
Mr. Boag.-What is that semi-automatic machine used forP 
Mr. Padhye.-lt is the blowing 'machine on which are made jars and 

gloy bottles., 
Mr. Boag.-And the other machines? 
Mr. Padhye.-They are used in the finishing processes for cutting table 

chimneys and fusiI:tg them. There iR a machine to grind globes. 
Mr. Boag.-That is all? 
Mr. Padhye.':":"Yes·: 
Mr. Hodkin.-As regards the local lime that you are using, in what 

form are you getting it? 
Mr. Padhyt. . .....:..In the form of limestone. 
Mr. Hodkin.-And you use only 10 parts of limestone in your batch? 
Mr. Pailhye.-We use slaked lime. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Do you burn it in your works? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-You get limestone and burn it in your works? 
Mr. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-With regard to soda, in answer to one of Mr. Rahimtoola'R 

questions you gave the idea that you found Magadi soda as good as Crescent 
brandP 

Mf'. Padhye.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-You didn't find any difference, not even in colourP 
Mr. Padhye.-You mean in the colour of the glass melted P 
Mr. Hodkin.-Yes, you didn't find any difference? 
Mr. Padhye.-No. 
Mr. Hodkin.-As regards your replies to Questions 27 and 28, in answer 

to Question 27 you say that there are automatic and semi-automatic machines 
to replace the skilled labourP 

Mf'. Padhye.-Not in our factory. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Wait a minute. You say that in answer to Question 2i 

and you say in answer to Question 28 that these machines do not .. xactly 
meet the conditions over here. Can you tell me in what way they don't 
meet your conditionsP 

Mr. Padhye.-They require a very large output. 
Mr. Hodkin.-It is merely a question of output that you are thinking ofP 

Mr. Padhye.-Yes 
Mr. Hodkin.-In answer to Question 34 you say that the fuel is applied 

directly because the unit is small. You think bec~\lse the unit is small, 
it is necessary to apply ·the fuel directly? 

Mr. Dgale.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-And it is only in the case of a large unit you ought to 

apply it indil'ec-tlyP 
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Mr. Ogale.-You may put in a gas furnace then. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Provided only_you have a· large output? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yea. 
Mr. Hodkin.-But in answer to Question 7 you say that your unit may 

be aaid to be a fairly large one? 
Mr. Ogale.-Yes, but not in comparison with large units in foreign 

countries. 
lJlr. Hodkin.-When you start one of your furnaces, taking your six 

pnt furnace, how much coal do you use before you actually put in your 
gl&88P 

lJlr. OgaZe.-About 10 tons. 
Mr. Hodkin.-That gives you the requisite temperature for lillingP 
Mr. Oga/e.-Yea. 
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Paisa Fund Glass Works. 

A.-WBlTTEN. 

(1) Letter No. 1171, dated the 16th December, 1991. 

We have the honour to submit herein enclosed the replies to the ques
tionnaire issued by the Board, and hope you will find them in order.· 

Enclosure. 
Introductory Note. 

The Paisa Fund is a public Institution in Mahrashtra conceived and 
started in 1899 and duly registered in 1905. The constitution defines the 
aims and objects as follows: To collect a fund from all classes of the Indian 
people for the regeneration -of Agriculture, Art and Industry and to utilize 
it in accordance with the rules laid down for this purpose by the Central 
Committee. 

Donations from one paisa alld upwards are accepted and the membership 
is thus divided into several classes such as Patrl1Ds, Associates, Life Members, 
Ordinary Members and Voters, depending on the amount donated. These 
members elect a Central Committee in whose hands the whole execution is 
vested. 

The Institution decided to start a school in Glass Technology in 1908 
under the management of Mr. Ishwardas Varshnei who was also helped by a 
few Japanese labourers and an Indian ProfeS80r in Chemistry, Mr. B. S. 
Karandikar. By 1910 the Institution had trained about a dozen students 
and had written off about Rs. 10,000 as irrecoyerable expenses. Some of 
the students were then given over the charge of the Institution and others 
started their own works, notably Mr. Ogale. This Institution has provided 
trained workmen for almost all factories in India. 

The Institution has also taken up several other industries, some allied 
to/glass and others quite independent. 
" The glass division is now run as a semi-c~mm.ercial proposition only. 

( The ideal of the Institution is to develop itself into a technical research 
Institute, such as the Mellon Institute of America or The Sheffield University 

) in England. 

Replies to questionnaire for glass manufacture. 

1. This Institution was registered on the 16th October, 1905, under the Gov
I'rnment of India Act, No. 21 of 1860. It is in accordance with this Act a 
Public Institution. The aims and objects of this Institution are duly fur
nished in the introductory note attached. It will thus be seen that it is 
not a private registered company or an unregistered firm for a private 
proprietor. 

2. As it is not a limited company and as the Institution is run on the 
public donations and contributions the capital is elastic. 

(2) The board of management consists of 28 members and the Super-
intendent an ez-officio member, totalling 29 in all. 

(3) The superior management is wholly Indian. 
3. Experiments in the field commenced in the month of October, 1908. 
4. The normal melting capacity of the plant is at present 3 short tons 

per day. 
5. (a) Lamp chimneys, globes, jars and other kinds of hollowware. We 

are also experimenting at present on bangles and heat-resisting glasses. 
(b) 110,000 dozens. These includes figures for chimneys, jars, etc. This 

is the figure for the year 1930-31. Figures for the past year are not DOW 

available. 
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6. The Institution is situated at Talegaon-Dabhada, 20 miles from Poona, 
on the Bombay-Poona line. ' 

This place was not selected with the due material considerations for 7 
fixing up a factory. The same can be gathered from the introductory note \ 
attached. The purpose of starting the Institution was purely educational. 
So the criteria required for locating a commercial concern seemed to be _ 
out of cOllsideration to the originators. Besides the place being between 
Poona and Bombay was convenient to persons who wanted to watch its 
interests and could spend a couple of days at the week end under the salu
brious and calm breeze. 

The availability of certain deposits of good quartz near by, and cheap 
and 8ufficient labour, also inBuence them in the selection of this place. 

(a) Of the raw materials, silica and lime were being tapped locally and 
soda ash is the imported stuff. 

(b) The coal-fields unfortunately are mainly located and centralized in 
the small area between Bengal and Bihar and therefore its vicinity' cannot 
be equally enjoyed by all concerns in India. The electric power of Tata's 
is passing at a oouple of furlongs' distance and can be tapped whenever 
necessary. 

(e) In the beginning the Institution was not handicapped for a market, 
as the small output of the practical classes could easily find its way at Poona. 
Even now as it has developed into a semi-commercial institution,we enjoy 
the privilege of the Bombay market-the greatest distributing centre-and 
partly the mofusal towns in the south. 

(d) Labour supply is abundant and cheap. 
7. The question is a very broad and, controversial one. The prosperity 

of an enterprise will in general depend on four factors: (1) The econom,ic 
environment, (2) Equipment of the plant, (3) Organization and management 
of the plant, (4) Selling department: and logically all these four play an 
equally important part. These resolve themselves further into four primary 
factors, viz.:-

(1) Markets, 
(2) Raw materials, 
(3) Labour, 
(4) Power, 

and a8 to how far each affects the locatilln, it is to be considered in accord
ance with the local conditions and environments. 

8. We are confident that our goods are equal in quality to the imported 
ones. There is a difference in the prices of the local articles as against the 
foreign and the main cause of the high value attached to the latu-r seems 
to be partly due to the 10000g-standing reputation that they are enjoying. 
The consequent impression is that local production cannot equal the foreign 
glass. Owing to the ignorance of the consumers in this respect Indians 
are not able to get equivalent prices for their ware. The same fact is 
forcibly confirmed hy BOrne foreign experts as is evidenced by a sta.tement 
made bv Mr. Edward Meigh (President of the Society of Glass Technology, 
Sheffield). .. It was distressing for those in the p:lass industry to find still 
among the general public that everything being done in glass had already 
been done by foreign countries." 

9. We work throughout the year and do not feel the necessity of closing 
the works in accordance with weather conditions. 

Raw mnterials. 

10. (a) Silica (sand). 
(b) Alkali (soda ash and KNO,). 
(e) Alkaline earths (lime). 
(d) Borax. 



(e) Decolohzers. 
(J) Fire-clay. 
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11. Requirements for the year ending September, 

Sand 
Soda 
Lime 

Other minor chemicals :oot determined. 

1931, were---

140 tons. 
50 tons. 
15 tons. 

12. The recipe is not a constant one, as different batches are oftentimes 
"l'ied in order to determine the physical properties of the glasses they give. 

But we adopt the formula in the range of-

Na.O 0'5 CaO 5 SiO. and 
1'5 Na,O CaO 5 SiO, 

for melting glass for hollowware. 
13. Sand from Lohgarh, 853 miles, soda from Bombay, 98 miles, lime 

local, 20 miles, other chemicals from the Bombay market. 
14. As we are not personally collecting any raw materials, we are not 

concerned with their ~xtraction, etc. 
15. ,Nil. 
16. (a) & (b) NiZ. 

(c) & (4) Sand per md. 
Soda per ton 
Li..m,e per md. 

17. No. 

Freight. 

Re. A. P. Rs. 

011 3 0 
7 0 0 123 

NiZ. 2 

Misc. Total. 

A. P. Rs. A •. P. 

4, 9 1 0 0 
0 0 130 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0 

18. Yes; soda ash and some other minor chemicals are at present imported. 
The Imperial Chemical Industries (India), Ltd., Bombay, who are our main 
.suppliers of these materials, may be able to furnish details as regards prices, 
freight, customs duties, etc. 

19. As to the possibility of the manufacture of these products on an 
economical scale locally, it is for the Industrial Chemist to survey and give 
an opinion. 

20. The materials available at present are suitable enough for the 
line that we are pursuing, i.e., hollowware. The difficulty, however, is that 
the suppliers of 80me of the raw lllateria~ heing non-technical men, care 
very little for the consistency of the raw materials and their analysis, 
both mechanical and chemical. No particular ~teps are taken for improving 
their materials. This handicap the manufacturer has to face and to remedy 
by his personal efforts and costs. 

Sand. Chemical. 
Per cent. Per cent. 

l\Iechanical-
Above 20 0'01 Loss on ignition 0'60 

" 
40 19'91 SiO. 94'60 

" 
60 27'47 A1,O. and Fe,O. 2'43 
70 38'94 

" CaO 1'30 
" 

90 1(}13 
100 0'04 Al.O. and Fe,O. 2'43 

Below 100 3'50 

100 99·80 
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Lime. Soda. 
Per cent. Per cent. 

Loss on ignition 21'4 Sodium carbonate ·98 

Silicious matter 2'2 NaCI 0'43 

Fe,O. & Al,O. 3'4 Na,SO, 0·12 

CaO 69'0 NaF 0·28 

MgO 4'2 Insoluble matter 0'91 

100'2 99·74 

Raw /ire-clay .. Coal, /irst g1·ade. 

Per cent. Per cent. 

Loss on ignition 9'35 Moisture 5'00 

SiO, 62'92 Volatile 35'90 

Iron oxide 1'08 Fixed carbon 49'61 

Al,O. 25'29 Ash 9'10 

CaO 0'57 Sulphur 0'39 

MgO 0'29 

Alkalies 0'58 100 

-.-'-
100-OS Calorific value .7040 

21. So far as the constitution is concerned, there can be no appreciable 
difference. 

22. We have now begun making our own pots of the cornman beehive 
type. The clays used are Indian, along with grog, and they are built by 
hand in moulds. Trials are. going on with other foreign clays-German, 
Japanese, etc., and the whole i'nvestigation is continuing and incomplete. 
Till very reccntly we were using Japanese crucibles. The average price f.o.r. 
Bombay of a 600 lb. Japanese pot was about Rs. 46. With regard to the 
effect of transition on the life of the pots, we' have no reliable information 
available. 

23. The refractories used are fairly satisfactory. Burn & Co. of Jubbul
pore are our suppliers of fire-brickS and blocks. 

Labour. 

24. As re~ards hollowware there seems to be no necessity for importing 
any skilled labour or expert supervision. India has sufficient labour available 
which can attain good skill if proper opportunities and training are given. > 

25. The whole labour and staff over here since 1915 are completely Iridian. 
26. In the course of about four to five years a ·workman who joins 

the factory gains enough skill and practice in the processes involved in the 
production of hollowware, with the co-ordinate help and instructions of his 
foremen. We have found by experience that there is absolutely no room 
to complain regarding the efficiency of lo('al labour. They gain remarkable 
skill only if sufficient chances are afforded to them. 

27. Most of the processes may be replaced by automatic and semi-automatic 
machines but this involves huge capital. . 

28. Confining to the hollowware there is not much of a necessity for.> 
machinery j more so as local labour is cheap. Besides, capital is not freely 
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coming forth to us as there is no guarantee of a return for it by way of 
dividends. 

29. The thermal conditions naturally are expected to affect the labour 
efficiency to a certain degree; but situated in a temperate and cool place, 
we do not feel appreciably the effects of high temperature. 

j 30. Total wa~es paid for 1930-31 excluding superior staff Rs. 28,000. I Average rate skllled Re. 1-4 to Re. 1-8 per day. Average rate unskilled 
labour As. 8 to As. 10 per day. The total number of workmen employed 150. 

31. Our labour being wmpletely local, comes from a distance of a couple 
of miles and hence no necessity of the housing problem is felt. 111 the' 
direction of promoting their economic welfare they run a small co-operative 
store here and every possible facility is given to them. Whenever necessary 
medical and other help is also rendered. 

Power wnd ·fuel. 

32. Coal is the principal fuel used at present. No'difficulty is now being 
felt for getting it in sufficient quantities. 

33. Coal comes from the Bengal coal-fields situated at a distance of 1,264. 
miles from here. The present freight is Rs. 12-4 per ton and its cost 
delivered at the works comes to about Rs. 1&-19 per ton. 

34. The fuel is applied directly as the unit is small. 

35. There is n'l electric or steam power but only an oil engine for 
supplying power for grinding, etc. . 

36. The average ratio of fuel to the molten glass is two to one. In the 
cas~. of finished glass the ratio is 5 : 2. 

Equip-rnent. 

37. Our unit is now fairly large and enables us to make both ends meet. 

Regarding the minimum unit no hard and fast rules can be laid down. 
The question is too general. Under a given set of data and local cir
cumstances, the minimum unit may possibly be given but without that no 
adequate explanation cali be furnished on paper. . 

38. There are no special processes involved in the works as different 
from those in vogue elsewhere. 

39. We have not got any up-to-date machinery. certain processes of 
manufacture require techniC/'Ll improvement in accordance with modern 
developments. The furnace itself is crude and wasteful as is opined by 

. all experts and its defects are too well known for enumeration. The plant 
is also lacking in appliances-cutting, melti'ng and polishing machines, etc., 
for giving better finish. Apart froUl. this, more efficient means for controlling 
the furnaces are not resorted to on account of insufficient funds. ThE! 
economy derived in the efficiency of the latter is about 10-15 per cent. in 
addition to obtaining better quality and constancy. 

40. No. 
41. The conditions in India at present are different from those in the 

eompeting countries; whereas in the latter there is a mass production arising 
out of bigger units, here in India we are forced to be content with a daily 
output of 1-2 tons of glass. Some thiry-forty years back some of the 
larger conoerns, manned with so-eaJIed foreign experts, closed down with 
utter failures and consequently since then the capital is very shy in this 
field. Indians are therefore forced to fall back on tIle present type of 
furnace and working. 

42. Almost all the demands of ~anufa('turers (glass) necessary for 
the running of the plant are locally made and therefore there has been no 
necessity for importing any such machinery except. the ordinary presses for 
stoppers, etc. 
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Market and foreion competition. 

43. We have no figures available of the production of other glass manu
facturers. Our figures of production for 1929-30 are Rs. 1,00,000. 

44. BoIllbay and its suburbs are our principal markets besides a small 
portion in the mofusal down in the south. 

45. (a) There are' different rates for the kinds of glasswape. Chimneys 
and globes come under class 4 and jars under 6. Absolutely no advantage 
with regard to freight over imported glass. 

(b) It is charged an gross weight. The gross weight is nearly 2 or 2·2 times 
the net weight. 

46. This information will be supplied on getting the reliable figures from 
the railway company. 

47. It is too vague a question at present. 

48. In the field of hollowware'l Germany, Czechoslovakia, Japan and 
Belgium are the main exporting countries. Keen competition is felt in 
such dumping centres as Bombay, Madras, Karachi, etc. 

49. (1) We have no information. 

(2) (a) The latest quotation is Rs. 18 per gross for good quality, for 
Junior lantern globes, and different rates for other varieties of chimneys. 

(b) The average price cannot be easily calculated. 

50. Importers at Bombay can supply this infolmation. 

51. No definite figures are available, though off and on there are minor 
direct purchases by Government and other public bodies. 

52. With regard to plant and machinery the Indian manufacturer is at 
a disadvantage. Labour is cheap. Freight concession and o'~her facilities 
over the Great Indian Peninsula. Railway are not easily granted for getting 
raw materials and disposing of finished products. 

53. As a routine course we cannot expect the exporters to dump in 
goods at a loss; for as a business proposition they cannot run the plant on 
an uneconomical scale. . 

Capital. 

54-55. Figures will be submitted in a few da~ after the auditing of the 
last year's accounts is complete. 

56. The question is too general without any basis for calculation. An 
estimate shall be properly drawn up when data on the location, prevailing 
rates, etc., are furnished. This is too abstract for explanation. 

57. As this is not a limited company the information cannot be furnished. 
58. No debenture loans have been raised. 
59. Such figures are not easily available for reasons explained already. 
60. New scheIlles are not as yet drawn up. 

Works cost and overhead cha1·oe8. 

61. Form filled up. 

62. No data have been kept up properly and the recent at~empts at 
recording ihem are on hand. 

63. As we are not in the market for any other variety of glassware we 
are not in a position to compare the variatiO'lls in the expenditure. ' 

64. Our knowledge in this respect is meagre at present. We will try 
to furnish them later. . 

60. Refer to our reply to Questions 54-55. 
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66. ~o such ~hing as the head office ex~sts, though at Bombay there is the 
office of the Palsa Fund. Central Committee but the latter is no overhead 
on the works cost. . 

Claim for protection,. 

67. The points raised by the fiscal commission though approved by the 
Legislative Assembly may be discussed so far as their consistency is concerned. 
We admit that natural advantages of raw ~aterials, a good market and cheap 
labour are all essential for the development of an industry; but we would 
like umbly point out that it is circumlocution to argue this way; for unless 
an industry is established all these three facts cannot be fully tapped 
and utilized even if available: The principle of demand and supply is an 
economic one and' one rises along with the other. Where there is a good 
output it has to find its way and a market will naturally be created. It 
is said that a nUlnber of tumblers are broken daily during washing in the 
~ea shops of America. It is silJ:lply because the great output is to find 
ltS way. The statistics for the consumption of glassware in India during 
recent years shows a rapid rise. If the roreign oountries had to be content 
with their home market, they should have had small uneconomical units 
unguarded by tariff .walls. As their production is more they are creating 
the II\arkets and pushing their goods. Demand and supply rises equally 
and one is co-ordinate of the othe ..... 

As for sufficient supply of labour it cannot be denied that labour is 
ample and cheap here in .. India. The only objection may be that it is 
not skilled. Skill in labour is not born unlike the resthetic sciences. 
It is gained .only by experience and opportunities. Such a scope can exist 
only if Industries are established. There 'is no country which possessed 
expert skilled labour to stllrt with. 

With the rise and the development of the industry and at the cost of 
the nation, efficiency of the skilled labour naturally improves. It may be 
added that the present efficiency of the artisans employed in the line 
of hollowware here is good enough because sufficient chances and opportunities 
were afforded to them. The consequent development of the industry is 
owing to the earnest attempts and heavy losses sustained in the initial 
stages by the pioneers of the industry. 

Now remains the so-called primary factor regarding the abundant supply 
of raw materials. The ide~ behind it that rjtw materials are basic and 
essential for the stability of ""the industry is all sound and good theoretically. 
But it is equally true that unless industries are' started and developed 
indegenous. raw materials cannot be fully tapped. Apart from this if facts 
and figures are taken, 'howmany countries possess advantages of raw materials 
and still are they not guarded by tariff walls? Besides we feel that unless 
an industry is running and casual difficulties felt, even the raw materials 
of the neighbourhood are never even noticed. Had England no glass
sands til!" the commencement of War? and how is it that it had been 
overlooked P America though unaware of any local China clay deposits, was 
getting raw materials from Germany, etc., and. the gre~t War forc~d and 
necessitated her to survey the oountry and SeE, lf any SUItable matenal can 
be tapped locally. The great War. gave an impetus. to almost. all t~e 
countries to survey and to tap thClr local raw materIals. Here In Indla 
the quarries of Loharga, etc., are only of recent origin and that too on 
account of the pressure felt from the increasing number of glass factories. 

Rep;arding quality of glass-sands, in the words of Dr. Boswell, "India 
may therefore well be a self-supporting in the matter o~ .glasswa~e and if 
desired may provide the necessary pure sands for Bntlsh optlCal glass 
making (pap;e 81 Boswell's Memoir on British Resources of Sands suitable 
for Glass Making lIn6)". Besides all this, we would like to point out 
whether even no~ the Geological and Mineralogical wealth is completely 
survl'~'ed and tapped to say thnt ~ndia possesses no advantap;es of. r.aw 
materials merely because some fbrelgn expert unaware of local condltlOn 
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opined that raw ma~rial sources are not abundant, is it conclusive? :Unless 
its necessity is felt, how can new sources be tapped? Even accor~mg. to 
the recent Geological reports there are other sources of sand whIch are 
not at present exploited. Lime is plentiful locally and sod.a ash is the 
only imported stuff, though indegenous impure variety is avaIlable. Ap.art 
from this we would like to point out that the question of raw materIals 
need not be over emphasised, at least in the case of the glass industry. The 
actual percentage of the cost of raw materials to the finished is very. low. 
The whole falacy lies in this that the argument of the fiscal commission 
is based on ficticious ideas to say that unless all these factors are present, 
protection cannot be given, falls to the ground. Necessity is the mother 
of invention. Unless factories are started Geological and Mineralogical 
resources cannot be all exploited. Labour not trained and market not 
created. If unless all these three conditions are not satisfied, protection 
cannot be given and it is admitted that the industry cannot stand on its 
own legs without protection, it is merely trying to argue in a circle and 
evade the issue. 

It will thus be seen that " such natural advantages . . . . . large home 
market" are plentiful and are going to rise in great proportions only 
with the development of the industry. 

B. The Industrial Commission admits that the industries in India are in 
infancy I!nd need to be guarded by tariff walls; but fetters the giving of 
protection to inconsistent factors. The very fact that Glass Industry has 
been pulling on all these years against odds and without any extraneous 
help, is enough proof for a -prima facie case. . 

If the industry is guarded by tariff for a few years, interest and ~ergy 
may be bett..r concentrated toward more paying scientific problems for the 
ultimate benefit of the industry and thus with more economic means and 
better efficiency the industry shall naturally be able to face world competition. 

68. (a) We would like to suggest that an import duty of about 60 per 
cent. be imposed on hollowware, i.e., globes, chimnies, jars, . etc., for a 
period of ten years and circumstances need at present. 

(b) The tariff shall be protective only imposed on imports. 

69. To our knowledge there seems to be not even a remote possibility of 
affecting any other industry if protection is given to hollowware. 

In conclusion we would like to submit the following few extracts from 
the report of the Indian Fiscal Commission on the necessity for the develop
ment of Indian industries, the need for their protection, etc. 

Industrial progress there has been but on a limited scale and in com
parison with other countries, it has been slow. We hold that the industrial 
development of India has not been commensurate with the size of the 
country, its population and its natural resources and we accept the con
clusion drawn by the Industrial Commission . . . . \" the industrial 
system is unevenly and inadequately developed . . . . ." 

The report further lays emphasis on the great advantages from industrial 
developml'nts and stimulus for protective duties as advance will not be 
sufficiently rapid instead (page 42, para. 75). 

The main argument for protection for the Glass Industry is to develop 
it and to give it an impetus to face world competition as otherwise it will 
not develop with great rapidity. In the opinion of the Fiscal Commission 
Bhe posses81's an abundance of raw materials, she has ample potential supply 
of cheap labour and adequate sources of power; and the establishment of 
two ~rpnt mnnufacturing industries shows that she is capable of running 
these uatllral advantages to use. 

Tn the ligbt of tbe nhove, WI' strongly submit that the Glass Industry 
deserves every consideration e.~sl'ntial for giving protection. Such a step 
will give adlled impetus for the development of the industry on more recent 
and scientific lines. ., , 
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FORM No. 1. 

Statemlmt showing the total expenditure incurred at the works on the 
production 0/ glass at Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. 

Item. 

I.-Raw materials

(a) Sand 
(b) Soda ash 
(c) Lime 
(d) Crucibles 
(e) Refractories 
(f) Other materials 

I1.-Packing materials 
IlL-Power and fuel 
IV.-Works labour 
V.-Establishinent 

VI.-Current repairs 
VII.-8elling expense 
VlII.~Misoellaneous-stationery ; 

rent, taxes, etc. 

Total 

Total production of gla_ 

Melted 

Finished (approximate tons) 

19~6.27. 

Re. 

36,480 

16,622 
4,500 
Nil. 

937 

6,685 

65,222 

106 

1927·28. 

Re. 

40,305 

17,087 
4,500 
Nil. 
1,211 

7,149 

70,254 

19~8·'l9. 

Re. 

47,320 

21,777 
4,500 
1,314 
6,549 

7,835 

89,298 

Data not available. 

126 135 

1929·30. 

Reo 

54,625 

25,744 
4,500 
Nil. 
7,692 

6,954 

99,516 

160 

N.B.-<lost of raw matGrials 'for experimental work done is included in 
this. Figures for 1930-31 are not yet J;eady. 

,(~) Letter No. 1950, dated the' 6th February, 1932, from the Paisa Fund 
Glass Works, Talegaon. 

With reference to your letter No. 52, dated the 25th January, 1932, I 
am returning herewith the record of my oral evidence tendered before the 
Tariff Board on the 18th January, 1932, duly corrected. I am also attaching 
herewith 2 short notes which please hand over to the President, the one 
gives reference regarding the tariff to glass industry and the other ane is 
on the high alumina content, in sand and this is meant for Mr. Bodkin. 
I am sending the other note in the next week. 

Enclosure. 

(1) Other references reoardino the TariH to Gl~8S Ind'UStry. 

1 ... Glass Industry", December, 1931, page 255-American flint glass 
workers filed a brief before the Tariff Commission asking for an increase of 
50 per cent. on imported blown glassware. Foreign glass manufacturers, 
it is claimed, have been selling blown glassware in United States of America 
Its runs as 30 per cent. lower than prices quoted by domestic produces. 
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2. Journal of the Society of the Glass Technology-March, 1931, pag~ 9~, 
in the abstract No. 214 on the hollow glass industry of Czechoslovalna In 
1930 mentioning that 90' per cent. of the total production was exported. 

3. September, 1931, page 336, .abstract ~o. 711, on ~he effect of customs 
union with Germany on the Austrian glass mdustry (Society of Glass Techno
logy). 

(2) FOT Mr. Hodkin's perusal. 

With reference to his question on page 52 of the typed copy of oral 
evidence (marked XX) regarding the high alumina content in our sand, 
his attention is drawn to the analysis of Buttons Ambo sand-sample A, 
containing 2'54 AIO besides (}O30 Fe,O, mentioned in his own book-Text 
Book of Glass Te~h~ology, 1925 Edition, page SO. This is enough proof 
to show the existence of aluminous glass sands containing about 2,5 per cent. 
AI O. Besides he may be aware of the trend of thought of the present 
gl:.s; technologists to have from 3 to 5 per cent. of alumina in the glass. 

(3) Letter No. 2168, dated'the 19th February, 1932, from Paisa Fund 
Glass Works. 

I have the honour of enclosing herewith a scheme for a Central Research 
Institute, which, I promised, in my oral evidence, to submit, in writing to 
the Tariff Board. . 

Enclosure. 
Scheme for a Central Research Institute. 

1. The state of the glass industry in infancy as it is, at present, rouses 
sympathy and co-operation of the nation and it is high time we consider 
the ways and means of rendering. assistance to the industrialists and thus 
materially help the advance of industrial progress; and now that the glass 
industry has claimed protection, it is unto those interested in it to see 
that initiative is taken whereby the progress of the industry is assured 
and a high mark of efficiency achieved in order that it may stand on' a 
line with the achievements of other nations and face world competition. 

2. There are two distinct considerations in .the matter of an industry. 
Its technical side and its business side. Both these have to he understood 
and studied distinctly. The technical side refers to production. The busi
ness side refers to consumption and distribution. Before actually starting 
any new venture, a considerable amount of intelligent labour has to be 
devoted to the task of preliminary reconnoitring-a study of the past history 
of the industry, earlier and perhaps unsuccessful attempts and the causes of 
their failures, the ense of getting capital, raw materials and banking faci
!ities, the cost of expert knowledge, a oomparative survey of world prices 
of the article, the suitability of the em'ironment, conditions of the market, etc. 
In the absence of sueh a preliminary examination, many an industry which 
was started in enthusiasm and for the successful operations of which, there 
was every prospect of hopefulness, had to die of inanition in its very 
early stages. It is therefore indispensable that every new worker in the 
industrial field should equip himself with such a knowledge before he launches 
upon any productive venture. . 

3. An industry ml'ans specialised theo~tical and practical knowledge. 
It requires workers who are possessed of an adequate intellectual calibre 
and even .more i~portan~ of a capacity. for sustained and untiring labour. 
Industry IS not hke logiC or mathematICS or astronomy--a science-which 
is more or less static and to which few new additions could be made so-as 
to alter its fundamental concept. Industry is essentially dynamic. It has 
constantly to shuffle and reshuffle. It depends (In an infinite number of skiiful 
permutations and combinations. What is required ~herefore is the develop-
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ment of the faculty of adaption and a quickness of adjustment to circum
stances. These qualities cannot and have not been acquired by mere university 
education either in India or abroad. Such an education, we have never denied, 
is absolutely necessary. It forms the only solid basis for further work but 
our contention is that it is not the future solid work itself. Students 
initially equipped with such a knowledge must work independently on 
distinct problems. They must not be fettered by considerations which do 
not exist in their countries' environment, even though they do exist in 
the case of other nations. There are no eternal, immutable laws in the 
science of industry. It cannot thrive on mere imitativeness. 

4. The question of having a Central Research and Advisory Board has 
long been the talk of the day though its functions are not well and clearly 
defined so far. Before proceeding, the state of affairs that existed in other 
countries, may therefore be briefly reviewed. 

5. Of the number of ways of advancing or improving the industry, some 
of them that were tried abroad may be considered as to their relative merits. 

(1) Importing foreign experts though for a temporary period, does not 
seem to have advanced the industry. 

(2) Some of the countries tried deputing tl)eir students to other countries 
for training, etc. Even this does not seem ·to have had any appreciable 
effect on the industry. • 

(3) They 'rather strengthened their own laboratories and extended the 
facilities for' the intellectual work of their capable men. 

(4) They facilitated the research work by creating a few posts for indus
trial fellowships. 

(5) Certain institutions-quasi. educational in nature-were also estab
lislled. 

Necessity is the mother of invention and when much difficulty was felt 
owing to the outbreak of war, a great impetus was given for local research. 
A number of institutions though inexistence already came forward to 
take up problems and by their co-operation materially helped the advance 
of the industry. Raw university men were then of no immediate use to t.he 
industry. Perfection can never be attained in a day or a year and still 
there is the widespread cry of low grade efficiency. 

The university of Sheffield. Illinois (United States of America), etc., are 
the sents of the muse of the industrv. The main function of such institu
tions has been educationa.l--a regnl~r course of training. though off and 
on-certain commercial prohlems that come to them receive also their 
attention. H, 

(6) In those countries the inclustry has come to a high degree of pE'rfection 
and as is the tendency of the 20th cE'ntury. thE're has heE'n ~pecialization 
pvervwhere. creating E'xperts of ev('rv kind who are available at all timE'S 
to the manufacturer and handle individual cases a-nd problems. 

(7) But here in India. the Rituation is grentlv different. The manufac
ture>r is somewhat out of touch with the s('iE'ntific side and even the> very 
little sympathy he had, hll~ wanei! awav owing to regrettallle failures of 
some foreign experts and of some foreiv:n returned student.s; and therefore 
unless the manufacturers nnd capitali~ts llre fullv ('onvin('ed of the scientifir 
treatment of problems and thp profits gained thE'reby. they have at present 
no svmpathies with and nn inclination to acknowledge> the work of a srientific 
and' (,l1ltured mind. Their s:nnnathy is therpforp to be se!'llred for a nolicy 
of research by pln('ing hefore> thE'm results beneficial and paying:. with the 
minimum chances of loosing anything. 

(8) How to secure the> sympnthy of mnnufacturers is then the next ques
tion for ('onsiderntion. It is the>refore Rllggested that a CE'ntrul Research 
Tnstitute bE' t'Stablishe>d. Whatever its designation may be. it must be of 
help to the ('ommerl"ial body. . 

(9) .The qUe>stion of the> personnel of 811ch an institution may therefore 
he ts ken. up first.. There m'av l.e three> su!!gest.ions, ;'1\ the matter: (1) 
Foreign experts, (2) University mE'n. (3) Lo('al tt>elmologist. 
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The first suggestion is to import a foreign glass technologist (expert} 
trom any university in America or Europe which has a first class depart
lIlent of gla.8'; technology. In the first place it is almost impossible to get 
a first dallS foreign expert; even the one wh,o is available may not always 
be sufficiently communicative or skilled in teaching. Again in these days 
of specialization, which expert to import? whether a. furnace engineer, 
whether an expert glass technologist, whether an expert in automatic 
machinery, hi artistic ware, etc., and to crown all of salesmanship ,"lnd 
advertising? As each one of them works co-ordinately with oth~rs in foreign 
countries, we have grave doubts as to which expert to bring. It m'USt be 
admitted that our purse will not permit having all of them. Whether 
any pacea expert is able and can willingly come over here and conscienti. 
ously give us training and disclose the innermost secrets (of success) is a 
doubtful question. For, there are really pressing and intricate problems 
that need better brains in their own countries where there is even now a 
fierce competition and therefore who are not likely to be easily spared. 
Secondly, the expense of importing such an expert if spared one could be, 
will really be very hard and beyond our means. We are not sure that the 
industry can bear such a heavy burden in its present deplorable state. 
Even accepting the burden, how far the efforts of the experts will be towards 
Indianization and improving Indian efficiency, instead of, in the direction 
of exploiting the wealth of this country, to the benefit of his home country 
is also a question of grave consideration. Last but not least, he is handi. 
capped in the ignorance of local conditions and accustomed to work as he 
is in an atmosphere of switch system, he feels it difficult to adjust his 
methods of work. Besides our dependence upon foreigners continues un· 
ahated-in fact a sense of diffidence is engendered amOngst our workers 
when they are constantly accustomed to follow the lead of the foreign 
expert. We may 'not be misunderstood. We do not minimize the utility 
and importance of foreign trnining and foreign expert. What we want to 
point out is the enormous disequilibrium in the totality of the net gain 
from such a process and the totality of the cost which has. to be paid--and 
has been paid in the past to secure it. This method therefore will not suit llS. 

(10) Now let us take the second suggestion. Of course science is essential 
for the advance of development of the industry but what science? Apart 
from that, the raw scientific man from the university is unable and handi· 
capped to realise the real difficulties of the manufacturer. And again even 
in foreign countries, his researches are confined to small scale experiment~. 
Therefore a nl'<'8s8ity is felt even to them for establishing a semi.commercial 
plant or else the trials will hnve to. be made in the existing factories. Such 
facilities shall have to be given to a university man if he is to work here 
in any well equipped university laboratory. In no parts of the world such 
commercial problems have hl'en tackled and solved commercially in any 
university lahoratory. This may be one of the reasons why such depart
ments in other countries have not been of much direct help to the indus
trialists; for, there are very few really technical applied problems that are 
handled by them-the solution of which has been adopted by the manufac. 
turer. 80 thi8 method to our mind, will be very expensive and also in
effective. 

(11) ~ow the t~ird suggest!on is to have. an Indian glass technologist with 
commerCIal experIence. He IS our man who has diagnosed. the bacteria 
that are affecting and poisoning the industry and he shall work on new 
parasites and antitoxins that shall invigorate the industry, and achieve a 
tolerably good mark of efficiency. Besides the people who are guiding the 
industry of ether nations are not at all foreigners. It would therefore be 
mu('h more hneficial to spend the money and the labour which we have 
bee~ spendi!'I!:' on getti!,g raw students trainell in foreign lands or in 
gettmg forp,<.'n experts I'D our land on our own students here and on our 
own la horatories attached to, either factories or pioneering public Institutions . 

.02) At the present state in India, we need n.o .educational Jlolicy ·but a 
1I0hcy of resparch. By r£';search we do not mean orlgmal theoretical researchey 
llUt they meant the findmg out of means and meth?<ls pf working out and 

GLASS 2 ~ 
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utilising Indian i'aw materials, by Indian hands and with Indian machinery, 
if possible. This method though it may seem a lengthy one, to persons who 
want quick riches, is in our opinion the soundest one. Here the problem 
is met with and' solved in all its aspects and stages. The policy of research 
is to be therefore on the following lines :-We need at present nothing new 
but it is not to be presumed that we shall have to copy the existing foreign 
methods; for cO'flditions differ materially. Their systems of mass production 
and our small units are too l'haracteristic to need mention. The research 
has therefore to be on the lines of adopting foreign methods to suit our 
requirements and conditions of work and later on, to run such methods on 
an eoonomic scale. This can be gained only from a continuous systematic 
research. 

(13) This again means some piO'fleering work which cannot be undertaken 
hy Government, as it cannot devote full time and energy for it and does 
not receive puhlic sympathy and co-operation nor hy private or joint stol'k 
l'ompanies who are always short of funds for carrying out any kind of 
experimental work as they are not getting handsome profits in their business. 
Puhlic bodies are, therefore, in our opinion, best fitted to take this lead. 
The results ac11ieved by sUl'h institutions are ever enl'ouraging. The work 
done so far by the Paisa Fund in this field, may be mentioned for instance. 
Another instance may also be cited here, viz. The Bengal Chemical and 
Pharmaceutil'al Works, which have been to a great extent the result of 
the labour of original industrial researl'hes of some of the best disciples 
of Bengal's veteran sci9lltist-Dr. P. C. Ray. Government should therefore 
help such pioneering institutions to enahle them to achieve better and 
speedy results, by pladng at their disposal a suitable monetary grant and 
endowment. 

(14) In order to facilitate the work of such public bodies in the matter 
of researches, we suggest also thefuunding of a small. number of research 
fellowships-five in the beginning. These reseul'h workers are to work in 
such puhlic institutions and in the laboratory attached thereto under the 
guidance and instructions of the Central Advisory Board as well as the 
staff of this public body. The necessity of having sUl'h a Board is. that 
it may· act as a linking body between the research seholars on the one 
hand and the manufacturers on the other. Diffieulty is oftentimes felt by 
the manufactnrer in expressing his problems in scientific terms and the 
research scholar needs often the guidance so that his results may be of 
material use to the industrialists. If such a board is formed of able and 
experimced persons and supplied with sufficient funds, it can decide what 
researl'hes must be tried to '(,l'onomise the l'ost and utilize the waste and 
then offer the problems to young intelligent students for tugging with. 
who JIl,ay receive fellowships while they are doing research and prizes on 
the right solution. Thus the f:l('tories would begin to watch their processes 
VE'ry minute>ly imd a1l ambition for re.~earl'h would be l'reated in the e>ducated 
classes who would gradually come forward to enlist themselve>s in industries. 
So the function of such an Advisory Board will be to act as the via mp.dia 
and to rontrol, regulate and translate the work of the scholar. . 

(15) Apprentices get the be>st training in the fRl'tories and workshops. 
if we do not mind what time they' spend f!>r it. There is generally nobody 
in' thl' factory to f'xplain to the apprentice in a l'onsistent and right way 
t.he differeont processes and their technique. He is to gather from his own 
E'xperie>nce in the course of time whil'h means haphazard knowledge at a 
great loss of time, which disadvantagE's we expect to be re>moved by arrang
ing short courses for workers in such a pioneering institution liS well as 
hv publishing bulletins in their own langual!e so that they can read those 
lind improve t,hl'ir own knowledge>. RUl'h a kind of work shllllhave to he 
donI' by this Advisory Board. 

(16) The constitution of the Board is liS follows: -One Direl'tor. five Mem
hprs and Direl'tor of Industries, Bombay. r.z-ofTicio'. In all seven membE'rs. 
ThE' DirE'l'tor is a full-timE' one> lind has office at a cmtral plal'e like Bombav 
whil'b is the gre>atest industrial and commercial l'enter or near about 
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Bombay with the necessary office staff. He will be in close touch with the 
market conditions also and· may be expected to issu~ bulletins off and on, 
and latter on, can arrange short courses for workers. He shall be an Indian 
glass technologist with good commercial experience and has done some research 
work. His services may also be made available to desirous manufacturers 
for any service at a nominal fee. 

(17) These researches will not be sufficient if they are solely conducted in 
laboratories attached to any university. Hence arises the necessity of locating 
the Board near a semi-coIlUlltlrcial factory·where business interests do not clash 
01' having a factory .attached to the Board itself. Such an organization is 
absolutely necessary if the full returns are to be expected. 

(18) Of the five members of the Board, two shall be chosen from amongst 
the glass manufacturers, one from the pioneering institution, oue a chemist, 
and one, an engineer. 

(19) The body shaH be consultive and advisory; It shaH meet once in a 
month at different places aR shall be fixed up. The Director with the consent 
of the Board, shall arrange to regulate the works of the research workers. He 
shall set problems, supervise their work and give them due instructions. 

(20) The beginning is therefore to be made though in a smaH way j and 
in accordance with the needs and the altered conditions, expansion may 
later on be affected. 

(21) The expenses of running such a scheme according to our estimate 
come to a recurring amount of two lakhs of rupees, roughly per year, in 
addition to any investments on apparatus, machinery, etc., etc. 

(22) The whole cost of running such an organization may easily be met 
by the Government by raising the existing import duties, as demanded by 
the glass manufacturers and handing over part of the increased revenues to 
this new Board. . 

2112 
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THE PAISA FUND GLASS WORKS. 
B.-ORAL. 

EvUience of Mr. R. D. CHANDORKAR, recorded at Bombay, on 
Monday, the 18th January, 1932. 

President.-Mr. Chandorkar, you represent th: Paisa Fund Glass Works? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. . 
President.-I understand from your note that the Paisa Fund Glass 

:Works 8;re controlled and maintained by th..!l Paisa Fund? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes, and the Paisa Fund is a fund which has been 

Iegistered under Act XXI of 1860. . 
President.-That is under the Charitable and Religious Endowments Act? 
Mr; Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Presiden,t.-Therefore you are definitely not a profit earning body? 
lfr. Chandorkar.-That is p'erfectly right. 

I Presiden,t.-Your works should be regarded rather in the nature of an 
.J i industrial educational institution? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Presiden,t.-The expenditure that you give in your replies as incurred 

at the works from year to year is expenditure which includes not merely 
your commitments on purely commercial matters but also expenditure in
curred on such things as training of workers. Therefore, if we are trying to 
consider what the costs of a purely commercial factory would be, you will 
admit ·that your costs would not be exactly a suitable basis? 

Mr . . Chandorkar.-Quite so. 
President.-Therefore I propose this afternoon to confine my questions 

to the problem of training and research generally, in regard to the glass 
industry in India which is your main job. 

Mr. Chandorkar.-For the present we are dealing in hollow ware, that 
is to say, tackling the problem of hollow ware. I will make this point clear 
by saying that we are .for the time being solely devoting our energies to 
the manufacture of chimneys, globes and jars, I also mean illuminating ware 
too. 

President.-Your works so far has been confined to hollow ware? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes, for the present. 
Presiden,t.-Do you make any pressed ware? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Very little. 
President.-It is hollow ware done by mouth blowing? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. ' 
President.-Personally where did you' get your training? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-In the Paisa Fund Glass Works itself. 
President.-How long have you been connected with the works at Tale-

gaon? , 
Mr. Chan,dorkar.-Since 1915. Before this I was there as an apprentice 

for three years in the beginning; after completing that course I had a 
desire to go to Germany but on account of financial difficulties and the 
outbreak of war my parents did not allow IIJ,!l to go outside India, so 1 
went round fro~ one place to another visiting almost all the Indian glass 
factories that were in existence then and saw personally the various places 
where the raw materials su5table ,for the glass industry could be found. 
After spending about three years in this way I had a mind to' pack myself 
off for Germa.ny. But in the meanwhile the war broke out and I was im
mediately ~alled to 'ralegaon, 
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President.-Although you have been at Talegaon practically all the time, 
you have a fairly close acquaintance with the conditions of the glass industry 
throughout India? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-I think so. 
President.-You speak of a school which the institution started in 1908. 

Is that school still in existence? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Not exactly in the form in which we consider other 

schools. 
President.-But actually when you started this in 1908 in what form 

exactly was it started? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-There wer .. some Japanese blowers, they were to show 

the practical methods and the theoretical side was in the hands of Prof. 
Karandikar. He used to teach the elementary principles of chemistry, 
physics and geology and afterwards when the students had sufficiently ad
vanced, physical chemistry, glass technology and further details of heat 
measurement and fuel technology were taught. 

President.-When the school was started in 1908 it was started not 
merely with the object of giving practical training to the pupils in the 
school but was also with the object of giving a certain elementary training 
in the scientific aspect of the glass industry? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes, quite so. 
President.-What kind of previous equipment did these students have, 

who wel'e admitted into the institution? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Up to the matriculation standard. 
President.-And the theoretical and practical training together covered 

a period of three years? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
President.-How many pupils then were you in a position to admit 

every year? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-During the whole period of those three years we ad-

mitted 16 students. 
P'resident.-Roughly about five pupils every year? 
Mr. Chandorkar.--Yes. 
President.-The school in existence now is run on precisely the same 

lines? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-The school has changed to a certain extent. Because 

Boon after the school started, the political movement had taken a different 
turn and the members of tlte managing committee decided to hand over 
the institution for a time to a man who could conduct the whole business 
on business lines. Mr. Ishwardas Vershnei who is -now the Managing 
Agent of the United Provinces Glass Works Limited, Bahjoi, took over the 
whole factory on lease for about five years in 1910. -

President.-When he took it over in 1910 did he run it purely as a com
mercial concern or did he use it partly as a training institution? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Purely ~ a commercial proposition, but the condition 
insisted was that he must teach the students who were admitted in 1909. 

President.-He gave them practical training? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
President.-But there was no attempt to teach them the theory of glass

making? 
1111'. Chandorkar.-Prof. Karandikar was still there to teach them the 

theoretical side of the industry. Then the whole aspect was ci.langed because 
the commitMe thought that the training that was being given to the 
students was unsatisfactory, the main object of starting this institution 
being to train our top men, skilled labour and so on, and according to their 
vipws that object was not being safeguarded and therefore they asked 
Mr. Varshnei to go elsewhere and Mr. Varshnei had in the meantime' made 
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"1Tangements with the Proprietor of the Ambala Glass Works, known as 
the Upper India. Glass Works. 

President.-In 1915 the works were put back to the original basis, that 
is to say very largely as a centre for practical and theoretical training and 
it has continued to this day on tha.t basisi' 

M,·. Chandorkwr.-You are right. 
Presideft-t.-You admit five pupils every year?' 
Mr. Cllandorkar.-Not every year. For two years, we could not take 

any apprentices. 
President.-What is the present position? How many students are you 

able to admit every year now? . 
Mr. Chand01'kar.-Three. :We have cbanged our old plan in respect of 

admitting apprentices. Now we are only admitting graduates in scienee. 
Presid~nt.-Who is in charge of tbe theQretical section of the schoolP 
Mr. Chmldorkar.-We don't regularly teach them in theory. What we 

do is this: we give them certain portions to read and then explain those 
portions to them, so there is no regular class for theoretical training now. 

P,·esident.-Are these graduate apprentices expected to do the work of . 
ordinary apprentices? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Pnsident.-How many hours do they work? 
M,'. Chandorkar.-Eight hours. 
President.-I suppose you. start them first on the lelill difficult processes 

Blid then take them to the more difficult processes? 
Mr. Chandol'kar.-There is a general feeling amongst so-called gradu-

tes not to WOITY with the physical manual work, 80 in order to give them 
All idea of the work they will be called upon to do in the future, we do the 
work ourselves in the beginning along with them for at least a month, so 
that the dislike for work gradually disappears. We do the work onr
selves side by side with them so that they may not think that it is beneath 
their dignity to work like that. Of course they generally do not like doing 
this work in the beginning. 

President.-What exactly is the sort of prospect which is opell to a 
graduate pupil whom you have trained? 

Mr. Chandol'kar.-if they can find capitalists, they can start independent 
werks in different.parts of India. 

President.-How many graduate apprentioes h&ve you now? 
llr. Chandol'kar:-Only one at present. One of our pupils is in eharge 

of. a glass factory in Gondia. in the Central Provinces.' 
Presidcnt.-\Vould a graduate who has undergone a. three years' course 

in your works be prepared to accept a subordinate job in any of the existing 
glass works? 

Mr. Cliandol·kar.-I don't think there would be any objection. 
Pre8idel~t.-What sort of remuneration would he accept? I gather from 

representations that we received .from glass works an over the country that 
a skilled glass manufacturer cannot expect to get more than, say, Rs. 50 a 
month and a person who is not sufficiently sJ,,;lIed would have to start on 
something lower than that. Supposing a graduate who has completed his 
three years course from your illstitutiOD is offered Rs. 50 to.. start with, 
would he accept a job in a glass works P 

Mr. ChtJndorkar.-He would like to work on a different basis. He would 
Dot insist on any payment in the beginning; he would work either on a 
contract basis or he would enter into soma definite understa.nding regarding 
the remuneration he would be entitled to on proving himself to be suffici
ently capable of ably mwaging the works, within & certain period. Unless 
he satisfied the management I BUPP01Ie he would not ask for any remunera
tion. 
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President.-If we were looking at th~ question from the point 01 vie" 
of supplying trained workers for the existing glass factories in India, would 
it be more useful for your works to admit School Final Certificate BIlYs and 
gh'e them a grounding in theory and practice or do you think it more 
useful to admit graduates? 

~lr. Chandorkar.-We shall have to make certain compartments-men 
capable of controlling the purely teehnical side and those who would be able 
to attend to the mechanical side. After all this is a too technical line and 
those students who have sullicient grounding in science would be in a. better 
position to manage the technical and chemical side while the others the 
mechanil,al side-of the glass industry. 

Pre&ident.-The dilliculty that occurs to me is this. Suppose the more 
important glass works in India, for example, the Naini Glass Works and 
Bahjoi Glass Works wanted to train workers for their own purpose, would 
it not be, from their point of view, better to admit apprentices into their 
works and give training themselves rather than in an institution like 
yours? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Actually they are doing that for the present; .they 
are training their own men. 

President.-What precisely is the scope that the Indian Glass Industry 
offers to an institution like yours? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-There are various items which are not tackled by every 
gllUlJ! works. For example the question of scientific glassware is a problem. 
Nobody has seriously devoted his attention to this line. If I am not wrong, 
my memory tells me that the' import.~ of scientific glassware run to the 
extent of 16 lakhs. 

President.-What kind of staff have you at Talegaon P 'What is the 
scjentifil' equipment of your staff who are concerned with theoretical tr/Lin-
ing? . 

IJfr. Chandorkar.-They have all undergone the courses in glass techno
logy, geology, physics and chemistry, but they have not got any university 
degrees. 

President.-You mean the people who teach the theory? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes, besides they have a thorough unde_rstanding of 

the S('.iem'6s in theory. They are given education by Professor Karandikar. 
They have not received their technical education in any University college. 
Whatever theory is taught in schools and colleges is to be applied in the 
practi('al work and the application of the theoretical principles is rather 
dillicult. Only the experienced man who has studied that problem very 
carefully ('an apply thOlle principles. 

Pre .• ident.-I want to raise that point later on. In the mea.ntime I 
want to know this. Do you pay any stipends to your pupils? 

Mr. CI,amdor7mr.-Yes. Formerly we used to pay, but afterwards we 
found that the students or apprentices used to run away or they were 
sedu('('d by other glass factories. So whatever expenses we incurred wel'e 
wasted. 

Mr. Boa.g.-You got no return? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-No. We had to change this system afterwards. We 

introduced the Dew system and that was, they had to maintain themselves 
for the first 15 months. -

Preaident.-For the first 15 months they had to maintain themselves? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. Afterwards they were pa.id from the factory. 
President.-What were they paid? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-About Rs. 20 a month. 
Mr. BahimtooZa.-Do you provide boarding for them? 
Mr. C/inndO'rkar.-The boarding house is there. :We have specially kept 

a cook. They have got residential quarters. 
Mr. llahimtooZa.-Free of charge? . 
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Mr. ChaMorkar.~Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-But they have got to ptovide their own food? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-,--Yes. 
President.--Out of this Rs. 20? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes . 
. President.-Do you get any Government grant? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Up till now we have not received any grant. 

President.-It has been suggested to us by various manufacturers that it 
would probably be a good thing for the glass industry in India if there could 
be organised a central institution for research and for training workers. 
What is your opinion about it? Is there a need for a well equipped 
central institution for research? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-That will depend upon the amount that could be 
spent on that institution. 

President.-Listening to the evidence of manufacturers from various 
parts of India, it occurred to me that there were various questions con
nected such as the composition of materials, the provision of the right kinds 
of apparatus, the relation between the materials and the apparatus used, 
etc., in regard to which Indian manufacturers at presenf, are depending 
entirely on what I may call empirical knowledge, knowledge which they have 
gained by their own experience; Now if we have some institution which is 
charged with the duty of co-ordinating the work done in the way of experi
ments by the various factories and at the same time carry on research with 
,proper equipment and under the best kind of supervision, there is a good 
deal in the way of the proper selection of materials, apparatus and so on 
which the industry could leatl'l, is'nt there? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-I think in that case our institution will serve the 
best purpose, because we have got a very good experience of this industry. 
Secondly we have a very good library which the members of the Tariff 
Boa.rd have personally seen, we have almost all the up~to-date books on 
glass technology, pottery, fuels, etc. 

President.-I will come to the question of the location later on. For 
the present I am concerned with the general problem. There is need in the 
conditions of the glass industry at present for a well equipped central 
organisation? 

Mr. Chandorka1".-No doubt there is. 

President.~What exactly are the functions which you will propose for 
a central institution of the kind? I will give you my ideas which are purely 
tentative. First there is the important question of carrying on research 
in materials, apparatus and various other matters connected with the glass 
industry. That is one thing. Another thing would be this. After all it is 
very difficult for us to find funds for starting centraJ institutions of this 
kind in different parts of India. As you say, a central institution of that 
kind, if it is to be of any use, must be very well equipped. 

Mr. Chandorkar .-Certainly. 

President.-Therefore from the point of view of economy it may probably 
be better to concentrate your resources in one place. In that case it would 
be necessary for you to provide for visits of the staff oj' the central insti
tution to factories in different parts of the country. For example assuming 
the institution was in Bombay, supposing a factory in Calclltta which had 
just located a sand deposit near their works wanted to know all ahout 
the mechanical and chemical composition of that sand, they would send it 
for analysis here. After all you can analyse only the samples and you 
want somebody to go and inspect the nctual deposit and advise the factory. 
Various problems of that kind may arise. It would th~refore be necessary 
to provide besides laboratory and research staff, a suffiCient number of staff 
in the institution to be able in this personal way to get into touch with 
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the factories located in different parts of India. Don't you think it is 
necessary? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes, it is necessary. 
Pr6sident.-And the third point is that you have got to provide some 

kind of training for actual glass workers. 
Mr. Chandorkar.-That is also quite essential. 
President.-As far as I can understand, speaking subject to correctio!l, 

if you are going to protect the Indian glass industry, then you need to tram 
up two classes of workers; first, those who want to take up subordinate 
technical work, and secondly the sort of men who would be able to under
take superior technical and managerial work in the factory. Therefore there 
is room for training superior workers and there is room for training inferior 
classes of workers. Both these should be aimed at. 

Mr. ChandOl·kar.-Yes. 
P'resident.-As far as research is concerned, what is your personal opinion 

of the sort of staff that would be required for first class research work? 
After all if research work is to be of any use, it must be first class 
research. 

Mr. Chandorkar.-You mean pure research? 
Pr6sident.-1 will tell you the kind of question that I have in mind. 

There is a factory which has been doing its work so far by hand process. 
All the manipulation is done by hand. They are at present thinking of 
providing themselves with automatic machinery. It has got to be deter
mined whether the particular kind of automatic machinery that they have 
in view would be suitable under Indian conditions. It has goil to be deter-' 
mined further whether the kind of glass composition which would have 
sufficed for hand processes would be equally suitable for working by 
machinery. When questions of that kind arise, it is necessary that there 
must be somebody who would be able, as the result of research work ,on the 
problem, to give the manufacturer his considered opipion based on experi
mental work. 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes, it is essential. 
President.-If you want to provide a really satisfactory kind of research 

staff who would tackle work of that kind, what personally is your idea? 
Where can we get the staff? 

Mr. Chandor1car.-This is rather a complex question. 
Pr6sident.-1 admit it is a complex question, but I should like yOUl 

opinion on it. 
Mr. Chandorkar.-In the first place I will explain a. little bit as regards 

the efficiency of the machinery. I don't think you will have any objection 
if I do. Supposing you have a technical man who doesn't understand the 
practical side of it or of the conditions that prevail in different parts of 
the world, he will not be in a position to state authoritatively whether this 
particular process will be effective or economical or not, so that the man 
will have to undergo a certain amount of training, in the beginning under 
an experienced man. I shall just explain this to you. Unfortunately I 
haven't got that bulletin now with me. 

President.-It would be enough if you give me IL general idea. 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Here is a jOUl:nal ()f the ceram,ic industry which prao
ti"aJly deals in all technical subiects on ceramic industries. Here the 
writer of the article has compared the efficiency of hand labour with that of 
machine labour. You wil). admit that the wages in America are high and 
the efficiency obtained there with the machine work works up to in 
chimne~are, only 42 I?er ce~t. That means·.two-fift~s. In, that case 'if a 
man, Without any cO!lslderatlOn ~rom the b~SlU':SS pomt of view, advises a 
manufacturer to go m for machme work, It will not be paying in India 
beca~se in In.din the wages for s~il1ed labour are too low.' That is not th~ 
case In America. On the other SIde we shall have to consider the deprecia.-
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tioD. and other repairing charges. Because it is paying in one country, it 
is not necessarily true that it will be paying in India. 

President.-Thatis precisely the sort of question that will have to be 
considered. That is to say although in the abstract it is possible to put 
forward a strong case for the substitution of machinery, actually in the 
conditions of the country taking the rate of wages into account,· it may be 
that machinery may not prove economical or so suitable as hand process. 
'fhat is just the type of question on which Indian manufacturers would 
require considered advice. I will try to put my question in a different. form 
so as to make it a little less complex. There are three types of men that 
I can think of who can be entrusted with the sort of work we are con
sidering. At present in various Universities in India you have on the whole 
first class scientific men, men who have been· trained in general BcienOOji, 
first class chemists, first class physicists and first class engineers. Sup
posing in connection with the scientific departments of one of the leading 
Universities in India we organised a section whose function would be to do 
research on the scientific problems connected with glass manufacture, the 
chemistry man would do the chemistry part of it, the physics man the 
physics part of it and the engineering man the engineering part of it. 
Supposing problems were divided up in that way and research organi§ed on 
those lines, probably under certain conditions you might be able to get 
fairly satisfactory results. That is one way of doing it. Another way of 
doing it is to secure a glass technologist. :We could get a man who has 
been tl'ained in gla.ss technology who has established his reputation as a 
research worker. We can put him in charge of it instead of dividing the 
work between various men. You get a man who combines all the knowledge 
required for the technical problems connected with glass. The third way of 
doing it is to get a man who has not merely had training and experience 
in glass technology, but who adds to it experiE'nce of running a. commer
('ial glass works. That is to say he knows not merely the scientific, but also 
the commercial and industrial part of manufacturing glass. Tbese are the 
three ways in which one can do it. I take it from what you have said. 

Mr. Cha.ndoka.r.-By the way I will iust help you. 
Pnsident.-Let me finish. As far as I can understand the problem, 

these are the three ways in which we can organise the research. As you 
look at it, which of these three do you prefer? 

Mr. Cha'lldorkar.-The . thing is this. There are various problems con
nected with the glass ,industry and only a theoretical man will not be able 
to give much guidance to the practi('al poople-I mean the business people. 
For example there is a very knotty problem of furnace in the glass industry. 
Even in the so-calIed llighly developed civilised countries, the efficiency of 
the fUl'llace has not exceE'ded 15 per cent. That is indeed a. very knotty 
problem. Even the so-c.alled highly technical people, though they are ~ork.
ing at the problem' .day and night, are still unable to find out ~ sUltab.le 
way of improving the efficiency of the furnace. In this connectIOn I w11l 
just read out to you an extract from the "Pottery Gazette" of 1st 
Deoom?er, 1931', from an article on "The Future of Glass :M:elting" by 
E. MeJgh, M.B.E, M.Sc.:-

.. THE FUTURE OF GLASS MELTING. 

By E. MEIGH, M.B.E., M.So. 

Pr~sidenti.al Address to the Soriety 0/ Glass Technology • 

• • • • • • • 
The Rr.,pon .• ihilif1l 0/ Sri~'II.ce.-Jt was of signifieanC'Al to th~m as members 

of a !lC'ientific society t.() observe that in mR.ny quarters the responsibility 
for the present world industrial disorders was being laid at the door of 
science. Even ominent philosophers were ascribing to physical science the 
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the serious nature of the 'present difficulties and complications, one could 
not be surprised if a glau manufacturer hesitated to incur the expense of 
scientific assistance and of costly research. At best, if successful in reducing 
manufacturing costs, the saving was immediately absorbed by the cutting 
of selling prices to keep pace with the furious competition which was said 
to be the result of over production and an unsheltered home market. Yet 
one would go 80 far as to assert that every step to progress which physical 
science might make in the near future could only add to our dangers and 
rompleIities. As Prof. William Mc~o all said, when recently lecturing 
before the University of Manchest : 'The remedy for science is more 
8Cience; more knowledge systematic y organised; but what sort of science? ' 

Foreign competition.-Qne had to admit that the present conditions of 
the glass industry were far from happy and whilst recognising the depth 
of feeling at the back of the lamentations that were heard, there did 
seem to be some justice in the claim that here was an industry which, in 
spite of the remarkable achievement6 of the British glass technologists 
during the past fifteen years-achievements which had increased efficiency 
and reduced manufacturing costs substantially was nnable to hold its own 
in an unprotected home market serving as a dumping ground for foreign 
competitors, fortified by low wages, subsidised by Governmental support, and 
protected by high tariff walls." 

Pre3ident.-I don't understand the language of scientists, but as far as 
I can make out his point is that unless research work in glass technology 
i~ undertaken along with a. suitable system of assistance for the industry 
there would be no results achieved. That is a proposition which for the 
time being I, don't want, to question, but assuming adequate protectipn is 
going to be grauted to the Indian glass industry I want your opinion as 
to the lines OD which the speediest results could be achieved? 

Mr. Challd01'kar.-If speediest results are to be achieved, the Indian 
industries must be guarded at any cost. So, if at all you are going to have 
such an institution, the top man must be an Indian. 

P1"fl3idcnt.-Leave the question of personnel alone. The real point that, 
I am now considering is: suppose we are able to organise an institution 
for research-and you agree that there is need for it-do you want in charge 
of that institution a. man who has a general scientifie equipment or a man 
who haa been trained in glass technology or a man who knows both the 
tel'hnologi("al and the commercial sides of glass manufacture? 

.1b'. ClwndoTkar.-He must be a man who has had a good experience vf 
glaMR manufacture and a good grounding in science, physical as well as 
"hemical. The cheapest method would in my opinion be that those who are 
already in the liue in India should form Po group of consulting or advisory 
Board. ' , 

President.-I am coming to that point later on. At present I am 
giving you three alternatives. The ideal' choice would be if you could get a 
man who has had both technological and commercial experience. 

lIf.T. Chandorkar.-With Indian experience. 
Pruidcnt.-Assume for the time being that he has actual experience. of 

Indian oonditions, he would be more expensive than a person who has been 
trained in glass technology only and who has had no experience of actual 
working of a glaBS factory. It would be still more expensive than getting 
work of this kind done in a University Laboratory which is already in 
existence. The third method would be the least expensive. The second 
would be more expensive than the third and less expensive than the first. 
What I want to know is: could we get fairly satisfactory, results by adopt
ing the last and the least expensive method or do you absolutely rule tha,t 
out? ' 

Mr. Chandorkar.-I should like to think over this problem a little bit 
seriously before expressing any opinion on it. 
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P1'esident.~You need not commit yourself to. anything. 
Mr. Ch:a~orkar.-If you have no objection, I shall give you my views 

more explICltly to--morrow because I want to think _ over the problem. 
President.-You would like to think it overi' 
JUr. Chandorkar.-Yes, if you have no objection. 
P1'esident.-Then you woulJ send your answer in writingi' 
Mr. Chandol'kar.-Yes, I shall do so, or I may come personally and see 

you to-morrow. 
, Pres-ident.-It is the Board, as such that wants to know. l\ly personal 

~Ie.ws do not ma~ter mu~h. It 16 much better, in that case, for you to send, 
It In the form of a consIdered note. Make it as full as you can. 

lUI'. Uhandol'kar.-Yes, I will do so. 
PTe"ide·nt.--I have given you what I personally consider to be the fune

tions of the Institute of Research and I have also told you the sort of staff 
that you might provide and considering both efficiency and cost, I want 
you to suggest a scheme which on the whole you consider the most suitable 
under present conditions in this country? 

Mr. Chandol'kar.-Yes, I will. 
Preside/d.-There is another question to which I want to invite your 

attention. A problem we have been faced with in the course of our 
examination of Indian manufacturers is that practically in every market in 
India, Indian goods fetch lower prices than imported goods. I don't think 
that there is any exception. 

JUr. Chandorkar.-No. 
President.-Indian' goods which are quite as good in point of quality 

and appearance as imported goods fetch lower pnces for the reason that 
Indian goods generally rightly or wrongly have the reputation of being 
inferior goods. That obviOUSly is a factor which would seriously hamper 
the industry. There are various rea:,ons why Indian goods fetch a lower 
price. One is the general feeling in this country in every industry tbat if an 
article is locally made, it is interior. There is another reason. In certain 
-lines of glassware, the Indian manufa::turer, without knowing precisely the 
extent of the market tbere is in the country, tries to compete ill an unfair 
way with his own neighbour. Although theI'e is a sufficient market in the 
country for the production of all the glass factories he proceeds to undercut 
his neighbour. It is necessary, if protection is going to be granted, that 
this sort of practice ought to cease. Otherwise you might levy a: duty of 
200 per cent. and yet the Indian manufacturers would not get a penny worth 
of benefit out of it. Now, supposing you had a central institution for 
research, could you, by suitable organisation, use that as the nucleus for 
an Association of Indian Glass Manufacturers with the idea of raising up 
standards, imparting correct commercial information regarding the extent 
of markets and <various matters of that kind? At first it may be necessary 
to reconunend that Government should help with funds, organisation and 
so on. But ultimately if the Indian industry is to reap the full benefit, it 
is necessary tliat this must be an institution organised and controlled by the 
industry itself. Now is thel"e any way in which you can get this central 
institution of research tOi develop sooner or later-into a really effective 
Association of Indian Glass Manufacturers? DD you follow my point? 

Mr. Chandol'kar.-Yes. 
President.-Have you ideas on that question? 

Mr. ChcmdorT.ar.-I ha,'e no idea about that for the present. 
President.-Do' you think that it is very important? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-No doubt it is very important, but the thin'" is 
this. When there is such an unfair competition, the question that 
naturally arises is how to prevent it? 

President.-You mean unfair competition from" the importersi' 
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Mr. ChandOTkar.-From the importers as well as from local manufac
turers. Why should there be such an unfair competition in the country 
itself? There might be various reasons for that. One of the reasons to my 
mind is that the quality of the goods turned out by certain manufacturers 
is not up to the standard of other manufacturers. For the newcomer in 
the field there is no protection. The experienced factories have· got long 
standing connections in the market. They have established their reputation. 
Under such circumstances, the newcomer has to undersell his goods, though 
not at a loss, yet at a lesser price in competition with his other experienced 
Indian manufacturers. He has to do so because he is not in a position to 
secure the same price as others. 

President.-Why should he undercut? There is market for everybody. 

Mr. rhandorlmr.-The difficulty is about quality. If the quality is not 
the same, naturany the merchants refuse to pay the same price. 

President.-Let me under.tand the point. There are some Indian manu
facturers who produce quality goods. There are other manufacturers
inexperienced manufacturers-who produce low Quality goods. Now the low 
quality goods find their way into the market and the dealer in goods or the 
consumer of goods says "This is Indian glass and is so bad". That 
reputation affects the whole field of Indian manufacturers. Now. we have 
to stop that. I will tell you one way of doing that. If there is a central 
institution which is in a position to test the quality of goods and the goods 
bear the mark of a guarantee provided by the central institution, then 
straightaway the Indian goods classify themselves into two groups. One 
is tested and guaranteed Indian goods and the other untested. The consumer 
is able to say" These are Indian goods, but they are not guaranteed Indian 
goods" and thus the really progressive manufacturer will have his interests 
safeguarded. Am I right? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-You. are perfectly right in theory. I shaH put before 
you the other side of the manufacturer who is working at present. The 
present financial position of the consumer has gone from bad to worse so 
much SO that he prefers to buy a cheap article. He does not want to buy 
a good article at a higher price. His natural inclination is to go in for a 
('heap artide because he has not got sufficient money to buy the better articIe. 
The tendency of the manufacturer is therefore to sell whatever he has 
turned out. 

President.-The Indian consumers are of two classes. There is a fairly 
('onsiderable body of Indian consumers who want quality goods. There is 
also a large body of Indian consumers who want cheap goods. Now the 
progrt'ssive manufacturer can make quality goods and have them tested for 
the sake of the superior consumers, and he can make untested goods for 
the sake of the bulk of the market. There is nothing to prevent him from 
doing that. 

1I1r. Chandorkar.-It w.iI1 decidedly help the Indian manufacturer in 
g"ttinp: a higher price but the present difficulty of the- manufacturer is 
this. I am just putting before you the practical side of the question. The 
manufacturer has not got sufficient funds with him. The manufacturer is 
always handi('apped for want of funds. As soon as he manufactures, he 
wants to dispose of his goods. He wants quick return for his manufactured 
goodS. 

Presid'nt.--SuPP08ing we give them adequate protection, don't you think 
that it is very. important that the Indian industry should survive this 
reputat.ion which hampers it in competition with foreign goods? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Along with that we should edu('ate our people. 

Pre.,iden.t.-That is a very big problem, to educate 350 millions. 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Unless we do t,hat educative work, it is not possible t~ 
get better price t'ven by testing the artiC'les as you suggest .. Even in a 
highly civilised country ...........• 
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President.-Can you suggest some method by which an ABBociation for 
~he pu~pose of.improvin(!: sta',ldards in the GlaBB industry can be brought 
Into eXistence In connection with a central organisation of research? 

Mr. Ohandorkar.-That is one of the ways. 
President.-How exactly would you bring it about? 
Mr. Ohnndorkar.-That will depend upon the people who represent the 

Association. They must be in a position to give something in retnrn to 
the ma!lUfacturer. They must be' able to show them the proper way. Simply 
by testmg the manufacturers' goods, their real diJfficulties will not he solved. 

President.-If it is suggested that this central institution, even though 
in the first instance it is started witb Government funds alid the manu· 
facturer bears no responsibility for it, should he very closely associated with 
a representative body of Indian manufacturers, that would be to the point? 

Mr. Ohandorkar.-Quite RD. Such an Association or Institution will 
1'(0 to improve the condition of the manufarturer. If h" gets a better price 
for his articles, it will surely help him. 

President.-You are not going to save the Indi~n industry Rimply by 
improving the technical side of it, because the commercial side to my 

-mind is equally important. 
Mr. Ohandorkar.-Certainly. 
President.-If you are going to have a central organization, that central 

org'anisation, either by itself or in conjunction with some other hody. must 
be able b look after both the commprcial and technical parts of it . 

.• fr. ('ho7ldm·ktlr.-I think 1uch an institution will ',uJ'ely be of h.~IJl to 
the industry. 

Prp.tident.-And without it the Indian industry may not be able to 
maintain its progress? ~ 

Mr. Ohandorkar.-Exact.1v. '!'hORP who are now in the field will surely 
try to help the indnstrv; th~y will do their utmost., hut if the Government 
or ~om" other institution rom" forward, it will decidedly add to the 
benpfit of the Glass industry. 

Preside1l,t.-Have you any suggestions ahont the location of sucb an 
institution? 

Mr. Challdorkar.-Naturally I would recommend my own placel 
Prp.sident.-Apart from personal association P 
Mr. ChIJnd"",kIJr.-It will take !lome tim" hefore I can commit myself to 

a particular place. 
Mr. Rnhi'l7ltoola.-Mr. Chandorkar. vou said you visited some of the 

factorie!! that were in existenf'f' in 1909P 
lIfr. Chnndorkar.-After 1909. 
lifT. Rnhimtoola.-Were t,hev all the fartoriP!l which are in existence at 

presentP . . . 
Mr. ()handorka,..-Some of them. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-What is your opinIOn about the I!:lass they turn out? 
Mr. Chandorknr.-In ROTTle of the p-lass works thpy are turning ont very 

good glass, P..(1., at O/!'alewadi and lit Balawali. 
Mr. Rahimtnnla.-How do yon compare their !!:la. ... qware as t4> the quality 

with imported /!lasswareP 
lIfr. f'ham.dorkM.-They stand fairly well. 
"fl'. RaHm,fonln.-Tn spitA of t,he fart that according to yoU the quality 

ill about equal, they don't fetch the same price P 
lIfr. nhanaorkar.-That is rorrect. 
lIfr. Bnhim-tnola.-T have been studving this qu .. ~tion and I find that the 

flue!ltiou of Indian goodq. tltoll!!:h of th .. same quality geUinll a lower price 
is entirely due to the dealers' manipulation. 
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Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes, to a certain degree. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Beeause the dealers can get better profits on imported 

goods whOlie qualities are unknown, than on Indian made articles. Therefore 
it is dilfficult for any association however good its intentions may be to remedy 
this defect. 

Mr. Chandnrkar.-In that case what will happen is this. The buying 
public are under that supposition at present, hecause they have no personal 
knowledge of the quality: they are und!!,:, the impression that whatever 
is turned out in India is not good, because they always think or are made 
to think that whatever is made in foreign countries is excellent. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Take a purchaser who goes into the market to huy 
the Indian stuff; he says to himself though the quality is equally good, the 
Indian made article which bears no customs duty, ought to be cheaper than 
the imported article. 

Mr. ChandOTkar.-Theoretically it is correct. The poor man who does 
not understand the technique of the industry might be persuaded by 
propaganda to buy the Indian article. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am talking of the impression of a purchaser withouf 
persuasion or propaganda. An orditlary man goes to purchase an article 
and if he is told that a C'ertain article is made in India which is equal in 
quality to the imported article, naturally he must think that the cost 
ought to be cheaper in his own country so that inspite of the quality of 
th~ two being equal it will not be possible to obtain the price as the 
imported srtide and no amount of education will be able to get rid of that 
impression. 

Mr. Cha1ulorkar.-I quite agree with you in this respect but I have got 
another lJIBtter to put before you. There are certain lines which are not in 
general US8 by the ordinary people. Supposing we manufacture scientific 
ware. People generally don't buy such things. There the man in the 
laboratory is under the impression that Indian goods are inferior and un
less he is shown by actnal· test that his impression is wrong, he won't buy 
Indian goods. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-A man who buy scientific instruments is supposed to 
know what he is to buy. . 

Mr. Challrlorkar.-I have got different experience in this matter. 
]',11'. Rah imtoola.-A man with better scientifiC' knowledge knows better 

than the ordinary mnn in thA streAt who is buying a c-himney or a glass 
jar. The ordinary man naturally experts to get· a cheaper article; tber(>for(>, 
leaving asidA edul'at(>d neople who huv scientific articles or things of thRt 
sort whi"h are very little rom pared ~itb th(> total number of articles plO
dUrAd in India. I entirely agree with you that there may be something 
in what you ~ay. but thp,S(> edurated peonle are so few in number that t.hey 
I'an hke rare of themselv(>,s. I 11m telling you of the defects which no 
amount of propaganda can get rid of. 

Mr. Cliandorkar.-Su~h '3 sort of institution will I'ertainly improve the 
understanding of the ordinary man in the street. 

Mr. Rahimtoo7a.-It may help him hnt it won't induce him to pay 
more for your products. You gave the Chairman to nnderstand that you 
lire in favour of a central inRtitution provided that the top man was an 
Tndian. Can you telI me whet,hpr Indian. with the requisite qualification 
IIr(> availahle at present in India? 

Mr. ChalldOTkar.-Yes th(>y are. 
1111'. Rllhimtoolll.-With what experience? 
Mr. f'h.alldorkar.-With Indian as welI as foreign experience. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Mp,n who will h(> ahlp to take charge of a research 

in.t.itute in India? 
Mr. Challdorkar.-Yes. 
1I1r. Rahimtoola.-What work are they at present engaged in? 
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Mr. Chandorkar~-I would not like to go into these details at present 
but if the matter develops, then I can go into these things. You can tak~ 
it from me that the men I have in view have full aptitude for theoretical as 
well as practical work. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Who have done research work in India under Indian 
conditions? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You said that you have not received any grants for 

your institution. Do I understand that you applied for it? 
Mr. Chandorlcar.-I am only representing the technical side; I am not 

solely in charge of this institution so I can't say off-hand. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.---:When ~ou make a statement of that kind it has two 

meanings, either that the institution with which you are connected has 
applied for a grant which has not been granted or you hlive not applied. 

Mr. Chandor7car.-I think, no financial assistance was asked for by us. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The institution is for training students and yet it 

. was not thought fit to ask for help from Government? 
Mr. Chandor7wr.-We have got funds to meet the expenses for training 

students. If the Government come forward with help, we won't refuse it. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.--Government can only come in when an application 

is made. You want to adopt a curious .method that Government should 
look round for industrial institutions and ask which industry is in need 
of help I 

Mr. Chand07'lcar.-Yes, that is my personal opinion. 
1I1r. Rahimtoola·.-You say the institute is managed by the Central 

Committee. May I know what sort of control it exercises on the glass works? 
1I1r. Cha,ndor7car.-The number of members of the Board is 29 including 

the ex-officio and then they have got a subccommittee consisting of 7 
members to look after the works. 

1111'. Rahimtoola.-Do they personally attend to it? 
1111'. Chandorlcar.-At times. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-They are men who are not necessarily connected :with 

the institution, but ,who are men with a sort of general knowledge? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-:-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoo7a.-You have mentioned that Rs. 10,000 has been written 

off as irrecoverable expenditure. What is it exactly? 
lIlr. Chand07'kar.'-Spent on training students. 
1I1r. Rahi1ntoola.-Do you mean giving a sort of honorarium P 
1111'. Chandorkar.-Spent on materials used for training the students 

and glass and other materials wasted for their training. 
1111'. Rahimtoola.-How many students were you able to train with the 

amount which .is irrecoverable 1> 

Mr. Chand-orkar.-About 16. 
1I1r. Rahimtoola.-You are not bound by any agreement to provide them 

with posts after they have finished their training? 
lIlr. ChandoTkar.-No. 
1I1r. Rahimtoola.-After three years in the institution they go out to find 

work for themselves? 
lIlr. Challdorkar.-Yes, and we also inform them whenever there is any 

enquiry for the supply of lllen by other factories. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have stated that you are running your glass divi

sion as a semi-C'ommercial proposition. It menns that YOIl are able to cover all 
your expenses? 

Mr. Chandor7.ar.-Yes. 
-~Rahimtoola.-Yol1 are getting your raw materials on the spot? 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-How far from your factory? 
Mr. ChandOTka1'.-There are fieids within a radius of 10 miles of our 

factory. • 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are situated near the Bombay market. Are you 
able .to d,iapenae all YO\lr articles.iu BombayP 

M1'. f)handurkOlr.-'!"'To a certain extent. j 
M1'. Rahimtoola.-How much out of the 160 tons that you are making? ) 
Mr. ·ChandOTka1'.-Bay about 25 per Cflnt. . ~ 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-J_ook at your /lnswer to question 12. I suppose because 

your institution is not a commerdal concern, you are constantly carrying 
on experiments in your factory. and you sell whatever 'articles are turned out 
by these experimentsl' 

Mr. Chandorkar.-We have got R system like this. We have got separate 
pots for experimenting purposes. Tf we succeed in succes.qfuHy manufactur
ing a special type of .glass. ·then we .use it for blowing purposes, otherwise, 
we shovel it out. 

l/r. Rahimtoola.-If th(\ glass is to your satisfaction, yo1,l sell Jhe articles 
produced? 

M1'. Chaooorka1'.-Yer<. 
Mr. Rahimtoo.la.-Jn :Foryn I, T find there is a roarke<:I i.J;lcrease ~n selling 

expenses. When you were manufacturin!!: 106 tons it was ;Its. 937; when it 
was 160 the expenditun> was Rs. 7,692. How do you account for this big 
increase? 

M1'. Chandorka1'.-At ,thl1,t if;ime we were paying very \little c011Ul1ission 
t., our agents Bnd customprs 111~t .now we have to pay it more. At that .time 
wh~t u8f>d to happen was that we used to get direct orders ,frQm cust()lllers, but 
now owing to keen eompetition VAry few orders are comi.ng direct to us, 
RO we have to emp.lov mO,1'e ngents .in v:arious places at;ld we have to pay them 
.ufficient remuneration in the form of commission. 

M1'. Rahimtoola.-Lllbour has also increased to a very great extent. Is 
it due to the number of apprpntices -having increasedP \What.is it due toP 

Mr. Cha'lUlo1'ka1'.-W .. have a sort of system like ,this. We give an 
increment after two or thrpp years to .those .who a.x:ewa,king for a longtime. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Thi. dopsn't mean an increase of hands. Fr~ 16,000 
it has eome to 25,000. 

Mr. I'harwlo1'ka1'.-For .the year ~928-29 .the number .0,£ .worket:s h~ alro 
in(lre~. ~s the output has increased, the number <;If labourer~ too has 
increased. ' 

Mr. Rallimtoola.-The output has increased very l.ittle--56 tous as against 
Ra. 9,000. 

Mr. ('ha1U!OTkaT.-We are paying sulfficiently for our labour. 
Mr. Boag.-Has the factory always been at Talegaon since it was started? 
M1'. ('hanaOTka1'.-Yes. 
Mr. Bo~g.-Do you publish 8CeonntsP 
N1'. Chandorka1'.-Yes. . 
Mr. Boag.-You havp given on lIage 5 analyses of some of your matqials. 

Who ~ade these analyses? 
Mr. C~af!doTkar.-Tbe Di,l'E'Ctor of the R(lnacile ;t:ndust.rial and Tee,huieal 

1~"tit,utp. P.oona. :rhe .a.nnlys.is of raw .1ire.,clay has bee.n Buppli~ .by 
~ess,rs. Burn and Company. 

M1'. BoalJ.~rom lobhulporeP 
Mr. ~halld01'kar.-YeR. and the eoal analysis from the Government Thst 

.gouse at Alipore. Analyses of sand and lime are ~ade at· the 'Ranaqe 
Institute. 

GLASS 20 
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Mr. BUlIg.-Is the sand for which you have given the analysis obtained 
locally? 

Mr. Chandorkar . ....,;.No, this is Bargarh sand. 
Mr. Boag.-You have not had the local"sand analysed? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-No . 

. Mr. Boag.-In answer to question 16 you have given the freight and the 
miscellaneous charges on these materials but what is the actual cost of the 
materials? ' 

Mr. Chandorkar.-For slI.nd the cost at the desp;tching station is As. 3-6 
a maund. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Where did you make the analysis? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-At the Ranade Industrial and Technical Institute, 

Poona. 
Mr. Boag.-That As 3-6 is in addition to that one rupee? 
Mr. Chandork'!r.-Freight is As. 11-3, and miscellaneous charges As. '4-9. 

Thus the total prIce of Re. 1 per maund includes all these. 
Mr. Boag.-You mean thE! price of the article? 
1Ifr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-So that the total is the whole cost? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-You say that you are now making your own pots? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
1I1r. Boag.-What do they cost you to make? 
. ./Ifr. Chandorkar.-They are still in an experimental stage. 
Mr. Boag.-You have not gone far enough yet to tell us the cost? 
lIfr. Chandorkar.-Quite so. 
Mr. Boag.-In answer to question 45 (b) you say "t.he gross weight is 

nearly 2 to 2·2 times the net weight". I don't quite understand the figure. 
Mr. Chofldorkar.-It is charged on gross weight. 
Mr. Boag.-What does this 2 mean? 
11fT. Chandorkar.-It is 2 to 2·2. It is exactly double the net weight . 
./Ifr. Roag.-That is 2 to 2'2 times? 
lIfr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
lIfr. Boag.-It is double or more than double? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-A .little more at timl's. Genl'rally it is double. 
Mr. Boaq.-That ml'ans to say the weight of your pa('king material is 

mOTe tllan the weight of your gla~. 
l/r. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Prr.~ident.-The total weight of gln~s is 1 and the packing is also 1. If 

it is 100 nnd 100 the total would be 200. The nl't wl'ight would be 100. 
Mr. Chandorl;ar.-Yes. 
1Ifr. Hodldn.-In anSWl'r to question 5 (a) you say you arl' l'xperimenting 

at prl'~ent on bnngles and hl'at resisting glasses. What exactly are' your 
l'xperiml'nt~ on bangles?' What are you aiming at in your experiml'nts on 
bangles? 

lIfr. Chandorkar.-There are !'ertnin defects or l'ertain short romings in 
tIle flrl'~ent ml't.hod of workin!!:. In the bl'ginning the chl'mical composition 
of the glnss thnt is used for bangles to our mind is not good. So we are 
('xpl'rimenting as to what sort of composition is suitable for the kind of 
bangle glass, which will suit the working ronditions and also, which can be 
maint.ained nt any time. ThE! qUl'stion of fluidity or viscosity has to be 
studied first. There are certain other technical problems to which have to 
be studied side by side. 
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Mr. Hodkin.-Primarily you are concerned with the composition of. glas. 
which is advisable? 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-With regard to heat resisting glass the same thing applies? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Do you think it is necessary in the case of heat resisting 

glall8 to make this experiment? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Have they been done elsewhere? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Their results are not open to us and secondly the 

conditions vary. I mean thennal conditions usually vary. 
Mr. Hodkin.-In your furnace you mean? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-As compared with improved furnaces in foreign 

countries. 
Mr. Hodkin.-You are trying to develop the heat resisting glass which 

will 8uit your furnace? 
Mr. Chandorkor.-In the first place in our own furnace as well as for an 

improved type of furnace later on. 
Mr, Hodkin.-Do you think you can develop the .heat .resisting glass 

in your furnace? 
M·T. Cl.andorkar.-I think so. 
Mr. Hodldn.-You told us that you are getting raw materials within ]0 

miles. 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Can you tell us exactly where? 
Mr. Chandorkor.-It is a barren land. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Does anybody else use these materials? 
Mr. Chandorkor.-No, only ourselves. 
Mr. Hodkin.-You don't know the composition. 
Mr. Chandorkar.-It is pure silica. 
Mr. Hodkin.-How do you know when it was not tried? 
Mr. Chandorl,ar.-Long ago it was tried and analysed. 
Mr. Hodldn.-Do you know what the analysis was? 
Mr. Chando·rkar.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-Have you got the analysis? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes, not with me just now. 
Prr.ident.-Could you send it to us? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-And the lime too? 
1111'. mlUndOTkar.-Ye~, I have given the. analysis of lime. 
1111'. Ilodhin.-The lime analysis that you have given is for local lime' 
lIfr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-You have given an analysis for sand. Is that for 

Bargarh sand? 
Mr. C1IUndor7,fJr.-Yes. The analysis we have given fo1'\ lime is local 

lime. 
lIfr. HndTdn.-TR it burnt lime? 
Mr. ()handorkar.-Yes. 
lIfr. Hodkin.-Has it been slaked? 
Mr. ()handorkar.,;,....Yes. 
1I1r. Hodkin.-Do you test the composition periodically? 
'Mr. Chandorkar.-We do. 

2c2 
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Mr. Hodkin.--Do you find it varies very muchP 
Mr. Chandorkar.,-Within one or two per cent. 
Mr. Hodkin:-Do you make adjustment!l on your batch compositioni' 
Mr. Chandorkar.-We do. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Can you account in this analysis for the very high alumina 

lind iron content which you have got in your sandi' 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Putting together the percentage of Fe 0 and AIO it 

is 2'43. • • • • 
Mr. Hodkin.-How do you account for the fact that the total alumina 

1L'ftd ,iron oxide in your analysis is r-atboc higher than any tbat we have 
seeni' 

Mr. Chandorkar.-The thing is this~ when the analysis was made, the 
PIllDlple was Bot washed and gr-aded.. . 

Mr. Hodkin.-Do you wash the sand in your works? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-No. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Even in analyses of un-washed Bargarh sand, I have never 

seen such a high proportion of ll'lumiBa alld ir-on oxide 118 ill. this. 
Mr. Chandorkar.-I find that two chemists hardly ever agree. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Tf they are not good chemists. 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Even the best chemists do not .agree. 
Mr. Hodkin.-Not on analyses of this kind. 
Mr. Chandorkar.-It may be within yonI' knowledge that Bnreau of 

Standards and Bureau of 'Mines do not agree. 
Mr. Hodkin.-On analYtlis exactl'y of the same samples I don't agree. 
Mr. Chandorkar.-I would request you to refer to our 'March, 1931 

Journal, page 40, where we have given these figures. Original reference to 
analysis given in January, 1931. pages 38-39 of :the ,Journal Americliln ,Cera 
Society. This point was specially stressed thelle. 

Mr. Hodkin.-As rega·rds Bodacan you ten me !What kindQf soda it is? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-It iq 'Magadi soda. 
Mr. Hodki1l .. -.Jfn your a'llswer to qnestion 22 you say that .trials are /!:oing 

on with other foreign dfliV~. Germa.n and Japanese. Why are you doing those 
experiments on those foreign claysi' . 

Mr. Chandorkar.-For the simple reason tliat we have been often told and 
we are often reading in the Technical Journals that the German clays are 
suffficiently refractory. If pots are made out of suoh ·clays, .they w.HI give 
a better life. 

Mr. Hodkin.-You wish to determine whether ,jtis better to import 
foreign clays than to use Indian clays. 

Mr. Cha1ldorkar.-Not that way. We ,are stud:ying .the pJ:oblem from a 
scientific point of ·-wew. We .are studying the properties of both the foreign 
and the Indian clays side by side in order to find out the difference between 
the two kinds of clay and to ascertain what special qualities 'there ·are in the 
foreign clays which make these articles superior and ,what .are the defioiencies 
in our own clays so fthat we .might .improve our clays. 

Mr. Hodkin.-You are doing the experiment on foreign clays with .aview 
'tocomparoson. 

Mr. Chandorkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Hodkin.-In answer to question 34 you say fuel is applied directly 

as the unit is small. Do you consider it necessary to I\pply fuel directly 
on a small unitP 

Mr. Chandorkar.-There is no other go for the present. 
Mr. Hodkin.-In answer to question 37 you say that your unit is JlOW 

fairly large. 
Mr. Ch(fndorkar.-Tell. 



Mr. itodkill.-which is the small.one and which is the big one? 
Mr. ChaOOO'TkM,-Tae pr8liellt capaeity is normally 3 Umlil. J'fIlI'merly it 

was about 1,600 lbs. 
lJIr. Hodkill.-Do you still consider it small or large? 
Mr. ChaooOTkar.-Sufficiently large. . 
Mr. Hodkin..-Why don't you apply the fuel in a different manner? 
Mr. Chandorkar.-Tha" means additional npenditure. 
Mr. Hodkin..-It is only a question of additional expenditure. You don't 

think you might save the expenditure in that way in course of time. 
Mr. Challdorkar.-We are not doing t.hat for the present as we are handi

capped for sufficient lunds for the initial investments necessary. That doesn't 
mean that we are disinclined to do that. 

Mr. Hodkill.-Supposing you were to get enough mOJ:ley or have enough 
money to improve its oonstructiOD, do yOllo think yon would in COlUse of 
time save that money p • 

Mr. ChaooOTkar.-YeBt if the 8xpewimeni- is properly and cautiously 
guided. 

Mr. Hodkin..-In answer to question 39 you say "The furnace itselii 
i& crude and wasteful". It certainly is and the question. is whethe:r yqu 
would not be well advised to try and improve it. 

Mr. Chaooorkar.-I will explain to you. So~time back some foreigu 
experts were specially brought to India. 

Mr. Hodkillo.-What sort of experts? 
Mr. ChaooOTkar.-They were known as Glass Experts_ 
Mr. Hodkillo.-They were glass blowe:rs. 
Mr. Chandorkar.-I don't know, the, might be. Mr. Eiland was taken 

on all a Glass Expert by the UlII.i,ted Frcwinces GoverDfIenll though he was 
a bottle blower. Such experts though they eClnstructed the so-ealled im
proved type of furnaces cCluld not show \Detter results and therefore Indian· 
manufaeturer. are rather sh,. for veDluring ilIlvestments. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-They constructed according to lheir capacity? 
Mr. Chaooorkar.-Yes. • 
Mr. Hodkillo.-Their capacity was not very great. 
Mr. Chaooorkar.---Dtherwise people waWd have gone fo:r b~tter type of 

furnaces. 
Mr. Hodkillo.-That is why you say that IndiaDB are forced to falL back 

on the present type of furnaces, because the capitalists will not expend 
any more money. because the attempts that were made by glass blowers who 
knew nothing about furnaces were unsuccessful. 

Mr. Chandorkar.-I am glad you are expressing these views at this 
moment, but formerly those experts were supposed to be the best ex.perts in 
India. I can cite another instance also-of the Madras Glass J'actory of 
which you might be knowing. 



Kandi\'li Glass Bangle Factory, Kandivli, Bombay. 

A.-WlUTTEN. 

Letter dated the 28th December, 1931 . 

.ANswERS TO QUESTIONNA.IB.ES. 

1. An unregistered firm for private proprietors. 
2. Total Indian capital. No directors, two superior managements. 
3. Actual work to manufacture commenced on 1st December, 1930. 
4. The full capacity of our workmen for the manufacture of bangles is 

520. 
5. (a) :We manufacture only glass bangles. 

(b) 36,00,000 pairs of bangles annually. 
6. l!'actory is situated at Kandivli, 81 suburb of. Bombay. 

(a) Factory . is advantageously situated in consideration of raw 
materials. ' 

(b) Very far from coal-fields and the place of sand-supplies. 
(c) It is in close vicinity to Bombay market. 
(d) Labour supply also is fairly good. 

7. Specially in our case in close viciriity to our important Bombay 
markets, labour, sundry articles, and machineries purchased from Bomba.y 
thereby saving railway freight. 

S. Our products of silky bangles are exactly equal in quality and in some 
cases even superior to Japanese bangles. Still they do not command the 
same price but less than foreign. Our products of fancy bangles are nearly 
equal in quality to those imported from Czechoslovakia and they also do not 
command the same price. At present due to the sudden difference in 
exchange rates we fetch a little good price, but we anticipate it to be tem
porary.' The failure of glass industries in India is solely due to no support 
from Government;' The glass industries in an advanced and cultured city 
like America is even supported by heavy duty on foreign import. 'I'he rail
way freight in India for industrial purpose is simply crushing the trade. 

9. We produce bangles throughout the year. 
10. The raw materials used are sand, coal, lime, soda, saltpetre, borax 

and other colouring {,hemicals. 
. 11. Our anpual requirements of raw materials are Rs. 55,340. 

12. For producing one ton of glass we require about 1 ton and 225 Ibs. 
of ra·w materials. 

13. Sand, coai, furnace building materials also required monthly for 
furnace repairs. Sand from the vicinity of Allahabad which is nearly SOO 
miles from Bombay. Coal from Oalcutta' nearly 1,200 miles from Bombay. 
Furnace ma,terials from Jubbulpore nearly 750 miles from Bombay. 

14. These materials are transported by railways and re-transported from 
Ntation by motor lorries to the factor,.. 

15. No royalty paid by us to Government or to any private person. 
16. (a) No royalty paid. 

(b) Labour for unloading contents of a railway wagon and re-loading 
tIle same for transportation to the factory Rs. 10, again unloading the 
materials from the lorry to the works Rs. 5. .cost of transportation by 

. lorry from railway station to the factory per wagon Rs. 25. 
(c) Freight pel' ton of sand As. 12 per rnaund and cost per rnaund of 

sand at sand fields As. 3. Rate per maund of lime at Katni As. 7, 
railway freight As. S per maund and other transportation cha.rges per 
wago'll to works same as shown above. 
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17. No conceBSion or special rates allowed for the supply of raw materials 
by railway companies but day by day they are increasing the same. 

IS. We are not importing raw materials. 
19. Some of the materials now imported can be manufactured in India 

at an economical cost, provided the manufacturer are supported by Govern-
ment. . 

20. There are two most important materials used for the manufacture of / 
glaBS bangles and they are sand and soda. The former is suitable for our 
purpose but the latter is unsuitable because the percentage of imported 
soda is higher than that of the Indian manufactured soda. 

21. One of the most important imported raw materials used for the pro
duction of our glass is "Soda." and the rest are colouring materials used 
for the completion of our product, e.g., selenium, cadmium, etc. 

22. ;We do not make our own crucibles, but we import them from Japan. • 
The rate of each crucible of 600 lbs. is Rs. 53. The said crucibles last for a 
month and even sometimes less. . 

23. Our furnace materials are obtained from Jubbulpore and we are not 
aware of their composition. Our furnace lasts for about six months. 

24. Even though skilled labourers are employed for the manufacture of 
glass still personal expert supervision is absolutely necessary, 

26. We have no imported labourers but we have trained our Indian 
labourers under our personal care and attention. 

26. To train up new men .from the v.ery staff we give them a small 
monthly remuneration, first start them with light easy work and later on 
increase their grade according to their ability till they become skilled work
men. 

27. To our knowledge the need of skilled labour for manufacturing bangles 
is 'neooBSary and it cannot be replaced by automatic machines. The few 
machineries .that. we are now using are also from our own ideas. 

2S. To save extensive manual labour Government must open out a 
department of experts for glass industries who can go round all the 
factories and with the' co-operation of the factory owners suggest them to 
prOC"1lre such machineries that can facilitate and economise the work and 
enlarge daily production. 

29. The situation of the -glass factory must be in a place where the 
climate should be moderate to enable the workmen to work diligently and 
willingly. 

30. The total wages paid by us per month is Rs. 7,800 and the total 
number of workmen employed per' day are 520. 

31. We have provided our workmen hrought from abroad free quarters, 
32. Principal fuel used in the works is coal and we get the same in 

Bufficient quantity. 
33. Our contractor supplies us coal from Bombay at our works ~ motor 

lorries at Rs. 20 per tOI!. 
34. The fuel is used in the furnace directly as the same is so constructed. 
35. No s~am or power is used at our works. 
36. For melted glass we require 2 tons of coal and for finished glass

ware Ii ton only. 
37. We are of opinion that our present production is sufficient. in com

parison with the capacity of our works. 
3S. For welding bangles we have erected a gas plant which works by 

aviation petrol. An oil engine is also used for shaping and cutt.i~ baugles 
and the rest is handwork. 

39. We are of opinion that our machineries aDd other equip~en.ts and 
the pr~c~SB of manufacture are no doubt up-to-date. As regards the foreign 
compe~ltlon we can say that only due to the present exchange differenc:e 
we are in a position to compete foreign import; but before that we not IIII!.I, 



failed tit compete thf!m.; but we had actually to close down certain. depart
ments. 

40. We have lately erected a gas plant fOI: welding purpose and we 
are satitdied with its results. 

41. We have .not visited competing cltuntries and so we hava no idea of 
the process of manufacture; but from our experience we only presume' it 
must be nearly the same but on up-to-date and refined style in some depall't- . 
ment only. 

42. We have an oil engine made in England,. a gas plani! and few 
machineries for manufacturing cardboard box making and they IIIre made ill 
Germany. Their pans are imported and not made in India. 

43. The total Indian bangle production per day is more thaD> 10,OO,{)(){} 
dozen pairs. Regret we have no idea of other glassware. 

44. The principal bangle markeils are Bombay, Calcutta, Ferltzai'lad (U. P.) 
and Madras, The respec;ti-ve distances from Bombay are about 1,200, 1,000 
and 1,000 miles. 

45. (a) The respective railway freight from' Bombay ttJ Calcutta, Madras 
and Ferozabad are Rs. , Rs. ; Rs. , respectively, 
per maund. The freight over imported glass bangles is more advantageous 
than the inland railway freight. 

(b) Tha inland railway freight is charged on gross rate, i.e., includ
ing packing materials. The normal weight of the actual contents of bangles 
is one maund 22 seers and the weight of packing materials is 16 seers. 

46. The freight pel' case of llangle imported to Bombay is Its. 
and· .the freight per case from our factory to Bombay ma.rket is 7 annas. 

47. 'fo our knowledge there is an immaterial consumption of glass 
bangles in foreign countries, 

48. Japan' and Czechoslovakia are the only two foreign countries which 
are keenly competing Indian manufactured bangles. 

49. aur factory in Kandivli- is only of one year standing and we can 
give' yem! tli~ pr.ices ali foreign. mlllnuf~ture for thiS' period only. WheJ'l we 
first introduced 'our manufactured bangles the Japanese immediately reduced. 
their rate pel' dozen from· As. 1-6 ttJ As, I-H. 'I.'he Czechoslovakia brought 
down their rates from As. 6 to As. 3-6 per dozen pa-irs. The respective foreign 
lllll_orters also reducec;l. their rates at the slime ratio for other kinds of 
bangles. Regret we are Bot aware of c.i.f. prices and custom duties, etc., 
for imported bangles. 

50: Regret .wet have no ~liea. 
51. Our products are not. purchased by Government. 
52. To aUI'; knowledge. we have to palY duty on plant and machineries 

imported· whereas, in jmported countries the same are locally manufactured 
that means no duty to be paid. Labour is concerned there is no gain to 
Indian industries. Indian labour is not so quick as foreign though it is 
cheaper than foreign and so it eventUally comes to the same. Materials 
not favourable as we have to pay heavy freight for inland articles aJ!,!!' 
for' foreign materials, we' have to' pay -duty which the factory owners of 
imported countries have not to pay. Olimatic conditions· are suitable. 
Freight and: customs duties on raw materials not favourable to Indian 
industries. 

53. 13efore we started· our factory in India the importers were selling 
~heir products at a distinct prollt of more tlian 25 per cent. but no sOOll.llr 
our articles were introduced in the Bombay market their prices were reduced 
~o 25 per cent., just because our' products are equal' in quality and colov' to 
theirs. 

54. (a) No lease and concessions. 
(b) Land and building rent Rs. 125 per month. Collector-tax Rs. 12\ 

annually. Municipal-taxes Rs. 325 annually. 
(c) Building consbructiollo Rs. 50,000. 
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(d) Plant and machineries Rs. 12,000. 
(e) Miscellaneous assets Rs. 20,000. 

55. We assume 10 per cent. total depreciation since the commel!l.cement of 
the work. ' 

56. If a new factory is to be erected now the expenditure will be about 
25 per cent. more due to increase in duty and difference in exchange. 

57. Ours is a lately opened private concern. 
58'. Please refer answer 57. 
59. No reserve fund. 
60. by amount is required to extend this industry and there is no'limit 

to' extension. 
6f. We' have filled in the forms. 
62. The brea.kage' incluning wastage IS about 7 percent. Ours is a n'eW 

cOncern, but we are regularly trying to make progress in every department 
of work. 

63. The- only variation in expenditure in class of bangles is due to the 
increased rates in raw materials on account of increase in duty and differ
ence in exchange. 

64. :We have' Bot presented our books of accounts in Income-tax: Office as 
OUTS is a fresh concern. 

65. The average stock of. raw materials is about Rs. 6,000. Coal 
RH. 2,000, finished goods about Rs. 6,000 to 7,000 and outstanding about 
RH. 4,000. 

66. We have no head office but we pay 3 per ce'nt. discount and 5 per 
cent. commission to our' Bombay agents. 

67. (ay OU't' industry does not possess llatural advantages such as an 
abundant supply of cheap raw materials, cheap pawSI' and cheap labOur. 
We have no doubt an advantage of a large Home market. 

(b):We do claim that without the sufficient help of Government 
protection our industry will be in the same wretched state and the chances 
of developments are nil. 

(c) We must once again forcibly and candidly admit that without 
protection this industry has absolutely less chances of making any gain 
and this naturally means that it can never face foreign competition. 

68. (a) As we have mentioned above a candid example that an advanced 
city like America is even upto the time we are writing is justly protected 
by a heavy duty to foreign imports of more than 100 per cent. why should 
India which in comparison is a much less advanced city be not equally 
protected? 

(b) We suggest that a protection department be opened (Jut headed 
by glass experts to help and guide the industrialists and that the owners 
of tbe factories be forced to modify, expand and better their industry by 
providing such plants that in near future they may not need any furthel' 
protection. For doing this at least 10 years' time must be given. 

69. Other industries will not be effected. 

I!'ORH I.-Statement showing'the totaZ e-xpenditure incurred at works, on the 
production 01 glass during the past five years. 

I.-Raw materials
(a) Sand 
(b) Soda ash 
(c) Lime 

193~1. 

Re. 

6,000 
11,000 

600 
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I.-Raw materials-contd. 

(d) Orucibles 
(e) Refractory materials for furnaces 
(f) Other materials 

II.-Works labour 
IlL-Power and fuel 
IV.-Supervision and office establishment 
V.--Current repairs and maintenance 

VI.-Packing 
VIl.-8elling expenses 

VIIL-Miscellaneous, e.g., stationery, rent, taxes and other general 
charges 

Total 

in tons of glass for the year--

1930-31. 
Rs. 
5,088 

10,000 
10,000 
93,600 
29,600 
8,500 
3,800 

36,980 
27,440 

9,600 

2,52,208 

Total production 
(p.) Melted 
(b) Finished J We produce finished gl;i.ss only MO 

tons per year. 

FOltH H.-Statement showing the works e;rpenditure per ton 01 tach cia3\! Qf 
glassware during the past five years. 

1. We produce only one class of glassware and our statement for Form H 
is the same as in Form I. 
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THE KANDIVU GLASS BANGLE FACl'ORY. 

B.-oBAL. 

Evidence of Messrs. FRAMROZ N. KAl'RAK. and FRAMROZ 
C. SmHW A. recorded at Bombay, on Moliday, the 

18th January, 1932. 

President.-Gentlemen, you repre~ent the Kandivli Glass Bangle Factory? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
Presidcnt.-From the statement that you have put in, I gather generally 

your process of manufacture is to melt the glass in pot furnaces, then 
wind the glass on the spiral and then slit it across: then your welding 
is done by gas which you make with petrol. Then all the power that you 
require i'n subsequent stages for cutting,' polishing and so on you derive 
from an oil engine. That is l'oughly the process of manufacture? 

Mr. Katrok.-Yes. 
Pre&ident.-I should like to examine the statement of expenditure that 

you have put in. If you look at Form I that you have sent in, I take 
it this statement repl'esents the total output of 540 toILS? 

Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
Presitiellt.-Now, the first item is sand for which the total expenditure 

that you show is Rs. 6,OOO? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
l're&ident.-I gather from your replies to the questionnaire that your 

sand costs at Kandivli 15 annas a maund? 
Mr. Sidhwa.-Yes. 
President .-That is little over Rs. 25 a ton? 
Mr. Sidhwa.-Yes. 
President.-At that rate Rs. 6,000 represents about 240 tons of sand 

yearly? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-The point that beats me is how from 240 tons of sand you 

can make 640 tons of glass? 
:lIfr. Katrak.-Besides sand there are certain quantities of soda ash, lime 

and 80 on used. • 
Presidellt.-The reply is that along with 240 tons of sand a certain 

quantity of soda ash and lime are used. But if you have 240 tons of sand 
and if you use the ordinary proportions of soda ash and lime to it you 
would not get more than, say, 240 x t of sand. You can't possibly get 
more if you use lime and soda. I wilI put another question which might 
make the position simpler. In the statement that you put -in, is there 
any broken glass the cost of which is included in this total expenditure 
stateme'llt? In that case of course with 240 tons of sand you could get more. 

Mr. Katrak.-No. Whatever I get in the shape of waste is ilsed. 

Prc3ident.-Supposing for example you produce 540 tons of glass and 
assume 25 per cent. as the breakage. 

Mr. Katrak.-We assume 7 to 10 per cent. 
President.-Take it at 10 per cent. If your annual output is 540 tons 

of glass, the amount of cullet that you get at the works cannot exceed 
64 tons. If you added 54 tons to your total production it might increase 
to about 300 tons, not more than that. There is still a big margin of 240 
tons which -has to be accounted for and my suggestion is that the state
ment of expenditure that ;rou give does not represent an output so large 



as yoU give here. To make the matter simple probably the best thing io 
do would be this: . on your present practice at the factory you use every 
day so much sand, you' use' so much soda ash, you use every day 80 much 
coaL You take all the figureS. Every day you make so. much melted 
glass, you m.ake so much bangles. On that basis we may be able to work 
out an approximate estimate of the costs. Will you be able to give that? 
That perhaps would give us more accurate results. Let us take sand first. 
What quantity of, sana do j"OO use every day per fttr'nace of 8 pots that 
you are using now? 

Mr. Katrak.-(Hands in statement.) 

President.-Thirty-two maunds of sand a day, that is equal to Rs. 301' 

Mr. Sidhwa.-That is the quantity we use when we first start. 

President.--Supposing you are working your furnace, let us say, right 
through the year to capacity, then what is likely to be the oonsumption, 
lime, soda ash and these other materials. On what system do you work 
your pot furnace? 

Mr. Sidhwa.-We replace our pots practically every month. Every six 
months we' renovate the furnace completely. 

President.-Would you be able to give us figures for a month because 
if you do it on a daily basis it might not lead to a very accurate result. 
Your furnace works oontinuously for a moath with the'same pots and at 
the end of the month you replace the pots? 

Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-You won't be able to give it on a monthly basis? 
Mr. Katrak.-No. 
President.-Let me see what these figures mean. WithiD what period 

do you put 32 maunds of sand into your furnace? 

Mr. Katrak.-At the beginning of the month? 

President.-Yes and 14 maunds of soda, 2 maunds of borax and one 
maund of other colouring materials. 

Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
Pl'esident.-These are put inw the furnace at the beginning? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.--Subsequently during that month do you put any more into 

the furnaceP 
M,·. Katrak.-No. 
President.-7'11erefore this':ts' your consumption for a month? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-This 32 maunds of sand that you put into the furnace at 

the time when you are starting the work just fills the crucibles in the 
furnace? 

Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-When the furnace is heated and this amount of melted 

glass is formed in the furnace, then the crucibles are emptied and the glass 
is gathered. When that stage is reached, the crucibles are refurnished 
with materials, am I rightP 

Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-Assuming the pots remain unbroken through the period of 

a whole month, then you fill your pots at the beginning of the month. 
When do you do the next filling, within what time from the beginning of 
operations P 

Mr. Katrak.-Do you mean how many hours does it take to melt the 
~~p ~ 

PTesident.-Not merely to melt the glass, but to empty it. 
MT. Katrak.-It requires 24 hours to m~lt the glass. 
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Prelident.--In 2.£ hours it melts. Within what time from the com
pletion of the melting, are you able to empty the ·pots P 

Mr. Katrak.-I2 hours. 
President.-I'ft 86 hours the melting is done and the glass is emptied 

out of the furnace. 
Mr. Katrak.-Each pot is emptied in Ii hours. 
President.-If that is a correct statement that each pot takes Ii hours 

to empty the melted glass in one of the 8 pots in your furnace,. then 
obviously the tinie that you take to empty 8 pots is 8xIl or 1.2 hours. 

Mr. Katrak.-When we first empty the j'irst crucible, it ,takes us only 
11 hours. But I want to rell you that as soon as t;hat is fillished, we 
refill it. 

President.-I shall .II1ake .allowance for that. Supposing you e~p.ty all 
your crucibles in the course of 12 hours, let us assU~\l while YI)U are 
emptying the crucibles you are not doing any refilling. 

Mr, Katrak.-Yes. 
Pre.,want.r-:-What I am tryi,ng to do is to calculate on the .basis of these 

figures, what is likely to be the monthly consumption .of these materials 
a88uming your furnace is working tl) capacit,y.· Onyou,r statement it 
takes about 24 hours for the ,materials to form into melted glass.. Supposing 
no refilling was done in the meanwhile it would take about 12 hours to 
empty the furnace. 'J'herefore on that basis during the month only you 
can use 20 times these materials, but the point .ariseswhile ""ou empty 
some pots, it is possible to refill other pots. Now [ take it that if it takes 
you 12 hours to empty these pots, it will take you ,6 'hours .to do !Ilhe 
emptying. It takes you 24 plus 12 hours if there' is ,no refilling .done. If 
-there is Jlefilling done, it would be ·possible to !!tam lihe fWI\aceagain 
within about 30 instead of 36 hours. 

Mr. Katra1c.-Thewhole operation is finished ·in ·24 ·hours. 

President.-I leave the quelltion of materials for the time 'being except 
to raise one· point as regards colourin,g .II\ateria,1s which you ,generally use. 

Mr. Katr.ak.-I ahall Bend you that in,forIl\!l>tion later .on. 

President.-You can Bend me the confidB'lltialnote (whioh the Board .only 
will see) giving me the quantity of ,each of the colouring ma,tedals used 
per ton of glass and the pro];!ortion of .eaoh colouring material. Take ,the 
predominant colours, say four or five and give us all the ,colouring II\/bterials 
used per ton for .each .colour. I can assure yol,1 that the in,formation will 
be kept strictly confidential. 

Mr. Katrak.-I shall send you .the ,information ,aftel1wards. 

President .. ~Now I shall get on to the question of price that you ·realise. 
I find it difficult to get any com,parable prices worked out, -that is to say 
the price of Indian bangles and the comparable price of imported bangles. 
What is the present price of ordinary Japanese."e~hmi ,bangles? 

Mr. Katra1.:.-1 anna .£ pies. 
President.-Is that the wholesale. market price? 
Mr. Katr~k.-That is .the wholeale price. 
President.-It is 1 anna 4 pies per doZfl'll ,pairs? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-What colour is that? 
Mr. Kabrak.-All colours. 
President.-Approximntely what is the weight of a dozen .pairs of this 

kind of re8hm.i bangles'P 
Mr. Katrak.-Thereare 9 sizes of bangles. 
President.--1fake an intel'mediate size. 
Mr. Xatrak.-I,OOO single ,bangles ·will weigb 7 Ibs. 
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president.-1,000 single bangles are equal to about 83 dozens. That 
would be about 41 dozen pairs. 

Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-H 41 dozen pairs weigh 7 Ibs., then one dozen pairs will 

be approximately. ith of a lb., that is 21 oz. 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-I will tell you what our difficulty is in working out the cost 

of making one ton of glass and then converting it into bangles. Unless we 
know how many bangles are represented by one ton of glass, it is impossible 
for us to convert the figures on the same basis on which prices are quoted 
in the market. Can you ascertain for us, Dr. Patel, whether this 7 Ibs. 
which Mr. Katrak gives as the weight of 1,000 single bangles of interme
diate size is the weight of Indian bangles or Japanese bangles? 

Dr. Patel.-Whether it is Indian bangles or Japanese bangles, the 
weight is the same. 

Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-We have with us an original invoice giving particulars about 

a certain shipment of Japanese reshmi bangles. From that, I find there 
are altogether 33,720 dozl'n pairs. The total freight charged is 120'75 yens. 
The invoice states that the freight per ton is 10 yens. Therefore the total 
weight of that consignment is 12 tons, is it not? 

lIlr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-H it is 12 tons on the whole, and you, take ith of the 

gross weight as the weight of the packing materials, you get 10 tons as 
the weight! of the bangles. Taking 10 tons as the weight of 33,720 dozen 
pairs, I find it comes to H dozen pairs per lb. 

Dr. Patel.-I shall actually ''Weigh the bangles and let you know the 
weight. 

President.-Supposing you are trying to find out the weight ~f a gross 
of bangll's, will you take whatever happl'ns to be the typical commonest 
size and take a. gross and weigh it or will you try' to make up one g;ro<;s 
out of sny half a. dozen typienl varieties? 

Dr. l'atel.-I shall wl'igh them separately and find out the weight. I 
shall also weigh the packing matt>rials and send you the figures. 

Pre.sident.-Would you also weigh the imported bangles because we 
want to have the weights compared? 

Dr. PateZ.-Yes. 
Presjdp1It.-Suppose, for' argument's sake, I find that a gross weighs, 

say, 10 Iba. in order to gl't at the quantity of bangles made out of one 
ton of ml'ltl'd glass the eal~ulation would be like this: you give me the 
weight and a~suming the wl'ight is 10 Ibs. I have to add brl'akag~ to that. 
Supposing the breakage eoml's to 2 Ibs. thl'n out of 12 Ibs. of melted 
glass I can ~ay I get one gross of bangll's. 

Ill,.. r.:atral;.-I' am sorry I don't follow. 
Presirlent.-What I am trying to gl't at is this. The only thing I can 

gl't in the wily of eost is thl' cost pl'r ton of glass. I want to know from 
one ton r.f !rIngs what qnnntity of bnngll's can be made. If a particular 
dnss of llRng!eq wl'ighs In Il-s. to a gross. then I takl' 10 Ibs. nnl a certain 
proportion as wnRtnp:e and th •. · two togpt.her would give me the qnalltit.v 
of melted gln~s from ,,·hi('h the bangll's are madl'. 

JIIr. Katrnk.-Thnt would be all right. 
Prp~irlp1lt.-Tf you takp r p •• l,mi bnngll's. is there considerable difference 

in price bl'tween one clltS~ of rnhmi bangles and another? 
JIll'. Katmk.-Thpre are various qualities and the priCl's are different 
Pre .• irle1lt.-Within what limits do the prices vary? 
lIfr. Katrak.-I ean't sav; t.here are nine different sizes. 
Preside1lt.-Thl':V have di/fl'rent prices, have theyp 
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Mr. Katrak.-Not all the nine sizes. Sizes'H, It, H, It, Ii, are grouped 
811 small size, and then H,. 2, 21, 21, 21, 21, are grouped as bigger size, 
and the difference in price between the smaller and bigger groups is 
about one pie. 

President.-Of all these sizes that you have mentioned, which size repre
sents the largest consumption? 

Mr. Katrak.-2* bangles have the biggest sale. 
Pre.ident.-Is it your impression that 2" is the size for which there 

i. the biggest demand in this side of India? 
Mr. Katrak.-2 to 21" bangles. 
Pre,ident.-2" may be taken as typical? 
Mr. Katrak.'-Yes. If 100 bangles of the two sizes are sold I am able 

to sell 100 of each size. 
Pre.ident.-They represent more Of less the same proportion of demand? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-Is there a large quantity of 21/ bangles imported from Japan? 
Mr. Katrak.-In the Punjab there is bigger deIlland for 21/ to 21" bangles. 
President.-If you go into the Bombay market do you find large quantities 

of Japanese reshmi bangles of 21/ size? 
Mr. Katrak.-Bombay importers are the importers for the whole of India 

80 I can't say anything about the requirements of the whole of India, but 
if we restrict our question to the Bombay Presidency, Japanese 2" bangles 
are to be found in large quantities in the Bombay market. . 

President.-Can you tell me at present what is the price of Japanese 
relhmi bangles of 2" size? 

Mr. Katrak.-We can't say that, 
Pre,ident.-{;an you find that out for us. Dr. Patel, if you have access 

to the market you can find out the ruling prices in the Bombay market 
to-day or any day you like: that would be quite enough for us. I would 
like to get the prices of all these leading varieties, particularly 2" size. 

Mr. Patel.-I will do that for you. 
President.-May I put another question? Suppo~ing the Kandivli Glass 

Bangles Factory were making entirely 2" size reshmi bangles how many 
toras of 2" reshmi bangles do you expect to get out of one maund of melted 
glaasf j'. 

Mr. Katrak.-About 30 to 35 tons to a maund of glass of 2" size 
approximately. 

President.-Is there any preference shown by people in this pa."rt of the 
country for any particular colour of bangles? 

Mr. Katrak.-The preference is more or less according to community and 
also liking for particular colours for particular seasons of the year. 

President.-Take, say, the preference shown by Hindu women? 
Mr. Katrak.-Red, yellow and sulphur colour. 
Pre,ident.-That is the preference shown by the Hindu community? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-What is the preference shown by the Moslem community? 
Mr. Katrak.-All colours. 
President.-Moslems have no particular reference for colours. 
Mr. Katrak.-Dark green. Everything except blue. 
Pruident.-When a IIlerchant in this part of India orders a cOJIBignment 

of bangles from abroad exactly as he specifies the sizes of the bangles that 
he wants, does he also speCify the colours? 

Mr. Katrak.-He does. 
President.-Is it possible for you to say generally for which colour there 

is ~eneral\l th~ hiu;est demand? 
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MT. KatTak.~Amber and yellow. 
PTesident.-G.enerally there is a very large preference shown .for red 

bangles!' 

MT. Katmk.-Red and amber. Red predominates. 
, PTesident.-Am I right in thinking-you :need not disclof\8 the trade 

f\8crets-that it costs a good deal mOre to make red bangles than other 
colours? 

Mr. Katmk.-Red bangles cost the most. 
PTesident.-Tha£ is to say the kind of colouring materials which yon 

require for making red bangles are the expensive materials? 
MT. Katmk.-Yes and the next is amber and sulphur colour. 
PTe3ident.-Not nearly so expensive as the red colour. 
MT. KatTak.-There is a slight difference. The cost of colouring mate.rials 

for the manufacture of amber and yellow bangles is slightly lower. 
PTesident.-Supposing we are trying to find out the cost of the Indian 

manufacturer m.aking bangles generally, shall we he correct ill assllming 
.that about 50 per cent. is red? 

Mr. Katmk.-That is right, more than .SO per .cent. 
President.-We can proceed .on the basis of ab~ut60 to 65 per cent. of 

·the bangles made by a manufacturer in India. 
Mr. Ka·trak.-The proportion is 65. 
PTesident.-That is two-thirds. 
;Mr. Katrak.-One-third all colours and two-thirds woulcJ be red bangles. 
President.-Is that so throughout the country? , 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
President.-I want to know a little more as to how packing is done. 

Generally in big cities like BOmbay or Poona, I suppose the person 'who 
.buys bangles would like to have them packecJ on little paper boxes. 

Mr. Katrak.-They want cardboard hoxes. 
President.-Generally out in the up-country and rural markets you find 

these bangles suspended on a thread. 
Mr. Katrak.-In their fnctory they do Jill the packing; similar to .J:;J,p~ 

and Czechoslovakia whereas Fil'ozabad people send them i~ b.uJ;l.ches. 
President.-The impression I have gathered is that manufacturers .of 

bangles in Calcutta and Bombny pack their bnngles ~ncard.board ;boxes 
while manufacturers up-country gener~lly sell them in buncbes. 

Mr. Katrak.-·That ·is right. 
Prt'sident.--Cardboard packing is a very expensive .itemP 
Mr. Katrak.-A little expensive. 
President.-That is to say if I do not pack my bangles in 'boxes and 

if I sell thE'm in bunchE's, my cost might be almost 1/2Otb of the cost .of a 
person who tries to pack his bnngiE's in boxes, taking simply ;the packing 
item. Let me put it this way. If it rostsrne Rs. loo.tI! plICk a .cartain 
quantity of banglE'S in the form of bunches, it will cost me Rs. 2,000 to 
pack thE'm in cardboard boxes. Supposing I pack the bangles in bunches, 
what will be the pncking charge P 

Mr. Katrak.-I don't know. 
President.-Instead of Rs. 36,000, it would have been Rs:' 2,000 to 

Rs. 3,000. 
lIfr. Katrak.-Ws can't say as we have not done it. 
Presidetlt.-Dcm't you agrE'e thnt it woulc;1.be considE'rably 10werP 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
president.-Do you find thnt the rE'd . colour 2* bangles which yo,u manu

facture generally fetch in the rnarkE't a IQwer price than the' same liQ 
and colour of imported banglesP .' . 
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Mr. Katrak.--Our bangles fetch a lower price than the Japanese bangles. 
president.--How much? If, for example, the Japanese bangles which 

• cost one anna to a dozen and supposing you take the same size and colour 
of re,',mi bangll's, what kind of price would you get? 

Mr. Kafrak.-The difference between the two is one pice. 
PTtlitiellt.-8o there is a difference of 3 pie~. It is very nearly 20 per 

cent. less. 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
Presitlent.-Have you ever considered the question of beads and false 

pearls? 
Mr. Katrak.-About 20 years ago I tried to manufacture beads, etc., 

but I was not successful. So I dropped the idea. 
President.-I take it that with the kind of equipment in your factory 

it is possible to make beads and false' pearls with slight extensions. 
Mr. Kotrak.-Yes after buyi'ng some machinery, 

Presidpnf.-Is it your proposal that if the Board decided to grant pro
tection to bangles that protection should be extended to beads or should 
the bl'ods be left out for the time being? 

Mr. Katrak.-Jt would be necessary to put a protective duty on beads. 
Mr. Rahim.toola.-But you don't manufacture beads? 
lIfr. Katrak.-There 'ore people who manufacture that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is there anyone who manufactures beads in India? 
Mr. Kntrak.-There is. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-Do you know the name? 
lilT. Kotrak,-I shall send you the name. He also is not successful. 
Mr. RaMmtoo/a.-Where do they come from? I mean the ·beads. 
lIfr. Kafrak.-COmingfrom Austria and at present from Japan also. 
PrPRident.-There is iust only one other point that I propose to ask 

you with regard to selling expenses, The figure that you show in your state
ment of expenditure of selling expenses, does that include all discounts and 
commission by you to your Agents? 

1I1r. Katrak.-It includes commission, cartage; travelling and godown, 
President,-Everythingis indudl'd there except' railway freight? 
Mr. Kntrak.-Cartage means from Kandivli to Bombay, 
Pruident,-Tt includes all your selling expenses up to Bombay. 
Mr. Ko.trn.k.-Yes. 
Pr~sident.-Freight to Bombay and all discounts and commissiO'Jl? 
Mr. Kntrnk.-Yes. 
Pr~Rident.-Ts that your uRual practice to sell f.o,r. Bombay? 
Mr, 1\ntrnk.-Yes, ever since we started. 
Pu .• inpnt.-Sullposing you are selling your bangle.~ in some other maket 

Routh of Poona, in that ("ase what is your pra~ice? You sell them f,o.r. 
worlrs. 

Mr. Kotrnk.-We give free delivery at the neareRt railway station. 
Kandivli has not got a goods yard. 

Pre .• idpn.f.-8upposing you are sending your goods to Sholapur? 
llr. Knfrnk.-We hnve not done so far. 

PreRident.-To what other important centres have you sent your .. bangles? 
lIfr. Katrnk,-Whpn we send goods, we give free delivery at the next 

station from Kandivli. 
Prp .• inpnt.-Jf you ",,11 up-("ountry, you would generally sell f.o,r. Borivli? 

Mr, Kntrnk.-Jf th" j!'ood. ar" going 1m the Bomhay Baroda and Central 
Tndia Rnilway. we j!'ive frE'e delivprv at Borivli. wh~;paR if the goods are 
going on the Great Indian P('ninsula, we give free delivery at Dadar. 

·GLASS 2 D 



President.-In the case of sales to Bombay, it includes transport expenses 
from Kandivli to Bombay. In the ca~e of shipments abroad it includes the 
cost of transport from Kandivli works to the nearest railway station? 

Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-You have commenced manufacturing bangles in 

Bombay or in the suburb of Bombay about a year ago? 
Mr. Katrak.-Just a year ago. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Where were you working before? 
Mr. Katrak.~At Firozabad. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-For how many years were you working there? 
lIfr. Katrak.-27 years. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.~What is the reasail of your coming to Kandivli to 

open a factory? Is it more economical to work here than at Firozabad i' 
Mr. Katrak.-I had to incur loss at Firozabad. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The reason for your shifting from Firozabad was that 

you had lost money there? 
lIfll'. Katrak.-Yes, and Wit wanted to be near a big market. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You wanted to be m'ar a favourable market? 
1I1r. Katrak.-Yes, that is the chief point. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You preferred to come to Bomhay side because of the 

market? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-I take it that you are able to. ~eIJ 'the goods that you 

produce in your factory. 

Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are able to do that without much difficulty? 

lIfr. Katra.k.-There is difficulty, but with the help of big 'merchants, 
we are able to sell our ou.tput fairly easily. 

1I1r. Rahimtoola.-The total production per day in India according to 
you is 10,00,000 pairs of bangles. 

1I1r. Ka.trak.-That is a rough calculation. 
1I1r. Rahimtoola.-That calculation as I understand it is based on your 

30 years experience in this line? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-I want to know whether all kinds of bangles that are 

made in India are included in this estimate-not only one class of bangles 
but all the classes? 

lIfr. Katrak.-It is the total output of all the factories in India that 
are manufacturing bangles. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In your reply to Question 8, you are complaining about 
the railway freight which you say is doing harm to your industry. Will 
you explain what you mean by that? What is your real difficulty in the 
matter of freight? You say that the railway freight is crushing the trade. 
I should like to know what the present position is and what your sugges
tions are to remedy it? 

lIfr. Katrak.-Supposing we buy an article worth 3 annas, we have to 
pay a railway. freight of 12 to 13 annas. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What is that article? 
Mr. Katrak.-Sand in the chief thing. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it 3 annas a maund? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That must be due to the distance? What is the 

<listance? 
, Nr, Kat1'llk.-800 miles pr so. 
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Mr. Rahimtooltl.-Then, it is undoubtedly due to the distance between 
your factory and the place wherefrom you get your sand? 

Mr. Sidhwa.-I shall explain to you what we mean. Supposing we order 
out a case of something from Japan or Czechoslovakia we pay Rs. 3 as 
freight on that ane· case, though the distance is many times more than 
the distance from Allahabad to Kandivli. 

Jllr. Rahimtoola.-You are talking of sea freight. I am talking of rail
way freight. 

Mr. Sidhwa.-I am pointing out to you the difference in distance between 
the two cases. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is a different proposition altogether. In reply 
to Question 20, you say that you have used Dhranghadra soda ash? 

Mr. Katrak.-We have tried that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have found it unsuitahle for your purposes? 
]J[r. Katrak.-Yf's, because the percentage of soda in the Indian manufac

tured a.rticle is much less than in the imported. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Has the use of Indian soda affected your- finished 

~~? . 

Mr. KaJtrak.-Yes, it has. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are not able to produce the same quality? 
lIfr. Katrak.-Quite so. The qualitv difff'rs. I may say here that there 

is no comparison between the imported soda and the India.n soda. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-There are two qualities which are coming? 

Mr. Katrak.-Yes, hut we BRe Crescent brand. 

]J[r. Rahimtoola.-Do vou find that the Dhranghadra soda ash cannot 
be compared with the CreScent brand? 

. Mr. Katrak.-No, it cannot be compared. 
]J[r. Rllhimtoola.-Wbat is the quantity of Indian soda ash which you 

have used? 
Mr. Klltrak.-lO or 12 bags. 
Mr. Rahimtooll1·.-Only for experimental purposes? 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
Mr. Rllhimtoola.-That was when you were in Firozabad? 
Mr. Katrak.-No, but in KandivIi. 
Mr. Rahimtolla.-Have you got the soda ash analysed? 
Mr. Katrak.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have not been able to find out the reason except 

that froll'\ experience you find that the quality is not satisfactory? 
Mr. Katrak.-Quite. 
Mr. Rllhimtoola.-You Rre spending as much as Rs. 93,600 an labour. 

How much of that is skilled labour? 
Mr. Katrak.-210 men form our skilled labour. 
Mr. Rahimtoolll.-Out of Rs. 93,600, what is the amount paid to thes~ 

210 skilled men? 
]J[r. Klltrak.-I shnll have to work it out. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-As regards your rf'oly to Question 24, what is the 

expert supervision required ovp~ and above your skilled labour? 
]J[r. Katrak.-That would he my personal expenses. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It does not involve any additional money? 
Mr. Katrak.-No. 
Mr. Rllhimtoola.-You simply sit there and supervise the whole work?
]J[r. KlltTllk.-J ~nve to be all the timp on my legs. I am a working 

partner Bnd I all'\ glvpn a monthly alJownnre. 
'Mr. Rakimtoola.-Ts that included in HR, !;I3,ljOOp 
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Mr. Katrak.-It. is not included in works labour. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is included in Rs. 8,500 which is called Supervision 

81ld office establishment. 
Mr. Katrak.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-From your reply to Question 16 (b) I find that you are 

paying as much as Rs. 40 on unloading and other transport charges and 
still you find it remunerative? 

Mr. Katrak.-Besides the railway freight, we pay that much, because 
the nearest railway yard "is about 2 miles away from our factory. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-My point is this. There is .the difficulty of railway 
freight to which you have already referred. Over and above that, you are 
paying Rs. 40 per wagon and still you are able to manufacture and sell 
your stuff fairly easily. That means you don't find any difficulty in selling 
your glass bangles that you manufacture? 

Mr. Ka.trak.-We send our bangles by our own motor lorries. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It costs you m,oney to maintain thesc lorries? 
Mr. Katrak.-It does. 
Mr. Rohimtoola.-I don't quite follow your contention that railway 

freight is crushing you when you are able to incur so much expenditure 
over and above the freight. 

Mr. Katrak.-Selling and making a profit arl' two different tbings. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Are you selling at a loss now? 
Mr. Kotrok.-We are. I hav!' spent nearly 30 years in this industry 

and have not made a single pie. That shows that we have bl'l'n doing at 
a loss. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In spite of the fact that ~'ou have incurrl'd loss I 
suppose you still believe in the future of the industry? 

Mr. Kotrak.--Onee in fivl' or ten Yl'ar8 we ·have a chance. 
Mr. Roliim.toola.-You say that having rl'gard to the prl'sent surcharge 

you are doing fairly wl'll. 
Mr. Ridhu-a.-That is temporary. We were doing fairly well on account 

of the surcharge and the exchange. 
Mr. Rohimtoola.-In answer to Question 26 you dl'scribe the way in 

which untrainl'd men get skilled. Will you tell me what is the period of 
apprl'nticeship in the manufacture of glass bangles? 

Mr. Ridh1L'a.-That depends on the ability of the man. It may take six 
months; but it may take two ypars to be perfect in all work; tbat is to be 
a really skilled man in all branchl's of the industry. 

Mr. Rahimtoolo.-Look at your answer to Question 39. What is the 
actual dl'partment which you cloSl'd clown owing to competition P You did 
not close the whole factory? 

Mr. Katrak.-No. The JapaneSl' wl're cutting pricl's. As soon as WI' 
started selling our goods in the markl't they hegan to cut their prices and 
so we had to stop the manufacture .of the Vl'ry best kinds of bangll's. 

Mr. R01limtoola.--One qUE'stion I would like to ask and that is with 
refl'rl'nce to your answer to QUl'stion 67 (0). You say "Our industry does 
not POSSI'SS natural aclvantagl's suC'h as an abundant supply of chE'ap raw 
mnterinls. C'hE'ap power' and chl'an lnbour. We have no doubt an advnntnge 
of a large Home mnrkl't". I think you have "lint understood the qUl'stion 
nronerlv. This is one of the thrl'e conditions whiC'b the Fisclll Commis.~ion 
Inid do~n. Tt is not the nUE'~t,jon of rnenpnpss hut the Rvnilnbility of lnhour, 
rnw materinls lind nower in this country. 

l1fr. 8idh~rn.-ThI'Y are nvailahle but the railway frl'ights mnke thl'm 
pxppnsive. 

lIfr. Rohimtoo10.-'l'hnt is n ili/fprE'nt ol1f\~tioD. B", "nHiD!'!" this sort 
of answer you are making the position of t.ht! Tariff flonr~ diffi('u\t ill re~ard. 
to the quest.iOTJ of grant of l'f()te<;tion, 



Mr. Sidhu:a.-The material's are available but railway freight makes it 
expensive. However I would like to make a change in the statement in this 
form. . 

Mr. Buag.-There is one point I want to raise with regard to your answer 
to Question 16 (b). You mention Rs. 40 as the cost of transporting raw 
materials from the railway station to the factory. In the next answer you 
give your freight and cost of sand at 15 annas a maund. How many 
maunds does a wagon contain? 

JJlr. Sidhwa.-Nearly 500 maunds. 
Mr. Roag.-And Rs. 40 is distributed over 500 maunds? 
Mr. 8idhwa.-Yes. 
President.-Have you ever noticed with regard to bangles the practice 

of Belling wholesale by weight. Are bangles ever sold wholesale by weight 
instead of on the basis of a gross? 

Mr. Kat1-ak.-Never. 
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Messrs. Joosub Peermohomed & Co., Bombay. 
Letter duted the 12th February, 1932. 

With reference to the interview of our representative with you on the 
3rd Instant we have to place before you the following facts about our 
factory as desired by you. 
" 'Ve bought the factory for manufacturing glass imitation wax pearls in 

Japan and we brought the owner of the factory with his assistants to fix 
up the factory and put it into working condition here in Bombay. 

The total cost of the machinery and putting up the factory in working 
order amounted to nearly Rs. 35,000. We began working the factory in 
April, 1931, with the help of 5 Japanese workers (including the original 
owner) one of wh.om was an exp&rt and the other 4 were skilled labourers. 
'l'he monthly salary of all these Japanese workers amounted to Rs. 840. 
We pay a I:ent of Rs. 220 pel' month for the premises and we pay a salary 
of Rs. 240 to the regular Indian employees. The monthly wages paid to"the 
workers-all of them work on piece work basis-amount to Rs. 500 per 
month. All the Japanese except one went away in the month of October. 
One is here now but he will be sailing to Japan on the 26th instant. The 
process of manufacturing pearls is as follows::-

Glass is melted in small crucible which can take up 4 Ibs. of glass. The 
melted glass is then taken up on a glass tube and blown to the proper form. 
With a quick stretch of hand this is put into proper mould and blown again 
where it is transformed into globular tubes. These globular tubes are then 
filled with proper chemicals to give them lustre. This operation is can:ied 
out by putting proper chemical solution in a tray and then sucking the 
liquid through the tubes. The tubes filled with this liquid chemical are kept 
at a low temperature for nearly ten minutes, the cold being supplied by 
means of ice. The tubes are thereafter removed from the cool place and 
put into a centrifugal machine where the chemical solution spreads uniforml), 
at the sallle time the excess of the liquid is removed. Then they are put 
into a wax bath to fill the tubes with paraffin wax. Needles are then pierced 
through the entire tubes and thread drawn through it. Beads are then cut, 
sorted and formed into bunches. 

Our raw materials are glass, a chemical solution that gives good lustre, 
paraffin wax and threads. Out of these at present, due to the fact that 
our factory has been iIi the hands of the Japanese, glass and the chemical 
solution are being imported from Japan; wax and threads are obtained 
locally and are of Indian make. We have found that Indian gl3.'ls can be 
used for this purpose and as soon as the one Japanese who is at present 
working in the factory goes we will start experimenting and manufacturing 
false pearls from Indian glass. As for the chemical, we will have to import 
smne from Japan; but we are now investigating into the matter and trying 
to find out as to what this chemical is and how to get it made here. From 
this YOU will see that most of our raw materials are obtainable locally and 
of I~dian make. 

The capacity of our factory is 50 cases monthly each case containing 500 
bUllcIH'>s. The total cOllsumption of false liearls in India is nearly 50 cases 
monthly, but owing to the prcsent depressed condition of the market we are 
able to sell 30 cases per month. 

Our goods are sold at lower rates than Japanese goods, because they are 
('onsidered due to sontimental reasons to be inferior to Japanese. 

From this it will be st'en that our factory is working at a very heavy 
10"8 and we are thinldng of closing it down unless Government comes to our 
'raseue and gives liS proper protection for some time at least so that we can 
have the opportunity to put our factory on a sound footing. If a prott'ctive 
duty of 100 ller cent. is put on the imported false pearls Rnd beads "ve think 
we will bo able to make both ends meet and make a slllall profit. If this is 
not done we will be forc'ed to close our factory. We hope that you will 
consider this matter and recommend to Government to protect this industry 
by putting a heavy duty on imports. 
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Government of Puujab. 

Letter No. 9346-E. rf S., dated the 3rd December, 1931,. to the Government 
01 India, Finance Department (Central Revenues). 

ORDER OF THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE. 

8ubiect :-TARlFJ' BOARD-PROTECTION-GUSS INDUSTRy-PUNJAB EXCISE 
BOTTLES. 

With reference to Resolution No. 458-T. (2), dated the 20th October, 
1931, I am directed by the Punjab Government (Ministry of Agriculture) to 
state that while the Punjab Government is not opposed to the protection 
of the Glass Industry in India with a view to its further development, it 
recommends that for the present exemption from any protective tar.:iff should 
be granted to bottles of a certain class. 

2. With effect from April 1st, 1931, thi6 Government introduced into the 
Punjab a system by which all Indian made foreign spirit and country spirit 
distilled in the Punjab and sold for consumption in the province was to be 
bottled Qnly in bottles bearing the words Punjab Excise, figures showing the 
contents of the bottle 261 ounces in the case of quart bottles, 13t ounces 
in the case of pin bottles and 61 ounces in the case. of half pint bottles, the 
nallle or mark of the manufacturer of the bottle, and a line on the neck up to 
which the bottle had to be filled in order to contain the proper quantity. 

3. These regUlations were introduced in or.der to ensure that, when spirit 
was sold to the consuming public in sealed bottles, the full quantity of spirit 
might be supplied to the consumer. It had previously been discovered that 
bottlers by giving short measure were defrauding the public and inducing 
them to accept less spirit than should have been sold to them at the fixed 
price to be charged for all such bottles of spirit. This practice reduced the 
quantity of spirit distilled in the Punjab distilleries by a considerable per
centage, and this Government therefore lost large sums of still head duty. 

4. These bottles are machine made in Europe, and, although the contents 
of each bottle cannot be guaranteed by the manufacturers to be absolutely 
accurate in each CILSe, the process of manufacture is so efficient that on the 
average these hottles contain almost exactly the quantity of spirit which they 
purport to contain. The result of this innovation has been to make it easy 
to detect at a glance whether tbe licensed ·bottlers are filling their bottles 
with the full quantity of spirit or not. . 

5. This Government understands that in India there is no factory capable 
of p~oducing bottles with sufficient accuracy to meet the requirements of the 
Punjab Excise Department, and I am, therefore, directed to request that 
such bottles may be exempted from any protective tariff, which may be 
imposed generally upon the glass industry, until such time as accurate 
Iotandardised bottles manufactured in India are on the market. 

6. Since the innovation was adopted from the practice in force in the 
United Provinces with the addition of the requirement that a line should 
be moulded on the neek of the bottle, this Go,ernment believes that the 
United Provinces Government will probably be prepared to support them in 
making this representation. 

Government of Burma. 

Letter No. S1S-K. 31 (102.1,), dated the 4th December, 1991. 

QUBRTION OJ' EXTENDING PROTBCTION TO THE GLASS INDUSTRY IN INDIA. 

I am directed to invite It reference to the Government of Indi8l, Depart
ment of Commerce (Tariff), Resolution No. 458-T. (2); dated the 20th October, 
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1931, on the subject noted above and to say that in Burma there is no 
Glass Industry !,If any importance and' that as far all one can see at present 
it is never likely to flourish in this province. 1'here is no industry therefore 
to, p:otect in Burma and a protective duty would merely have the effect of 
sendlllg up prices for the consumer. His Excellency in Council accordingly 
depreciates the imposition of another duty upon consumers in Burma for the 
benefit of manufacturers elsewhere. 

Dr. H. D. H. Drane. Principal. the Harcourt Butler Technological 
Institute. Cawnpore. 

(1) Notes on questionnai1'e issued by the Tariff Board. 

7. The proper site for glassworks must be determined by consideration 
of the site of the raw materials and the markets which are served. In all 
cases soda is imported from one of the port towns by rail with the exception 
that it is now available from Dhrangadra (Kathiawar). Coal is mostly sup
plied from Bihar and Bengal; the deposits of sand are scattered; their loca 
tiun 1I1:"y be 8pecified by reference to the separate note attached regarding 
glass sands in India. All things being considered, I would say that the most 
smtal;le site for a factory is at equal distance from the sources of supply of 
coal, sand and lime and the consuming centres. 'l'he question of the supply 
of labour does not seem to be one of importance in determining the 10caLlon 
of the factory j this is illustrated by the extraordinary position in which 
factories at Bahjoi, Firozabad and Balawali have become successfully 
established. Considering all the points required in fixing the position of the 
glassworks it seems to me that Cawnpore is as good a location as any. 
CaWnl)Ore is a rail centre for distribution and is nearer to its coal, sand 
and lime than Firozabad, Bahjoi and Balawali. Moreover there is an abun
dant supply of labour, some of which is of the skilled mechanic type. With 
these conditions Cawnpore seems a suitable centre for the establishment of 
a factory containing the more up to date automlttic machinery. The more 
primitive methods of manufacture as e.g., used at Firozabad would possibly 
obtain little advantage. Equally with Allahabad, Cawnpore is on direct line 
from any of the port towns for the import of soda. 

There is a possibility that b'Ome glass manufacture might be developed in 
the Tarai region. There is an abundant supply of wood and in the upper 
region of the rivers there is' expectation that suitable sand deposits might 
be obtained. Simultaneously lime stone may be got in River Valleys. The 
lise of wood as a fuel offers the possibility of using the ash in the manu
facture of Potash Glass. I propose myself to examine the availability of 
sands in this region. 

8. Indian products are generally inferior to imported, materials. I am 
unaware of the general tendency of price but if the Indian product is any
where sold at a cheaper price than imported ma.terial, it is not because of 
most efficient methods of manufacture. In view of the heavy freight which 
any imported glasswork has to bear, it is obvious that its cost of production 
must be considerably below that in India. In general I would say that its 
lower cost of production is due to more efficient method in Continental 
countries. 

9. The only technical feature involved in this is that rather more fuel is 
required in the wet season. I have questioned one glass manufacturer on 
this point and the increase a.ppears to be about 5 per cent. on the normal 
consumption of coal. 

18. The main imports are specially chemicals for use as colouring agents 
aud soda. A small amount of Borax is )mpOI·ted overland but it is negligible. 

19. I have not gone into this question closely but see no reason why with 
an adequate demand these materials could not be manufactured economically 
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in India. Soda which is the main import can be manufactured by what is 
known as the Ammonia Soda Process. 'I'his needs an abundant SUPl>ly of 
salt and the manufadure must preferably be carried out near the coast. I 
am unaware whether this process is covered by Patents which would make 
its working difficult (soda is however manufactured by this process at 
I>hra.ngadra): but any manufacturer is immediately in competition with 
the re.;onrces of the large combines which control the manufacture and 
supply of soda. The natural course' from which soda should be supplied ,to 
India is from Magadi, but I am not cer:tain that this method is followed. 
r think a certain alllount of soda consumed in India is actually brought 
out from England. It is likely that if a strict economic investigation were 
lIIade, it would prove always possible to import soda from Kenya below the 
(,o,t of production in India. 

21. A separate note is given on sands. 'I'he sands generally are inferior 
to the best eontinental sands available for glass making, but not inferioll in 
quality to the English sand which are used fOI" bottle making. 

I have not made any detailed examination of the Refractories which are 
produced in India. In view however of th!! successful operation of steel 
works in this country the availability of good qualities of fire clays is 
indicated. A good quality of silica brick is manufactured and I have seen 
these in use in various Glass Factories without complaint. The quality of 
clay available in India must be fairly good since a number of manufac
turers are able to make their own, pots in the case of the works at Bahjoi, 
"pecial floating pieces for use on the molten glass are made permitting the 
continuous drawal of glass. 

There are extensive deposits in India of Sillimanite. This is considered 
hy many to be an ideal matel'ial for use as a Refractory in Glass furnaces 
and a certain amount of this material has I think been made artificially and 
is being used o.lone or mixed with clays in glass .furnace in Europe and 
America. If it should prove possible to develop and exploit these deposits 
of Sillimanite for use as refractories in glass manufacture India would be 
in a position of unique advantage both as regards glass manufacture and the 
possibility of developing an export trade in high class refractories. 

22. Most of tlte pots in India are made from Weathered J ubbuIpore, clay 
with the addition of Grog (usually pieces of old imported: pots), The use 
of Sillimanite in' pot making might be a source of advantage with some of 
the da~'H available. The method of building the pots is as usually done in 
other countrios and a slow (2-3 months) process of drying is followed. ] 
think the most usual source from which crucihles are imported is Japan, I 
do not think the transit has any effect on the pots unless they should be 
fractured enroute. 

23. From casual inspection personally and by conversation with usel's 
of refradories for pot type furnaces it appears that available fire-bricks are 
not too satisfactory. The fire-bricks show more corrosion and. softening 
Ullin I would like to see in view of the low temperature at which the 
furnaces are worked, but I think that in many cases inferior fire-bricks are 
\Jur(,hased' when hetter are available. I am unaware what arrangements 
I\l'e made at .1ubbulpore, etc., to control imd maintain the qualities of day 
U1l.'o for bri"ks and their firing: I think that in some ,of the smaller Indian 
potteries supplying refractories the technical control must be inadequate, 
thiK however is mere coniecture since I have not visited any of these 
Potteries which aTe all out of the United Provinces. The non-uniformity of 
hrieks however suggests this defect. Tank blocks for use in continuous gas 
fired furnaces are I think invariably imported, but development of the use 
of sillimanite should improve the position here. 

. 24.. Expert technical superv~sion is und0l!btedly required in a glassworkH 
If the prooess of manufacture IS to be carrIed out efficiently. With regard 
to the provision of skilled labour imported from abroad I would say that 
once the processes are uuderstood and known hy the workers no necessitv 
for continued supervision by imported skilled labour remains. The type of 
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labour specially x:equired In a glass factory can be roughly classified as 
below:- . 

(1) Furnace builde~s, (2) Furnace operators and (3) Glassworkers
(blowers, etc.). 

Nos. (1) and (2) are required in much lesser number than No. (3). As 
the question is framed by the Boax:d I take it mainly to refer to labour of 
the type under (3). The training of such labour in India is accomplished 
roughly by a system of apprenticeship, taking boys or young men into the 
factory as learners. 1'he type ot man who enters the industry in this manner 
is rarely sufficiently well educated to obtain a geneI:al picture of the opera.
tions required in the industry. 

25. I know no imported labour at present ill the United Provinces with 
the exception of one or two Japanese type furnace operatOl:s engaged at 
Bahjoi. Formerly some Belgian Tank operators were engaged, but I do not 
know if the conditions of employment in India for such workmen can be made 
sufficiently attractive to keep men here long enough for them to train the 
workers adequately. 

27. Bottle making and similar blown ware is the greatest field where 
machinery can replace hand labour. Bangle making is a process ideally 
suited to ,automatic working, but so far no attempt in this direction seems 
to have been made. 

29. I have not made any observations of this matter. At the high tem
perature near a glass furnace it may really be more invigorating to work 
than at some little distance away from the fUl'nace where the relative 
humidity is higher. I imagine that the most trying time for glassworkers 
is in the cold dry weather. 

32. I only know of coal being used in works in India. The use of wood 
in the Tarai region would not be objectionable and would supply potash 
which could be used in the manufacture of a more resistant glass than at 
present manufactured. 

33. l)ractically all the fuel is brought from the coalfields Df Bihar and 
Bengal. See separate notes regarding Firozabad. 

35: Any works requiring power probably generates its own steam. 
Depending where it is with respect to the local Electric Supply Company 
the factory would decide whether to generate its own power or not. 

Except in sheet glasswork where electricity is used for driving motors and 
in bottle factories where it is required for running blowing machines very 
little power is used in a glassworks. The steam for the producers is required 
at a low pressure and temperature whereas steam for engines driving oom
pressors or electrical generators required to be at high pressure. I myself 
have seen a direct waste of steam (exhaust steam from steam engine) which 
could be used for blowing producers. 

36. (0) This is a larl!e and cOlllplic'ut('d ql1estion and my notes on Fil'ozabad 
may also be seen. A furnace muy, according to its construction and opera
tion, consume when running efficiently less than one ton of coal per ton of 
glass'melted. As a lower limit about ·5 tons of coal per ton of glass may 
he ·taken. In general an efficiency of one ton of ('oal per ton of glass cannot 
be reached except in gas fired furnaces with pre-heated air. Direct fired 
furnaces may consume anything up to 7 tons of coal per ton of glass melted. 
The efficiency of melting rises with increase of the size of the furnace, 
because ·of the relatively smaller &l'ea for radiation. Fuel economy is greater 
".ith gln..~s which melts at a low tempera.ture because of the diminished radia.
tion from the furnace during molting. 

(1,\ Tn till' case of bangle "'I'rking ",1.1'1''' the .. lass is workE'd aftf'!" rl'melt
ing the consumption of coal is .not donhl.ed. I cannot- however give any 
exact estimate of the fuel used III remeltmg glass under the conditions 
existing in Firozabad-a good deal of wood is used as well as coal. 

37. Even one furnaC'o of a simple and inefficient dpsign conld function in 
India so that its proprietor could earn a livelihood. I have seen a works at 
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Hathras which is run by an ex-student of this institute which is running 
with a working capital of Rs, 20,000 and is going on successfully. The 
trouble in Buch a case is that lack of adequate capital hampers development. 
In a particular works which I have in mind two or three furnaces are 
erected on the Japanese type and several items of secondhand semi-automatic 
pressing machinery have been installed. It depends upon the stage of 
development of a works what capital is required to extend as B.g., by 
installing another furnace. In the transit from direct fired furnaces to 
those using a chimney draught the cost of erecting a chimney is always a 
material item. Improvements are wanted particularly in fut;nace design. 

41. The conditions of labour (cheapness, climate and refractories paucity) 
are different otherwise the processes involved in glass manufacture are the 
Bame as used elsewhere having been copied from Japan and Europe. 

42. Apart from refractories and a few simple castings all constructional 
items required in a glassworks are imported. There is no reason why all 
items with the exception of automatic machinery should not be manufactured 
in India. 

45 & 46. See separate note on Firozabad. 
47. The East Coast of Africa offers a possible market for lamp chimneys 

and probably also bangles. Presuming development in the glass industry in 
the country, it is possible that an export trade in high class goods might 
'e developed. 

52. Advantages may be set out as below:
Labour, materials (excepting soda). 

Disadvantages--
Plant and machinery. 

The three items climate, customs duties and freights operate in either 
sense according to the position of the factory. I do not think the question 
of long transport of manufactured glass goods is one of great importance 
generally. I may instance the case in England where glal!s bulbs intended for 
assembly into electric lamps are manufactured and transported from the 
Tyne to London and other centres for assembly and fr.om there subsequently 
sent out as finished products. 

53. I should not imagine that any underselling is practised. Such an 
arrangement almost pre-supposes a trust having a large selling interest. 
Except in the matter of bottles and sheet glass I do not think that there 
are any wide associations of this character in Europe or America. 

60. I have already given the figures of Rs. 5,000 for installation of an 
additional ten pot furnace and Rs. 3,000 as working capital. I would be 
inclined to increase this figure at least to something between Rs. 10,000 and 
Rs. 12,500 per furnace installed, taking account of capital investment of 
building and accessory plant. Probably Rs. 10,000 per ten pot ,furnace 
represents a minimum effect on working capital. _ 

67. (A) With the exception of soda which requires to be imported the 
industry does possess natural advantages in the matter of supply of raw 
materials. The question of provision of power, as electrical power, is not an 
important one to the glass manufacturing industry 'in general. There is an 
abundant supply of labour and undoubtedly a large home market. 

(B) I do not th~nk that protection :M0ne will help t~e industry materially 
to develop unless Simultaneously techmcal help and gUidance _ is given to the 
industry generally. With present financial circumstances it seems improb
a.ble th~t funds w?u.ld be available for fostering development upon proper 
hnes Without obtammg the necessary revenue by protection. As- a related 
subject, the question of development within India of ,soda manufacturing 
busi!less which is. intim.ately. conn.e<;ted with the Glass Industry might be 
L'ODSldered.. The Immediate ImpOSition, for example, of a tariff upon soda 
would obVIOusly embarrass the glass manufacturers. There is no possible 
source of soda in India except that which may be manufactured. The 
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othel' distrids has, been examined but abandoned as' uneconomical. Even 
supposing that a tariff Wa!! imposed upon soda. 1! am doubtful whether it can 
be manufactured in India. at a cost oelow that at which it could be" econo
~ically im'p?rted fr?m Magadi. In the event of the imposition of any addi
tIOnal tanff upon ImpOl·ted' glassware I do not think that any advantage 
would be got by framing sucb: a tariff to include glass containers which are 
imported into the" country for foodstuffs, etc., and it would seem proper to 
exclude these. Likewise the continued import of the finer qualities of glass
ware would not require a tariff being imposed. In general with regard to 
protecting tlie glass industry I am not favourable to a tariff excepting so far 
that its revenue might, at least in part, be applied to technical development 
of the industry. Without this the imposition of a tariff would simply 
justify the continuance of the present inefficient methods of manufacture. 

(C) With the natura~ advantages of raw materials and the possibility of 
the development of alkali manufacture, I see no reason whatever why the 
industry should not ultimately compete in the wodd's market or satisfac
torily fulfil its own market in the face of outside competition. 

(2) Notes on. the Glass In.dustry at Firozabad in. particular. 

The industry at Firozabad has developed mainly within the last 25 year,!. 
It is said to have been Qriginated by an ex-employee from a glass factory in 
the neighbourhood of Dehra Dun. It is abo said that there are about 
15,000 people employed in connection with the' glass trade at Firozabad but 
I am inclined to think that this, certainly at prese"nt, is an over-estimate. 
'l'he figure most probably lllcludes whole families whlll:e possibly onl.v one 01' 

Ilwo members are fully engaged in such work as bangle joining and 
decoration. 

2. The main development of the industry appears to have been during the 
war perIOd owing to the dilfieulty of obtaining imported glassware parti
cularly bangles. 'fhe possibility for progress of the industry during the war 
years is shown by considering the figures of imports of bangles in the year 
1913-14, 1916-17 and 1917-18. Respectively the values of bangles imported 
were Rs. 80,eO,000, Rs. 43,00,000 and Rs. 35,00,000. During the war period 
according to the statements in the Indian Industrial Commission Report 
(1916-18) Firozabad was pI'oducing glass at the rate of about 15 tons per 
day. The present production cannot be more than 12 tons per day. Dur
ing the Will' ,the tota~ output of. glass fro~. factories i~ India was abo 
estimated by the Indian Industrial Commission as bemg worth about 
Rs. 20,00,000 per year. I think that the present produ~tion of the various 
factories in India. which &re working is not less than thiS. The total values 
of imports of glass into India have, since 1913-14 when they stood at a total 
of Rs. 'I 9000000 now risen in the year 1929-30 to Us. 2,50,00,000. About 
10 per' ~en't. 'of 'this import is from Great Brit~in and the remainder 
ulmost equally divided between Japan, Czechoslovakia and Germuny. 

3. Since the war the industry at Firozabad seems to have declined in its 
prosperity because of competitive imports. At present there are about 12 
firms engaged in the industry at Firozabad possessing between them eight 
factories of moderate size. About 21 direct or Japanese type furnaces are 
in existence and one gas fired furnace. Only four of the direct furnaces were 
working at the beginning of this year and five of the Japanese type. 

4. The type of direct fired furnace, used" at Firozabad, seems to have 
been copied from & German or Austrian pattern. Possibly this dates from 
the introduction at Firozabad of the gas fired furnace mentioned in the 
Indian Industrial Commission Report. 

5. In addition to the glass melting fUl'l1aces already referred to there are 
some 40 or 50 re-working furnaces in which the glass, after its original 
melting, is softllned and dJ.:&wn into rods of suitable diameter from which 
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ba.ngles a.re Bubsequently made. The smaller furnaces are, .essentially, 
simply wood £res over w~icll the glass is J:eheated. 

6. In addition to this method of working to produce bangles, remelting 
the glass into a pasty condition and manipUlating it from a disc shape into 
a ring is also practised. This type of manipulation is for coarser and 
heavier bangles, the remelting being done in a small direct fired furnace 
containing 10 or 12 small pots. I have not myself seen this class of work 
in execution but understand that it is most objectionable from. the health 
standpoint because of the primitive types of furnaces used. To ;return to 
the original melting of the glass the processes involved may be put up as 
below:-

(h) Mixing, 
(b) Melting, and 
(c) .casting. 

The main ingredients required and used at Firozabad are: coal, ·ltme. 
stone, Boda nnd sand. In addition to this various colouring agents are 
used most of which are imported. I deal later with the sources of supply 
of coal, soda and Band. The main cost for these materials entailed is in the 
('oal, ""dn alld sand. Ahout Fi per ('pnt. of the total ('0,-1; of the filii"hed 
glass being represented by the cost of covering agents. I was informed of 
the composition of the mixture put into the furnaces for melting at 
Io'iroznhod h" one compon". This was. two maunds of sand, one maund of 
soda ash and 10 soors of lime which might :be partly substituted 11y Barium. 
Tn addition to these main ingredients one seer of nite, 1 Beer of arsenic' 
oxide, 3 chhatnks of mnngnnesedioxide nnd i seer of borax were said to ·be 
added to produce glOBS of an amber colour. The composition of ·this glass 
rn"..,],l" (>(>rI"P'oonds t" 71 per ('ent. iOlilica. 20·6 "er (,P'1t. Nn.O. aT'rl R·1l npr 
('ent. CaD. An excessive amount of soda seems to be used in this !!:lass. 
Tn this particular factory using one of the .direct furnaces 100 maunds of 
glass ('an be produced in 24 hours in 8 or 10 pots. The pots were 'not 
Mmplotply filled. about III to 15 maunds capacity being provided in each pot. 
From the ·pots after melting the glaRs is withdrawn by iron spoons about 8 
t.o 10 inl'hes in diameter and approximately hemispherical in shape. The 
glass is then poured over metal plates. Upon cooling it is broken into pieces 
"hollt. 4"" 4" "l"thi!'\t whi~h oonstitntes the finished product of this glass 
melting works. 

7. The re-workingof the.qe pieces of glass after re-melting and gathering 
no already indiC'ated in pllragra,ph 6 is done over a wood fire. From the 
Roft!>npd piece of ~a"s held over ,the wood fire a rod .of glass is withdrawn 
and thpn wound 1100n It rylinder while Rtill soft giving a continuous IIpiral. 
Tn one works I understand glaM is with<lrawn directly from a pot and w01J.nd 
up in the form of a spiral bufI haye not mYRelf sep!). this. In sQme .of the 
work- the "ro('ess of glass melting' and spiral production are both carried 
"n sidp hy side. 

B. Aftpr the spiral has been nroduced it is cut alone: a line parallel to 
the Axis of the rylinder upon which it is wound so that It series of almost 
rir(,111nr pieres of gIll." are obtained. To produe'e It bangl!> from these they 
mnot first hI' hPAt.pd ." tbnt the rod of glARS forming ~. banj1;le lies in on" 
nlnil1 nnd thp frlle pnds joined. The ioining ;"q ·done b" heating tbe free 
pnds in 0 kerospne oil /lame direrted .on to the ·baIll!:le 'b:v a jpt of air; 
Whpn .oft th .. pnd. "f the bangles nrp nush .. rl together and the ioint made. 
'1'" /lnttpn thp hangle int.o a nlane befor .. joinin)!: it mnv be hAated on II 

mptal pInt ... AO that it fall.Q to the reoniTed shan .. otherwise th .. hnnglp mal" 
he hpated at the noint onpo.ite to the int ... ndpd joint immediatelv before 
Mftpoine: thp pnds for joining in kerosene flame. . 

n. llrieRv this ",iveo an R('rount of the ny·oressps involv"d at. Firov.obad. 
T ... ill <1pnl "OW wit.h the row mnt,prial. with thp exC'eption of lime. Pnrti
('nlnrs nrp .,.ivpn on thp nt.t.orh .. r! Rhppt of thp frp.i<rht~ ('har~ed on vari.ons 
raw mpt,eri81~ ilJlPortpd inf,o Virozahad p.nd the freight!! charged ·for the 
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transit of various classes of manufactured goods within the United Pro
vinces. In addition are also given the figures showing' the annual figures 
nf cnal. sand nnd soda imported into Firozabad during the last five years. 
These figures have been obtained by deputing to Firozabad at the com· 
mencement of this year one of my assistants who examined the records 
availabfe in the railway station at F:rozabad. They were not otherwise 
available. I note a discrepancy in thtl !igures given for purchase of raw 
materials with the figures given to me by one of the manufacturers when I 
was at Firozabad. He instanced the particular case of imports of soda from 
Dhrangadra to Firozabad. Soda is now manufactured at Dhrangadra of 
satisfactory quality. I was informed that the freight by the Bombay, Baroda 
and Central India Railway from Dhrangadra to Firozabad was As. 12-6 per 
maund, whereas the freights from Bombay Great Indian Peninsula Railway 
and from Howrah were As. 10-7 and As. 9-3 per maund respectively. This 
was given by the particular manufacturer concerned as an example where 
freight might advantageously be reduced. Apparently since that time 
freights on soda have been slightly reduced but the balance is still in favour 
of imports from port towns. 

In. Thp most interesting f'Onf'lusions rel!'nrdin!! the statfo of the industrv 
at Firozabad are to he obtained from the figures which I give of coal 
i""POl·ts to Firo",ahad pnd th .. ·ratio "f "oal. ~a.ni1 and soda. Pre!<llming t.h~.t 
the glass manufactured at Firozabad contains 75 per cent. of silica. which 
il< a iustifiable Rllnposition. the ratio of the coal iml10rt to the glass production 
in the years 1927 to 19!11 are 4'4. 4'3. 4'22 and 3'3 giving an average of 
4 tons of coal per ton of J!'lass produced. This would seem to indicate some 
vradual improvements in the efficiencv of working nossibly brought ahout by 
the necllssitv of circumstance rather than design. Recause of an inadequate 
knowled!!11 of the stocks of thes" various materials kppt in hand the figures 
in any one ypa.r cannot he relied upon too closely. There is a further point 
of interpst. Studvinv the ratio of the soda imports to the sand import.q 
whi"h givp a kev to the romnosition of the p:lass manufactured the ratio of 
sand to sodium ~xiilp in the four years consider"d inrreasPR from 2·5 in 1927 
to 4'35 in 1930 tIl 1931. The figures are 2'5, 3·2il. 4'00, 4·35 showing a conti
nuous increa.qp. The average for the whnle of the four years is 3'45. Here 
'lIT'll" t.lu.\ t"-Tnf'+, v ... l11"'~ rnnTlot, hfJI t"omlllptplv raljpnllnoJ'l h11t it i~ of intiPrPRt tn 
note that the ratio nf sand t.o Roda rarelv falls below 4'15 for tne most uRual 
t,vnps of ROnl! liml'! p"ln~~ps which a.rA manufactured elsewhere. It is a matter 
of commpnt that the glaRq produced D.t Firozabad has a very high content of 
snnll. Th.. ('Qst of production could he mlltl'!riallv reduced with improvpd 
"'ethod~. Thl'! sOl1rCPR of mllt"rials ,'sed at Firozabad are shown separately 
in grnnh form, ,On this vranh lire Rhown the actual distribution of imnorts 
frnm diffprpnt Rources. ann the frE'iphts charp.:E'd in E'ach casII. Most of the 
.~nn u."n for !!lass mnnufadure at Viroy-nbad is tnken, it will bl'! seen, from 
Savni Madhavpur and lE'88E'r quantities from the dE'posits at Allahabad. 

(3) Note.q .on the lin~.q of de1lelo1mlpn.t of G7a .. q,~ Industry at Firo:a.bad and 
generall11 in India .. 

Wit,h "hnndant RunTllipR (If coql. Hme IInil Rand of suitnble Qualitv and 
tl." n,."hahilit~ rof ... non flrphriC'ks hpin ... nvnilable t.he p:la •• innustrv i" Jnnia 
.hnl'l0 np C'l1nnhlE' of mllC'h improvemE'nt. The main possible linE'S of develop
m"nt nre:-

(a) Tmnrnvempnt of furnaces. 
(M Tmnrnveml'!nt of ",lass ~ixtures used. 
(r) nevelonment. of rE'fractoril's. 
(iI) Tntronnctinn of nlltomntic workin!!. and . 
(p) Studv of the TlORsihilitv of imTlrovl'!mpnt in the colouring of glas"l's., 

'l. Thp wholf> of t.hp workilon" nt ll'iro"ahad lit. nre ... nt ('ould with cpn
trnlizntion bE' done in one or two dE'C'E'nt sizE'd factories. The furnacE's require 

, !'r,r""~f 



;edesigning in order that they may be more efficient. The present over all 
consumption of coal per ton of glass imported at Firozabad is about four 
tons approximately. This should be reduced to below one ton of coal· per 
ton of glass in an efficient furnace. My opinion is that the best line of 
development it to introduce furnaces using recuperators rather than regell~
rators. These work continUOUsly without any reversal of glls and jur 
supplies but suffer from certain technical difficulties which demand the 
supply of very good glass quality refractories 'and pots. No such furnaces 
are yet installed in India to my knowledge. With the improvements of 
furnace design it will become possible to work at a higher temperature which 
would permit the use of less soda in the glass and give more economic pr.o-
duction, apart from the question of diminished fuel consumption. 

3. Improved methods of working finished bangles are required and with 
the availability of furnaces which are fired by producer gas some of the gl\S 
could be diverted for use in the bangle joining work. This would necessitate 
a centralization of the bangle joining adjacent to the factory and improved 
labour conditions would result. Furthermore, the method of generating the 
spiral direct from the furnace merits .development. Indeed from an inspec
tion of the type of operations which are entailed at Firozabad it appears 
pos..ible that the whole series of operations might be made completely auto
matic. The operations are relatively simple and less involved than in bottle 
making or an electric lamp assembling. 

4. Nobody in India appears to have considered the possibility of develop· 
ing an optical glass industry. There must be a demand, if onlv, for 
.nectade lenses and such optical apparatus as are at present imported, e.g., 
binoculars, etc. The develonment of such an industry seems to have favoured 
craftsmanship which is available throughout India and which could easily 
be diverted to such matters as the grinding and figuring of lenses, etc. It 
is doubtful however with the present conditions .whether such an industry 
would permit of an export trade. 

5. In considering lines of development of the industry one of the most 
important points is to consider the possibilities of amalgamation of associa
tion amongst manufacturers, etc. Such association must be not only from 
the purely commercial standpoint but must also involve technical and 
financial consideration. I understand that several local associations exist 
at Firozahad and that an all India Glass Makers' Association exists, but I 
am not aware of their exact functions. I consider that some of the most 
important feature.~ which such associations should consider are:-

(1) Standardization of products and processes. 
(2) Arrangement for research and development. 
(3) Arrangements for purchase and sale. 
(4) Allotment of work. 
(5) Finance, and 
(6) Labour policy. 

!'Inch orll:anization might be provincial as well all throughout India. 
Although these associations exist at Firozabad I have found the conduct of 
manufacturing work there to be somewhat difficult to understand. Some 
manufacturers are themselves agents for the import of materials used in 
glass manufacture and indeed ror the import of bangles which are also 
distributed in competition with their own. The confusion of efforts with so 
many activities vested in a· manufacturer seems to me very undesirable. 
Possibly some steps might be taken to improve these by working such trade 
organization. J have given in a separate note an indication of tbe type of 
invp.tigntions aiming at develoning the industries wbich have been under
taken at the Har('ourt Butler Technological Institute. 

I have not commented in this note regarding development of refractories. 
The pos.~ibilit:v of uRing sillimanite in the glass indlL.try requires examination 
-a systematic study of Indian refractories is also required. 



(4) Glass Factories. 

Equipment. Output. Rema.rks. 

------------------�-------------------I-------~-----------I-------------------
United Provinces. 

1. The United Provinces Glass One tank, furnace, capacity 7,000 
Works, Bahjoi, Moradabad, Unitfd maund glass, 6 Japanese type 
Provincea. furnaces. 

2. The Ganga G1ua Works, Balwali, 
United Provinces. 

3. The Krishna Glass Work, Hath· 
ras Junction, East Indian Rail· 
way. 

4. The Allahabad Glass Works, 
Naini, East Indian Railway. 

5. Firozahad Glass Factories 

Direct coal fired covered pot fur· 
nace, capacity 2·5 tons daily. 

Two pot furnaces, Japanese type, 
one with 6 pots and one with 9. 

One tank furnace, capacity 1,300 
-1,400 maunde of glass. 3 
automatic hlowing machines for 
bottles. 2 pot furnaces. 

7 direct fired furna ces of which 4 
are working, 14 Japanese type 
furnaces, 5 are in operatlon. 
The gaR fired furnace is not 
working. 

1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1030 

Tona. Value. 
Rs. 

800 . 160,000 
900 170,000 

1,100 190,000 
1,200 200,000 

350 dozen lamp globes per day (about 
actual). 

8,000 aoda water bottles per day 
(possible). 

Considerable reduction in the output 
of Bangle making glass in recent 
years. 

Manufacturers, sheetglass, chim
neys, tumblers, electrio shades, 
eto., tank blook imported. 

Soft soda glass, usually white of 
Japanese make out of Jubbul
pore clay. 

They oan make their own crucibles 
(Jubbulpore clay). 

Specialise in soda-water bottles 
and phials of various descrip
tion. 

Some pots made locally, reduced 
purchRBing, of the public, com
petition of imported bangles, 
oompetition between the manu
facturers. 



OTHEB PBOVINOES; 

Bombal/. 
~ fii 1. The National Glass Works, Maz. 
Ul gaon, Bombay. 

2. The Paisa Fund Glass Works, 
Talegaon, Poona. 

11. The Ogle Glau Work, Oglewadi, 
Satara. 

-t •. The Central Bottle Works, New 
Agra Road, Kurla. 

D. The Bombay GIau Bevelling 
. Co., Tardeo, Bombay. 

Punjab (only one factory). 

I. The Upper India Glass Works, 
Ambala. 

Cefl$ral Province8. 

1. The Nagpur 
Nagpur. 

.-
Glau. Works, 

Direct fired furnace 

Japanese type direct fired furnace ; 
continuous for annealing glass. 

One furnace with Japanese cru· 
cibles (10 in a furnace). 

Japanese type ·direct fired furnace 

Output worth Rs. 600,000 in 5 years. 

Annual output worth Rs. 100,000. 

Annual output worth Rs. 125,000. 

Annual output :-

1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

Annualoutput:-

1927·28 
1928·29 
1929·30 

Re. 
80,000 

,80,000 
1,25,000 
1,50,000 

Rs. 
25,000 
40,000 
60,000 

Lamp ohimneys, etc. 



-- Equipment. Output. Remarb. 

Centrar Provi1lcea-contd. 

2. Shree Onama Glass Works, Direct fired Japanese type furnace lUlnualoutput:--
Gondia. with covered oruoibles. Weight Value 

in mds. Rs. 
1925·26 3,423 068,453 Chimneys, globes, oake holders, 
1926·27 3,580 53,774 jars, tumblers, finger. bowls, 
1927·28 3,754 58,831 paper weights, glass vases, etc. 
1928·29 3,869 46,532 
1929·30 4,086 43,753 

Bengal. 

1. The Bengal Glass Worb, Dum. 

~EmplOY pot furnaces. 
dum, Calcutta. 

2. The Para Glass Worb, Ram-
raj-tala, Bengal-Nagpur Rail- ) 
way. 

3. The Calcutta Glass and Silica 

} Em~oy""" f~~M. Works, Belgachia, Calcutta. 

,. The Reliaghata Glass Works, 
Beliaghata, Calcutta. 

Mysore--None. 

Behar--None. I 



(5) Freight charged 0"' row material •• 

COAL. SAND. SODA. 

From To 
Freight per From To Freight per From To Freight per 

ton. Md. Md. 

Re. A. p .• Re. A. P. Re. A. P. 
Aaa.J1IIol . Firozabad 8 8 0 Lohagra. • Firoza.ba.d ") 0 2 9 Cos.ipore Firozabad 0 9 9 

)' to 
Ra.nigunj . Do. 8 8 0 Ba.rga.rh • Do. 0 3 8 { 011 0 

Sa.hibBa.za.r Do. to 
Onda.l. Do. 8 10 0 Sawa.i Madho· Do. 0 8 3 o 12 0 

Jba.ria. Do. 7 10 
pore. 

0 K. P •. Dock Do. 0 9 6 

Pa.tha.rdihi Do. 7 10 0 Dhra.ngadra. Do. o 10 9 

Sita.rampore Do. 810 0 Jetty Do. 0 9 6 

Katra.sga.rh Do. 7 12 0 Howrah Do. o 10 6 

Kusunda. Do. 7 10 0 

Freight charged on. marvufactured good,. 

BANGLES. LAMP CHIMNBYS. PLATIII OB SHEET GLASS. 

From To Freight per 
Md. From To Freight per 

Md. From To Freight per 
Md. 

Re. A. P. Re. A. P. Ra. A. P. 
Firoz&ba.d . Cawnpore 0 5 2 Firoza.ba.d C&wnpore 0 7 5 B&hjoi C&wnpore . 1 5 7 



(6) Monthly OIVerage rail import, to Firozabad. 

1926·27. 1927·28. 1928·29. 1929·30. 1930·31. 1931·32. 

-
Total Per Total" Per Total Per Total Per Total Per Total Per 

in tons. cent. in tons. cent. in tons. cent. in tons. cent. in tons. oent. in tons. cent. 

- - - ------ -
Coal. 1,445 .. 1,584 77·8 1,416 78·8 1,722 79-4 1,452 76 .. .. 

Sand. .. .. 270 13'23 249 13·6 317 1402 330 16·9 .. .. 
" 

Soda. " .. 184 9·05 131 7·2 136 6·4 129 6·75 .. .. 

--- ------
TOTAt. 1,445 .. 2,038 100 1,796 100 2,175 ,100 1,911 100 .. .. 

I I 

.{ .. .. 15·84 2·7 1·84 14-16 2-49 1-31 17·22 3·17 1-36 14-52 3·30 1-29 .. .. 
Coal: Sand: Soda 

l .. .. 100 17 11·6 100 17-5 9·2, 100 17·8 7·9 100 22·7 8·9 .. .. 
I I 
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(~) M efl101'lJMwm f'egatrding possibilities 0/ establishment 0/ II department 

0/ the Was. Technology at the Technical Institute, Cawnpore. 

The proposal to open up a department of Glass Technology immediately 
brings in the question of what is meant or understood by the term Glass 
Technology. At the outset I would make it clear that it IS not a practical 
proposition to erect at the Institute a complete plant for the melting and 
working of glass on a small scale, in which intending entrants to the industry 
might be trained. The object of any training which might be given would 
be to give an adequate scientific basis to a man who might later enter into 
thl! industry and usefully apply his knowledge. This type of training is 
distinct from training a man in furnace operation or. in the subsequent 
lIulDipulation of glass.' The training which a man requires to possess to 
enter the glass .industry must include the subject of Physics, Chemistry 
and Engineering, and the type of chemistry which he is required to know 
is partICularly physical chemistry. 'I'he best method by which a man 
can be trained for entry in the glass industry is by his carrying out experi
mental work under suitable direction which involves the use by him of the 
materials which are used in the glass industry and apparatus which brings 
bim familiarity in dealing with materials which require to be handled at 
high temperature. If dUl"mg his work in the Laboratory dealing with such 
matters he has to come into contact with glass works by visiting them to 
take samples or to make some measurements he gradually becomes familiar 
with the processes involved, when his special knowledge of the materials 
becomes invaluable. . 

I would not therefore be favourable to the establishment of a special 
teaching department in the Institute devoting itself to training students in 
Glass 'I'echnology. In the first place the number of factories in India in 
which such men could help to find employment does not exceed 20. Secondly 
8/1 1 have already instanced above the training is best likely to be accom
plished by working in laboratories concerned with the materials used· in the 
mdustry and its methods. 

With present arrangements at the Technological Institute it would not be 
pORSible for me to undertake any special training of students in the 
institute in allY instructional course of Glass Technology which might be 
described as adequate. I would prefer. to commence any development in 
the training of Glass Technology or in offering assistance to the Glass 
Industry generally by development of the system, which is at present in 
force at the Institute. I have succeeded in interesting one of the senior 
members of my staff in the problem of the Glass Industry and I should like 
to supplement his work by arranging that he should spend his full time 
uiJon problems connected with glass and that he should have in addition 
a staff of three junior research workers who would be paid about Rs. 150 
per· month. 'I'he qualifications required by the men to be recruited for this 
type of work would be an honours degree in Physical Chemistry, or Mining 
and Metallurgy, or preferably such graduates who had had an year or 
two's experience in I:lteel Works or Glass Works, if they would be avail
able. In addition I would recommend the recruitment of one young 
engineer who would carry out experiments at Cawnpore upon furnaces and 
producers and also one draftsman. The workers so engaged would be set 
to work upon problems connected with-

(a) With the refractories and glass available in India, 
(b) The improvements of the glass mixtures used in the various 

factories, 
(c) With improvements in the furnaces. 

An adequate provision of this staff in the matter of travelling allowance 
would be flecessary so that they might visit factories as required. With 
a staff of this character comprised of well educated and enthusiastic young 
men there would be every prospect of them supplying information which would 
lead to a rapid improvement in the Glass Industry in India. Working 
in the laboratories of the Institute for their full time, upon the materials 
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.sed in the industry, and becoming familiar by their visits to various glass 
factories with the· details concerning the working of glass furnaces, such 
men would be in a. very enviable position to command employment in one' 
of the various glass factories. After an year or two, such of them as might 
show the particular ability and keenness might be 'accepted on to the staff 
of the Institute as permanent research workers upon the subject. I prefer 
the method which I have detailed above to the immediate appointment of 
any worker in the Category of Officer firstly since I' consider it the most 
efficient method and secondly because I do not think that any suita.ble 
officer could be recruited in India. In setting up such an establishment 
to carry out research into the Glass Industry I would not recommend the 
immediate provision of a large amount of equipment. This is not necessary. 
I would however suggest that a provision over a perioo of four or five years 
of Rs. 60,000 to cover the cost of special apparatus and equipment should 
be made j say annually a provision of Rs. 12,500. The cost entailed by 
appointing three research workers at Rs. 150 per month would be Rs. 5,400 
annually. In addition I would suggest a special provision of Rs. 1,000 to 
cover travelling expenses making a total of say Rs. 19,000 for an year's 
working, with some additional office staff f~r record work, etc., say B.s. 20,000 
per year. This does not include the cost of the full time of an dfficer of the 
Institute who would necessarily be devoted to the immediate direction of 
the work. I have not before me at the moment exact figures of the values 
of the glass imports of India, but I think they are in the neighbourhood of 
about two lakhs of rupees. The introducing of 0-25 per cent. import duty 
would produce a revenue of Rs. 50,000 annually which would be adequate 
to cover the cost of the staff and material which have been proposed and 
to reimburse the United Provinces Government for the making ,available of 
a building in which the experimental work might be carried out, and tht' 
time of such dfficers as might be devoted to the work upon a full time basis. 
This method (a tax for imports) of providing money for the execution of 
the research may possibly be objectionable upon major economic grounds, 
but it appears as an immediate possible source from which provision might 
be 1X''1de. It may be of interest to compare the figures of cost which have 
heen entailed in England in setting up a department of Glass Technology 
at Sheffield. But conditions here are different since there are at Sheffield 
facilities for giving men adequate training in other ancillary subjects and 
there is a large possible field of employment for trainees. The department 
of Glass Technology at Sheffield was established in 1916, but I have nl' 
figures of the cost during the first few years. In 1920, however, the deport
ment had an inc0me of about £3,500 annually, made up approximately 
as below:-

i £ 
Government grants 1,250 
Glass Makers' Association 1,250 
University 500 
Fees received 500 

In 1930 this income had risen approximately to £7,000, Government 
supplying £2,000, manufacture £3,500 and the University contribution 
and the amount of fees for tl'sting received amounting to £600 each. ThEe'" 
distribution of cost in 1930 roughly as below:-

Teaching oand research staff 
Additional research workers 
Wages 
Laboratory expenses 
Travelling 
Office building, etc. 

£ 
3,000 

800 
700 

1,000 
200 

1,300 

7,000 
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ltough1y the expenditure per year at Shedlieli correSponds t.o Rs. 90,000 
and dUl'1ng the period since its establishment the department has done much 
good work. It lS of interest to note that the ShElllield work was originally 
acclaimed as offering a training to men to enter the industry by following 
a delimte course ot instruction, but the most successful passages into the 
industry have been made not by the students simply trained in the depart
ment but by those who have been trained and have subsequently joined 
the department as research workers of three or four years. In India the 
prelimlDary training is best gi ven in one of the Universities having a 
technical bias. As a further point of interest t,be ,work at .ShElflield: 
which has l'eceived universal acclamation has been throughout directed to ascer
tain the fundamental properties of the materials used in the industry and 
energles have not been frIttered away and on specific problems concerning 
individual manufacturers. It would be upon such a line that I would insist 
in the case of development of a Research Section dealing with the Glass 
Industry at Cawnp·ore. To sum up the main points in-(I) There is not 
&' large demand to train men for entry into the Glass Industry. (2) 
Assistance can be best given by establishing a research centre in close 
contact with the industry. (3) The personnel of technical men required by 
the industry would best be supplied by absorption from such a research de~ 
partment of men who have made contact with industry. (4) No special 
establishment at Cawnpore is recommended for training in Glass Technology, 
but the recruitment of any three research men and the cost of materia.ls 
required, should be provided for at an estimated cost of Rs. 20,000 annually 
for 5 years. (5) Cost to the United Provinces Government of such, an 
establishment and the provision of buildings, with the time of officers 
entailed could be met by levying an extra 0'25 per cent. import duty. (6) 
The research to be carried out should have a wide scope relating to Indian 
raw material and methods of working. 

(8) Notes on work alread'll done at the Technological Institute in connection 
with Glass. 

Attention was first given to experiments in connection with glass about 
three years ago and some preliminary experiments were tried to improve 
the methods used for colouring glass red and yellow, as done at Firozabad. 
The results of these preliminary experiments were not very conclusive, but 
some useful experience was acquired in the melting up of small batches of 
glass and their manipUlation. The attention of the Institute was first 
given serious to the Glass Industry in December, 1930j and the first step 
taken was to circularise Directors of Industries and known glass manufac
turers throughout India for information regarding the extent of theil' 
production and the submission of samples of sand available. The response 
to this enquiry was not very adequate, but such information as was made 
available regarding glass works, production, etc., is included in the tabulated 
statement which forms an appendix to the note on the' Glass Industry at 
Firozabad. A separate note on Indian glass making sands is attached 
which covers the results of examination of aIr the specimens which were 
rlOCeived. In February or March, 1931, I myself vi.sited Firozabad and 
the Institute has since kept in close touch with manufacturers there. The 
matter of giving' special technical assistance to the Glass Industry at 
Firozabad was considered by the Research Committee of the Institute in 
May and work is proceeding roughly on the lines of the note on this sub
ject 'then submitted to this Research C?mmittee and attached for inform
ation Experiments have been made, wl~hout success to develop a sUltable 
kero~ne burner for bangle joining. The assistance of the larger mineral 
oil companies was invoked. in this direction but the ~esign ?f a bu.rner 
for this purpose was consldered by them to be outslde th81r prOVlDce. 
Attention has therefore been directed to the erection of a small producer 
using charcoal so that gas may be available for this purpose of joining bangles, 
to date the producer has not been got into operation and no tests on the 
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use of the producer gas for joining Dangles has' been possible. Considera
tion has been given to the design of a suitable producer gas fired furnace 
using pots. Contact has been made with the manufacturers of refractory 
materials and some special items required for assembly in recuperator 
chambers have. been made at the request of the Institute. So far these 
refractory tiles have not been tested, nor is the design of a furnace yet 
complete. Some work has been do lie on examining the thermal expansion 
characteristics of the glasses which are used for bangle making and also 
of the annealing temperature required for this type of glass. 'l'he exten
sion of this work is likely to give useful information regarding the type of 
glass used. No special funds are earmarked in the Institute for wOl'k in 
connection with glass. Money is not immediately required to continue the 
present slow rate of progress of the investigations but as indicated in a 
separate note, it will be desirable to have at the Institute two or three whole 
time workers engaged at the problem entailed in the industry. 

NorB.-A.n additional investigation was made in July of this year con
cerning the nature and extent of imports of certain raw materials into 
Firozabad during the last five years. The figures obtained are COIDmeJlted 
upon elsewhere. 

Enclosure 1. 

Nota jor Membera 01 the ResearcA Committee (May, 1991). 

The glass industries at Firozabad and Shikohabad offer a field for investiga
tion upon which a part of the research activities of the Institute can use
fully be concentrated. Three main groups of problems affront this industry. 
(a) Furnaces (b) Manipulation-Particularly lamp working of glass, (c) 
Colouring agents. I would suggest that the existing problelns be tackled in 
the order (b), (a), (c). The industry at Firozabad is already divided largely 
between (i) glass melting, (ii) spiral production, and (iii) joining aOO 
decoration of bangles. It is logical to retain the partition of item (iii) but 
itelns (i) and (ii) can and should be amalgamated. A.n immediate start can 
be made by (1) developing an improved kerosene burner or a blow pipe 
using producer gas, (2)' introducing producers instead of direct firing for 
the furnaces. If a start can be made with an improved kerosene burner or 
as I think it possible with small producers to give gas for blow pipe working 
there will be no difficulty in persuading some of the larger glass melting firms 
there to take to gas fired furnaces. This will indeed be a matter of necessity 
since improved methods of manipulation will lead to an increased demand 
for glass. Witb. development on these lines the manufacture of glass may 
ultimately be centralised in one or a few large and efficient glass works. 
The production of the spiral ribbon for bangle making could then probably 
be made completely automatic with glass direct from the molten state, and 
many of the subs<.>quent operations iIII connection with joining also could 
similarly be mechanised. When I was in Firollabad in March, I discussed 
various points with the President of the Glass Manufacturers Association, 
he was very anxious to receive assistance from the Board of Industries either 
by way of a grant to import foreign workers and engage them in their 
establishments or to plaee funds at the disposal of the Institute so that 
researeh work on glass might be carried out there on their behalf. He was 
particularly concE'rned with colouring agE'nts, but I think at the moment 
work can most usefully be done on the lines noted above in the Institute. 
If a satisfactory blow pipe is developE'd I propose in the first place to im
port a bangle worker here and to observe his performance before suggesting 
to instal any spE'cial plant at Firollabad. In connection with furnaces I 
think some prE'liminary dE'signs may be got out in the Institute. The pro
prietor of the Corouation Glass Works who consulted me in this connection 
is anxious to prol'E'E'd with devE'lopment of a gas fired furnace, and this 
installation might be in part subsidised by the funds at the disposal of the 
Board of Industries. 
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Enclosure 2. 
Indian Glass Making Sand. 

There is no collected or authenticated record of the composition, size and 
other properties of 'the sands which are generally used in the manufacture of 
gl_ in India. In the general interest of glass manufacture in India and 
with a view to have an accurate record of the properties of the various 
glass sands used the following investigation was undertaken. 

Ten samples of glass sands as below were collected, through the kindness 
of various provincial directors of industries and glass factories:-

Place 0/ ongi_ 
1. Panhai (Manikpur), District Banda, United Provinces. 
2. Jaijon, Punjab, near Jullunder. 

3. Jaijon, Punjab, Dear Jullunder. 

4. Jaijon, Punjab, near Jullunder. 

5. Barhgar, United Provinces, near Manikpur, District Banda. 
6. Delhi. 
7. Sewai Madhopur, Rajputana. 

8. Jullulpore, Central Provinces. 

9. Ennore, Madras. 

10. Ennanoor, Madras. 
These apparently represent the whole of the available glass making sands 

in India. No complete information is available at the moment showing the 
extent of the deposits, cost at site, possibility of washing and grading at 
site, etc., which are desirable particulars in considering each deposit as a 
source of material for glass making. It_ is hoped however to obtain this 
information and have it available for manufacturers at an early date. 

Analysis.-All the samples were analysed complete, silica was estimated 
by the hydrofluoric acid method and the rest as usual after fusion with 
fusion mixture (K,CO.Na,CO.). The results are given below:-

Loss 
SiO •• TIO •• Fe.O •. Al"a.. OaO. MgO. on 

Ignition. 
Total. 

1. Xanbal Band 97'54 O'OS 0·11 1-05 0-05 0-05 0'20 99O()S 

z. laljo'! No.1 99'00 0'14 0·10 0·95 0'05 0'11 0'15 99-90 

8. JaijOD No.2 98'80 0·07 0-25 0-S2 0'06 0·17 0'14 99'81 

,. laljon No.8 96'54 0'26 0·84 1'60 0'11 0'54 0'40 99'79 

5. Barbgar Sand 97-58 0'16 1'52 trace O'lS 0'68 100'46 

8. Deihl Sand 97'22 1040 0'21 0·86 0'15 trace 0'41 99'25 

7. s.wal Madbopur 9S'44 0.88 1-17 0'09 trace 0'43 100'46 

8. lnbbnlpur Band 9S'04 0'69 0'14 0'91 trace 0'09 99'Sl 

9. Ennore 97"12 0'22 0'14 0'98 0-10 .. il 0'11 98'67 

10. Ennanoor 97'42 0'12 0'24 0'11 0'10 .. ace 0'24 99'28 

Considering all the figures sample No.2 (Jaijon sand No.1) appears to 
be the purest sample of sand. Nos. 1, 5, 6, 7 Ilnd 8 seem to be of the 
same order except that No. 6 contains an appreciable quantity of TiO, and 
No.7 an excess of Fe,O.. 5, 6 and 7 are the sands usually used for glass 
making in the United Provinces. 

Grading.-The samples of sand were all successively sieved through the 
following I. M. M. sieves of 30, 60, 80, 90 and 100 meshes per inch. One 
hundred grams of sand were successively sieved and the quantity retamed 
on each sieve WIWI weighed. 
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Percentage of sand retained 8u~ce8sively-

Per cent. 
!ample 30 60 80 90 l(!0 passing 

No. meshes. thTough 
100 meshes. 

1 66'3 30'6 bi 0'4 0'1 1'2 
2 0-1 41'5 24'2 3'5 0'6 30'1 
3 28'0 43'8 10-4 2'0 0'6 15'2 , 0'2 5'3 10'8 5·5 2·4 75'8 
15 11·3 (8'5 18'8 2·2 1'2 ~8'0 
II 34'5 46'3 8·3 1'2 0'2 9'5 
7 14'4 54·5 8·9 2'5 0'6 19·1 
S 18'8 66'2 8'8 1·4 0'4 4·4 
9· 79'7 18·8 O·g 0'1 0'1 0'4 

10 83'7 15·8 0'2 0-1 0·1 0'1 

These figures of grading have been expressed in a graphic form in 
ftgures I and II. The actual grain size may be seen from the photographs 
attached and described below. 

In order to record the size and outline of the particles of sand, the 
samples were each photographed, as shown in figures 1-10. The size of 
the particles can be directly judged from the photograph of a scale taken 
eX8('tly under similar conditions. In the actual prints accompanying this 
note the magnification is about 37. 

Samples Nos. 5, 6 and 1 contain an appreciable quantity of fine particles, 
Nos. 1 and 3 containing a smaller quantity. No.4 is dusty while Nos. 2, 8, 
9 and 10 are practically free from dust. Sample No. 2 appears quite clean 
and is of uniform size; it is undoubtedly the best glass making sand, 
amongst those examined. No.2 approaches the type of Fontainebleau sand 
and Nos. 6, 8, 9 and 10 are approximately of the same type as the Thenish 
deposits of sand used for glass making in Belgium and Germany though all 
show a high iron and alumina contents. 

The various specimens were examined also to determine the quantity of 
electrolytes present in the sand by the method noted below. The results 
are recorded, but are not of major importance in judging the sands for glass 
making purposes. 

Fifteen grams ·of sand were shaken up with 30 c.cs. of water and the 
(!Onductivity of the aqueous extract determined in the ordinary way. The 
electrolyte content of the eand has been calculated from the observed con
ductivity and shown as equivalent to the presence of the indicated percentage 
of sodium chlor,ide. 

·No. 0.1 Sample. 

1 
! 
3 
4-
5 
6 
1 
B 
9 

10 

Percentage 01 sodium chloride on the 
sand X Ill·'. 

1'9 
0-7 
0·5 
1'2 

'42 
'7 
'6 

1'2 
'26 
'26 

Sand No. 8 only SIIOWS an abnormality. Thill was a specimen received 
from the Shree Onama Glass Works, Gondia, Central Provinces, and was found 
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on-further examination to be contaminated with soda ash dust. In general 
the figures under electrolyte content give an indication only of the type 
of water in which the sand has been washed, or from which it has been 
deposited and then dried. Discussion of their precise value is not of imme
diate importance to the purpose of this paper. 

(9) Letter No. 4894/14-26, dated the 17th December, 1931, from Dr. Drane, 
Harcoltrt Butler Technological Institute, United Provinces, Cawnpore. 

* 
I am sending you attached a copy of a memorandum dated the 15th 

Del-ember, 19:31, which I have prepared regarding the possibility of starting 
training ill Glass Technology at the Institute_ This is only a preliminary 
copy and you will probably receive shortly formal proposals in this connection 
from the Director of Industries, by which time some minor modifications may 
have been made. 

Enclosure. 
Memorandum on the possibility oj stwrting training in Glass Technology at 

the Technological Institute. 

The Tariff Board has enquired whether instruction in Glass Technology 
can be given at the Technological Institute. The answer is, yes, provided 
funds are made available and an estimate of requirements is given later. 

The establishment of a training centre for the Glass Industry at Cawnpore 
will simultaneously necessitate the establishment of a research centre for the 
industry. I would put the functions of the section to be established primarily 
as research and let the teaching activities grow side by side. The teaching 
and instructions required will be given by the staff permanently engaged 
upon research work. I have already explained in pages 28--34 of the 
memoranda submitted to the Tariff Board dated the 8th December, 1931, 
the general principles involved in the training of prospective entrants to 
the Glass Industry on its technical side. I recommend the provision of a 
staff as below:-

One Glass Technologist-Rs. 1,600-1,800 (for 3 or 5 years)*. 
One Senior Assistant-Rs. 600-750-1,000. 
Two Junior Assistants (one chemist one physicist)-Rs. 150-200. 
Two studentships for graduate research workers-Rs. 100. 
One Laboratory Assistant-Rs. 75-100. 
Oue Clerk-Rs. 75-100. 
Two nlenials-Rs. 30. 

With this staff it will be possible to carry out instructional and research 
work in an adequate and efficient manner. The materials and apparatus 
required will not be heavy items, much of the apparatus required is already 
in the Institute. I would however suggest an initial provision of Rs. 1,500 
for special equipment and thereafter Rs. 5,000 annually for materials and 
equipment. An annual provision of Rs. 2,500 will be necessary for travelling 
allowance of Glass Technologist and his assistants. 

The expenses involved for staff and materials according to the scheme 
outlined above would be Rs. 43,700 for the first year and 42,600 at the end of 
five years. I consider th~t after five years the senior assistant would be in 
a position to take charge of the section and that the services of the Glass 
Technologist would not necessarily be required after that period. 

In considering the provision of funds I think it necessary that a further 
special grant should be made which would permit the engagement of a 
consUlting furnace engineer to put down at selected places in the varioull 
provinces efficient types of furnace. I would suggest the offer being made 

* See note at end. 
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to a selected giass manufacturer in each province of the following service. A 
furnace designer alld builder would be engaged to erect and. bring into 
operation a turnace of eollicient design, the proprietors of the factory provid
ing materials and labour and paying all royalties on the use of the furnace. 
Probably three furnaces set up under Buch a scheme will set the industl'y 
going on an eoJficient basis. I am not in a position to ustimate the expenses 
whicil would be necessary under such an arrangl'ment, but the work cannot 
be dOlle cheaply. Probably u.s. 25,000 represents the minimum charge which 
will be entailed in obtainmg the service noted above from a reputable firm 
of fnrnace engineers and builders. The pro\'ision in the first year of the 
establishment of the section would thus require to he increased to 68 700 
and thereafteT a provision of about 47,600 annually to the end of the tifth 
year. 

The teaching and research activities of the section would be roughly as 
below:-

(1) Teaching.-Graduate students would be accepted for a two years 
cou),se of trainlUg in the principles of Glass Technology. The entrants would 
prelerably be honours students in physical chemistry. Their training during 
the two years course would be theoretical and pl'actical dealing ",ith tbe 
principles of glass manufacture and the examination of materials used in the 
Industry. In my previous memorandum 1 have expl.'\incd that I am against 
setting up a factory at Cawnpore in connection with the training which 
will be given in the Institute. This was on the grounds of expense and 
the impu,;sibility of working the furnace continuously and therefore eoffi
ciently. This does not however mean to ssy that small experimental melt
ing turnaces would not be erected and that students woula not be trained 
lD theIr use and management according as funds permitted. The training 
ill the ll'lstitute would be supplemented by deputing the students to glass 
factories (arrangements have already been made with three glass factories 
III the United l'rovinces for such training work). After completion of their 
cou),se suitable students 'I\'ould be eligible for election to one of the student
ships at Us. 100 which would be tenable for one year in the first instauce, 
'fhe number of studeuts which it will be proposed to admit '!rill be three 
annually and they would be selected from any province in India according 
to the suitability of candidates presenting themselves. One admission would 
be reserved aunually to a student of the United Provinces provided a 
student of satisfactol'y standard presented hinIself. 

(2) Work oj the ataU.-(a) The Glass Technologist would advise glass 
manufacturers in India regarding improvements in their methods and the 
materials involved in their manutacture. He would supervise the research 
wOl'k of the staff provided and the traiuing of students In Glass Technology. 

(b) The research work carrIed out by the staff would coucern itself (i) 
with specification of raw materIals available in India, (ii) improvement of 
glasa lI11xtures. (iii) improvement of refractories, (i\') de\'elopment of mechani
caJ Illethods of lllUldliug. The most SU('cess in the reseal"ch programme might 
be expected under itemli (i), (ii) and (iii). Item (iv) would likely be developed 
Dlost rapidly by actual work in the factories by men who would have received 
a trainlDg lD the lustitnte, 

111 the figures whieh I have giveu for the staff required which I have 
proposed I have left the provision of junior assistants on a low scale so 
that good ,mell who. may be engaged in tbese posts shan regard them only 
aa temporary aud seek better employment in glass factories. By this pro
QtlSS within a period of five years it might be expeded that an adequate 
supply of well trained men would he available to the industry. 

In the provision of funds from Ct-ntral Revenues for the engagement of 
the staff and the prosecutiou of the work proposed it is understood that the 
funds would be provided to the United Provinces Government who would 
engage the staff directly responsible to them through the authOl'ities of the 
Technological Institute. 

NOTB.-Ill lixillg a salary for the Glass Technologist I have shown it at 
Re. 1,600-1,800 which is the same salary offered to the Sugar Technologist 
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attached to the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, and at present 
quartered in the Institute buildings. The standard of training and attam
ment required to be p088888ed by a GllU!S Technologist for thl! post considered 
is in some ways considerably higher than is necessary for a similar post 
dealing with the Bugar industry. Moreover the competent Glass Technolo
gist is a rare specimen is 80 far that the experience required of manufac
turing industry relating to glass and refractories is much less easily required. 
In view of these facts and that it will be necessary to recruit a European 
officer. whose expense. would be considerable on a short term contract. it 
may becoma necessary and desirl!.ble to offer a higher salary, say Rs. 1,750-
2,250 with corresponding provision for passages, etc. Furthermore as in the 
case of the appointment of a Sugar Technologist (who however was a domi
ciled Indian officer) it may be desirable to depute the recruited Glass Techno
~g!"t for consultation with furnace designers and manufacturers, and to· 
VISIt glass works to recuperate his knowledge of modern methods of manu
facture which might be applied iQ India. Such an arrangement would require 
further additional provision. 

Director of Industries, United Provinces •. 

Letter No. 6897/9, dated the 26th FebruolTY, 1932. 

With reference to your letter No. 685, dated the 19th November. 1931, 
Rnd my intervi"w with you at Allahabad on 10th December 1931, I have 
the honour to forward herewith a tentative Rcheme fOT imparting instruc
tion in Glass Technology at the Harcourt Butler Technological Institute. 
Cawnpore. as desired by the Tariff Board. The scheme has ,been approved 
R8nerally by the local Government and' th"y are prepared to open a section 
in Glass Technology lit the Harcourt Butler Te~hnological Institute on the 
clear understanding that the entire recurrinl! and non-recurring expenditure 
involved is met by the Government of India. I may also add that my 
estimate of the eost of the scheme supersedes the one embodied in the 
note of the Principal, Harcourt Butler Technological Institute, a copy of 
which was sent to you direct by the Principal. 

Endosure. 

Rouuh scheme lor thr. oveninq of a section of Gla.~8 Technology at the 
Harcourt Butler Technological. l'1bstitute, Cawnpore. 

There Bre already four se~tion at Harcourt Butler Technological Institute, 
to;z.: (1) Sup;ar, (2) Oils, (3) Leather and (4) General applied chemistry. 
The Bugar section is practically financed wholly bv the Imperial Council of 
Agricultural Research and a llrono~al is afoot that thp. oil section should 
he similarlv turned into au All-India institution and financed by an AlI
India Oil Cess Committee. It will be easy. therefore, to open a new glass 
section at the inRtitute similarly financpd by the Government of India for 
tho training of GlaFIB Technologiste aud chemistR for the whole of India. 
Training in Glass Technology and chemistry will be given in the glass 
sc.-tion proper and whatever general training in engineering and chemiRtry 
wiII be required will be given at the I!p.neral pngineeI'ing and chemistry 
~tioRs which are attached to the institute. There is sufflcient accom
modation at the Institute for lecture rooms and laboratories but sheds will 
have to be erected in the compound for furnaces and blow rooms, etc. The 
following staff will be required for giving the necessary training:-

(1) An expert Glass Technologist on a pay between Rs. 1,000 and 
R8. 1,500 per mensem. 

(2) One physicist on HM. 350-25---aOO. 
(3) One chemist on Rs. 350-25-000 and possibly, 
(4) All engineer on Rs. 350--25---000. 
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Furances and ,8 small experimental demonstration glass factory shall also 
have to be opened the cost of which cannot be estimated by me at present 
but the Tariff Board will probably be able to make an estimate for them. 

2. Arrangements will be made for giving training in: 
(1) Glass Technology J 

(2) Glass chemistry, and possibly, 
(3) for training artizans for lower posts in glass factories. 

Admissions to the class in Glass Technology will be limited to boys with a 
degree in engineering and to the class in glass chemistry to boys with a 
degree in physics or chemistry. Training for the classes in Glass Technology 
and glass chemistry will extend to two or three years and will consist of a 

. course of practical work in glass factories for two or three months every 
year in addition to the practical work taught at the demonstration experi
mental factory. 

The duties of the above glass section will be (1) to help the glass factories 
in the whole of India with practical advice and guidance in technical 
matters, (2) to give training as stated above, and (3) to carry out experi
ments, investigations and researches in respect of the Glass Industry pro
blems. For this purpose the head of the section, 1,iz.: the expert Glass 
Technologist will correspond direct with glass factories all over India and 
will visit them whenever necessary. One visit per year to a factory will 
be at Government expense but if the factories need his services again they 
will have to pay his travelling expenses. Samples submitted by factories for 
IInalysis will be analysed and reported upon by the glass section at a 
moderate charge. In addition problems for experiment. investigation. and 
research may be submitted by tht' glass factories to the section and the 
necessary work will be done fre(> of cost at the section if the results of the 
researches and experiments are permitted by the factories concerned to be 
published for general information. If. however, the firms desire the results 
to be communicated to them only and to be kept secret otherwise tbey will 
have to pay fees to be fixed by negotiation in each case. 

3. Admissions to the glass section will be open to candidates from all 
over India and if the number of applications is greater than the number 
of vacancies they will be made by means of a competitive examination. The 
admissions should be restricted, in the first instance, to not more than three 
in the class for Glass Technology and one for the class in glass chemistry. 

4. The whole of the recurring and non-recurring cost will be met by a 
subsidy from the Government of India to the Government of United Provinces 
and the staff of the glass section will be entirely under the control of the local 
Government. In return for this fil'.ancial aid the Government of United 
Provinces will place the services of the general engineering and chemistry 
sections of the Harcourt Butler Technological Institute at the disposal of the 
glass section and will give accommodation for the class rooms and labora
tories in the Harcourt Butler Technological Institute building. They will 
also throw open admissions to the training to boys from the whole of India. 

5. For the proper administration of the glass section and the co-ordination 
of its work with tjle problems of the industry the head of the glass section 
will he assisted by an Advisory Committee which will consist of the folIow-
ing:-

1. A representative of the Government of India. . 
2. The Principal of the Harcourt Butler Technological 

Institute, Cawnpore . . . . . . 
3-6. Rcpresentatives of j!:lass II1llllnfacturl'rs from (1) 

Bombay, (2) Punjab, (3) Uuited Provinces and (4) 
Central ProvinCl's 

7. The head of the glass st'l"tion . 
8. Deputy Director of Indnstries. United Provinces in 

charge of technical education . 
9. One of the assistants in the glass section • 

Chairman. 
, 

Member. 

" 
" 

" Secretary. 
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6. If the &taff proposetl above is approVed then the Ultimate recurring cost 
of maintenanoo may be estimated to be IIOmewhat as follows:-

1. Glass Technologist 
2. Three assistants 
3. Three laboratory assistants 
(. Three clerks and three peons 
5. Travelling allowar.oo and contingencies 
6. Running expenses of the experimental factory 

(guess work) 
7. U nforeseeil expenses 

Total 

Per mensem. 
Rs. 

1,500 
1,800 

150 
225 

1,000 

2,500 
125 

7,300 

7. This section will remain in existence for at least'"'six. years, in the :Iirst 
instanoo, and it should be continued thereafter only if the glass trade 
desires it to be continued and agrees to contribute something towards its 
expenses. 

Director of Industries, Bombay. 

utter dated the 10th March, 1932. 

I have the honour to send h1!rewith a note on the protection to Glass 
Industry. The views expressed therein are my own and do not in any way 
commit the Government of Bombay. 

Enclosure. 

NOTE ON THE PBOTECTION TO GLASS INDUSTBY 8UBHITTED BY THE DmECTOB Olr 
INDUSTBIES, BOMBAY. 

I n.troduction. 

Glass is an important factor in civilisation. A moment's reflection will 
show the dependence of a nation on glass. During the last two decade;o glass 
has found so many applications in Arts and Industries that no nation can 
do without glass in all its forms in both peace and in war and so Glass 
Industry can very reasonably be considered to be a basic industry for the 
nation. Everything should therefore be done to encourage its development 
and expansion. 

GltJ.<3 Industry 01 the Bombay Presiden.cy. 

2. There are 6 glass factories in this presidency. These factories give 
employment to nearly 1,000 workmen and involve an investment of nearly 
Rs. 6 lakhs. Over and above these factories there are cottage factories 
sC'attered all over the Presidency which manufacture glass bangles and small 
glass articles like oil containers for crude lamps, lead mirrors for embroidery 
purposes, etc. More than 250 workers are engaged in the cottage industry. 
A fairly good amount of pioneering work for the industry has already been 
.done and so there will not be any difficulty in developing and expanding 
the industry. The 6 factories mentioned above produce the various articles 
O1l'otioned below. 

(n.) Globes, chimneys. jars and other hollow-wares.-There are 4 factories 
in this Presidency for the manufacture of these articles giving employment 
to at least about 500 persons. The total output in all these factories can be 
aafely put down at Rs. 3,50,000 per year. About 40 per cent. of the total 
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'Indian imports of ,globes, chimneys, etc., come· to this Presidency. It is 
well known that a large part of glass articles imported into this country is 
of second claaB quality and so in most cases these articles are sent at a price 
lower tha.n th!l actual cost of production. Investigations have revealed that 
as far as globes and chimneys are concerned Indian goods have come up 
to the standard of most of the imported goods. But due to sentimental 
reasons based on false logic and impressions the Indian goods do not fetch 
the same price as the foreil1:n goods. Hence it has been found that in most 
cases the retail and wholesale prices of Indian goods have to be kept somewhat 
lower than the imported ones. This to an outsider would give the impres
sion that there does not exist any foreign competition. This impression, 
however, is not correct. The prices of foreign goods determine to a great 
extent the prices of the goods manufactured locally and due to the reasons 
given above the Indian manufacturer is not able. to realise full value for 
his articles. 

(b) Glass Banales.-Glass bangle ma.nufaciure is being and has been 
carried on as a cottage industry in all the three divisions of the Presidency 
for a long time. The total number of bangles manufRctured by the cottage 
workers can be safely nut down at about 15 lakhs dOllen pairs of bangles 
per year worth about Rs. 80,000. This cotta.ge induRtry gives employment 
to nearlv 200 workers. Re('ently, however, Ii big factory has been started 
nt Kandivli, one of the suburbs of Bombay. The total annual output of 
thiR factory is about 311 lakhs dozen pairs of bangles worth about Rs. 2 
lakhs and 60 thouRRnd. This factory gives employment to nearly 400 
persons. This Presidency is the largest importer of glRSS bangles in 
in this country. More than 64 per cent. of the tobl Indian imports 
come to BombRY. Thi~ means thnt on the average this Presidency imports 
pretty nearly Re. 50 lnkhs wortb of banl!"~s every vear. There is, therefore, 
a big scope for this industry in the Bombay Presidency. 

(r) False pearls, (l11I.~s bead.~, etc.-Recently a factory was started in 
Romba.v for the manufacture of false penrls and glass beads, etc. The factory 
stnrted manufa.cturing false penrlll in April, 1931, Rnd WIIS able to compete 
with similar .Japnnese articles for some time. But when the Japanese 
knew that a falRe pearls fartory had been working in Bombay they began 
to cut down their prices and so the factorv is working at a loss at present 
and will have to be closed down if reasonable protection is not granted. 

(d) Soda water bottles.-Rerently the Gomptipur Glass Works at 
Ahmedahad hns started to mRnufacture soda wnter bottles on a. small scale. 
Thp, ounlity of the bottles produced by this firm is improving from day to day 
and it has been found' that these bottles are gaining in demand at a very 

'slow hut srondy rate. The firm has to compl'te with the manufacturers 
ahroad who ha~e been manufacturing these bottles for a considerable length 
of time and so this industry also needs protection.· 

Conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission, 

3. Conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission are met by the industry 
ns ~hown helow. 

(fl.) Raw m,aterials.-The main raw materials for thl'! manufacture of glass 
ar" !'Iilil'll. soda, potash. lime, borax, magnesia. zinc oxide, boric acid, arsenic 
oxide, nlumina. magnesium oxide, etc., and colouring agents in the form of 
~nlts of various metals. 

MORt of the raw materinls nre at presl'nt Rvailllble in this countrY in 
"'Iffil'ient qtllllltih. The only importnnt raw mntl'rial whil'h is notpr?",uced 
at nresent in this country is soda ash but it will not takp, much tIme to 
produ('e soda ash in this rountry as the raw materials for its manufacture 
Ilre available in India in abundance. 

n, will not be out of place to mention something nbO\;t the development 
. of Glass Inrlustry in Japan. Japan's Glass Industry dates from remote 
; nntinuity. Evpn W(lRtorn style of glass is said to have been manufactured 
. in Japan during the ollrly part of 17th oentury, and therll "Til some 
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factories at present which started husiness as far back as the 18th century. 
Up to the middle of the 19th century Glass Industry was more or less a sort 
of a cottage or semi-factory industry. During the latter part of the 19th 
~ntury Glass Industry of Japan came to assume the form of a factory 
IDdustry and since then various glass factories have sprung up mostly 
round about Tokyo and Osaka. It was however after the outbreak of the 
world war that Japan's Glass Industry became modernised and renovated in 
technique, equipment and management. As a result of this the number of 
factories increased during that period, i.e" 1914-19 by 180 per cent., the 
total numher of workers increased by 120 per cent. and the total output 
of glass and glass materials by 900 per cent. The depression which came after 
the war brought about a falI in the prices and weeded out many small an<l 
uneconomical factories and thus brought the Glass Industry of Japan to 
stand on a firm basis. In 1927 the output of glass and glass materials 
amounted to 44 miJIions yens, i.e., nearly 5 times as much as the figure for 
1914. 

One of the outstanding factors that have elevated Japan's Glass Industry 
to the present condition is to some extent the activity of export business. 
During the period 1914-17 more than 55 per cent. of the output was. export
ed. In 1916 the export figure reaphed as high as 70 per cent. of the output. 
After the world situation became normal the exports were reduced until 
they reached a fairly constant figure of about 42 per cent. of the total of 
Japan's output. All these developments in the Glass Industry of Japan 
are due to the artificial protection given by the world market conditions 
caused by the last Great war. Jap9n does not possess all the essential raw 
materials for the Glass Industry and inspite of this she has been able to 
develop the Glass Industry to such an extent that she is able to supply 
almost all her demands of glass and glass materials and exports nearly 
42 per cent. of her total output. Even countries like United States where 
Glaas Industry is highly developed are importing to some extent f{om 
Japan. This wonderful development of Glass Industry of Japan inspite of 
the fact that Japan has to use almost exclusively soda ash imported from. 
East Africa. The imports of soda ash from East Africa amount to nearly 
2'2 million yens equivalent to about 30 lakhs of rupees per year. Besides 
this Japan has to import nearly 600,000 yens (nearly 8 lak~s ~f 
rupees) worth of Borax, from foreign countrits, a large part of whICh is 
used in the Glass Industry. 

From the above it will be seen that the unavailability of soda ash in 
India for glass manufacture cannot be considered a factor that goes against 
the development of Glass Industry here. To a great extent India is in a 
far better position than Japan with regard to both soda ash and borax. 
India has abundant supply of raw materials that are required for the 
manufacture of soda ash aud hoxax. while .Tapan has almost none. As the 
country will develop industrially soda ash \ViII be produC'E'd in India in large 
quantities to supply not only the demand of Tndia nlone but; for export 
to the nearby countries like lIIalay States, Siam, etC'. Natural soda lakes 
of Sind and Central Provinces and other parts of the country have not been 
investigated thoroughly and worked on the line-s of Searls Lake in California· 
and Magadi Lake in the British East Africa. A time will no doubt come when 
difficultie-s iu exploiting these natural sources of soda ash wil! be over
come and the lakes wiII be exploited for ohtaining soda ash whIch can be 
used for the Glass Industry. 

(b) Cheap Power.-Cost of power as snch constitutes only a very sma~l 
part of the total cost of production of glass. The cost of .fue~ hO"jVever 18 

one of the otost important factors. The cost of fuel constitutes nearly 15 
to 25 per cent. or more of the total cost of production of glass depending 
upon its price. Materials that can be used as fuel for Glass Industry are 
abundant in this country and are available at reasonable prices. 

(c) Labou.r.-Supply of unskiJIed lahour is unlimite,d and there is not the 
slightest possibility of there being a shortage. Skilled labour· will be trained 
as industry will progress as has been the case with the recently developed 
industries like the Match Industry, ete. Even the Glass Industry in its 
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present depressed condition has been able to train its skilled workmen and 
for the manufacture, of ordinary articles the industry is not experiencing 
any difficulty as far as skilled and unskilled labour is concerned. 

(d) Hom.e market.-The consumption of glass and glassware in India is 
increasing day by day. As a country advances in education and habits of 
living this increase will continue. The total value of imports of glass and 
glassware during the last 5 years has remained practically constant nam<lly 
Rs. 250 lakhs per year. In spite of the expansion of the glass factories 
and the increase in output of the Indian factories the imports have remained 
more or less constant in value. This shows that the consumption of glass 
and glassware is increasing. It has been estimated that the total value 
of output of all the glass factories in India, can be safely put down at 
Rs. 50 lakhs per year. This means that the value of the present annual 
consumption amounts to nearly Rs. 300 lnkhs. From this it will be seen that 
the present home market is quite adequate for developing the industry on 
" very large scale. Again the per capita consumption of glass in this country 
is very low when compared to that in other countries. This as mentioned 
above is bound to increase, hence the potential home marke.t is going to be 
enormous. 

(e) Protection is essential.-Indian Glass Industry is more or less in its 
infancy. Most of the pioneering work on the manufacture of glass has been 
done in Europe and America and during the last couple of decades Japan 
also has come to the forefront in developing the Glass Industry. European 
factories have the advantage of experienced workers working in the factories 
from generation to generation. The per capita consumption of glass of the 
European countries as well as of America and Japan is comparatively very 
high. The huying power of the people in those countries is also higher 
than the buying power of the people in this country. The manufacturers 
in those countries also enjoy the privilege of being exporters. The foreign 
manufacturers have also the advantage of havinl!; bigger units for their 
factories and are thus able to run the industry efficiently. They also make 
'substantial profits from their home markets and so it is possible for them 
to export the goods at cheaper prices or even at the cost of production. It 
is also reported that most of the glass articles that are imported into this 
country are not of first class quality. They are produced as a sort of by
product (commonly known as second class goods) while manufacturing the 
first class goods and so it is natural that they can afford to sell the second 
class articles at considerably lower rate than even the actual cost of produc
tion. All these factors' work against the manufacturers in India. Hence, 
without adequate protection for a considerable period of time the Glass 
Industry cannot he developed. 

(I) Ultimately the industry will be able to face the world competition. The 
mineral resources of India can supply enormous amount of raw materials 
for the production of glass and glass.materials not only for the entire demand 
of India but even for export. As mentioned above one of the important 
raw materials, i.e., soda ash is not produced in this country at prese!lt. 
But there are abundant supplies of raw materials for the manufacture of 
soda ash here. As glass and other industries that use soda ash in large 
QUantities ",·ill develop the sources for its manufarture will be tapped and 
the country will soon become self-su'fficient as regards raw materials. With 
the inrrease in the number of trained workers and the> increase in the 
local demand for glass and glass materials bigger units for manufartu~ing 
I!;lass will come into existence and the industry will in due course of time 
be able to face the world coml?etition. 

Proteriion. in ~ome other f01l1ltrirs. 
4. From what has been said above it will be ~een that Glass Industry 

fulfils all the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission for the grant 
of protectiori for' an industry. 'Adequate protection should, therefore •. be 
granted to the Glass Industry for a definite period of years. Before makmg 
suggestions in this matter it may be of interest to note the degree of protec
tion given in the, United Kingdom and United States of America. 
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(a) Protection. in. the United Kingdom.-United Kingdom which has been 
advocating free trade for several decades past has, due to the keen competi
tion from foreign countries, put tariff duty on all articles of glassware 
and products made from glass by passing the Abnormal Importation Custom 
Duties ,Act of 1931 which provides the imposition of import duties not 
exceeding 100 per cent. on goods included in Class 3 of the Customs Schedule •. 
The following goods inter alia have been brought within the scope of the 
above Act, the rate of duty being 50 per cent:-

(1) Domestic glassware including utensils. 
(2) Table glassware. 
(3) Ornamental and toilet glasswares. 
(4) Glass bottles. 
(5) Glass jars (other than scientific glasswares) not containing 

merchandise. 

On laboratory glasswares such as beakers, flasks, barometers, measuring 
cylinders, glass tubing, etc., the duty is 331 per cent. 

(b) Protection in the United States of America.-The United States Tariff 
Commission has carefully investigated and surveyed the question of protec
tive tariff on glass and glasswares and on window glass and cast polished 
glass. After investigating the cost of production of glass and of the above 
mentioned commodities both in the United States of America and in foreign 
countries they have prepared an elaborate schedule of protective duties. on 
various articles made from glass and on glasswares. 

The following table shows the rate of duty charged on some important 
items:-

Articles. 

Empty bottles, phials, jars, etc.
Holding less than 1 }fint 

Holding not le88 than 1 pint 

Holding I pint or more 

Chemical and scientific glassw&res 

Illuminating glass wares
Chimneys 

Globes, shades 

Blown glass tablewares and cut glass. 
wares. 

Blown glass toilet bottles 

Cylinder crown and sheet glass unpolished 

Cast polished nnsilvered platll glass 

Same containing wire netting 

Duty. Which works out at 

50 cents per gross 61·44 per cent. ad 
valorem. 

1 i cent per lb. 

1 cent per lb. 

65 per cent. /:ul 
valorem. 

55 per cent. ad 
valorem. 

70 per cent. ad 
valorem. 

60 • per cent. ad 
tlIllorem. 

75 per cent. ad 
valorem. 

Ii cent per lb. to 3t 
cents per Ibs .. 
according to size 
and. thickness of 
the glass. 

85 per cent. ad 
tlIllorem. 

105·19 per cent. ad 
valorem. 

18·05 per cent. ad 
valorem. 

22·57 per cent. ad 
valofem. 

Which works out at 
50 to 112·91 per 
cent. ad valorem. 

The schedule is not quite exhaustive. The above mentioned are some 
of the important items; From this it will be seen that even in the highly 
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industrialis~d coilntries like the United Kingdom and the United States of 
America the competiton from glass producing countries like Belgium, Japan 
and Czechoslovakia. has beeu keenly felt and the respective Governments 
have imposed adequate duty on the imported glass and glass articles vary
ing from about 20 per cent. to 120 per cent. ad 'Valorem, to protect the home 
industry. 

Protection recommended for l-ndia. 

5. (a) Globes, chimneys, hollow-ware, etc.-From what has been stated 
above with regard to manufacture of thl'se articles in this Presidency it will 
be seen that protection is needed by the manufacturers of these articles. 
All the glass factories manufacturing these articles in this Presidency are 
unanimous in their demand for protection. 'l'hey all believe that 60 per 
cent. duty for about 10 years will be adequate and reasonable foi' the develop
ment and expansion of that particular line of the Glass Industry. 

(b) Glass Bangles.-Investigations have been made to find out the cost of 
imported bangles and ·the cost of production of the bangles manufactured 
in this Presidency. After comparing the prices it has·been found that unless 
protection in the form of 100 per cent. import duty is given to the bangle 
industry; there will not be any chance for the present cottage fadories 
as well as the ·big factory at Kandivli to continue working. It is, therefore, 
desirable that a protective duty of 100 per cent. should be imposed on imports 
of glass bangles. 

(c) Falsll pearls and beads.-l\Ianufacture of these articles has been ~tarted 
quite recently. False pearls and beads are more or less articles of luxury. 
It is estimated that 100 per cent. duty on these articles will be necessary to 
establish the industry and keep it going and expanding. 

(d) Soda Water Bottles.-Soda water bottles could have been put under 
the heading" Globes, chimneys, hollow-ware, etc.", but as the manufacture 
of soda water bottles has been started only recently a great deal of preli
minary experimental and pioneering work remains to be done. A representa
tive of the factory manufacturing soda water bottles in this Presidency thinks 
that he will be able to make both ends meet if there is a duty of 75 per 
cent. on the imported soda water bottles. . 

Other assista.nce suggested. 

6. (a) Training and research.-To build up and develop the industry, 
protection alone will not bring the desired results. Over and above adequate 
protection, the industry requires expert advice and the help of research 
workers to solve problems of glass chemistry and Glass. Technology which arise 
from time to time. It also requires a supply of technically trained young 
men who after working for some time in the factories can take up 
responsible positions in the industry. This need of the industry can only 
be supplied by the establishment of a Central Institute of Glass Technology 
and Research. All the countries where Glass Industry has developed to some 
extent have found it absolutely necessary to have schools, colleges, technical 
schools and technological institutes for training-specialists, foremen, 
research workers' and for taking up research and allied problems that have 
to be solved in order to develop new methods and processes· in the manufacture 
of glass and glaRS articles. These institutions also take up problems connect
ed with the utilization and standardisation of local raw materials and in 
short serve as general, scientific and technical advisory bureaux for the 
entire Glass Industry of tbe particular country. 

There are nearly 5 such institutions of· importance establisbed in 
Czechoslovakia, more than 5 in Japan, about 8 OF 9 in United States of 
America and several in the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Belgium, 
Italy, etc. Over and above this certain Universities in some of the above 
mentioned countries have departments of Glass Technology where under
graduate students are trained in Glass Technology to fill responsible tecbnical 
position in e;lass works. In order, therefore. to put tbe Indian Glass Industry 
on a sound and permanent basis, establishment of at least one Institute 
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for Glass Technology and glass research is quite essential. Such an Institute 
must glve both technical training and carryon research work on important 
problems of glass .chemistry and Glass 'l'echnology. It should be established 
at a central place 1D connection with an important existing technical institute. 
'I'he Victo~ia Jubilee Te~hnicallns~itute, Matunga, Bombay, is recommended 
to be consldered as a sUltable Instltute for the purpose. 

(b) Import of raw m~terials, free of duty.-It is also necessary that the 
cost ~f the raw materials should he as low as possihle. 'I'he main raw 
materIal for the ~Iass Indu.strJ:' in this country which is to be imported at 
present from forelgn countrles lS soda ~h and so in order to bring down the 
cost of this material it is recommended that it should be allowed to come 
into India duty free. 

Summfl,ry oj the Recommendation&. 
7. Summarising, it is recommended, 

(1) that a 100 per cent. ad valorem duty on glass bangles and false 
pearls, glass beads, etc., should be imposed; 

(2) that a duty of 60 per cent. on globes, chimneys, jars and other 
hollow-wares should be imposed; 

(3) that a duty of 75· per cent. should be imposed on IIOda water 
bottles; 

(4) that the above duties should be imposed for a period of 10 years 
in the first instance i 

(5) that the import duty on soda ash should he dropped; 
(6) that a central. training and research institute for Glass Industry 

should be established in conjunction with an existing Technical 
Institute like the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, Matunga, 
Bombay. 

(1) Letter No. 7;14, dated the 14th December, 1931, from the Secretary, 
Tariff BOUl/'d, tCi the Commissioners of Excise, Bombay, Asswm, Bengal, 
Bihar and Orissa, Central Provinces, Madras, United Provinces, Burma 
and Punjab. 

I am directed to refer to the Government of India, Commerce Depart
ment, Resolution No. 458-T, (2), dated the 20th Octoher, 1931, in which an 
Enquiry into the Glass Industry has been referred to this Board. 

2. The Board has received representations from importers of. glass bottles 
to the effect that bottles of Japanese or Indian manufacture are usually 
candelll,ned by Commissioners of Excise on the ground that they are not 
uniform in their containing power. For example it is stated in Bengal 
that the minimum quart is 22 ounces filling w~ight half brimf)!l and .the 
minimum pint 11 ounces half brimful. AccordlDg to the representatlOns 
bottles of European manufacture do not. vary more than 0'3 per <:ent. I 
am. to aak if you will be good enough to ,lDform the Board 'Yhether l,n y~ur 
opinion tho! <lontention of the imp,orters l~ correct ~nd also .If you. wlll glve 
your views generally on the relatlve merlts of Indlan and lmported bottles 
for excise purposes. 

3. The Board would be grateful if your reply together with sill: spare 
copies could be sent at the earliest possible date. It should he addressed 
to the Secretary, Indian Tariff Board, Town Hall, Bombay. 

Commissioner of Excise and Salt. Bengal. 

Letter No. 8186-E., dated the 18th December, 1931. 

I have the honour to acknowle~ge receipt of your letter No. 734, date" 
the 14th December, 1931. 
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2.' So far as' Bengal is concerned, the representation from the importers 
of glass bottles that bottles of Japanese or' Indian manufacture are usually 
condemned by the Excise Co=issioner, is incorrect and no bottles, whether 
Japanese, Indian, or of other countries" have been condemned by this 
Department in Bengal. 

3. In Bengal, the Government have prescribed minimum. contents of 
quarts and pints of spirits, offered for sale to the public., It has not been 
ruled that bottles contai'ning spirits must be uniform in their containing 
power. It has been ruled here that bottles of spirit, offered for sale, and 
reputed to contain a quart of liquor must not contain less than 22 ounces 
of spirit and bottles reputed to contain a pint of liquor must not contain 
less than 11 ozs.' of, spirit. 

I am sorry, 1 am unable to give any views on the relative merits of 
Indian and imported bottles for Excise purposes. The Excise regulat,ions 
in this Presidency do not prescribe any particular quality or size of bottles 
and it is for the dealers to choose whichever bottles they prefer for bottling 
their spirits. 

Commissioner of Excise and Salt, Bihar and Orissa. 

Letter No. l0188-E;/XXII-ll of 1981-32, dated Patna, the 5th Jan'UCl1'Y, 
1932. 

With reference to your letter No. 734, dated the 14th December, 1931, 
I am directed by the Commissioner of Excise to sta-te that vendors in this 
province are compelled to, bottle exact quantities of 20, 10 and 5 liquid ozs. 
measured by measures graduated by the Mathematical Instruments office, 
which they are required to keep for the purpcse and that they are allowed 
to put these quantities into any bottles they can obtain big enough to 
contain them. Consequently there neither has nor will b~ any occasion 
to decide the merits of different kinds of bottles and the Co=issioner of 
Excise has no opinion to express on the subject. 

Excise Commissioner, Central Plovinces and Berar. 

Letter No. G./118, dated the 8th January, 1982. 

With reference to your letter No. 734, dated the 14th December, 1931, 
I have the honour to say that the questions mentioned by you have not 
arisen in this province and no complaints have been received of any parti
cular country's bottles being unsuited to excise purposes. Uniformity of 
capacity is generally irrelevant, for the bulk of bottling is in respect of 
country spirit which is sold bottled only in quantities of 3 drams or 6 drams 
(10 and 20 ounces respectively) so that the bottles are never filled, and 
nominally 11 or 22 ounce bottles, even if not uniform, would leave a 
sufficient margin. In practice, the bottling contractors obtain their bottles 
locally or from Bombay and these are generally 'Used whisky or beer bottles, 
mostly of EUropean manufacture, but Indian-made bottles are also exten
sively used. 

2. As regards foreign liquor, the bottling license contained a condition 
that bottles of less than 12 ounce capacity should not be used, but it was 
represented that difficulty was found in obtaining uniform bottles of such 
capacity in the local market and the demand did not, in some places, justify 
wholesale purchases from outside the province. The condition was therefore 
relaxed and 11 ounce has been fixed (as in the United Provinces and Punjab) 
as the minimum capacity of the bottles. Such bottles are obtained locally 
by some bottlers (viz., old heer bottles), and one firm specially imports its 
bottles from England. The difficulty in respect of uniform 12 ounce bottles 
was not ascribed particularly to bottles of Japanese or Indian manufacture. 
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Excise Commissioner. ,Burma. 

Letter No. 8Xj2-E.-3 of 1931, dated the 11th Ja1llUary, 19$2. 

In reply to your letter No. 734, dated the 14th December, 1931, I have 
the honour to state that I have never heard of any case in Burma in which 
bottles of Japanese or Indian manufacture have been condemned on the 
gr~und .tha~ they a.re. not uniform in their containing power. In Burma 
umt<.>rmlty In co~tammg power is not insisted upon, but if any bottle pur
portmg to contam a quart or a pint respectively of foreign spirit contains 
Jess than 26 ounces of spirit in the case of a quart and less than 13 ounces 
in the case of a pint, it must bear a label showing in large letters and 
figures the minimum guaranteed quantity of the contents. 

I regret I have no views to offer regarding the relative merits of Indian 
an.d impo~d bottles for excise purposes, as the question has never arisen in 
thIS provInce. 

Commissioner of Exc:ise. Bombay. 

Letter dated the 26th January, 1932. 

With reference to your letter No. 734, dated the 14th December, 1931, 
I have the honour to state that so far as the Boinbay Excise Department 
is concerned there is no restriction on the use of hottles of Japanese or 
Indian manufacture on the ground of their capacity. For Excise purposes 
ge,nerally it is immaterial whether Indian or imp'orted bottles are used. 

Commissioner of Excise, Madras. 

Letter dated the 26th January, 1932., 

Reference:-Letter No. 734, dated the 14th Decemhllr, 1931, from the 
Secretary, Tariff B'oard. 

I am to inform you that the Commissioner is not able to give his opinion 
as no maximum or mi:niD1um capacity has been fixed for bottles used for 
excise purposes in this Presidency. 

2. The Commissioner understands that when the Government Industrial 
Institute, Madras, was, engaged in the manufacture of fluid inks much diffi
culty was felt in obtaining stoneware jars or containers as well as glass 
bottles of uniform capacity. Glass bottles which were obtained from 
Northern India were also found to be defective in other ways such as pr~ence 
of air bubbles, misshapen appearance and alkalinity of the glass. 

Commissioner of Excise, Assam. 

Letter No. -'589-E., dated Shillong, the 26th January, 1932. 

In reply to your letter' No. 734, dated the 14th December, 1931, I have 
the honour to say that i:n spite of every effort to obtain satisfactory bottles 
manufactured in. India I have hitherto been compelled to obtain my require
ments from Europe. The samples of Indian bottles received were entirely 
unsatisfactory from every point of view except price. The glass was poor 
and full of flaws, the shapes uneven and the thickness not uniform. I 
enclose a copy of letter No. H.-255/M, dated the 14th November, 1930, 
from the Chief Controller of Stores, Indian Stores Department, New Delhi. 
The degree of variation in cubic capacity indicated by the :firm quoted by 
the Chief Controller was far below what the samples offered led us to 
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expect, and it is in the highest degree unlikely that the supply would be 
up to this standard, which itself was considerably below the standard 
required. The further communication promised by the Chief Controller 
stated "it is clear from the result of enquiries made by this Department 
that the bottles cannot be manufactured in India to the required degree 
of accuracy"; 

Enclosure. 

Copy o/letter No. H.-255/M., dated the 14th l\'ov€mber, 1930, from the Chief 
Control/e'r of Stores, Indian Stores Department, to the Commissioner of 
Excise, Assam, Shillong. ' 

Subject: -BOTTLES. 

With reference to your letter No. 3514-E., dated the 3rd November, 1930, 
I have the honour to say that this office called for quotations from all the 
well known Indian Manufacturers of glassware but all with one exception 
state that. they do not ma'nufacture liquor bottles. One firm state that 
they can make bottles but that the sizes will not be exact and may vary 
from i oz. to 1 oz. Will you please let me lrnow immediately if a variation 
up to 1 oz. would be acceptable to you. 

In the meantime I am making enquiries in Calcutta and Bombay for 
imported bottles and will let you know the result as early as possible. 

Letter No. 690, dated the 19th NOl'ember, 1991, from the Secretary,TariD 
, Board, to the Col/ecton of Customs. 

I am directed to refer to G<lvernment of India, Commerce Department's 
Resolution No. 458-T. (2), dated the 20th October, 1931, and to ask if you 
will be good enough to supply t.he Board with the following information:-

(1) Is it possible to obtain figures of quantities and values of annual 
imports at your port for plate glass and sheet glass separately? 
If so, please give the separate figures for each year 1928-29, 
1929-30, 1930-31. If not, can you estimate approximately the 
proportion in quantity or value between plate glass and sheet 
glass imports at your port? 

(2) Please supply recent invoice prices of
(a) Sh~t glass. 
(/,) Plate glass. 
(r) Lantern globes" 
(d) Bangles, 

It will be sufficient to quote the prices of a few predominant varieties. 

2. The Board hopes that you will be able to send your replies so as 
to reach the Board'il office at an early date and in any case not later than 
the 20th DeCt'mber. They should be sent, together with six spare copies, 
to the Secretary, Indian Tariff Board, I, Council House Street, Calcutta. 

, " 
Collector of Customs, Karachi. 

Letter No. C. 110. 198.5/91, dated the 4th December, 1931. 

I have the honour to refer to your letter No, 690, dated the l!Jth ultimo. 

2. The enclosed statements A and B contain the infor'lIlation asked for 
by you. 
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.. A."-Statement showing imports of sheet glass and plate glass during the 
three years ending 1980-91. 

Sheet glass. Plate glliss. 
Sq. feet. Cwts. Value. Sq. feet. Cwts. Value. 

Rs. Rs. 
1928-:t9. 

2,488,567 23,720 2,44,966 196,276 3,207 80,208 
1929-30. 

1,163,866 13,583 1,51,292 . 116,841 3,173 90,795 
1930-91. 

2,072,470 20,546 1,94,888 86,454 1,905 SO,050 

"B."-Statement showing c.i./. i1l1Joice prices of (a) Sheet glass, (b) Plate 
g,la", (c) Lantern globes and (d) Bangles at Karachi. 

(a) Sheet g!asS--& case of 50 sq. feet
(I) Plain-

S" x 10", 10" X 12" and 12/1 x 14' 
12" x 16", 14" x 16/1 , 14/1 X IS/I, 16" X IS", 

16" X 2011 , 16/1 X 22", 18" x 24'1 and 20" x 24" • 

(2) Figured glass white 
(3) Figured glaBS colour:d 

(b) Plate, glass--
(1) i" thick, 24" x 48" and 36" x 48" 
(2) Silvered plate glass, i/l, unbevelled- , 

6" x 8/1, 7" X 9/1, 9" X 12/1, 10/1 x 14" and S" x 10/1 
WxW, Wx~ WxW, WxW ~ 

12"x24" 
12" x 36", 18/1 x 36/1,24" x 36", IS/I X 48/1, 15" X 4S/I, 

24" )( 48", 30/1 X 48/1 and 36" x 4S/I 
(3) Looking glass, bevelled, i/l thick-

6")(S", 7"x9", S" x 10", 9"x12" and 10"xI4" 
WxW, WxW, Wx~~ WxW ~ 

12" X 24/1 
12" x 36", IS"x36", 24"x36", IS" X 48/1, 15/1 x 48", 

24" x 4S" and 30" x 48'" 

s. d. 
Per case. 

4 0 

4 S 
Per sq. foot. 

0, 4 
0,5 

010 

1 0 

1 4 

1 S 

1 4 

1 6 

111 
! CB'/lts per dozen. 

(c) Lantern glass globes from America
(1) Delite 
(2) Little wizard 
(3) Junior 

Lantern glass globes from Germany Feuerhand brand
NO.252· 
No. 270 
N,o. 260 . 

$1-24 
$0'95 
$0-95 
s. d. 

Per'dozen. 

~ 6 
2 5 
5 4 

Lantern glas, globes from .Tapan..-Imports are rare at this port at present. 
The former price was Yen 1·08 per dozen. 

(d) Bangles.-Prices are not available, the negligible imports that take 
place here being 801ely intended for the up-country market. 
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Collector of Customs, Rangoon. 

Letter No. 683 of 1931, dated the 9th December, 1931. 

I have the honour to refer to your letter No. 690, dated the 19th 
November, 1931. 

The information required by you is- given in the statements marked I 
and II attached herewith. 

I~nclosllre. 
STATEMENT No. I. 

Sq. ft. Cwts. Value 
Rs. 

1928-29 Plate glass 275,552 6,465 1,45,630 
Sheet glass 1,570,283 15,684 1,62,810 

1929-30 Plate glass 194,227 4,842 1,07,776 
_ Sheet glass 1,833,246 19,078 1,92,783 

1930-31 ,Plate glass 174,468 4,192 92,459 
Sheet glass 1,297,08, 12,669 1,27,682 

STATEMENT No. II (A). 

SHEET GLABS. 

I have obtained two lists (attached) for 16/18 ozs. and 24 ozs. and other 
special glass. List I with valnes before the removal from the Gold Standard 
and List II' after the removal. In the case' of the 16/18 ozs. and 24 ozs. 
the invoice for a consignment of more than one categories does not show 
separate values, but an average is quoted. 

Other qualities are-
32 ozs. at 4ld. per sq. ft. c.i.f. 
21 ozs. at 21d. per sq. ft. c.i.f. 
54 ozs. at 74s. per 100 sq. ft. c.i.f. 

With the exception of the last item 54 ozs. for which 85s. 3d. is now quoted 
the other two are the prices before the removal from the Gold Standard. 
The new quotatio:q.s for these two have not been decided upon. The above 
are all Belgian manufacture. Nitrea sheet glass from Czechoslovakia is also 
largely imported in 24 ozs. and 32 ozs. There are no quotations for these. 
Specification of indents are sent to the manufacturers who quote by cable. 

LIST I. 

Best Belgian Flat Drawn WindGw Glass, 4th qttality. 

Ra.ngoon. 
Categories. 50 sq. ft. 

16/18ozs. 240zs. 
0/1 /25" un. in. 3 10 5 9 

26"/40/1 
" 

4 7 6 11 
41'( /50" " , 

5 2 7 9 
51"/60/1 

" 5 4 8 0 
61" 170" . 

" 5 7 8 5 
71"-,80/1 . " 6 1 9 2 
81/1 85" 

" 6 5 9 8 
86/1/90" ' 

" 6 10 10 1 
91/1/95/1 

" 
711 11 10 

96" /100" " 
8 6 13 0 

101" /110" 
" 

9 6 .14 3 
111"/120" " 10 10 16 3 
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STATEMENT II (A)-contd. 

All these figures are to be understood for ordinary ~akers' packing
Paper between the sheets included. 

Extras: 
31d. per pair for outside battens. 
61d. per case for outside battens going all round the cases. 
3d. per case for 3 OOlIlpartments cases. 
61d. per caSe for broad cases. 

Special Glass. 
Ribbed rolled glass, -h" thick, 21d. per sq. ft. 
Ribbed rolled glass, i" thick, 2Jd. per sq. ft. 
Rough rolled wired glass, 1" thick, 41d. per sq. ft. 
Figured glass, white, 2!d. per sq. ft. 
Figured glass, coloured, ald. per sq. ft. 

Packing: In 250 sq. ft. cases with corrugated paper between the sheets. 
Prices: c.i.f.c.i. above stated harbours. 
Insurance: F.P.A. excluding breakage. 
Shipment: Within 6/8 weeks u.o. according to quantities. 

LIST II . 

. Best Belgian Flat Drawn Window Glass, 4th quality. 
Item 3. 

Categories. 50 sq. ft. 

18/18ozs. 24 OZS. 

0" /25" un. in. 4 9 7 2 

26" /4011 

" 
0 .. 10·. 8 9 

41"/50" " 
6 7 9 10 

51" /60 11 

" 
6 9 10 1 

61" /70" " 
7 2 10 9 

71 11 /80 11 

" 
7 6 11 4 

81" /85 11 

" 
7 11 11 11 

86" /9011 8 4 12 6 
" 

91 11 /95" 9 8 14 7 
" 

96" /1001/ 10 6 15 9 
" 

101" /110" 11 11 17 9 
" 

111" /120// 13 6 20 3 
" 

ltelIl No.3: c.i.f.c.i. Rangoon. 
All these figures are to be understood for ordinary 'makers' packing

paper between the shee~ included. 

Exh'as: 
4!d. per pair for outside battens. 
8id. per case for outside battens going all round the cases. 
4d. per case for 3 compartments caseS. 
8id. per c~e for broad cases. 
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STATEMENT II (A)-concld. 

Special Glass. 
Ribbed rolled glass, fi" thick, 3id. per sq. ft. 
Ribbed rolled glass, 1" thick, 3id. per sq. ft. 
Rough rolled wired glass, 1" thick, 5id. per sq. ft. 
l<'igured glass, white, .3d. per sq. ft. 
Figured glass, coloured, 4ld. per sq. ft. 

Packing: In 250 sq. ft. cases with. corrugated paper between the sheets. 
Prices: c.i.f .c.L above stated harbours. 
l·nsurances: F.P .A. excluding breakage. 
Shipment: Within6j8 weeks u.o .. according to quantities. 

STATEMENT II (B). 

PLATE GLASs. 

Not under 1"-
t n. Sup. Area, 13d. 

2Od. 
24d. 
36d. 
45d. 
51d. 
54d. 
56d. 
57d. 
6Od. 
63d. 
67d. 

1 
" 2 
" 3 
" 5 
" 7 
" 10 
" 15 
" 25 
" 50 
" 75 
" 100 " 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

Current disco1j.nt 70 per cent. 
.100 sq. ft. cases 5d. per SIL ft. with a minimum 

of 6s. 5d. per case. 
250 sq. ft. cases free. • 
Bolts charged extra at cash of 28. 4d. per case 

c.Lf.c.i. 

'\"-1"-
h. 8d. sq. ft. (up to 25 sq. ft. per' sheet) 
Is. 9d. sq. ft. (26 to 50) 
Is. 10d. sq. ft. (51 to 75) 
1&. lld. sq. ft. (75 to 1(0) 

") 

rc,i.f.C.i. 
) 

There is also an additional special insurance for breakage of 10 per cent. 
I am i'nformed that there is a ring formed in the case of this plate glass 

and so there is one price whether· United Kingdom or Continental make. 
The above are prices before the removal from the Gold Standard. The 

new rates have not been received as yet. 

STATEMENT II (C). 

LANTERN GLOBES. 

German. 
Dietz.-:-

II Junior" No. 252 at 28. 3d. doz. c.1.f. 
" Wizard" No. 260 at 2s. ad. doz. c.i.f. 
II Little wizard" No. 270 at 28. doz. c.i.f. 
II Blizzard" No. 262 at 2s. 9id. doz. c.1.f. 
II Blizzard" No. 323 at 28. 9id. doz. c.Lf. 

Japanese. 
No description but is made to .fit Dietz II Junior" No. 252. 
Value Sen 78 doz. c.i.f. 
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STATEMENT II (C)-contd. 

Ame,.ican. 
Diet&-

" D'Lite" at $1·29 doz. c.i.f. 
" Fetzall " at $1·29 doz. c-i.f. 
" Junior" at ${)09S doz. c.i.f. 

The above prices are prior to the removal from the Gold Standard. In 
the case of the German-231 per cent. more is now demanded. Japan 
remains the same. American--so far no change, but the bills are now drawn 
ill dollars without cr066 rate into sterling_ 

STATEMENT II (D). 

GLASS BANGW'ls. 

LU8tre plain at As. 12 gross less -5 per cel\t. c-i.f. 
Lustre embossed at As. l-11i doz. less 5 per cent. cj.f. 
Tube at As. 1-10 doz. less 5 per cent. c.i.f. 
All others (imitation gold) at As. 2-8 doz. less 5 per cent. c.i.f. 

Collector of Customs, Calcutta. 

Letter No. 648, dated the 23rd December, 1931. 

I have the honour to refer to your letter No. 690, dated the 19th Novem
ber, 1931. 

2. Plate and sheet glass are not separately recorded, but a study of 
three months figures suggests that the proportioos between plate and sheet 
are about 2 to a by value. 

3. A statement of the recent invoice prices of (a) sheet gla66, (b) plate 
glass, (c) lantern globes and (d) bangles is enclosed herewith as' desired. 

Enclosure. 

21 ozs. 
16ozs. 

A.-BHEET GLASS (BELGIUM). 

Plain sheet glass, Rs. per 100 sq. It. c.i.l. 
6" x 4" 15" x 11" 36" x 24" 
7" x5" 

Re. A. 

6 4 

IS" x 12" 
RH. A. 

10 0 

50w x 36" 

RH. A. 
16 12 
16 0 

72" x 20" 
72" x 36" 
RH. A. 

20 0 

10/12 ozs. 5 5 6 7 

I/S" 

Coloured sheet glass. 
10" x S" up to 24," x 20': Rs. 11-9 per 50 sq. ft. 

B.~PLATE GLASS (UNITED KINGDOM). 

,polished plate gltl88, Rs. per 100 sq. It. 

60'-x36" 

RH. A. 
012 
011 
o 9 

72" x 48" 
Rs. A. 

1 0 
013 
011 

84" x 42"or48" 84" x 60" 
Ri. A. Re. A. 

1 2 1 3 
013 1 1 
011 014 
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B.~PLATE GLASS (UNITED KINGDOM)-cqntd. 

Rough cast plate. 

30" x 24" 42/1 x 32" 48/1 X 24/1 48/1 x 36" 

Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. 

1" 1 2 1 8 1 8 1 8 

1" 014 1 2 1 2 1 2 

t" 010 011 011 011 

i" 0 8 0 9 0 9 0 9 

C.-LANTERNS GLOBES (c.i.f. Calcutta). 

United States of America, Dietz, Rs. 3-12-9 per doz. 
Japan, Rs. 18 per 12 doz. 
Japan, other kinds, Rs. 17 per 12 doz. 
Germany, Rs. 1-6-3 per doz. 

D.-GLASS BANGLES. 
China.-No. importation. 
Japa1lr-

(1) Reshmi or lustre,all colou7'-
(a) Fa.ncy (per dozen pair c.i./.)-

(i) Embossed' lustre, G.B., "Magatama brand", 1st quality, 
lin to 21" at As. 2-21. 

(ii) Twisted lustre, G.B., "Shake hand brand", 11" to 21" at 
As. 1-9. . 

(iii) Lustre six-sided, "Pigeon brand", 1st quality, Ii" to 21" 
at As. 1-2. 

(iv) Twisted lustre, "Castle brand", 1st· quality, at As. 3. 
(v) Rainbow colour twisted bangle, Ii" to 21" at As. 2-10. 

{b) Other sorts (per dozen pair c.i./.)-
(i) Japanese silky glass bangle,. Ii" to 21H at 111 pies. 

(ii) Japanese silky glass bangle, Ii" to 11" at As. I-i. 
(iii) Silky glass bangles, li" to 21" at 91 pies. 
(iv) Silky glass bangles, "Syndicate label", 1st quality 11" to 

21" at 11 pies. ' 
(v) Lustre round, "Pigeon brand", 1st quality, Ii" to 21" 

at lli pies. 

(2) Hollow or tube (per d02en pair d./.)-
(i) New gold hollow tube, G.B., "Dance brand". 1st quality, 

11" to 21" at As. 1-71. 
(ii) Mixed coioup twisted tube, G.B., "Mins. Brand" at As. 2-7. 

(iii) Fancy rainbow twisted tube, G.B., "Castle brand", 1st 
quality, 11" to 21" at As. 2-81. 

(iv) Hollow· tube, G.B., "Parrot brand", 'lst quality, 11" to 
21" at As. 1-4t 

(3) Sonerikada-
. (a) Containing gold in their composition.-No importation. 

(b) Other sorl&-
(i) Kanpai brand. 

(ii) Gold gilt bangle. 
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D.-GLASS BANGLE8-eontd. 
Czechoslovakia (per dozen pair" a.i.I.}--

(i) Rainbow Email, G.B., IF to 21" at Rs 1-5-6 
(ii) Zigzag, G.B., If"" to 21" at As. 11-4.· . 

(iii) Fancy twisted, G.B., Ii" to 21" at As. 5-5. 
(iv) Rainbow, G.B., !i" to 21" at Rs. 1-5. 
(v) Coral, G.B., !i" to 21" at Rs. 1-2. 

(vi) Fancy rainbow, G.B., 1l" to 21" at Rs. 1-6-4. 
(vii) Fancy zigzag, 11" to 21" at As. 9-6. 

(viii) SIma Darbar, G.B., 11", Rs. 1-6-4 lin Rs. 1-6-9 2" Rs 1-7-3 2. 11 , Rs. 1-7-10. '" , . , 

(ix) Pressed granet, 11", As. 2-4, It", As. 2-6, lill, As. 2-6i, 1£", 
As. 2-9, Iill, As. 2-9i, 2", As. 2-10, 2.", As. 3, 21", As. 3. 

(x) Pasa, 3i" m/m., Granat, amber, As. 3-8. 
(xi) Pasa, 3i mjm., other colours, As. 3-l. 

(xii) Hiramanik, 3i m I m., As. 6. 
(xiii) K. Flower, 4" (pressed granat), As. 11-9 to As. 11-10. 
(xiv) K. Flower, 4" (enamelled), Rs. 1-10. " 

Collector of Customs, Bombay. 
(1) Letter dated the 15th December, 1931. 

PLATB AND SHEET GLASS, LANTERN GLOBES AND GLASS BANGLES-STATISTlOS
INVOICE PRICES. 

Your letter No. 690, dated the 19th November, 1931. 
I have the honour to refer to your letter cited above and to state that 

it is not possible to obtain separate figures regarding imports of plate and 
sheet glass since the articles are not separately specified for statistical pur
poses. Figures showing imports of "plate and sheet glass" during the 
last three official years 1928-29 to 1930-31 are given below:-

Year. Measurement. Weight, Value. 
Sq. ft. Cwt. Rs. 

1928-29 6,908,903 182,348 10,26,610 
1929-30 7,868,125 102,469 11,95,832 
1930-31 5,735,828 74,697 8,05,345 

As regards recent invoice prices of (a) sheet glass, (b) plate glass, (c) 
lantern glohes and (d) bangles called for in sub-paragraph 2 of paragraph 1 
of your letter, I attach herewith 2 notes from the Appraising Department 
givi·ng the required information. 

Enclosure. 

Following are the c.i.f. prices of sheet glallS, opIate glass and lantern 
globes:-

Sheet Glass. 

(i) i" np to and including 18" x 24" 
Over 18" x 24" 

(in -ilr", 8" x 10" to 40" x 60" . 
(iii) 1", 7" x 5" to 30" x 30" 

Over 30" x 30" to 48" x 72" 
" Over 48" x 72" to 72" x 108" 

Per case of 100 
sq. ft. c.i.f. 

6. d. 
13 6 
18 0 
40 6 
32 1 
48 0 
98 9 
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The prices given above are for sheet glass from Belgium and 
Czechoslovakia. Nos. (i) and (iii) above are most predominant. No. (ii) is 
meant for use'in Railways. 

The c.i.f. cost per case of 100 sq. ft. of s~leet glass from Japan is Rs. 9-8 
for all sizes of I" thic~ness only. 

Per case of 100 sq. ft. 

8. d. 
16 ozs, , all sizes 
24 ozs.; 26" x 26" to 36" x 42" 
24 ozs., 25" x 3S" to 40" x 60" 

Plate Glass-Belgium. 

7 2 
14 6 
16 0 

(I) As supplied by Union Commercial des Glaceries, Belges, Brussels. 

The c.i.f. cost per square foot of silvered i" plate glass with I" bevelling 
varies according to sizes, from Sd. to 17·9d. less 2i per cent. and 1 per cent. 
plus extra. for silvering without paper nt 3·4d. per foot less 20 per cent. and 
bevelling at I·Sd. less 20 per cent. per foot. The average c.i.f. cost pt>r 
square foot, however, works out to 17·13d. 

Cut sizes silvered and varnished red back, bevelled-

Sizes-
~. to I' 
1" to 2" 
2" to 3" 
3" to S" 
5" to 7" 
7N to 10" 

Per sq. ft. 
d. 

6" a 
S 

Hi. 
',141:~ 

161 

Plus silvering without paper at 2·7d. per 
at 1·3d. per square foot. 

i' 11t 

square foot and bevelling I" 

The average c.i.f. cost, including silvering, bevelling, packing, etc., 
"'orks out to 19·17d. per square foot. 

Plate' Gla.ss. 

(II) As supplied by Messrs. Pilkington Bros., Ltd., England. 

(a) Silvered. i"-The c.i.f. cost ranges from H·65d. to Is. lOd. per sq. ft. 
(b) Silvered, I" and bevelled-The c.i.f. cost ranges from h. 31:'6 d. to 

1&. 5 T\d. per sq. ft. 
(e) Polished plate-From 6i\d. to 14-y\d. c.i.f. per sq. ft. 
(d) Cut sizes eilvered and bevelled-

Per 

Size-
i" 
1" 
2" 
3" 
5" 
7" 

10· 

sq. ft. c.i.1. 
d. 

91 
12, 
131 
'lS,\ 
211 
231 
25 
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Lantern Globes. 
Feurhand Hurricane lantern globes, No. 455---clear----by Hennann Nier, 

Germany at 28. (ld. per dozen less 5 per cent. Rehate; c.i.f. (01," lB. 11id. 
nett). (These globes are the most popular globes and are used for other 
lanterns of junior type such as Dietz, No. 252, No. 270, etc.) 

Dietz, Junior 
Fetzall 
D'Lite 

A.merican. 
Per dozen c.i.f. 

$0'95 
$1'24 
$1'24 

The following are the recent c.i.f. invoice prices of glass, bangles [item (d), 
paragraph 2. of letter No. 690, dated the 19th November, 1931" from the 
Secretary, Tariff Board, Bombay]:-

A.-GL4I1S BANGLES IMPORTED MAINLY FROM CZliJOHOSLOVAKJA- AND AUSTRIA. 

Paua balfl,yles-
Lall glass bangles, 7236, 31-4 m.m. 
Colour glass bangles, 7236, 3l-4 m.m. 
Common glass hangles 
Lal granate, 2761, 31-4 m.m. 
Colour glass bangles-

Gran ate 
Amber 
Lavender 
Anna yellow 
Other colours 

Glass,pangles, 2761, .31-4 m.m. 
Glass bangles, No. 41 
Full bangles, No. 51, 2764 '. 

Himmnnek glnu bangles-
2762 
Tortoise 
Doriwali 
Net lined, No. 12010, 3 to 3t m.m. 

New-
(a) No. 2430 
(II) No. 8292 

Vilas Mohini hangles
(a) No. 2814 
(b) Tortoise colour, 2814 
(c) Tortoise colour, 9642 

T'iln .• Mohini yla .•.• banyle .• -
Tortoise, 2708 
Tortoise, 11909 
All colours 
Twisted fancy. No. 10554 
J aliwali, 10554 , 

GLASS 

Per dozen pairs. 
B. d~ 
0 " 0 4 
0 2i 
0 3! 

l 0 3i for small sizes 
and 4,\'d. for J big sizes. 

0 3! 
for small sizes 
and 31d. for 
big sizes. 

0 2i 
0 4'85 
0 5, 

0 51 
0 6i 
0 7 
0 61 

0 71 
0 71 

0 6! 
0 71 
0 7! 

0 6! 
0 7'12 
0 51 
0 61 
n 61 

20 
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Per dozen pairs. 

Glass bangle~, other sortl, /ancll-
White rope lined glass bangle~ . 
Crystal and coloured glass bangles 8663 
Fancy passa, assorted ' 

Fancy bangles-
No. 8683 
No. 2430 
Ser No. 518 
No. 8684 
No. 10809 
No. 8661 
Twisted, No. 10600 
Twisted, No. 10613 
Jaliwali 

Machine Full bangles, No. 50, 2770 . 

Machine polish bangles-
(a) No. 21, 2765 '. 
(b) Tortoise, fancy 

Machine cut glass bangles--
(a) No. 24 
(b) No. 24, 2767 

Rainbow glass bangles-
(a) 21 m. (lines) 
(b) 31 m. (lines) 

Coral glass bangles 
E'Mail K Ful, granate, glass bangles, 4000, 31 lines 

II. d. 

0 71 
0 6 
0 6 

0 61 
0 51 
0 6 
0 7 
0 7 
0 6 
0 61 
0 61 
0 81 
0 6 

0 71 
0 8 

0 5 
0 71 

2 0 
2 5 
2 21 
1 7 

The prices given above are subjeet to 6 per ('ent. diSl'Ollnt only. Unless 
specified, the values are to be taken as being uniform for all the sizes, big 
as well as small. 

The values for the following bangles vary with the sizes:-

I.-Chand Tara bangll'.~ado Chond Taro, 569, 31 lines. 

Size 11' 2' 21' 21" 

Colour, grn'llate 

Colour, dark green 

s. d. 

4 0 

3 4 

II. d. 

4 1 

3 4 

s. d. 
4 2 

3 5 

s. d. 

4 3 

3 51 

The above granntes and the greens are subject to 47 per ('ent. and 53 
per cent. discounts respectively, with a further additional discount of 6 
per ('ent. which is common in both the cases. 

I1.-Chand Tara Rarik, 21 lines (per doztn pairs). 

Sizes Ii" I" UN Ii" II" 2" 2." 21· 

I. d. I. d. II. d. II. d. I. d II. tl. 3. d. It. tl. 

Granate • . 3 7. 3 8 II 8 3 9 3 10 311 • 0 4 1 

preen . 211 3 0 3 Ot 3 1 3 2 II 3 3 40 3 Ii 
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The above ~rices in' this class of bangles are subejct to 61 per cent. and 
65 per c~nt .. discounts respectively, and also to a further discount of 6 per 
cent. whICh IS common to both. 

(NoTIIi.-In recent quotations from the manufacturers the discounts in 
cases I and II have been reduced to 31 per cent. and 36 per cent. in case I, 
and to 48 per cent. and 531 per cent. in case II, from 47 per cent. and 53 
per cent., and 61 per cent. and 65 per cent. respectively. The prices remain 
the same.) 

HI.-Common. presu.d glass bangles (per dozen. pairs). 

A.-2 line bangles. 
Size • 11· U' l' 1," II" Ii" 2" 21' 2i' 

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 
Granata 3 3t 3t 3t 3t 31 4 4t 0 

Amber · 2t 2* 21 21 21 3 3t 31 3t 

B.-3 line bangles. 

Size • 1;" ll' l" 11" II" 11" 2" 21' 2i" 

tI. 4. d. 4. d. !l. d. 4. d. 
Granata · 4 4t 41 41 5 5; 51 51 0 

Amber · 3t 3t 3t 3~ 31 41- 4-~ 4~ 41-

These values are in pence per dozen pairs and are subject to 19 per cent. 
and 6 per cent. dis~ounts only. 

B.-GLASS BANGLIIS IMPORTED FROM JAPAN. 

The c,i.f. values of the principal'va.rieties are as under, and are .inclus.ive 
of less 1 per cent. discount, commission and other sundry charges mcludmg 
freight, etc. 

Per dozen pairs. 

Reshmi glass bangles 

Embossed lustre glass bangles 

Lustre, twisted glass bangles 

Hexagonal lustre glass bangles 

Rainbow. tube or .. Fento " bangles 

Thin real gold glass bangles 
Golbaia glass bangles or sonerikada (not containing 

gold in their oomposition) . . . . . 

Imitation gold tube glass bangles 

C.-GLASS BANGLES IMPORTED FROM CHINA. 

Sens. 

2'9 

7·8 

6'0 

3'44 

9'5 

16'6 

9'0 

7·0 

Rajavarakh bangles are~he only bangles imported from China. The 
Vlllues given below are in Chmese (Canton) dollars; ~ 

(a) Jadi, $8 per 100 pairs c.i.f.. . 
(b) Fatli, $lQ to ,11 per 100 paIrs c.d. 
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(2) Letter B. S. B. No. 7375 0/1rUl, dated the 2nd February, 1932, from the 
, Oollector 0/ OUI/toms, Bomba". 

GLASS TH.Rs-I:MPORTS-STATISTICS REGARDING. 

Your letter No. 33, dated the 15th January, 1932. 
In reply to your letter cited above, I have the honour to state that 

glass tiles are not separately specified for statistical purposes, but are inc1ud" 
I'd under tho head "Building and Engineering materials, etc.-Tiles ". 
Figures of imports thereof are not therefore available. The invoice price 
of glass tiles is Is. 10ld. peI: piece c.i.i". packed in cases, each case containing 
24 pieces. 

Collector of Customs, Madras. 

Letter No. R. 2578/81.-St., dated the 23rd December, 1981. 

I have the honour to furniRh total imports of sbeet and plate glass into 
the Madras Presidency. 

2. The recent invoice prices of the items mentioned bl' you will be found 
in the statement e~c1osed herewith. 

3. The delay in sending the particulars is much regretted. 

Enc1osm:e. 

STATElDNT SHOWING THE TOTAL I"HPORTS OJ' SHRET AND PLATE GLASS INTO THB 
MADRAS PRESIDENCY, 1928-29. 

Sheets 
Plates 

Ohief Port (Madras Port only). 
Sq. ft. Cwt. 

. 34.48,016 32,014 
'. 1,73,348 3,245 

Subordinate florts 0/ Madras. 

B.s. 
2.91,132 
1,13,133 

(For 6. months October 1928 to March 1929. Bills of Entry relating tc 
previous ~onths were destroyed.) 

Sheets 
Plates 

Sheets 
Plates 

Sheets 
PlateI'! 
Thin sheets and 

Sq. ft. Cwt. B.s. 
3,65,656 

7,802 

Madras Presidency 
192~(). 

plates 

Sq. ft. 
43,86,787 
1,45,605 

1930-8i. 

Sq. ft. 
34,89,708 

91,951 
510 

3,172 
173 

Owt. 

41,156 
3,540 

Cwt. 
35,514 

2,087 
51 

30,100 
4,434 

Rs. 
4,04,747 
1,33,564 

B.s. 
2,97,215 

77,794 
331 

The principal suppliers in the order of importance WeN Belgium, thl) 
"l1.ited Kingdom, Germany an~ Nethel'lan<\s, 



The current invoice prices of shellt glass arll as follow: '""
Belgian Bheet glaaB, 16 oz. tkick-

100 sq. oft. per C~ 
0./25 united inches 

26/40. united inches 
41/50 united inchea 

Cases of 50. sq. ft., 16 oz. thick-
41/50. united "inchea 
51/60. united inchea 

Lowest. 

3. tl. 

S If 
10 4i 
11 3 

6 1 
'{ 3 

HigheSt. 

B. tl. 

10. 0. 
12 6 
13 6 

... 

Gla •• ,"eets, 26 oz. thick-Average price 208. ,per case of ilOO sq. ft. 
·Gla.s she eta, 28 oz.-Average price 288. 6d . . per case 'of 100 sq. ft. 
Glass sheets, 32 oz.-Average price 2Qs,6d. per case of 50 sq. ft. 

'(Jlass skeets, 1" tkick, case 0/ 200 sq. ft.-
1D"xS" to lS"x14"-51d. per sq. ft. 
24" x lSH-7Il. per sq. ft. 

Plate glass, mirrOTs, bevelled, i" tkick-
16" x 12" to 24".x 15"--18. 51d. per sq. ft. 
24")( 1B" to 36")( 18"-b. 9d. per sq. ft. 
36" )( 24" to 48" )( IBH-lB. 9d. to 28. per sq. ft. 

FigtJ,Terl glas_ 
White, k" thiek sheets-2!ld. pel' sq. ft. t02:1d. + 15 reI' cent. 
Coloul'ed-,'lJd. for 20 cases a.nd ·above to 3id. + 15 per cent. 4d. for 

less than 20. ·caReS to 41f. + 15 per cent. 

Packing 250 sq. ft.-From Belgi'Ufn and GllTmlJ,nll. 
Glass skeets and plate glass (miTTDTed), re-exported by Messrs. Pilkingtoll 

Bros. are imported only in vm:y small quantities. Hence, "the prices are Dot 
given. 

Glass brtngles.-The following are the kinds of glass bangles imported. in 
large quantities:-

Machine polish, iPussaful, Passalal, Doramali itiramanek, plain 
Hiramanek, Double zalli Hiramanek, pressed grail ate 2!, 3t and 
amber 21. . 

The CUTTent prices' lOT Decembe1' and JanuttT1l aTe 41 loUot»:·
Machine polish--8d. to 9d. less 5 per cent. 
Passaful~ld. less 5 per cent. 
Passalal-41d. 1688 5 per cent. 
Doramali Hiramanek~71d. less 5 per cent., single zalli-7id. to 8d. 

Ze,s 5 per cent. 
Double zalJi Hiramanek-9d. If.~ .• 5 per cent. and 8~d. le .. I> .per ('.ent. 
Plain zalli Hiramanek-7d. lr .•.• 5 Pill' cent. 

Pressed and massive granate,Granate-syndicate rates le88 10. per cent., 
Amber-«yndicate ~ate8 les8 10. per cent. to 11 per cent. 

Massive granate, 3in 

Massive granate, 21" 

Amber granate, 21" 

21" 21H 2" 11" 11" 11" 11" 11" Ii" 
£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ ~ 

6 51 51 51 5 41 41 elt 4 

.41431 3131313!3!3 

31 31 31 3 31 2i 21 21 21 
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Lantern Giobes-
F'eurhand-(pcr dozen less 3 per cent,)-

No, 155, 28, Id. No. 440, 28. 5id. No. 470, 28. 
Dietz--(per dozen less is per cent.)-

Junior, $ '98. Little Wizard, $ '98. D'lite Globes, $ 1'29. 

, East Indian Railway. 
(1) Letter No. 691, dated the 19th November, 1931. From Secretary, Tarin 

Board, to the Deputy Chief CommerciaZ Manager, Rates and Develop. 
ment, East Indian Railway, Ci:tZcuUa. 

I have the honour to state that the Board is at present engaged upon an 
enquiry into the Glass Industry in India and I am to ask if you will be good 
enough to supply certain information. 

The Board would like to have a statement showing the railway freight 
on glass from-

(a) Allahabad, 
(b) Bahj~i, 
(c) Calcutta, 

to three or four up-country markets served by the Eaat Indian Railway. 
I should be glad if you would 'select the markets to which the greatest 
quantity of glass is normally: transported from the places mentioned. The 
Board at the moment is chiefly concerned with the freight r.ates on sheet 
glass but if separate figures can be supplied for lamp globes, bottles and 
bangles it would be of great value. 

I am also to ask whether the freight rate is charged on nett weight or 
on gross weight, i.e., including the weight of packing materials. 

The Board would be grateful for a reply ~ early as possible and not 
later than December 20th. It should be sent together with six spare copies 
to the Secretary, Indian Tariff Board, 1, Council House Street, Calcutta. 

(2) Letter No. T. B. SlallB. D.-B. C., dated the 18th December, 1931, 
from the East Indian Bailway. 

The Board have asked for infor.mation regarding freights on the following 
articles:-
• (1) Sheet glass. 

(2) Lamp globes . 
• (8) Bottles. 
(4) Bangles. 

'. 

Items (1) and (2) come under the general classification head cc Glassware 
Division D."--4th class at Railway risk. The basis of the 4th class rate is 
'62 pies per maund per mile. 

Item (3) is classified 4th class· at Railway risk and 2nd class at owner's 
risk. The basis of 2nd class rates is '42 pies per maund per mile. Glass 
bangles, item (4), are classified 6th class at Railway risk, the basis of which 
is '83 pies per maund per mile. 

In addition to charges calculated on the mileage basis given above, the 
usual terminal charges are made . 

. Sheet glass is at present only manufactured at Bahjoi. Chimneys and 
globes .are manufactured at Naini (near Allahabad), FiI:ozabad, Bahjoi and 
a few other centres. Bottles are manufactured chiefly at Naini and Bahjoi. 
The main centre of bangle manufacture is Firozabad. 
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. Conce8aionB to IndigeMu3 Manu/acfurev-The following generai conces
Blona are allowed to the various Glass Factories IQcated on this Railway:-

Glassware Division D includes'Sheet Rates equal to 1st class at owner's 
Glass, Chimneys and Globes. risk when manufactured and con

signed by the Glassworks at Naini, 
Firozabad, Shikohabad, Farukha
bad, Harangau, Balawali, Bahjoi, 
Hathras. 

Bottles 

Bangles 

The basis Qf 1st class rates is '38 pies 
per maund per mile plus terminals. 

Rates equal to 1st class ,0. R., when 
manufactured and consigned by the 
Glassworks at N aini' and Bahjoi. 

Rates, equal to 2nd class 0= R., when 
manufactured and consigned from 
Firozabad, J alesar Road, Shikoh~ 
bad, Samhon. 

In addition to these general concessions, special station to station rates 
are quoted in certain cases. 

Concessions to imported goods.-No rates lower than the ordinary classi
fied rates are in force except in the case of Glass Bangles, for' which rates 
equal to 2nd class at O. R. are quoted from Howrah for stations distant 
500 miles and above. This is a competitive adjustment to meet the quota
tion by the Great Indian Penin:ula Railway of rates equal to 2nd' class from 
Bombay. 

For purposes of a comparison of relative rates, I have selected the 
following important centres as receiving points:-

Patna, Gaya, Benares, allahabad, Lucknow, Cawnpore, Agr.a, Bareilly, 
Aligarh, Delhi. 

The following statements are enclosed showing the rela~ive rates to these 
centres :-

Statement II A ".-Relative rates for sheet glass from Bahjoi and Howrah. 
(It may be noted here that to encourage, Bahjoi Sheet Glass in Calcutta. a 
special rate of As. 12 per maund at owner's risk, in minimum wagon loads of 
300 maunds, loading and unloading by owners, is quoted from Bahjoi to 
Howrah. Despatchers are allowed to club small consignments up to a maxi. 
mum number of fiv~ to make up the minimum load.) 

Statement liB" .-Relative rates for chimneys and globes from Howrah, 
]Iii aini, Firozabad and Bahjoi. 

Statement" C ".-Relative rates for. bottles from Haw,rah, Naini and 
llahjoi. 

Statement "D" .-Relative rates for, bangles from Howrah and 
Firozabad •• 

Freight is always charged on the gross weight of consignments. 
In connection with the question of rates for bangles, I would suggest the 

Board secure the complete proceedings in Case No, XVIII investigated by the 
Railway Rates Advisory Committee-Messrs. Bhani Lal Glass Works, 
Firozabad, l'S. East Indian, Great Indian Peninsula, Bombay, Baroda and 
Central India, North Western and other Railways. These proceedings con
tain a lot of information about the Glass Bangle Industry at Firozabad. 

If there is any further information I can give, I shall be only too pleased 
to do so. ' ' ' " 

Five additional' copies of this reply and annexures are enclosed as desired. 
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STATEMENT "A ". 

Bats peT matmd lor Shed Glas,. 

8ta.tiona to 
• From Howra.h. P't-om Ba.hjoi . 

Miles. Ra.te. Miles. Ra.te. 

Rs. A. P. Ra. A. P. 

Gaya 292 015 9 524 1 1 1 
Patna 338 1 2 2 529 1 1 3 

Benares 429 1 610 387 012 9 

Alla.habad 512 111 1 324 010 9 

Lucknow 616 2 0 6 200 0 610 

Cawnpore 631 2 1 3 231 0 1 10 

Bareilly 762 2 8 0 54 0 2 6 

.!gra 788 2 8 9 113 0'4 1 

AIigar:h 823 2 9 3 51 0 2 4 

Delhi 902 2 9 3 130 0 4 7 

NOTEs.-(I) Howrah rates are all 4th class. The rates to Agra, Aligarh 
and Delhi are " adj1l8ted .. class rates in adjustment with rates from Bombay 
and Karachi. • 

(2) Bahioi rates are rates equal to 1st clUSII at O. R. In the case of 
Gaya, Patna and Benares, the special rate of As. '12 per maund O. R., 
W /300, L., from Bahjoi to Howrah is also applicable differentially. 

STATEMENT "B". 

Bate, per maund lor Ohimne!l' and Globu. 

From Howrah. From Naini. From Firoza.bad. From Bahjoi. 
Stations t.o 

Miles. Rate. Miles. Rate. Miles. R.ate. 1\{ i1es. Rate. 

Rs. A. P. A. P. .~. P. Rs. A. P. 

Gaya 292 015 9 217 7 4 474 15 6 524 1 1 1 

Patna 338 1 2 2 222 7 6 479 15 8 529 1 1 3 

Benares 429 1 610 89 3 4 336 11 2 '387 o 12 9 

Allahabad 512 III 1 10 1 1 253 8 6 324 ·010 9 

Lucknow 616 2 0 6 130 4 7 180 6 2 200 0 6 10 

Cawnpore 631 2 1 3 125 4 6 134 4 9 231 0 7 10 

Bareilly 762 2 8 0 276 9 3 163 5 8 54 0 2 6 

Agra 788 2 8 9 281 9 5 23 1 6 113 0 4 1 

Aligarh 823 2 9 3 316 10 6 59 2 7 51 0 2 4 

Delhi 902 51 9 3 395 13 0 137 410 130 0 4 7 

NOTIIs.-(I) Rates from Howra.h are 4th class rates. 
(2) Rates from othl'f l)oints are equal to 1st class at O. R. 
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STATEMENT "0". 

Rates per maund for BottZes 

From Howra.h. From Naini. From Bahjoi. 
Stations to 

.Miles. Rate. Miles. Rate. Miles. Rat". 

Rs. A. P. A. P. US. A. 1? 
Gaya 292 01011 217 7 4 524 1 1 1 

Patna 338 o 12 6 222 7 6 529 1 1 3 
Benares 429 015 8 89 3 4 387 012 9 
Allahabad 512 1 2 7 10 1 1 324 o ~09 
Lucknow 616 1 6 3 130 4 7 200 0 6 10 
Oawnpore 631 1 6 9 125 4 6 231 '0 'I 10 
Bareilly 762 III 4 276 9 3 54 0 2 6 

Agra 788 III 9 281 9 5 113 Q 4, 1 

Aligadl 823 1 12 4 316 10 6 51 0 2 4 

Delhi 902 1 12 4 395 13 0 130 0 4 7 

NOTEs.-(l) Rates from Howrah are all 2nd class at O. R. 
(2) Rates from Naini and Bahjoi are equal to 1st dass at O. R. 
(3) There is a special rate of As. 11-1 per maund, O. R., W./2OO, L. 

from Naini to Howrah. • 

STATEMENT" D". 

Rates per maU1ld for Glass Bauu1es. 

Frum HOl\'rl1h. From Fir.JZabad. 
Station. to 

M.iles. Rate. Miles. Rat ... 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Gaya 292 1 2 2 474 1 1 1 

Palma 338 1 2 2 479 1 1 3 

Benares 429 1 2 2 336 0123 

Allahabad 512 1 2 7 253 094 

Lucknow 616 1 6 3 180 0610 

Oawnpore 631 1 6 9 134 0 5 2 

Bat:eilly 762 III 4 163 0 6 2 

Agra 788 III 9 23 0 1 7 

Aligarh 823 1 12 4 59 0210 

Delhi 902 112 4 137 0 5 4 

NOTBS.-(1) Rates from Howrah ar~ equal to 2nd class at O. R. In the 
case of Gaya, Patna and Benares, the 2nd class rate fOF 500 miles is applied 
differentially as it works out cheaper than the 6th class rates which are:-

Gaya 
Patna 

Per md. 
Re. A. P. 

1 410 
181 

Benares 1 14 4 
(2) nates from Fil:ozabad are equal to 2nd class O. R. 



Director', Geological Survey of India, Calcutta. 

(1) I;~tter No. (153, dated the 10th November, 1931, from the SecretarY, 
7anff Board, to the Director, Geolouical Survey 0/ India, Calcutta. 

'I'he Tariff Board is at present engaged upon an enquiry into the Glass 
Industry in India. The chief materials required by a glass manufacturer 
are sand, soda ash, lime, coal and fire resisting materials for furnaces and 
crucibles. It appea1;S that at present soda ash and crucibles are mQs~ 
imported. 

2. The Board would be grateful for your opinion as to the possibility 
of obtaining in India the materials now mostly imported and would also 
welcome a general statement regarding the existence of natural advantages 
for an extension of the glass industry in India. I am to say that the Board 
has seen" Notes on Glass ·Manufacture II by Mr. C. S. Fox (Bulletin No. 29, 
Indian Industries and Labour) and would be glad to know if there is any 
later information on the subject available with your Department. 

3. I am to ask if you will be good enough to send a reply to this letter, 
together with 6 spare copies, as early as possible and not later than lO~d 
December. It should be addressed to the Secretary, Tariff Board, I, 
Council House Street, Calcutta. 

(2) Letter No. 5770/517" (2), dated the 10th December, 1931, from the Director, 
Geological Survey of India. 

Your letter No. 653, dated the 10th of November, 1931, came duly to 
hand, but owing to my absence on tour and urgent problems connected with 
retrenchment, it has not yet been dealt with. 

You ask for my opinion on the possibility of obtaining in India the 
materials now mostly i~ported and also for a statement regarding the 
existence of natural advantages for an extension of the glass industry in 
India. These questions appear to me to be· already answered in an article 
on the" Raw Materials for Glass making in India II by Dr. C. S. Fox of 
this Department, published in the Indian Industries Trade and Transport 
Supplement to Capital, issued in December H130. You will find Dr. Fox's 
article on pp. 5&.'>9 of this Supplement, and from this article you will find 
that India can provide many of the materials required for manufacture of 
&lass and there seems to be no reason why the glass industry should not be 
extended in India. I am sending off this reply to-day and trust that it 
will be in time to be useful. 

Indian Coal Grading Board. 
(1) Letter No. 696, dated the 19th November, 1931, from the Tariff Board. 

The Indian Tariff Board is at present engaged upon an enquiry into the 
Glass Industry' in India. Since coal forms a very large item in the costs 
of glass manufacture I am to ask if you will be good enough to assist the 
Board by furnishing the following information if available. 

The Board wishes to have with regard to the principal classes of Bengal 
coal an approximate analysis showing (i) fixed ca.rbon content, (ii) volatiles, 
(iii) moisture, (iv) ash, with remllrks as to nature of ash composition, (v) 
sulphur, (vi) coking properties, (vii) calorific value. The Board would also 
like to know with reference to each elolSS the current prices (a) at pit's 
mouth, (b) f.o.r. Calcutta. 

I sholild he grllwful for a r .. "ly liS early as possihle lind in IIny case 
not later than 12th December. The reply together with six spare copies 
may kindly be addressed to the Secretary, Indian Tariff Board, 1, Council 
House Street, Calcutta; 
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(2) Lefler No. £607, elated the 10th. December 1931, from the India.:~ Coal 
Grading Board. 

With reference to your letter No. 696 of the 19th November, 1931, I 
enolose a statement showing the analyses, etc., of the principal classes of 
Bengal Coals as desired by YQur Board. 

The analyses of ash C!f Desherghur and Poniati Coals will follow. 

TJ;Ia present rates of the vaJ;ious classes of coals ~1'!! as follows:-

Desherghur 
Poniati 
bt Class Jharia 
1st Class Ranigunj 
Selected Jharia 

Per ton; 

Rs. A. 

5 O' 
4 12 
4 4 
3 10 
412 

But cargoes of the two former coals have recently been sold in Bombay 
and Hongkong which give the Collieries an f.o.r. rate of abQut Rs. 3-8 only. 



Enclosure. 

ANALYSIS or ASH. 

CoaL Calor!· Mala· Vola- Fixed SuI· Sul· A8b. IIc ture. tUes. CarboD. Pboll" pbur. Coke. 
Value. IrOD Ala· Tlta· Mag· AIk .. pburlc phorlo S11lca. nlum Lime. aud Oxide. mlDa. Oxide. Desla. 118. Anby. anhy. 

drlde. drlde. 

--- --- --- ------ ------ --- ---~ --- ---~ --- -
Desbergbur • 1080 7,361 1068 80'60 68·60 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0'45 Partly 

coking. 

PODIatl . 14'50 6,769 4'30 U'40 63-10 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0·62 Do • 

1st Clase lharla . 13-04 7,364 1'85 20-11 66·85 60-05 8·.8 26-98 1-20 0-40 0'62 0·80 0'92 0·10 0·74 Coking. 

, 

1st Cia80 ltanlgunJ. 11·24 7,176 4'84 80·26 68·50 60·20 6'05 25·17 1-20 2·70 1-66 1-17 0'66 1-68 0'92 Non· 
ooklng. 

Selooted Jharla 12·10 7,462 1'28 24-56 68·S4 49·75 6·98 SlY47 1-30 2'10 1'88 8·26 0'86 0·20 0·73 Coking. 



(3) Lettn No. 12680, dated. the 11th Decembsr Mali, from the Indiwn. Coa/. 
GTUdi1l,g Board. ' 

In continuation of th.is office letter No. 2607, dated the 10th September, 
]931, I enclose hereWIth a statement showing the analyses of ash of 
Desherghur and Poniati Coals. 

Enclosure. 

Silica 

Iron Oxide 

Alumina 

Titanium oxide· 

Lime 

Magnesia 

Alkalis 

Sulphuric anhydride 

Phosphoric anhydl'ide 

A nalysis 0/ Ash. 

Desherghur Coal. 
Per cent; 

46'40 

6'68 

28'14 

1'20 

7·90 

2'35 

0'85 

2'95 

3'78 

Poniati ConI, 

Per cent. 

46'40 

13'32 

2l!'76 

HO 
7·90 

1-65 

1·86 

2'34 

3'52 

Upper India Chamber of Commerce~ Cawupore . 

. Letter dated the ,9th November, 1931'. 

I am directed to refer to the Government of India Resolution No. 458-T, 
(2), dated the 20th October, intimating that reprpsentations from ('ertain 
gla.~s manufacturers for the extpnsion of protecti4ln to the glass industry in 
Jnd,,, had been referred to the Tariff Board. 

The interest of the members of this Chamber in the glass industry is that 
of consumers, and on their hehalf my Committee desire strongly to protest 
against the protection of the Indian I1I1dustry any fUFther than it is now 
protected by the revenue Tariff on imported glassware. This protection is 
already quite adequate in regard to the inferior qualities of glass which alone 
the Indian Industry has shown itself able to manufacture, and is already too 
high and unnecessary in regard to the superiol' qualities of glass which the 
Indian industry cannot manufacture. 

While it is admitted that my Committee cannot speak with expert know
ledge of the manufacture of glass it is still widely known that all attempts, 
('arried out over a long series of years, on the part of the Indian industry 
to manufacture glass of good or even of satisfactory quality comparable to 
the products of other countries for ordinary every day purposes, have fail,ed. 
It js known to my Committee for instance that enquiries have .been made. in 
all parts of India where glass is manufactured, for bottles and lars of IndIan 
make of good quality and appearance for packing sweets, spirits, chemicals, 
dru!!s, medicines and other articles of 11Uman consumption,. an~ th~t in no ('ase 
could an article be obtained which could even remotely JustIfy Its purchase 
in quantity to replace the imported article. 

Tn thiR ('aRe it waR obviously to the advantage of the enquirers to obtain 
bottles of Indian manufacture, not merely because of price and the avoidance 
of heavy overse~ freight charges on bulky articles sqcn as bottles, bllt Qecause 
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of the risks of damage in transport and at the sea ports and the undesira
bility of locking up money in comparatively heavy stocks of imported 
bottles. The inability of the Indian industry to supply a suitable article has 
left the enquiries no option but to go abroad for their requirements. 

My Committee also understand that all enquiries for sheet or crown 
glass of Indian manufacture for glazing purposes have failed simply because 
the Indian manufacturer has been unable to produce a window glass free 
of flaws, striations and other defects. 

During the war a great impetus was given to Indian glass manufacturers 
by the failure of supplies of imported glass, and quantities of phials, etc., 
were turned out which had perforce to be accepted in the absence of other 
supplies, but these products were shameful evidence of the incapacity of the 
Indian manufacturer to replace the imported competing articles. Since 
then improvements have, it is understood, been effected but even to-day the 
India!l manufacturer can only supply a comparatively inferior article. 

It is obvious that this condition of the industry is not due to any lack of 
enterprise, capital or desire to succeed, on the part of those engaged in 
the industry, and the conviction is forced on my Committee that it is 
because of natural disadvantages, in the matter of climate and of the avail
ability of sufficiently pUI:e raw material, that the Indian industry has failed 
even to come up to the level of inferior manufacturers abroad, such as in 
Japan. It is known that the climate is a very important factor in the 
tempering or annealing of glass and while artificial means may be employed 
in overcoming this disability such means obviously imply expense and addi
tional cost. It is stated also that the proper quality of the metallic oxides, 
of the silica sand and the water necessary for the better qualiti!\B of both 
flint and crown glass are not obtainable in that natural juxtaposition to 
one another and to suitable cheap fuel which would permit of their cheap 
employment. Here again the natural disadvantages can only be overcome 
at extra cost for freight on the raw material and on fuel which becomes 
prohibitory in the case of a cheap product such as glass. 

To my Committee therefore it appears that in claiming protection for 
the Glass Industry the applicants have not satisfied the first of the three 
conditions lail! down by the Fiscal Commission, namely:-

II (1) The industry must be one possessing natural advantages, such 
as an abundant supply of raw material, cheap power, a snffi
cient supply of labour, or a large home market. Such advant
agE's will be of different relative importance in different 
industries, but they should all be weighed and tbeir relative 
importance assessed. The successful industries of the world 
possess certain comparative advantages to which they owe their 
success. No industry which does not possess some comparative 
advantages will be able to compete with thE'm on equal terms, 
and therefore the natural advantages pOSSl'ssed by an Indian 
industry should be anal~'sed carefully, in order to ensure as far 
as possible that no industry is protected which will bE'come a 
!lE'rnument burden on the community." 

Nor do my Committee think that the 3rd of the conditions laid down is 
likely to be satisfied, obviously bE'cause the first is not met. 

My CommittE'e feel very strongly that any protection afforded to the glass 
industry in India will certainly be a burdE'n, and a permanent burden, .!lD 
the communitv for glass is so widE'ly used that the consumers of glass com
prise the whole' community. To i~dust~ial ()ons~me~s the burden ~ill be most 
severe for it lllay be taken as aXIOmatIC that It WIll not be pOSSIble to pass 
on the pri()e of glass contaiDE:r~ to the ~nsumers of the contents whi()h are 
alreadv at a fine cut competItIve margm. 

Tn 'the case of snpE'rior glass for scie.ntific purposes i~ is in<;onceivable that 
India will ever be able to compete WIth those countrIes whl?h ~~ able to 
~Jlecialisll in such products, mllinly becausll of the natural avaIlabIlIty of thlj 
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Bpecial raw constituents and of the very highly skilled' labour necessary. 
Wh:r then s~ould the ~onsumer of this quality of glass be burdened with 
an Increase In duty whIch cannot be of protective advantage to an industry 
confined to the lower grades of manufacture. 

Even in less Buperior but still good qualities of glass such as is needed 
fO.r table~are, tumblers, etc., India has not hitherto be~n able to compete 
wIth foreIgn manufacturers and it is extremely unlikely that she will be able 
to replace those manufactures which consumers have been accustomed to 
pxpc('t. She may provide inferior substitutes which will be avoided on their 
demerits, wherever possible, and it will be extremely unfair in this ~ase that 
the Indian Industry should be protected by a high tariff to enable it to foist 
off these substitutes on the community. . . 

In consi~ering the question of the Glass Industry in India my Committee 
!eel constramed to c.omment on one fact which is not without significance 
m the present enqUIry. As far as they have information there is not a 
single glass ~anufacturi~g. enterprise in India financed to any extent by 
European capItal, nor wlthm many years has European enterprise in India 
interested itself in the manufacture of glass in this country. It may be 
argued by some that this is a cognet reason why a purely Indian Industry 
should be protected in India. These advocates might also say that this is 
a d"finite reason why European criticism of the proposal to protect the 
industry should be discounted. But to my Committee the impOl::tance of 
this point lies in the fact that because of the insuperable natural dis
advantage~, rendering it impossible for the industry in India to compete 
with the recognised glass manufacturing countries of the world in the pro
duction of good or superior glassware, European enterprise and European 
capital have fought shy of this industry. 

The manufa.cture of crude glass in T ndia obtained vro:y long before the 
advent of Europeans to the country. Indeed glass is mentioned in the 
Mahabharata, and window glass, of a sort, in the Ain-i-Akbari. Glass 
ornaments of a crude and often opaque glass have been made from early 
times and phials, glasses and bowls of glass were freely manufactured in
early Moghul times. But the industry was then limited to meeting' the 
demand for ornaments and for occasional, semi-luxurious purposes, and the 
quality of the output satisfied the demand since nothing better was available. 
It was not until the coming of European influences into India that the 
demand increased for utilitarian purposes, e.g., for bottles. This demand 
was met to a certain extent but the products were of very dark and almost 
opaque glass, and nothing comparable to the present quality of white glass 
was attempted. It is more than probable that the demand was still insuffi
cient to call for proper enterprise and this too may have deterred European 
enterprise and kept away European capitaL In the late "70's" G?~e~n
ment took an interest in improving the" manufacture of glass by utIlISIng 
available supplies of material in Northet:n India but it became evident that 
the material was not sufficiently pure for the manufacture of good colourless 
glass. And although since then many improvements have been effected it· 
would appear that these natural di~abilities persist and that India can not 
for this reason enter into competition with other countries for the manu
facture of just those qualities of glQRsware which are now in widest demand, 
i.e., for bottles and .for glazing pnrposes and certainly c','nnot flxpect to 
manufacture the higher grades of glass necessary for superIor tableware or 
for optical or scientific purposes. 

In these circumstances if protection is to be given to the Indian Industry 
it must be in respect of only the cheapest grades of glass and as these grades 
of Indian manufacture are already, by reason of this existing revenue duty, 
underselling European products by about 30 per cent. and Japanese pro
ducts by about 15 per cent. the necessity for any protective tariff. disappears. 

My Committee must therefore register their complete Clppositi!1n to the 
request for protectioll. 
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Bqyus and Sbippt.rs Chamber, Karachi. 

Letter No. G. C.-32/27-" dated the 1st December, 1931. 

Subject :-TARD'FS PROTECTION TO GLASS INDUSTRY. 

With reference to your No. 458-T. (2), dated the 20th October, 1931, I 
am directed to submit my Committee's views on the question of protectioR 
to be extended to the Glass Industrs in India as under:-

1. There arl! 2 main ingredients of glass, viz., (i) silica sand and (ii) soda 
ash. Silioa sand is available in most parts of the country in a very large 
quantity; hut soda ash is at present manufactut:ed in India, in a limited 
quantity, and it would therefore be imperative to extend protection to soda 
ash industry (he it under protef'tion to the Chemical Industry or the Glass 
Industry). 

This done, the Glass Industry would be satisfying all the three conditions 
laid down in the Report of ' the Indian Fiscal Commission, because:

Firstly, it would then have abundant supply of raw materials both silica 
. send as well as well as soda ash. Fire-clay and other materials required 

for furnace are also in abundance. Labour is always cheap in a poor 
country like India, and there could not in a vast country as India is, arise 
any question as regards a large home market; and this fact can easily be 
verified from the great import figures of glassware because of the glass. 
factories in India not being able to cope with the home requirements. 

Secondly, it is also a fact that till now and till such time as protection 
is not extended thereto, the Glass Industry has not developed and will not 
develop 80 rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the country. 

Thirdly, it can h,e said without fear of contradiction that this industry 
with abundant supply of silica sand available in most parts of the country and 
with full development of the Chemical Industry with particular reference to 
the Soda Ash Industry will after a limited protection period of say about 10 
years be eventually able to face world competition without any protection. 

Above all, it will be noted that gl&.s>;ware is impOl·ted into India chiefly 
from Austria, Germany and Japan. Thus, the question of any adverse effect 
on the inter Empire trade not being involved, the Glass Industry not only 
deserves the protection, but there also appears to be no reason for any hesita
tion in extending protection thereto. 

2., (0.) In the opinion of my Committee, it would, in order to give effective 
protection, be necessary to enhance import duty on both glassware and soda 
ash, and if necessary to subsidize these industries. 

(b) It would be necessary to extend protection to this Industry for at 
least Il. period of 10 years. . 

In this connection, I am furth~r directed to submit that for a rapid 
progres.~ in this direction it would also be necessary to reduC'e the l'I1tes of 
railway freight and to afford additional railway facilities both for glassware 
manufactured in India and for coal. 

It is therefore requested that the Government of India will be pleased 
to refer this matter to the Tariff Hoard at an early date with Ruch further 
"ecommendations as are deemed fit. 

Burma Cbamber of Commerce. 

Letter No. P . .',88/476. dated the 7th Dere.mbtr, 1991. 

THill TARIFF HOARD'S INVESTIGATION INTO THE GLASS INDUSTRY. 

I am directed to refer to your Department Resolution No. 458-T. (2), 
date<l tl:\e 20th October, ]931, referring to the Tariff Board fOl'.,!!samination, 
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representations from certain glass manufacturers requesting that protection 
may be extended to the glass industry in India. 

. 2'.1. am to say th~t this. Chamber protests very strongly against ,the 
ImpoRltJOn of !I' protectIve tariff. Burma haR no glaRs industry at present to 
protect, and l~ any extra duty was imposed, it would have to be paid by 
the C'onsmner, In most cnses a poor mnn. 

a. My Committee doubt \'ery much if India for some considerable time 
to come will be able to supply her own requirements in the way of glass, 
much less those of Burma. 

Punjab Cham.ber of Com.m.erce, Delhi. 

Letter No. 871/528/91, dated the 9th December, 1931. 
I 

PROTECTION TO THE INDIAN GLASS INDUSTRY. 

We are directed to refer to Government of India, Department of Com. 
merce Hesolution No. 4158-T. (2), dated the 20th October last, which refers 
to tbe Tariff Board for examination and report certain representations 
requesting that protection ma'y be extended to the Glass Industry in India. 

Apprehension has been felt in the Punjab by brewers and distillers who 
bottle their produce in imported bottles regarding the possible effect of any 
recommpndation which the Hoard might. as a result of their examination of 
thp qne.tion. find advisable to make. Tbe Committee of the Chamber there
fore desire to suhmit for the Board's consideration an aspect of this case 
8S it affects these industries. According to the Punjab Excise Hules, and 
it is believed similar rules apply in other provinces, they have to use 
bottles of It stondard pattern whereon their capacity as well as the words 
"Punjab Excise" are moulded and which are moreover accurate' to the 
mpas1Jre whic·h they nurnort to I:'ontain. These hottles ore at present heing; 
importpil from nhroad. The Committpe feel that if anv protection recommend
ed bv the Board should take the form of an enhancement in the Customs 
duty' on imported I!:Iassware, bottles such as are used by thes? indust~ies 
~hollld he exempt from the oneration of such increased duty untIl such bme 
as thev can be manufactured in India: otherwise the cost to the consumer 
of bottled spirit would he raised. 

The Committee are informed that two members of this Chamber, .The 
Amritsar Distillery Company, Limited. and Murree Brewery Company, 
Limited, have already addressed the Board in this connection but for the 
sa ke of ready refereriC'e we a re instructed to attach copies thereof. 

COPll of ldtpr datpd the J.1fh No'Vpm.bpr, 19.11, from the Managinf7 Director, 
Amrit.,ar Distil/pry Comllany. Limited, Amritsar, to the l'lecretary to the 
(}o'Vprnm.PlIt of India, 1)ppa.rtmpnt of Commerce, New Delhi. 

PROTRCTION FOR THE INDIAN GLASS INDUSTRY. . . 
We have received a .copy of Resolution No. 4.58-T. (~). dated the ~Otb 

DeC'emher, 1931, issued by you from the Punjab Chamber of Commerce. 

We have C'Brefully read the above resolution and while we have every 
sympathy wit.h· thp Glas~ -Manufacturers' ?esire to obtain protection we bel!: 
to suggpst tha.t bpfore we Mllld use IndIan mad" pottIes. no matter what 
t11"ir nriC'e might be. we would require some ~uarantee of quality, anil we 
are of the opinion tbatit will be Rome time before Indian manufacturers 
would be. able to supply liS with bottles of the type we require. 

(>LA~S 2 H 
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According to'the Punjab Excise Rules and these rules also apply in other 
provinces of India-in the United Provinces for instace-bottlers of Indian 
made spirits have to use bottles of a prescribed pattern having the words 
"Punjab Excise" and the capacity of same moulded on the bottles. The 
bottles required are in three sizes, i.e" 6 to the gallon, 12 .to the gallon and 
24 to the gallon ·and as the bottles contain liquor on which heavy excise duty 
is to be paid it is most important that they should accurately contain on 
an average the Quality of liquor they are advertised to hold up to the 
prescribed rim mark on the neck of the bottle. We are large importers of 
such bottles and there are also other firms who are importing these bottles. 
When and until such bottles can be made in India any increase of Customs 
duty would merely have the effect of raising the cost of bottled snirit to t~e 
consumer; in other words it would act like an increase in the Excise duty 
payable on our spirit. 

For this reason we would request that if any protection is given to the 
Indian Glass Manufacturers..on any glassware at any rate the type of bottles 
that we use should be excluded. I 

COPll of letter No. 1/752. dated the 18th. Nflt'e';'hpr, 1991. from the Murree 
Brewerll Com,'lJafllJl. Rawalpilldi, to the Spcretary to the Governmellt pi 
IlIdia, Department 01 Commerce, New Delhi. 

PROTECTION FOR THE INDIAN GLASS INDUSTRY. 

With reference to Resolution No. 458-T. (2), dated the 20th October. 1931, 
we have the honour to state that while we have every svrnpathv with the 
Glass Manufacturers' desire to obtain protection, we would like to make the 
following remarks:-

According to the Punjab Excise we have to use bottlA~ of a standard 
pattern having the words "Punjab Exci~e " lind the capacity of the bottleR 
moulded on to the bottles. These ~tandard bottles are of three sizes, and 
it is important ,that they should accurately conta.in on an average the 
fluantity of liquor they are supposed to hold. We along with other 
distillers are large importers of the~e bottles, and until we could get a 
guarantee that the Indian manufacturers could produce such bottles satis
factorilv we would be l1nable t.o n"rcha~" Tnd;an marle bottles, no matter 
what their price might ·be. At nresent the price of these standard bottles 
is bilt. and if protection "was given to the Indian Glass Industry, which 
protection we would assume would take the form of a tariff on imports, it 
would mean an increase in the priC'e of these bottles, thereby forcing us to 
i,ncrease our prices for bottled spirits. 

For these ren~ons therefore, if anv protection is giv!>n to the GlR~~ 
Tndu~trv, w!> would request thnt the type of bottles indicated above should 
be excluded. 

Northern India Chamber of Commerce, Lahore. 

Letter NQ. 1 •. /5.5, dated, the 10th Dec~mher, 1~91. 

THE Gr,,,ss INDUSTRy-PROTECTION. 

I am direC'ted to refer to the R!>solution issued under No. 4!iR-T. (2), 
nov!>rnment of India. Department of Commerc-e, oated the 20th Oc-toher, HIlll. 
in ronneC'tion with thE' grant of protection to th!> Glass Industry in India. 

Thi~ Chamber has !>xamined this question in consultation with import;rs, 
ron~umers and manufac-turers of glassware, and the opinion has b!>en formed 
t,hat-

(1) bottles for u~e in bottling spirits under tIle Punjab El'c-is!>. R1l1e~, 
(2) soda water bottles, and 
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(3) high class screw top and other jars suitable for bottling jam and 

preserved fruit, 

should be totally e~cluded. from any protection which may be given to 
the Glass Indust~y In. I n~ha, in. the fo~m of a protective tariff or in any 
other manner whICh wIll Increase tbe prICe of imports of the above· referred 
to items. 

Und~r the Punjab Excise Rules, spirits produced in the Punjab must be 
put up In bottles bf a standard pattern baving the words " Punjab Excise " 
and the capacity of. the bottles moulded on to the bottles. These standard 
bottles are of three sizes and it is important that they should hold on an 
average th~· quantity of liquor they are marked as containing. Distillers 
are large Importers of these bottles, as manufacturers in India are 
apparently unable to produce satisfactory bottles conforming to a definite 
capacity. . . 

This Chamber is ihformed that sooa· water bdttles are not produced in 
India, and until these bottles, of accurate' capacity· and su:fficient strength, 
can be 80 manufactured, this Chamber urges that protection should not 
extend to soda water bottles. 

So far as concerns high class screw top and other jars suitable for jams 
and preserved fruit, certain members of this Chamber interested in the 
industry state they are unable to obtain suitable glass jars, and until these 
items are available in India, the Chamber is of opinion that protection 
should be withheld in respect of such jars. 

Calcutta Trades Association, Calcutta. 

Letter No. 5-0. M. 7/1982, dated the 27th Ja1l/Uary, 1982. 

Be PROTECTION TO THE INDIAN GLASS INDUSTRY. 

In the light of information obtained, the Committee of this Associati!)n 
has further considered this matter. I am to represent that the CommitteE! 
is strongly of opinion that in the case of this small and· unimportant industry 
special treatment, penalizing consumers throughout the country should not 
he recommended. The Committee would furthermore point out that the 
existing duties, combined with heavy freight and insurance expenses already 
gives this industry a substantial advantage over foreign competitors. If in 
these conditions it cannot prosper and expand, there is, in the opinion of 
the Committee no hope of it becoming any great value to· the country as a 
whole. 

Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

Letter No. O. '15/91, dated the 5th February, 1932. 

I am directed by the Committee of the Indian Chamber of Commerce, 
Calcutta, to refer to· the Resolution of the Government of India No. 458-T. (2), 
dated Simla the 20th October 1931. intimating that they have referred to 
the Tariff B~ard forexaminati~n of the question of th grant of protection to 
the Glass Industry in India and desiring that. the vi.ews o! the Chamber 
should be forwarded to the Tariff Board for theIr ('onslderatlOn. The Com
mittee of the Indian Chamber· of Commerce, Calcutta, have carefully 
considered the question of the Glass J ndustry in ~ndia and are satisfied ~hat 
this industry is one which needs ad"quate protectIOn from the Stat~, sat~sfy
ing as it does full v the condition lai~ down in .the Hepo!t of t.he Indlap. FIscal 
Commission for the grant of protectIOn to any mdustry In IndIa. The mdu~try 
possesses naturnl advantages Ru('h as. ahundant supply of raw materIals, 
cheap power, plentiful supply of Illbour and an extensive home market. With 

~H2 
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these advantages the industry is only in need of protection for a temporary 
period in order to enable itself to withstand the foreign competition. In 
view of the detailed replies sent by Messrs. M. M. Mehta, Glass Manufac
turers of Calcutta, and by Bengal Glass Works, Ltd.-two members of the 
Chamber, the Committee of the Chamber'do not consider it necessary to 
send any elaborate replies to the Tariff Board. They wish to lay stress on 
the fact that the indigenous glass factories manufacture articles which are 

. in daily consumption in every Indian household and the establishment of 
tl1e industry on a firm footing would result in the retention in India of the 
large amount of money which is now being paid for imports from foreign 
countries. Several of these countries impose heavy protective duties to foster 
their own industries and prevent extraneous competition. A very large 
portion of the materials used in the manufacture of glass, is available in 
this country and we are not to depend on supplies from foreign countries. 
The small percentage of raw materials in the shape of chemical ingredients 
now imported from abroad will be gradually available"inside the country, al< 
the chemical industry develope. Labour is plentiful and the workmen, having 
already a primary knowledge and being accustomed to the manufacture of 
glass although in a crude form, have rapidly improved under expert supervi
sion and have quickly become competent in their work. Besides, the industry 
seems to have been particularly attractive for Indians, who have started 
several small factories for the manufacture of glass, all over the country, 
undeferred by the failure of comparatively large concerns belonging to 
Europeans. Electric power and cnnl for fuel as weH as gas are easily 
obtainable and no difficult~· as regards Power or fuel is experienced b~' the 
factories now in exil<tence. The manufacturers of glal<S ban!!:les in India 
are able to turn out good!> fully equal to those imported from abroad. 
particularly those imported from Japan, and the granting of protection would 
ac('clerate the progress which the indigenous factories are now slowly making. 
Although cousumers recognize that the articles manufactured in India are 
fully equal to those imported from abroad they insi,t upon offering lower 
prices on the aSl<umption that goods produced in India should be cheaper than 
those imported from abroad. Apart from this handicap manufacturers find 
no di'fficulty in disposing of the entire production as bangles are almost 
universally used by women in Indin and may be said to be an article of 
necessity to them. My Committee also wish to draw attention to the danger 
of foreign manufacturers establishing factories in India in order to evade 
any protective duties which may be imposed. This has occurred in the cal<e 
of the Match Industry where the Swedish Trust has erected factories all over 
India and are gradually strangling the indigenous concerns and driving 
them out of existence, and is threatening the sugar industry. Timely 
steps should be taken to prevent a repetition of similar fate in the <,ase 
of the Indian Glass Industry by introducing suitable legislation whereby 
foreign enterprise will be prevented from reaping the advantages conl<equent 
on the imposition of a high tariff duty for purposes of giving protection to 
the industry. My Committee would further suggest for the consideration 
of the Tariff Boa.l'd that the Government of India should be' asked to make 
an adequate annual grant from the Central Revenues for !!:Iass research. It 
is very essential that the glass factories should be advised by expert 
technologists about the introduction of modern and up-to-date methods of 
manufacture in their factories, in order to make their working e('onomical and 
efficient. Adequate provision for technological traininl!: for a few young mE'n 
every year should be made in some Universities suitably equipped for the 
purpose. Recent fluduations in the world's ex('hangE's have prominent.Jy 
brought before the pUblic the question of the effects which sllch fluctuations 
may have on the cost of jmportation of foreign articles. Protective tariff 
dutiE's imposed on foreign articlE'S on the basis of a particular cost of their 
importation may be suddenly found inadequate for protection if the value 
of the Curren<'y of the Nlmpeting foreign ('ountries depreciates in terms of 
Indian Curren('y. To provide against such contingE'ncy, the Tariff Bonrd 
should recommend to thE' GovprnmE'nt that thev should inve~t themselves with 
powers to enhanCle tariff duties automatically 'to the extent required by the 
fluctuations ~n ellchan!!(e witp the various eOl1ptr~es, . 



Messrs. Meyer Nissim, Bombay. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) Letter dated the 5th November, 1991. 

Btl GLAss. 
We under~tand that, manufacturers of glass in India have approached 

Governme,nt for pr«?tectlon by way of enhanced duties on goods imported 
from foreign countries. -

In this respect we beg to state that bottles, such, as, Codds Patent 
Crown~ork .Mi':1erals, ,Excise and similar at present produced in India ar~ 
much I1lfe~'l(,r III qualIty and do not stand the necessary pressure. Moreover 
the quantity turned out is very insignificant and quite insufficient to meet 
the requirement of the -trade. The imports of glass bottles and phials from 
foreign countries are lIB under:-

1928-29. 1929-30. 1930-81. 
586,027 702,998 616,148 gross. 

Under the circumstances we would request you to please exempt glas~ 
bottles from any increase in the present duties, as we do not consider that it 
would in any way assist the Indian industry, but would merely inOl'ease the 
cost to consumers. 

We are inviting reports from the consumers and will submit same to you 
as and when received. 

Meanwhile, we shall thank you to please note our protest and give it your 
considered attention, 

(2) Letter dated the 17th November, 1931. 
With further -reference to our letter of 5th instant, and yours of 7th 

idem, we now beg to enclose herewith copies of repOl'ts received from 
sOlDe of our clients which please file for references. We shall thank you 
to please let us know if it is necessary for all our clients to send separate 
applications to the Board and answer the Board questions separately, or will 
our application only suffice, and you will send us question papers to be 
answered by all oW' clients or would ourselves alone, suW,caP 

Enclosure No.1. 
11"'0"''' K.atrak &: Co., High Class Aeratedwater Man-ujacturel'8, Bombay, to 

Mesll'l's. Meye!' Nissim Ii; Co., Bombay, 

We have come to know that Indian glass bottle manufacturers have 
approached to the Tariff Board to enhance the duty on bottles manufactareci 
in Foreign Countries and given them protection. We hereby requost yon to 
oppose strongly to this proposition to the Tariff Board to save us fr?1D 
further losses by paying increased duties on Codds Bottles. The followlllg 
reaSODS will convince the Tariff Board not to put extra burden ')11 the 
Sodawater Trade:-

(1) Quant-ity.-The manufacturers of bdla,n. Bottl~ (Codds) are not 
in a positipn to supply in large qua~tltles requJred by Sodawater 
manufacturers even 50 gross at a tlme. 

(2) Quality.-The Codds Bottles manufactured by them are not of the 
standard quality, size, shape and colour. 

(3) St,.ength.-The bottles do not withst~nd the pressure and break 
while filling and after filling them III large numbers. 

(4.) Sizll and ahape.-The chief defect in bottles is that they are not of 
equal shape and their mouths a.re not of equal siaes. They don't 
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hold the balls tight because the grooves which hold the rubher 
rings. are not made in correct sizes and hence the bottles leak 
and drop' the balls down. 

\5) Packing.-Packing is very defective because we find heavy breakages 
while opening the cases. 

(6) Price.-The Indian bottles are sold much more cheaper than foreign 
ones namely at Us. 27 per gross 10 OZS. !;ize while foreign ones 
are at Rs. 32 per gross 10 ozs. There is a saving of Rs. 5 
per gross on Indian bottles and yet we are not using them, 
why? because by using cheap Indian bottles we lose more than 
by using dearer foreign bottles. 

(7) By eilhancing duty on foreign bottles, the Indian manufacturers 
will not get any benefit thereby, while we the users will have 
to pay extra duties for nothing, as we cannot use them for 
the above reasons. 

Please note that after using and giving fair trials to the bottles manu
factured by Allahabad and Ahmedabad Glass Works, we have indicated in 
this letter our personal experience. We are so much disappointed with 
these bottles that we had to warn our cartmen not to bring these bottles in 
exchange while they supply full bottles to the shop-keepers. These are the 
real facts which please place before the Tariff Board and request tllem not 
to enhance duty on Codds bottles because our trade is dying already now 
and if the Tariff Board puts more burden on us then we will be totally 
perished. If the Tariff Board meeting is to be held in Bombay and if you 
lind advisable, we shall be glad to approach in person to the Tariff Board 
to give our evidence and convince them of the above facts. Hoping to be 
excused for the troubles and requesting you to leave no stone unturned for 
the matter we remain. 

Enclosure No.2. 

From M. A. Valinlla, Ahmedabad, to Messrs. Meyer Nissim, Bombay dated 
the 9th November, 1981. 

lle INDIAN GLASS BOTTLES. 

We are in receipt of your circular of the 5th instant, and note th" 
contents, with thanks. We are not against of the protection duty if enhanced 
by Government but we are of opinion that no ./Iuch duty be levied or enhanced 
l\Jlless the Indian glass factories are in a position to provide the bottles su 
strong as the same imported from foreign countries and also unless they are 
ill a position to supply the full quantity required by the whole country. We 
understand that there are not sufficient glass factories in India to manu
facture Sodawater bottles and the factories those manufacture these bottles 
are in a very limited number and these factories are not in a position to 
prepare bottles so good in quality as German make and also aI"e not in a 
position to supply the full quantity required by the Indian markets. In 
the circumstances we request you to protest strongly against such action. 

Enclosure No.3. 

From Messrs. 1'. Dhunjibhoy and Sons, to Messrs. Meyer Nissim.) BOll~bay, 
dated the 12th November, 1991. 

Be INDIAN GLASS BOTTLES. 

W~ beg to inform you that we have never used Codds Pa Soda water 
bottles in our factory, but understand that the quality very inferior and the 
glass does not stand the pressure required. We had euquired in the market 
for Indian made bottles, understand that the quantity produced is very 
insignificant for the trade. Under the circumstances if Government were 
to increase duties on foreign imported bottles, it will simply add to our cost 
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which is aIre.ary very high, and will not in any way assist the lndian 
ind~try, as they are not at all in a position to supply quality and quantity 
required by the trade. We hereby authorise you to please represent us 
at the Tariff Board if and when required and oblige. 

Enclosure No.4. 

From Melsn. T. Ali Mahomed rf; Co., and Akbemlly Mahomedally &: Co., 
Bombay, to Meyer Nissim, Esq., dated the 15th November, 1931. 

Be INDIAN GLASS BOTTLES. 

We understand that the Association of glass manufacturers have applied 
to the Tariff Board for an extra protection on glass and glass bottles 
and it is obvious that such a protection in India can only take the forn:. 
of an extra. Customs Dnty. We therefore appeal to you to lodge your 
complaint and counter charges against the sanctioning of an increased 
Customs Tariff, on the grounds that it is a natural impossibility for glass 
of an acceptable quality to be manufactured in India: - ' 

(1) Climatic conditions are against the tempering of the glass. 
(2) The necessary quality of sand is not available. 
(3) The _ necessary quality of. metal is not available. 
(4) The necessary quality! of water is not available. 
(5) The . labour is inefficient. 
(6) The most modern type of machinery is not here. 

Even if the proper machinery were here, and granting that the labour 
in time could become more efficient, pointll 1 ~o 4 are natural obstacle, 
which cannot be overcome. If artificial means were introduced -to overcome 
these natural deficiencies, the cost wonld make the product prohibitive. The 
indian made glass has now a protection in ad valorem duty on certain. types 
of glass of 25 per cent. and tariff duty on other types of glass of about 35 
per cent. Thill added to the low price, at which the lndian-made glass is now 
offered in the market, means that Indian-made glass is about 30 to 35 per 
cent. below the gllllls of European manufacture, and 12 to 15 per cent. below 
the glass of Japanese mannfactnre. • 

We also beg to put it to you. that, if with so much in favour of the 
Indian glass manufacturers, they are not in a pOSition to s&.tisfactorily 
supply the demands, it can only be presumed that it is the natural obstacles 
which hinder the success of Indian glass factories. 'J'herdore we consider 
that the request for an extra protection is unnecessary, and that the COll

Bumers wonld be coerced into paying higher prices for this inferior glass, 
or as an alternative, pay excessively for the superior European il::ported 
glass. 

On inis basis we reqnest yoil. to kindly protest and l'lake up 0111" case beiore 
the Tariff Board and oblige. Thanking you in anticipation. 

(3) Letter dated the 8th December, 1931, from Messrs. Meyer Nissim. 

With reference to your letter No. 675, dated Bombay, the l.7th ~ovemb~r, 
1931, we beg to send you herewith our replies to the questJOnnaue which 
we trust you will find in order. 

Enclosure. 
Beply to Questionnaire. 

1. We are interested in the imports of glass bottles especially Codds' 
Patent Sodawater, Crowncork Mineral, Excise, etc., and therefore are not 
in a position to reply in respect of any other classes of glassware. 
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merchants as they are quite unsaleable on account of very inferior quality 
of glass and appearance, and therefore there cannot be any competition in 
the same. 

2-3. We quote prices for the last two years for the standard size of Codds 
bottle 10 ozs. per gross c.i.f.c.i. Bombay or Indian port;-

Customs duty 
Port Trust 
Clearing 

4. We do not know. 
5. We have no figures to compare. 

1930. 

37/9 
Re. A. 

4 8 
1 8 
~ 8 

1931. 

36/6 
RI!. A. 

7 4 
1 8 
o 8 

6: No, there is no comparison between Indian and imported bottles. 
No, price for Indian bottle is very cheap even then consumers would never 
consider the Indian-made glass bottle at any price on account of the very 
poor quality of glass, appearance, packing, etc., size, shape and colour are 
also not uniform. 

7. We do not know. 
8. Yes, according to our knowledge climatic conditions are against the 

tempering of the glass, the necessary quality of materials such as metal, sand, 
water, etc., are not available, the labour is inefficient, and the modern types 
of machinery are not here. 

9~ Since the Indian-made bottles are not saleable in the market, they are 
not stocked by the merchants and therefore we cannot estimate the produc
tion of Indian glass bottles. 

10. Yes, we do consider the Indian manufacturer at a disadvantage in 
respect of plant, machinery, labour, materials and elimatic conditions, but 
not in respect of freights, Customs duty and other factors. 

11. No. 
12. Aerated and mineral water manufacturers, Brandy and Liquor Bottlen 

and those who require high quality and shength glass bottles. They an 
already affected to the extent of the gradual increase in Customs duty and 
will be further affected to tho extent duties nre further enhanced all they 
are absolutely unable to use the Indian bottles on account of the inferior 
quality of glass, size, shape, strength and appearance and will have t·, pur
chase the superior imported glass to pull on with their trade. 

(4) Lett .. r dated the 11th January, 1992, /rom Messrs. Meyer Nissim, 
Bombay. 

I enclose for the information of the members of the Tariff Board fuller 
particulars in regards to imports of bottles and phials into India during 
the past five years and also the c.i.f. prices, landing charges and Customs 
duties. 

IMPORTS OF BOTTLES ANn PHIALS. 

1925·26. 1926·27. 1927·28. 1928·29. 1929·30. 
Sodawaler BottleB. 

Gross. Gross. Gross. Gross. Gross. 

United Kingdom 23,585 21,438 17,748 26,153 29,858 

Other British 108 173 30 17 4 

Total British Empire 23.693 21,611 17,778 26,770 29,862 - - -
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Sodauxde, Bollle4-eontd. 
1925-26. 1926-27. 1927-28. 1928,l!9, 1929·30. 

Grosa. Gross. Gross. Gross. Gross. 
Foreign Countrie_ 

Sweden 878 280 S99 523 636 
Norway 100 394 
Germany 23,498 27,110 26,660 26,924 27,711 
Netherlands 50 1,081 1,456 
Belgium 154 4 1 
Italy. 1 150 144 15 

Austria. 418 75 

Czechoslovakia 640 1,341 983 
Japan 677 1,122 238 1,263 1,395 
U. S. of America 73 47 

Pacific 99 

Other Foreign Countries 6 15 

Total Foreign Countries 23,154 29,634 28,637 31,396 32,243 

TOTAL FOREIGN AND BRITISH 48,847 51,245 46,465 58,166 62,105 

Other Botlle8. 

Total British Empire 71,42,1, 58,865 61,191 61,918 71,480 

Total Foreign Countries 416,896 469,102 401,587 465,943 ' 569,415 

TOTAL OTHERS 488,320 527,967 462,778 527,861 640,895 

TOTAL FOREIGIII AND BRITISH 597,167 579,212 516,193 586,207 '102,998 
BOT'ELES AND PHIALS. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Re. Rs. 

37,69,132 39,04,139 33,01,168 36,18,904 39,49,440 

C.i.f. prices, landing, duty and clearing charges on standard size 10 ozs. 
(capacity) sodawater bottle for the laat five' years:-

1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 1931. 

8. d. B. d. B. d. 8. d. 8. d. 

Per gross c.i.f. 41 6 40 10 39 6 37 9 36 6 

Rs. A. Rs. .... Rs. A • Rs. P. Rs. A. 

Duty per gross 4 6 4 6 4 6 4 6 7 4 

Port trust landing charges 1 8 8 8 1 8 1 8 

Per gross clearing charges 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 6 06 

Per gros. 6 8 6 8 6 6 6 6 9 4 

Packed ifll half gross crates. 
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MESSRS. MEYER NISSIM. AND MESSRS. KATRAK & 

CO .• LTD. 
B.---GB.AI. 

Evidence of Mr. MEYER NISSIM. and Mr. E. B. PANTHAKY of 
Messrs Katrak and Co., Ltd., recorded at Bombay, OD 

Wednesday, the 13th January, 1932. 
President.-Mr. Nissim, you ue representing impDrters .of glass b.ottles? 
lIlr. Nissiln.-Yes, but 1 primarily represent myself. 
President.-Are y.ou auth.orised tD represent all the .other imp.orters who 

have sent in representatiDns tD us? 
lIlr. Nissim.-All thDse wh.o have sent in their representation thrDugh 

me. I think I have sent in abDut six Dr seven representatiDns. One .of 
them, Mr. Panthaky, wh.o represents Messrs. Katrak and C.ompany, is 
present here. 

President.-We have received variDUS .other representatiDns alsD mDre 
Dr less .on the lines .of the representati.ons that have c.ome thrDUgh YDU, 
s.o that we might deal with all these m.ore or less .on :the same lines. 

lIlr. Nissim.-Yes. 
President.-I take it, the main c.omplaint .of impDrters with regard 

tD bDttles made in India is that they d.o n.ot satisfy the requirements 
.of a very large secti.on .of the muket. 

lIlr. Nissim.-That is true. 
l'resident.-And judging fr.om these representati.ons I find that the CDm

plaints refer t.o three p.oints; the first is the questiDn .of durability. 1 
take it what that means is that the Indian bDttles break mDre Iluickly in 
handling. 

lIlr. Nissim.-In handling, as well as in the case .of sDda. water bDttles 
they are n.ot strong en.ough t.o hDld the cDntents. The main difficulty IS 
that they are n.ot sufficiently reliable. 

President.-As far as aerated water bDttles are c.oncerned it is nDt 
merely a questiDn .of transpDrt, there is the questiDn .of the nature .of the 
substance cDntained in the bDttle? 

lIlr. Nissim.-Yes. 
President.-DDes that cDnsideratiDn apply equally tD excise bDttles? 
lIlr. Panthaky.-ND. 
President.-Is it pDssible at all frDm the experience .of large impDrters 

like YDurself tD say what the life .of Indian bDttles is as cDmpared with 
the life .of impDrted bDttles? 

lIlr. Panthaky.-'Ve have nD experience .of Indian bDttles because we 
dDn't handle them fDr the reas.on that they d.o n.ot suit .our require
ments. 

President.-S.o that it w.ould nDt be accurate t.o say that y.ou have any 
experience .of Indian b.ottles. I take it that YDur pDsitiDn is that the 
firms whDm y.ou represent did try t.o purchase Indian bDttles but that they 
f.ound frDm their shDrt experience that the b.ottles did not suit their 
requirements. 

lIlr. Nissim.-Yes. 
President.-Apart fr.om the question .of durability, I understand there 

is alSD the questi.on .of appearance. Is that an important p.oint? 
lIlr. Panthaky.-Yes. 
President.-Is it partly a questi.on .of finish and partly a questi.on .of 

CDI.our? 



Mr. Panthakll.-Colour, finish, size, shape, everything. 
President.-What I want to know is whether your obiection to Indian 

made bottles on the score of appearance is more in respect of the finish 
or in respect of the colour of the glass? 

lIlr. Panthakll.-There are three or four different classes in one dozen 
Indian made bottles. 

President.-What is the trouble' with the colour? 
lIlr. Panthakll.-You will find all shades of colour in onelot----some 

greener, some light green and some deep green. If the bottle is deep 
green coloured water inside the bottle cannot be made out. 

President.-In regard to aerated water bottles does the question of 
appearance matter very much? 

lIlr. Pa""thakll.-Yes. If you give a bottle of soda water in a bottle 
which is blue, you can't make out what is inside or whether there are any 
extraneous particles in the water. 

Preside""t.-I am a poor representative of the consumer of stuff con
tained in bottles. But I hardly ever see a soda bottle when I am served 
with soda. 

lIlr. Panthakll.-That is true, but there are certain customers who look 
at the bottle to see if there is any dirt, i.e., foreign matter in it. 

President.-I should like to be quite clear about the point. Is the 
objection really on the part of the consumer or on the part of the 
dealer? 

lIlr. Panthaky.-Both. There are some consumers who never take a 
bottle of soda water unless they can see what is inside. 

President.-What about the finish? 
lIlr. Pa""thakll.-There is no shape. 
Preside""t.-What is wrong with the finish of the Indian made bottles? 

lIlr. Panthakll.-Ugly shape, some have short neck, some have long neck 
and the mouth of the bottles is not always of the uniform size and the 
last is the chief point for us when putting int9 the machine. When there 
is a big mouth the gas leaks out. ' 

President.-The third point I take it is with regard to uniformity of 
capacity? 

lIlr. Panthaky.-Yes: sometimes they are 8 oz. sometimes 9 or some
times 10 oz. inside content. ' 

l"resident.-And therefore the, consumer who gets his suppliel> contained 
in Indian bottles, about the uniform capacity of which he is not sure, 
he is reluctant to take his supplies from that source? 

lIlr. Nissim.-The consumer is not so particular about the content. 

Preside""t.-That really is a consideration that applies to the manu· 
facturer of aerated water? 

lIlr. Nissim.-Yes. 
President.-Are you interested in excise bottles? 
lIlr. Nissim.-We do import excise bottles. 
President.-Do you know precisely the provisions with regard .to the 

arrangement for the purchase of excise bottles? 
Ur. Nissim.,-No. The excise authorities furnish us with a specifica

tion which we have to carry out. This specification is sent forward to 
Europe by us and we get our consignment of bottles accordingly. 

President.-Do you know precisely the form in which these specifications 
lire drawn up? 

Mr. Nissim.-I can produce a copy. 
Preside""t -We have been in communication with Excise Commissioners 

and we hav~ had replies from two or three Commissioners and the impres-



~ion. I han' gathered is this :in the majol'ity of pl'oviDees the provision 
IS simply to the effect that the bottle must contain not less than a specified 
quantity 9f spirit. -

Mr. Nissim.-That is the most important thing; I don't think they 
worry much about the shape or size. 

I~resident.-So that if the variation is in the upward direction the 
Excise Department are not concemed with it? 

Mr. Nissim.-They want so ·much in the bottle. 
P1'esident.-:-Not less than a specified quantity; if it happens to be 

more the Excise Department is perfectly pleased? 
Mr. Nissim.-I suppose so. 
P1'esident.-But the only Excise Department where the prOVISIOn is 

on somewhat different lines is the Punjab where they don't say 'not less 
than a specified quantity' but the bottle must contain so much and the 
bottle must be embossed with the name of the maker and the quantity 
which is supposed to be contained in it. There I can imagine the difficulty 
would, be greater, but in regard to cases where the provision is simply 
that it should contain not less than a specified quantity, a certain amount 
of variation, provided it is in the right direction, does not offend excise 
provisions? 

Mr. Nissim.-That is right. 
P1'esident.-The really important point which I want to raise is this. 

I can quite appreciate the grounds on which importers have raised their 
objection; what I should like to know is whether the objection that you 
have raised against Indian bottles is against Indian made bottles made 
by hand which are mouth blown or equally also against Indian bottles 
made by machine? 

lIlr. Nissim.-I take it that in Europe they are all maehine made. In 
India they have mouth blown and also machine made. What I gather is 
that the machine production in India does not come up to the standard 
of the machine made article in Europe in all respeets. 

P7'Csl'dent.-Is it possible for you to give us some figures to indieate 
the margin of variation in respect of the capacity in the case of European 
ma.de bottles and in the case of Indian made bottles, because I un!Ier
Htand in both cases there is variation. 

lIlr. Nissim.-Do you mean to say in European made bottles there is 
also some variation P 

President.-The real point is that the variation is greater in Indian 
bottles. 

lIl'r. Panthaky.-Rega.rding the question of. variations I must tell you 
frankly that I have nevel' found the bottles made in England or Germany 
varying from the standard size. The variation there is practically none 
at all. But in the case of Japanese bottles there is. 

President.-We are not conceraed with Japanese bottles. 
Mr. Panthaky.-In the case of Indian bottles there is no standard. 
President.-Is it your experience or is it your assumption? 
Mr. Panthaky.-We are working like coolies. iWe - know all these 

things.' 
Presiden.t.-From what source did you buy Indian bottles? 
Mr. Pantltaky.-I bought from Ahmedabad, and Allahabad. 
President.-How long ago was that? 
lIlr. Pantllaky.-That was a year or two ago. From Ahmedabad I 

bought those bottles and I gave them a chance twice. If· we were to 
continue to purchase from them, we stood to gain a lot. Ahmedabad 
bottles cost only Rs. 27 per gross, whereas for English and German bottles 
we ha.ve to pay B.s. 32. There is a saving of Rs. 5 per gross. Whv 
should we noll save that money if we cOuld? The Agent of the Ahmedabad 
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hottles came to me and said that if I continued to use their bottles, then 
their bottles would actually be running in the market. 

l'usident.-I am sorry to interrupt. These general statements do not 
help me . 

.lilT. Nissim.-I am afraid you will find it rather difficult to get the 
information from us. Dea.Iers' state that there is a big variation in the 
case of Indian bottles, but personally I have no knowledge of it. 

President.-We have had representations of this kind in other enquiries 
and I find on an examination-I don't say in all cases, but in a number 
of cases-the objection resolves itself into a prejudice which has not .been 
really tested by experience. 

1I1r. Nis.rim.-It is quite possible. 
Pr" .• ident.-The point I want tp rai,se for your. consideration is this. 

If it is true, as you suggest, that Indian bottles are defective in all 
these respect., there are two ways in which the defects may be remedied. 
First it is necessary that the manufacturers should provide themselves with 
UJ> to date equipment and the other is that they should provide them
selves with first class technical supervision. Now as far as the Allahabad 
factory is concerned, we are satisfied that their equipment is quite up to 
date. What they apparently lack is good technical supervision. That is 
expensive. If, at present prices and at their present costs, they are not 
able to. provide that kind of expensive supervision, it is legitimate 'to 
suppose that if we could grant them a little assistance, they would be able 
to have good technical supervision and remedy the defect. 

Mr. Ni: •.• im.~The third factor is whether the Indian materials can pro
duce suitable glass. That is the most important point. I am not a tech
nical maa and there fare cannot sa.y. 

Prniaellt.-I am not either. 
lIfr. Ni .•.• im.-I do not know whether the materials are as good as the 

materials elsewhere. What I gather is that the materials in India to 
produce glass are not good. Assuming you had the technical knowledge 
and you had gaad machinery but if you had not the materials, you would 
nat prodl1<'~ suitable bottles. That is the most important cansideration 
You must fathom the point whether you <'an obtain in India suitable 
materials. If suitable materials are available, also good machinery a.nd 
supervision, then of course a case might be made ollt for helping the 
indm.try. If the. matprials in this country are nat as goad as those found 
elsewhere, it wauld be a waste af m0!ley. 

Prpsiaent.-It is a perfectly correct position. Now supposing as the 
result of this enquiry comparing. the quality of the vario~ls material~ i!1 
India with . corresponding materials in Europe, we are satlsfi~d that l~ IS 
possible in India to find materials more or less comparable WIth materIals 
in Ellrape, sl1ppasing that was the positiaD, then your objection will be 
met. 

Mr. Ni~ .• im.-That is so. What I say is this. If all things are equal, 
th"n a cast' would be made out .for helping the industry. 

l're .• ident.-I am glad you have stated your position clearly. 
1Ifr. Nissim.-That is what I would say. Quite 'apart from represent. 

Ing the interests of an importer or anybody else, if the conditions in 
Tndia are very much the lIame as they are elsewhere, then of course a very 
good rase win be made out for helping the industry or affarding it 
protection. You might give a bounty or you might enhance the import 
duty. 

Presidpnt.-If we are satisfied with the kind of sand, soda, 'lime and 
so on ......... 

lilT. Nissim.-Olimate or whatever else bEl npcessary. 
President.-If thase things which are aVl\ilable in India for the manu . 

. facture of. ~Jass are as gQoq or nearly as good as1;hose available ill 
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Europe and provided j,Jso the works are well equipped, then you would 
suggest that protection might be granted in order to enable the industry 
to provide themselves with the necessary supervision and make first class 
bottles. 

Mr. Nissim.-Yes. 
President.-Are you lor are any of your constituents interested in 

Japanese bottles? 
Mr. Panthaky.-I used formerly. Medicine bottles come in large 

quantities, but I have' only used Japanese bottles. 
President.-What is your experience of Japanese bottles? 
Mr. Panthaky.-I must tell you plainly that I had used during the 

war Japanese bottles when the import of English bottles stopped totally. 
We began to use Japanese bottles. Then I paid Rs. 18 per gross. They 
were extra strong glass and Al quality and they were better thll!fi English 
1!ottles. The Japanese in time got orders for a Jot of bottles. They 
became cunning and began to supply low quality and asked for more 
money. :w1}en the war came to an end, I paid per gross Rs. 66 for the 
.. arne bottles-not even the same bottles, but for -inferior bottles. 

President.-They are quite as bad as Indian bottles? 
Mr. Panthaky.-They can produce nice bottles. There have expert men 

to produce bottles. The bottles do not come now. Weare not indenting 
Japanese bottles. 

President.-May I take it then that your objection against Indian 
bottles in the main also applies to Japanese bottles? 

Mr. Panthaky.-About Indian labour and Japanese labour? 
President.-We are not considering the question of labour. I am simply 

on the question of the quality of bottles which are found in the Indian 
market. As far as your experience goes, Japanese bottles are as bad as 
Indian bottles. 

Mr. Panthaky.-No, they are as good' as European made bottles. 
President.-But actually the kind of bottles that they send? 
Mr. Ni.~sim.-If they send-I grant they have not sent it up till now

we will say that the Japanese bottles are satisfactory. From the figures 
that we have, Japan does not import to this country much in the way of 
bot.tlt!s. 

President.-May I take it as far as you are concerned, you would not 
care to import Japanese bottlesP 

M,'. Nis.~im.-No. 
l'resident.-1 have got here the trade figures. 1 am taking the trade 

1cturns relating to total bottles and phials. If you look at 1929-30 figures, 
the total imports into the ('ountr" of bottlE'S and phials was 39'9 lakhs. Out 
of that we imported 13'72 from Japan. 

Mr. Nissim.-I have got these figures. 
President -If there is a section of the Indian market corresponding 

to 13·72 lakhs which are at present su'pplied by Japan,' you wonld not 
cbject to leaving that section of the market to be supplied by Indian 
bottles. 

:Mr. Nissim.-Are these figures in gross or i.n lakhsP 
P·resident.-The point that I want to put before you is that as far as 

you Bre concerned, you don't want to import Japanese bottles? 
IIlr. Nissim.-No. 
President.-At present there is a section of the Indian market measured 

by Rs. 13·72 lakhs worth of bottles which is supplied by Japan. As f~r 
as that section of the market is concerned, you would not obJect to IndIa 
being allowed to supply that? 

lIfr. Nissim.-Cprtainly not. The opinion of dealers is that Japanese 
bottlils lind Illdiall bottles are more or less Oil a par. That \s .wpafj J call 
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gather. Such bottles being inferior to the bottles that we get out from 
Europe, I take it that they would not compete with the imported bottles 
of superior make. At least the people who are accustomed to superior 
bottles would not touch the inferior bottles and therefore I personally 
Fbould not think that there would be any objection to Indian manu
fa(.,-turers turning out something with the help of protection which will 
('om pete with toe inferior quality bottles .. 

Pre&ident.-The question is not really between Japa.n and any other 
country. The question is that a certain section wants inferior flottles and 
another section wants superior bottles. India is in a position to supply 
the inferior bottles. :why should not India be allowed to supply the 
inferior bottles? 

Mr. Nissim.-I quite understand. It is like cloth. Some people want 
Buperior cloth and others inferior cloth. 

President.-You have no idea of the small size bottles say 1 to 8 oz.? 
Mr. Panthaky.-We get 5, 4 and 8 oz. 
President.-You have no precise information as to which is the country 

which mainly supplies these small size bottles to India? 

Mr. Nissim.-You can get it from the trade returns. 

P1esident.-1 can only make an inference. The inference that I draw 
is that the whole of the bottles that we get from Japan are the bottles 
tbat correspond to the small phials made in Indian factories. 

Mr. Nissim.-It must be so. 
l'1Csident.-As far as that is concerned it seems to me lit is a legiti

mate outlet for the Indian industry. There is one point with regard to the 
trade returns on which I should like your opinion. You have referred in 
your representation to bottles such as Codds patent and Crown .cork 
mineral. These trade returns relating to soda water bottles, do they 
include Codds bottles and Crown cork bottles? 

Mr. Nissim.-I should think so. 
Mr. Panthaky.-There are ma·ny factories which are using Crown cork 

bottles. 
l'resident.-Which in trade parlance would be described as soda water 

bottles. 
Mr. Panthaky.-Yes. 
President.-There is one little point that 

you sent us Yl}sterday. I want to draw your 
at your statenfent of c.i.f. prices for the last 
was 15 per. cent. 

Mr. Nissim.-Yes. 

arises from the figures that 
attention to it. If you look 
five years, in 1927, the duty 

President.-In 1931, you have calculated the duty at 25 per cent.? 
Mr. Nissim.-'1'hat is right. That is from the 1st of March, 1931. 
President.-I gather from these figures that in spite of the increase in 

the duty, the consumer gets his soda water bottles at a cheaper rate than 
in 1927. 

Mr. Nissim.-Yes, that is so. 
P·resident.-In the first .. place I want to clear up a little. point. In 

the statement of prices you add to the c.i.f. price landing, duty and clear
ing charges. If I add all the three figures given in 1927, it comes to 
Rs. 6-4 instead of Rs. 6-6. I suppose you allow that As. 2 for conunis
sion. 

Mr. Nissim.-The total according to the figures before you is R~. 6-4. 
President.-You allow that margin of As. 2 in every case? 
Mr. Ni.,sim.-No. The clearing charges should be As. 8 jnstead of As. 6. 

A mistake has been made in typing. There is no commission. The com
JIlission is included in the price, 
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Presi4ent.--Calcnlating on these figures the landed duty paid price 
in 1927 in rupees was -34'03. In 1931 with 25 per cent. duty it was 
33'58. 

Mr. Nissim.-Yf)s, taking the exchange at Is. 6d. 
. Pre~ident.-Yes~ right thr?ugh. Therefore if the duty of 25 per cent. 
IS retamed, there IS no additional burden thrown on the consumer as com~ 
pared with 5 years ago. . -

Mr. Nisism.-There is, in-as-much as he does not get- it at a cheaper 
price. -

_f'7·esident.-There is no corresponding reduction. 
Mr. Nissim.-The price of commodities has generally come down. Sup

posing we take only the c.i.f. price, it has come down since 1927. 
President.-By general depression in price? 
,Ur. Nissint.-Because labour is cheaper than before. It is mostly 

German labour. German labour costs have come down. Therefore the 
consumer here does not get the advantage of the cheaper bottles. 

Mr. Pantlta-ky.-The consumer is also denied the advantage of the 
reduction in freight. 

Mr. Nissim.-The cost of production generally has come down in various 
ways, labour being cheaper and freight also being cheaper. Therefore Ii 
you put up a duty of 25 per cent. which we are now paying, it means 
that the consumer is deprived of the advantage of the reduction in the 
cost of production. 

President.-Actually the amount that he pays is slightly less P 
Mr. Nissim.-Yes, that is the case in all commodities. If you take the 

price of cotton, you will find the same reduction. 
P-resident.-That is quite true. Now we ha-ve not, as a Board, had an 

opportunity of considering the line that we ought to take on your -repre
sentation. but I should like to pllt a hypothetical ca.e to you. Suppo,e 
on consideration we found that thl're was a case, consistently with pro
tection bl'ing grnnted to thl' Indinn industry, for Il'aving out of the 
protective scheme cl'rtain classes of bottles which India is not at present 
in a position to produce, can you suggest to us precisely what CustODIS 
arrangements may be made for the purpose of distinguishing them? I 
put that to you because you have agreed that there is a large qua~titJ 
of inferior bottles which India might just as well capture. At the same 
time, if your contention is corrl'Ct, there is a quantity of superior bottles 
which India cannot make? 

Mr. Nissim.-The only way to differentiate these bottles is by ascer
taining their quality. How are you going to arrive at the quality of 
bottles? 

President.-Supposing the Customs authorities adopted a description 
like Codds bottles, would there be any difficulty I' 

Mr. Nissim.-Supposing there is an imitation of Codds bottles? 

President.-I don't know. Are Codds bottles patent or is it only the 
machinery which is patent? 

Air. Hodkin.-The patent is in the type of bottles. 

President.-So, imitation would be attended with penaltiesP 

Mr. Hodkin.-Yes. 
-Mr. Nissim.-'In that cnse you can say straightaway Codds bottles. 

President.-What about Crown cork bottlesP 
Mr. Nissim.-They are practi('ally the same. Crown cork bottles are 

bottles without the marble inside. 
P-rfsidellt.-That is to say if that. class of bottles were dl'scribed for 

Customs purposes l\S Codds bottles, 1\0 difficulty would arise. We are sUr~ 
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about Codds bottles. They mean a definite class of bottles which can be 
described ea~ily i' 

Mr. Panfhaky.-Codds bottles are bottles with the marble in. They 
are not made stronger. Even those bottles are sometimes weak. 

Mr. Ni8.sim.-~1l. bo~tlee designed for holding carbonated water would 
be a sufficient dlstmctlOn. We consider them as superior bottles. They 
are generally supposed to be of superior quality. . 

Presidenf.-As a tentative measure. we will accept that. 
Mr. Nis~im.-Perhaps that might get over the difficulty. If they are 

decla~ed sUitable for carbonated water, we might say that those bottles are 
superIOr and therefore should be exempted. 

~resident.-Supposing ultimately in the scheme of protection it ·was 
decided to leave out all. bottles. designed for holding carbonated water, 
would that satisfy youi' . 

Mr. Nissim.-I should think· so. I understand that the Excise D·epart.. 
ment also want a certain amount of testing. 

President.-I will read out to you the relevant portions from the 
letters that we have received. ~'his is from the Bengal Commissioner of 
E~cise:-

"So far as Bengal is concerned, the representation from the im
porters of glass bottles that bottles of Japanese or Indian manufacture 
are usually condemned by the Excise Commissioner is incorrect and 
no bottles whether Japanese, Indian or of other countries have been 
condemned ~by this Department in Bengal. . 

In Bengal, the Government have prescribed minimum contents of 
quarts and pints of spirits, offered for sale to the public. It has not 
been ruled that bottles containing spirits must be uniform in their 
containing power. It has been ruled that bottles of spirit offered for 
sale and reputed to contain a quart of liquor. must not contain less 
than 22 ounces of, spirit and bottles reputed to contain a pint of 
liquor must not contain less than 11 ounces of spirit." , 

The Commissioner of Excise, Bihar and Orissa, says.:-
"Vendors in this province are compelled to bottle exact quantities 

of 20, 10 and 5 liquid oz. measured by measures graduated. by the 
Mathematical Instrument Office which they are required to keep for 
the purpose and (that) they are allowed to put these quantities into 
any bottles they can obtain big enough to contain them. Consequently 
there neither has been nor will be any occasion to decide the merits 
of different kinds of bottles". 

The same is the case· in the Central Provirlces. It is only in the Punjab 
that special difficulty ariSes. This is what the Punjab Government say:-

"With effect from April 1st, 1931, this Government introduced inte 
the Punjab a system by which al1 Indian made foreign spirit and 
country spirit distilled in the Punjab and sold for consumption in the 
province was to be bottled only in bottles bearing· the words Punjab 
Excise, figures showing the contents of the bottle '261 ounces in j;he 
case of quart bottles, 131 ounces in the case· of pint bottles and 61 
ounces in the case of half pint bottles, the name. or mark .of the 
manufacturer of the bottle and a· line on the neck up to which the 
bottle had to be filled in ~rder to contain the proper quantity ". 

Mr. Nis.,im.-That is all quite simple. Thll.t can be done when the 
bottle is made. It is not at all difficult. It seems to me that we cannot 
very well object to ordinary liquor bottles. From what I gather from the 
portions which you have read, the Excise Department do not in~ist on any 
Rpecial qualification exeept as regards the content. The content IS the most 
important thing. 

Pre.~ident.-So that, as far as you are concerned, a provision of thia 
kind ought to ~atisfy you i' 

GLASS 21 
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Mr. Nissim . ....:.Yes .. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have written in your letter that you represent 

here a certain number of clients of yoursI' 
Mr. Nissim.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I take it that you will be able to substantiate the 

views which they have expressed? 
Mr. Nissim.-I am here to support their views. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Apart from the views whict you have expressed in 

reply to the Questionnaire P 
Mr. Nissim.-Yes. Instead of them all coming, they have given me 

allthority to represent their views. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.;"""'Over and above the seven applications you have sent 

in, you have also got a number of others and you wanted the Tariff 
Board to let you know whether they would like you to send them. 

Mr. Nissim.-I don't follow the question. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say" we beg to enclose herewith c01lies of reports 
received from some of our clients which plea.'!e file for r!'ference. We 
shall thank you to please let us know if it is necessary for all our clients 
to send separate applications to the Board and allBwer the Board questions 
separately". 

Mr. Nissim.-Their views are more or tess the same. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-My point is that though :vou have not Rent us th~ir 
. views they are identically the same as yours I' 

Mr. Nissim.-Yes, that is right. 
Mr. Ralt.im,toola.-Are they all Bombay peopleI' 
Mr. Nissim.-Some of them are outside Bombay. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Are there any people from Calcutta? 
Mr. Nis"im.-We are only concerned with the Bombay Pr!'sidency. We 

have also some dients in Secunderabad. 
• Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards the question of soda water bottles, your 

point i~ that YOII are p!'Tsonalhr int!'T!'stpil in ('.odds Pllt!'nt. Crown ('ork 
Minerals and Exnise bottles. Those ue the kinds of bottles which arf' 
grouped in the Trade Returns under the big heading "Soda !Water 
llottles " . 

Mr. Nissim.-There is another heading • Other bottles'. 
Mr. Raltimtoola.-In the Trade Returns T find two broad h!'8.dings. 

"'z., "'Bottles and phiall'!-Soda. Wat"r Bottles" and "'Bottles and phials
others", I want to know exactl:v where the bottles in which you ar" 
interested come inP . 

1111'. Ni~ .• im .. -UndE'r th!' hending "Bottl!'~ and Phinls--8odll Wllt!'T 
B,.ttles ". 

71(".. Rahim,toola.-That means the first grOIlP-" Bottles and Phials
gor1 a 'Water Bottles". 

Mr. Ni.q"im.-That is wha~ we are concerned with. 
M".. Rahimioola.-You have rightly told the Prl'sidl'nt, having regard 

to thE' pa.triotio feelings which YOIl TlOSsess. that the most important point 
is th .. qlll'stion of rRW matE>rials and if tha.t '1l1e~tion is fully ;nv!'~tigat!'d 
b:v th" Board and if the Board ar" satisfied. then you would have TlO 
ohi!,l'tion t,,, nrot!'l'tinn h!'inr- grnntl'fl to th· GlA~~ Tndll~tr,? 

lIfr. Nissim.-No. 
lIfr . . Rahimtoola.-There is one thing which I don't understand in :vour 

l'pnlv to QIIPRtion R wll!'rl' YOII ~RY thnt pvpn the '1l1nlit, of "'Rter is 
dE'fP('tiv". 

Mr. Ni",qim .. -ThiR iR what we say: "Accordinll: t.o OIlT lrnowll'dge 
rlimatic conditions /Ire ,againRt thl' t!'mpering of the glllss, the nl'Cl'ssary 
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quality of materials such as metal, sand, water, etc., are not available, 
etc. ". As I said before, I am not a technical man. The information 
which. I h~ve is repeated here. I could not tell you whether the water IS 

defec:bve In any way or whether there is any special kind of water 
reqUired. I could not tell you whether it should be hard water or soft 
water. It is ju~ possible. that the quality of water -available in places 
"here the factories are situated may not be suitable. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What it can possibly mean is that water may not be 
available in sufficient quantities? . 

Mr. Ni ... im.-As yon know. there is hard water and soft water. It is 
just possible that the kind of water available round about the factories 
is not the water it should he. If that is so. it should be possible to 
remedy it. I think you can soften or harden water chemically according 
to requirements. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I asked you in the beginning whether you would 
be in a position to Bllbstantiate the statements made here. 

Mr. Nissim.-Not as far as water is concerned. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-As regards the Question of Indian bottles, Messrs. 

Katrak and Company have told us that in spite of the fact that the 
Indian bottles are cheappr bv Rs. 5 and in spite of the fact that they are 
Rvailahle, it hRs not heen found possible on otlftlr grounds to go in for 
them. In support of that statement, Mr. Panthaky has given us his 
nerROnn.1 exnerience of the hnttlps mn.nufa('tured bv Allahabad n.nd Ahmeda
bad Glass Works. I want to know whether Mr. Panthaky knew at thp 
time of the purchase that they were' hand made or machine made? 

Mr. Panthn1c'll.-No. We only Ree the bottles and we do not attempt 
to find out whether they are hand made or machine made. 

Mr. Rnhimtoola.-You are not in Il. position to tell me whether the 
mRC'hine made bottles are good or bad?' 

lIfr. Ni .• s1m.-We only know thllt they are Tndian made bottles. 
Whether they are machine made or hand made, we are not in a position 
to say. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Your knowledge at present does not go far enough 
to say that even machine made bottlps in India are defective? 

Mr. Niss1m.-1 wonld say yes, because I would take it that ql~ite 
a large number of Indian made hottles are machine made. If Indian 
made hottles as a whole are defective, then they would come under the 
eategory of defective hottles. 

11fT. Rilhimtoola.-Not neceSRarily. 
Mr. Ni.uim.-We are telling you in a general way. 
Mr. Ra'h,;m.toola.-The Tariff Board's duty is to get exact details S~ 

fnr a~ possible. Any general statement will not belp us. 

Mr. Nfss1m.-At least I ~m not in a position to si:v that. I w~11 only 
Rav t.hat Indian made hot,t.ll's ... fOllnd in the market Are defectIve, or 
in' other words. hottles nurC'hRRPd by Mr. Pa.nthaky's firm. 

Mr. Rnhimtonla.-Withollt p:oing into the qupstion whether they are 
mSC'hine made or hand made!' 

Mr. Ni .• s1m.-Quite so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have YOIl Bny competition "at pres<mt from Japan in 

regard to the superior bottles tbat you are importing? 
Mr. Ni .• sim.-No. . . 
MT. Bong.-There is just one Arnall point I wRnt to clear un. Would 

thp definition which yon sllggested just now cover any other bottles than 
coaas and Crown eork hottles!' 

7IJr. N; .• ';m.-That definition is iJltended merply for these two kinds 
of bottles which are used for aerated wa.ters. 

212 
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Messrs. Carew & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 
(1) Letter dated the 4th November, 1931. 

INDIAN GLASS INDUSTRY. 

With reference to Resolution No. 458-T. (2), dated the 20th ultimo, of 
the Government of India in the D€partment of Commerce, we have the 
honour to address you on this subject in so far as it affects this Company. 

In our business as Distillers and Spirit Bottlers, we use a considerable 
quantity of glass bottles. These bottles are specially made for us and are 
all imported. Each bottle is guaranteed by the manufacturers to have a 
certain defined capacity as required under the Excise regulations of the 
Provinces in which we operate. We have had samples of Indian-made bottles 
sent· us but none of' these bottles were so presentable as the imported bottle 
and neither could Indian manufacturers guarantee that their bottles would 
all be of exactly 'the same size. We understand that there are technical 
difficulties which 'prevent the manufacture of glass of good quality in this 
country, and this will account for the Indian-made bottle being very inferior 
to the imported bottle. The low quality of the glass of which Indian-made 
bo.ttles are made results in a high percentage of breakage and this with the 
present high duty in spirit means serious loss to spirit bottlers. 

We assume 'that extra protection if granted to the industry will take 
the form of an increase in the Tariff Duty on imported glass. There is 
already a heavy duty of 25 per cent. ad valorem imposed on imported 
glass and glass bottles. Also most high quality imported bottles come from 
the Continent of Europe and the fall in tbe Rupee in relation to continental 
currencies is in effect a further protection to the Indian Glass Industry. 

In view of the protection and advantage the Indian Glass Industry is 
now enjoying, and also bearing in mind that the industry is incapable of 
turning out bottles of the high quality required for the . liquor trade,· we 
submit that this industry has no· case for protection against these high 
qunlity bottles and a general increase in duty on imported glassware will 
simply amount to companies like ollrselves being penalised with no advantage 
to the industry whatever, since these companies cannot use the inferior 
Indian-made bottles. 

(2) Oopy of lette'r No. 155fE., dated the 7th November, 1931, from Messrs. 
, Carew <f 00., Rosa, United Provinces, to the Excise Oommissioner, United 

Provinces. 
We have the hon'our to state that we are informed by our Managing Agents 

in Calcutta that the Indian Glass Industry has applied to Government for 
extra protection against imported glaSS and our Managing Agents are 
protesting strongly against this on the assumption that extra protection, if. 
granted, will result in a further increase in the ,duty ,on glass bottles which 
is now 25 per cent. ad 'Va17rem. 

As you are awar", bottles for our country spirit contract have to be 
imported from Home and we Are of opinion that an increase in the cost of 
bottles will result in increased cost to the consumer of country spirit, as 
although bottles are returnable by consumer, a fair proportion of them is 
not returned. We should be glad if you could see your way to represent 
this to the Indian Tariff Board and any protest together with five copies 
must be in the hands of, the Secretary. Indian Tariff Board, Town Hall, 
Bombay, by the 20th instant. We shall be much. obliged if you would be 
J;ood enough to inform us if you propose to take any action in this 
connection. 

No., 399-0.fII-697-B, da.ted ()amp Roorkee, via Allahabad the 15th NO'I'em
ber, 1931, from the Exci.'e Oom mission er, United Prm~in,ces. 

, Copy forwarded to the Secretary, Indian Tariff Board, Town Hall, 
Bombay, with the :remark tha~ any jncrease in the price (If liquor to the 
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consumers which is already prohibitive owing ,to the prevailing economic 
uepreSSlOn, 18 lIkely to lead to illIcit distiUation~ and lOSS of liovernrnent 
U"venue trom .l!;xClSe. 

(3) Letter No. iJI18, dated tile Mil Decll'Tl~ber, 1931, from Messrs. Carew If Co., 
Ltd., Calcu.tta. 

With reference to your letter No. 692 of 19th ultimo, we have the honour 
to send you herewith our replies to the questions which we can answer. 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONNAIII.E. 

6. Indian-made glass bottles which have been offered, to us are neither 
so pI'esentable nor of the qualIty of imported bottles. Indian-made bottles 
are u..eless to spirit bottlers on account of their poor appearance and 
I'robable high percentage of breakage. The prices of these bottles are lower 
than those of Imported bottles and this we consider is due to their inferior 
quality and to the fact that there is a large second hand market for bottles 
which have' entered the Uountry as containers for Spirits and Beers. These 
second hand bottles are in no way inferior to the imported empty bottles 
but are sold at about half the price. 

11. We have no reason to suppose that foreign manufacturers are selling 
botueg to India at uneconomical prices. On the contrary we are of opinion 
that weare being charged higher prices than' Home bottlers. Before the 
taU in sterllllg, German and French spirits were being imported into Calcutta 
at 78. 6d. and 88. 6d. per case of one dozen quart bottles of liquor. These 
low rates are only possible with bottles of prices less than those we are 
paying as we found we could not compete with thes( rates~ 

12. We do not know which are the principal industries which will, be 
affllcted by a pI'otectlve duty on glass but we think the spirit bottling industry 
~ one of them. This industry will be affected by whatever amount of extra 
¢Uty is imposed on its imported bottles since it c:annot! use Indian-made 
bottles. 

Messrs. Daw SeD & Co., Calcutta. 

Letter dated th.e 6th. November, 1991. 

It has come to our notice in the issue of the Indian Trade Journal of 
October 29th, that the Association of Indian Glass Manufacturers have applied 
to the Tariff Board for an extra protection on glass and glass bottles.' 

While we have been at all times reooy to consider supporting Indian 
indllStry and as large buyers of bottles of aU kinds for our condiments, 
we were 'not reluctant to make several trial purchases locally, Allahabad, and 
other centres and each time the manufacture and appearance failed to 
satisfy our re~uirements to any extent, and ultimately we had to buy exclu
sively bottles from England, Germany, Holland and Japan. 

We also would-like to bring to your notice that though Indian glass 
is about 30 per cent. cheaper than Europe,an manuf~cture and 12 per ce~t. 
below Japanese, they are not in a positIOn to satIsfy the. de~and satls
faetorily and we deem that their request for extra protectIon 18 uncalled 
for and unnecessary. 

We append below our reasons for statit;'g that it, seeDlS a natural 
impracticability for glass of an acceptable quality to be manufactured in this 
country:- ' 

(1) Climatic conditions are against the tempering of the glass. 
(2) The necessary quality of metal is not available. 
(3) The necessary quality of sand is not available. 
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(4) The necessary quality of watet" is not available. 
(5) The labour is inefficient. 
(6) The most modern type of machinery is not here. 

Messrs. A. Scott & Co., RaagOOD. 

Letter dated the 6th November, 1931. 

We have the honour to refer to the application of the Association or 
Indian Glass Manufacturers to the 'l'ariff Board for an extra protection on 
glass and glass bottles. As importers and users of glass bottles for the 
Aerated Water Trade we are concerned that you should have before you our 
views 011 the application of the Association in so far as it covers bottles 
of this description. 

In an experience now lasting over three quarters of a century, we have 
never even been offered bottles of Indian manufadure suitable for the 
Mineral Water Trade. }'or many years the bottles used in the trade were 
almost exclusivl'ly of the Codds pattern, that is the bottle which is sealed by 
the pressure of gas acting on a glass marble. 1'hese bottles have certainly 
never beell manufactured ill lIurma and we have not heard of them ever 
having been munufactured in India. In recent years, specially in Burma, 
there has been a distinct change over to the more hygienic system of bottles 
sealed with metal crown ('Orks. Here again bottles of this type known as 
the crown cork pattern have ne\"er been manufactured in Burma, nor so far 
as we kllow have they been munufactured in India. In recent yeal">; 
tl'emendous strides have been made by bottle manufacturers in producing 
bottl~ manufactured by an automatic process tiecuring a degree of uniformity 
and exactness in manufactul'e which registered a great advance on the 
methods previously employed. 

To-day bottles for the Mineral Water Trade is a very specialised business 
and it will be appreciated that as these bottles have often to stand high 
pressures it is essential that the material used and the process employed 
must be such that as a matter of public &dfety, there should be such a 
standard of manufacture that the bottlcs can be used by the public with 
coniidence. So far as we al'l~ aware the material for manufacturing to the 
standard required is not 1\vuilable in India, and we believe that the annealing 
of glass. to t;tand high pr6!iSures presents problems in india due to climatic 
conditions which have not been satisfactorily solved. 80 far as Burma is 
concerned the lliost modern type of machinel'y is not here and we have 
yet to leaI'll that it is in India. The maklUg of glass bottles to the 
standards prevailing to-day is a matter requiring experience and much skill. 
So far as Bunua is conccmed this does not exist and we have yet to learn 
that it exists in India. So far as bottles of the CrowD. Cork pattern are 
concerned manufactul"Ors work to existing standard.. in co-operation with 
manufacturer .. of Crown Cork Metal tops, to ensure aoouracy of fit and to 
ensure that tho necelisary degr"", of tempering is employed, so that in the 
operation of StJaling the bottle the locking ring on the Lottie is not crushed 
or broken. 

We mention these details to ensure that the Board may appreciate that 
the term .. Bottles" is applied to the Mineral Water 1'rade covers a 
specialised field where the cOlllbination of lllaterials, experience and skill 
plays an important part. 

The existing tariff duty on bottl~ represents in itself a very consider
able PllOtf>ction and until such time liS it is established thnt materiuls and 
labour, skilled lind unskilled, and nel'essary mal'hinm'y is available we cannot 
see how allY case call be made out for the protection of the specialised 
product about which we wl"ite. 
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Mellin. c. &: E. Morton (India), Ltd., Cawnpore. 

Letter dated the ith Novembs1', 1931, 

In aucordance with you,' invitation published in the edition of the 
.. Capital", dated the :I!ith October, lIM1, we take this opportunity of 
expr ....... ng our VieWS In connection with the Glass Industry in lndia. 

We are manufacturers of coufectionery (our factory being situated at 
Marhowrah, Hengal and North Western .Railway, District baran, Behar) 
and we are ~ow a1'1'anglllg ~ sell OUI' sweets in half pint screw cap bottles, 
\\hen we deCided to adopt tillS form of packing we made exhaustive enquiries 
throughout Indi/l. and asce,'tained the' tollowing facts:-

(1) That Indian factOl'ies do not manufacture white glass which is 
essential for our trade. ' 

(2) That no factory in India can manufacture a bottle (even with 
green glass) with a sCI'ew thread on the neck to take a screw 
cap. 

We a,'e therefo,'e compelled to obtain OUI' ,'equirements hom IDngland, 
and as you are awal'e there is already a duty of 25 per cent. [£I' lIt.U01'6'11t 
on all glas.ware impo,-ted into India. 

You will, no doubt, receive re(luests from glass mauufacturers in India 
for fu,'ther protection, and we are therefore desirous of pointing out that 
by incJ'easi'ny the ill~pu,.t duty UI~ glass 'you, will be killing anotlte'" Indian 
Industry, ""'n~ety, cmIJ/cctiu'I!e'l'Y i,~ buttles, '1'he two main factors in this 
industry are sugar alld bottles, and since we have already been penalised by 
the increase in price of Indian sugar-brought about by the increased duty 
on imported sugar we consider it will be grossly unfa11' if we are further 
handicapped by an additional duty on bottles. 

We are firmly convinced that OUl' industry should be given premiel' 
consideration, as the Glass Indl.\stry, adequately protected as it is by the 
existlllg impo"t duty, has nothing to fear from foreign manufacturers of 
green glass. We admit that ow' industry is also protected by an import 
duty of 50 per cent. on foreign confectionery, but unfortunately this pl'O
tection is considerably outweighed by the increased prices of sugar, As a 
matter of interest, we would mention that manufacturers in England obtain 
their sugar for less tka·u, hatl the p'nce we are now paying in India. 

Further, an increase of imPOl't duty on glass would be, of considerable 
advantage to foreign suppliers of confectionery in bottles, smce we presume 
the addltional duty would not be applied to ,filled bottles of sweets coming 
into the country, as it would be to empty bottles. 

]<'inally, should it be decided either now or at some ,later date to g~ve 
furtber protection to the Indian Glass Industry, we .consl~er thiS protectlon 
should be definitely confined to the green glass ,sect,lOn of the trad!3, as no 
useful purpose would be sel'ved in further penalismg lmporters of white glass, 
and as we have already emphasized, considerable harm would be done 
to the bottled confectionery industry in India. 

We realise that you are desirous of safeguardi~ In.dian indus~ries to ~he 
fullest possible extent, and we trust that you wlll give our POlnt of View 
your very careful consideration. 

Messn. Express Dairy Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 

Letter dated the Hl~ November, 1931. 

We understand that the Indian Glass Manufactui'el'S have applied for 
extra protection on glass bottles .. 

As users of imported bottles on a fairly large seale we consider further 
protection would be extremely unfair as Indian-mad~ bottles are in no way 
suitable for our purpose. 
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~essrs. Spencer & Co .. Ltd .. Madras. 

Letter dated .the 10th November, 1981. 

With reference to your enquiry through the Indian Trades Journal regard
ing &he granting of pl"Otection to the Glass Industry of this country, we, as 
importers of a large quantity of glassware, particularly bottles, feel that the 
time is inopportune for the granting of such protection until a considerable 
improvement has been made in the manufacture, not only in the quality 
itself but in the uniformity of the capacity. 

A definite guarantee, that bottles will withstand the pressure they are 
called upon to bear is "also looked for. 

'V€ might say that we are large aerated water manufacturers as well 
as bottlers of our own drugs, etc., and we have from time to time endeavoured 
to place business for our bottles with the manufacturers in India with results 
far from satisfactory to ourselves and our shareholders. 

, Carlsbad Mineral Water Manufacturing Co .. Ltd. 

Letter dated the 10th Not'ember, 19J1. 

TARIFF PBOTECTION FOB THE INDIAN GLASS INDUSTBY. 

We beg to take the opportunity to address you, in connection with the 
application of the Association of indian Glass Manufacturers to the Tariff 
Hoard for extra protection for the industry and the Resolution No. 458-T. (2), 
dated the 20th October, 1931, of the Government of India in the Depart
ment of Commerce, so far as it affects this Company. 

As the largest consumers in India of imported bottles for the Mineral 
Wa.ter Trade, we feel that any further protection to the Indian Glass Industry 
would be detrimental to our interest as also that of other high class mineral 
water manufacturers in India. 

The Indian made glass mineral water bottle has now a protection in the 
ad valorem. duty of 25 per cent. and the present depreciated value of 
Indian currency in relation to Continental and American currency already 
provides a protection to the Indian Glass Industry. 

If a further protection was given to the Indian Glass Industry in the 
form of an increase in the Tariff Duty on imported bottles if would mean 
giving this industry undue preferential treatment to the detriment of im
porters of foreign bottles, who are unable to obtain their requirements in 
lndia. 

The' Indian Glass Industry is at the present time not in a position to 
supply anything but the poorest quality of glasS' containers and as such 
they would fail to be"nefit by any Tariff protection so far as it relates to 
bottles for the mineral water trade. 

We are of opinion that the want of success in the ,Indian Glass Industry 
is due to want of modern machinery and methods, technical knowledge and 
skilled labour and lastly to the natural di'fficulty of obtaining the correct 
quality of sand and water, all essential factors in the making of bottles of 
uniform design and dimensions. No amount of protection in the form of an 
increase in Tariff Duty, will remedy the innumerable defects which we have 
found in Indian made mineral water bottles. 

We can without any prejudice state that it would not be a business 
proposition from a financial point to use Indian-made bottles even if the 
purchase price was about 40 per cent. less than bottles imported from 
Europe. The breakage and loss from various causes in Indian-made bottles 
during each filling operstion would out-weight any saving in the original cost 
of purchase. 
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Moreover it must be taken into consideration that there is more capital 
sunk in the mineral water .and allied trade in India than the Glass· Industry 
and therefore the interest of the former should be duly protected by the 
Government. 

, 
Messrs. Smith Stanistreet & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 

I _ 
Letter dated the 11th November, 1931. 

With reference to the notice in the" Indian Trade Journal" of October 
29th, regarding the application of Indian Glass Manufacturers for extra 
protection we should like to offer .the following comments as one of the 
largest importers of glass bottles:-

(1) The Indian manufacturer already enjoys protection to the extent 
of 25 per cent. import duty, and in our opinion further protec
tion in the shape of increased Customs duty would seriously 
affect the business of all concerns using bottles for their products. 

(2) Owing to the nature of metal and sand available in this country a 
good quality glass cannot be manufactured. We have examined 
many samples of Indian bottles manufactured in various parts 
of India under the dj.rection of Continental exports, but we 
have not yet come across bottles that we consider good enough 
for the bottling of our products. 

Our protest is only in connection with glass bottles which is the only 
glass item in which. we are interested or have any special knowledge. 

Messrs. Edw. Keventer, Calcutta. 

Letter dated the 11th No'vel1Lber, 1931. 

It has come to our notice in the issue of the "Indian Trade Journal" 
of the 29th October last, that the Assooiation of Indian Glass Manufacturers 
have applied to the Tariff Board for an extra protection on glass and glass 
bottles. 

We have, as no doubt you are aware, a very considerable number of years 
experience with Indian-made glass bottles; and we unhesitatingly affirm 
that every effort made in this country to manufacture glass bottles for our 
nse has resulted in failure. The Government Military Dairies throughout 
the country can vouch for the same. Special efforts were made to overcome 
the shortage of imported bottles during the war, but all to no purpose. 
The country made bottles were utterly useless for our purposes. 

There are four main reasons for this which are as ,follows:-

(1) Climatic conditions are against the tempering of the glass. 
(2) The necessary quality of metal is not available. 
(3) The necessary quality of sand is not available. 
(4) The necessary quality of water is not available. 

At present. Indian-made glass of certain types has a protection in 
ad valorem duty of 25 per cent., and on others the Tariff duty is 35 per cent: 

This added to the low price at which Indian-made glass is offered in 
the ma;ket means that Indian-made glass is about 30 to 35 per cent. below 
the glass of European manufacture; and 121 to 15 per cent. below the glass 
of Japanese manufacture. 

If therefore with so much in favour of the Indian glass manufacturers 
they cannot satisfactorily supply the demands for the reasons stated, which 
are insuperable obstacles (as any attempt to .import special ma~h~n~ry and 
·plant to overcome them would make the pnce of bottles prohIbItIve), we 
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consider this reques~ for an extra proklction is unnecessary, and we desire 
to protest vw'y strongly 'agalllst It.> llUJ,lO!HtlOn, as we object to belllg coerced 
Illto paylllg hlgller pnces for inferior country glass, and equally we object 
to paylllg exce~Blvely fOl' the supenor .JJ;uropean llllported gl~, 

Messrs. Byron & Co. 

Letter dated the 14th Nu'vem-bel', 1Y31. 

Re TAlUFF PROTEUTION FOR THE INDIAN GLASS INDUSTRY. 

We beg to take the opportunity to address you, in connection with the 
application of the Association of indian Glass Manufacturers to the Taritf 
Hoard for extra protection for the industry and the Resolution No. 458-'1'. (2), 
dated the 2Uth October, 1931, of the Government of India in the Department 
of (Jommer'ce, so far as it atrects this Company. 

As oue of the large impor'ter'Jj of Mineral Water Hottles, we are of opinion 
that any further protection agaiust import would be detrimental to the 
industry. These bottles which should roughly cost lUi. 10 per gross at the 
bource, COl:lt us when imported in our godown nearly Rs. 22 per gross. 

We approached several lndian .Bottl~ Manufacturers to supply UI:I, our 
quality of imported bottles at the above price, which should leave them 
over 100 per cent. profit, but they have been failing to bring up the standard 
of quality upto the imported article for various reasons. 

The principal alllong these being want of suHicient capital, with upto 
date machinery, and skIll requir~d for the trade, and unless these factors are 
remedied, we are afraid the local manufacturer!! will never be able to 
produce the standard l'eceived frolll the imported articles. 

So we are of opinion that further protection would be of no material 
benefit to them, but an impediment, to Importers of good class materials. 

The present type of Mineral Water Bottles with its fine quality is pro
duced alter half a. century of experience in the glass melting industry which 
India will require time and patience to obtain. 

The bottles manufactured locally are much inferior in every respect to 
the superfine quality obtainable from .JJ;llgland and Germany. 

The Mineral Water Trade in India largely depends for its existence on 
mostly aU imported article.-s, which are all already heavily taxed and 
further burden would be detrimental to the illlporters as well as to govel'nment 
revenue. 

Messrs.. Chu. Granatstein & Co .• Calcutta. 

(1) Letter dated the 16th November, 1981. 

It has come to our notice that the Indian Glass Manufacturers have applied 
to your Board for an extI-a protection, on glass and glass bottles. 

AI! representatives of European Glass Manufacturers, we crave your 
indulgence, and thank you in anticipation for sympathetic consideration of 
our counter charges against the sanctioning of any extra protection. 

We, briefly, have to inform you that existing Import Duties are 
undoubtedly' high enough to give ample protection to Indian manufacturers. 
'l'hese duties and tbe pI'ices, at which Indian manufactured glass is being 
ofl'ered, make their prices very much lower than imported glass. 

We utter our humble opinion that it is not It question of protection, but 
natm'al obstacles a.nd incfficieney which hinder the success of Indian glass 
factories. (As an analogy, protection might jm't as well be asked in Dundee 
towards fostering the cultivation of jute). 
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Interested glass consumers have conveyed to us their unbiased and un
prejudiced opinion thllt any increase in Customs duty on glass would be 
tantamount to coercion. 

We hope that you will give us a fair opportunity to further cite facts 
and views, which, we are sure will receive your fair unbiased consideration. 

(2) Letter dated th,e 24th. November, 1931, from Messrs. Ckas. Granatstein 
dl Co., Calcutta. 

REPLY TO QUESTIONNAIRE REGARDING PROTECTION ON INDIAN-MADE GLASS. 

1. (a) The keenest competitors in the Indian market are the Japanese . 
. (b) Competition. is kee.ne.;t in fancy shaped glass, but generally speaking, 

prICes are substantially higher on Imported glass than Indian-made glass. 
2. We are not in a position to give accurate figures for the past five 

years. 
The undermentioned prices for European manufactured glass bottles have 

exigted for the past two years or more:-

European C04t~ental Codds 
half-white glass bottles. 

t; ozs. Capacity 3510. 9d. 
per gross c.i.f.o.i. 

Japaneese Codds half
white glass bottles. 

Re. 22/- per gross 
c.i.f.o.i. 

Indian Codds half" 
white glass bottles. 

&S. 18/- per gross 
f.o.r., Factory. 

We might mention that the comparative difference in price per gross 
from 5 OZli. capacity to 12 ozs. capacity is on the foregoing basis. Codds 
bottles over 12 ozs. capacity are not heing made in India. 

Vrown cork mine1'al 'Water llOltles.-l!'or this example, we take the bottle 
of middle sized capacity as a basis of both up and down from 6 ozs. to 16 ozs. 
capacity. 

Ewrupean.-12 ozs.-One gross packing 2Us. 7d.c.i.f.c.i. 
Jupane,e.-Rs. 12 c.i.f.c.i. 
I ndian..-Rs. 9 £'o.r., Factory. 
It is generally accepted by consumers of mineral water, bottles that 

neither Japanese nor Indian-made bottles will stand the pressure. 
We are informed by bigger aerated watel' manufacturers that it is a 

danger to use other than l!:uropean-made bottles in their works. 

Bottles as containers Jor Indiallr1nade Spi1-it and blended liquer. 

Half-white glass. 

European. 

Quarts, 288. 4d. (an allowance of Is. 6d. 
per gross if more than 300 gross are 
ol'dared at a. time) 

Pints, 228. 7d. 
Nips, 198. 7d .. 

Japanese. Indian. 

Re.. A, Re.. 

17 0 
12 O· 
10 8 

15 
10 
8 

10' per cent. ex;tra for pure white glass of European origin. Notlling 
extra for the others. 

Most of these bottles of Japanese, o~ Indian man~factnre are, gener~lly 
speaking, condemned by th.~ CO~ml!i:;l?Uer of, ~clse of e!,-ch. respective 
Province, as they are not uUlform I~ their .contalnIng p,ower; t.e:,.1D Beng.al, 
the nlinimum Quart ts 22 OZS., filhng height, half-brimful, mInImnm pmt 
11 OZB. half-brimful. Bottles of European manufacture do not vary more 
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than 0'3 per cent. At least, this is the guarantee from our manufacturers 
who are In Czecho-Slovakia and Germany. Hottles of Indian and Japan~ 
make will vary from 1 oz. to Ii OZS. in capacity; while the glass is not so 
presentable as the glass of European origin. 

European. 

Medicine Phials. 

Half-white glass. 

Japanese. Indian. 

Rs. A. Rs. A. 

(Duty paid.) 
4 ozs. capacity 9s. 4d. c.j.f.c.i. twithout 

charges) 4 8 2 12 
6 OZS. capacity lIs. 3d. c.i.f.c.i. (without 

charges) 5 8 3 12 
8 ozs. capacity Us. 6d. c.i.f.c.i. (without 

charges) 6 8 4 12 

European glass 10 per cent. extra if in pure white. Nothing extra for the 
others. 

The above mentioned European prices are from our wOl'ks, c.Lf.c.i., 
without duty and landing charges. rhe Japaneese prices are all charges 
paid. The ~ndlan prices are ex-dealers' godown. 

In the case of the medicine phials, accumey in capacity is e&;ential, 
while, also a presentable quailty 01 glass is wanted by better class chemists. 

It is a fact that the only glass manufactured to satisfy these require
ments, is of ~uropean origlll. 

The Customs duty on glass bottles other than mineral water bottles is 
20 per cent. pUloS 25 per cent. ot tne 20 per cent. ad, llu.tO",.en~. The mineral 
water bottles nave a 'larilf duty, which equals about a5 per cent. ad vaturem. 
Landing and clearing charges can be assessed on an a\'erage of 3 per cent. 

We do not know the freight rate from European to Indian ports. 
3. This question ean be answered by the foregoing. 
4. ta) J!'reight on empty bottles from Calcutta to £awnpore is about Re. 1 

pel' maund, Which wowd mean about Its. ~ per gross of 12 OZS. Codds 
bottles. Inland Indian glass manufacturers ha\'e the very least,. in their 
favour, Railway freight cnarges from the nearest port. 

tb) }'reight is charged on gross weight. The average ratio between net 
weight and gross weight In tile pacJung of imported bottles, either in 
crates or in bales will be about 15 per cent. 

5. The freight on a gross of 12 OZS. Codds (as cited above) from the 
nearest port, l)alcutta to Cawnpore, is &. ~ per gross, from the nearest 
glass factory to ()awnpore, it IS about Us. 1-2 per gross. 

6. Without bias or prejudice, Indian glassware is extremely inferior in 
quality to imported glassware. It does not command the same price. In 
tact, consUlllers, who are particular, never consider. the Indian-made glass 
at any price. Indian-made glass of the existing quality can be produced 
profitably at th~ prices sold. Imported glass bears a higher price on account 
of the freight, extra packing, and import duty; but, finds a ready market 
because of its extremely super-ior quality. 

7. The raw materials used in imported glass are of a special type of 
sand and chemicals. It is natuI'ally a trade secret what these chemicals· 
consist of; while the sand is a natural asset, particularly in Bohemia and 
immediate vicinity. 

8. There is a difference in the conditions under which Indian glass is 
manufactured; We are not expert enough to state what the important 
differences might be. 
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9. We do not know the exact figures. , 
10. Indian glass factories, to the best of our knowledge, l)ave not the 

most modern machinery. The labour is undoubtedly inefficient. Material& 
may be had.\ Climatic conditions are against· the annealing. Another 
important factor is the lack of experience. knowledge and technique. The 
existing freights and Customs duties are all very substantial items in favour 
of the Indian glass manufacturers. . 

N.B.-(For the present, another important factor in favour the Indian 
glass manufacturers is the deflated rate of sterling- exchange against 
Continental currencies.) 

11. We know for a fact that glass of European origin entering India 
at existing prices is with an average commercial profit. 

12. The principal industries, which would be affected by protective duties 
on glass are:-

Mineral water trade, excise bottling trade, milk dairies, producers of 
chutneys and condiments for export, the drug and chemical trade. 

To what extent, these trades might suffer, depends on what form and 
what ratio, the protection applied for, might take. 

The East India Distilleries and Sugar Factories, Ltd., Madras. 
I 

Letter dated the 18th November, 1931. 

INDIAN GLASS INDUSTRY. 

Our attention has been called to an application from the Indian Glass 
Industry for extra protection against imported glassware. . 

As large purchasers of imported bottles we would deprecate such assist
an('~ being afforded to the Glass' Industry until it has been proved that the 
Indian production ·is thoroughly reliable. Our iqformation is to the 
oontrary and that the breakages of Indian-made bottles is out of all propor. 
tion to their usefulness. 

We are also not aware that Indian factories can produce bottles tc 
guaranteed sizes and we suggest that the industry is at present too immature 
to warrant. protection at the expense of the consumer. .~ 

Amritsar Distillery Co., Ltd., Amritsar; 

Letter dated the 20th November, 1931. 

PROTECTION FOR THE INDIAN GLASS INDUSTRY. 

We have received a copy of Resolution. No. 45B-T. (2), dated the 20tl. 
October. 1931, issued by the Secretary to the Government of India, Depart 
ment of Commerce, New Delhi, from the' Punjab Chamber of Commerce, 
Delhi. 

We have carefullv read tire above resolution and while 'we have everv 
"ympathy with the glass manufacturer.' desire to obtain protection we beg 
to suggest that before we could use Indian-made bottles. no matter what 
their price mi~ht be. we would require some guarantpe of quality. and we 
are of the opinion that it will be Rome time before Indian manufacturers 
would be able to supply us .with bottles of the type.we require. 

According to the Punjab Excise Rules and these rules also apply in other 
provinceR of India--in the United Provinces for instance-bottlers of Indian
made spirits have to use bottles of a nrescribed pattern having the words 
"Punjab :Elxcise" and the capacity of same moulded on the bottles .. The 
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bottles required are .in thr3e sizes, i.e., 6 to the gallon, 12 to the gallon 
and 24 to the gallon, and as! the bottles conta.in liquor on which beavy 
excise duty is to be paid it is most important that they should accurately 
contain on an average the quantity of liquor they are advertised to hold up 
to the prescribed rim mark on the neck of the bottle. We are .large im
porters of such bottles and there are also other firms who are importing 
these bottle.q. When and until such bottles can be made in India anv 
increase of Customs duty would merely have the effect of raising the cost 
of bottled spirit to the consumer; in other words it would act like an increase 
in the excise duty payable on our spirit. 

"For this reaRon we would requegt that if any protection iR given to 
the Tndian glassma.nnfactnrers on any glasswares at any rate the type of 
hottles that we nse shonld he excluded. 

Messrs. Haiee Ismail Sait & SODS, Ltd., Calcutta. 

"Lettpr No. J,!J/9.9J. dnted the :2fith N01'em'hpf'. 19.'11. 

We have the hononr t·o addresR von in connection with the anplicRtion 
of the Associat.ion of Tndian 1"1a.~R manllfnchlrerR to thE' Tnrifl' "Rnar<'l for 
an E'xt.rot protE'etion for th"t ;nd""trv in the Resnlut.ion No. 4!;A..T. (2\. oat~ 
+lIe 20t.h Ot>tl)her. l!l!ll, of the Governml'nt of Tndill in the 1)epartment of 
Commerce. 

Tn onr husiness fig dist.i11"rs !'!li! hnttlpr~ of T.,ilia-mlli!e foreil!Tl liouor. 
we nse It considerable ouantitv of gla.!<,q hottles These hottleR are Rneciflllv 
mnile' for llR. Encn nottle is' Irnnronteed bv the mllnnfnct.nrers to hl've It 

" .. rt.,.,;n defineil cRpflcitv RS rE'fJnired nnder the excise reguln.tion of t.he 
Provinces in whien we operate. 

Onr experience hilS heen thllt Tnilia~maile hott,leR 00 not. flllfil tnesp 
"nT>ilit.io". anil we hn_ therefore ",,"pn 11nnhl" til e .... nlov thpw. Nor rOllM 
T",lian mnl1nfnM,,'rerR "unl'nntpe t.hpt. 'Ill t.neil' hott.lp~ wnnlil hI' of exnrt.lv 
H,,, "Rmp "iv.p. wnirh i" mnRt. psspnt,illl to ,."ti.fv tne 1l!xcise 1)epartment .. 
'Fnrther. thp low onnlitv nf t.he !'lssq of whirn Tnilia-mnde boUll's are made 
re~n1t.s in It very nigh PE'rrE'ntngf' of hreakages. 

We nreRnmf' t,nnt ext,l'n nl'ntert,im'. if gl'Bnt.eil to t.hf' indu"trv ..... nuld 
t,~ke t,he form of lin incl'''''''''' in t.he TRriff 011tv on imnort.pi! ,,.In,,,,. There 
i" nlrPllilv n hellVY ilutv of 25 ppr cent. nil m10rem on imported gls"" nottlps. 

T" view of tne nrot,ect,ion nll'eailv enjovpiI hv tne Jndinn Glns.q Tni!u"t.rv. 
anil hp"ri"l!: in mind that the ind"Rt.rv i" inc""able of t.u1'ning; out hottleq 
nf t.hf' nign nnalitv l'eC]1l-ireil w" Ruhmit t.hnt. t,ni" ;nonqtrv nn" no ""se for 
nrotectio11. A nv "nra prnt.Actinn will "impl... amOlmt. t,n cnmpanies like 
nnr"elveq hAin!>' nenRlis"d with no ndvnntn!!,!, whatever t.n tl,e GlM" Tndll"t.r'" 
AS we "nn11. A" h"rpt.ofnre. in ordpr to romply with pxci"" regulations. have 
t,o E'mploy the imported articl('. 

Menn. Dyer, Mealdn & Co., Ld., ~olan Brewery. 

T,ptipr No. 77/?O, dntpd t111! !lOt"'. N01,pm'hM', 19,n. 

Rp, PROTR"'TIO~ TO TRlI! TN'PTAN' Gt.ASS JNDUSTRY, 

W:t.h 1"'fprp",,,,, tn llA"ol .. ti"n 'No. 4!;~_'I' (9\ of tl,p 9nt.1. Oct"},,,.. 1!l"'. 
:."".,(1 h ... t.hA Govel'nJl1ent, of Tndh. nennrt.me"t of ~oJ11me1'('e. tnl'ongn the 
'Pnn;"h rhnmhpl' of r...,mmprr". Pl'otect.ion. 'if "rnntAiI. "hon1il not "0"1'1' 

hottl"s .of "t.nnilnril 2111. 1!ll R"iI 6~ nO' •. rnnncitieR import,pd h" an-t fnl' 
~;"t.il1"l'ies in Tnili1 n.,ilflr flX..,;"P l'fIl"nlntion" (hparin!!' t.he name of thp 
'Pro ... in,.". the wOl'iI It 1I:",,,is"" anil t,lI .. ('npncit:v). hp!'nll"e hottle. of tbh 
type Rno qURlity !'annot bE" madE" in Jndia. 
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Messrs. Beg Sutherland & Co., Ltd., Cawnpore. 

Letter dnted the .1oth, November, 1931. 

INDIAN GLASS INDUSTY. 

We undf'rRi;and tbat representations bave been made to tbe Government 
of India by Indian glass manufaC'turers requf'sting that protection may be 
extendf'd to the Glass Industry iu India. and Government bave decided to 
Teff'r the matter to the Tariff Board for examination. In this connection 
Wfl desire you to kindly re('ord our views upon this subject which are as 
follows:-

(1) Tbat it is evident from our past experience of Indian glass fae
torif's that thev cannot produce (n) Laboratory glaSRware of tbe nece!<Sary 
qnality and (I,) Snirit bottles white and black to tbe quality and exact 
standard required by the Indian Provincial Excise Departments. 

(2) That tbe reasons given for the inability of tbe Indian factories not 
being able to produce the two commodities mentionf'd above are:-

(1) That suitable raw materials-.qpeciallv sand containing tbe proper 
kind of silica--arf' not availahle in Tndia.' 

(2) That suitable macbinf'rv and the skilled labour necessary are not 
yet available in India, 

m) That we URe manv thonsands of spit'it hottle annually whkh Wf' have 
t", import from En/!,land. a.q WI' cannot ohtain them m India of the exact 
Ri".ps ne('eRRa" also laboratorv glflssware for our sugar factory laboratoriE's. 
and if the import duty of 95 to :I!; per cpnt. is rnisE'd it will pf'l1llllize 118 in 
onr spirit competition with iml)ortPd snirit~ from En!!land and the Continent 
and also h'M'ease the cost to 1'" and to GovE'rnment of ('ontract ('ountry 
spi'rits: and furthpr increasp our sugar fRC'toriE's laboratory expenditure. 

Under theSA r.ir('umstan"pR WI' IIrp opnosl'd to anv further inr.resse in dnty 
aq this "annot be warrantpd on thp g('orl' of helninq the Glass Industrv
.in('p if ma<>hinerv antl skillp.l l~hol1r ('ol1M h" in'stalJetl in ,hIP eonrsp. thp 
nAC'essarv raw m"terj"l. would havp to he imnorted. Tf anv nroteet-ion ip 
p:iven it' Olav he for the ('hppppr nnd low OlIRlitieR of glnsswarf. which Tndian 
fRctoril'~ are ('apahlp .of prodl1eing hut cprta-inly not on thl' lines mentioned 
above. 

Messrs. Murree Brewery Co., Ltd., Pawa1uindi. 

Letter No. 111191, d~tetl the 1,.t nuem.ber, 19"'1. 

PROTBCTION TO THlil GLASS INDUSTRY IN INDIA. 

Wf'I },Bve the hononr t,o enclose herf'lwith II· copv of a letter we addressed 
to the Recretary to the Government of Tndi!!;. Department of Commer('e. 
Npw n"l1li. Rnil to inform '1"011 that WI' werp tnRtnwtl'd to addre~s you on 
this matter. ' 

F.ncIosure. 
CO",,' of our lI<tter No.1 /75!. dated t'h,e 18th No"embl!r, 1991, to !the Serre

'tnr" to the Government of Ind;a, Department of Commerce. Nell' 

Delhi. 
PROTECTION FOR TB'B INDIAN GLASS INDUSTRY. 

With reference to Resolution No. 458-T. !2), dated the 20th Oetohpr. 
]9:11. we h"ve the bonour to sta1;e that whl.lp we ba,!"e every Rvm1)a~hv 
with t,he OlasR Manufacture1'1!' d .. sJre to obtam. protectIon, we would hke 
to make the following remarks:-

A"cordinl!: to t,he Puniah F.x('ise llules Wp have to use bottleR of a 
stand'ard pattern having tbe words II Punjab Excise" and the capacity of 
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the bottles moulded. on to the bottles. These standard bottles are of three 
sizes, and .it is important that they should accurately contain on an average 
the quantIty of hquor they are supposed to hold. We along with other 
Distillers are large importers of these bottles, and until we could get a 
guara~tee that the Indian Manufacturers could produce such bottles satis
factorily, we would be unable to purchase Indian made bottles no matter 
"'hat their price might be. At present the price of these standard bottles 
is big,. and if protection was given to the Indian Glass Industry, ,,-hich 
protectIon we would assume would take the form of a tari.1f on imports, 
It wou~d mean an increase in the price of these bottles, thereby forcing 
us to Increase our prices for bottled spirits. For these reasons therefore, 
if any protection.is given to the Glass Industry, we would request that the 
type ,?f bottles indicated above should be excluded. 

Messrs., Smith and Wakefield, Calcutta. 

Letter dated the 18th Deumber, 1931. 

Subject:--sUGGESTED TABIFl' ON GLASSWABE. 

We note a report in to-days "Statesman" that a Mr. D. N. Sen. 
Dire('tor of the Ben&al Glass Works, has put before your Board a proposal 
for an Import Duty of 50 per cent. on Imported Glassware. We however, 
although large importers of glassware from England and the ('ontinent. are 
not represented in any of the enquiries by your Board, and therefore desire 
to re('ord our opinion that such a tariff if put into exe('ution would be 
extremely detrimental to Glass Importers throughout this country who repre
sent monetarily infinitely more than the very small coterie of gla·sswnre 
manufactures in India, and incidentally would affect in a very adverse 
manner, the very large Imying public. 

In addition, we would state that the Indian Glass Industry is by no 
meailS anywhere near perfection as rega.rds the manufadure of e,-ery day 
Table Glassware that is now imported in such large quantities to this 
country. We would therefore ask if you would kindly record our emphatic 
protest against any further imposition of Customs duties, the last two 
budgets having already had a very depressing effect on this particular 
commodity. 

Mr. Henry B. Lyon. 

Lettsl' dated the 22nd Del'tmbel', 1931. 

Subject :-PROTECTION TO GLASS INDUSTRY IN INDIA. 

With regard to a proposed protective duty on certain kinds of glassware. 
the following remarks mny prove "f int('re~t:-

(1) I am only interested in buying (imported) gla"8 for the purpose of 
Leaded Glazing and Stained Glass work, for which it is my "Raw 
Material" . 

(2) The kind of glasses I use, "i2., Cathedral, Opalescent and spe('inl 
glasses rannot be- manufactured in India: so a du~y of any description would 
simply enhance the cost of my work wIthout hemg of any benefit to any-
body. 

(3) A prohihitive duty, such as is proposed, would probably make the 
manufa('tured costs of my work 60 high that I would have great difficulty 
in obtaining orders and it would eventually throw myself and 12 men out 
of employment. 



(4), Thllre is already a 25 per .. cent. Customs duty OD. imported gla88 anll 
ILl! 1 only use, gla.ss of British manufacture I consider that the proplllllMi 
protective duty Bhould n9t be afforded lIo any kind of gl&f18 used for buildiAa; 
work. . 

Messrs. Ramadtera & Co.. Ltd.. Calcutta~ 

Letter: No. L. 2jSKS, elatea the 23rd December, 1991. 

The Tariff Board is enquiring into the subject of protection for gla88. 
I would like to bring to the notice of the Board that I am engaged 

on a scheme for the erection of an electric bulb factory in India and have 
every reason to anticipate that it will come to fruition in, about 10 months 
time. Fen bulbs we shall have. to import .the glasw globes. There is no 
chance whatever of their being made in India for very many years and we 
would be much obliged if, in the event of their making, any protectionist 
recommendations the Tariff Board could bear this fact in mind. These 
globes are now subject to a duty of 25 per cent. possibly. The gulf which 
lies between the Tariff Board's desire to protect industries and their reluct
ance to add to the burden on the consumer might be lessened if a recom
mendation to a ~eneral protection for glass were accompanied by a recom
mendation for exemption from duty of this pll.J'ticular kind of gla.ss. 

Mr. Kanji Sbavji Parekh and others. importers ana exporter., 
Calcutta. . 

Representation elatea the 28th Jan'lMJlTY, 1992. 

In view of. the representations made to the Tariff Boud, by the Indian 
Glass Manufacturers, for a further increase of duty over and above the 
l'r~sent allround duty of 25 per cent., we 'the importers and' dealers, of 
toreign glasswares, beg to make the following observations, which we hope 
your Board will take into consideration:-

We object to the claim made out by Indian Glass Manufacturers on 
.cveral weighty reasons. In the .first place the Indian glass industry is still 
in a very nascent condition. So much so, that we failed to obtain statisticaJ 
information regarding the Indian output, from official sources. Our impres
sion that the total output of the Indian manufacturers would barely cover 2 
per cent. of the total demand, In contrast, the figures for imports are 
imposing and are as follows. The . latter have been taken from the ac:oounts 
of Seaborne trade, published every month by the Government of India. 

Total value of glasswares imported from the United Kingdom, German;,:, 
Belgium, Austria,' Czechoslovakia, Italy, Japan and others, from 1st April 
to 30th November-

1929. 
Rs; 

1,70,06.827 

1930. 

Rs •. 
1,04,88,300 

1931. 

Rs •. 
'84,42,603 

In our opinion therefore a further increase of duty would pe~alise a la:rge 
body of consumers for the benefit of, n few pr~d~cers. In' thiS connectl?n, 
we would cite paragraph 101 of the !"IRcal COl~uflls~lOn Report, the co~clud1'llg 
portion of which says" Moreover, If .pr~te~tlOn IS ~xtended to an mdus~ry 
before it has begun to produce, or wlu1e It IS produclOg a very.small.portlon 
of the needs of the country, a great and unnecessary burden W1ll be unposed 
on the consumer". We think that .the severity of the burden will be 
sCf,entnated in this case, as the Indian glaas ~B:nufactu~ers not only produce 
a limited quantity of glasswares but also a. hml¥ variety. As an example 
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of the last, may.-be cited tliecase of bottles.: Indian manufacturers produce 
onlythl'ee kinds 'of medicine bottles, of 4 ozs., 6 ozs. and 8 ozs. in weight. 
The imported· medicine bottles are on the other hand of numerous varieties. 
Similar instances can be cited for other lines of glasswares as well. 

Our second contention is that there is no effective competition extent, 
'between the articles manufactured by the Indian glass industries and those 
imported hom "foreign countries. Indian manufacturers produce as men
tioned before only limited varieties and the prices of these are cheaper than 
oorresponding glasswares' from foreign countries. To cite a few examples 
hurricane globes produced by Indian Companies, are selling at Rs. 7 to 
Rs. 9 per gross, whereas the prices of imported hurricane globes vary between 
Rs. 16 to "Rs. 22 per gross. Imported glass jars are about 25 per cent. to 
30 per cent. higher in prices as compared to Indian glass jars. Shades for 
electric lamps, again, are produced only of a few varieties. Among table
wares may "be mentioned the case of tumblers. Indian manufacturers pro
duce mostly blown glass tumblers, and that in the United Provinces and th" 
Punjab only. Hard-pressed glass tumblers are not manufactured at all in 
India. 1.'he prices of Indian blown glass tumblers are 15 per cent. to 30 
per' cent. lower than foreign articles of the same class. It has already been 
mentioned - that Indian manufacturers only produce steriotyped medicine 
bottles. ' It is interesting to note that the varieties manufactured in India 
are not at all .imported; Under the circumstances, we are constrained to 
doubt the necessity for further protection in India for the glass industry. 
We beg to emphasise here the trade in glasswares, will cause the prices of 
indigenous manufactures, to rise disproportionately and the output in India 
being small, monopolisti(J conditions would be brought into play, for which 
the'consumers in this case the already hardhit middle classes-will pay the 
toll. 

At this stage we would like to draw your attention to the statements 
of some Indian manufacturers who have dilated upon the natural advan
tages of India for the industry. We Wish to point out that costs of produc
~iQn have to be analysed and compared as obtaining in India and other 
countries before it can be ascertained that India has natural advantage fo:r: 
~he production ot glasswares. If the costs prove to be much higher in 
India as compared to those of the countries from where glasswares are 
imported, then clearly according to paragraph 104 of the 1!'iscal Commis
sion's Report, India, has no natural advantages. iWe submit that Indian 
glassware manufacturers have to prove that their costs are cheaper item by 
item for each class of goods before an all round increase, of duty on glass
wares can be conceded to them. 

:NVe' have 1i0 long dwelt upon the effect of an increase of duty on con
sumers. We majntain that, as importers and dealers, we would like to have 
our interests to be safeguarded. As things stand, we have already suffered 
considerable curtailment of business. The total value of imported glass
wa~es which amounted to Rs. 8,15,381 in September last year amounted to 
ItS:' 10,09,257 in October but came down to Rs. 6,63,364 in November. 
Assuming other conditions were the same for September and November, 
the all round duty of 25 per cent. reduced our inlports to nearly 50 per 
cent. We apprehend that a further increase of duty will v~ry nearly 
prohibit imports and involve us i~ heavy loss. The repercUSSlons of an 
increase of the existing duty will be, in our opinion, over a wider area than 
if the Indian manufacturers were left in a position of status quo. 
" It is our definite opinion that an increase of duty for revenue purposes 

,will be totally infructuous. We have already pointed out the heavy decline 
in the total value of glasswares imported in the month of Noyember, 1931, 
as compared to that of September for the same year.. The increase in 
October may be attributed to the attempt to rush over unpor:ts '~efore the 
new duty could be operative. 'l'he November figures clearly mdlcate that 
the'reveilUe'was lower correspondingly. We have pointed out that a further 
increase of. duty will amount to partial prohibition of imports. We now 



say. that the Government's revenue will be curtailed still more, if a. stronger,. 
protective policy is pursued. 

Finally, we would request your Boa.rd to take into consideration the' 
adverse economic situation in India obtaining at the present moment. y/e 
earnestly hope and trust that before coining to any decision regarding an 
increa.se. of the present duty on imported glasswares, your Board. will be 
guided by the sum total of economic advantageS that. will accrue to the: 
country. by its decisions before further protection is conceded to the Giassl 
Industry. 

iI. Greeofield, Esq., Director, Gra. Ltd." Sialt Work .. Karachi.. 

Letter dated the 7th December, 1981. 

I have the ho~our to submit thll enclosed Note. with 6 copies to the 
Tariff Board for consideration, and hope it will be of some assistance iii. their 
enquH:y regarding Protection to the Glass Industry. 

Enclosure. 

Note on th~ use of Sodiilm. Sulphate (Nil.SO.) and Sodium Carbonat" 
(Na.CO.) Soda ash in the Glass Industry by H. Greenfield, Esq;. 
Director, Gra:c, Ltd., Salt Works, Karachi. 

I have devoted considerable study to the manufacture' of glass. Soni., 
years ago a glass factory on a small scale Was started iii Karachi by some 
enterprisiug people but failed. I have often considered the possibility of 
reviving the industry in Karachi, conditions being very favourable parti
cularlyon account of the new salt industry in Karachi and the possibilitY' 
of developing an alkali industry. 

In your letter No. 649, dated the 10th November, 1931, addressed to 
Grax Ltd., you state "one of the principle materials used in the manu.
facture of glass is soda ash which at present appears to be largely im
ported". May I point out that soda ash (sodium carbonate) is not essential 
in the manufacture of glass, commercial glass, is now manufactured with 
sodium sulphate (salt cake, Na.SO.) as it is much cheaper to produce. The 
glass industry in Europe and America use sodium sulphate for all commer
cial glass excepting plate glass, as will be seen from the following formulas:-

(Martin Industrial Chemistry)-
(1) Window glass.-Sand 100 parts, chalk 2B parts, sodium sulphate 

42 puts, cullet(broken glass) 100 parts, arsimic acid 1 part, 
charcoal 3 parts, manganese dioxide ! part·. ' 

(2) Plate glass.-8and 100 parts, chalk 30 parts, sodium carbonate 32 
parts, potassium carbonate 6 parts,c'ullet 100' partSj ma:nganese 
dioxide i part, nitre 2 parts. 

(3) Flint glass or cry8tal.-8and :i00 parts,. potassium carbonate 33 
parts, red lead 67 parts, manganese dioxide i pa.rt, potassium 
nitrate 7 "parts, cullet 100 parts. 

(4) Baryta glass.-Sand 100 parts, sodium cubonate 30 parts, barium 
carbonate 90 parts, red lead 65 parts. 

(5) Bottle glaS3 (green).-Sand 100 parts, sodium sulphate 38 parts, 
chalk 33 parts, charcoal 2 parts, ma:nganAse dioxide ! part, 
cullet 50 parts. 

(6) Bottle glass (brown).-Sand "100 parts, sodium sulphate 35 parts, 
chalk 34 Pllorts, cryolite lO parts, charcoal 2 parts, manganese 
dioxide 8 parts, cullet 50 puts . 

. Sodium carboJlate is included in the formulas for plate, and baryta glass, 
owing .to the fact tha.t" iron free sodi)lm sulphate is required. It will be 
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seen later on, that 'the production of iron free sodium' 'sulphate presents 
no difficulties nor will the cost of manufacture' be excelisive, the process 
being the same as ordinary salt cake manufacture. 

I propose to deal with the manufacture of sodium . sulphate and sodium 
carbonate later on, at this stage it is necessary to point out that the pro
duction of sodium sulphate is a first stage Lebfanc process for the manu
facture of sodium carbonate, If protection to the glass industry is given 
by imposing a duty on sodium carbonate (soda ash) without taking into 
consideration sodium sulphate, the object would be defeated; salt manu
facturers in India would not be justified in taking the risk to layout 
considerable capital on plant for the manufacture of soda ash if the door 
is left openfol' salt cake or sodium sulphate to be imported, it is therefore 
essential to impose a' duty on sodium carbonate (soda ash) and sodium 
sUlphate (salt-cake> to encourage .the establishment of alkali works on a. 
large scale in India, not only to assist the glass induUry in which the 
present enquiry is mainly concerned, but other important industries which 
will spring up, on account of the valuable by-products obtained in the 
process, besides, the importance of the alkali industry will give employment 
to a large number of skilled and unskilled labour. It will not be out of 
place to mention that soda ash is' largely used in the manufacture of soap, 
the production of soda crystals (washing soda), caustic soda, and as by
products, sulphur, hydrochloric acid, sodium bicarbonate. glaubers salt, 
sodium hydrogen sulphate. sodium bisulphate. sodium sulphide besides potas
liiums salts. and a.t a later stage there is nothing to prevent the alkali 
industry to manufacturll chemical fertilizers on a large scale which.. will be 
of enormous benefit to agriculture. tbe Indian textile industry can be sup
plied with cheap magnesium chloride and bleaching powder thus making 
the industry independent in case of an emergency, 

Query No. 1,-To iny knowledge no attempts on any considerable scale 
has been made for the manufacture of soda ash. 

Query No . .e.-There is every possibility that salt manufacturers will take 
up the manufacture of sodium sulphate and sodium carbonate provided 
sufficient protection is /ituaranteed to induce manufacturers to invest capital 
in the venture. ' 

Query No. a.-The essential materials in the manufacture of soda ash. 
(by the process I favor for India) is sodium sulphate (salt-cake>. the process 
being fairly simple and does not require such highly skilled labour as the 
ammonia process, although the output by the latter is greater and cost (If 
production less, I will revert to this point later. 

The process lor the manufacture of sodium sulphate (Na.SO.). 
Salt and sulphuric acid is fused, as follows. Ordinary coarse salt is 

charged into a specially ,designed furnace with a certain quantity of sulphuric 
acid. The decomposition occurs in two distinct stages:-

1. NaQL+H.SO. = NaHSO.+H.O.L. 
2. NaCL+NaHSO .. = Na.SO .. +H.C.L. 

The first reaction begins at ordina-ry temperatures, whereas the second is 
completed at red heat the final product is called salt-cake. An average 
furnace works about 12 charges of about I ton each or about 6 tons per 
day per furnace. Good iron pans will stand several thousand charges. The 
cast iron must be of the proper composition containing a high percentage 
of chemically' combined carbon but only small amounts of uncombined 
carbon (graphite) and silica, and of uniform composition throu~hout other
wise some parts corrode more quickly than others. Iron free sodIUm sulphate 
is required for making plate and mirror glass. it used to be manufactured 
in walled lead pans. this can now be replaced by acid proof rustless steel 
Buita.ble encased. 

Good technical sodium sulphate may contain up to 1 per cent. free 
Be,SO. 0-1 per cent. Fe, and 0'3-0-5 per cent. NaCL. it must not contain' 
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~ore than 0'014)'02 per cent. of iron, and therefore it must be manufactured 
111 a furnace free from iron. 

There is also the Hargreaves process for manufacturing sodium sulphate 
:this process dispenses with the sulphuric acid. Iii depends upon the fact 
that although pure sulphur dioxide gas (SO,) of itself does not decompose 
_It, yet a mixture of SO" air and steam will in time completely convert 
"Salt into Na.SO.. The SO, reacts with the NaOL to form a little sulphite 
"Which is then immediately at a temperature of 5OO0 C. oxidised in the 
'presence of air to sulphate, hydrochloric acid is obtained as a by-product 
uy this process, the evolved gasses is' condensed by passing through special 
oonderuiing towers. This system requires more elaboraw machinery and 
oonsequently more capital for its installation, besides the process requires 
about 3 .week~ to complete conversion, to sulphate. 

To purify technical sulphate, it is dissolved in water after the iron 
has been precipitated (by the addition of calcium 'carbonate) the solution 
is evaporated and allowed to crystallise by natural evaporation. when it 
eeparates as glaubers salt' (Na,SO., 10H,0). Should the crystallisation' be 
'CIlrried out by boiling, the sulphate separates out as anhydrous sulphate 
(Na,SO.). 

Sodium carbonate can be niade by several processes, the Leblanc process 
Is the simplest and requires less expensive plant and skilled labour. The 
ammoma process on the other hand reduces cost of manufacture but a 
tlonsiderable capital outlay is reQuired for the plant, and highly skilled labour 
to work the process is essential. Therefore I will 'give an outline of the 
'Leblanc process only. 

. 100 parts of sodium sulphate (salt-cake). 90-120 of calcium carbonate (in 
tne form of limestone or chalk) and 40-80 of carbon in the form of " Slack" 
or powd .. rpd coal. are ""at"iI tOl!:pthpr in .. fnrnSl(~e (it is important t,h&t 
the calcium carbonate should be as pure as possible and that the sodium 
'Sulphate (salt-cakel of /tood quality). The furnace iR of the revolving type 
made of ca.~t iron housed in a brick structure. The usual charlte in a 
furnace of this type is 2 tons of sodium sulphate. 2 tons crushed limestone. 
1 ton powdered coal: the process should be carefully watched by workmen 
with some experience. when it is heated sufficiently lon/t yellowish lITe en 
Bames of carbon monoxide make their appearance. the operation is then 
oomplete, the product is discharged into 'iron trucks which runs beneath 
the furnace openine:. the furnace ill recharged immediately, the operation is 
-eontinuous the product. is called black ash. 

The h1at'k ash requires a lixiviation process, this is done in a series of 
iron tanks containin/t water treated with steam, bv blowine: steam into each 
iank. maintainine: a temperature of about 500 0 .. thereby aiding the solution, 
the black ash solution concentrates as it flows from one tank into another. 
this pro{'ess is ",Iso continuous. 

The saturated black ash liquor can be now work~d either for the manu
facture of sodium carbonate or for the manufacture of caustic soda. The 
liQuid is allowed to trickle down tall iron towers, where it meets an ascend
ing stream of 00. gas and air (CO. can be produced by burning lime). (the 
('ost of lime will thus be considerably reduced to the advantae;e of the build
ing trade in the districts alkali works are established buildine: lime should 
be very cheap). Bnrnt e:aRe" frnm furnaces is also rich in CO, and 
mav be ulled fnr this Tmrnose. in the tower {'hemical reartion takes 
DI~ce which results in a soda solution. which is passed through filter presses 
-and is ae:ain evanorated. at. boiling heat the soda crystals which separate 
out hav .. 0 fOnD.lIa of 'No.CO .• the .. 1'V"tals Are removed and heated to be 
'1)omplE'tely dehyderote' in pans provided with crushing rollers which run 
'along the bottom of the pan, the product is soda ash eontainine; 98-99 per 
cent. of Na.CO"o-S ner cent. Na.SO., 0'1 per rent. NaflL. 0'1 Der OO'Ilt. 

1Iodium AlIlpbate or sodium thiosulphate with a little insoluble matter. 



1 am in favour of 'the Leblanc or Hargl'eaves process for India to, mak~ 
a start with in the alkali industry as highly skilled labour iSI not 6~ 
essential, as in the ammonia soda process, it will take some years for theo 
IJ;I!Iian lndustry to get the necessary knowledge and training which experi. 
enc\l aJone can teach in this important industry. The ammonia soda procesS
is elaborate and the very highest skilled labour is required besides the·' 
installation is costly, it is true, that by the ammonia process soda adl is
much cheaper to produce, and in fact-is replacing the older Leblanc prOcess" 
everywhere, but it must be remembered that· the great alkali works that; 
have adopted the amm.onia system .have had years of experience in the I 
Industry, and have· at their disposal the highest skilled labour, whereae; 
India has to train the personnel. India has many eminent chemical engineers;. 
and with actual experience it should not be difficult to train men engaged iil, 
the Industry. After having gained a certain amount of experience in th~' 
older system, Indian Alkali :Works can then adopt the more· elaborate
ammonia soda process and, be in a position to hold its. own against outside. 
competition. . 

The following extract (Martin Salt· and Alkali Industry, page 77) will. 
show the importimce attached to actual experience. in. the Industry aJul, 
the secrecy maintained and the value of my suggestion regarding gaining. 
actual experience at the start:-

"It may be said that the ammonia; soda process is iIi the hands of 
very few firms, aJ;ld is by them condu~ted with the greatest secrecy 1'0. 
that thQse details so essentia~ to coinmercial success of the process"&I'e" 
not known to the general public." 

There is nothing to stop the manufacture of soda ash or sodium sulphate-. 
in India, provided sufficient protection is assured to those willing to invest. 
capital in the new industry. It is' necessary for the Tariif Board tocon-
sider the wider field of the alkali industry, and not only on the merits of' 
the glass industry. 

Although the ',l'ariff Board enquiry is mainly concerned with the manu~ 
facture of glass at present, it is obvious tha.t the Industry canIlot succeed: 
unless it is made independent on foreign imports of alkali. During a war 
if the alkali "upplies are stopped, the industry must close down, therefore· 
it is essential to consider the alkali iLdustry that is bound to develop· 
along with the glass industry as both are so closely connected, besides, the
salt industry will. be able to expand on a very large scale; from salt as· 
parent substan~e will spring up great alkali works, and India will in time· 
produce sodium sulphate, sodium carbonate, hydrochloric acid, caustic soda, 
soda crystals, chlorine, hydrogen, bleaching powder and chlorates. Out of: 
these, industries ill turn will develop. and encourage soap, glass, glycerine, 
dynamite, and other nitroglycerine explosives, in fact the field is so wide that;. 
those interested in the manufacture of salt have for years developed schemes· 
for the establishment of an alkali industry in India.. 

Melsrs. Bird Be. Co., Calc:utta. 
(1) Letter No. 697, doted the 19th Novem1Jer,1991, from the T01-iff Board,. 

to !ItS81's. Bird and Company, Calcutta. 
The Indian Tariff Board is at present engaged upon an enquiry into the.

Glass Industry in India.. Since coal forms a very large item in the costs 
vf glass manufacture, I am to ask if· you will be good enough to assist the 
Board by ,furnishing the following information if available. 

The Board wishes to have with regard. to the principal classes· of Bengal' 
coal an proximate analysis showing (i) fixed carbon content, (ii) volatiles, 
(iii) moisture, (iv) ash, with ·remarks as to nature of ash· composition, . (v}, 
Bulphur, (vi) coking properties,(vii) calorifiQ !alue •. The Board would also· 
like to kno:w with reference to' each class the, current. prices (a) at pit's. 
mouth,. (b) f.o.l". Calcutta. 
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I should be grateful for a reply as early as possible and in any case 
not later than 12th December. The reply together with six spare copies 
may kindly be addressed to the Secretary, Indian Tariff Board, I, Council 
House Street, Calcutta. 

(2) Letter dated the 2nd December, 1931, /rom Messrs. Bird and Oompany. 
With reference to your letter No. 697, dated the 19th ultimo, we enclose 

herewith copies of analyses of the following coals together with six spare 
copies:-

(1) RhUlanbamree Oolliery, 14 and 156eams.-This is a Selected Grade 
'Coal and is called "Super Jherria", the current price being 
Rs. 4-12 per ton f.o.r. Colliery. Railway freight from this col
liery to Calcutta. is Rs. 4-8-6 per ton. 

(2) Standard OoUiery, 14 ana 15 seams.-This is a Selected Grade 
Coal and is called "Super Jherria", the 'Current prij!e being 
Rs. 4-12 per ton f.o.r. Colliery. Railway freight from this 
colliery to Calcutta is Rs. 4-8-6 per ton. 

(3) Aatras Colliery, 13 and 15 seams.-This is a Grade I, Jherria Coal, 
and the current price is Rs. 4 per ton f.o.r. Colliery. Railway 
freight from this colliery to Calcutta is Rs. 4-8-6 per ton. 

(4) Saltore Colliery, Dishergh1J.r Seann.-This is a Selected Grade Ranee
gunge Coal, the current price of which ie Rs. 5 per ton f.o.r. 
Colliery. Ra.ilway freight from this colliery to Calcutta is 
Rs. 4-1-6 per ton. 

(5) Loyabad Oolliery, 1fJ, 19 and 14 seams.-This is a Selected Grade. 
Jharia Coal, the current price of which is Rs. 4-8 per ton 
f.o.r. Colliery. Railway freight from this colliery to Calcutta 
is Rs. 4-8-6 per ton. 

:We trust this information is what you require, and if there is any other 
information you want we shall be pleased to supply you. All railway 
freightR will be incre~d as from 1st January, by 15 per cent. 

Encloaures. 
(1) 

Analysis 01 Bhulanbararee Ooal. 
GOV.ERNMENT TEST HOUSE, ALlPORE, OALOUTTA. 
TEST OImTIFlOATIII POB THB BHULANBABABEIII COAL Co., LTD. 

Managfug Agents: Messrs. F. W. HElLene & Co. 

RKP'OBT. 

Sample 01 Ooal marked BhuZanbararee 14 Seam Ooaz. 
Moisture 1'55% 

Proximate analysis on Dried Sample
Volatiles 
Filled carbon . 
Ash • 
Nature of coke 
Colour of ash '. . , 

Calorific Value on Dried Sample
Calories per gram . 
Or B. T. U. per lb. 

Register No. 11/0. D., Alipore, Oalcutta.}_ 
Dated the 5th June, 1925. 

GLASS 

25-45% 
62'08% 
12'47% 
Coking. 
Wliite. 

7,349 
13,228 

(Sd.) Supdt., 
Govt. Test HOUle. 
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(1) 

Analysis 0/ Bhulanbararee Coal. 

GOVERNMENT TEST HOUSE, ALIPORE, OALCUTTA. 

TEST OERTIFIOATE FOR THE BHULANBARAREE COAL Co., LTD. 

1Ilanaging Ag_ents: Messrs. F. W. HEILGERB & Co. 

REl'\ORT. 

Sample 0/ Coal marked Bhulanbararee 15 Seam Coat 
Moisture . 1'85% 

Proximate analysis on Dried Sample
Volatiles 
Fixed carbon • 
Ash 
Nature of coke 
Colour of ash . 

Calorific Value on Dried Sample
Calories per gram . 
Or B. T. U. per lb .. 

Register No. 1110. D., Alipore, Calcutta. } 
Dated the 5th June, 1925. 

(2) 

A1!alysis 0/ Standard Coal. 

27-07% 
62·98% 
9'95% 

Coking. 
Dirty White. 

7,548 
13,586 

(Sd.) Supdt., 
GO\,t. Test House. 

GOVERNMENT TEST HOUSE, ALIPORE, CALCUTTA. 

TEST CERTIFICATE FOR THE STANDARD CoAL Co., LTD. 

Managing Agents: Messrs. F. W. HElLGERS & Co. 

REPORT. 

Sample 0/ Coal marked Standard 14 Seam Coal. 
Moisture • 1·42% 

Proximate analysis on Dried Sample
Volatiles 
Fixed ('arbon 
Ash • 

Nature of ('oke 
Colour of ash . 

Calorific Value on Dried Sample
Calories per gram . 
Or B. T. U. per lb. 

Register No. 9R10. D., Alil'ore. Calcutta.', 
Dated the 28th July, 1925. I 

, 

25·37% 
61'16% 
13-47% 

100'00% 
Coking. 
Light pink. 

7,345 
13,221 

lSd.) Supdt., 
Govt. Test House. 
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(2) 

Analysis of Standard COQ.l. 

GOVERNMENT TEST HOUSE, ALIPORE, OALCUTTA. 

TEST OEBTU'lCATE FOO THE STANDARD COAL CO., LTD. 

Managing Agents: Messrs. F. W. HmLGERS & 00. 

Rmf'oRT. 

Sample 01 Coal marked Standard 15 Seam Coal. 
Moisture • 1'40% 

Pro;z:imate analysis on Dried Sample-
Volatiles 
Fixed carbon 
Ash • 

Nature of coke 
Oolour of ash . 

Oalorific Value on Dried Sample-
Calories per gram . 
Or B. T. U. per lb. 

Reguter No. 32/0. D., Alip01'e, CalclLtta. 
Dated the 17th June, 1925. 

(3) 

26'05% 
61-89% 
12-15% 

1O(}OOO% 

Coking. 
Light buff. 

7,302 
13,144 

(Sd.) Supdt., 
Govt. Test House. 

Analysis of Katras Yule Pit 13 Seam Coal. 
GOVERNMENT TEST HOUSE, ALIPORE, OALCVTTA. 

TEST Cmr.TIFIOATB FOR 'fHE ]3UBRAKUR OOAL Co •• LTD. 

Managing Agents: Messrs. BlJI.D & Co. 

R~ORT. 

Sample of Coal marked as Katras Yule Pit 13 ·Seam. 
Moisture • 1·24% 

Proximate analysis on Dried Sample-
Volatiles 
Fixed carbon 
Ash • 

Nature of coke 
Oolour of ash 

Oalorifip Value on Dripoi Sample-
Calories per gram . 
Or B. T. U. per lb. 

Reguter No. 3810. D., Alipore, Calcutta. 1 
Dated. the 1/,th August, 1925. J 

24-59% 
62'41% 
13'00% 

100'00% 
Coking. 
Dirty White. 

7,404 
13.327 

(Sd.) Supdt., 
Govt. Test House. 
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(3) 

Analysis 0/ Katras 15 Seam Coal. 

GOVERNMENT TEST HOUSE, ALIPORE, OALCUTTA. 

TEST OEaTIFIOATE FOR THE BURRAKUR CoAL Co., LTD. 

Ma1laging Agents: Messrs. BI.B.:q & Co. 

R.JmoRT. 

Sample 0/ Ooal marked as Katra8 15 Seam Coal. 
Moisture • 0·89% 

Proximate analysis on Dried Sample
Volatiles • 
Fixed carbon 
Ash • 

Nature of coke 
Colour of ash • 

Oalorific Value on Dried Sample
Calories per gram . 
Or B. T. U. per lb •. 

Register No. 66/0. D., Alipore, Calcutta. } 
Dated the 13th November, 1925. 

(4) 

22·50% 
61·90% 
15·60% 

100·00% 

Coking. 
Grey. 

7.098 
12,776 

(Sd.) Supdt., 
Govt. Test House. 

A1Ialysis 0/ SaltoTe Steam Coal (Dish erg hUT Seam). 

GOVERNMENT TEST HOUSE, ALIPORE, CALCUTTA. 

TEST CERTIFIOATE FOR THE BURRAKUR CoAL Co., LTD. 

Ma1laging Agents: Messrs. BIRD & Co. 

REr,ORT. 

Sample 0/ coai marked as SaltoTe Steam Coal (DishsTghuT Scam). 
Moisture . 2·45% 

Proximate analysis on Dried Sample
Volatiles . 
Fixed carbon 
Ash • 

Nature of coke 
Colour of ash . 

Oalorific Value on Dried Sample
Oalories per gram . 
Or B. T. U. per lb. 

RegisteT No. 18/0. D., AZipoTc, Calcutta.} 
Dated the 19th June, 1925. 

35·60% 
62·62% 
11-78% 

100-00% 

Partly coking. 
Light buff. 

7,185 
12,933 

(Sd,) Supdt., 
Govt. Test Hou.se. 
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(5) 

AnalY3i1 of Loyabad No\ 4 Pit 12 Seam Coal. 

GOVERNMENT TEST H!JUSE, ALIPORE, OALCUTTA. 

TBs1' OJmTD'lOATB ~OB' Tn BUBBAKUB CoAL Co., LTD; 

Managing Agents: Messrs. B1RD & Co. 

!t:mP:oRT. ' 

Sample 0/ Coal marked' as Loyabad' No . .$ Pit '12 Seam 00011. 

Moisture . r'l1 % 

Proximate a.nalysis on Dried' Ba;mpl~ 
Volatiles. ' 
Fixed' carbon 
Ash. 

Nature of coke 
Colour of ash . 

Oalorific Value on Dried Sampl9-"-
Calories per gram.' t 

Or R T; U. per lb~ 

Register No. 38/0. D., AUpore. Oalcutta. } 
Dated the 14th Augwt, 1925. 

(5). 

20·13% 
63-77% 
16'10% 

100-00% 

Coking. 
Dirty ;White. 

7,1!14 
12,805 

(Sd.) Supdt., 
G01lt. Test House. 

Analysis 01 Loyabad' No. 'fi Pit 11' Seam 00011. 

GOVERNM.EN'll TEST HOUSE; ALIPORE, OALCUTTA. 

TEST CERTD'IOATE FOB THill BUBRAJroB, CoAL Co., LTD. 

Managing Agents : Messrs. BmD & Co. 

RIIIl'bRT. 

Sample 0/ Ooal' marked' as Loyabad. No.7 Pit 12 Seam Coat 

Moisture • 0'93% 

Proximate a.nalysis on Dried Sample
Volatiles • 
Fixed ~arbon 
Ash. 

N "ture of coke 
Colour of ash . 

Calorific Value on Dried Sample
Oalories per gram· • 
Or &. T. U. per lb •• 

Regi.&ter No. 98/0. D., Alipore, Oalcutta; 1 
'Dated the 14th Augmt, 1925. 

20'19% 
64'93% 
14'88% 

100'00% . 

Coking. 
Dirty White. 

7,255 
13,059 

(Sd.) Supdt., 
G01l1;. Test House. 
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(5) 

Analysis 0/ Loyabad No. 8 Pit 13 Seam Coal. 
GOVERNMENT TEST HOUSE, ALIPORE, OALCUTTA. 

TBST CERTIFIOATB FOR THill BURRAKUR CoAL Co., LTD. 

Managing Agents: Messrs. BmD & Co. 

Rl!lPORT. 

Sample o/Coal marked as Loyabad No.8 Pit 18 Seam Coat. 
Moisture, . 1·03% 

Proximate analysis on Dried Sample-
Volatiles. . 
Fixed carbon 
Ash .• 

Nature of coke 
Colour of ash . 

Oalorific Value on Dried Sample-
Calories per gram . 
Or B. T. U. per lb .. 

Register No. 88/0. D., Alipore, Calcutta.} 
Dated the l1,th Auu!1st, 1925. 

(5) 

20·38% 
65·84% 
13·78% 

10000% 

Coking. 
White. 

7,323 
13,181 

(Sd.) Supdt., 
Govt. Test House. 

Analysis 0/ Lovabad No. I, Inc. 11, Seam Coal. 
GOVERNMENT TEST HOUSE, ALIPORE, OALCUTTA. 

TEST CERTIFIOATB FOR THE BURRAKUR CoAL Co .•. LTD. 

Managing Agents: Messrs. BmD & Co. 

REPoRT. 

Sample of Coal marked as Loyabad NO.4 Inc. 14 Seam Coal. 
Moisture • 1·17% 

Proximate analysis on Dried Sample-
Volatiles • 
Fixed carbon 
Ash • 

Nature of coke 
Colour of ash • 

Calorific Value on Dried Sample-
Calories per gram . 
Or B. T. U. per lb .• 

Register No. 88/0. D., Aliporc, Calcutta.} 
Dated ths 14th August, 1925. . 

19'02% 
66'98% 
14·00% 

10000% 

Coking. 
Dirty White. 

7.351 
13,232 

(Sd.) Supdt., 
Govt. Test House. 
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(5) 
Analysis of Loyabad No.8 Pit 14 Seam Coal. 

GOVERNMENT TEST HOUSE, ALIPORE, CALCUTTA. 

TEST C!mTD/IOATB FOR TilE· BUBRAKUB CoAL Co., LTD. 

Managing Agents: Messrs. BIRD & Co. 

REPORT. 

Sample of Coal marked as Loyabad No.8 Pit 14 Seam Coal. 
Moisture . 1.04% 

Proximate_~alysis on Dried Sample
Volatiles . 
Fixed carbon 
Ash , 

Nature of coke 
Colour of ash , 

" 

Calorific Value on Dried Sample
,Calories per gram . 
. Or B, ,T. U. per lb. 

Register .No. 88/0. D., Alipore, Calc.utta. J 
Dated the 14th A ugust,1925. .I 

. 
Messn. Burn & Co., Ltd" Calcutta. 

20'22% 
65·82% 
13'86% 

100'00% 
Coking. 
Dirty !White. 

7,418 
13,852 

(Sd.) Supdt., 
Govt. Test House . 

(1) Letter No. 651, 'dated the 10th November, 1991, from the Tariff Board, 
to M8SsrS. Burn &: Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 

The Tariff Board is engaged upon an enquiry in to the Glass Industry in 
India. One of 'the most important materials required by the industry is 
fire resisting material for furnaces and crucibles. The Board understands 
that at present in many cases crucibles are imported by Indian glass manu
facturers. I am therefore to say that the Board would be glad to ·have your 
opinion as to how far crucibles suitable for the manufacture of the kinds 
of glass now made in India can be obtained in the country in sufficient 
quantities. The principal classes of glassware now made in India are lamp 
globes and funnels, bottles and jars, bangles and sheet or plate glass. I am 
to ask if you will be good enough to furnish replies to the following 
questions: -

(1) Are fire resisting materials manufactured in your works? 
(2) What is the composition of the principal material manufactured? 
(3) For what purposes are they used? 
(4) Where are the raw materials obtained and are there ·sufficient 

supplies? 
(5) Do you make crucibles used in the manufacture of glass? 

If .80, (a) to what extent have you sold crucibles in the past to 
. Indian glass manufacturers, and 
(b) how do your crucibles compare in quality and price 

with imported crucibles? ' 

I am to ask that a reply to this letter, together with 6 spare copies 
should be: sent as early as possible and not later than 10th December. It 
should be addressed to the Secretary, Tariff Board, 1, Council House Street, 
Calcutta. 
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(2) Letter dated the. 25th November, l1931, from Me.,srs. Burn &: Co., Ltd.., 
O,alcmtta. 

With referenoe to Mr. G. S. Bozman's letter No. 651 of the 10th instant, 
addressed to our Pottery Works, Jubbulpore, we have pleasure in giving 
below replies to the qnestionnaire conCl'rning refractories for ·furnaces and 
crucibles: -

l. Yes. 
2. Firebricks, blocks, raw and burnt ground fireclay. 
3. Glass furnaces, tanks, pots along with the .bonding cement for -the 

bricks and blocks used to built the furnace and tanks. 
4. Jubbulpore-Yes. 
5. No-but we supply the 

(a) necessary raw materials to make glass pots or crucibles. Our 
materials are most successfully used by many Glass Works more 
especially Messrs. The Ganga Glass Works, Bala,,!,ali, District 
BijJJ.or, who obtain from pots made of our materials the best 
results of any they have used . 

. (b) No-These particulars could be, no doubt, obtained from Messrs. 
. The Ganga Glass Works, Balawali, District Biinor. 

Messrs. Blythe Colour Works, Ltd •• Cresswell, EuglaDd. 

Letter dated the 7th Octobwr, l!l8J. 

'We have pleasure in quoting to-day's approximate prices for the raw 
materials we sell to India, and hope you will find same of service. 

Enclosure. 

Alumina, calcined 
" hydrated 

Antimony oxide . 
Ars!'nions oxide 
Barium C'arbonate 

.Bone ash 
Borax 
Boric acid 
Cadmium sulpllide 
Chromium oxides 
Cobalt oxide . 
Oupric oxide 
Cu.prous oxide 
Fluorspar 
Manganese dioxide 
Nickel oxide 
Selenium 
Urauium oxide 
Zinc oxide 
Tin .,xides 

\ . 
All c.i./. Indian port, including pa.ckage3. 

£ s. d. 
28 0 0 per .ton; 
18 0 0 
SO 00 
25 0 0 
14 0 0 
18 0 0 
1300 
25 0 0 
3 0 '0 per lb. 
1 ·0 0 " 
580 

65 0 0 per ton. 
80 0 0 

.7 0 0 .. 
20 0 0 
1 II 0 per lb. 
900 

.9 0·0 ., 
24 0 0 per ton. 

140 '0 :0 per ton or £20 
per ton above 
metal price on 
day . order 
placed. 
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